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This is Volume 16 of The Anchor Bible, 
a new book by book translation of the 
Bible, each complete with an introduc
tion and notes. PSALMS I ( 1-50) is 
translated and edited by Mitchell 
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Language and Literature at The Pon
tifical Biblical Institute in Rome. 

With Psalms, any new translation will 
be considered in the context of the liter
ary achievement of the King James Ver
sion, and in the light of more recent 
renderings. A word of explanation is, 
therefore, appropriate. 

"The translation offered here," 
Father Dahood writes, "differs from 
earlier efforts in that it is not the fruit 
of a confrontation of the Hebrew text 
with the ancient versions, from which 
the least objectionable reading is 
plucked."Rather,from a close examina
tion of the original text, a unique trans
lation has been attempted, one which 
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relies heavily on contemporary linguis
tic evidence. It is a translation "accom
panied by philological commentary, 
that lays heavy stress on the Ras-Shamra 
texts and other epigraphic discoveries 
made along the Phoenician littoral," a 
translation prepared in direct response 
to W. F. Albright's statement (made a 
quarter of a century ago) "that all 
future investigations of the book of 
Psalms must deal intensively with the 
Ugaritic texts." 

This translation tries to capture as 
much as possible-within the limits of 
language and the scope of present schol
arship-the poetic qualities of the orig
inal Hebrew. Its attempt is to render 
accurately not only the meaning of the 
Psalms but their poetic forms and 
rhythms as well. It is particularly re
sponsive to the terse, three-beat metrical 
line predominant in Hebrew poetry, and 
it reproduces the parallelism so charac~ 
teristic of biblical verse. In this process 
of probing the original, Father Dahood 
unearths some striking examples of 
passages previously mistranslated, and 
arrives at many provocative readings. 
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PREFACE 

A preface may serve various purposes. The author of a book 
that lately arrives for review attempts to disarm the would-be critic 
in his preface. He honestly sets forth the difficulties encountered in 
the composition of his work and candidly exposes the defects that 
mar the finished product. But he apparently overdoes it because 
one is inclined to ask, while glancing through the preface, the not 
impertinent question, "Then why was the book ever written?" The 
present volume, too, has need of asking the reader to concentrate 
more on its merits than on its defects, but-to forestall the em
barrassing question-no list of its shortcomings or lapses from con
sistency will be given here. If the reader should arrive at the con
clusion made famous by Henry Adams' dictum that "translation is 
an evil," his position will not essentially differ from mine, at least 
as regards the Hebrew Psalms. 

Instead, I shall proceed directly to the agreeable office of ex
pressing my gratitude to Professor D. N. Freedman, one of the 
General Editors, whose critical eye nailed more than one fallacy to 
the spot. His influence on this book is much more pervasive than 
the few explicit acknowledgments would suggest. For his unstinting 
help and for the timely assistance of his wife Cornelia I am gen
uinely grateful. I am likewise indebted to my colleagues of the 
Pontifical Biblical Institute for their even-minded criticism and to 
the students of the Institute whose seemingly columbine questions 
often concealed a serpentine penetration. 

In the Borghese Gallery in Rome there is a painting of Judith 
and Holofemes by Giovanni Baglioni ( 1571-1644). The official 
guidebook of the Gallery, by P. della Pergola, explains that Bag
Iioni-Caravaggio's fiercest rival-did not, in this painting, escape 
the powerful influence of the new style to which Caravaggio gave 
expression. In dedicating this work to my teacher, I am registering 
my thanks to a scholar who, early and steadily, realized the im-
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portance of Ugaritic for all phases of biblical research. He clearly 
saw that the sweet singers of Israel, like Baglioni before his ad
versary, were profoundly influenced by the Canaanite poets whose 
works and pomp they ostensibly renounced. 

Candlemas, 1965 
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INTRODUCTION 

An introduction should more properly be written when the study 
of all one hundred and fifty Psalms has been completed. A number 
of conclusions, however, have already emerged with sufficient clarity 
to warrant at this time a brief, preliminary formulation. 

What with the recent spate of Psalms' translations and commen
taries, a new work on the Psalter would appear almost as difficult 
to justify at this juncture as another book on the Scrolls of Qumran. 
But the translation offered here differs from earlier efforts in that it 
is not the fruit of a confrontation of the Hebrew text with the 
ancient versions, from which the least objectionable reading is 
plucked. Much less does it follow the method of the recent Psalterii 
secundum Vulgatam Bibliorum Versionem Nova Recensio, edited 
by Robert Weber (Clervaux, Luxembourg, 1961), pro manuscripto, 
which presents a Latin version based on a comparison of the Hebrew 
original with Jerome's Vulgate, the Juxta Hebraeos, and the 
Psalterium Novum of the Pontifical Biblical Institute. What is at
tempted here is a fresh translation, accompanied by a philological 
commentary, that lays heavy stress on the Ras Shamra-Ugarit texts 
and other epigraphic discoveries made along the Phoenician littoral. 
Though some thirty-five years have passed since the discovery and 
decipherment of the Ras Shamra-Ugarit texts, no subsequent trans
lation of the Psalms1 has yet availed itself of these clay tablets. 
In 1941, when reviewing C. H. Gordon's Ugaritic Grammar (the 
fourth edition under the title Ugaritic Textbook [abbr. UT] ap
peared in 1965 [Analecta Orientalia 38; Rome]),2 W. F. Albright 

1 One monograph and numerous short articles have examined the Psalms 
in relation to the literary corpus from Ras Shamra; some of these will be re
ferred to in the course of this study. The positive results of such studies have 
not as yet found their way into any better-known translations. 

2 In citing the U garitic texts, I follow the numbering and transliteration of 
UT. 
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wrote that "the tremendous significance of the North Canaanite re
ligious literature of Ugarit for biblical research is becoming clearer 
every day. It is not too much to say that all future investigations of 
the Book of Psalms must deal intensively with the Ugaritic texts . 
. . . Thorough knowledge of Ugaritic grammar, vocabulary and 
style is an absolute prerequisite for comparative research on the part 
of biblical scholars. Moreover, the significance of Ugaritic for his
torical Hebrew grammar, on which will increasingly rest our re
construction of the literary history of Israel, cannot be overestimated. 
Ugaritic was only dialectically different from ancestral Hebrew in 
the generations immediately preceding the Israelite occupation of 
Canaan. Ugarit and Canaanite Palestine shared a common literary 
tradition, which profoundly influenced Israel. For these reasons 
Gordon's Ugaritic Grammar is of greater lasting importance for OT 
research than any dozen assorted recent commentaries taken to
gether."3 

Nearly a quarter of a century has passed since Albright stressed 
the relevance of Ugaritic for Psalms' research, but most translators 
and commentators have continued to treat the Ras Shamra texts 
as, at best, only peripherally significant. To be sure, Sigmund Mo
winckel, in his studies on the Psalms, has displayed a familiarity 
with the Ugaritic myths, but his failure to exploit the rich linguistic 
material at his disposition makes some of his conclusions philologi
cally vulnerable.4 H. J. Kraus, in his two-volume commentary on 
the Psalms that first began to appear in fascicles in 1957, does cite 
a few articles which seek to apply the new Ugaritic data to prob
lems in the Psalter, but he is not convinced that Ugaritic is terribly 
important for a better understanding of the Psalms. His remarks in 
the Einleitung to the first volume of the 1961 revised edition are 
symptomatic: "Difficult or rare Hebrew words can sometimes be 
explained from Ugaritic poetry (cf., above all, Ps 68) .... With 
great prudence one must check to see if individual words and ex
pressions are open to new possible definitions because of Ugaritic."5 

8 In JBL 60 (1941), 438 f. 
4 To cite but one instance, Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship (see 

Selected Bibliography), I, pp. 77 ff.., has placed considerable emphasis upon 
Ps xiv 7, which he renders, "Thy throne, 0 god, is for ever and ever," as ex
plicit evidence for the existence in Israel of a form of divine kingship. How
ever, the translation and philological commentary proposed below remove 
this verse from among his proof-texts for divine kingship in Israel. 

5 Psalmen, 2d ed. (see Selected Bibliography), I, p. xii. 
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One may, however, legitimately ask whether Kraus is exercising 
Vorsicht vis a vis the new material, or an excess of caution with 
regard to the new canons of Hebrew philology being imposed by 
the Ras Shamra discoveries and by progress in Northwest Semitic 
philology. An example to illustrate. There are two textual difficulties 
in the second colon of Ps iv 7, n•sah 'iilenu 'or piinekii yhwh. 
Kraus accepts G. R. Driver's proposal that 'iilenu here denotes 
"from us," as in Phoenician and probably also in Ugaritic, but 
fails to appreciate that consonantal nsh (from nus) is the verb "to 
flee," a synonym of brl;, "to flee," precisely the verb with which 
'l, "from," is employed in Phoenician. Though his translation re
flects the sense of the line, "The light of your face has departed 
from us," Kraus introduces the gratuitous emendation of consonantal 
nsh (to be pointed niisiih, with archaic third-person masculine end
ing) to nas•'iih. In other terms, he resorts to the method of emenda
tion instead of fully availing himself of the Phoenician parallel which 
offers a smooth exit from the textual impasse and permits the clear 
and literal rendering, "The light of your face has fled from us, 0 
Yahweh."6 

The present work is not a commentary on the Psalms in the 
traditional sense of the word; a better term would perhaps be a 
prolegomenon to a commentary. The topics usually treated in a 
standard commentary, such as the name "Psalms," the title of the 
Psalms, their arrangement and use, the origin and authorship of the 
Psalms, etc., have been waived in the interest of the primary scope 
of this study, namely, a translation and philological commentary 
which utilizes the linguistic information offered by the Ras Sham.ra 
tablets. Psalms as such have not yet been unearthed at Ras Sham.ra 
so that the Ugaritic texts do not directly bear on such questions as 
literary classification or Sitz im Leben; the treatment of these prob
lems therefore will also be cursory and incidental to the main pur
pose at hand. Numerous recent works examine such problems 
fully and competently, so there is no pressing need to rehearse them 
in the following pages. To judge from reviewers' comments, nothing 
is more depressing than having to read the long introductions which 
merely rehash issues that have already been well aired. However, a 

6 Similar criticism of Kraus's handling of this text has been made by J. H. 
Eaton in Theology Today 61 (1964), 356. 
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more ample discussion of the more important issues of literary 
criticism is foreseen for the second volume of Psalms in this series, 
covering Psalms 51-150. 

DISCOVERIES AT RAs SHAMRA-UGARIT 

The history of the discovery and subsequent excavations of Ras 
Shamra has been well summarized. The entry on "Ugarit" in The In
terpreter's Dictionary of the Bible (abbr. IDB) (New York, 1962) 
runs to fifteen columns. Ugaritic has taken its place as a major 
language (or more properly, a dialect of Canaanite) in the Semitic 
family of languages. 

About seven miles north of Latakia (ancient Laodicea ad Mare) 
on the north Syrian coast stands an artificial mound about sixty 
feet high and covering some seventy acres. Today called Ras 
Shamra (Fennel Promontory), this mound concealed the ancient 
city of Ugarit, known from Babylonian, Hittite, and Egyptian rec
ords. In the spring of 1928, a north Syrian peasant was plowing his 
field when the plow jammed against a stone slab which happened 
to form part of the ceiling of a corbelled tomb. Informed of this 
strike, the archaeological authorities commissioned C. F. A. Schaef
fer of Strasbourg, who began excavations at the site in 1929 and 
has continued in that capacity to the present day. He has thus far 
conducted twenty-seven archaeological campaigns at Ras Shamra. 
The discoveries seem unlimited-each season's dig seems to yield a 
rich harvest. The discoveries include enormous quantities of pottery, 
weights, bronzes, jewelry, statuary, stelae, tombs, constructions such 
as temples, palaces, private homes, sanitation systems, and, above all, 
texts. 

Since the initial discoveries in 1929, thousands of tablets in at 
least eight different languages have come to light. Our present in
terest focuses on those in a previously unknown cuneiform alphabet 
of twenty-nine or thirty signs. Many of the copies date to the reign 
of a certain King Niqmad of Ugarit, a contemporary of the Hittite 
king Shuppiluliuma (ca. 1375-1340 B.c.). Though copied in this 
period, the myths and legends recorded on the tablets are doubtless 
much older, the Baal Cycle reaching back, in all likelihood, to the 
third millennium B.c. The decipherment was worked out in less than 
a year's time by three scholars working independently: Hans Bauer 
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in Germany, :Edouard Dhorme in Jerusalem, and Charles Virol
leaud in Paris. 

The longest and most important composition is the Baal Cycle, a 
collection of episodes about the Canaanite gods, preserved in eight 
tablets and in a number of fragments; it numbers more than two 
thousand lines. Next in importance is the Legend of King Keret, 
a semi-historical poem, recorded on three tablets and several frag
ments which total some five hundred lines, while the Epic of Aqhat 
runs to about four hundred legible lines on four tablets. Two other 
mythological poems have been published, both of which seem to be 
complete. One is named after its invocation, The Beautiful and 
Gracious Gods, and describes the birth of the twin deities Dawn 
and Dusk. The other is a hymn celebrating the marriage of the 
goddess Nikkal to the Moon-god. Finally, there are tablets which 
list offerings to the gods, sacred and secular professions, rituals; 
some contain private letters, economic and juridical texts, and even 
medicinal formulas for curing ailing horses. In recent years a series 
of lexicographical tablets has been found, one of them a quadrilin
gual vocabulary containing some two hundred words, as well as a 
perfectly preserved incantation of seventy-five lines. The very vari
ety of subjects treated in these texts makes them an inexhaustible 
source of information for the biblical philologist and exegete. 

One need not be surprised, therefore, to encounter among the 
plates accompanying the text of C. F. A. Schaeffer's The Cuneiform 
Texts of Ras Shamra-Ugarit (London, 1939) a figure, taken from 
a fresco in the Church of Santa Maria Antica in the Roman 
Forum, which shows Hezekiah, king of Judah, sick in bed with his 
face turned toward the wall, while the prophet Isaiah, standing at 
the foot of the bed, talks to him. On page 41 the reader is informed 
that the biblical name of the remedy made of boiled figs that Isaiah 
recommended is identical with the name of a remedy used by the 
veterinary surgeons at U garit in the fifteenth and fourteenth cen
turies B .c.! 

Since the decipherment of the texts in 1930, the linguistic classi
fication of Ugaritic (as the language came to be called) has been 
a matter of dispute. The widely held view that U garitic is a Canaan
ite dialect whose closest affinity is to biblical Hebrew, especially in 
the poetic books, has been winning the day. The publication of new 
texts by Virolleaud in 1957 and 1965, and recent comparative stud
ies disclosing added points of contact in the areas of phraseology, 
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imagery, prosody, and thought, have corroborated the Canaanite 
classification of Ugaritic. The numerous equations and comparisons 
proposed in this volume point to the same classification, and though 
many of them are admittedly banal, their inclusion will enable 
the comparative Semitist to make a more accurate assessment. 

COMPARATIVE STUDIES 

The nineteenth century witnessed the rise and progress of 
Egyptian and Babylonian studies, a rise which was to exert a tre
mendous impact upon Old Testament research. In time, however, 
the legacy left by these two disciplines for a clearer understanding 
of the biblical text turned out to be much less than was imagined, 
say, thirty years ago.7 History, then, cautions scholars to moderate 
their claims on behalf of a new discipline and its bearing on Old 
Testament inquiry. The raison d'etre of the following study is pre
cisely to set forth the relevance of the Ugaritic texts for Psalms' 
research; that considerable risk is involved in such an ostensibly 
restricted approach to the Psalter and its problems does not, in the 
light of recent history, escape the present writer. But the positive re
sults flowing from an application of Ugaritic grammatical and stylis
tic principles to the Hebrew text of Psalms appear to be suffi
ciently numerous and significant to merit detailed presentation. Not 
all the proposals submitted here will stand the test of present criti
cism or future discoveries, but if the present effort succeeds in show
ing what possibilities are open to the modem student of the Bible, 
the effort will have proved worth while. The evidence is registered 
throughout the notes accompanying the translation, but for the sake 
of general orientation, some observations on the areas of Psalms' 
research affected by Ugaritic and Northwest Semitic philology may 
not be out of place. 

THE CONSONANTAL TEXT 

Biblical poetry teems with textual cruxes, and the Hebrew text 
of Psalms is no exception. In fact, if one were to base his opinion 

7 This point has been more fully developed by the present writer in 
Gregorianum 43 (1962), 55-57 (see Selected Biblography). 
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of the consonantal text upon those psalms, such as xiv and xviii, 
which are preserved in doublets, he would conclude that the text 
is corrupt and stands in need of constant emendation. But happily 
these doublets prove not to be typical, and the consonantal text of 
the first fifty psalms is remarkably well preserved; in my opinion, 
resort to emendation can be justified in fewer than a half a dozen 
instances. This does not mean that all the textual difficulties have 
been solved; it merely suggests that the rich thesaurus of forms and 
constructions in the U garitic and Phoenician texts severely restricts 
the freedom of the textual critic to emend the text. For example, 
in Ps xxiv 4, napsi is customarily emended to napso since, as Kraus 
(Psalmen, I, p. 193) writes, "The context requires this correction," 
but now it turns out that Hebrew, like Phoenician and probably 
Ugaritic, also possessed a third-person singular suffix (masculine and 
feminine) in -i; more than ninety examples, listed under Ps ii 6, have 
thus far been identified in the poetic books of the Bible. Biblical 
morphology has thus been enriched with a new morpheme and both 
the consonantal and punctualized texts have been vindicated in over 
eighty cases. The Masoretes almost certainly did not understand 
the morpheme, but they nonetheless preserved it. Or again, in a 
number of texts the presence of a lamedh has proved embarrassing 
and, to many, deletion was the only viable expedient. But the well
documented existence in Ugaritic of both lamedh emphaticum and 
lamedh vocativum considerably widens the choice a philologist can 
make when faced with such a problem. Consider, for instance, Ps 
cxl 7, 'iimartl l•yahweh 'eti 'attiih ha'aziniih yhwh qol talJ.anunay; the 
Tetragrammaton in the second colon is, on the strength of the Syriac 
reading, deleted. When, however, the lamedh preceding yhwh in the 
first colon is parsed as vocative, the presence of yhwh in the second 
colon is rendered necessary by both parallelism and meter. Hence I 
translate, "I said, 0 Yahweh, you are my God; hear, 0 Yahweh, my 
plea for mercy." A similar situation obtains in Ps lxxiii 1, 'ak (ob 
l•yisrii'el '•lOhim l•bare lebiib, where l•yisrii'el is often labeled the 
product of faulty word division and critics widely adopted the emenda
tion first proposed by H. Graetz in the last century, layyiiSiir 'el. But 
the analysis of l• in l•yisra'el as lamedh vocativum produces this 
version, "Truly good, 0 Israel, is God to the pure of heart," a fine 
example of smoothly flowing enjambment. The fact that in Ugaritic the 
vocative lamedh is particularly frequent with personal names, en-
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hances the likelihood that this is the particle preceding personified 
Israel. 

Often enough, of two nouns in parallelism, one has a pronominal 
suffix and the other has none. Critics have generally supplied the 
lack, but the principle of double-duty suffix, employed by Canaan
ite poets for metrical or other reasons, shows that the inventiveness 
of textual critics has in this instance been misplaced. In brief, the 
textual critic is today obliged to familiarize himself with Northwest 
Semitic philology before venturing to set the biblical text to rights. 
Otherwise he may find himself writing in a vein similar to that of a 
well-known biblical scholar who confesses, "Indeed, this particular 
example serves the present writer a stem warning against hasty tex
tual 'emendation'; for, when he began his researches into the Psalter 
along the lines indicated by 'The Role of the King in the J erusa
lem Cultus,' he followed the usual practice of attempting to im
prove the reading, and only discovered later, as his work developed, 
that in so doing he was destroying a valuable piece of evidence and 
an important link in his argument."8 A. E. Housman has written of 
Richard Bentley that "the best prize that Bentley missed, and the 
richest province left for his successors, is the correction of those 
verses of Manilius which he precipitately and despotically expelled." 
Quoted from A. E. Housman: Selected Prose, ed. John Carter 
(Cambridge University Press, 1961), p. 30. 

THE MASORETIC TEXT 

The reverence of the Masoretes for the consonantal text out
stripped their knowledge of archaic Hebrew poetry: the result is 
that their vocalization, and even their word division, must some
times be disregarded if one is to find the way back to the original 
sense. The crux interpretum in Ps xlv 5, w•'anwah ~edeq, is a Mas
oretic creation; divide and point the same consonants in the light of 
Ps 1xxxii 3, 'iini waras hm;diqii, and the result is w•'anaw h~deq, 
"And defend the poor," an unimpeachable sequence to "Ride on in 
behalf of truth." The meaning of many substantives has been lost, 
with the inevitable consequence of false vocalization. A probable 
illustration presents itself in Ps ii 8, mimmenni, which is preferably 

s Aubrey R. Johnson, Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel (Cardiff, 1955), 
p. 81, n. 1. 
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pointed m•monl, "my wealth," while Ps xxxiii 7, kanned, gives pel
lucid sense when pointed kened, "pitcher," a substantive known 
from Akkadian and Ugaritic. The resultant image is completely 
changed. Where KJ translates, "He gathereth the waters of the sea 
together as an heap," which evokes the imagery of Exod xv 8, 
"the floods stood upright as an heap" (KJ), we would read, "He 
gathers into a jar the waters of the sea." 

The practice of using plural forms of names of dwellings, though 
with a singular meaning, seems to have escaped the Masoretes. In 
Ps xv 1, MT reads singular b•'oh0lekii, but some manuscripts more 
correctly read the plural form b•'ohiilekii. The desire to avoid a 
graphic anthropomorphism may account for the dubious vocaliza
tion r•.yeh, parallel to /:iilsiih, in Ps xi 14. Stylistic considerations 
favor the pointing ril.yiih, an energic imperative from ril.y, "to run," 
the natural parallel to energic imperative /:iilsiih, from /:iils, "to has
ten." 

An imperfect knowledge of archaic divine appellatives will ex
plain the repeated confusion between 'el, 'ell, "the Most High," and 
the prepositions 'al and 'iilay, respectively; cf. Pss vii 9, 11, xvi 6, 
lvii 3, !xviii 30, 35, cvi 7. From this imperfect knowledge stems the 
erroneous division of consonants in Ps lxxv 10, where MT reads 
grammatically incongruent 'aggld l•'oliim for 'agaddel 'i5liim, "I 
shall extol the Eternal", parallel to "I shall sing to the God of 
Jacob." In other words, the real parallelism intended by the psalmist 
is between the God of Abraham, who in Gen xxi 33 is called 'el 
'i5liim, "El the Eternal," and the God of Jacob. The Masoretes 
missed the historical allusion. The LXX experienced difficulty with 
the consonantal division and read 'iigll, "I shall rejoice"; many mod
em versions have opted, ill-advisedly in my judgment, for the LXX 
emendation. 

These observations should not, however, be construed as a war
rant for setting the MT at nought whenever the text proves recalci
trant. In the temple and later in the synagogue, there must have 
been a strong tradition of prayer and singing which secured the 
pronunciation of the psalms even when the grammatical parsing of 
forms was not immediately evident. This living tradition was never 
interrupted for Judaism in its totality. In Ps xxxv 16, for example, 
the infinitive absolute /:iiiri5q, which fares badly at the hands of the 
critics (cf., e.g., Kraus, Psalmen), can handily be defended on the 
basis of the multiple functions of the infinitive absolute revealed in 
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recent epigraphic discoveries. In view of the Ugaritic plurale majes
tatis ilm, predicated of the god k[r wbss, "Skillful and Cunning 
One," there is no need to alter the vocalization of Ps vii 7, 'urah 
'elay, to singular 'eli. The plural form is probably also found in Pss 
lxxvii 2-3 and cxxix 8. The frequent emendation of Ps iv 2, hirf:iabta, 
cannot be sustained; the form is precative perfect, which often substi
tutes for the imperative in the poetic books. Critics have found it 
necessary in scores of verses to change the pronominal suffix -1 to -o, 
since the context desiderates the third person. If one admits, as now 
it seems one must, that Hebrew, like Phoenician, possessed a third
person singular suffix -!, 9 one will see that the Masoretes, who 
probably did not understand the morpheme, nonetheless safeguarded 
the correct tradition. This explanation may sound much like "you 
name it, we have it,'' but the plain fact is that the Northwest Semitic 
morphological and lexical treasure-trove offers the biblical philologist 
choices unthinkable three decades ago. 

THE ANCIENT VERSIONS 

In the present study the ancient versions are cited infrequently, 
not because they have not been consulted, but because they have 
relatively little to offer toward a better understanding of the difficult 
texts. For such texts, the critic who seeks succor from the ancient 
translations will usually be disappointed. A significant corollary of 
Ugaritic studies will be the devaluation of the ancient versions. My 
consistent experience in studying Psalms (as well as Job and Prov
erbs) has been that Ugaritic embarrassingly exposes-at least in the 
poetic books-the shortcomings of the versions and seriously under
mines their authority as witnesses to the original text. The Bible de 
Jerusalem can be taxed with a serious error in method when, in the 
poetic books in particular, it detours to the LXX whenever the 
Hebrew text throws up an obstacle. The numberless details of gram
mar which Phoenician and U garitic place at the disposal of the He
braist allow him to ask anew: "How much grammar did the trans
lators in antiquity understand? Were they familiar with the poetic 
vocabulary of the second millennium, the language often used by 

9 See above, p. XXI. 
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the biblical poets? How many mythological allusions did they 
seize?" 

In response to the first query, Ps xlix 16 may serve as an object 
lesson: 'ak '•/Ohlm yipdeh napsl miyyad s•'ol kl yiqqiif:tenl, is 
rendered by the LXX, "But God will redeem my soul from the 
power of that mansion when it receives me," and by the Vulgate, 
"V erumtamen Deus redimet animam me am de manu inf eri, cum 
acceperit me" ("But God will redeem my soul from the hand of 
hell, when he shall receive me"), while the Psalterii Nova Recensio 
of 1961 adopts the Vulgate reading except for the substitution of 
acceperit by abstulerit. Even the most casual reader will notice an 
imbalance that's uncharacteristic of biblical verse-structure. Four 
clear Ugaritic examples of an emphatic kl, which effects the post
position of the verb at the end of its colon, suggest the following 
translation and verse division: "But God will ransom me, from the 
hand of Sheol will he surely snatch me." The first colon thus ends 
with napsl and the second with yiqqiif:tenl; the rhyme was doubt
less intended by the poet. In fact, none of the ancient versions 
grasped the nature of the construction in any of the passages where 
it is admittedly employed: Gen xviii 20; II Sam xxiii 5; Isa vii 9, 
x 13; Pss xlix 16, cxviii 10-12, cxxviii 2. They were equally strangers 
to the waw emphaticum in such texts as Pss iv 5, xi 6, xxv 11, 
xlix 11, lxxvii 2, etc. 

Their knowledge of poetic vocabulary leaves much to be desired. 
The psalmists frequently used 'ere~, "earth," in the poetic sense of 
"nether world," as in Akkadian and Ugaritic, but this nuance was 
lost on the ancient translators. Ps lxxv abounds in divine appella
tives, but this could never be gathered from a perusal of the versions. 
Titles such as 'oliim, "the Eternal," le', "the Victor," miirom, "the 
Exalted One," hammebln, "the Observer," were simply not repro
duced in antiquity and now must slowly be recovered with the aid 
of Northwest Semitic texts. . 

A poetic practice, notably clarified by recent discoveries, is the 
use of plural forms of nouns signifying "home, habitation," which, 
however, are to be translated as singular. Thus the ancient versions 
render miskiinot as plural in Pss xliii 3, lxxxiv 2 and cxxxii 5, 7, 
where the singular would appear more correct. 

Many of the biblical images and metaphors do not come through 
in the ancient versions. A probable instance is the famous crux in 
Ps viii 3, yiisadtii 'oz, l•ma'on (MT l•ma'an), "You built a fortress 
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for your habitation," where 'oz is a poetic name for "heaven," 
precisely as in Ps !xx.viii 26, yassa' qad!m bassamayim way•naheg 
b"'uzzo teman, poorly reflected in LXX, "He removed the south
east wind out of heaven, and by his power brought on the south
west wind." This rendition can scarcely be correct since it fails to 
preserve the synonymous parallelism which characterizes the pre
ceding and following verses. The more plausible reading would be, 
"He let loose the east wind from heaven, and led forth the south 
wind from his stronghold." 

The ancient versions do, however, make a positive contribution 
to textual criticism in their flexible attitude toward prepositions, an 
attitude which modem translators might well adopt. They often 
translated according to the needs of context, rendering b• "from" 
when the context required this meaning. Contrast the translation of 
Deut i 44, b•se'zr 'ad J:iormah, "from Seir to Hormah,'' as rendered 
by LXX, Vulgate, and Syriac, with the less felicitous efforts of CCD 
and RSV (CCD: "in Seir as far as Horma"; RSV: "in Seir as far 
as Hormah"). Notice their handling of baJsamayim in Ps lxxviii 26, 
cited above. This sense has amply been confirmed by Ugaritic 
where b and l denote precisely this in many cases; in Canaanite 
poetry min was unknown and its function was filled by b and l. 
The introduction of min into biblical Hebrew did not completely 
deprive b and l of their older function. Here the testimony of the 
LXX, Vulgate, and Syriac can be extremely valuable. But the over
all judgment that the ancient versions invite in view of the new 
testimony is that they are not always reliable witnesses to what the 
biblical poets intended. 

COMPARATIVE LITERATURES 

Just as Canaanite literary documents of the second millennium 
cast some doubt on the authority of the ancient versions, so do 
they also reduce the immediate relevance of Egyptian and Mesopo
tamian literatures for the direct elucidation of biblical poetry. While 
the literatures of Egypt and Babylonia will continue to retain their 
value ad complementum doctrinae, they must, in the area of com
parative studies, yield pride of place to the clay tablets of Ras 
Shamra. James A. Montgomery has written,10 "The Assyro-Baby-

10 In his review of J. H. Patton, Canaanite Parallels in the Book of Psalms 
(abbr. CPBP) (Johns Hopkins Press, 1944), in JBL 63 (1944), 418 f. 
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Ionian and Egyptian literatures have for long been easily accessible 
to all students. But here is a literature far more closely related, 
geographically, linguistically, and culturally, to the Hebrew Scrip
tures, and even its gross polytheistic contents present a thesaurus 
of theological terminology which became the traditional inheritance 
of the thought and language of Israel's unique religion. . . . Canaan, 
i.e. Palestine-Syria, now no longer appears as a land backward in 
culture and literature, but is revealed as making its contributions to 
high literature in poetry and drama, during the age before Moses." 

On the level of lexicography, a reassessment of the conclusions 
set forth in Heinrich Zimmem's Akkadische Fremdworter als 
Beweis fur babylonischen Kultureinfluss, 2d ed. (Leipzig, 1917), 
on the basis of the available Canaanite glossary (more than 
twenty-seven hundred roots are listed in the Glossary of C. H. Gor
don's UT) would produce some highly interesting results which 
might serve as a gauge for measuring the other relationships be
tween Babylonian and Hebrew cultures. How many Hebrew words 
described as Akkadische Lehnworter in the authoritative Hand
worterbuch of Gesenius-Buhl (abbr. GB), 17th ed. (Leipzig, 1921), 
retain their authenticity today?11 Textual studies which try to ex
plain difficult texts in the Bible on the basis of Akkadian words 
must now show, to be genuinely convincing, that the Akkadian 
word is also reported in non-biblical West Semitic texts. For example, 
the correspondence of Ps xxxiii 7, kened (MT kanned), "pitcher," 
to Akk. kandu, "jug, pitcher," takes on new suasive force with the 
knowledge that knd was current in the economic texts of Ras 
Shamra. In passing it may be noted that Zimmem12 identified 
Akk. kandu with Heb. kad, but the fact that Ugaritic distinguished 
between kd and knd indicates that the same distinction must be 
maintained in Hebrew. As S. Kirst has observed13 in connection 
with his discussion of t•ham in Hebrew, Ugar. thmt, "It is no longer 
strictly necessary to maintain that the Hebrew word is directly bor
rowed from Akkadian, even though in Akkadian the primordial 
flood Tia.mat imaginatively stood for the female element of chaos" 

11 No less interesting would be a restudy of the data in E. Kautzsch, Die 
Aramiiismen Im A/ten Testament (Halle, 1902) in light of the Northwest 
Semitic thesaurus that is available today. 

12 Akkadische Fremdworter a/s Beweis fur babylonischen Kultureinfluss, 
p. 33. 

13 In FuF 32 (1958), 218. 
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("Dam.it ist eine direkte Entlehnung des Wortes aus dem akkadi
schen Sprachbereich fiirs Hebraische keine zwingende Notwendig
keit mehr, obwohl auch dort die Tiamat als die Urfl.ut das 
weibliche Chaoselement versinnbildlicht"). How important for the 
correct interpretation of a text is the just appreciation of the rela
tionships that might be found among the different Semitic languages 
is illustrated by C. Virolleaud's treatment of the unusual form 
l'Snm encountered in the Ugaritic tablets published in 1957.14 Vir
olleaud's reasoning goes like this: the Hebrew plural of liiSon, 
"tongue," is feminine l•sanot, while Akkadian preserves two plural 
forms, feminine lifonati and masculine lisO.nu; accordingly, Ugaritic 
lfom must be a masculine plural form. His own oft-stated convic
tion that Ugaritic is a Canaanite dialect closely related to Hebrew 
should have cautioned him against using Akkadian morphology to 
account for a newly attested West Semitic form. Hence W. F. Al
bright, 16 followed by Otto Eissfeldt, 16 had no difficulty in re
futing Virolleaud's analysis by showing that lSnm, parallel to dual 
d_nbtm, "two tails," was a dual form, like Ugaritic ydm or kpm, 
denoting a "double or forked tongue"; cf. Ps lv 10. 

Hermann Gunkel's identification of numerous mythological mo
tifs in OT poetry is a major contribution to biblical theology. But 
even this contribution must be reassessed in the light of the Ugaritic 
texts. While Gunkel seeks to make the biblical poets directly de
pendent upon Mesopotamian mythology,17 the Ugaritic myths and 
legends show that the biblical exegete need not go so far afield to 
locate the source of Hebrew mythopoeic thought and expression.18 

Or again, while one cannot quarrel with H. Wheeler Robinson's 
statement that "The ultimate (my italics) origin of the conception 
of Yahweh's council is doubtless to be found in Babylonia; we hear 
of the deliberations of the gods in the story of creation,"19 the 
existence of such Ugaritic phrases as 'dt ilm, "the assembly of the 
gods," which scholars recognize as the equivalent of Ps lxxxii 1, 
'adat 'el, shows that in the search for the immediate origin of myth
ological motifs in the Bible a new orientation is needed. 

14 Pa/ais royal d'Ugarit, II (Paris, 1957), p. 12. 
15 In BASOR 150 (1958), 36, n. 5. 
1a In JSS 5 (1960), 34. 
17 See his Schopfung und Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit (Gottingen, 1895), 

pp. 106 ff. 
18 Cf. the sound observations of Kraus, Psa/men, II, p. 649. 
lDSee his article, "The Council of Yahweh," in JTS 45 (1944), 152, n. 1. 
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The ongm of the theological wordplays registered in such pas
sages as Pss xlvii 3, 6, xcvii 9-often credited to the influence of 
the Akkadian epics in which this practice is a recognized feature 
(the puns on many of Marduk's fifty names suggest themselves)
can be more fruitfully sought among the Canaanites, who are known 
to have indulged in such paronomasia: for example, UT, 77: 17-
18, tn nkl yrlJ ytrlJ, "Give Nilckal that the Moon-god might marry." 

THE DATING OF THE PSALMS 

The work of Sigmund Mowinckel in stressing the cultic back
ground of most of the psalms makes it impossible today to write 
a commentary along the lines of Moses Buttenwieser's, The Psalms 
Chronologically Treated with a New Translation (abbr. PCTNT) 
(see Selected Bibliography). Buttenwieser sought to arrange the 
psalms in chronological order, using several criteria, principally the 
purported historical allusions and the literary dependence of the 
psalmists upon historically datable writings, especially the prophets. 
By showing that many of the supposed historical phrases are cultic 
expressions whose origins cannot be dated with any meaningful pre
cision, Mowinckel has seriously undermined Buttenwieser's primary 
presupposition. The Ugaritic texts now conspire to drain the method 
of literary dependence of much of its plausibility by introducing the 
possibility that both the psalmist and, say, the prophet were in
debted to a literary tradition long resident in Canaan. For instance, 
Buttenwieser, on the basis of their literary resemblances to Isa !xiii 
1-6, would date Psalms ii and ex to the post-Exilic period, while 
at the 1964 annual meeting of the Catholic Biblical Association of 
America one speaker proposed that Psalm ex is a product of the 
period of the Chronicler or Qoheleth ( 400-200 B .c.). An exami
nation of the vocabulary of these psalms reveals that virtually every 
word, image, and parallelism are now reported in Bronze-Age 
Canaanite texts; the present writer would tentatively date Pss ii and 
ex to the tenth century B.c. If they are poems composed shortly 
prior to the LXX, why is it that the Alexandrian Jewish translators 
understood them so imperfectly? Roughly contemporary works 
should fare better than they did in translation. 

Pursuing the method of literary affiliation, Pierre Bennard, Le 
Psautier selon Jeremie (Paris, 1960), p. 39, concludes that the 
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psalms containing the phrase bo/:zen libbOt uketayot, "he who tests 
minds and hearts," are dependent upon Jeremiah, where the phrase 
appears characteristic. But the occurrence of part of the phrase, 
klyth wlbh, in a Ugaritic text of incantatory type strongly suggests 
that both psalmist and prophet drew from a common source. The 
appearance of part of the clause in an incantatory text hints that 
the entire expression bO/:zen libbOt uk•/ayot may have been used in 
incantations; the discovery of inscribed liver models during a recent 
campaign at Ras Shamra may resolve the problem. One may pro
ceed further and submit that Ps vii, where the phrase in question 
occurs, appears to be linguistically too archaic and too difficult to 
have been composed in the Exilic or post-Exilic period, that is, 
after Jeremiah. 

The tendency in recent years to assign earlier rather than later 
dates to the composition of the psalms comports with the evidence 
of the Ras Shamra texts. These show that much of the phraseology 
in the Psalter was current in Palestine long before the writing 
prophets, so the criterion of literary dependence becomes much too 
delicate to be serviceable. On the other hand, the inadequate 
knowledge of biblical poetic idiom and, more importantly, of biblical 
images and metaphors displayed by the third-century B.C. translators 
of the LXX, bespeaks a long chronological gap between the original 
composition of the psalms and their translation into Greek. Even the 
admittedly later poems in the Psalter are considerably older than 
the Hodayot (hymns of praise) from Qumran, which freely bor
rowed the phraseology, the imagery, and the central ideas of the 
Book of Psalms. These considerations thus point to a pre-Exilic date 
for most of the psalms, and not a few of them (e.g., Pss ii, xvi, 
xviii, xxix, Ix, lxviii, lxxxii, cviii, ex) may well have been com
posed in the Davidic period. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE PSALTER 

The psalms can be grouped in various ways, according to dif
ferent points of view. One classification, somewhat extrinsic and 
artificial, divides the one hundred and fifty Psalms into five books, 
a division generally held to be a conscious imitation of the fivefold 
partition of the Pentateuch. A Midrash from the Talmudic period 
on Psalm 1 states that "as Moses gave five books of laws to Israel, 
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so David gave five Books of Psalms to Israel, the Book of Psalms 
entitled Blessed is the man (Ps i 1), the Book entitled For the 
leader: Maschil (Ps x1ii 1), the Book, A Psalm of Asaph (Ps 
lxxiii 1), the Book, A prayer of Moses (Ps xc 1), and the Book, 
Let the redeemed of the Lord say (Ps cvii 2)." (Cf. William G. 
Braude, The Midrash on Psalms [New Haven, 1959], I, p. 5.) 
Each of the five books ends with a doxology or benediction, and 
though these doxologies are found in the Greek translation of the 
second century B.c., this is not explicit evidence that the translators 
considered these benedictions as closing out individual Books of the 
Psalter. Perhaps the oldest explicit testimony to the fivefold parti
tion of the Psalter occurs in a poorly preserved liturgical fragment 
1 Qumran 30 dating to the turn of the Christian era. (Cf. 
D. Barthelemy and J. T. Milik, Qumran Cave I [Discoveries in the 
Judaean Desert, I; Oxford, 1955], p. 133, and Anton Arens, Die 
Psalmen im Gottesdienst des Alten Bundes [Trier, 1961], p. 107.) 

Though the contents of Book I (Pss i-xli) are extremely varied, 
nearly all the psalms are bound together by two characteristics: the 
use of the divine name "Yahweh" and the occurrence of the expres
sion "of David" in their superscriptions. The exceptions are i, ii, and 
xxxiii, which are not ascribed to David. The lack of superscription 
in Ps xxxiii does not make this psalm a later addition to Book I, 
as often maintained. The consideration that Ps xxxii 11 closes with 
the two vocatives ~addiqlm and yisre leb in parallelism, while the 
next verse (Ps xxxiii 1) likewise pairs the two vocatives ~addiqlm 
and lay•sarlm (with vocative lamedh), indicates that Ps xxxiii is 
not a later addition and at the same time explains its lack of 
superscription. 

The second collection (xlii-Ixxii) prefers the designation 
"Elohim" for God. This is particularly noteworthy in liii and lxx 
which are in other respects identical with xiv and x1 13-17. Six 
of the psalms in Book II are connected with the "sons of Korab" 
(xliv-xlix), eighteen with David (li-lxv, lxviii-lxxi), while 1 is 
labeled an "Asaph" Psalm in lxxii introduced by lSlmh, "of 
Solomon." 

Book III (lxxiii-lxxxix) is mainly Elohistic. It numbers the Asaph 
psalms (lxxiii-lxxxiii), four Korab psalms (lxxxiv-lxxxv, lxxxvii
lxxxviii), a hymn of Ethan (lxxxix), and one David psalm (lxxxvi). 

In Books IV-V (xc--cl) the outlines of the earlier groupings 
are not so easily discerned. Psalms xciii-xcix are hymns celebrat-
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ing Yahweh's kingship, c is a hymn of classic simplicity, cv, cvi, 
cxi--cxvii, cxxxv, cxlvi--cl are "Hallelujah Psalms." cxx--cxxxiv are 
"Songs of Ascent" or "Pilgrim Psalms," while ci, ciii, cviii--cx, 
cxxii, cxxiv, cxxxi, cxxxiii, cxxxviii-cxlv are designed "of David." 

The timeless nature of many of the psalms makes it impossible 
for us now to trace the history of these collections or the process 
by which they were combined. Though direct evidence enabling us 
to date the completion of the entire collection is lacking, the vast 
difference in language and prosody between the canonical Psalter 
and the Qumran Hodayot makes it impossible to accept a Mac
cabean date for any of the Psalms, a position still maintained by a 
number of critics. Nor is a Hellenistic date more plausible. The 
fact that the LXX translators were at a loss before so many archaic 
words and phrases bespeaks a considerable chronological gap be
tween them and the original psalmists. The earlier the composition 
date of the Psalms, the greater the likelihood that the grouping into 
five Books was early rather than late. 

LITERARY GENUS 

No psalms, strickly speaking, have been identified among the Ras 
Shamra texts hitherto published, but the frequent citations of Ca
naanite hymns in the El Amarna Letters20 evince the popularity 
of hymnal literature in Late Bronze Age Palestine-Syria ( 1500-
1200 B.c.). On occasion one does encounter in the Ugaritic myths 
a strophe which may have formed part of a longer hymn. The main 
contribution, however, to the vexed questions of literary genus and 
Sitz im Leben that the Ras Shamra texts have to make is indirect. 
By rendering possible a more precise translation of what may turn 
out to be a crucial term or phrase for literary classification, they 
not infrequently bear on an accurate translation of Psalms. From the 
indirect light they shed on the specific sense of (ob, it may be con
cluded that Pss iv, lxv 10--14, !xvii, and lxxxv are prayers for rain, 
while the drastically revised translation of Ps xvi, supported by 
Ugaritic linguistic data, shows it to be the work of a Canaanite convert 
to Y ahwism, expressing his profession of faith in Yahweh and his 
abjuration of the false gods he once served. What appears to be an 

20Cf. A. Jirku, JBL 52 (1933), 108ff. (see Selected Bibliography). 
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improved rendition of Ps xvii 2-5 confirms the widely held view that 
this is a psalm of innocence, while the elucidation of a pivotal phrase 
in Pss v 6, xxvi 9, and cxxxix 22 corroborates the opinion that these 
also are psalms of innocence. 

POETIC PRINCIPLES 

The dominating principle of both Ugaritic and biblical poetry is 
the same, namely, that of balance or symmetry, the famous paral
lelismus membrorum. The Ugaritic texts are mainly in the 3+3 
pattern, as would be expected in epic poetry; the 2+2 sequence is 
also common and there are numerous instances of mixed patterns, 
of 3+3 and 2+2. 

The fixed pairs of synonyms or related words appearing in par
allelism that characterize Ugaritic poetry also typify biblical poetry; 
U. Cassuto and Moshe Held21 have collected about a hundred 
such pairs. This poetic practice points up the close kinship between 
Ugaritic and Hebrew and the consequent relevance of Ugaritic for 
the clarification of an obscure biblical text and vice versa. As 
Gordon writes,22 "Nowhere does the proximity of Heb. and Ugar. 
manifest itself more plainly than in the pairs of synonyms used 
parallelistically in both languages." Thus the Ugaritic fixed pairs 
lb-kbd, "heart-liver," and smlJ-gll, "rejoice-exult,'' make it highly 
probable that Ps xvi 9 should read, siimal;z libbl wayyiigel k·b~di 
(MT k•bi5di), "And so my heart rejoices, and my liver leaps with joy," 
instead of "Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory rejoiceth" 
(KI). 

The Ugaritic practice of pairing a concrete noun with one that is 
abstract (but both to be understood and translated concretely) fore
closes emendation in a score of texts that scholars had considered 
lacking the proper balance. The Canaanite pairs ib-~rt, "foe-ad
versary," J:ibr-d't, "colleague-friend,'' sb'-tr'S, "wheat-wine" show that 
Ps xii 2, '•munim, which is abstract, assumes a concrete meaning 
by reason of its balance with f:ziisid, "devoted one,'' and accordingly 
should be rendered "faithful ones"; Ps xxxvi 12, yad r•sii'im, "the 

21 M. D. Cassuto, The Goddess Anath (in Hebrew) (Jerusalem, 1951). pp. 
24-28; Moshe Held in an unpublished doctoral dissertation on file in the 
Johns Hopkins University Library. Cf. Stanley Gevirtz, "The Ugaritic Parallel 
to Jeremiah 8:23," JNES 20 (1961), 41-46. 

22 UT, p. 145. 
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hand of the wicked," discloses the true force of regel ga'"wlih as 
"the foot of the arrogant," not "the foot of arrogance." 

For the sake of meter, rhyme, assonance, or some other quality, 
Canaanite poets enjoyed the license of making one pronominal suffix 
do duty for a brace of nouns in parallelism. Thus they could write, 
spsg ysk Iris l;zr~ l?,r qdqdy, "Glaze will be poured upon my head, 
plaster upon my skull" (UT, 2 Aqht:VI:36-37), or they pair 
t/l:zny, "my table," with ks, "my cup," and mlk, "my kingship," 
with drkty, "my dominion." Biblical poets widely availed themselves 
of this privilege so that several scores of nouns that have been 
gratuitously furnished with suffixes by the critics are now seen to 
stand in no such need. As P. Joiion has sagely remarked, "Les 
metriciens semblent generalement oublier que les anomalies de 
syntaxe et de morphologie pourraient etre d'un grand secours dans 
l'etablissement de leurs hypotheses. Dans toute poesie, la contrainte 
metrique oblige a des deviations de l'usage prosai"que, qui peuvent 
etre revelatrices du metre."23 Examples of the double-duty suffix 
occur passim throughout the Psalter; for example, Ps xxxiv 7, 
Jlimea', "he heard him," parallels hosl'o, "he saved him," while in 
vs. 18 siimea', "he hears them," balances hi~$'iliim, "he rescues them." 

The employment of double-duty interrogatives, illustrated by the 
question, mnm ib yp' lb'l $Tt lrkb 'rpt, "What foe has risen up 
against Baal, what adversary [note ib balanced by abstract $rt] 
against the Mounter of the Clouds?" (UT, 'nt:IV:48-49) sug
gests that in Ps iii 2, mlih rabbit. $liray, "How many are my ad
versaries?", the force of miih carries over into the following two 
cola and should appear in translation. Summarily, the double-duty 
negatives, vocatives, prepositions, etc., used by the Canaanite poets, 
are valuable criteria which the biblical metrician can follow with 
greater assurance, thanks to the Ras Shamra texts. 

Without invoking the testimony of the tablets, E. Z. Melamed24 

has demonstrated the value for exegesis of a knowledge of the 
poetic technique which he calls the "break-up of stereotype 
phrases." The biblical poets habitually separate compound linguistic 
stereotypes into their components, placing one in the first half of the 
verse and the other in the second, with the result that both halves 
become more tightly interlocked. Compound divine names such as 

2a Grammalre de l'Hebreu Biblique (abbr. GHB), 2d ed. (Rome, 1947), 
pp. 449-50, n. 2. 

24 In Studies in the Bible, ed. Chaim Rabin (Scripta Hierosolymitana, VIII; 
Jerusalem, 1961), pp. 115-53. 
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yahweh 'elyon, "Yahweh Most High," readily lend themselves to 
this practice, as for example in Ps xxi 8, "For the king trusts in 
Yahweh, and from the love of the Most High ('elyon) he will never 
swerve." The same usage can be noticed in UT, 2 Aqht:v:l0-11, 
hlk ktr ky'n wy'n tdrq bss, "The gait of the Skillful One indeed he 
sees, and he sees the tread of Sir Cunning." Here the composite 
divine name ktr wbss, "the Skillful and Cunning One," is separated 
into its components that are placed in different halves of the verse. 
This principle produces some arresting results when applied to such 
passages as Ps xiii 6, "Then shall I sing to Yahweh since the Most 
High ('eli, MT 'iiliiy) is a benefactor," and Ps xxxii 5, "I shall con
fess, 0 Most High, my transgressions, 0 Yahweh." A neat instance 
of enjambment emerges from reading 'eli for MT 'iiliiy and from 
parsing the lamedh of t•yahweh as vocativum. What is more, it elimi
nates the construction 'odeh 'iiliiy that is elsewhere unwitnessed. 

BIBLICAL THEOLOGY 

To forestall possible misunderstanding, we might recall that the 
adaptation of mythological motifs by prophets and psalmists does 
not diminish the significance or the originality of prophecy and 
psalmody. Leviathan, Tehom, Mot, Resheph, and other figures of 
pagan religion were not for the biblical poets religious verities as 
they were for the Babylonians and Canaanites, but merely mytholog
ical references to set off, as the case may be, the omnipotence and 
majesty of Yahweh.25 

25 The relationship between the biblical writers and the Canaanite poets 
from whom they borrowed is analogous to that existing between Christian 
Rome and Pagan Rome. On this latter point one cannot do better than cite, at 
some length, G. K. Chesterton, The Resurrection of Rome (New York, 1930), 
pp. 125 f.: "Christian Rome boasts of being built on Pagan Rome, of sur
mounting and transcending, but also ot preserving it. From the thousand 
carven throats of the city, from the hollow wreathing horns of the Tritons, 
from the golden mouths of the trumpets, from the jaws of flamboyant lions 
and the lips of rhetorical attitudinizing statues, from everything that can be 
imagined to speak or testify, there is as it were one solid silent roar of exalta
tion and victory: 'We have saved Old Rome; we have resurrected Old Rome; 
we have resurrected Pagan Rome, so that it is more Roman for not being 
Pagan.' There is no question of hiding the connection between the two epochs; 
the new epoch emphasizes every point at which it touchs the old. Nearly 
every Christian Church is carefully built on the site of a Pagan temple. In 
one place it distinguishes a particular church by combining the name of 
Maria with that of Minerva." 
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Perhaps the most significant contribution to biblical theology that 
flows from the translations based on the new philological principles 
concerns the subject of resurrection and immortality. If the trans
lations and exegesis propounded for such passages as Pss i 3-6, 
v 9, xi 7, xvi 10-11, xvii 15, xxi 7, xxvii 13, xxxvi 9-10, xxxvii 
37-38, xli 13, lvi 14, lxxiii 23-24, bear up under criticism, then 
the treatment of these topics in standard biblical theologies will 
need drastic revision. The mythological motif of the Elysian Fields26 

that stands forth from the translations offered in Pss v 9, xxxvi 
9-10, 1vi 14, xcvii 11, cxvi 9 and Isa xxvi 11, is the clearest ex
ample of a theological verity finding expression in the idiom of 
mythological poetry; the opinion of Sigmund Mowinckel27 that 
"neither Israel nor early Judaism knew of a faith in any resurrection 
nor is such a faith represented in the psalms" will not survive serious 
scrutiny. 

The identification of the "Foe" in several of the psalms as Mot or 
Death (vii 6, xiii 3, xviii 4, xxvii 12, xxxi 9, xli 3, 1xi 4), and the 
elucidation of some terms as poetic names for the nether world (xli 
3, lvi 4, 1xi 3, etc.) reveal a preoccupation with death only less 
acute than that of the author of Job, where some fourteen new 
names for Sheol or the nether world have been detected; these 
findings are as yet unpublished. 

The large number of divine appellatives employed by the psalm
ists offers material for a separate study. The Canaanite appellative 
aliyn b'l, "Baal the Victor," from the root liy, "to prevail," is re
flected in biblical le', a stative participle from this root, which is 
Yahweh's title in Pss xxii 30, xxvii 13, 1xxv 7, 1xxxv 7, c 3. Ugaritic 
'ly, another title of Baal, which has been identified in Pss vii 9, 
xvi 6, xxxii 5, lvii 3, cvi 7, is now documented in the by-form 'l 
in the Ugaritic personal name yrm'l, in which the theophoric element 
is 'l, "Most High," as comparison with yrmb'l clearly indicates. Bib
lical poets used the same appellative of Yahweh in Pss vii 11, xviii 
42, lxii 8 (long recognized by H. S. Nyberg), lxviii 30, 35, cxxxix 14, 
cxli 3 and II Sam xxiii 1 (also long admitted) . Since these ephithets 

26 The term "Elysian Fields" may seem out of place in a Semitic context, 
but the images which such a phrase elicits are sufficiently close to Semitic 
ideas of the future life to justify its use in a work on Psalms. Recent studies. 
moreover, show that the common bonds between Greek and Semitic cultures 
were more numerous and deep-seated than earlier generations of scholars had 
suspected. 

27 The Psalms in Israel's Worship, I, p. 240. 
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can easily be confused with the prepositions 'al and •aze, it is very 
likely that numerous other examples will come up. A semantically 
related title is mlirom, "the Exalted One" (Pss vii 8, x 5, !vi 3, 
lxxv 6, xcii 9; Isa xx.xviii 14; Jer xxxi 12), which apparently followed 
the same line of conceptual development as ~Ctr, "mountain," but 
also serving as a divine title, and Ugar. ~pn, the name of the 
sacred mountain of the storm-god, b'l ~pn, but which later became 
an epithet of the god himself. In Ps x 12, the original full title of 
Yahweh, yhwh 'el, often altered by the critics, is now confirmed by 
the recognition of the same full title in Ps xxxi 6, where faulty stichic 
division obscured its presence, and in Ps xviii 3, where the com
pound name is separated into its components in the parallel half 
verses. Surprisingly unremarked by commentators is the title ~addiq, 
"the Just One," in Pss xi 3 and lxxv 11, and in the composite 
forms '•lohlm ~addiq ("God, the Just One") in Pss vii 10 and xiv 5, 
and yhwh ~addiq ("Yahweh, the Just One") in Pss xi 5, cxxix 4. 
There is further the archaic appellation ~addiq 'attlq (MT 'iitiiq), 
"the Ancient Just One," in Ps xxxi 19, which recalls the "Ancient 
of Days" in Dan vii 9, 13, 22. Though they preserved the correct 
vocalization, the Masoretes probably did not recognize the divine 
appellative 'oliim, "the Eternal," in such passages as Pss xxiv 7, 9, 
Iii 11, !xvi 7, lxxiii 12, lxxv 10, lxxxix 3. The homographs miigen, 
"shield," and miigiin, "suzerain, sovereign" (vocalization based on 
the Punic name for "emperor," miigon) bi1Ve been fuseu and sub
sumed under miigen, "shield," but in Pss vii 11, xviii 31, xlvii 10, 
!ix 12, lxxxiv 10, 12, the vocalization miigiin, from the verb miigan, 
"to bestow," is distinctly preferable. 

Recent progress in the study of covenant terminology helps the 
exegete to identify some passing allusions to this idiom in Pss vii 
5, xviii 2, xxi 8, xxv 3, xli 10 and lxxviii 56-57. 

HEBREW GRAMMAR 

The Hebraist can today bring to bear linguistic information on 
intractable texts that was not available before the Ras Shamra finds. 
Though some of these data were known from Akkadian and Arabic, 
their direct application to the biblical text often left the scholar un
easy unless documented in West Semitic sources. The Ugaritic tab
lets admirably fill that lacuna. With the grammatical information 
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they contain the philologist can bring to difficult passages grammati
cally impeccable analyses; though much has been achieved in this 
regard, much more remains to be accomplished, especially in the 
Psalter. The present study, in attempting to resolve some problems, 
will raise many others. 

I shall touch upon the more important grammatical phenomena 
which require further formal investigation: 

The significance of defective orthography for textual criticism has 
been spotlighted by the studies of F. M. Cross, Jr., and D. N. 
Freedman. The defective spelling in Ps xvi of 'mrt, "I said," in vs. 2 
and of mnt, "you have portioned out," in vs. 5, corroborates the 
conclusion, based on the contents, that this psalm was composed 
by a Phoenician convert to Y ahwism employing his native scriptio 
defectiva. 

Contracted Northern dual forms, as in Ugaritic-Phoenician, make 
their appearance in about a dozen biblical texts, among them Ps 
xvi 4, middem (MT middiim), "from my hands," parallel to dual 
s•piitiiy, "my lips." This pairing further illustrates the principle of 
the double-duty suffix cited above. In Ps xvii 4, 'iidem (MT 'iidiim), 
"your hands," balances s•piitekii, "your lips." Thus the presence of 
contracted forms bears out the correctness of Ps lxviii 26, tok, which 
textual critics generally emend to tiiwek; tok is the normal absolute 
form in Ugaritic-Phoenician, since all diphthongs were contracted. 

The Canaanite qatala form of the third-person singular masculine is 
still in evidence in Pss iv 7, xvi 6, xviii 35, xx 10, lxxxix 8; Prov ix 
4; Eccles vii 27, and doubtless will be identified in other passages. 

The fact that the LXX and Vulgate in numerous passages (e.g., 
Pss x 11, xxii 25, xxvii 10, xliv 25, lxxxix 47, cii 3) translated 
hisar as though it derived from silr, "to tum aside," permits the in
ference that the infixed -t- conjugation, so vigorous in Ugaritic and 
sporadically attested in Phoenician and Moabite, was much more 
frequent in biblical Hebrew than the standard grammars allow.28 

The frequency of the energic mode in Ugaritic proves to be an 
unerring indicator concerning the frequency of the form in Hebrew. 
Such anomalous readings as Ps xx 4, y•daSs•neh, yield to coherent 

28 The traditional view finds expression in Giovanni Garbini, 11 Semitico 
di Nord-Ovest (Napoli, 1960), p. 130; contrast my view in Orienta/ia 32 
(1963), 498. A monograph study of this question is badly needed, especially 
since the traditional and erroneous view is repeated in the very recent An 
Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages, Phonol· 
ogy and Morphology, ed. Sabatino Moscati (Wiesbaden, 1964), § 16.18, p. 127. 
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parsing when pointed y•dcifonnah, "may he consider generous," 
an energic form, and perhaps the famous crux in Ps viii 2, 'a:fer 
t•nah, becomes intelligible when the two words are joined and 
parsed as energic 'aforetannah, "I shall serve," from Jiirat. 

The treatment of the precative or optative perfect was much more 
satisfactory in the nineteenth-century grammars of Ewald and Bott
cher than in more recent treatises. Israel Eitan and Moses Butten
wieser in this century followed the teaching of Ewald and Bott
cher concerning the precative perfect, but their efforts have gone 
unrecognized by later translators. In fact, Buttenwieser devoted an 
Excursus to this topic in his 1938 commentary on the psalms 
(PC1NT), citing more than a score of convincing examples. That 
the doctrine propounded there has made little headway may be 
gauged by the translation of Ps iv 2 proffered by La Bible de la 
Pteiade (1959), "Quand je crie, reponds-moi, Dieu de ma justice, 
dans la detresse tu m'as mis au large, aie pitie de moi, ecoute ma 
priere."29 Similarly, RSV ( 1952), "Answer me when I call, O God 
of my right! Thou hast given me room when I was in distress. 
Be gracious to me, and hear my prayer." The preterite statement, 
"Thou hast given me room," lodged between the two imperatives, 
creates a logical difficulty which is dissolved by the analysis of 
hirl:zabta as a precative perfect, as proposed by Eitan and Butten
wieser. The Ugaritic attestation of this usage confirms their analysis 
based upon Arabic and Aramaic analogues. A wider recognition of 
this stylistic variation will change the complexion of many passages 
and may bear on the literary classification of a psalm. 

The much-canvassed question of verbal tenses is affected by 
Ugaritic usage of the yqtl form as the normal expression of past 
action. This practice is most evident in Hebrew poetry where yiqtOl 
often is paired with qatal, with both expressing past actions; for ex
ample, Pss viii 7, xxxviii 12. But there are instances where yiqtol 
occurs in both parts of the verse and expresses past time. The need 
for detecting this usage is particularly crucial when the determina
tion of the literary genus is on the agenda; cf. Ps xx 7-10. 

The frequent interposition of an enclitic mem between the nomen 
regens and the genitive in a construct chain that is witnessed in the 
U garitic texts and, as noted by many scholars, in biblical Hebrew 
makes inroads into the traditional view of the construct chain as ad-

29 La Bible de la PUiade, ed. :£. Dhorme (Paris, 1959), II, p. 895. 
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mitting of no intervening particles. One can no longer subscribe to 
the teaching expressed by Buttenwieser,30 "It should be emphasized 
that there neither is nor can be any exception to the rule that the 
genitive cannot be separated from the nomen regens by a pronomi
nal suffix." To be sure, no clear case of such has turned up in 
Ugaritic, but the fact that an enclitic mem could and often did inter
pose in a construct chain is suasive proof that many instances like 
Ps l:xxi 7, ma/:i°'sl 'oz, "my refuge of strength," which Buttenwieser 
emends away, are marked by an intervening pronominal suffix. This 
observation opens up some interesting possibilities in Pss xvii 9, 
xviii 18, xxxv 16, 19, xxxviii 20, xlviii 15, lxviii 34, lxxiv 12, 
ex 4. 

A subject calling for special study is the biblical use of the vocative 
lamedh, amply witnessed in Ugaritic literature. Oearly to differenti
ate between the preposition l• and the lamedh vocativum is not a 
light task, but sense and parallelism can provide sure guidance. 
Three examples to illustrate: Ps lxviii 33, maml•kot ha'are~ slril 
le'whlm zamm•ru '°'donay, "O kings of the earth, sing! 0 gods, 
hymn the Lord!" Ps xcii 2, fob l•hOdOt l•yahweh Ul•zammer 
l"Sim•ka 'elyon, "It is good to give thanks, 0 Yahweh, and to hymn 
your name, 0 Most High." Ps cxl 7, 'amara l•yahweh 'ell 'attah 
ha'azznah yahweh qol tal;iananay, "I said, 0 Yahweh, you are my 
God; hear, 0 Yahweh, my plea for mercy." In all three verses 
sense, parallelism and meter are well served by this analysis of 
lamedh, while the emendations of 'adonay to la'adonay in Ps lxviii 
33 and the deletion of yahweh in the second colon of Ps cxl 7, as 
proposed by many, become expendable. 

The new insights into the nature and function of prepositions af
forded by Canaanite usage greatly facilitate the task of the transla
tor. Familiarity with the usage permits the Hebraist to treat preposi
tions as words expressing relationships whose more specific sense 
must be determined by the verb they serve. As C. H. Gordon 
has correctly judged, "The most interesting feature of Ugar. preposi
tions is the meaning 'from' for both b and l."31 The judgment is 
not hazardous that the most palpable improvement and refinement 
of existing translations of the Bible will proceed pari passu with 
progress made in grasping the precise nuance of Hebrew prepositions. 

80 PCTNT, p. 597, n. 199. 
81 UT, § 10.1, p. 92. 
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What possibilities can ensue from such progress may be exemplified 
by the proposal to render Ps xviii 20, wayyo~l'eni lammerl:ziib, "And 
he brought me out of the broad domain." Further inquiry reveals that 
in Pss xxxi 9 and cxviii 5, mer/:ziib is likewise a poetic name for the 
nether regions; a new motif has probably been uncovered. 

LEXICOGRAPHY 

The lexical bearing of Northwest Semitic texts on the Psalter does 
not readily lend itself to summary statement, but several general 
observations may be apposite. By apprising himself of the lexical 
tendencies and preferences at work in the Canaanite dialects, the 
Hebraist will be better prepared to judge what remedies can be ap
plied to an unruly text. The frequent Canaanite coining of denom
inative verbs from nouns denoting numerals, such as ybmJ, "he 
does for a fifth time," authorizes him to propose that Ps xxii 26, 
me'itt"kii, should be pointed mi'etikii, "I repeated to you a hundred 
times"; its syntax is identical with Ugar. atnyk, "I shall repeat to 
you." The existence of composite nouns in Ugaritic, whose presence 
in Hebrew is sometimes doubted, allows the critic to proceed less 
gingerly in this area and to suggest that Ps v 5, kl 10' 'el /:ziipe~ 
refo' 'attiih lo' y•gur•ka rii', is correctly rendered, "A no-god de
lights in evil, but you-no evil man can be your guest." This solu
tion discountenances the deletion of 'el in the composite noun lo'-'el, 
also found in Deut xxxii 21. 

The phonetic conservatism of Ugaritic and its lexical richness fa
cilitate the systematic study of dialectal elements preserved in the 
Bible; a recognition of these may tell us something about the place 
of origin of a biblical writing. Thus the contracted dual middem in 
Ps xvi 4 and the scriptio def ectiva of 'mrt in vs. 2 and of mnt in vs. 5 
suggest a Northern origin. 

For the last several years James Barr has been inveighing against 
those biblical theologians who appeal to the etymology of a word 
in support of a theological theory. While many of his criticisms are 
valid, there remain a goodly number of exegetes who will continue 
to follow the method partially discredited by Barr. If one wants to 
credit an etymology, one will have to check it against the roots that 
have been attested in the dialect of Ras Shamra. In a recent com
mentary on Proverbs, the exegetical comment to a verse containing 
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the word 'Sul/:ziin, "table," reads thus: "The word for TABLE refers 
to some material, leather or straw, spread out on the ground." This 
explanation is obviously founded upon the Arabic etymon suliibatun, 
"piece of hide stripped off"; Ugar. tll:zn undermines the Arabic ety
mology and the exegesis based upon it. By the same token, the LXX 
rendition of Ps cxxix 3, "Upon my back the wicked hammered, 
they prolonged their iniquity," is rendered suspect by the Ugaritic 
phrase 'nt ml:zrtt, "the furrows of the plowland," which collocates 
the two roots that appear in the biblical verse: l:zar•su f:zor•sim, 
derives from the root J;.rt., "to plow," not from l:zrs, "to work metal, 
to hammer," while the balancing phrase he'•riku /•ma 'anotiim 
(MT l•ma'an'iwtiim) contains the root found in Ugar. 'nt. Hence 
render, "Upon my back the plowmen plowed, upon it they made 
their furrows long." 

Having reached this point, the reader doubtless feels dissatisfied 
with the inconclusive character of the replies given to some of the 
central questions of the Psalter, and disappointed that others have 
been partially or completely sidestepped. An introduction should 
pave the way for a smooth journey through a biblical book, but the 
remarks hitherto submitted may well give the impression that we 
are moving into uncharted territory. They may even be interpreted 
as a negative judgment upon the work of our predecessors: the 
versions, ancient as well as modem; the commentators, ancient as 
well as modem. One might be reminded of the young doctoral 
candidate who, after a month's work on his dissertation, arrives at 
the conclusion that everyone who previously treated his question 
was incompetent-be his name St. Thomas or John Calvin-and 
that providence had chosen him to set things straight. That the pres
ent Introduction has not hewed very closely to the paths traced by 
the classic commentaries on Psalms is due more to chance than to 
choice. The current generation of biblical scholars has fallen heir to 
such an embarrassment of epigraphic riches that one finds scholars 
debating in learned journals whether Ras Shamra or Qumran has 
contributed more to an understanding of the Old Testament. That 
very few researchers have availed themselves of the Ugaritic mate
rial in their studies on Psalms has already been indicated. To claim 
that the present application of this new information to the biblical 
text is judicious in every instance would be patently absurd. What 
is maintained is that the extensive impact of recent finds has pro-
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duced such a state of fluidity in Psalms' research that a formal, full 
discussion of the problems traditionally handled in an introduction 
must be deferred until more of the evidence has been sifted. 

Unsupplied with adequate and precise information regarding the 
headings of the Psalms, their dates, their historical background, the 
cultic setting from which the individual Psalms arose or to which 
they were addressed, the reader will perhaps feel at a disadvantage 
when perusing this translation. The limited consideration of form
critical questions and of the theology of the Psalter may create the 
impression that these are unimportant. That one should make such 
an inference is at the furthest possible remove from my intention. 
But the reader should be informed that some of the "assured" re
sults of collective scholarship in Psalms are nothing of the sort. Re
search on the first fifty Psalms has convinced me that the textual 
discoveries of recent decades impinge on more than text-critical 
questions. As yet unable to work out these implications for higher 
criticism, I hesitate to take a stand on a number of critical issues un
til research on all one hundred and fifty Psalms has been com
pleted. 

For these reasons, an introduction embodying the results of this 
research is envisioned for the second volume. The initial, tentative 
observations stated above concerning dating, literary genus, Sitz 
im Leben, etc., will be expanded and developed; where needed, 
they will be corrected or modified. An evaluation of the cultic school 
of interpretation, which has enjoyed a central position in criticism 
for the past generation, will be attempted in the light of philological 
advances. The theology of the Psalter, especially as revealed in the 
numerous divine appellatives that have come to light, and in the 
new translations of texts dealing with life and death, will receive 
more attention than it has received thus far. Finally, there are plans 
for an excursus on the salient features of grammar and style, with 
the aim of bringing out both the originality of the psalmists and 
their skill in adapting older material. 
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PSALM 1 

(i 1-6) 

How blest the man who has not entered 
the council of the wicked, 

Nor in the assembly of sinners stood, 
nor in the session of scoffers sat. 

2 But from the law of Yahweh is his delight, 
and from his law he recites day and night. 

3 So shall he be like a tree 
transplanted near streams of water; 

Which yields its fruit in its season, 
and whose leaves never wither. 

Whatever it produces is good. 
4 Not so the wicked: 

rather are they like the winnowed chaff 
that the wind drives along. 

5 And so the wicked shall not stand 
in the place of judgment, 

Nor sinners in the congregation of the just. 
6 But Yahweh shall safekeep 

the assembly of the just, 
While the assembly of the wicked shall perish. 

NOTES 

i. A Wisdom psalm contrasting the assembly of the just with the assem
bly of the wicked. Happiness awaits the good, the nether world the 
impious. This psalm is more than an introduction to the Psalter; it is 
rather a precis of the Book of Psalms. 

1. How blest. The interjection 'a1re is an important criterion in the 
classification of psalms. 

the council of the wicked. Like sod, which signifies both "counsel" and 
"council" (GB, p. 538a), 'e~iih, "counsel," can also denote "council." The 
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clearest evidence comes from lQS 5:7; 6:3, etc., where '~t hyl;zd means 
"the council of the community"; see P. Wernberg-M\!lller, The Manual 
of Discipline. Translated and Annotated with an Introduction (Leiden, 
1957), p. 58; idem, JSS 7 (1962), 127. In Ps xiv 6 •a~at 'iinl, "the 
council of the poor," is associated with dor ~addlq, "the assembly of the 
just," while Ps lxxiii 24, ba'a:fiit"kO. tanl;zenl w•'al;zar kii.bod tiqqal;zeni 
means, "Into your council will you lead me and with glory will you 
receive me." In Job x 3, xxi 16, and xxii 18, ·a~at r•sa'im should be 
interpreted in the light of Job xviii 7, ta:ftikehu 'a~ato, "His own 
council will eject him," a clause that is chiastically parallel to Job xviii 
6, 'or J;zasak b•'oh0 16, "The light grows dark in his tent." Cf. Sirach xxx 
21. 

assembly of sinners. Preceded by 'e~ah, "council," and followed by 
mosab, "session," derek can scarcely signify "way." The Syriac version 
was alive to the incongruity of "standing in the way," and accordingly 
transposed ·~t and drk. The philological basis for our proposal is proffered 
by Ugar. drkt, "dominion, power, throne," senses preserved in a number 
of biblical passages; cf. W. F. Albright in JBL 63 (1944), 219, 225; 
P. Nober in Verbum Domini 26 (1948), 351-53; M. Dahood, "Uga
ritic DRKT and Biblical DEREK," in TS 15 (1954), 627-31; H. Zirker in BZ 
2 (1958), 291-94, with full bibliography; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic 
Lexicography n," in Biblica 45 (1964), 404. On drkt, "throne," a defini
tion usually overlooked by Ugaritic specialists, see Joseph Aistleitner, 
Wi:irterbuch der ugaritischen Sprache (abbr. WuS) (Berlin, 1963), No. 
792, pp. 82 f., and for the biblical occurrence of derek, "throne," Ps ex 7, 
manl;zll (MT minnal;zal) b•derek y 6sitehu, "He has set him as ruler upon 
the throne." The semantic transition from "dominion" to the place where 
dominion is exercised can be illustrated by mispii{, "justice, right," but 
also "court of judgment"; A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old 
Testament, eds. F. Brown, S. R. Driver, and C. A. Briggs (abbr. BDB) 
(Boston, 1906), p. 1048 a-b, and vs. 5 below. Modem languages offer 
instructive analogies; thus English "throne" denotes both "the seat of a 
sovereign" and, synecdochically, "sovereign authority." Finally, in vs. 6, 
derek ~addlqlm is synonymously parallel to vs. 5, 'adat ~addlqim. Cf. also 
Amos viii 14 and Job xxiv 4. 

nor ... stood. Like Akk. uzuzzu, 'iimad here has a technical sense, 
i.e., "to participate as a member." Cf. Jer xxiii 22; Zech iii 3; and F. M. 
Cross, Jr., in JNES 12 (1953), 274, n. 3. 

session of scoffers. The political nuance of mosiib recurs in Ps cvii 32. 
The synonymy of le~lm, "scoffers," and r•sii'lm, "wicked," equivalently 
appears in Karatepe 1:9-10, wsbrt m/:fm wtrq 'nk kl hr' 's kn b'r~, "And I 
crushed the scoffers and cleared out all the evil that was in the land." The 
reason why King Azitawaddu was so eager to rid his kingdom of all the 
critics and deriders may be gathered from Prov xxii 10, "Expel the inso-
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lent man and discord will leave with him, I Disputes and name-calling 
will cease" (R. B. Y. Scott, Proverbs & Ecclesiastes [The Anchor Bible, 
vol. 18; New York, 1965]). 

2. from his law. The precise force of b, "in, from," depends upon the 
verb with which it is employed. See NoTE on Ps ii 4. 

he recites. The frequent Hebrew balance of hiigiih with verbs of "speak
ing" or "uttering" suggests some sort of oral activity. Ugaritic usage 
points to the same conclusion; UT, K.rt:90-91, bP! dbl spr tnn dbl hg, 
"serfs beyond number, archers beyond counting," and 1001:rev:13, 
k'~m lttn kabnm lthggn, "when trees do not give forth (their voice), when 
the stones do not speak." In Damascus Covenant 10:6; 13:2, the phrase 
spr hgw may signify, "the book of recitation." Cf. NoTE on Ps ii 1 for 
similar use of hiigiih. 

day and night. Compare lQS 6:6-8, "There is not to be absent from 
them one who can interpret the Law to them at any time of day or night, 
for the harmonious adjustment of their human relations. The general 
members of the community are to keep awake for a third of all the 
nights of the year reading book( s), studying the Law and worshiping 
together." Translation of Theodor H. Gaster, The Dead Sea Scriptures in 
English Translation (New York: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1957), pp. 
49f. 

3. So shall he be. The waw of w•hiiyiih is naturally parsed as perfect 
consecutive. Diethelm Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung in den Psalmen 
(abbr. TSP) (Bonn, 1960), § 15, pp. 108-11, devotes a special excursus 
to Psalm 1, whose use of tenses is a source of great difficulty to Michel. 
He puzzles before the use of the perfect in vs. 1, the imperfect in vs. 2, 
and the perfect consecutive in vs. 3. He deplores the fact that the standard 
commentaries skirt the problem of tenses in this poem and then proceeds 
to propound his solution. He seems to have created a false problem 
which issues from a misunderstanding of the contents of the poem. The 
qiital forms of vs. 1 (hiilak, 'iimad, and yii'Sab) refer to past time; the 
nominal sentence of vs. 2a and the yiqtol form (yehgeh) of vs. 2b signify 
the present, while vs. 3 w•hiiyiih refers to future time, namely, when the 
just man, like a tree, shall be transplanted to the Elysian Fields. For the 
theme of the Elysian Fields, see NOTES on Ps xxxvi 9-10. 

tree transplanted. Commentators are correct in insisting that siital 
properly means "to transplant," rather than "to plant." Eschatological 
connotations of this verb emerge from a new proposal at Ps lxxiii 18, 
'ak bal:zaliiqot tist•lema (MT tiiSit lama) hippaltiim l•ma:fsu'iit, "But to 
Perdition transplant them, make them fall into Devastation!" The theme 
of transplanting one's foes to the underworld appears in UT, 76:n:24-
25, where the verb, however, is nf', "to plant": nt'n bar~ iby wb'pr qm 
abk, "We have planted my foes in the nether world, and in the mud 
those who rise up against your brother." The documented motif of plant-
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ing or transplanting foes in the underworld permits the conclusion that 
siital could also be used for the transference of the just to the abode of 
the blest. 

near streams of water. C. A. Briggs, A Critical and Exegetical Com
mentary on the Book of Psalms (abbr. CECBP) (see Selected Bibliog
raphy), I, p. 6, is doubtless right in his view that the psalmist, in adapting 
and combining from Jer xvii 8, probably had in mind the story of the 
streams of Eden, the land of bliss (Gen ii). 'Ibis opinion is supported by 
the observation that in Ps xxxvi 9, which is a description of the region of 
eternal happiness, the poet used the phrase nal;ial 'adiinekii, "the stream 
of your delicacies," with the intention of evoking the description of the 
Garden of Eden. For 'al, "near," cf. UT, 1 Aqht: 152-53, ylkm qr mym 
d'lk mb~ aqht gzr, "Woe to you, fountain of water, for near you was 
Aqhat the lad struck down." That peleg can carry cosmic overtones is 
reasonably clear from Ps xlvi 5, as interpreted below. 

whose leaves never wither. A symbol of immortality. C. Virolleaud 
in CRAIBL, 1962 (appeared in 1963), 108, reports that a U garitic 
fragment describes the banishment of the god Horon to the wilderness 
where he planted a tamarisk ( 'r'r), which is called ·~ mt, "the tree of 
death." 

Whatever it produces. Though ancient and modem versions assume 
that the subject changes from "tree" to "the just man," the shift is abrupt 
and unnecessary. The verb 'iisiih, "to produce, yield," is predicated of 
trees, grain, vines, etc., while Ezek xvii 10, in a similar metaphor, employs 
the phrase s•tuliih hati~liil;i, "when transplanted, can it (the vine) thrive?" 

is good. The frequent revocalization of y~lia/:I as yi~lal;i does not im
pose itself in view of yipral;i, "it flourishes," and yapria/:I with the same 
sense in Job xiv 9. 

4. the wind drives along. Cf. the description of the wicked being 
driven into Sheol in Ps xxxv 5-6. 

5. shall not stand. Formally construed with bammispiif and logically 
also with ba'adat, yiiqumu must bear a meaning that is apt with both. 
Hence the frequent version "shall not rise" seems less probable. Cf. UT, 
51:m:13-14, yqm wywptm btk p[b]r bn ilm, "He stands and spits in the 
midst of the assembly of the gods." 

the place of judgment. 'Ibis phrase is denoted by mispiif in Deut xxv 1; 
I Kings vii 7; Isa xxviii 6, xxxii 7; Prov xviii 5, xxiv 23. As the final 
judgment will take place in the heavenly council, to which the wicked 
will not be admitted, they will be condemned in absentia. Cf. Ps lxxxii 1, 
"God stands in the divine council; in the midst of the gods he passes 
judgment." The psalmist has adapted an ancient Canaanite mythological 
motif to his Y ahwistic, ethical purposes. 

The proposed exegesis assumes a rather advanced concept of resurrec
tion and immortality, but there is ample basis in the Psalter for this 
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supposition. Passages where these concepts appear include v 12, xvi 
10-11, xvii 15, xxii 30, xxvii 4, 13, xxxvi 9-10, xxxvii 37-38, xlix 
16, lxxiii 23-26, cxxxix 18, 24. For a brief but competent orientation, 
see E. Jacob, "Immortality," in IDB, II, pp. 688-90; Briggs, CECBP, 
I, pp. 6 f. 

congregation of the just. This is an ethical adaptation of a mythological 
phrase which originally described the council of the gods in Canaanite 
religion; e.g., UT, 128 :u:7, 'dt ilm. For collection of texts, see Gerald 
Cooke, "The Sons of (the) God(s) ," in ZAW 76 ( 1964), 22--47, with 
rather full bibliography; F. M. Cross, Jr., "The Council of Yahweh in 
Second Isaiah," in JNES 12 (1953), 274-77. 

6. safekeep. yiida' connotes "to care for, protect" in Pss ix 11, xxxi 8, 
xxxvii 18, 1 11; Hos xiii 5; Amos iii 2, etc.; see D. Winton Thomas, The 
Text of the Revised Psalter (London, 1963), p. 1; BDB, p. 394a. 

assembly of the wicked. derek r6sii'im is synonymous with vs. 1, 
derek fza!fii7m, and with it forms an inclusio, a rhetorical device also 
called "cyclic composition," in which the author returns to the point 
where he began. 



PSALM 2 

(ii 1-12) 

Why do the nations forgather, 
and the peoples number their troops? 

2 Why do kings of the earth take their stand, 
and the princes make common cause 

Against Yahweh and against his anointed? 
3 "Let us snap their bonds, 

and throw off their yoke from us." 
4 The Enthroned laughs down from heaven, 

the Lord makes sport of them. 
5 Then he drives away their lieutenants in his ire, 

and in his fury discomfits them. 
6 But I have been anointed his king, 

upon Zion his holy mountain. 
7 Let me recite the decree of Yahweh; 

he said to me: 
"You are my son, 

this day have I begotten you. 
8 Ask wealth of me and I will give it; 

the nations will be your patrimony, 
and your possessions the ends of the earth. 

9 You will break them with a rod of iron, 
shatter them like a potter's jar." 

10 And now, 0 kings, be prudent, 
take warning, you rulers of the earth. 

11 Serve Yahweh with reverence, 
and live in trembling, 0 mortal men! 

12 Lest he grow angry and your assembly perish, 
for his ire flares up quickly. 

How blest are all who trust in himl 
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NOTES 

ii. A royal psalm, composed for a coronation. It readily divides into 
three sections: vss. 1-3 describe the rebellion of local kings against the 
new overlord; vss. 4-9 relate the reaction of God to their behavior 
(4-5) and the reaction of the new king, who vindicates his royal au
thority (6-9); vss. 10-12 explain the reconciliation to be effected. 
Punishment awaits the intractable, reward the obedient. 

The import of recent discoveries for the literary study of the Psalter 
may be illustrated by citing, with no captious intent, a judgment ex
pressed by Briggs, CECBP, I, p. 13, at the beginning of the century: 
"There is no dependence on other Lit.; the Ps. is throughout original 
in conception." The genuinely archaic flavor of the language suggests a 
very early date (probably tenth century). My linguistic analysis thus 
points to a conclusion at a great remove from the opinion of Andre 
Robert, "Considerations sur le messianisme du Ps. II," in Recherches de 
Sciences Religieuses 39 (1951-52), 86-99, who maintains that "Tous 
les versets du Psaume, sauf 6 et 12, renferment des termes characteris
tiques de la langue postexilienne" (p. 97). 

1. the nations forgather. That riigas denotes "to forgather" has been 
amply demonstrated by Briggs, CECBP, I, pp. 17 f. Its chiastic paral
lelism with vs. 2, 1ii5s•du yal:zad, corresponds to the balance of rgs with 
sod, "council, counsel," in Pss Iv 15 and !xiv J. The close association of 
rgs with sod in each of its three biblical occurrences is a safer guide to 
the meaning of rgs than the Syriac etymology which has served as the 
basis for traditional "be in tumult, to rage." 

number their troops. In addition to signifying "to mumble, utter, 
speak," hiigii.h also denotes "to number, count [out loud]," a nuance 
brought out by UT, Krt:90-91, where the three million troops mus
tered by King Kirta are said to be, bPl dbl spr !nn dbl hg, "serfs beyond 
counting, archers beyond number." The Ugaritic occurrence of hg in a 
military context may speak volumes for the significance of yeh•gu in 
this verse. In passing, one may note that the Canaanite pairing of spr and 
hg has served to uncover a similar pairing in Eccles xii 12; see M. Da
hood, Biblica 33 (1952), 219, and John Gray, The Legacy of Canaan 
(VTS, V; Leiden, 1957), p. 201. J. D. Shenkel (oral communication) 
finds parallel terminology in Luke xiv 31. 

The meaning of riq, "troops," is based primarily upon Gen xiv 14, 
wayyiireq 'et 1:zanikii.yw, "And he mustered his retainers." Ps xxxv 3, 
hii.req 1:zan1t, frequently rendered "ready the spear," should probably be 
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attached to the root being considered here. See Ps xxxii 6. The troops of 
Abimelech (Judg ix 4) and of Jephthah (Judg xi 3) are labeled 'amiSim 

rlqlm, usually translated "worthless fellows" or "vagabonds," but the 
term probably signifies "enlisted men" or something similar. Morpho
logically, rlq is a passive participle like sim; Joiion, GHB, § 58c. 

2. Why do kings. The force of vs. l, lammiih is taken to extend to vs. 2. 
Similar ellipsis is evident in Ps iii 2, mah rabbu, where the force of mah 
carries over into the two following half verses. Frequent ellipsis in Uga
ritic poetry and prose makes it a priori likely that this practice obtained 
far more widely in biblical Hebrew than heretofore recognized. See H. L. 
Ginsberg, The Legend of King Keret (abbr. LKK) (New Haven, 1946), 
p. 47. Cf. UT, 'nt:1v:48, mnm ib yp' lb'/ ~rt lrkb 'rpt, "What foe has 
risen up against Baal, what adversary against the Mounter of the Clouds?" 
In this passage mnm and yp' are omitted in the second colon. 

kings ... princes. The pair melek and rozen, recurring in Judg v 3; 
Hab i 10; Prov viii 15, xiv 28, xxxi 4, appears in Phoenician Karatepe 
rn: 12; cf. Stanley J. Gevirtz, Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel 
(Chicago, 1964), p. 3, n. 11. 

There is no point in trying to identify the kings historically. By the 
time of the composition of this psalm (probably tenth century) they had 
become stock literary figures who belong to the genre of royal psalms. 
They should be classed with the kings of Ps xlviii 5. If an historical 
background must be sought, the El Amama period in Syria-Palestine 
would be a strong candidate. The El Amarna correspondence offers 
graphic descriptions of the plottings and intrigues of the petty kings of 
Syria-Palestine against the Egyptian suzerain and against one another. 

take their stand. I.e., for pitched battle. 
and against his anointed. RSV appears ill-advised in omitting the sec

ond 'al in their translation, "against the Lord and his anointed." In view 
of the elliptical nature of the psalmist's language, the repetition of the 
preposition in the Hebrew text must have served a purpose (perhaps 
metrical) and should be reflected in translation. The root of "his anointed" 
occurs in an unpublished Ras Shamra tablet, [sm]n mstzt ktpm, "oil 
for the anointing of sorcerers." 

3. snap their bonds. This phrase may be a metaphorical reference to 
their obligations as vassals of Yahweh and his anointed. 

throw off their yoke from us. LXX and Vulg. are probably correct in 
taking 'iibot, "cords," as metonymy for "yoke," which the ropes held in 
place. The same semantic transition appears in Ps cxxix 4, qi~~e~ '0 bot 
r 0sa'lm, "He snapped the yoke of the wicked." In Jer ii 20, 'o/, "yoke," 
pairs with mosiirot, "bonds," to create the parallelism proposed for this 
verse. Another instance of metonymy can be seen in Ps xxxv 3, where 
scgor, "the socket of a javelin," signifies the "javelin" itself. 

4. The Enthroned. Literally, "he who sits," but yoseb often pregnantly 
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connotes "throne-sitter, king." So in I Kings viii 25; Amos i 5, 8, etc. 
Cf. F. M. Cross, Jr., and D. N. Freedman, JNES 14 (1955), 248; J. M. 
Allegro in JBL 75 ( 1956), 174, n. 4. Similar usage occurs in UT, 52: 
8-9, mt w.l'r ytb bdh br tkl bdh bf ulmn, "Death and Corruption sits 
enthroned; in his hand is the scepter of bereavement, in his hand the 
scepter of widowhood." 

from heaven. The ambivalence of bassiimayim, "in/from heaven," is 
relieved by parallel yil'ag Uimi5, which points to actio ad extra. A 
similar problem arises in Ps !xviii 6, "The father of orphans and the 
protector of the widow is God bim•'on qod.l'i5." Since God is thought to 
operate outward from heaven, bim•'on qod.l'i5 is more properly under
stood as "from his holy habitation," i.e., "from heaven." In fact, LXX 
took it this way and some MSS read mimm•'on. Since b very often de
notes "from" in Ugaritic and Hebrew, emendation becomes gratuitous. 

5. he drives away. I.e., makes them flee the field of battle. The verb 
y•dabber equals El Amama Akk. duppuru (dubburu), "to pursue, drive 
away," senses preserved in Pss lvi 6 and cxxvii 5, lo' yebi5.l'u ki y•dabb•ru 
'et 'oy•bzm ba.l'.l'ii'ar, "They will not be humiliated but will drive their 
foes from the gate." See my remarks in TS 14 (1953), 87-88; CBQ 17 
(1955), 23 f., on Ps cxvi 10; Biblica 39 (1958), 95, on Prov xxi 28; 
Biblica 45 (1964), 401, on Lam v 9 and Jer ix 20-21, "cutting off the 
children from the streets, banishing (dabber) the young men from the 
squares." 

The failure to name a place from which God drives away the lieuten
ants should cause no difficulty in view of the usage in El Amama, 104:27, 
annu inanna dubiru rabi:raka, "Look, they have now driven away your 
lieutenant"; [Chicago] The Assyrian Dictionary (abbr. CAD) (Oriental 
Institute of the University of Chicago, 1956- ), III (D), p. 188a. 

their lieutenants. 'elemi5 is not a preposition plus suffix, but the sub
stantive 'ayil, spelled defectively 'l (one would expect 'yl) as in Job xix 22, 
liimmiih tird•punI k•mo 'el, "Why do you pursue me like a ram?'', 
(contrast Marvin H. Pope's translation "Why do you pursue me like 
God?" in Job [The Anchor Bible, vol. 15; New York, 1965]) used in a 
metaphorical sense as in Exod xv 15; II Kings xxiv 15; Ezek xvii 13, etc. 
The most relevant passage is Exod xv 15, 'iiz nibhazu 'allupe '•dam 'ele 
mo'iib yo'l;iazemi5 rii'ad niimi5gu kol yos•be k•nii'an, ''Then were the 
chieftains of Edom discomfited; the lieutenants of Moab-trembling 
seized them; all the kings of Canaan melted away." Notice the similarity 
of language: 'iiz, nibhiilu, 'ele, and yi5.l'eb all occur in Ps ii. Ps lxxxiii 16 is 
instructive in balancing biihal with riidap, "to pursue," the same two 
ideas that are paired in the present verse. See also II Kings xxiv 15, "He 
exiled the lieutenants of the land" ('ele hii'iire:r). The widespread biblical 
use of animal names in a metaphorical sense (some twenty-five have 
already been identified) is now seen to have had Canaanite antecedents; 
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see M. Dahood, "The Value of Ugaritic for Textual Criticism," Biblica 
40 (1959), 161 f.; Patrick Miller, Jr., in HTR 57 (1964), 239. 

The antecedent of the suffix in 'i!li!mo is probably the kings and princes 
of vs. 2 rather than the nations and peoples of vs. 1. Once the field 
lieutenants take to flight, the entire host is discomfited. 

The metaphorical use of 'el, "ram," is found in the Phoenician Inscrip
tion from Ma'~ub, line 2, 's bn h'lm ml'k mlk'strt, "which the leaders, 
the envoys of Milkashthart, built"; cf. G. A. Cooke, A Text-Book of 
North-Semitic Inscriptions (abbr. TNSI) (Oxford, 1903), pp. 48 f.; Ed
ward Meyer in ZAW 49 (1931), 3. 

6. But I. This begins the description of the king's reaction to the 
conspiracy. The subject changes from God to his anointed, as is patent 
from the use of the waw adversativum; see Joiion, GHB, § l 72a. 

have been anointed. Pointing n•sukoti, from suk, "to anoint," for MT 
niisaktl. In Prov viii 23 likewise vocalize n•sukoti, "From eternity I 
(Wisdom) was anointed." Biblical usage, to be sure, seems to reserve 
suk as a term for mere cosmetic anointing, employing miiSa?z for ritual 
unction, but both Ps ii and Prov viii contain elements reflecting pre
Israelite usage and culture. The traditional view can be found in the re
cent monograph of Ernst Kutsch, Sa/bung als Rechtsakt (BZAW 87; 
Berlin, 1963), p. 7. Recognition of this root in U garitic leads to a better 
translation and a more satisfactory syntactical analysis of UT, 'nt:n:40-
41, tl smm tskh rbb tskh kbkbm, "With dew the heavens anoint her, with 
spray anoint her the stars." Parse fl and rbb as accusatives of material
with-which, as in UT, 'nt:n:39, wtrr~ [t]l smm smn ar~. "And she is 
washed by the dew of heaven, the oil of earth," and in Deut xxviii 40, 
w•semen lo' tiisuk, "But you shall not anoint yourself with oil." Gram
matically, this version seems superior to that of H. L. Ginsberg in An
cient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament, ed. J. B. Pritch
ard, 2d ed. (Princeton, 1955), p. 136c, which assumes Aramaic syntax: 
"Dew that heavens do shed, [spray] that is shed by the stars." The syn
tactic problem can be felt in the version proposed by G. R. Driver, Ca
naanite Myths and Legends (abbr. CML) (Edinburgh, 1956), p. 89b, 
"[She] poured the dew of heaven (and) the showers that she poured 
(were as many as) the stars." 

his king . . . his holy mountain. The suffix of malki and qodSi is the 
third-person singular masculine, equivalent to Phoen. -y, "his, her." This 
suffix is also found in Ugaritic, though specialists have not recognized it; 
good examples include UT, 51:vm:12-13 = 67:n: 15-16; 1001: 10 = 
rev: 8.20. Though the existence of Phoen. -y is undoubted, its pronuncia
tion and origin remain a matter of dispute; cf. F. M. Cross, Jr., and 
D. N. Freedman, "The Pronominal Suffixes of the Third Person Singular 
in Phoenician," JNES 10 (1951), 228-30. The remarks concerning the 
pronunciation of -y in Johannes Friedrich, Phonizisch-Punische Gram-
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matik (abbr. PPG) (Roma, 1951), §§ 23, 112, have been retracted 
in his article "Punische Studien," ZDMG 107 (1957), 282-98, espe
cially pp. 287, 290. To judge from MT, the pronunciation coincided 
with that of the first-person singular suffix; see Hans Bauer in ZDMG 68 
(1914), 599. 

Since the existence of this suffix is of such text-critical importance, a 
full listing of the examples hitherto recognized seems in order: Pss ii 6, 
xiv 4, xvi 7, 8, xviii 33, 34, xxii 29, xxiv 4, xxvii 8, xxxvi 2, xiii 5, I 5 
(thrice), li 5, lxi 3, lxviii 34, 36, lxxviii 49, lxxxix 51, cv 6, 18, 28, cix 31, 
cxiii 8, cxxxi 2, cxxxv 1, cxli 6, cxlii 8, cxlvii 20; Judg ix 9; Isa iii 13, 
xiv 30, xv 5, xxxviii 15, xii 25, xlvi 11, xlix 11, liii 10, lix 3, Ix 21; 
Jer xvii 13, xxiii 18, xxxi 3; Hos v 13, x 6, xiv 9; Jon ii 3; Mic ii 7; Hab 
ii 1, iii 19; Zech ii 15; Job iii 10, vi 13, ix 15, x 1, xiii 17, xiv 3, xvi 10, 
18, xix 17, 27, xxii 18, xxiii 2, 12, 14, xx.iv 15, xxxi 18, xxxiii 28, xxxviii 
10, xii 2, 3; Prov vii 6, viii 35, xxviii 23; Eccles ii 25, xi 3; Lam i 3, 14; 
Neb iii 30. Admittedly, not all these examples will bear up under further 
inquiry, but the number that will have to be eliminated from this list will 
surely be smaller than that of new examples which will eventually tum 
up. One may also voice the objection that in these passages there is the 
usual orthographic confusion between yod and waw, but this difficulty 
founders on the paleographic fact that in the Qumran Scrolls these letters 
can hardly be confused except during a limited period when they were 
difficult to distinguish. 

In brief, just as the Phoenician dialects possessed third-person singular 
suffixes -0, -h, and -y, so Hebrew used all three; the possible ambiguity 
was resolved by context and was no more acute than, say, in liimii, "for 
him/for us/for them." For liimo, "for us," see Norn on Ps xxviii 8. 

holy mountain. Cf. UT, 'nt:m:25-28, btk gry il ~pn bqds b{Jr nfzlty, 
"in the midst of my towering mountain Zaphon, in the sanctuary, the 
mountain of my patrimony." 

7. decree of Yahweh. G. von Rad ("Das judii.ische Konigsritual," in 
Gesammelte Studien zum Alten Testament (Miinchen, 1958), especially 
pp. 210f.), discusses l;ioq, das Konigsprotokoll, citing Egyptian analogies. 
Cf. likewise R. de Vaux, "Leroi d'Isra61, vassal de Yahv6," in Melanges 
Eugene Tisserant, I (Studi e Testi, 231; Citta del Vaticano, 1964), pp. 
119-33, especially p. 127. The divine decree, which established the 
king's legitimacy, contained a list of his titles. That the custom was also 
Canaanite appears from a brief, partially preserved tablet, whose im
portance remains to be appreciated. The text enumerates some of the 
titles of King Niqmepa, the son of Niqmad; UT, 1007:4-7, b'l ~dq skn 
bt mlk fir mlk bny, "Legitimate lord, governor of the palace, king of the 
city, builder king." (With the title skn bt compare Isa xxii 15.) 

You are my son. Implying through adoption; cf. II Sam vii 14; Ps 
lxxxix 27-28. In Canaanite culture the king was believed to be an 
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offspring of the gods and to have been suckled at divine breasts. The 
former belief finds literary expression in UT, 125:10--11, [k]rt bnm il 
spfl lfpn wqds, "Kirta is the son of El, the offspring of Lutpan and 
Qudshu (Asherah)," while the latter credence receives artistic representa
tion on an ivory panel depicting two princes sucking the breasts of a 
goddess (probably Anath). See C. F. A. Schaeffer, Syria 31 ( 1954), Pl. 
vrn, and C. H. Gordon, "Language as a Means to an End," Antiquity 
29 (1955), 147-49, who illustrates the connection between UT, 51 :VI: 
56, mrgtm td and the scene shown on the ivory panel. In biblical litera
ture, on the other hand, no claims are made for the king's divinity, 
nor did prophetic Y ahwism ever attack Hebrew kings and kingship on 
this score; consult Gerald Cooke, "The Israelite King as Son of God," 
ZAW 73 (1961), 202-25. 

8. Ask wealth of me. Reading for MT mimmenn'i, miimani, literally 
"my wealth," but the dative notion is sometimes expressed by the pos
sessive suffix; see Jolion, GHB, § 129h. Instructive examples occur in 
Pss xvi 4, xx 3, I 5, !xv 3. The reader will recognize similar usage in 
UT, 51:v:89, bsrtk yblt, "I bring you good tidings," literally "I bring 
your good tidings"; UT, 137:37, hw ybl argmnk, "He will bring you 
tribute," literally "He will bring your tribute." Contrast UT, 51:v:93-93, 
tblk grm mid ksp, ''The mountains will bring you much silver." In 
Hebrew, the substantive miimiin occurs in Sirach xxxi 8, as noted by 
F. Zorell, Lexicon Hebraicum (abbr. ZLH) (Rome, 1955), p. 444b, and 
in a cognate form 'iimon in Ps xxxvii 3. According to St. Augustine, 
De Sermone Domini in Monte, in Patrologia Latina, ed. J. P. Migne 
(Paris, 1878-90), vol. 34, col. 1290, miimon (or mammon) is a Punic 
word. Its appearance in Canaanizing Ps ii seems to bear out his state
ment. It is also found in lQS 6:2; Damascus Covenant 14:20; as well as 
in Mishnaic Hebrew. Cf. A. M. Honeyman, ''The Etymology of Mam
mon," in Archivum Linguisticum 4, 1 (Glasgow, 1952), 60--65 (not con
sulted by me). In NT (Matt vi 24; Luke xvi 9, 11, 13), the word was 
known well enough to need no explanation. Most recent study of miimon 
is that of Giovanni Rinaldi in Bibbia e Oriente 7 (1965), 19-20. 

and I will give it. Reading modus energicus w•'ettanniih for MT 
w•'ett"niih. Cf. NOTE on Ps viii 2. Compare this phrase with UT, 2 
Aqht:VI: 17, irs ksp watnk, "Ask for silver and I will give it to you." To 
all appearances, the accusative object of atn, that refers to the silver, 
is omitted, precisely as in my parsing of biblical 'ettanniih, since the 
final -k of Ugar. atnk is a dative suffix. However, it is possible, though 
less likely, that the accusative object -n has been assimilated by the final 
-k, as occasionally happens in Hebrew. Cf. further 2 Aqht:VI:27, irs !zym 
watnk, "Ask for life eternal and I will give it to you." This analysis of 
vs. 8 results in a 3 + 3 + 2 beat that forms a kind of chiasm with vs. 7b 
that scans into 2+2+3. 
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your patrimony. For this meaning of naf:zaliih, see Friedrich Horst, 
"Zwei Begriffe ftir Eigentum (Besitz): nf:zlh und 'f:zwzh," in Verbannung 
und Heimkehr: Festschrift fur Wilhelm Rudolph, ed. A. Kuschke 
(Ti.ibingen, 1961), pp. 135-56; Abraham Malamat, "Mari and the 
Bible," JAOS 82 (1962), 143-50, especially p. 149. 

9. You will break them. Retaining MT t•ro'em, the balance with 
niipG.$ "to shatter," and the kinship with royal Ps ex 2, ruddiih (MT 
r•diih) biqriib (MT b•qereb), 'oy•bekii, "Cudgel in combat your foes," 
may be cited in favor of this version as against "You shall rule them." 

10. kings . . • rulers. The frequent biblical pair melek-sopef appears in 
UT, 51 :IV:43-44, mlkn aliy[n] b'l tp{n win d'lnh, "Our king is Victor 
Baal, our ruler, and there is none above him." The basic sense of spf is 
"to exercise authority" in various matters; see E. A. Speiser, Genesis 
(The Anchor Bible, vol. 1; New York, 1964), p. 134; Werner Schmidt, 
Konigtum Gottes in Ugarit und Israel (BZAW 80; Berlin, 1961), pp. 
27-34. The balance of f:ztr m'Sp{h, "the scepter of his authority," with 
ks' mlkh, "the throne of his kingship," occurs in Phoenician Ahiram, line 
2. 

take warning. Cf. UT, 127:26, wywsrnn ggnh, "And his innards in
struct him." 

11. live in trembling. The root is probably gil, recurring in Ps xxii 9, 
giil 'el yhwh, "He lived for Yahweh"; Ps xliii 4, simf:zat glli, "the 
happiness of my life"; and Ps cxxxix 15, gilay, "my life stages." See 
Dahood, Biblica 40 (1959), 168 f. In Dani 10, gil means "era, stage of 
life," like old South Arabic gyl, "course of the year"; see W. W. Millier, 
in ZAW 75 (1963), 308. This root may be present in the unexplained 
personal names 'abigayil and 'abigiil. 

0 mortal men. Reading, with no consonantal changes, n•se qiiber, 
literally "men of the grave," for much-canvassed MT na'Ss•qu bar. 
Compare the phrases 7s miiwet (I Kings ii 26), "a man appointed for 
death"; b•ne mawet (I Sam xxvi 16), "sons deserving to die"; b•ne 
t•mutah (Pss lxxix 11, cii 21), "men exposed to death." The form 
na'Sim, "men," is well documented in Ugaritic, e.g., UT, 2 Aqht:v1:45, 
'mq n'Sm, "the strongest/wisest of men," and in -Prov xiv 1, f:zakmot 
niisim, "the wisest of men"; see M. Dahood, Proverbs and Northwest 
Semitic Philology (abbr. PNWSP) (Rome, 1963), p. 30. These two 
biblical occurrences of na'Sim, against normal 'anasim, should be classed 
with the rare Phoenician plural of 'iS, namely 'isim, recorded in Ps cxli 
4; Isa !iii 3; and Prov viii 4. 

The stichometric division is two parallel cola, the first with 9 syllables 
and 3 beats, the second with 10 syllables and 3 beats. On the utility of 
syllable-counting as a textual criterion, see D. N. Freedman in ZAW 72 
(1960), 102. 
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With the vocative, "O mortal men," the Yahwist king is portrayed as 
railing against the Canaanite concepts of divine kingship, reminding the 
rebel Canaanite kings of vss. 1-2 that they too are appointed for the 
inevitable hour. They should accordingly acknowledge the supreme 
suzerainty of Yahweh and live in fear of incurring his wrath. 

In an unpublished king-list from Ras Shamra, il, "god," which means 
that the deceased king has been made divine is placed in the right 
column before the king's name; cf. C. F. A. Schaeffer in AfO 20 
(1963), 215, and in CRAIBL, 1962 (appeared in 1963), 204f. The 
recent proposal of Henri Cazelles, "NSQW BR (Ps., ii, 12) ," in Oriens 
Antiquus 3 (1964), 43-45, who translates "Saluez le Brillant," on the 
basis of Ugar. brr, "to shine," is possible though it requires further con
firmation. 

12. your assembly perish. See NOTE on Ps i 1; derek, "assembly," 
forms an inclusio with vs. 1, riig6su, "forgather." 

who trust in him. I.e., as Suzerain, to judge from the contents of the 
poem and from Ps xviii 31, miigiin hu' l•kol ha/;Wsim ho, "Suzerain is 
he to all who trust in him." See NoTE on Ps iii 4. 



PSALM 3 

(iii 1-9) 

A psalm of David, when he fl.ed from his son Absalom. 

2 0 Yahweh, how many are my adversaries! 
How many who rise up against me! 

3 How many who eye my life! 
"No salvation for him from God." 

4 But you, 0 Yahweh, are my Suzerain as long 
my Glorious One who lifts high my head. 

5 If with full voice I call to Yahweh, 
he answers me from his holy mountain. 

6 If I lie down to sleep, 
I shall wake up, for Yahweh sustains me. 

7 I fear not the shafts of people 
deployed against me on every side. 

8 Rise up, 0 Yahweh, save me, my Gotl! 
0 that you yourself would smite 
All my foes on the jaw! 

Smash the teeth of the wicked! 
9 0 Yahweh, salvation! 

upon your people your blessing! 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 

NOTES 

[2]* 
Selah 

as I live, [3] 

[4] 
Selah 

[5] 

[6] 

[8] 
Selah 

iii. A personal lament in which the psalmist prays for deliverance 
from his calumniators. 

1. The superscriptions of seventy-three psalms contain the phrase 
l•dawld whose exact meaning-"from David," "concerning David," like 
Ugar. lb'l, "concerning Baal"-remains to be determined. A number of 
psalms contain allusions to certain events in David's life, as in the present 
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instance; the historical significance of these superscriptions is still a 
matter of dispute. 

2. How many who rise. The force of miih in miih rabbu affects the 
following two cola; cf. Norn on Ps ii 1. With rare exceptions, the Yrs. 
fail to note the ellipsis. A recent translation which recognizes it is The 
Grail Psalms, A New Translation (Fontana Books; London, 1962), p. 13. 

The parallel pair !jflriiy II qiimlm are semantic equivalents of UT, 
'nt:rv:48, mnm ib yp' lb'l !fr! lrkb 'rpt, "What foe has risen up against 
Baal, what [note ellipsis of mnm] adversary against the Mounter of the 
Clouds?" 

3. who eye my life. Suggesting hostile intent. In a number of texts 
'iimar, "to say," bears its original meaning "to see," as in Akkadian and 
Ugaritic. These include Pss xi 1, xxix 9, lxxi 10, lxxvii 9, xciv 4, cv 28. 
For present purposes the most enlightening is lxxi 10, kl 'flm'ru 'oy•bay 
Ii w•somcre napsl no'a!fu yaf:idiiw, "For my foes eye me, and they who 
are on the lookout for my life consult together." Here the parallelism 
appears convincing; in fact, Hermann Gunkel, Die Psalmen (see Selected 
Bibliography), p. 302, accepts Lagarde's emendation of 'am•ru to 
'iir•bu, "they lie in wait," since sie reden von mir ist etwas b/ass. The 
note of hostile intent carried by 'iimar is well illustrated by the analogous 
verb 'in "to eye suspiciously" in I Sam xviii 9, way•hi sii'ul 'owen 'et 
diiwld, "And Saul was suspiciously eyeing David." See Zorell, ZLH, 
p. 590b. For the thought, cf. Ps xxxvii 32, "When the wicked man spies 
on the just." The unexplained personal name 7tiimiir may well be infixed 
-t- form of this root which is attested in UT, 137:32, iSt iStm yitmr, "One 
fire, two fires appear." 

from God. The most significant feature of Ugaritic prepositions is 
the meaning "from" for both b and I; cf. Gordon, UT, § 10.1. The 
problem of ambiguity in the Ras Shamra texts is thus acute. While the 
acuteness has been considerably alleviated in Hebrew by the introduction 
of min, the problem nonetheless exists, especially in poetic texts. In the 
Psalter the difficulty obtrudes too often for confident translation, twice 
in this brief lament of nine verses. Consult NoTE on Psalm ii 4. 

4. my Suzerain. The need for distinguishing between miigen, "shield," 
and mflgen (to judge from Punic miigon, the correct Hebrew vocalization 
appears to be miigfln), "suzerain," has been examined by M. Dahood in 
"Ugaritic Lexicography," Melanges Eugene Tisserant, I, pp. 81-104, 
especially p. 94. The argument proceeds from Ps lxxxiv 12, which 
virtually defines a suzerain: kl seme"S umiigiin yhwh '•lohlm f:ien 
w•kabOd yitten, "For Sovereign (seme"S = Ugar. sps, the title of the 
Pharaoh or the Hittite overlord; El Amarna fom"Su) and Suzerain is 
Yahweh; God bestows favors and honors." The root concept is 
miigan "to give, bestow, hand over," very frequent in Ugaritic and 
found also in Phoenician. The virtual balance between miigiin and 
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yitten in Ps lxxxiv 12 corresponds to the parallelism in Prov iv 9, 
titten l•ro's•kii l;zen 'ateret tip' eret t•magg•nekii, "She will give your head 
a chaplet of grace; a crown of glory will she bestow upon you." In Ps 
lxxxiv 10, miigiin is parallel to miifial;z "the anointed"; in Ps lxxxix 19 it 
balances melek, "king." This divine title also recurs in Pss vii 11, xviii 31, 
xlvii 10, !ix 12; Gen xv l; Prov ii 7, xxx 5. 

This definition reveals the theological wordplay (discussed in NoTEs 
on Ps xlvii 6, 10) in Gen xiv 20 and xv 1. In the former verse one reads, 
"Praised be God Most High who has delivered (miggen) your ad
versaries into your hand," and in xv 1, "Fear not, Abraham, I am your 
Suzerain (miigiin [MT miigen] lak) who will reward you [point as 
participle sokerekii] very greatly." In Punic the Carthaginian generals 
are given the title miigon, which Latin inscriptions reproduce by im
perator, "suzerain," or dux; see Louis Maurin, "Himilcon le Magonide. 
Crises et mutations a Carthage au debut du IV• siecle avant J.-C.," 
Semitica 12 (1962), 5-43. The conceptual relationship between "suzer
ain" and "benefactor" comes out in Luke xxii 25, ''The kings of the 
heathen lord it over their subjects, and those in authority are called 
Benefactors." 

In the historical prologues of suzerainty or vassal treaties, emphasis 
was laid upon the past benevolent acts of the great king, and the ad
vantages that would accrue to the vassal who accepted the treaty were 
set forth. In other words, the great king represented himself as a 
benefactor, so that the transition from magiin, "benefactor," to "suzer
ain," may have occurred within this terminological framework. 

The possessive suffix of miigiin, "my Suzerain," is logically to be 
supplied from k•bOdi, "my Glorious One," on the principle of the 
double-duty suffix. This literary device deserves a word of comment. 
Identified in the last century by Franz Delitzsch (Biblischer Kommentar 
uber Die Psalmen, 5th rev. ed. [see Selected Bibliography], p. 666), who 
recognized the usage in Pss evil 20 and cxxxix 1, the extent and im
portance of its usefulness for stylistic analysis was not fully appreciated 
until numerous Ugaritic instances clarified this poetic practice. On the 
basis of U garitic usage-where the sense of the possessive pronoun must 
not infrequently be carried from the noun that has it to the parallel 
noun without it, as in UT, 127:37-38, mlk II drktk; 'nt:1:16--17, 
bbmr II bmskh; 2 Aqht:1:26--27, bt II hklh; n: 11-12, p'n II gh; and 
vi:36--37, spsg ysk[l]ris J:zr~ l?,r qdqdy, "Glaze will be poured upon my 
head (ris), plaster upon my skull (qdqdy)"-G. R. Driver in JRAS 
( 1948), 164-65, was able to show that a number of biblical texts that had 
been emended for lack of a suffix stood in no such need. Among his ex
amples are Pss xxx 13, xxxv 5-6, lxxvii 9, lxxxv 10. See also M. Dahood, 
Biblica 37 (1956), 338-40, and 42 (1961), 384; and D. N. Freedman, 
IEJ 13 ( 1963), 125 f., who effectively applies this principle in Deut xxxiii 
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28; and most recently Chr. Brekelmans, "Pronominal Suffixes in the 
Hebrew Book of Psalms," in Jaarbericht van het Vooraziatisch-Egypt
isch Genootschap Ex Oriente Lux, Annuaire de la Societe Orientale "Ex 
Oriente Lux" (Leiden); Ex Oriente Lux 17 (1963, appeared in January 
1965), 202-6. 

Numerous new instances will be cited in due sequence: e.g., Pss iv 4, 
ix 2, xi 2, xiii 4, xvi 4, xvii 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, xviii 15, xix 6, 8, 9, 15, xx 7, 
xxi 10, xxv 9, xxvi 7, xxxi 24, xxxiv 7, 18, xxxvi 10, xxxvii 14, xxxix 12, 
xlvi 5, xlviii 4, l 17, 23, Ii 14, liv 9, Iv 13, lxii 5, lxvi 18, 19, lxviii 10, 
lxix 23, lxxiii 7, lxxvii 18, 19, lxxviii 69, lxxxix 37, xc 12, xcviii 1, 
cix 19, cxviii 14, cxxxv 7, cxxxix 6. 

This poetic usage, a type of ellipsis, is analogous to the use of double
duty prepositions (see NOTE on Ps xxxili 7), conjunctions (NOTE on Ps 
xxxvi 7), negatives (NOTE on Ps ix 19), interrogatives (NOTES on Pss 
ii 1 and iii 2), and vocatives (NOTE on Ps xxxiii 1). Though ellipsis has 
long been recognized in biblical poetry, its pervasiveness was not fully 
appreciated till the discovery of ancient Canaanite poetic texts. 

as long as I live. Reading b•'odi for MT ba'adi; the mispointing may 
indicate a V orlage employing scriptio defectiva. A similar explanation 
may account for MT ba'adi, which appears to be the inferior reading, in 
Ps cxxxviii 8, where one may propose, yhwh yigmor b•'odi yhwh 
l:zasd•ka l•'oliim, "Yahweh will deal bountifully as long as I live; your 
kindness, 0 Yahweh, is to eternity." Cf. Pss civ 33 and cxlvi 2. 

my Glorious One. k•bOdi is apparently a divine appellative, as in Pss 
iv 3, Ixii 8, !xvi 2, which lends its suffix to parallel magiin; cf. preceding 
NOTE on my Suzerain. In Exod xxxiii 18, 22; Ps cxiii 4, kiibOd denotes 
ipsa Dei essentia, according to Zorell, ZLH, p. 345b. If this explication 
of kiibOd is correct, it will be analogous to 'oliim, "eternity," which also 
became an appellative, "the Eternal One," in Pss xxiv 7, 9, !xvi 7, lxxv 
10, etc.; see F. M. Cross, Jr., "Yahweh and the God of Patriarchs," HTR 
55 (1962), 225-59, especially pp. 236ff. 

who lifts high my head. I.e., defends my honor and gives me victory 
over my adversaries. The copula of umi!rim could be appositional as in 
Prov xxx 16 and in the Ugaritic title klr wbss, "Kothar who is :ij:asis," 
as explained by W. F. Albright in BASOR 164 (1961), 36; Wilhelm 
Gesenius' Hebriiische Grammatik vollig umgearbeitet von E. Kautzsch 
(abbr. GK), 28th rev. ed. (Leipzig, 1909), § 154a. An equivalent phrase 
is used of the Pharaoh (hence "suzerain") in Gen xi 20, "And he lifted up 
the head of the chief cup-bearer"; there may be some significance in 
the fact that Ps lxxxix 18, "In your favor you lift high our horn," 
immediately precedes the proclamation, "For Yahweh himself is our 
Suzerain, and the Holy One of Israel our King." Compare also Ps ex 7, 
where the great king Yahweh is said to raise high (yiirim ro's) the head 
of his anointed king of Israel. 
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5. If with full voice. A conditional sentence without morphologic 
indicator, as correctly remarked by Gunkel, Die Psalmen, p. 14; cf. GK, 
§ 159b. Similar usage occurs in UT, 1019:12-16, ttn wtn wlttn wal ttn 
tn ks yn wistn, "If you give, then give; if you don't give, then don't give; 
if you give a cup of wine, I will drink it"; cf. UT, § 13.79. 

he answers me. wayya'anenl is a consecutive imperfect after an im
perfect; see Michel, TSP, pp. 26 f. This expression of confidence is a 
constitutive element of personal laments. 

from his holy mountain. This sentiment supports the version proposed 
in vs. 3, "from God." 

6. If I lie down. Conditional sentence without conditional particle. 
7. the shafts of people. Customarily rendered "myriads of people," 

rlb•bot 'iim yields better sense when studied along with Pss xviii 44 and 
lxxxix 51. The sense of these latter two texts is also disputed, but a 
derivation from rbb, "to shoot arrows," produces a consistent image in 
all three texts. Thus lxxxix 51, z•kor 'adonay IJerpat 'abiidekii s•'efi 
b•!Jeqi kol rabbe-m 'ammim (MT rabblm 'ammim), "Remember, Lord, 
the insults to your servant, his bearing in his bosom all the shafts of 
peoples." This evokes the motif of Job xvi 13, yiisobba 'iilay rabbiiyw 
y•palla!J kilyotay w•lo' ya!Jmol, "His arrows encompass me, he pierces 
my entrails without pity." The balance with !Jerpiih "insults," indicates 
that rabbe-m 'ammlm refers to the sarcastic shafts of nations; thi~ too is 
the sense suggested in Ps iii, the lament of an individual who has been 
sorely calumniated. The imagery which represents detractors as archers 
may be seen in Gen xlix 23, as recognized by LXX, "Against whom the 
calumniators brought false accusations, though the masters of bows took 
aim at him" and by Speiser, "Archers in their hostility I Harried and 
attacked him" (The Anchor Bible, vol. 1) . 

deployed against me. The syntax of siitu 'iiliiy has long presented 
a problem. BDB, p. lOllb, for instance, call it internally transitive, but 
progress in the study of the use and extent of the qal passive conjugation 
suggests that situ would be the most probable vocalization. The military 
sense of sit recurs in Isa xxii 7 where a qal passive pointing bids fair to 
resolve the syntactic problem. Cf. NOTE on Ps xvil 10. 

8. 0 that. Explaining kl as an emphatic particle used with the precative 
or optative perfect (see NoTE below on would smite ..• smash.). 
Compare the construction ki hikkUii with Pss ix 5, ki 'iiSitii miSp•tl 
w•dlni, "O that you would defend my right and my cause!"; xxxix 10, 
kl 'attii 'iisitiih, "O that you yourself would act!"; 1xi 4, ki hiiyitii maf:iseh 
Ii, "O that you would be my refuge!" Cf. also Pss x 14, Iv 10, !xi 6, !xiii 
8, and James Muilenburg, "The Linguistic and Rhetorical Usage of the 
Particle ki in the Old Testament," HUCA 32 (1961), 135-60. 

you yourself. The single not a accusativi in this psalm, which many 
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would delete as otiose, should be pointed 'attii, the independent personal 
pronoun occasionally found with the precative perfect. Cf. Pss x 14, 
rii'ltiih kl 'attiih 'iimiil, "See for yourself the misery"; xxxix 10 (cited in 
previous NoTE); !vi 9, nodi siipartiih 'attiih, "You yourself write down 
my tears"; !xi 6, kl 'attiih '•lohim siima'tii un•diiriiy, "O that you your
self, 0 God, would hear my vows!" 

would smite . . . Smash. Parsing hikkltii and sibbartii as precative 
perfects which balance the two imperatives of vs. Sa, qumiih and 
hosl'eni. The presence of imperatives or jussives in the immediate context 
is the surest clue to the precative mode. In Ps iv 2, e.g., precative 
hirl:zabtii is preceded by one imperative and followed by two others. 

GK seem not to have recognized this construction, so well known from 
Arabic, even though Ewald and Bottcher in the last century had noted a 
few instances in the Bible. lotion, GHB, § 112k, is alive to the niceties 
of style when he submits that in poetry (Psalms, Job) and in elevated 
prose qatal carries an optative nuance; he cites I Chron xvii 27 II 
II Sam vii 29; Ps lvii 7; Job xxii 18. The greatest contribution, however, 
was made by Moses Buttenwieser, who, in his 1938 commentary on the 
Psalms, devoted a special excursus to the subject and cited more than a 
score of convincing examples in the Psalter alone; see p. 905 of his 
PCTNT for a complete listing. To his number thirteen may be added: 
iv 8, ix 18, xvii 3, xxii 22, xxxix 10, xliv 27, lvi 9, !xiii 3, !xvii 7, lxxiii 23, 
xciv 17, ex 3, cxix 121. 

Briggs, CECBP, I, p. 33, hesitated to accept the precative perfect in 
Hebrew even though it was a recognized Arabic construction. Such 
hesitation can no longer be defended since U garitic confirms the presence 
of this usage in Northwest Semitic and further points up the strict 
linguistic relationship of Ugaritic to Hebrew. Cf. UT, 76:u:20, l:zwt abt, 
"May you live, 0 my sister," a formula which appears in a modified form 
in the letter published in UT, 2008: 10, mlkn b'ly l:zw[t], "Our king, my 
lord, may you live!" Further, in UT, 52:7, slmt mlk, "May you prosper, 
0 king!"; 77:38-39, ar yrb wyrb yark, "May the moon shine, and may 
the moon shine for you!"; 117:17-18, w pn mlk nr bn, "And may the 
face of the king be radiant upon us!"; 128:m:13, mid rm krt, "May 
Kirta be greatly exalted!" On Phoenician Karatepe m:2-3, b'l brk ... 
'yt 'ztwd, "May Baal bless ... Azitawaddul", see Friedrich, PPG, 
§ 262.4, and G. Levi Della Vida in Rendiconti Lincei 8 (1949), 286. 

on the ;aw. Implying that they will no longer be able to calumniate 
the psalmist. This is perfectly in keeping with the metaphor of the 
slanderous shafts of vs. 7. In the Canaanite Legend of Aqhat, one of the 
obligations of a dutiful son toward a deceased father was to silence those 
who would calumniate his dead father. The text, which has lent itself to 
widely diverging translations, can be rendered meaningfully by recourse 
to Ar. tabaqa, "to shut," used of mouth, eyes, etc. The text is UT, 2 
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Aqht:1:29-30, tbq ll:zt ni~h, "who will shut the jaws of his detractors." 
The noun ll:zt is the plural of l•l:zi, Ugar. ll:zy. Cf. Ps lxili 12, "The mouth of 
those telling lies will be shut." 

9. 0 Yahweh. Interpreting l of l•yahweh as lamedh vocativum, 
widely used in Ugaritic; a convenient list of occurrences can be found in 
Aistleitner, WuS, No. 1425, pp. 163 f. Biblical examples include Pss vii 8, 
xiii 6, xvi 2, xxxi 3, xxxii 4-5, xxxiii 1, x1ii 10, xlvii 2, Iii 11, !xviii 5, 33, 
lxxi 1, 18, lxxiii 1, lxxv 5 (twice), xcii 1, cxxii 4, cxl 7; Gen xxiii 11 ; Isa 
xxxviii 14, Iii 7; Jer xxxi 7. For the vocative particle in the Hebrew 
name *rumliiyiihu in Isa vii 1, 4, 5, 9 (MT r"malyiihu), see Dewey M. 
Beegle in BASOR 123 (1951), 28, who interprets it as "Be exalted, 0 
Yahweh"; cf. further, William H. Brownlee, The Meaning of the Qum
ran Scrolls for the Bible (New York, 1964), p. 167. For the Phoenician 
vocative particle in Arslan Tash, 1:4, ll:znqt 'mr, "O Strangler of 
Lamb(s) ," see H. Donner and W. Rollig, Kariaaniiische und Aramiiische 
lnschriften (abbr. KAI), II: Kommentar (Wiesbaden, 1964), p. 44. In 
this analysis, vocative yhwh corresponds to vocatives yhwh and '•lohay 
in vs. 8 and further point up the chiastic arrangement of vss. 8-9, so 
ably studied by N. W. Lund in AJSL 49 (1933), 299. 

Selah. A liturgical direction; its meaning and etymology still elude 
scholars. 



PSALM 4 

(iv 1-9) 

For the director; with stringed instruments. A psalm of David. 

2 When I call, answer me, 0 God of my vindication; 
in distress, set me at large; 

Have pity on me and hear my prayer. 
3 0 men of rank, how long must my Glorious One be 

insulted? [ 2] * 
How long will you worship inanities 

or consult idols? Selah 
4 And recognize that [3] 

Yahweh will work wonders for the one devoted to him, 
Yahweh will hear me when I call to him. 

s Be disquieted, but do not sin, [4] 
examine your conscience, 
upon your beds weep. Selah 

6 Offer legitimate sacrifices and trust in Yahweh. [5] 
7 Many keep saying, "Who will show us rain? [6] 

The light of your face has fled from us, 0 Yahweh." 
8 Put happiness in my heart; [7] 

now let their wheat and their wine increase. 
9 In his peaceful presence, [8] 

I shall lie down and sleep; 
For you alone, 0 Yahweh, 

make my repose secure. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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NOTES 

iv. A prayer for rain. Drought is in the land; the psalmist (a /:ziisid) is 
much distressed, while the pusillanimous leaders of the people criticize 
Yahweh and seek rain from the nature deities. The psalmist reminds 
those of little faith that Yahweh will hear their prayer if they but examine 
their consciences, weep for their sins, and offer legitimate sacrifices. 
The correct exegesis of some of the phrases flows from the comparison 
with similar phrases and contexts in the other psalms that are prayers 
for rain, such as I.xv 10-14, !xvii, lxxxv. 

2. God of my vindication. This connotation of ~edeq is present in 
Pss xvii 1, xxxv 27; Isa I 8, !iii 11; Job xxxiii 32. If the psalmist's prayer 
goes unheeded, his reputation as a f:iiisid will suffer; hence he is eager to 
be vindicated and purposely invokes God with the epithet, "God of my 
vindication." In Ps xvii 1, where the epithet occurs anew, the vindication 
of the poet consists in being acquitted of false accusations. 

set me at large. With Israel Eitan in AJSL 46 (1929), 25, parsing 
hirf:iabtii as a precative or optative perfect in parallelism with the im
peratives 'aneni, f:ionnen'i, and ?ma'; see NOTE on Ps iii 8. Michel, TSP, 
p. 246, labels a qatal form in the midst of three imperatives "merkwur
dig," and accordingly adopts Gunkel's emendation of the three im
peratives into qatal forms; this is text-critical aberration with a vengeance. 
One may here remark that much of Michel's volume on the tenses in the 
Psalter is vitiated by his failure to recognize the existence of the precative 
perfect; there are more than thirty instances of this usage in the Psalter, 
all unremarked by Michel. 

Have pity on me. The apparatus of BH3 recommends that f:ionnen'i 
be deleted, but this wayward proposal forfeits claims to further consider
ation with the observation that the equivalent jussive form y•f:ionnenu 
occurs in Ps I.xvii 2, which is also a prayer for rain. 

3. men of rank. In Pss xlix 3 and lxii 10, men of high degree 
are contrasted with those of no rank. 

my Glorious One. Consult NoTE on Ps iii 4. The Glorious One is 
contrasted with the inanities (riq) and the idols (kiiziib) to which men of 
rank have resorted. 

be insulted. Literally "for insult, dishonor." By turning to false gods, the 
Israelites dishonor Yahweh. 

worship inanities. This nuance of 'iiheb occurs in Jer viii 2 (the parallel 
verbs appear decisive) and Hos iv 8; BDB, p. 13a. 

consult idols. I.e., to find out when the rain will come. The sub
stantive kiiziib, "idol" (res ementita), recurs in Ps xi 5 and Amos ii 4. 
This may well be the sense in Sirach xv 8 where 'an$e kiiziib, "idolaters," 
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is chiastically balanced by vs. 7, m•te silw', "men of the idol." Gunkel, 
Die Psalmen, p. 17, writes that "kilzilb ist nach anderen hier ein 
Schimpfname der Gotzen Amos 2:4 vgl Ps 40:5" ("According to others, 
kilziib is a nickname for idols; Amos ii 4, cf. Ps xl 5."). 

4. And recognize that. This stichometric division was suggested by 
D. N. Freedman, who noticed that the introductory formula d•'u ki 
operates with both halves of the verse. 

will work wonders. hipliih is an alternate spelling of hiplii', found in 
many MSS. Perfect hipliih is balanced by imperfect yisma', a very com
mon sequence in Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry. Good examples occur in 
Pss vi 10, vii 13, 14, viii 7, ix 8, xx 10, xxxviii 12, xlvi 5, I 19, xciii 3. 

the one devoted to him. The psalmist refers to himself in the third 
person as f:ziisld, just as the author of Ps v identified himself with the 
ifaddlq in vs. 13. In other words, f:ziisld is used much like 'ebed, which 
sometimes functions as a polite substitute for the personal pronoun; cf. 
NOTE on Ps xix 12. 

will hear me. The principle of the double-duty suffix operates with 
yisma'; see NOTE on Ps iii 4. To judge from the recognized examples, 
the omission of the suffix with forms of silma' was uncommonly frequent; 
e.g., Pss xxii 25, xxxiv 7, 18, !xvi 18, 19. 

when I call. b•qor'l forms an inclusion with vs. 2, b•qor'I. 
5. Be disquieted. I.e., by the lack of rainfall. The verb rgz is found in 

Phoenician Tabnit Inscription, rr,z trgzn, "(If you) at all disquiet me." 
examine your conscience. Literally "look into your heart." On 'ilmar, 

"to see, look," cf. NOTE on Ps iii 3 and M. Dahood, "Hebrew
Ugaritic Lexicography 1," Biblica 44 (1963), 295 f. The sins of the 
people were thought to be the cause of the drought. Jer v 24 is especially 
instructive for the exegesis of this phrase in that the phrase occurs there 
in a context explicitly dealing with "the theology of rain." 

upon your beds weep. As I proposed, on the basis of Ugar. dmm, 
parallel to bky, "to cry," in CBQ 22 (1960), 400-3, and accepted by 
C. H. W. Brekelmans, Ras Sjamra en het Oude Testament (Nijmegen, 
1962), pp. lOf. The cluster w•dommu illustrates a point of Hebrew 
syntax and a new Hebrew root. The conjunction w• is here emphatic, a 
function put into clear light by UT, 51:v:107-8, st alp qdmh mra wtk 
pnh, "Set an ox before him, a fatling right in front of him." The particle 
has been studied by Marvin H. Pope in JAOS 73 (1953), 95 ff.; P. 
Wernberg-Mj61ler in JSS 3 (1958), 321-26; M. Dahood in Gregorianum 
43 (1962), 65-67; and by Leo Prijs in BZ 8 (1964), 105-9, whose 
point of departure was Arabic usage and who only at the end of his 
article recognized the relevance of the Ugaritic text cited above. 

The position of dommu at the end of its clause may possibly be 
ascribed to the emphasizing nature of waw, much like emphatic ki in 
Ugaritic and Hebrew. Emphatic lamedh produces a similar effect. 
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For other instances of postposition with emphatic waw, see Pss v 4, 
vii 2, xlix 21, lxxvii 2, lxxxix 20; Job xxiii 12; Lam i 13. 

In recent years the root dmm has been the object of several studies, 
the latest being that of Norbert Lohfink in VT 12 (1962), especially pp. 
275-77, where G. R. Driver in Sepher Tur Sinai (Jerusalem, 1960), 
p. 2 *, might be added to the bibliographical references. Though scholars 
dispute whether dmm denotes "to moan" or "to weep," the synonymy 
of dmm with bky in UT, 125:25-26, and the fact that the pun in 
Jer viii 14 depends precisely on the meaning "to weep," weight the bal
ance toward the second meaning. For full treatment of the wordplay, see 
Dahood, Biblica 45 ( 1964), 402. 

That one's bedroom is a fitting place for shedding tears is clear from 
Gen xlviii 30; Ps vi 7, "I bathe my couch with tears," and UT, K.rt: 
27-29, "His tears drop like shekels to the floor, like pieces-of-five to 
the bed." See also Matt vi 6. 

6. legitimate sacrifices. I.e., as opposed to sacrifices to idols. On 
zibbe :;edeq, which recurs in Ps Ii 21, see Roger T. O'Callaghan in VT 4 
( 19 54), 170 (see Selected Bibliography). 

7. show us rain. The explanation of the sense of (ob appears crucial 
for determining the literary genus of the poem. The "good" par excel
lence in Palestine is the rain, so that in a number of texts tob without 
further modification concretely signifies "rain." Deut xxviii 12, "Yahweh 
will open for you his treasury of rain (' o:;aro hart ob) the heavens, to 
give your land its rain in due season." For other instances of a pronominal 
suffix intervening in a construct chain as in 'o:;aro hartob, see Gevirtz, 
Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel, p. 80. Cf. Jer v 25, "And your 
sins have withheld the rain from you (hartob mikkem) "; Jer iii 3, "So 
that the showers (rcblblm) were withheld," and Amos iv 7, "I withheld 
from you the rain (gefom) ." See also Ps lxxxv; Deut xxviii; and I Kings 
viii 35, which explain the relationship between sin and rain. Jer xvii 6, 
"He shall be like the scrub in the desert unable to see the coming of 
the rain (tob) ," becomes fully intelligible in the light of the antithetic 
statement in Jer xvii 8 describing the condition of the man who trusts 
in God: "For he is like a tree that is planted near water ... That fears 
not the coming of heat." (John Bright, The Anchor Bible, vol. 21). The 
antithesis with "heat" shows that (ob denotes "rain." The frequently 
proposed emendation of fob to rofeb, "moisture," becomes dispensable. 
Finally, Ps lxxxv 13, gam yhwh yitten hattob wc'ar:;enu titten y•buliih, 
"With a loud voice Yahweh gives his rain, and our land gives its produce." 
Some medieval rabbis correctly interpreted fob here to mean "rain." 
Further examples are cited in Biblica 45 (1964), 411. The connection 
between fob and "rain" already appears in Bronze Age Canaanite litera-
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ture, in UT, 1 Aqht:1:45-46, bl :Sr' thmtm bl tbn qi b'l, "May there be 
no surging of the two deeps, no rain with Baal's thunder." 

The light of your face. As a sign of beneficence, this phrase is an 
ancient metaphor of frequent occurrence in the El Arnarna and U garitic 
correspondence, as in UT, 1126:6, wpn smJ nr by mid, "And the face 
of the Sun [i.e., Pharaoh] shone brightly upon me." The comparison of 
our clause, "The light of your face has fled from us," with Ps !xvii 2, 
yr/er piiniiyw 'ittrmu, "May he make his face shine upon us," further 
reveals that Ps !xvii, whose literary classification has been a matter of 
dispute, is a prayer for rain and should be classed with Ps iv. Both 
phrases may serve as commentary upon Ps lxxxv 5, siibenii 'el, "Return 
to us, 0 God." Cf. NoTE on vs. 2 for another connection with Ps !xvii. 

has fled from us. Vocalizing niisiih for MT n•siih. The statement, 
niisiih 'iilenii 'or piinekii yhwh, becomes intelligible with the knowledge 
that in Northwest Semitic (Ugaritic, Phoenician, Hebrew, Aramaic, and 
Moabite) 'al with verbs of fleeing can denote "from." The evidence has 
been assembled in Dahood, TS 14 (1953), 85-86. Among the probative 
texts cited there is Phoenician Ahiram, wnl;zt tbrl;z 'I gbl, "And may 
peace flee from Byblos." On the possible Ugar. 'I, "from," see Driver, 
CML, p. 14lb, and for Moabite usage, S. Segert in Archiv Orientalni 29 
(1961), 228. The evidence for 'al, "from," has been gathered anew by 
G. R. Driver in JSS 9 (1964), 349. 

The reading niisiih, from nus, represents an archaic third-person mascu
line singular of the Canaanite qatala type as in Ugaritic; metrical consid
erations may account for its presence here. Other instances of this archaic 
ending include Pss xi 5, 'oheb l;zumiis siin•'iih napso, "Who loves injustice 
hates himself"; xviii 35, nil;zatah, "He lowered," where the doublet II Sam 
xxii 35 reads nil;zat, obviously a modernized reading; xx 10, hOsi'iih, "He 
has given victory"; and lxxxix 8, rabbah, "He is great." These examples 
offer a solid basis for arguing that Eccles vii 27, 'am•riih qohelet, 
"Qoheleth said," is the correct reading and that xii 8, 'iimar haqqohelet, 
should be redivided to read 'iim•riih qohelet, since qohelet is to be 
considered a proper name and hence does not need determination with 
the article. Cf. further Ps xvi 6 and Prov ix 4. 

8. Put happiness. Parsing niitattiih as precative perfect (cf. vs 2 and 
NoTE therewith), precisely as in Ps Ix 6, niitattiih llre'ekii nes, "Give a 
banner of victory to those who fear you." The scriptio plena of the 
final syllable -iih may correspond to the energic ending of the imperative, 
especially since an impressive number of precative perfects are written 
fully in the final syllable: Pss x 14, xx.xi 6, xxxv 22, xliv 27, lvi 9, Ix 
6, ex! 8; Prov ix 4; Lam iii 59, 60. This analysis bears importantly 
on the parsing of Ps !xvii 7, 'ere!f niit•niih y•buliih y•biir•kenii '•lOhlm 
'•lohenii, "May the earth give her produce, may God, our God, bless 
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us." The psalm is thus a prayer for rain rather than a hymn of thanks
giving for blessings bestowed; the presence of the jussive y•btir•kenu 
points to the same conclusion. 

in my heart. Adding the mem of me'et to libbi as enclitic; cf. the 
enclitic mem with leb in Ps x 17. 

now let their wheat. Reading (for MT 'et, "time") the adverb 'attii 
written defectively as in Ps lxxiv 6 and Ezek xxvii 24, where critics 
agree that 'et should be pointed 'attii. Cf. the usage in Ps xx 7. The 
reading d•giiniim seems assured by the appearance of the same form in 
the petition for rain in Ps Ixv 10. 

their wine increase. Like niitattiih at the beginning of the verse, 
rabbu is also a precative perfect, thus creating a fine syntactic balance, 
while, etymologically, rabbu encloses the inclusion beginning with rabbim, 
the first word of vs. 7. Though the majority of precative perfects are 
second person, there are a number of clear third-person precatives: 
Pss ix 18, x 16, Ivii 7; Isa xliii 9; Prov ix 4. 

Though well attested in other books of the Bible and in Ugar. trt, 
tlros, "wine, must," is a hapax legomenon in the Psalter. 

9. his peaceful presence. Literally "in the peace of his face," an 
example of hendiadys which might be compared with UT, 'nt:rv:47, 
lnbt lkl:zt drkth, "on the peaceful bench of his authority." Cf. W. F. 
Albright in JAOS 67 (1947), 156, n. 26, on the Ugaritic hendiadys. 

Commenting on yal:zdiiw, Briggs, CECBP, I, p. 37, remarks that this 
is the only text in which it denotes "at one and the same time," 
joining both verbs in action of same persons, which suggests that a 
solution must be sought elsewhere. One could explain yal:zdiiw as the 
substantive "face," from dialectal l:zdy, "to see, gaze," Heb. !:zazah, 
which is discussed at Ps xxi 7. Cf. Isa xl 5, w•nigliih k•bOd yhwh 
w•rii'u kol basiir yal:zdiiw, "And the glory of Yahweh shall be revealed, 
and all flesh shall see his face." For this version, see M. Dahood, CBQ 
20 (1958), 46-49. 



PSALM 5 

(v 1-13) 

For the director; for the -flutes. A psalm of David. 

2 Give ear to my words, 0 Yahweh, 
attend to my utterance. 

3 Give heed to the sound of my cry, [2]* 
my King and my God; 

For to you am I praying, 0 Yahweh. 
4 At dawn hear my voice, [3] 

at dawn I will draw up my case, 
for you will I watch. 

5 A no-god delights in evil, [4] 
but you-no evil man can be your guest. 

6 Let no boasters stand before you. [5] 
I hate all evildoers, 

7 destroy those who tell lies! [6] 
The man of idols and figurines 

Yahweh detests. 
8 But through your great love [7] 

I will enter your house; 
I will worship toward your holy temple, 

among those who fear you, 0 Yahweh. 
9 Lead me into your meadow [8] 

because of my rivals, 
Your way make level before me. 

10 For there is nothing firm in his mouth, [9] 
his belly is an engulfing chasm; 

A grave wide-open is their throat, 
with their tongue they bring death. 

11 Make them perish, 0 God, [10] 
let them fall because of their schemes; 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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For their numerous crimes 
hurl them down, 

Since they have challenged you. 
12 While all who seek refuge in you will rejoice, [11] 

forever singing with joy; 
And you will shelter them, 

that they who love your name 
may exult in you. 

13 For you will bless the just man yourself, 0 Yahweh, [12] 
as with a shield 
you will surround him with your favor. 

NOTES 

v. Though usually classified as an individual lament comprised of five 
strophes which alternately contrast the just with the wicked, this psalm 
maintains distinct points of contact with the psalms of innocence, 
especially with Pss xxvi and cxxxix, and can with equal validity be 
placed in that category. 

2. my utterance. Zorell, ZLH, p. 184b, appears to be correct in 
subsuming hiiglg and hiigiih, "to utter," under the same root against 
BDB, GB, and Koehler who distinguish two roots. Zorell's view is 
sustained by UT, 1001:rev:l3, k'~mm lttn kabnm lthggn, "When the 
trees do not give forth (their voice), when the stones do not utter," 
a variation on the theme of UT, 'nt:ru: 19-20, rgm ·~ wlbst abn, 
"word of tree and whisper of stone." The reduplicated conjugation of 
thggn may contribute to the explanation of the morphology of biblical 
hiiglg which is a dis legomenon. 

3. 0 Yahweh. Customarily attached to vs. 4, vocative yhwh is for 
metrical and stylistic reasons to be joined to vs. 3. This redivision, 
which results in two 3+3 cola followed by two 2+2 cola in vss. 3b 
and 4, permits each of the two cola in vs. 4 to begin with bOqer, 
"at dawn," and uncovers an inclusion starting with 'elekii 'etpalliil, 
"to you am I praying," and closing with l•ka wa'a~appeh, "for you 
will I watch." 

4. hear my voice. Following the imperatives of vss. 2-3, tisma', 
though morphologically imperfect, serves an imperative function. Cf. 
Jotion, GHB, § 113m, who lists seven texts (but not the present one) 
from the Psalter, and add Pss x 15, xxx.ii 7, 1xi 3. Albrecht Goetze 
in Studia Orientalia loanni Pedersen Septuagenario A.D. VII Id. Nov. 
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Anno MCMLIII a Collegis, Discipulis, Amicis Dicata, ed. Flemming 
Hvidberg (Copenhagen, 1953), p. 117, n. 8, has noted the same 
construction in UT, 51 :VIII:7-9, wrd btbp!t arf tspr byrdm ar~, "And 
go down to the house of beds, the nether world, count yourself among 
those who have gone down to the nether world." In this passage 
tspr is a jussive with the same modal force as the parallel imperative 
rd. This identical usage in Hebrew and Ugaritic speaks volumes for 
the Canaanite classification of Ugaritic. Recognition of this stylistic 
variation may result in smoother renditions of certain biblical passages. 
For example, Deut xxxii 1, ha'azlnil haJsiimayim wa'adabberiih w•tism•'I 
(understand consonantal tsm' as scriptio defectiva for normal tsm'y) 
he'iiref (MT hii'iire~) 'imre pl, "Give ear, 0 heaven, and I shall speak, 
and hear, 0 earth, the words of my mouth." RSV and other versions 
retain MT w•tisma' ha'iiref, "And let the earth hear," but related 
formulas such as Isa i 2 suggest that imperative ha'azlnii and vocative 
haJsamayim be matched by a second-person jussive, and that consonantal 
h'rf contains the vocative particle rather than the article. 

l will draw up my case. 'e'•rok is a forensic term used absolutely 
in Ps 1 21; Job xxxiii 5, xxxvii 19. Such usage suggests that the poet 
has formally been accused of a crime (idolatry, see NoTE on vs. 6) 
and is now preparing his case. 

for you will l watch. Dividing second half of vs. 4 to read boqer 
'e'•rok l•ka wa'afappeh (2+2), and parsing wa as waw emphaticum, 
which often precedes a verb placed at the end of a sentence for 
reasons of emphasis; cf. Norn on Ps iv 5. This stichic division obviates 
the need for supplying l•ka or 'elekii after wa'afappeh, as proposed in 
the apparatus of BHS. 

5. A no-god. lo' 'el is a composite noun occurring in Deut xxxii 21 
and equivalently found in Deut xxxii 17 and Jer v 7. Ugaritic com
pounds such as blmt, "immortality" (equals Prov xii 28, 'al miiwet 
as proposed by M. Dahood, Biblica 41 [1960], 176--81), aplb, "surface 
of the chest" (UT, § 8.74), make it very likely that composite nouns 
are of more frequent occurrence than recent Hebrew grammars allow 
and that the doctrine found in J. Olshausen, Lehrbuch der hebriiischen 
Sprache (1861), § 225i, p. 445, more accurately reflects the real 
situation. Accordingly, lo' ken (Akk. la kettu) in Isa xvi 16 (cf. Jer 
xlvili 30) and in Prov xv 7 should be analyzed as a composite noun 
and defined as "injustice." On lo' fob, "evil, crime," see NOTE on Ps 
xxxvi 5, and for composite falmiiwet, ''utter darkness," D. Winton 
Thomas in JSS 7 (1962), 199f. Composite 'oliim wii'ed is discussed in 
the NoTE on Ps x 16. 

The immorality of the Canaanite gods, richly illustrated by the Ras 
Shamra tablets, is contrasted with the absolute holiness of Yahweh, 
in whose sight even the stars are not pure. An unpublished U garitic 
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tablet graphically describes the excesses of El, the head of the Canaanite 
pantheon, while he is at table. As a result of his intemperance, El 
ends up wallowing bbrih w[nth, "in his excrement and his urine." 

can be your guest. Note the kindred concept in Ps xv 1-2. The 
construction y•gur•kii, with dative suffix (cf. Norn on Ps xxi 4), re
sembles the usage in Ps xciv 20, hay•f:wbr•kii, "Can he be a friend of 
yours?" 

6. boasters. hOl"lim, parallel to r•sii'im in Pss Ixxiii 3 and lxxv 5, may 
possess pagan overtones which today escape us. In UT, 77:40-41, bnt 
hll, "the daughters of shouting," is the name of the professional song
stresses. 

stand before you. I.e., in the law court to press their charges against 
the psalmist. What prompts the forensic interpretation of yity~~·ba is 
the presence of the legal term 'iirak in vs. 4 and the collocation of both 
these verbs in the legal context of Job xxxiii 5, 'im tukal h°'sibeni 'er•kii 
l•piinay hity~~iibiih, "If you are able, refute me; draw up your case 
and stand before me." 

l hate all evildoers. Pointing fo't as first person siine'tl rather than sec
ond person sime'tii with MT. The defective spelling of the first person is 
duplicated in Pss xvi 2 ('mrt for normal 'mrty), xxxviii 9, and ex! 13. First 
person siine'fi appears to be a terminus technicus employed in the for
mula of repudiation of false gods when one was accused of idolatry. 
The term is characteristic of psalms of innocence: xxvi 5, siine'tl q•hal 
r•sa'im, "I have hated the company of evildoers"; xxxi 6-7, '•met 
siine'fi ha8som•rim hable siiw', "Truly I hate those who keep worthless 
idols"; ci 3, 'asoh sefim siine'tl lo' yidbaq bl, "I hate the making of 
images; may it never cling to me"; CXXXL'( 22, taklit sin'iih s•ne't"im, "With 
perfect hatred I hate them" (the men of idols in vs. 19) . 

7. destroy. Being parallel to jussive implicit in lo' yity~~·ba, t•'abbed 
has the force of an imperative; cf. NoTE on vs. 4a. 

who tell lies. I.e., those who falsely accuse the psalmist of idolatry. 
Cf. the psalm of innocence xvii 1, balle' (MT b•lo') sipte mirmiih, "De
stroy deceitful lips," in a context where the poet makes a protestation 
of innocence when accused of idol-worship. 

man of idols. One should distinguish, it would seem, between 'is 
diimim, "a man of blood," and 7S diimim [vocalization doubtful], "a man 
of idols." The root of the latter would be diimiih, "to be like" (cf. es
pecially Isa xiv 14), while Latin similis, "similar," and simulacrum, "im
age," illustrate the semantic nexus between the root and the substantive. 
Cf. Ar. dumyatu, "image, effigy," and the following biblical texts: Ps 
xxvi 9-10, "Snatch me not away with sinners, nor my life with men of 
idols ('an8e diimim), in whose left hand is idolatry (zimmiih), and whose 
right hand is full of bribes"; Ps cxxxix 19-20, "O that you would slay 
the wicked, 0 God! 0 men of idols ('an8e diimim) turn away from me! 
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Who look upon you as an image (m•zimmiih); 'Your protector is 
honored as an idol' "; Hos iv 2, diimlm b•diimlm niigii'u, "Idols touch 
idols"; and possibly Ps cvi 38, "Whom they sacrificed to the statues of 
Canaan, and they defiled the land with idols ( diimlm) . " Here there is 
probably a play on the double sense of diimlm, "idols/blood." Cf. also 
Ps Iv 24. 

and figurines. mirmiih, "deceit, fraud," concretely denotes "figurine" 
or "idol" in Ps xxiv 4, where it is parallel to saw', "idol," in Job xxxi 5, 
and, most clearly, in Jer v 27, kik•lub male' 'op bottehem m•le'lm mirmiih, 
"Like a cage full of birds, their houses are full of figurines," and ix 5, 
sibt•ka b•tok mirmiih b•mirmiih, "Your dwelling is among figurine upon 
figurine." 

Yahweh detests. The interpretation of 'IS diimlm umirmiih set out 
in preceding NOTES finds some confirmation in Ps cvi 40, where Yahweh 
is said to detest (y•tii'eb) Israel because of its idols. 

8. through your great love. The love is to be manifested by declar
ing the poet innocent of the charges preferred against him. 

I will enter your house. 'iibo' betekii compares with UT, 127:3, 
bt krt bu tbu, "They enter Kirta's house," and with Phoenician Arslan 
Tash Incantation, 5-6, ht 'b' 'l tb'n, "The house I enter you shall 
not enter." 

If he were not declared innocent, the psalmist would have been 
barred from the temple. Notice a similar sequence of ideas in Ps xxvi 
where after renouncing the pagans and their idols (vs. 5), the psalmist 
describes his love for the house of Yahweh (vss. 6-8). 

among those who fear you. yir'iitekii in the present context means 
those who have not been guilty of idolatry and contrasts with the 
terms that describe the pagans in vss. 5-7. 

Morphologically, yir'iitekii is an abstract noun which assumes a con
crete signification by reason of its parallelism with a concrete sub
stantive, just as yad, "hand," sometimes comes to mean "left hand" 
when in balance with yiimln, "right hand" (cf. NoTE on Ps xxvi 10). 
This very frequent stylistic device deserves a word of comment. The 
practice is well documented in Ras Shamra literature, with some five 
instances recognized. UT, 62:48-49, fzbr, "colleague," is matched with 
abstract d't concretely signifying "friend"; 68:9 = 'nt:rv:48, ib, 
"foe" balances abstract .rrt, "hostility," but with concrete meaning 
"adversary." 137:22, mlak ym, "messengers of Yarnm," are the counter
part of t'dt, "emissaries," while in 1012:35, mlakty probably connotes 
"my two messengers," even though the form is abstract. This device 
is attested in Phoenician Karatepe m:7, sb' wtrs, "wheat and wine," 
the same balance as in Prov iii 10. Donner and Rollig, KAI, II, p. 38, 
overlooked this literary nicety in their literal translation "Satiety and 
wine," "Siittigung und Wein." Biblical attestations of this phenomenon 
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appear in Pss xii 2, xxii 12, 29, xxv 19, xxvii 9, xxxi 24, xxxvi 12, 
xxxvii 28, liv 9, lxxxix 9, xc 11, cix 2, cxix 38, 139, cxli 4; Exod xv 
11; II Sam xxiii 3; Isa iii 35; Nah i 8-9; Job xv 34; Prov ii 8, iii 10, 
viii 12, 13, xiii 6, xiv 25, xxi 26, xxii 12, xxiii 17, xxiv 9, xxxi 30; Song 
of Sol ii 7; Eccles ii 8. 

For our present purpose the most relevant is Ps cxix 38, hiiqem 
l•'abd•ka 'imriitekii 'a:Ser l•yirii'tekii, "Confirm the promise to your 
servant, which is for those who fear you." The frequent emendation 
to lire'ekii establishes our analysis. Cf. II Sam xxiii 3, mosel bii'iidiim 
~add!q mosel yir'at '•loh!m, "The ruler over men is the just man, 
the ruler is he who fears God." No need for the emendation yiire'. This 
principle proves especially valuable in Prov xxiii 17, 'al y•qanne' libbekii 
babartii'lm ki 'im b•yir'at yhwh kol hayyom, "Let not your heart envy 
sinners, but rather those who fear Yahweh always." The antithesis to 
"sinners" reveals the true sense of the abstract form. See also Ps xc 11, 
mi yodea' 'oz 'appekii ub•y/riit•kii (MT k•yirii't•kii) 'ebriitekii, "Who can 
understand the power of your anger or your wrath against those who 
fear you?" 

0 Yahweh. Transferring yhwh from the beginning of vs. 9 to the 
end of vs. 8. Vs. 8 thus scans into 3+2, while vs. 9 divides into 
2+2+3. This division undermines the position of those (e.g., Gunkel) 
who maintain that a half verse is missing after vs. 9c. 

9. Lead me. Imperative n•ben'i pregnantly signifies "to lead into 
Paradise" as comparison with the following texts suggests: (a) Pss xxiii 
3, yanben'i b•ma'g•le ~edeq, "He will lead me into green pastures," 
an expression of confidence that eternal life awaits the psalmist; 
(b) lxxiii 24, ba'a~at•kii tai;ihen'i w•' abur kiibOd tiqqaben'i, "Lead me into 
your council and with honor receive me"-here the heavenly council 
is meant since many commentators agree that there is an allusion 
to the assumption of Enoch and Elijah because lqb has the technical 
sense "to assume, take to oneself"; (c) cxxxix 24, n•ben'i b•derek 'oliim, 
"Lead me into the eternal assembly" (this sense of derek is treated 
in NOTE on Ps i 1). 

Verse 9 thus records the prayer uttered by the. psalmist when he 
worshiped in the temple (vs. 8); he requested eternal happiness with 
Yahweh, far from his enemies. Cf. Gerard Manley Hopkins, "I have 
desired to go I Where springs not fail, I To fields where flies no sharp 
and sided hail / And a few lilies blow." 

your meadow. That ~·diiqiih means approximately "meadow," and re
lates to the theme of the Elysian Fields discussed in the NoTE on Ps 
xxxvi 10, is based on these texts: (a) Pss xxiii 3 (cf. preceding NoTE); 
(b) lxix 28-29, "Add to them punishment upon punishment and 
let them not enter your meadow (w•'al yiibO'ii b•~idqiitekii). Let them 
be blotted out of the book of the living, and let them not be en-
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rolled among the just"-since the entire context is eschatological, 
~·diiqiih must be a poetic term for Paradise; (c) cxliii lOb-11, ruJ:iakii 
tobah tanJ:ien'i b•'ere~ misor l•ma'an sim•kii yhwh t•J:iayyen'i b•#dqiitekii 
Uoin final colon of MT to next verse], "With your good spirit lead 
me into the level land; for your name's sake, 0 Yahweh, grant 
me life in your meadow"-this couplet balances 'ere~ miSor with 
~idqiitekii just as Ps v 9 associates ~idqiitekii with hOfar, "make level." 
In Prov xxi 21 there is a play on words based upon the different 
sense of ~diiqiih: rodep ~·dii.qiih wiil;ziised yim~ii' J:iayyim ~·diiqiih 
w•kiibod, "He who pursues justice [~•dii.qiih] and mercy will find life 
eternal, the meadow [~•diiqiihJ, and honor." On J:iayy'im, "life eternal," 
Ugar. J:iym, with the same meaning, cf. Biblica 41 (1960), 176-81, 
and NoTE on Ps xxxvi 10. 

This sense of ~diiqiih may have developed out of the notions of 
abundance and prosperity that are resident in the root ~dq; cf. NoTE 
on Ps xxiv 5. Hence ~diiqiih would be a field of luxuriant growth. 

The language of vs. 10 is mythical in origin, originally having been 
used in the description of the chasm-like maw of Mot; the description 
has been demythologized and predicated of slanderers whose throats 
are as pernicious as that of Death. Cf. NoTE on Ps xxvii 12. 

10. nothing firm in his mouth. In other words, a mealy-mouthed 
character. The metaphor is probably taken from the Canaanite myth 
about Mot (Death), whose throat is called mhmrt (cf. Ps cxl 11), "the 
miry gorge," (Driver, CML, p. 103b), while his city, the nether world, 
is named hmry, "Mudville." Cf. Biblica 40 (1959), 166ff.; U. Cassuto, 
"Baal and Mot in the Ugaritic Texts," IEJ 12 (1962), 77-86 (reprint 
of article that first appeared twenty years earlier). Other allusions to 
this motif are in Pss xlvi 3 and 1xix 3. On mud in the underworld, 
see T. H. Gaster, Thespis, 2d ed. (New York, 1961), pp. 303 f. 
Philo Byblius writes that according to some, Mot signifies "mud," while 
others see in the name "foulness of a watery mixture." Cf. M. H. 
Pope in Worterbuch der Mythologie, ed. H. W. Haussig (Stuttgart, 
1962), p. 301. 

his mouth, his belly. Balancing pihu, "his mouth," consonantal qrbm 
should probably be pointed qirbo-m, with enclitic mem, a stylistic 
balance that recurs in Ps cix 13, 15; Job xv 29, xxxvi 15; cf. 
M. Dahood in The Bible in Current Catholic Thought (abbr. BCCT) 
ed. J. L. McKenzie, (New York, 1962), p. 61. There remains 
the possibility that qrbm is simply the substantive followed by enclitic 
mem, whose suffix is forthcoming from p'ihu on the principle of the 
double-duty suffix examined in the NOTE on Ps iii 4. 

A grave wide-open. The wordplay on qirbo-m, "his belly," and qeber, 
"grave," should be noticed. 

their throat. The disconcerting shift from singular "his belly" to 
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plural "their throat" is characteristic of impassioned style; the poet 
now lashes out against a particular enemy, now against all of them. 
This shift in number can be observed in Pss vii 2-3, xvii 11-12, 
xxxv 7-8, Iv 20-21, cix 5-6. The practice is analogous to the 
unexpected change from the second to the third person sometimes 
encountered in Northwest Semitic curses. For example, Aramaic Nerab 
11, 8-10, "And whoever you are (who) shall injure and remove me, 
may SHR and NKL and NSK make odious his death and may his 
future perish"; cf. C. C. Torrey, JAOS 51 (1937), 405f.; S. Gevirtz, 
VT 11 (1961), 147, n. 4. 

with their tongue. Parsing l•soniim as an accusative of means preced
ing its verb; see NoTE below on vs. 13. To judge from the examples 
available, the practice of placing the accusative of means or material 
before the verb is a characteristic of the style of the psalmists: xvii 
10, xviii 36 (twice), x:xxii 10, x:xxiii 5, xxxv 7, xlviii 12, l 19 (twice), 
Ii 14, lxxv 9, lxxxviii 8, civ 15 (twice), cxliii 10. In some passages a 
recognition of this stylistic feature results in a translation that differs 
from the traditional versions; e.g., Ps civ 15, w•yayin y•.fammafz 
l•bab '•nos, "And with wine he gladdens the heart of man." With 
the appreciation that Ps civ is a hymn praising God for his wonderful 
works and that the subject of the immediately preceding verbs is 
Yahweh himself, this parsing seems superior to that of RSV, "And 
wine to gladden the heart of man." 

For our present purpose the most relevant parallel is Ps l 19, pikii 
siilafzta b•ra'ah ul•son•ka t~mid mirmiih, "With your mouth you forge 
evil itself, with your tongue you weave deceit." 

Canaanite poets exhibit the same stylistic trait in such examples as 
UT, 'nt:n: 15, mfm tgrs sbm, "With two clubs she drives out the sbm," 
and 40-44, fl smm tskh rbb tskh kbkbm, "With dew the heavens 
anoint her, with spray anoint her the stars" (cf. Amos vi 6). 

they bring death. Deriving yatzalJqiin from fziilaq, "to die, perish," 
Ugar. blq, parallel to mt. The root is found in Pss xii 4, xvii 14, 
xxxvi 3, lxxiii 18; Hos x 2; Job xxi 17; Lam iv 16. Cf. Biblica 44 
(1963), 548; 45 (1964), 408. Of course, "they bring death" makes a fine 
parallel to "a grave wide-open." Cf. Pss xii 4, sipte tzataqot, "pernicious 
lips"; xxxvi 3, ki hefz•liq 'eliiyw b•'eniiyw, "For his God will bring 
him death with his glance," and James iii 5 ff. 

11. Make them perish. That a root 'sm, "to perish," exists in Hebrew 
is the conclusion imposed by these texts: Ps x:xxiv 22, 23; Isa xxiv 6; 
Jer ii 3; Ezek vi 6; Hos v 15, x 2, xiv 1; Joel i 18; Prov xxx 10. In 
Ezek vi 6, for instance, Vulg. renders w•ye's•mu by et interibunt and 
in Joel i 18 by disperierunt. In Hos xiv 1, te':fam is synonymous 
with bafzereb yippolu; 'asam and niipal, it will be noted, are the same 
verbs that appear in the verse here. Ps xxxiv 22 pairs t•motet "(evil) 
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will slay," with ye'siimu, "(those who hate the just man) will perish," 
while Hos x 2 balances lµilaq, "to die, perish," discussed in the previous 
NoTE, with 'iiJam: lµilaq libbiim 'attiih ye'siimu, ''Their heart has died, 
now let themselves perish." With the phrase lµilaq libbiim compare I Sam 
xxv 37, wayyiimot libbo b•qirbO, "And his heart died within him." 

let them fall. I.e., into Sheol; cf. Pss xxxi 18 and Iv 16. 
because of their schemes. I.e., their schemes to have the psalmist con

demned for idolatry. 
hurl them down. The congeners niida'f:i and diilµih, "to thrust," some

times pregnantly signify "to thrust into Sheol." In fact, in Ps !vi 14, 
d•'f:ii, parallel to miiwet, "Death," is a poetic name for the under
world. For the exegesis of this verse Jer xxili 12 may prove relevant: 
ba'apelii.h yiddii'f:iu w•nap•lu bah, "Into Darkness let them be hurled 
and let them fall into it." Cf. NoTEs on Pss xxxv 5 and xxxvi 13. 

12. forever singing. In contrast to the defiant who will be cast 
into eternal darkness, those who reverence Yahweh will eternally rejoice 
in the celestial meadows whither God will lead them (vs. 9). 

13. the ;ust man. The poet is probably referring to himself, un
justly accused by his rivals. In Ps iv 4 the psalmist calls himself a 
lµisid, "a devoted one." 

as with a shield. The ~inniih was a large rectangular shield that 
protected most of the body. 

with your favor. Though formally lacking a suffix, riifon receives 
one in translation because of its association with S<mekii, "your name," 
in the preceding verse. In Ps xix 15, riifon is entitled to a suffix by reason 
of its balance with piinekii, "your will"; cf. NoTE on Ps iii 4. 

Syntactically, riifon in the present verse is an accusative of means 
preceding its verb, a stylistic trait noted under vs. 10. 



PSALM 6 

(vi 1-11) 

For the director; with stringed instruments; upon "the eighth." 
A psalm of David. 

2 0 Yahweh, do not reprove me in your anger, 
nor in your wrath chastise me. 

3 Have pity on me, 0 Yahweh, for I am spent, [ 2] * 
heal me, 0 Yahweh, for my bones are racked. 

4 My spirit is greatly racked, [3] 
but you, 0 Yahweh,-how long? 

5 Return, Yahweh, rescue my life, [4] 
save me as befits your kindness. 

6 For no one in Death remembers you, [5] 
in Sheol, who praises you? 

7 I am weary with sobbing; [6] 
Each night I soak my bed, 

with tears my couch I drench. 
8 My eye is dimmed with sorrow, [7] 

my heart has grown old from pining. 
9 Depart from me, all evildoers, [8] 

for Yahweh has heard the sound of my weeping. 
IO Yahweh has heard my plea, [9] 

Yahweh has accepted my prayer. 
11 Let all my foes be humbled and greatly shaken, [10] 

let them return, be humbled in Perdition. 

"'Verse numbers in RSV. 
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NOTES 

vi. A prayer for healing from a wasting disease; a lament. The 
first of the seven Penitential Psalms of the liturgy of the Church 
(Pss vi, xxxii, xxxviii, Ii, cii, cxxx, cxliii). 

1. the eighth. The Hebrew term s•minit, occurring also in Ps xii 1, 
is probably a musical notation; both LXX and Vulg. understood it 
as pro octava, "on the octave." This may well be correct, as it accords 
with I Chron xv 21 which refers to the lower octave or the bass voice. 

6. no one in Death. There is no need to vocalize MT zikrekii as 
a participle; what we have here is probably the phenomenon noted 
at Ps v 8 of an abstract ("memory") balancing a concrete noun (''Who 
praises you?"), but both of which are to be understood concretely. 
"Death" here connotes the realm of death, namely, the nether world, 
as in Job xxviii 22, xxx 23; Prov v 5, vii 27. 

As noted by Brevard S. Childs, Memory and Tradition in Israel 
(London, 1962), p. 71, the psalmist suffers not because of the inability 
to remember Yahweh in Sheol, but from being unable to share in 
the praise of Yahweh which characterizes Israel's worship. 

7. Each night I soak. Briggs, I, p. 50, finds this metaphor overly 
extravagant for his tastes and recommends the emendation 'ii!il;ziih, "I 
must complain." Exegesis must be governed by other criteria, as appears 
from similar extravagant language in UT, K.rt:28-30, tntkn udm'th 
km tqlm ar~h kmbm:ft mfth, "His tears are poured forth like shekels 
upon the ground, like pieces-of-five upon the bed." 

8. my heart has grown old from pining. Reading 'at•qiih b•kiilii ~rry 
for MT 'iit"qiih b•kol ~i5r"ray, and identifying consonantal ~rry with 
Akk. ~urru, Ugar. ~rrt, "heart, innards"; see Driver, CML, p. 150, 
n. 18. This provides an unexceptionable parallel to 'eni, "my eye." 
Cf. Pss x 5, xxxi 12, and I.xix 20, where :rrry is parallel to vs. 21, 
libbi, "my heart." Note the poetic sequence A+B+c // A.+»+6: 

'iiS•siih mikka'as 'eni 
'iit•qiih b6kiilii ~rry 

The semantic relationship between "to grow old" and "to shrivel" is 
present in synonymous yiiSan, "to dry up, grow old," as is clear from 
UT, 56:33, Y!nm, "dried raisins," and UT, 1107:6, mlbs trmnm k ytn, 
"When the garment of TRMNM wears out." 

9. the sound of my weeping. The seemingly tautologous phrase qi5l 
bikyi, which is a hapax legomenon, does fall in with Canaanite phrase
ology, as, e.g., in UT, K.rt: 120-122, lqr tigt ibrh lql nhqt ltmrh, "for the 
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noise of the neighing of his stallion, for the sound of the braying of his 
donkey." 

10. has heard . . • has accepted. The imperfect form yiqqaf:z, parallel 
to perfect siima', has occasioned translation difficulties. Thus RSV trans
lates curiously, "The Lord has heard my supplication; the Lord accepts 
my prayer." The dissonance disappears with the recognition that in 
ancient Canaanite poetry the prefixed tense (yiqqaf:z) was the normal 
form for expressing the past narrative. Cf. Ps iv 4. 

11. The sense of this verse is uncertain. 
let them return. The return to Sheol motif is found in Job i 21, xxx 23, 

xxxiv 15; Eccles iii 20-21, v 14, xii 7. 
be humbled in Perdition. With due reservation, relating rega' to riigii', 

"to destroy, annihilate," treated at Ps xxx 6. That rega' (vocalization un
certain) is a name for the underworld appears highly probable from 
Num xvi 21; Ps lxxiii 19; and Job xxi 13. For the thought, Cf. Ps ix 
18, "Let the wicked return to Sheol," and Ps xxxi 18, "Let the wicked 
be humiliated, hurled into Sheol." 



PSALM 7 

(vii 1-18) 

Shiggayon of David which he sang to Yahweh to the words of 
Kush the Benjaminite. 

2 0 Yahweh, my God, in you have I trusted, 
save me from all my pursuers. 

3 Rescue me lest he tear me apart 
like a lion 

[2]* 

Rending my neck with none to rescue me. 
4 0 Yahweh, my God, if I have committed 

if there is guilt on my hands, 
5 If I have repaid my ally with treachery, 

troubled his heart with idle talk: 

an indignity, [3] 

[4] 

6 Let the foe pursue and overtake me, [5] 
Let him trample my vitals into the nether world, 
Let him cause my liver to dwell in the mud. Selah 

7 Arise, 0 Yahweh, in your vvrath, [6] 
rise up against the arrogance of my adversaries; 

Bestir yourself, 0 my God, 
a judgment appoint! 

8 Let the congregation of peoples surround you, [7] 
and over it preside, 0 Exalted One! 

9 Let Yahweh judge the nations! [8] 
Judge me, 0 Yahweh, according to my justice, 

and according to my integrity, 0 Most High. 
10 Avenge the treachery of the wicked, [9] 

and reassure the just man, 
Since the searcher of mind and heart 

is God the Just. 
11 My Suzerain is the Most High God, [10] 

the Savior of the upright of heart. 

"'Verse numbeI"S in RSV. 
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12 God is a righteous ruler, [u] 
and EI is a vindicator at all times. 

13 0 that the Victor would again [12] 
sharpen his sword 
draw and aim his bow! 

14 0 that he would prepare his lethal weapons, [13] 
make his arrows into flaming shafts( 

15 Look, he conceives malice, [14] 
is pregnant with mischief, 
and gives birth to treachery. 

16 He dug a pit but it pitted him, [15] 
and he fell into the hole he made. 

17 His mischief recoiled upon his head, [16] 
and upon his skull his malice redounded. 

18 I will thank Yahweh as befits his justice, [17] 
and will sing the name of Yahweh Most High. 

NOTES 

vii. An individual lament in which the psalmist prays for deliverance 
from his enemies, especially from a colleague who has betrayed him. 

I. Shiggayon. The meaning of this technical term is obscure. Both 
LXX and Vulg. simply translate it psalmus, "a psalm," but some modem 
scholars relate it to the root denoting "to go astray, err," and define 
it as "dithyramb." 

3. Rescue me . • . rescue me. This stichometric division, which 
differs from that of BHa, has been suggested by D. N. Freedman. 
It has the marked advantage of creating an inclusion in vs. 3, which 
now begins with w•ha#ilenl and terminates with ma.y~U. 

lest he tear me apart. I.e., by slander and calumny. In Ps xxxv 15-16, 
the slanderers of the psalmist are compared to ravening wolves. The 
disconcerting shift from plural "my pursuers," to singular yifrop is a 
characteristic of impassioned language commented upon at Ps v 10, 
where pertinent parallels are listed. 

like a lion. A fine example of enjambment with k•'aryeh linking 
together the two halves of the verse. Cf. Pss xxv 19, xxviii 8, xxxii 
5, !xix 13, lxx.iv 20, cxxix 4. 

my neck. This is one of the senses of nps in Ugaritic which merely 
confirms the conclusion set forth by L. Diirr in 1926 and today 
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accepted by the lexicons of Zorell (ZLH) and of L. Koehler and W. 
Baumgartner (abbr. KB), the Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros 
(Leiden, 1951; Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1953). The present example 
is not among those usually listed; cf. NoTE on Ps xxii 21. 

none to rescue me. The principle of the double-duty suffix permits 
mar~ll to share that of har~zlenl and of naps!. Cf. NoTE on Ps iii 4. 

4. committed an indignity. That the substantive zo't, "indignity, 
insult," whose vocalization is problematical and whose etymology is not 
immediately evident (some connection with ~o'iih, "excrement, filth, 
spittle," is not unlikely), must be admitted into the Hebrew lexicon fol
lows from its balance here with 'iiwel, "guilt," and from these texts: 
(a) Ps xliv 18, "Every indignity (zo't) has come upon us, but we have 
not forgotten you"; (b) Ps lxxiv 18, "Remember the insult (zo't) of 
the foe who scoffs [berep], 0 Yahweh, and of the impious people that 
reviles [ni'a.ru] your name"-here the association of zo't with berep and 
ni'".ru is convincing; (c) Zeph ii 10, "Indignity (zo't) shall be theirs instead 
of their majesty, because they scoffed (ber6pu) and spun tales about the 
people of Yahweh of Hosts"-note again the affiliation of zo't with 
biirap, and the contrast between zo't and gii'on, "exaltation, majesty"; 
(d) Job ii 11, "Now when Job's three friends heard of all the evil, the 
indignity that came upon him" (kol hiirii'iih hazzo't habbii'iih 'ii/iiyw)
here zo't is a synonym of rii'iih, while its predicate habbii'iih recalls the 
construction of Ps xliv 18. 

This analysis of zo't uncovers the chiastic arrangement of vss. 4-5, 
with zo't, "indignity, insult," matched chiastically with reqlm, "idle talk," 
and 'iiwel, "guilt," paired with rii', "evil, treachery." 

5. repaid my ally. Reading (for MT sol•ml) s•luml, qal passive participle 
from siilam, "to make a covenant," found in Job xxii 21, hasken nii' 
'immo us•liim, "Come to terms with him and make a covenant." The 
proposal to emend qal s•liim to hiphil ha'Slem does not impose itself, 
though in Job v 23 one does find the hophal: kl 'im 'abne ha$siideh 
b•ritekii w•bayyat ht&siideh hosl•miih liik, "For with the stones of the field 
will be your covenant, and the beasts of the field will be allied to you." In 
Isa xiii 19, however, there is a pual participle from this root, so the safest 
conclusion to draw from the evidence is that several conjugations of the 
denominative verb siilam were in use. The text reads ml 'iwwer 
kzm•'Sulliim, "Who is blind like the covenanted one?" On this text see 
E. J. Kissane, The Book of Isaiah (Dublin, 1943), II, p. 43, and p. 48, 
where Kissane terms his translation "covenanted one" doubtful. In view 
of usage in Psalms, the translation now appears less doubtful. On Ps xii 
10; Jer xx 10, xxxviii 22; Obad vii, see W. F. Albright in BASOR 163 
(1961), 52, where Gen xiv 18 is formally discussed; in Ps lv 21, the 
correct solution seems to lie in the reading s•lumiiyw, qal passive 
participle, for MT s•lamiiyw; "He stretched forth his hand against his 
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allies, he violated his covenant." Similarly in Ps !xix 23 where one may 
render, "May their table before them be a trap and even their allies a 
snare" (cf. Exod xxxiv 12). The association of "ally" and "sharing one's 
table" recurs in Ps xli 10. Jean Nougayrol in Iraq 25 (1963), 110, has 
remarked that for the Hittites in particular the word sulummu had the 
double value of "peace" and "treaty." 

with treachery. This specification of generic ra', "evil," is dictated by 
the context of covenant terminology. In vs. 10 ra' receives the same 
definition. 

6. pursue and overtake me. Understanding naps! as the interposed 
object of the two verbs yiraddop (unusual vocalization on the part of 
MT) and ya.fseg. A similar type of enjambment was noted above in 
connection with vs. 3. 

the nether world. For 'ere~, "nether world," see NoTB on Ps xviii 8. 
cause my liver to dwell. Translating literally the hiphil jussive ya'Sken, 

and reading k•bedl, "my liver," for MT k•bodl, "my glory." The same 
Masoretic confusion between kabed, "liver," and kabod, "glory," can be 
seen in Ps xvi 9 and Gen xlix 6. 

in the mud. For 'iipar, "mud," as another name for the infernal regions, 
see Norn on Ps xxii 16. The parallelism between 'ere:f and 'apar is 
commented on at Ps xxii 30. 

7. Arise, 0 Yahweh. qumiih yahweh begins an inclusion or "envelope 
figure" which ends with vs. 8, lammiirom subah, "preside, 0 Exalted 
One." 

arrogance of my adversaries. In other words, their presumption that 
Yahweh will not come to the defense of the psalmist. 

0 my God. MT 'elay, often repunctualized singular 'eli, may tum 
out to be correct with the admission that 'elim is a plurale majestatis, 
as in Phoenician and probably in Ugaritic; e.g., Phoen. rb khnm 'lm 
nrgl, "the chief priest of the god Nergal." Other examples may be found 
in Friedrich, PPG, § 306; Z. S. Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenician 
Language (New Haven, 1936), p. 77; and C. F. Jean and J. Hoftijzer, 
Dictionnaire des inscriptions semitiques de l'ouest, I-II (Leiden, 1960), 
p. 13, line 45. In view of this usage, there should. be less hesitation in 
accepting ilm as a plural of majesty in UT, 2 Aqht:v:20.29, where ilm 
refers to k!r wbss, a god with a double-barreled name but nonetheless 
one god. Gordon, UT, 13.18, is being overcautious when demurring to 
admit that ilm is plural in form but singular in meaning. Incidentally, this 
inquiry further points up the necessity of studying Hebrew grammar 
within the larger framework of Northwest Semitic. 

Another interesting occurrence of this plural of majesty is in the 
mouth of pagans in Ps cxxix 8, w•lo' 'am•ru hii'ob•r!m birkat yhwh 
'aJekem, "And those passing by will not say, 'the blessing of Yahweh your 
God!'" Job xxxi 23, pa/:zad 'elay 'ed 'el, possibly to be rendered "The 
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fear of my God is the supreme distress," calls for further study. 
a judgment appoint. Following the three imperatives qumiih, hinniise', 

and 'uriih, perfect .riwwltii is almost certainly a precative perfect, 
described at Ps iii 8. Gunkel, Die Psalmen, p. 26, proposed the emen
dation to imperative .rawweh, "entbiete Gericht," but his literary tastes 
were evidently different from those of the psalmist, who would have 
found four successive imperatives a bit tiresome. The precative perfect 
occurs frequently in the Psalter precisely because the psalmists desired 
stylistic variation. 

8. congregation of peoples. The theme of God surrounded by the 
congregation of peoples has been discussed by Patton, CPBP, p. 24, 
where pertinent passages are cited. 

over it preside. The frequent repointing of MT subiih to sebiih, 
from ysb, may prove unnecessary with the knowledge that the inter
change between primae waw and mediae waw verbs was, owing to poetic 
exigencies, more common than heretofore allowed. Thus in Isa xxx 15, 
b•subiih wiina~at means "by sitting still and resting," as suggested by the 
association of these ideas in UT, 49:m:l8, atbn ank wan[Jn, "I myself 
shall sit down and rest." See Dahood, CBQ 20 (1958), 41-42, and 
Walter Baumgartner, ZAW 70 (1958), 140. In Ps xxiii 6, w•fobti b•bet 
yhwh, "And I shall dwell in the house of Yahweh," w•fobfi can be 
parsed either as deriving from swb, "to sit," or as a syncopated form of 
w•yiiSabt!, just as Ugar. wld is syncopated from wa-yaliidu. The pairing 
with folwat k•sitim, "the ease-taking of fools," makes it quite evident 
that m•subat p•tiiylm in Prov i 32 denotes "the idleness of the simple," 
from the root swb, a by-form of ysb. Cf. Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 6 f. 
Notoriously difficult Ps xxxv 13 yields a measure of coherency on this 
hypothesis: t•pilliiti 'al ~eql tii'Sub, "My prayer rested upon my breast," 
i.e., my prayer was unceasing. For Ps lxxiv 11, one may propose, "Why 
do you keep (reading to'Sib for MT tii'Sib) your left hand and your 
right hand in your bosom?" 

The poetic exigency dictating the option for the by-form swb as 
against ysb is the desired assonance between vss. 7-8, qumah yhwh, 
'uriih 'elay, and lammiirom subiih, three imperatives from mediae waw 
verbs accompanied by divine names in the vocative case. 

0 Exalted One. Perhaps one should vocalize l•miirom for MT lam
miirom, and parse the l• as the vocative lamedh followed by the divine 
epithet miirom, literally "heights," which came to be a designation of 
Yahweh, just as Ugar. gr, "mountain," is one of Baal's appellations 
(W. F. Albright in Festschrift Alfred Bertholet [Tiibingen, 1950], pp. 
3 ff.) and Heb . .rur "mountain," a designation of Yahweh. On this 
hypothesis, the divine appellative miirom balances yhwh and 'elay in vs. 
7, while imperative subiih matches imperatives qumiih and 'uriih. More-
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over, l•marom subiih, vocative plus imperative, forms a chiastic inclusio 
with vs. 7, qumiih yhwh, imperative plus vocative. 

Other instances of miirom, "Exalted One," are found in Pss x 5, !vi 3, 
and thanks to the parallelism very clearly, in Ixxv 6, 'al tiifimu lam
miirom qarn•kem t•dabb•ru b•:ru'r (MT b•:rawwii'r) 'ii.tiiq "Raise not 
your horn against the Exalted One, nor speak arrogantly against the 
Mountain." F. Zorell, Psalterium ex Hebraeo Latinum, 2d ed. (Romae, 
1939), p. 185, n. d., makes this interesting comment: "Vox marom 
nonnunquam, fortasse hie quoque, caelum et Altissimum connotat" 
["The word miirom sometimes, perhaps also here, connotes 'heaven' 
and 'the Most High'"]. See also Ps xcii 9, w•'attiih miirom l•'oliim yhwh, 
rendered by LXX, "You are the Most High (hypsistos) forever, 0 Lord." 
Cf. Isa xxxviii 14 and Jer xxxi 12 for other occurrences. 

9. Most High. Vocalizing 'eli (vocalization based on personal name 
'eli, "Eli," which is the apocopated form of y•baw'eli of the Samaria 
Ostraca) for the purported preposition of MT 'iiliiy. This pointing and 
interpretation sets up a perfect balance with yhwh, as in Pss xiii 6, 
xvi 5-6, xxxii 5; I Sam ii 10; and Lam iii 61, siima'tii berpiitiim yhwh 
kol mab'§•bOtiim 'eli (MT 'iiliiy), "Hear their insults, 0 Yahweh, all 
their plottings, O Most High." Cf. UT, 126:m:5-8, lar:r mtr b'l wlsd 
mfr 'ly n'm lar:r mtr b'l wlsd mfr 'ly, "Upon the earth Baal rained, and 
upon the field rained the Most High; sweet to the earth was the rain of 
Baal, and to the field the rain of the Most High." The Canaanite poet 
pairs the titles b'l and 'ly, whereas the Yahwistic poet balances yhwh 
and 'ell. Cf. M. Dahood, "The Divine Name 'EU in the Psalms," TS 14 
(1953), 452-57; Pope, Worterbuch der Mytholugie, p. 255. See also the 
pat examples in Pss Ixxxvi 13 and cvi 7. 

Just as assonance was operative in vss. 7-8, so here rhyme may have 
been a factor since 'ell rhymes with :fidqi. 

10. Avenge the treachery. Parsing yigmor-nii' as energic jussive con
tinuing the imperative fopfeni of vs. 9; cf. Joiion, GHB, § 113m, who 
registers under this heading Pss xvii 8, !iv 3, lix 2, Ixiv 2, cxl 2, etc. 
Michel, TSP, § 25.208-16, p. 168, gives substantially the same listing. 
For Ugaritic practice, consult NoTE on Ps x 15. On giimar, "to avenge," 
see M. Dahood, "The Root GMR in the Psalms," TS 14 (1953), 595-97; 
M. Tsevat, A Study of the Language of the Biblical Psalms (Philadel
phia, 1955), p. 80, n. 34; Driver, CML, p. 81, n. 7, and Dahood in 
Biblica 45 ( 1964), 400. 

mind and heart. Literally "heart and kidneys." The antiquity of the 
phrase is documented in UT, 1001:3, klyth wlbh, though in reverse 
order. 

11. My Suzerain. For MT miiginn'i one should perhaps read m•giin'i, 
from miigiin (Punic miigon) ; consult NOTE on Ps iii 4. 

the Most High God. Explaining the composite divine name 'al 
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'•lohim as containing 'al, the by-form of 'eli, discussed above, and which 
occurs in II Sam xxiii l, as noted by Henri Cazelles in Melanges Andre 
Robert (Paris, 1957), pp. 138 f., who analyzes 'al as an abbreviation of 
'elyon. Cf. Ps !xviii 30, hekalekii 'al y•rusiilaim l•kii yobllii m•/iikim say, 
"Your temple, Most High, is Jerusalem; to you will the kings bring 
gifts," and possibly vs. 35, t•nu 'oz le'lohlm 'al yifrii'el, "Give glory to 
God the Most High of Israel." See H. S. Nyberg, ARW 35 (1938), 
329-87. Compare Ps xviii 42, 'al yahweh, "Most High Yahweh," and the 
Ugaritic personal name yrm'l in UT, 2106:4. 

the Savior. mos1a• is a divine title that recurs in Pss xvii 7 and xviii 42. 
12. El is a vindicator. The accumulation of ancient divine titles in 

these verses suggest that 'el here as in Ps x 11 retains its archaic 
Canaanite value as the name of the head of the pantheon. 

13. the Victor. Commonly labeled corrupt, consonantal 'm l' ysb 
yields to satisfactory explanation when vocalized 'im le' yiiSub, and when 
le' is derived from the very frequent Ugaritic-Phoenician root l'y, "to be 
strong, to prevail." The root is also well known from Akk. le'ii, "to be 
strong," and its presence in Hebrew was proposed many decades ago by 
those scholars who saw it in the Hebrew feminine name le'iih, "domina." 
The stative vocalization le'iih supports the pointing le' for the masculine 
form. For recent discussions of Northwest Semitic occurrences of this 
root, see A. M. Honeyman, PEQ (1961), 151-52, and Maurice 
Sznycer, Semitica 13 (1963), 21-30. 

Other instances of optative 'im, balancing precative Iii in the next verse, 
are in Pss lxxxi 9, xcv 7, cxxxix 19. 

would again. Referring to primeval times when God destroyed his 
foes. A similar prayer is articulated in Isa Ii 9, "Awake, awake, put on 
strength, 0 arm of Yahweh! Awake as in days of old, as in generations 
long gone! Wasn't it you who cut Rahab to pieces, who pierced the 
dragon?" 

sharpen his sword. Compare J:iarbti yilfos with Job xvi 9, ~iiri yil{os, 
"He (Yahweh) sharpens his (third-person singular suffix -!; cf. NOTE on 
Ps ii 6) blade," and with UT, 137:32, /:lrb /{st, "the sharpened sword." 
Note the yqtl-qtl sequence in the verbs yilfos and diirak, and cf. NoTE 
on Ps viii 7. 

14. 0 that he would prepare. Reading lu hekln for MT lo hekin. The 
alternation between qtl (hekln) and yqtl (yip'iil), as in the previous verse, 
might be noted; the precative particle lU would balance optative 'im. 

his lethal weapons. Assuming the suffix of parallel J:ii.ffiiyW on the 
principle of the double-duty suffix examined in the NOTE on Ps iii 4. 
Cf. especially Ps xviii 15 where /:l4~iiyw, "his arrows," balances b•riiqlm, 
"his shafts." In a surprising number of texts where the divine appellative 
le', "the Victor," is purportedly found, the context is one of life and 
death. This is seen most clearly in I Sam ii 3 and Hab i 12, but cf. also 
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Pss xxii 30, xxvii 13, Ixxxv 7, and Job xiii 15, hen yiqt•leni le' (MT 
10') •ayal;zel 'ak d•rakiiy 'el paniiyw 'oklal;z, "Even if the Victor should 
slay me, still will I hope; indeed, will I defend my conduct before his 
face." By noticing the divine title le', one finds the heretofore lacking 
antecedent to the pronominal suffix of paniiyw. 

make his arrows. Compare l;zi.r.rayw ... yip'al with UT, 2 Aqht: 
vi:24, tn lklr wbss yb'l qst l'nt, "Give them to the Skillful and Cunning 
One that he might make a bow for Anath." 

16. it pitted him. The wordplay on yippOl and yip'al in the second 
verse permits one to surmise that the first colon also indulges in 
paronomasia in the verb yal;zp•rehil, from J;zapar 1, "to be ashamed," or 
from l;zapar n, "to dig a pit." One notices a similar pun in Luke xvi 3, 
"To dig (l;zapar 11) I am not able, to beg I am ashamed (J;zapar 1)." 
Hence yaJ:ip•rehil is parsed as hiphil denominative from l;zapar, "to dig," 
with bar, "pit," its subject. The pit is likewise personified in Ps xxxv 8, 
"May the pit come upon him unawares," while a cognate pun appears in 
Prov xi 9, b•puh (MT b•peh) J;zanep ysl;zt re'ehil, "By watching a 
godless man his friend is corrupted/pitted." The verbal root sl;zt (vocaliz
ing pual y•sul;zat) suggests both "to corrupt" and "to pit," a denominative 
verb from "SaJ:iat, "pit." See Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 21 f. 

17. upon his head ..• skull. The pairing of ro's and qodqod is found in 
similar-sounding UT, 127:55-57, ytbr l;zrn risk 'ttrt sm b'l qdqdk, "May 
Horon smash your head, Athtart, the name of Baal, your skull." Cf. 
Gevirtz, Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel, pp. 7 f. 

18. I will thank. The psalmist promises to give formal thanks for 
deliverance from his foes. 

Yahweh Most High. A reminiscence of vs. 9, 'eu, "O Most High," 
and vs. 11, 'al '•lohim, "the Most High God." 



PSALM 8 

(viii 1-10) 

For the director; upon the gittith. A psalm of David. 

2 0 Yahweh our Lord, 
how glorious is your name through all the earth! 

I will adore your majesty 
above the heavens, 

With the lips of striplings and sucklings. [2]* 
3 You built a fortress for your habitation, 

having silenced your adversaries, 
the foe and the avenger. 

4 When I see your heavens, [3] 
the work of your fingers, 

The moon and the stars which you created: 
5 What is man that you should think of him, [4] 

or the son of man that you should care for him? 
6 Yet you have made him a little less than the gods, [5] 

with honor and glory you crowned him. 
7 You gave him dominion over the works of your hands, [6] 

put all things at his feet. 
8 Small and large cattle-all of them, [7] 

yes, even the beasts of the steppe. 
9 The birds of heaven, and the fishes in the sea, [8] 

whatever crosses the routes of the seas. 
10 0 Yahweh our Lord, [9] 

how glorious is your name through all the earth! 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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NOTES 

viii. A hymn celebrating God's infinite majesty (vss. 2-5) and the 
dignity and power to which God has raised man (vss. 6-10). 

1. the gittith. The precise force of this word, found also in the headings 
of Pss lxxxi and ]xx.xiv, is unknown. 

2. I will adore. Reading for MT 'a'fer t•niih with no consonantal 
changes, 'asar•tanniih, the imperfect modus energicus of pie] seret, "to 
serve, worship, adore," a very frequent root in Hebrew which some 
scholars (e.g., Aistleitner, Driver) would identify in UT, Krt:77, frd 
b'l bdbl;k, "Worship Baal with your sacrifice." Phonetically, the equation 
offers no difficulty since the Hebrew form can be explained through the 
dissimilation of sonant d to mute t; compare Heb. siipat, "to place," 
with Ugar. tpd, "to place"; Heb. set, "foundation," with Ugar, isd, "leg." 

The high incidence of energic forms in Ugaritic (UT §§ 9.11; 
13.38) suggests a breakthrough in this area of Hebrew morphology and 
syntax. Being unknown to the Masoretes, these energic forms must now 
be extricated from the Masoretic thicket. Cf. my preliminary remarks 
(the subject merits a monographic study) in PNWSP, pp 3 f., and the 
favorable comments of Louis Hartman in CBQ 26 (1964), 106. Among 
the texts cited there are Judg v 26, tisliil;anniih, as read by Freedman in 
ZAW 72 (1960), 102; Job xvii 16, t•redanniih, xxxix 23, tiironniih; 
Prov i 20 and viii 3, tiironniih; and Lam i 13, y•redanniih. One may add 
Gen iii 17, to'kalanniih, a reading proposed by D. N. Freedman in ZAW 
64 (1952), 191. New instances include Pss ii 8, xx 4, xxxix 7, xiv 16 
(twice), lxv 13; Num xxiii 19, 20; Obad xiii; Job vii 14, xxxv 13; 
Prov v 3, xii 25. On Isa xxvii 11, tiSS•biiranniih, see G. R. Driver in JTS 
41 (1940), 163. His assertion that Isa xlix 15 contains the clearest 
example of the energic form of the imperfect tense is invalidated, how
ever, by the observation that 'i'S.fiih and m•ral;em (MT mera/;?im) are two 
different persons, and consequently MT tiskal;niih is correctly pointed as 
the third-person feminine plural. Hence Isa xlix 15 _should be rendered 
"Can a woman forget her sucking infant, or one pregnant the child in her 
womb? Even though these should forget ('ell eh tiskal;nah), I will not 
forget you"; cf. Biblica 44 ( 1963), 204-5. On the energic form in 
Ps 1 23, see H. Bauer and P. Leander, Historische Grammatik der 
hebriiischen Sprache (Halle, 1922), p. 338r, s. 

With the lips. Literally "with the mouth." The syntax of mippl re
sembles that of Ps xx.viii 7, miSSifi 'ah<Jdennu, "So with my song I shall 
praise him." 

of striplings and sucklings. Before the majesty of God the psalmist 
can but babble like an infant. This exegesis sharply differs from the 
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interpretation proposed by Claus Schedl in FuF 38 (1964), 183-85, 
who would identify the yon'qlm with the divine beings mentioned in 
UT, 52:23-24, ilm n'mm ... ynqm bap zd atrt, "the gracious gods 
... who suck the nipples of Asherah's breasts." Henri Cazelles in Parole 
de Dieu et Sacerdoce, eds. E. Fischer and L. Bouyer (Tournai, 1962), 
pp. 79-91, seeks to identify the infants with the angelic powers and the 
stars, but this hypothesis seems equally unnecessary. 

3. You built a fortress. The lexicons (BDB, GB, ZLH) recognize 
from its collocation with yissadtii that 'oz must mean something like 
"fortress" or "stronghold," but commentators have not been clear as how 
to fit this meaning into the over-all context. A consistent metaphor 
emerges, however, when 'oz, "fortress," is recognized as a poetic name 
for heaven, which is mentioned in vs. 2. The clearest example of this 
metaphorical usage is, thanks to the parallelism, Ps lxxviii 26, yassa' 
qiidlm baJsiimayim way•naheg b"uzzo temiin, "He let loose the east wind 
from heaven, and led forth the south wind from his fortress." The 
verbs yassa' and y•naheg, and the substantives qiidlm and temiin, being 
perfectly balanced, it follows that siimayim and 'uzzo must be parallel. 
Cf. Ps cl 1, hal•lu 'el b•qodso hafeluhu b1r•q1a• 'uzzo, "Praise God in his 
sanctuary, praise him in his vaulted fortress." In other terms, the 
hendiadys r•q1a• 'uzzo parallels Gen i 14, 15, 17, r•q1a• haJsiimayim, 
"the vault of heaven." Other texts where 'oz denotes "fortress, strong
hold," though not metaphorically "heaven," include Pss !xii 8, cviii 14; 
Exod xv 2; Isa xii 2, xvii 9, xxvi 1 ; J er Ii 53; Amos iii 11, v 9; Prov xxi 
22. With the phrase yissadtii 'oz compare Amos ix 6, habboneh baJSii
mayim ma'•lOtiiw wa'aguddiito 'al 'ere~ y•siidiih, "Who builds his upper 
chambers in the heavens, and founds his vault upon the earth." A per
fect analogy to 'oz, "strength, fortress," lies in g•buriih, "power, force," 
but also "fortress (of heaven)," as proposed at Ps xx 7. In Ps xxxi 22 
heaven is termed a "fortified city" ('ir ~or); cf. NoTE there. 

for your habitation. Reading l•mii'on for MT l•ma'an, with pronominal 
suffix forthcoming from preceding hOd•kii and following ~or"rekii, on the 
principle of the double-duty suffix treated in the NoTE on Ps iii 4. In Ps 
!xviii 6, m•'on qodJo is the name of God's heavenly habitation, whereas in 
Deut xxvi 15 mii'on is synonymous with siimayim: "Look down from 
your holy habitation, from heaven ( mimm"on qods•kii min haJsiimayim), 
and bless your people Israel." See NoTE on Ps xxvi 8; for the root 'wn in 
Deut xxxiii 28, see Freedman, IEJ 13 (1963), 125-26. 

having silenced your adversaries. For the syntax of l•haJbit, an infini
tive construct describing attendant circumstances, see GK, § 1140. Cf. es
pecially Pss !xiii 3, lxxviii 18, ciii 20, civ 14-15, cxi 6. The logical nexus 
between erecting a dwelling and the subduing of rivals is probably to be 
sought in Canaanite mythology. According to one motif, a sovereign god 
must have a worthy dwelling which can be constructed only after he has 
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vanquished his adversaries. Thus UT, 68, describes the combat between 
Baal and the sea-god Yamm; once Baal vanquishes Yamm, he receives 
permission from El to build a palace for himself. UT, 51, describes 
the construction of this palace in considerable detail. If Baal were to 
remain without a palace, he would be subject to constant insults at the 
hands of the gods; see Gaster, Thespis, 1961, p. 179. Similar reasoning 
seems to underlie David's anxiety to build a temple for Yahweh; cf. Ps 
cxxxii 5. A reflex of this motif is articulated in Ps lxxxix 11-12, "You 
have crushed Rahab like one who is slain, with your strong arm you 
scattered your foes. The heavens are yours and the earth is also yours; 
the world and its fullness you have founded (y•sadtiim)." Having disposed 
of his foes Rahab, Leviathan, et al., Yahweh set about fashioning and 
arranging heaven and earth. 

There may be some overtones present in haJbit, which is related to 
the verbs siibam and siibab, "to muzzle, silence," discussed in the NOTE 

on Ps xlvi 10. 
the foe and the avenger. This phrase stands grammatically in apposi

tion with plural "adversaries." Cf. Ps xvii 7, "Muzzle your assailants 
with your right hand." In Canaanite myth, the principal foes of Baal are 
Yamm and Mot, while in biblical mythopoeic language the rivals of 
Yahweh are Yamm and Tannin in Ps lxxiv 13, Rahab in Ps lxxxix 11, 
and Rahab, Tannin, Yamm, and Tehom-four in number-in Isa Ii 
9-10. 

6. the gods. I.e., the members of the heavenly court of Yahweh; cf. 
Norn on Ps i 5 and see Pss 1xxxii 1, lxxxvi 8, lxxxix 6, 8. 

you crowned him. The construing of 'iifar with a double accusative is 
found in Ps. v 13, lxv 12, ciii 4 aud in a Phoenician inscription from 
Piraeus, l'fr 'yt sm'b'l ... 'frt br~. "to crown sM'B'L ..• with a crown of 
gold"; cf. Cooke, TNSI, p. 96. For accusative of means preceding the 
verb, see NOTE on Ps v 10. 

7. You gave him dominion. The balance of imperfect tam"Silehu with 
perfect 'Sattiih, as often in Ugaritic, should be noted; see NoTE on Ps iv 4. 

put all things. Cf. Phoenician Azitawaddu, 1: 16, w'nk 'ztwd stnm tbt 
p'my, "But I, Azitawaddu, put them under my feet." 

at his feet. Or "under his feet." Compare tabat ragliiyw with UT, 1 
Aqht:llS-16, tqln tbt p'nh, "(The eagles) fall at his feet." Gunkel, 
Die Psalmen, p. 27, more correctly renders, "alles legtest du ihm zu 
Filssen." 

8. Small and large cattle. Reading (for MT ~oneh) ~omih, with an 
archaic accusative ending, ~oniih being the direct object of sattiih; I am 
indebted to D. N. Freedman for this observation. The phrase seems to 
be an example of merismus, denoting all domestic cattle as in UT, 
51 :VI:40-43, fbb alpm ap #n sql lrm wmria ilm 'glm dt Snt imr qm~ 
llim, "He slaughtered large and small cattle; he felled bulls and fatted 
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rams, one year old calves, lambs, [ ? ], kids." The opening phrase alpm 
ap #n is a generic expression which includes the animals that are later 
specified in the verse. In El Amarna 263: 12, .rcmu, "sheep and goats 
[used as a collective]," is a West-Semitic gloss for A.k:k . .renu; CAD 16 
($), p. 248b. On the merism in Job xviii 20, which closely resembles that 
in UT, 'nt:n:7-8, see Dahood in BCCT, p. 63. 

beasts of the steppe. bhmt, a word rarely attested in other Semitic 
languages, appears in an unpublished text from Ras Shamra. The text 
reads: ibn yblq bhmt, "Our foe will destroy the cattle"; cf., provisionally, 
UT, Glossary, No. 450a, p. 371. 

9. The birds of heaven. The dangers attendant upon textual emenda
tion can be illustrated here by citing Briggs, CECBP, I, p. 67, who 
deleted samayim, "heaven," as unnecessary and making the verse too 
long. His reasoning has been seriously undermined by UT, 52:62-63, 
·~r smm wdg bym, "the birds of heaven and the fish of the sea," which 
is the equivalent of biblical .rippor samayim ud•ge hayyam. One may 
remark in passing that Ugar. dg bym, parallel to the construct chain 
'.rr smm, may likewise be a construct chain of the type found in Isa ix 2, 
simbat baqqi41r, "harvest joy"; Ps xvii 9, 'oy•bay b•nepe:f, "my mortal 
foes"; or Pss ix 10, x 1, 'ittot ba.r.rarah, "times of trouble." 
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PSALM 9 

(ix 1-21) 

For the director; according to Muth Labben. A psalm of David. 

I will thank you, 0 Yahweh, with all my heart, 
I will declare your wonderful deeds. 

I will rejoice and exult in you, [2]* 
and sing hymns to your name, Most High, 

When my foes tum back, [3] 
toppled and destroyed by your fury. 

Oh that you would defend my right and my cause, [4] 
sit upon the throne, 0 righteous Judge! 

Rebuke the nations, destroy the wicked, [5] 
blot out their name forever and ever. 

The foes-may they be destroyed, [6] 
a heap of ruins forever; 

Root out their gods, 
may their memory perish. 

Behold Yahweh who has reigned from eternity, [7] 
has established his throne for judgment. 

It is he who governs the world with justice, [8] 
judges the peoples with equity. 

Yahweh is a stronghold for the oppressed, [9] 
a stronghold in times of trouble. 

Let those who cherish your name trust in you, [10] 
for you do not abandon 
those who care for you, 0 Yahweh. 

Sing hymns to Yahweh, the King of Zion, [u] 
publish his deeds among the peoples. 

For he cares for those who mourn, [12] 
their lament he remembers; 

He does not forget the cry of the affiicted. 

*Verse numbers in RSV. 
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14 Have pity on me, 0 Yahweh, 
see my afflictions brought on by my Enemy; 

Raise me up from the gates of Death, 
15 That I may recount all your praises 

from the gates of Daughter Zion, 
That I may rejoice in your victory. 

16 May the nations be mired in the pit they made, 
in the net they hid may their feet get caught. 

17 May Yahweh be known by the judgment he passes; 
by the work of his hands 
let the wicked man be snared. 

18 Let the wicked return to Sheol, 
Higgaion. Selah 

[17] 
perish the nations that ignore God! 

19 For not forever shall the needy be forgotten, 
nor the hope of the afflicted eternally perish. 

20 Arise, 0 Yahweh, lest men should boast, 
let the nations be judged before you. 

21 Put, 0 Yahweh, a snaffie on them, 
let the nations know that they are but men. 

NOTES 

[20] 
Selah 

ix. Psalms ix-x originally formed a single alphabetical poem in which 
every second, third, or fourth verse began with a successive letter of the 
Hebrew alphabet. M. Ll:ihr once proposed that the letters of the alphabet 
possessed magical significance, but the discovery at Ras Shamra of 
several tablets inscribed with just the alphabet confutes the theory of 
Lohr. The acrostic arrangement served rather as an aid to the memory 
of the learner and provided a framework, like the sonnet, within which 
the poet could work. 

The dispute whether Ps ix is a pure lament or a lament introduced 
by verses which properly belong to a hymn of thanksgiving is very 
simply resolved, it would seem, by parsing, with Buttenwieser, the verbs 
in vss. 5-7 as precative perfects. In this analysis the poem can be 
seen to be a lament throughout. The opening verses become a promise 
to thank Yahweh on condition that he put the psalmist's enemies to 
flight. Once the nature of the verbs in vss. 5-7 is correctly appreciated, 
the long-standing grammatical and logical difficulties are quickly re
solved. 
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1. Muth Labben. The meaning of this technical term is unknown. 
2. I will thank you. Contrary to the opinion of many textual critics, 

the pronominal suffix after 'odeh is strictly not required; the principle of 
the double-duty suffix permits that of nipl•'oteka, "your wonderful 
deeds," to supply for 'odeh. Cf. Norn on Ps iii 4. 

3. exult in you. Yahweh, the Most High, will be the source of the 
poet's happiness. In the clause 'esm•J:iah w•'e'el•~ah bak, the preposi
tion b expresses the same relationship as min in UT, 1015:10-11, 
w um tsmfJ mab, "And may my mother draw her happiness from my 
father." 

4. When my foes turn back. This is the plain sense of b•sub 'oy•bay 
'aJ:ior, as rightly seen by Juxta Hebraeos, "cum ceeiderint inimici mei 
retrorsum" ["when my enemies fall backwards"]. To render this temporal 
clause with the Psalterium Novum as "Quia cesserunt inimici mei 
retrorsum" ["because my enemies withdrew"], or with Kraus, "Denn 
meine Feinde wandten sich um" ["because my enemies turned back"], 
would suppose the reading ki siibu or something similar, but not b•sub. 

by your fury. This sense of piinim is discussed in the Norn on Ps 
xxi 10. 

5. Oh that you would defend. Parsing ki 'iifita as emphatic ki followed 
by the precative perfect; for this construction, see NoTE on Ps iii 8. 
The most pertinent parallel is Ps xxxix 10, ki 'attiih 'asua, "Oh that you 
yourself would act!" Buttenwieser, PCTNT, pp. 428 f., was the first, I be
lieve, to have recognized the mood of 'iiSitii, though he overlooked the 
similar formula in Ps xxxix 10. 

sit upon the throne. Parsing yiifobtii as prec:\tive perfect; cf. preceding 
NOTE. The rare construction yiifobtii i•kisse' compares with UT, 49: 
1:30-31, ytb lkl:it aliyn b'l, "He sits upon the seat of Victor Baal," and 
with 127 :22-24, y[b krt l'dh y[b lksi mlk ln!Jt lkl;zt drkt, "Kirta sits upon 
his seat, he sits upon his royal throne, upon the peaceful bench of his 
authority." One should observe in this second Ugaritic text the use of 
the triple-duty suffix, where the suffix of 'dh, "his seat," in the first colon 
also modifies the parallel phrases lksi mlk and lkl:zt drkt. The use of a 
double-duty suffix was commented upon in the No:rn on vs. 2. 

6. Rebuke ... destroy ... blot out. With Buttenwieser, understand
ing all three verbs as precative perfects. It will now be seen that these 
verbs correspond to the imperatives and jussives in vss. 20-21. 

7. The foes. 'oyeb is a collective singular, as is clear from its plural 
verb tammu; see GK, § 145c. The verse is chiastically arranged: initial 
ha'oyeb tammu balances final 'iibad zikriim, while the middle cola 
l.z°riibOt liine~ah and 'iirim niita$tii are paired. 

Root out their gods. Again the verb is precative perfect, as in preceding 
verses. 'arim is related to the root appearing in Ugaritic as gyr, "to 
protect"; hence 'iirim literally denotes "protectors." That this is a name 
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for pagan divinities may be gathered from the clear parallelism in 
Mic v 13, w•natasn 'a·serekii miqqirbekii w•hiSmadti 'iirekii, "And 
I will root out your Asherim and will destroy your gods." The ortho
graphic and phonic coincidence of 'iirim, "cities," and 'iirlm, "gods," 
forms the basis of the pun in Jer ii 28, kl mispar 'iirekii hiiyu '•lohekii 
y•hudiih, "For your gods, 0 Judah, were the number of your cities/gods." 
The same pun occurs in Jer xix 15. In the psalm the double sense of 
'iirim is also intended, since both pagan gods, represented by idols, and 
cities could be turned into a heap of ruins. 

Other texts preserving the root 'yr, "to protect," include Deut xxxii 11; 
I Sam xxvili 16; Isa xiv 21, xxxiii 8; Pss lxxviii 38, cxxxix 20; Job viii 6; 
Dan iv 10, 20. The Syriac word for "Angel," 'irii, is most suitably de
rived from this root. Formal discussions of Ugar. gyr are H. L. Ginsberg, 
BASOR 95 (1944), 28, n. 14; H. N. Richardson, JBL 66 (1947), 322; 
Samuel E. Loewenstarnm, Tarbi~ 28 (1958 f.), 248 f.; Dahood, Biblica 
43 (1962), 226; 0. Rossler, ZA 20 (1961), 164f.; John Gray, I & II 
Kings, A Commentary (London, 1964), p. 222. 

8. Behold Yahweh. On the basis of Ugar. hm, "look, behold!," Patton, 
CPBP, p. 37, has correctly identified the same interjection here. Other 
instances are Pss xxili 4, xxvii 2, xx.xviii 11, xlili 3, xlviii 6 (M. Dahood 
in CBQ 16 [1954], 16), lix 16, lxii 10, cvii 24; Deut xxxiii 3, 17 (F. M. 
Cross, Jr., and D. N. Freedman in JBL 67 [1948], 195); Isa xxiv 14, 
xxxv 2 (M. Dahood apud J. T. Milik in Biblica 38 [1957], 252, n. 1); 
xliv 9. A convenient listing of Ugaritic examples can be found in 
Aistleitner, WuS, p. 90. 

has reigned from eternity. Retaining the MT pointing yeseb as the 
past narrative, parallel to perfect konen, as in Ugaritic, and interpreting 
l in l•'oliim as "from." For the balance of yqtl with qtl verbal forms, cf. 
NOTE on Ps iv 4 and especially vii 14, where hekln (same root as our 
konen) is paired with yip'al. There is a clear counterpart to l•'oliim, 
"from eternity," in Ps xxix 10, wayyeseb yhwh melek l8'oliim, "And 
Yahweh has sat enthroned, the king from eternity," as rightly recognized 
by Kirst in FuF 32 (1958), 216, n. 46, where a number of biblical texts 
with l, "from," are listed. Cf. Pss xiv 3, lxxviii 69, and cxix 152, 
qedem yiida'tl-m 'edotekii ki l•'oliim y•sadtiim, "Of old I knew your 
commandments since you established them from eternity." 

'oliim should be understood in the sense of ''primeval time [Vorzeit, 
Urzeit]," as in Pss lxxvii 6, xcii 9, xciii 2; Isa Ii 9, etc.; cf. Edward 
Lipinski in Biblica 44 (1963), 435 f., with full bibliography. The reference 
to God's victory over the foes of primordial times is a motif that recurs in 
Pss xxix 10, xcii 9-10, xciii 2. 

9. with justice ... with equity. For the balance between the roots in 
~edeq and mesiirim, cf. UT, Krt: 12-13, att ~dqh lypq mtrbt ysrh, "His 
legitimate wife he truly found, bis lawful spouse," and Phoenician 
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Yehawmilk, 6-7, kmlk rdq wmlk ysr lpn 'l gbl qdsm, "For he is a 
legitimate king and a lawful king through the favor of the holy gods of 
Byblos." 

10. times of trouble. For the parsing of 'ittot barfiirilh, see Norn on 
Ps viii 9. 

11. cherish your name. This particular nuance of yilda' has been 
registered in the NoTE on Ps i 6. 

who care for you. I.e., in contrast to those of vs. 18, s•kebe '•/Ohim, 
"those who ignore God." This sense of diircl is well treated in BDB, 
p. 205b. 

12. King of Zion. For the pregnant sense of yoseb, see Norn on 
Ps ii 4. Cf. Ps cxxxv 21, soken y•rusiiliiim, "the Resident of Jerusalem," 
another of Yahweh's titles. 

13. he cares for. See NOTE on vs. 11. 
those who mourn. Reading dammlm (for MT dilm'im, "blood") qal 

participle of diimam, "to weep, mourn," studied at Ps iv 5. The sequence 
"mourn . . . lament . . . cry" is unexceptionable. 

their lament. Reading for MT nota accusativi plus suffix 'otilm 
with no consonantal changes, 'awwotiim, pie! infinitive construct fol
lowed by pronominal suffix, from 'iiwiih, "to lament," Ar. ta'awwaha, "to 
sigh, lament," the root underlying Pss x 17 and xxxviii 10, ta'awah, as 
first noted by Jacob Barth, Etymologische Studien zum semitischen in
besondere zum hebriiischen Lexicon (Leipzig, 1893), pp. 29 ff. There 
are other occurrences in Ps cvi 14; Num xi 34, and Job xxxiii 20. Cf. 
GB, p. 868a, and Zorell, ZLH, p. 886a. 

14. my Enemy. The mention of the "gates of Death" in the second 
colon is sufficent warrant for interpreting plural son•'ay as a plurale 
majestatis, a reference to the psalmist's archenemy. See NOTE on Ps xviii 
4 where plural 'oy•bay, "my Foe," is a poetic name for Death. 

Raise me up. Balancing imperatives bon•nenl and r•'eh, the participle 
m•rom•mi apparently has the force of an imperative. The same is true 
in Ps xvii 14, where m•mitiim (MT mim•flm) is paired with imperative 
ball•qem (MT belqiim). 

the gates of Death. The domain of the dead was pictured as a vast city 
with gates ruled over by King Death. Job xxiv 12 speaks of 'ir metlm 
(MT m•fim), "the city of the dead," while Jer xv 7 mentions fo'are 
hii'iiref, "the gates of the nether world." The poet aims to contrast the 
gates of Death with the gates of Daughter Zion in the following verse. 

15. That I may recount ... rejoice. Though usually described as 
cohortatives, 'asapp'rilh and 'iiglliih are more accurately parsed as sub
junctive forms ending in -iih, as in Arabic and Ugaritic. See Joiion, 
GHB, § 116b, and NOTE on Ps xxxix 5. The lack of copula before 
'iigiliih is further indication that it is subjunctive; cf. Pss xxii 23, xxxix 5, 
!xi 5. 
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from the gates. Evidently intended to contrast with missa'are miiwet, 
the b of b•sa'are is better taken as "from," as suggested by D. N. Freed
man. Compare Prov i 21, b•ro's ~omlyyot (MT hiimlyyot) tiqrii', "From 
the top of the walls she cries out." 

Daughter Zion. Hebraic for Jerusalem. The alternative rendition 
"Daughter of Zion" becomes less probable in view of such Canaanite 
expressions as btlt 'nt, "the virgin Anath," and r~m 'nt, "the lass 
Anath." 

your victory. Namely the victory you will grant me over Death. 
The imagery reflects the myth describing the battle and ultimate victory 
of Baal over Mot. 

16. be mired .•. get caught. Interpreting fiib<'u and nilk•diih as 
precative perfects; see NoTE to vs. 5. 

17. be known ... be snared. noda' and noqes are precative perfects; 
cf. preceding NoTE. 

18. return to Sheol. I.e., let them perish; see NoTE on Ps vi 11. The 
classic text expressing the theme of the return to the earth (with con
notations of the nether world) is Gen iii 19, 'ad sub•ka 'el ha'adiimiih, 
where the same verb is employed as in the present verse. According to 
Ps cxxxix 15, man was created b•ta~tlyyot 'iire~, "in the lowest regions 
of the nether world," so one may properly speak of the "return to Sheol." 

perish the nations. Reading kiilu goyim for MT kol goyim, a mis
punctualization doubtless due to scriptio defectiva, and analyzing kiilu 
as precative perfect in balance with jussive yiiSubu. This pointing pro
vides the dynamism that has long been felt to be lacking in the second 
colon; thus F. Baethgen, Die Psalmen, 3d ed. (Gi:ittingen, 1904), p. 25, 
wrote "The text does not seem to be undamaged. A metrical foot is miss
ing" ["Der Text nicht unversehrt zu sein scheint. Es fehlt ein Versfuss"]. 
The proposed reading shows the verse to be complete and perfectly 
balanced. 

19. nor the hope. The force of the negative 16' carries over from the 
first stich to the second. The use of double-duty negatives (as well as 
double-duty suffixes, prepositions, conjunctions, etc.) characterizes Ca
naanite poetic style. Cf. UT, 'nt:rv:49-50, lib yp' lb'l ~rt lrkb 'rpt, "No 
foe has risen against Baal, no adversary against the Mounter of the 
Clouds." and 76:n:4-5, in b'l bbhth[t] il hd bqrb hklh, "Baal is not in 
his mansion, nor El Hadad in the midst of his palace." In the latter text, 
in serves for both cola. To the list of double-duty negatives given by 
Joiion, GHB, § 160q, add Pss xxxi 9, I 8, and Prov xxxi 4. 

20. Arise, 0 Yahweh. Energic imperative qumiih has the specific sense 
"arise for judgment," as is clear from the parallelism with yissiip•fu, and 
from usage in Ps Ixxvi 10, b•qum lammiSpiit '•whim, "When God arises 
for judgment"; Zeph iii 8, l"Yom quml l•'ad, ''when I arise from the 
throne" (for this translation see M. Dahood in Sacra Pagina, eds. 
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J. Coppens et al. [Paris-Gembloux, 1959], I, p. 277), and Job xxxi 14. 
It thus appears that imperative qumiih semantically and structurally 
balances precative perfect ki 'asita mispiifi w•dlni, "Oh that you would 
defend my right and my cause," in vs. 5, to form an inclusio. 

lest men should boast. 'al, "lest," occurs in Pss xix 14, xxxv 24, cxix 
122, cxli 3-4, and UT, 5l:vm:15-18, al tqrb lbn ilm mt al y'dbkm 
kimr bph, "Do not approach divine Mot lest he put you into his mouth 
like a lamb." The shade of meaning attributed to yii'oz comports with the 
meaning "glory, arrogance" that this root sometimes carries. Cf. Ps Iii 9, 
"And he trusted in his mass of wealth, he boasted (yii'oz) of his lust." 

21. a snaffle on them. The syntactical similarity of sitiih yhwh 
m0riih liihem to Ps cxli 3, sitiih yhwh 'Samrah l•pi, "Put, 0 Yahweh, 
a muzzle on my mouth," suggests that here m0riih denotes something 
like "snaffle, muzzle." The association of "arrogance" (ya'oz) with 
"snaffle" is equivalently found in Ps xxxii 9, "With muzzle and straps 
must his petulance be curbed." A passable etymology for m0rah is 
proffered by yariih, "to guide, instruct," just as moser, "band, bonds," de
rives from ysr, "to instruct, admonish," and not from 'sr, "to bind," as 
customarily stated by the lexicons. For the theme of muzzling the foe, see 
NoTB on Ps xvii 7. 



PSALM 10 

(x 1-18) 

Why, 0 Yahweh, do you stand afar off, 
and hide yourself in times of trouble? 

2 In the breast of the wicked simmers affiiction, 
he pantingly pursues the plans he laid. 

3 For the wicked boasts of his desire, 
and the despoiler worships his appetite. 

4 The wicked contemns Yahweh: 
"Since the Lofty One will not avenge his anger, 

God will not upset his plans, 
5 And his wealth will last for all time." 

0 Exalted One, your decrees are far from him, 
with all his being he sniffs at them. 

6 He says to himself, "I will not stumble, 
forever happy without misfortune." 

7 His mouth is full of cursing and deceit and violence, 
under his tongue are mischief and iniquity. 

8 He sits in ambush in open villages, 
in secret places he murders the innocent; 

His eyes spy on the unfortunate. 
9 He lurks in secret, like a lion in his lair, 

he lurks to seize the affiicted; 
He seizes the affiicted to drag him away. 

IO Into his net the oppressed man tumbles, 
while the unfortunate fall into his pit. 

11 He says to himself, "El forgets, 
he turns away his face, he never looks." 

12 Arise, 0 Yahweh God, lift up your hand! 
Forget not the affiicted! 

13 Must the wicked man contemn God forever? 
saying to himself, "You will not requite." 

14 See for yourself the misery, and the sorrow behold, 
since you give them from your own hand! 
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To you entrusts himself the unfortunate, the fatherless, 
you be his helper! 

15 Break the arm of the wicked, 
and requite his malice! 

Can't you find his wickedness? 
16 Yahweh is the eternal and everlasting king, 

let the heathen perish from his earth! 
17 Hear, 0 Yahweh, the lament of the poor, 

direct your attention, give close heed. 
18 If you defend the fatherless and the oppressed, 

no more shall the arrogant 
frighten men from the earth. 

NOTES 

x. A prayer for divine intervention against the wicked. 

61 

1. stand afar off. The phrase ta'am0d b•rii/;IOq being hapax legomenon, 
some commentators would emend b•riil;roq to meriil;roq; this emendation 
is made suspect with the knowledge that b in Ugaritic-Phoenician 
frequently denotes "from." In Ugaritic poetry, in fact, there is no 
preposition min, "from," so this idea is expressed by b and l. The 
existence of min in Hebrew did not, however, completely supplant b 
denoting "from." Compare Ps vi 8, 'iis•siih mikka'as 'enl, with Ps xxxi 
10, 'as•siih b•ka'as 'enl, and see N. H. Sarna, "The Interchange of the 
Prepositions Beth and Min in Biblical Hebrew," JBL 78 (1959), 310-16. 

times of trouble. 'ittot b~~iiriih is discussed in the NoTE on Ps ix 10. 
2. In the breast. On ga'awiih, "midst," see NoTE to Ps xlvi 4. 
simmers afJUction. Namely, thoughts of how to afHict others, just as 

'iimiil, "trouble," also signifies "trouble done to others." 
pantingly pursues. Reading (for MT yittap•su) yittiipasu, an in.fixed 

-t- form of "'niipa'S, "to pant after," Ar. niipasa, "to aspire after something, 
desire." A similar semantic development can be noticed in nii'Sam, "to 
pant," from n•siimiih, "breath." In Nab iii 18b one should read the piel 
privative of the root nps: nipp•su 'amm•kii 'al hehiirlm w•'en m•qabbe~, 
"Your people expire upon the mountains with none to gather them." For 
other examples of the in.fixed -t- conjugation, see NOTE on vs. 11; the 
ending of yittiipii'Su is to be explained as the old indicative ending of the 
imperfect in singular -u, which the Masoretes have taken for the plural 
ending. In view of the survival of archaic verbal endings with the perfect 
third-person masculine singular, listed in the NoTE on Ps iv 7, there is 
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no reason to doubt the preservation of some indicative endings with im
perfect forms. Cf. Pss xiii 5, xxxii 9, lxJtii 5; Job xxxvii 3. 

plans he laid. Reading l;UiSab for MT l;UiS"bu, attaching final waw to 
following word as the conjunction. 

3. his desire. Parsing ta'awat as feminine absolute ending in -t, dis
cussed in the NoTE on Ps xxvii 4. The suffix of parallel napso serves 
likewise to determine ta'awat; cf. NOTE on Ps iii 4. For the thought, cf. 
Ps Iii 9, yii'oz b•hawwiito, "He boasted of his lust." By placing the 
caesura after ta'awat, we arrive at three synonymous three-beat cola. 

worships his appetite. Literally "bends his knee," a denominative verb 
from berek, "knee," attested in Ugaritic in the purely physical sense; 
see A. Jirku in FuF 32 (1958), 212. Other biblical occurrences are 
Gen xxxii 27; Pss xxvi 12 and xlix 19, ki napso b•l:zayyiiyw y•biirek, 
"Though he worshiped his appetite while he lived." 

4. The wicked contemns Yahweh. Joining the final two words of vs. 
3 to vs. 4 and reading ni'ef yhwh riiSii'; cf. vs. 13, ni'ef riiSii' '•whim. 

Since the Lofty One. Reading ki giibOah for MT k•gobah. The ki 
introduces the reasoning of the wicked as expressed by the poet. 
Preceded by the divine name yhwh and followed by '•lohim and the 
divine epithet miirom, "Exalted One," giibOah is most suitably explained 
as a divine appellative. It is chosen to stress the remoteness of God 
from human vicissitudes as conceived by the wicked man. As a divine 
title, the adjective gabOah recurs in Ps cxxxviii 6 and Job xxii 12, and as a 
plural of excellence in Eccles v 7. On the last passage, see Zorell, ZLH, 
p. 137b. The former two claim a word of comment. In Ps cxxxviii 6, 
ki riim yhwh w•siipiil yir'eh w•gabOah mimmer/:ziiqi (MT mimmerl:ziiq 
yeyedii') yedii.', "Though Yahweh is the Exalted One, he sees what is 
lowly; though he is the Lofty One, he knows from afar off," ad
versative ki serves for both cola while difficult y•yedii.' is eliminated by 
attaching initial yod to the preceding noun as an archaic genitive ending. 
Notice the presence in this verse of the roots gbh and rl:zq, both of which 
are found in the opening verses here. In Job xxii 12 one should read 
haw' '•whim giibOah (MT gobah) siimiiyim w•ro'eh ro's kokiibim ki 
riimu, "Isn't God the Lofty One of heaven who sees the tops of the stars 
though they are high?" 

avenge his anger. Though God's ire might be aroused by his behavior, 
the wicked is convinced that God will take no action to vindicate his law. 

upset his plans. Reading '•lohim m•kalle m•zimmi5tiiyw for MT 
'•lohim kol m•zimmiitiiyw and explaining m•kalle as piel participle (a 
participle is desired with 'en) from kiiliih, "to be at an end." The most 
relevant parallel is Hos xi 6, 'akalle-m (I) m0'afotehem, "I will upset 
their counsels"; cf. further Josh xviii 7, w•'en m•kalle-m (MT maklim) 
dii.biir bii'iiref, "And there was no one disturbing anything in the land." 
Another instance of defective spelling involving kiiliih is Ps cxxxv 5, 
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ki 'anc yada'ti kl gadal yhwh wa'adanenu m 0kalle (mikkol) '•lOhim, 
"Indeed I know that Yahweh is great and that our Lord made an end of 
the gods." My translation tries to make clear that the wicked man does 
not deny the existence of God but only his intervention in human affairs. 

5. And his wealth. Consonantal drkw is defective spelling for d•rakayw; 
for derek, "power, dominion, wealth," see NOTE on Ps i 1 and compare 
the semantic range of l:zayil, "strength, efficiency, wealth." The parallelism 
in Prov xxxi 3 is instructive: 'al titten lannascm l:zeleka ud•rakeka 
lam•l:zot m•liikcn, "Give not your resources to women nor your wealth 
in the full measure of kings." 

will last. This sense of yiil:zllu occurs in a similar context in Job xx 21, 
'al ken lo' yal:zll tuba, "And so his prosperity will not last." 

0 Exalted One. Synonymous with the divine title gabaah in vs. 4. 
On marom as a divine epithet, see NOTE on Ps vii 8. 

with all his being. Literally "with all his heart or innards"; this 
signification of ~rr is treated in NOTE on Ps vi 8. Semantically, the phrase 
here is the equivalent of Ps ix 2, b•kol libbi, "with all my heart." It 
should be noticed that the following clause in this psalm contains the 
phrase b•libba, a balance that likewise emerges by the transposition of kl 
~rry in Ps !xix 20 to the next verse: l:zerpiih 'Sab•riih libbc w•'inn•siih kol 
~wrry, "Insults have broken my heart and sickened all my being." 

he sniffs at them. Suggesting his action is in contempt of the decrees 
of the Exalted One who is too far removed from earth to be interested in 
its affairs. 

6. forever happy. Reading (for MT relative •aser) the adjective 'aser 
that is found in the proper name Asher, "happy one." Also possible is 
the pointing 'o'Ser (Gen xxx 13), "happiness." 

7. full of cursing. Cf. UT, 1001 :2, alt in ly, "I have no curse." That 
this is the most probable meaning of alt (Virolleaud, Palais royal 
d'Ugarit, II, p. 3, leaves it untranslated) follows from recognizing that 
the text is in the nature of an incantation. Substantive 'It also occurs in 
the Phoenician incantation of Arslan Tash; Donner and Rollig, KAI, 
II, p. 45. 

8. on the unfortunate. The precise meaning of Consonantal l:zlkh is 
uncertain. 

9. to drag him away. Consonantal bm'Skw may also signify "in his 
bag," as argued by Robert Gordis in JQR 48 (1947), 116-17. 

10. Into his net. Attaching the final phrase of vs. 9, b•risto, to vs. 10; 
it creates a fine balance to ba'a~umiiyw and produces a verse of two 
3-beat cola. 

into his pit. To explain ba'a~umayw (if this is the correct pointing), it 
is necessary to postulate a root ·~m, "to dig," a supposition that finds 
surprising confirmation in UT, 75:1:23-25, kry amt 'pr '?:m yd ugrm, 
"Dig the earth with your arm, burrow in the field with your hand." 
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Though this version is far from certain, the parallelism with kry, "to dig," 
permits a measure of confidence in the interpretation of '+m. 

11. El forgets. Here 'el appears to be the personal name of the deity; 
in Ugaritic texts 'ilu is the name of the head of the pantheon. See Ps 
xvii 6. 

he turns away his face. The frequency of the in.fixed -t- conjugation in 
Ugaritic and its occasional incidence in Phoenician and Moabite indicate 
that this conjugation was not as obsolete in biblical Hebrew as the 
standard grammars would suggest. The traditional view has found recent 
expression in Garbini, ll Semitico di Nord-Ovest, p. 130, who asserts 
that the reflexive theme with in.fixed -t- had long since vanished in 
Hebrew of the first millennium B.c. But the fact is that both LXX and 
Vulg. very frequently reproduce histir paniiyw by apestrepsen to 
pr6sopon autou and avertit faciem suam, respectively. Such is their 
understanding of histlr in the present verse, which should accordingly 
be derived from sur, "to turn away." See Dahood in Orientalia 32 
(1963), 498; ZAW 74 (1962), 207-9; PNWSP, pp. 45f., 54. For the 
parallelism between histlr and siikal;t, cf. Ps xliv 25, where LXX translates 
tasfir by apostrepseis, and cii 3, where the opposite of 'al taster piinekii 
mimmenni is hafteh 'elay 'oznekii, "Turn your ear to me." Also relevant 
are Isa I 6, piinay lo' histarfi mikk•limm0t wiiroq, "I did not turn away 
my face from ignominy and spittle"; LXX ouk apestrapsa, "l turned 
not"; Vulg. non averti; the synonymity with vs. 5, 'iil;tor lo' n•sugofi, 
"I did not tum backward"; and vs. 6, g•wi niitatfi l•makkim, "I gave my 
back to the smiters." All add up to a strong case for deriving histarfi 
from sur. 

12. Arise, 0 Yahweh God. Many critics-most recently Kraus, 
Psalmen, l, pp. 76 f.-delete 'el in the divine title yhwh 'el, but this 
deletion is ruled out by the observation that this composite name rep
resents the original form of the Tetragrammaton which may be rendered, 
"El brings into being." The authenticity of the full form yhwh 'el is 
vouched for by the stereotyped name yahweh 'el, which is separated into 
its components in the parallel cola of Pss xviii 3 and xxix 3, and by im
proved readings and stichic divisions in Pss xxxi 6-7, piiditiih 'ofi yahweh 
'el '•met siine'ti ha"Ssom•rim hable saw', "Ransom me, 0 Yahweh EI; 
truly I hate those who keep worthless idols," and xxxix 13, sim'iih 
t•pilliiti yahweh w•saw'iifi ha'aziniih 'el (MT 'el) dim'iifi 'al tel;t•ra"S, 
"Hear my prayer, 0 Yahweh, and give ear to my cry, 0 EI; be not deaf 
to my tears." For a discussion of the original full form of the Tetragram
maton, cf. D. N. Freedman, "The Name of the God of Moses," JBL 79 
(1960), 151-56, especially p. 156; Cross, HTR 55 (1962), 225-59, es
pecially pp. 250 ff. 

13. contemn God forever. Reading (for MT 'al meh) 'oliimiih, the 
substantive 'oliim followed by the he-temporale, as in UT, 1 Aqht: 154 
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(=161), p'lmh, "and to eternity"; UT, § 11.1; Georg Beer and Rudolf 
Meyer, Hebriiische Grammatik (Berlin, 1952), I, p. 120. This parsing 
confirms the authenticity of vs. 11, liine~al.i, which Briggs and others 
would delete as a gloss. Another instance of he-temporale with 'oliim is 
in Job xiii 14, which I have examined in BCCT, pp. 58 f. Cf. Ps 
lxxiv 10, y•nii'e~ 'oyeb sim•ka liine~a/.i, "Shall the foe contemn your 
name forever?" 

14. See for yourself. Parsing rii'itiih as precative perfect; the same 
form, with the scriptio plena of the final -iih, recurs in Ps xxxv 22; Lam 
iii 59, 60. The particle ki is emphatic, emphasizing the pronoun 'attiih, 
which in turn reinforces the subject of rii7tiih. Cf. Norn on Ps iii 8 
for precative perfect, and Norn below on vs. 17. Other instances of 
this emphatic construction occur in Pss iii 8, xxxi:x 10, !vi 9, 1xi 6. 

since you give them. This version of 1.atet is highly doubtful; literally, 
one would render "by giving from your own hand." Cf. Karatepe, m:4, 
!tty, "by giving to him." 

from your own hand. As so often in Ugaritic-Hebrew, b denotes 
"from"; see NoTE on Ps ii 4. 

entrusts himself. Literally "puts himself upon you." This being the 
only example of the construction 'iizab 'al, one may challenge the usual 
derivation from 'zb, "to abandon," and propound an etymology from 
'zb II, "to put, place," Ugar. 'db. With verbs of placing, the preposition 
'al is natural and frequent. For other biblical texts employing 'zb II, see 
Norn on Ps xxxvii 33. Since the object of ya'azob is reflexive "himself," 
it need not formally be expressed; good parallels to this usage are forth
coming from UT, Krt:156, yadm, "He rouges himself," and 'nt:IV:86, 
tr/.i~. "She washes herself." Cf. Ps Iv 23, haJlek 'al yhwh y•hob•ka, "Cast 
yourself upon Yahweh that he might provide for you." 

the fatherless. Stands in apposition to "the unfortunate." 
you be his helper. The fact that this psalm is a prayer and that 

the following verse contains the imperative S8bor and vs. 16 the 
precative perfect 'ab•du make it almost certain that hiiyitii is a precative 
perfect like rii'itiih in vs. 14. In other words, 'attiih hiiyltii 'ozer is 
the equivalent of Ps xxx 11, yhwh h•yeh 'ozer li, "Yahweh, be my 
helper!" 

15. Break the arm. With s•bor z•roa• riiSii', compare the request made 
to Baal in UT, 1 Aqht: 108, b'l y[br diy hmt, "May Baal break their 
wings." 

requite his malice. See NoTEs on vss. 4 and 13. Other texts employing 
diiraJ with the collateral idea of requiting include Gen ix 5; Deut xviii 
19; Ezek xxiii 6, the balance with ris'o permitting ra' to dispense 
with pronominal suffix; cf. Norn on Ps iii 4. The sequence imperative
jussive (S•bor-tidros), a stylistic practice widely recognized by Hebrew 
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grammarians (Joiion, GHB, § 113m; C. Brockelmann, Hebriiische Syntax 
(Neukirchen, 1956), § 135c) deserves comment in light of Ugaritic 
usage, where it has received less recognition by specialists. Thus UT, 
51 :vm:7-9, wrd btbptt ar:t tspr byrdm art{, awkwardly rendered by 
C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Literature (Rome, 1949), p. 37, "And go 
down into the nether-reaches of the earth, so that ye will be counted 
among those who go down into the earth," has been rightly analyzed 
by Goetze in Studia Orientalia Ioanni Pedersen ... dicata, p. 117, n. 
8, who showed that tspr, parallel to imperative rd, meant "be numbered." 
Cf. also 51 :vm:26--27, lp'n mt hbr wql tstbwy wkbd hwt, "At the feet 
of Mot bow down and fall; prostrate and honor him." Here jussive 
tStbwy functions as an imperative. Cf. also Pss xvii 8, x.xxii 7, xliii 1; 
Deut xxxii 1. The Ugaritic-Hebrew agreement in the usage of the im
perative-jussive sequence bears on the question of the linguistic classifi
cation of Ugaritic. 

Can't you find his wickedness? Or affirmatively, "Surely you can find, 
etc.," since bal can carry both positive and negative connotations, as is 
evident from Ugaritic usage; UT, §§ 9.18; 11.10, and NoTE on Ps xlix 
13. 

16. the eternal and everlasting king. Literally "the king of eternity 
and everlasting." melek 'i5liim wii'ed is understood as a construct chain 
in which the genitive is the composite noun 'i5liim wii'ed, synonymous 
with Ugar. dr.dr and Heb. dor dor and dor wiidor. Other examples of 
composite nouns are discussed in the Introduction and in the NOTE 
on Ps v 5. Cf. Pss xxi 5, xlvili 15, Ii 10, and especially xiv 7, '•lohe-m 
(enclitic mem; MT '•whim) 'i5liim wii'ed, "the eternal and everlasting 
God," the equivalent of Isa xi 28, '•Johe 'i5/iim. 

The expression melek 'oliim wii'ed resembles UT, 68:10, tqb mlk 'lmk, 
"You will receive your eternal kingship," and, even more closely, UT, 
2008:9, nmry mlk 'Im, "Nimriya, eternal king." 

perish from his earth. Israel Eitan in AJSL 46 (1929), 25, correctly 
recognized here, on the strength of Arabic usage, the optative perfect 
in 'iib•du. His observation has been confirmed by Ugaritic practice and 
by the large number of examples which have been subsequently identi
fied in the Psalter; cf. NoTEs on Ps iii 8 and above on vs. 14. 

17. Hear, 0 Yahweh. Understanding siima'tii as optative perfect; see 
NoTE on previous verse, gloss on "perish from his earth." 

the lament of the poor. Cf. NoTE on Ps ix 13. Being the object 
of siima'tii, ta'awah must be something audible, just as Ps xi 2, qawwoh 
qiww'iti yhwh must mean "Constantly I invoked Yahweh," since his 
reaction is described in the words, "And he stooped to me and heard 
my cry ($aw'iitl) ." 

direct your attention. The balance with 'oznekii indicates that in 
consonantal lbm an enclitic mem is present and that the principle 
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of the double-duty suffix is operative, so that Ihm may be rendered 
"your attention." Other examples are found in Pss v 10, xii 8; 
Isa xxxiii 2 and Mic vii 19, discussed by me in CBQ 20 (1958), 
45-46, and in Ps cix 13; Job v 5, xv 29, xxxvi 15; Obad i 13; 
Zeph ii 8. I am unable to accept the explanation of some of these pas
sages (e.g., Mic vii 19) propounded by Raphael Weiss, "On Ligatures 
in the Hebrew Bible (m=nw)," JBL 72 (1963), 188-94. The present 
readings derive from poetic principles rather than from assumptions of 
scribal ineptitude. 

18. If you defend. Literally lispof means "by defending." Cf. Ps viii 3 
and Job xxxiv 3, w•ftek yi(am le'•kol, "And the palate tastes by eating." 

the arrogant. Relating 'od to the root 'adad, Ugar. gdd, studied 
at Ps xxxii 9; cf. Isa Iii 1, ki la' yosip yabO' bak 'od 'arel w•tame', 
"No more shall there come to you one arrogant, uncircumcised, or un
clean." 



PSALM 11 

(xi 1-7) 

For the director. Of David. 

In Yahweh do I seek refuge. 
How can you lie in wait for my life, 

and pursue me like a bird? 
2 For look, the wicked are bracing their bow, 

placing their arrows upon the string, 
To shoot from ambush the upright of heart. 

3 When foundations are being tom down, 
what is the Just One doing? 

4 Yahweh-in the temple is his holy seat, 
Yahweh-in the heavens is his throne. 
His eyes inspect, 
His pupils assay the sons of men. 

s Yahweh the Just 
will assay the wicked; 

So that he who loves injustice 
hates his own life. 

6 Let him send upon the wicked 
bellows, fire, and sulphur, 

With scorching wind their lot. 
7 Because the Just Yahweh 

loves just actions; 
Our face shall gaze upon the Upright One. 

NOTES 

xi. A song of trust. Since Yahweh is the Just One, the psalmist is 
confident that justice will ultimately prevail. This type of psalm may 
have developed from the laments, in which expressions of confidence 
are a common feature. 
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1. lie in wait. As in Akkadian-Ugaritic, biblical 'iimar often means 
"to see, watch for"; cf. NOTE on Ps iii 3 and Biblica 44 ( 1963), 295 f. 
There is an analogous semantic range in sur, "to behold, lie in wait." 

pursue me like a bird. With no change of the strictly consonantal 
text, reading nidhOr k•m0 ~ippor for MT nudu harkem ~ippor. Parsing 
nidhor as niphal infinitive absolute from diihar, "to pursue, chase in 
war or hunting." In Nah iii 2, sus doher is rendered by LXX hlppou 
di6kontos, "pursuing horse." The object suffix after nidhor must be 
mentally supplied from that of napSi on the strength of the double-duty 
suffix. For the simile, see Lam iii 52, ~od ~iiduni ka:j~ippor 'oy•bay 
flinniim, "My stealthy foes hunted me down like a bird." For fowling 
scenes, consult The Ancient Near East in Pictures, ed. James B. Pritchard 
(Princeton, 1954), Figs. 185, 189. 

2. their bow. By reason of its balance with suffixed fli~~iim, qe'Set 
receives a suffix on the strength of the principle of double-duty suffix 
treated at Ps iii 4; cf. Brekelmans in Jaarbericht • . . Ex Oriente Lux 
17 (1963), 203. 

To shoot from ambush. Like b, "from," longer b•mo can also bear 
this meaning. With lirot b•mo 'opel compare Ps I.xiv 5, lirot bammistiirim 
tiim, "to shoot from concealed positions at the innocent" (courtesy 
Raphael Serra). For an artistic representation of this practice, see 
Michael Avi-Yonah and Emil G. Kraeling, Our Living Bible (London, 
1962), p. 180. 

3. When foundations. siitot is the plural of set, which appears in 
Ugaritic as iSd, "leg," with prothetic aleph, as noted by UT, Glossary, 
No. 394, pp. 367 f. On the interchange of t and din the Northwest Se
mitic dialects, compare Heb. siipat, "to place," with Ugar. tpd, "to 
place"; Heb. siirat, "to serve," but Ugar. srd, "to serve, honor" (cf. 
NoTE on Ps viii 2). The fact that Ugar. iSd contains a prothetic aleph 
increases the probability that the plural Phoenician form ':ftt, usually d~ 
fined as "pillars," or "pillared hall," has been correctly interpreted; cf. 
Harris, A Grammar of Phoenician, p. 83, and Donner and Rollig, KAI, 
II, p. 55. 

the Just One. The sense of this much-canvassed verse becomes pellucid 
once ~addiq is recognized as a divine appellative which recurs in Pss 
xxxi 19 and lxxv 11. The complaint of the poet is not unlike the 
reasoning of the practical atheist in Ps x 4-5, who was convinced 
that God in his heavens was too far removed to intervene in behalf 
of justice. 

4. his holy seat. Ps xlvii 9, kisse' qodSo, "his holy throne," suggests 
that the psalmist has here employed the poetic device known as the 
breakup of stereotyped phrases into their two components, placing one 
in the first colon and the other in the second half verse, with the result 
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that the two halves become still more tightly interlocked. The practice is 
Canaanite in origin, as may be inferred from UT, 2 Aqht:v: 10--11, 
hlk ktr ky'n wy'n tdrq !;ss, "The gait of Kothar indeed he eyes, and 
he eyes the tread of Khasis." The composite name ktr w!;ss is separated 
into its components, which are set in different halves of the verse. For 
the numerous biblical instances of this practice, consult Melamed, 
"Break-up of Stereotype Phrases," Studies in the Bible (Scripta Hiero
solymitana, VIII), pp. 115-53. The recognition of this poetic usage 
uncovers the perfect parallelism subsisting in 4a, with qodso, "his holy 
seat," balancing kis•'o, "his throne." Pss xxii 4 and cxiv 2 employ 
qfldos in the sense of "holy seat." 

His pupils assuy. One must agree with Ginsberg, LKK, p. 39, when 
commenting upon Ugar. 'p'pm, that "It is time the practice of rendering 
the Hebrew 'ap'appayim by 'eyelids' was discontinued; see Ps. 11 :4, 
for example." The metallurgical connotation of bal;ian is evident in the 
metallurgical passage of Jer vi 27-30. For example, Jer vi 27, 
w•teda' ubal;iantfl 'et darkflm, "And you shall know and assay their 
worth" (cf. NOTE on Ps x 5, on derek, "value, wealth"). 

5. the Just One. The doubts expressed in vss. 3-4 give way to 
thoughts of trust in divine justice. 

hates his own life. Parsing siin•'iih as an archaic Canaanite qatala 
form of the third-person singular masculine verb; other examples are 
found in Pss iv 7, xvi 6, xviii 35, Ixxxix 8; Isa xi 2; Eccles vii 27 (cf. 
xii 8) .) 

6. bellows, fire, and sulphur. Consonantal pl;iym allows several explana
tions, but in collocation with 'es and goprit, and in balance with 
ru"l;i zil'flpot, "scorching wind," an association with Prov xxvi 21 appears 
the most reasonable: pfll;iem (MT pel;iflm) I•g•l;ifllim w•'e.rlm I•'es 
w•'is midwflnim I•l;iarl;iar rib, "Bellows for hot coals, and logs for fire, 
and a quarrelsome man for kindling strife." Here pfll;iem is a contracted 
Northern dual from pwl;i, "to blow," and is morphologically akin to 
Jer vi 29, mappul;iem (MT mappiial;i me'dtiim), "bellows," a contracted 
dual as in Ugaritic-Phoenician and in some biblical passages, e.g., 
Job xxiv 11. 

their lot. Literally "the portion of their cup"; cf. Ps xvi 5; Isa Ii 17. 
A painted vase from Ras Shamra depicts El with a cup in his hand; see 
Schaeffer, AfO 20 (1963), 211, Fig. 30. 

7. the Just One. See NOTE on vs. 3. 
who loves just actions. The word order .f"diiqot 'iiheb may be of 

significance for the exegesis of disputed Ps xcix 4, w•'oz melek miSpii{ 
'flheb 'attiih konantii mesiirim, "The strongest king, the lover of justice, 
you established equity." 

Our face shall gaze upon. Translation of ya"Siir yel;z•zu piinemo is 
doubtful. This version assumes ·that the pronominal suffix -em0 of 
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plinemo refers to the first-person plural as in liimo in Ps xxviii 8 (see 
N om there) . The version proposed here is a statement of belief in 
the beatific vision in the afterlife; cf. Norn on Ps xvii 15. 

the Upright One. A divine appellative corresponding to ~addiq of vss. 
3, 5, 7. In other words, we have in this verse the breakup of the 
stereotyped phrase (as in vs. 4) found in Deut xxxii 4, 'el '•munlih 
w•'en 'liwel ~addiq w•yiiSlir hu', "A God of faithfulness and without 
iniquity, the Just and Upright One is he." The vision of God mentioned 
here is doubtless that of Pss xvi 11, xvii 15, xli 13, xlix 16, lxxiii 26, 
which suggest a belief in an afterlife in the presence of Yahweh. If 
perfect justice is not attained in this life, it will be in the next; this seems 
to be the ultimate motive for the psalmist's confidence. 



PSALM 12 

(xii 1-9) 

For the director; upon "the eighth." A psal.m of David. 

2 Help, 0 Yahweh, for the devoted man has ceased, 
faithful men have disappeared from the sons of men! 

3 Falsehood they speak, each with his neighbor, [2]* 
with pernicious lips and a double mind they speak. 

4 May Yahweh cut off all pernicious lips, [3] 
every tongue that speaks distortions, 

5 Those who boast, "By our tongue we are powerful, [4] 
our weapon is our lips, 

"\Vho shall master us?" 
6 "For the sobs of the poor, [5] 

the groans of the needy, 
Will I now arise," says Yahweh, 

"I will give my help to him who longs for it." 
7 The promises of Yahweh [6] 

are promises unalloyed, 
silver purged in a crucible, 
of clay refined seven times. 

8 You, 0 Yahweh, have protected us, [7] 
you have guarded us from everlasting, 0 Eternal One. 

9 On every side the wicked prowl, [8] 
digging pits for the sons of men. 

"' Verse numbers in RSV. 
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NOTES 

xii. Prayer for deliverance from personal enemies; a lament. 
1. the eighth. See NoTE on Ps vi 1. 
2. faithful men. Abstract '•munim, "fidelity," acquires a concrete 

meaning from its pairing with concrete /:iiisid, precisely as in Ps xxxi 
24; cf. discussion of this poetic practice in the NoTE on Ps v 8. 

have disappeared. The balance in Ps lxxvii 9 between 'iipes and giimar 
suggests that ki passu has undergone the ephaeresis of initial aleph. 
The loss of aleph after a vowel is occasionally attested in Ugaritic; e.g., 
pstbm for pistbm and ytmr for yitmr; UT, § 9.33. 

3. with. Though not preceded by e preposition, consonantal spt re
ceives one in translation by reason of its parallelism with b•/eb, on the 
principle of the double-duty preposition examined at Ps xxxiii 7. 

pernicious lips. Reading (for MT s•pat) siipot, the plural of siipiih, as 
in Ugaritic; see UT, § 8.12. In Hebrew one also finds the plural q•Siitot, 
"bows," es well as the Canaanite form qiisot in Ps cxli 9 and I Sam ii 4. 
Deriving J:ia/iiqot from J:ilq 11, Ugar. blq, "to perish"; compare Ps v 10, 
"With their tongue they bring death." Though the root J:ilq I, "to be 
smooth," is likewise predicated of lips and speech, the general stress of 
the psalm is upon the poisonous effects of slander upon a community. 

a double mind. Literally "a double heart." 
4. every tongue. kol of the first colon seems to modify liiSon in 

the second as well. 
speaks distortions. Vocalizing g•di/ot for MT g•dolot and deriving 

it from giidal, "to spin, weave," from which stems g•difim, "twisted 
threads, tassels." Cf. Ps xli 10, higdil 'iilay 'iiqob, "He spun slanderous 
tales abont me." There are illuminating analogies in Ps xxxi 21, rukse 
~,s, "the slanderings of men," where the root is rks, "to bind, join to
gether," and in Ps l 19, ta.rmld mirmiih, "You weave deceit." Ugar. srg, 
"to lie," in Arabic denotes "to plait, tress [saraja]." For relevant remarks 
on the semantic relationship between "to weave, twisi" and "to lie" see 
D. R. Hillers, Treaty-Curses and Old Testament Prophets (Rome, 1964), 
p. 73, n. 81. It may be observed that Felix Perles, Analekten zur Text
kritik des A/ten Testaments (Milnchen, 1895), II, p. 47, proposed the 
emendation daggiilut which signifies "lies" in Aramaic; the above explica
tion obviates the need for emendation. Cf. Biblica 45 (1964), 397. 

5. we are powerful. Explaining nagblr as a denominative verb from 
geber, "man, hero," just as Ps xx 8, nazklr, "we are strong," derives 
from ziikiir, "male." See Biblica 45 (1964), 396. 

our weapon. Relating 'ittenu (MT 'ittiinu) or 'etenu to the substantive 
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'et that denotes a cutting instrument of iron, usually translated "plow
shares," in I Sam xiii 20, 21; Isa ii 4 II Mic iv 3. Cf. also Isa xxx 8; and 
for II Kings vi 5, see Gray, I & II Kings, p. 460. 

6. sobs of the poor. That sod 'aniyim does not signify "oppression 
of the poor" or "violence done the poor" follows from these consider
ations. First, its balance with 'enaqat 'ebyonim suggests that 'aniyim is a 
subjective rather than an objective genitive. Second, in Mal ii 13, 'anaqah 
is parallel to dim'iih, "tears," and b•ki, "weeping"; hence sod should 
denote something similar. Finally, UT, 125 :34 seems to attest to such a 
root: al tst bsdm mmh, "Let her not dry up (root mt) her waters by 
sobbing," which seems to be synonymous with 125:26--28, al tkl bn qr 
'nk my (!) risk udm't, "Do not exhaust, my son, your eye with flowing, 
the water of your head with tears." Ginsberg, LK.K, p. 26, has tentatively 
proposed a similar rendition of line 34, "Let not her waters be dried up 
with grief (Sdm) ." 

I will give. This nuance of sit is commented upon at Ps xxi 7. 
my help. Explaining the b of b•yefo' as an emphasizing particle, ful

filling here the function of the possessive suffix; cf. discussion at Ps 
xxix 4. 

7. promises of Yahweh. This signification of 'imarot, sufficiently at
tested, is chosen here by reason of the translation adopted in vs. 6b. 

purged in a crucible. Reading (for MT ba'alil lii'tire~) be'•li lii'iire~. 

omitting the final lamedh, an instance of dittography. Equating the sub
stantive '•li with that found in Job xxx 17, layliih •a~iimay niqqar 
me'•li (MT me'iilay), "At night my bones are hotter than a caldron"; 
and xxx 30, 'ori siif:iar me'•li (MT me'iilay) w•·~mi f:iiiriih minni f:ioreb, 
"My skin is blacker than a caldron, and my bones are hotter than a 
scorching wind." Though an uncertain phrase precludes the perfect 
understanding of Prov xxvii 22, the parallelism seems sufficient to es
tablish the sense of '•Ii: 'im tiktos 'et hii'•wil bammaktes b•tok hiiripot 
ba'•lr lo' tiisur me'iiliiyw 'iwwiiliito, "Though you should pound a fool 
in a mortar, among grits in a crucible, his folly will not leave him." 
The balance with maktes, "mortar," is a solid indication of the meaning 
of '011. Cf. further Prov xvi 27; Ar. gala, ingala, "to boil, simmer," pro
vides a satisfactory etymology. Heb 'oliih, "whole burnt offering," is 
apparently related, as proposed by Fritz Hommel, Die Altisraelitische 
Uberlieferung (Miinchen, 1897), p. 279. 

of clay refined. Taking l in lii'iire~ in the frequent Ugaritic-Hebrew 
sense "from." For 'ere~. "clay," see J. L. Kelso, The Ceramic Vocabulary 
of the Old Testament (New Haven, 1948), p. 39. This too is the meaning 
of 'ere~ in Lam ii 21, siik•bu lii'iire~ f:iu~ot na'ar w•ziiqen, "In the mud 
of the streets lie the young and the old," which is to say that 'ere~ 

f:iusot, often emended, is the equivalent of fit f:i~ot (Ps xviii 43; Zech 
ix 3, etc.), "mud of the streets." One may remark further that fit, "mud, 
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mire," likewise denotes "potter's clay" in Isa xli 25 and "brick-clay" in 
Nah iii 14. 

8. have protected us. The reading tism•rem becomes capable of an 
explanation in light of the poetic principle of balancing a pronominal 
suffix (in this case found in ti~~·rennu) with an enclitic mem; cf. NoTE 
onPsx17. 

you have guarded us from everlasting. The poet offers a reason why 
Yahweh should continue to watch over the just. The psalmists often 
appeal to Yahweh's former mercies as motive for his intercession in the 
present straits. 

0 Eternal One. Interpreting zu l•'oliim not as an epithet or appellative 
but as a divine name. Thus while it signifies "The One of Eternity" 
(cf. NOTE on Ps xxiv 6), it can nevertheless be understood as vocative 
(courtesy D. N. Freedman). Of course, it would make an excellent 
parallel to vocative yahweh. 

9. digging pits. The translation is problematical. Reading (for MT 
k•rum zullut) infinitive absolute kiiro m•zalot. The verb kiiriih, "to dig," 
is well known, but the verb mzl, evidently related to nzl, "to fall," is 
hypothetical. Cf. UT, K.rt:99-100, 'wr mzl ymzl, a disputed clause, but 
which in view of Matt xv 14 might be rendered, "The blind man falls 
into the ditch." In Qumran Hodayot, 11.5, the phrase mzl spty may pos
sibly mean "the flow of my lips," from mzl, "to fall." See Gregorianum 
43 (1962), 78. 



PSALM 13 

(xiii 1-6) 

For the director. A psalm of David. 

2 How long, 0 Yahweh? Will you eternally forget me? 
How long will you turn your face from me? 

3 How long must I place doubts in my soul, [2]* 
creating grief in my heart? 

How long must my Foe rejoice over me? 
4 Look at me, answer me, 0 Yahweh, my Codi [3] 

Enlighten my eyes, avert the sleep of death! 
5 Lest my Foe should boast, "I overcame him!" [4] 

Lest my Adversary should exult when I stumble. 
6 But I will trust in your kindness; [5] 

let my heart rejoice in your saving help. 
Then shall I sing to Yahweh, [6] 

since the Most High is a benefactor. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 

NOTES 

xiii. The lament of a man on the verge of death. Temporarily 
abandoned by God, the psalmist begins to harbor doubts about the 
goodness of Yahweh. His confidence prevails, however, and be promises 
to praise Yahweh for the deliverance from death which he feels God 
will grant him. 

2. eternally forget me. "Eternally" may have a twofold meaning 
here. Should God continually ignore the prayer of the psalmist, the 
psalmist would pass on to Sheol, forever cut off from God's remem
brance and love; cf. Ps lxxxviii 6. 

turn your face from me. Deriving tasfir from sur (LXX apostrepseis); 
consult NoTE on Ps x 11. 

3. doubts in my soul. The disputed substantive 'efot can passably be 
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derived from Ar. nagat;la, "to shake, totter," which scholars generally 
agree is found in UT, 68:17-18, nhr 'z lymk ltng~n pnth lydlp tmnh, 
"River is strong, he does not fall; his joints do not wobble, his frame 
does not collapse." The substantive probably recurs in Ps cvi 43, 
p•'iimim rabbot y~{ilem w•hemmiih yamru ba'a~iitiim wayyiimokku 
ba'awoniim, "Many times he delivered them, but they rebelled in their 
doubt and were brought low through their malevolence." What should 
be remarked here is the collocation of •a~iitiim and yiimakku; if our 
derivation from ng~ is sound, then we have here the two roots which 
are collocated in UT, 68:17, lymk ltng~n. The semantic nexus between 
"to shake, totter" and "doubt" is present in I Sam xxv 31, puqiih, 
"anguish of conscience," from puq, "to reel, totter." Cf. Luke xxiv 
38, "Why are you disturbed, and why do doubts arise in your minds?". 

creating grief. Reading (for MT yomiim) yomem, qal participle from 
*ymm, a by-form of Ugar. ybm, which probably denotes "to create, 
beget." Thus the goddess Anath is called both ybmt Zimm and ymmt 
Zimm; UT, § 5.33. For this meaning of ybm-ymm, see W. F. Albright 
apud Millar Burrows in BASOR 77 (1940), 7 f. This hypothesis bids 
fair to bring sense out of Ps !xviii 18, 'iidon yiibam (MT 'adoniiy 
biim) sinay baqqodes, 'The Lord created Sinai as his sanctuary." Cf. 
Exod xv 17 and Ps lxxviii 54. Cf. UT, 2 Aqht:VI:41, wblb tqny, "But 
in her heart she creates." 

my Foe. I.e., Death. In Canaanite mythology the chief enemy of 
Baal, the god of life and fertility, was Mot, the god of death and 
sterility. Much of this imagery has passed over into the religious 
vocabulary of the psalmists; cf. NOTE on Ps xviii 4. 

rejoice over me. The phrase yiirum 'oy•bi 'iiliiy is evidently meant 
to counterbalance vs. 5, ~iiray yiigilu. Just as siimeaJ:t denotes both 
"to rejoice" and "to be high" (cf. Jonas C. Greenfield, HUCA 30 
[1959], 141-51), so rum can also denote "to rejoice" as well as "to 
be high." The clearest biblical example, because yiirumu is balanced 
by yiigilu, is Ps lxxxix 17, as noted by L. Kopf in VT 9 (1959), 249. 
This version sharpens the contrast between the sorrow of the psalmist 
and the Schadenfreude of his enemy, Death. 

4. Look at me. I.e., instead of turning your face from me. The 
balance with 'aneni permits one to understand the suffix as attaching 
to both imperatives. In fact, the energic ending of habbifiih may be 
intended as the metrical surrogate for the suffix, just as the energic 
ending in Hab ii 17 is meant to balance the pronominal suffix of the 
first colon: kl J:tamas l•biin6n y•kassekkii w•sod b•hem6t y•J:tltan, "The 
violence of Lebanon will cover you and the ravaging of the Great Ridge 
will terrify you." The parallelism between a pronominal suffix and an 
energic ending is analogous to that between a pronominal suffix and an 
enclitic mem, discussed in the NOTES on Pss x 17 and xii 8. 
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Enlighten my eyes. As in vs. 2, a twofold meaning may be intended. 
First, the phrase means "to restore to health" (cf. Ps xxxviii 11), 
and secondly, it may denote "to grant immortality," since "to see 
the light" is idiomatic for "to enjoy immortality," as noted at Ps 
xxxvi 9-10. The parallelism with "avert the sleep of death," which 
likewise may bear a double sense, sustains this interpretation. 

avert the sleep of death. This is a request for both restoration to 
health and the gift of immortality. Reading panne 'I.Mn hammiiwet for 
MT pen 'ifon hammiiwet. Parsing panne as piel imperative of piinah, "to 
turn aside," as in Zeph iii 15, hMir yhwh m•fopp•fayik (MT miJpiifayik) 
pinniih 'oy•bek, "Yahweh has removed your smiters, has turned aside 
your foe." See BOB, p. 815b. Thus the two imperatives hiiiriih and 
panne perfectly balance the two imperatives of the first colon, habbltiih 
(energic like hiiiriih) and •aneni. The root of substantive ison is yfo, 
"to sleep," and the phrase 'fMn hammiiwet is conceptually equivalent to 
Prov xx 20, isun bosek, "the sleep of darkness." Since bosek here equals 
Sheol or Death, the equivalence of the two phrases is evident. See 
Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 14 f. 

The phrase 'Ison hammiiwet should be compared to the parallelism 
between qbr and fot in UT, 1 Aqht:150-51, hm t'pn 'l qbr bny 
tSbfann bfoth, "If they should fly over the grave of my son, if they 
should disturb him in his sleep"; cf. Driver, CML, p. 63, n. 5. 

5. Lest. The force of pen, "lest," in the first colon extends to the 
second half verse; hence the translation "Lest my Adversary." 

my Foe. As in vs. 3, Death is signified. 
I overcame him. Proposals to emend y•koltiu to yiikolti lo (e.g., 

Kraus, Psalmen) may safely be shelved in view of the syntax of 
synonymous l'y, "to overcome, prevail over," in UT, Krt:33, Jnt tluan, 
"sleep overcomes him." The fact that l'y governs a direct accusative 
object is a strong argument in support of the MT pointing y•koltlu. 

my Adversary. Plurale majestatis ~iiray is another name for the 
psalmist's archrival, Mot. Consult the discussion of the plural of majesty 
'oy•bay, "my Foe," in the NOTE on Ps xviii 4. There are but three 
actors in the psalm, making a dramatic picture of the psalmist caught 
between Yahweh and. Mot. 

should exult. The verb yiigilu suggests several analyses. It may be a 
plural form corresponding to the plural form (though singular in 
meaning) of the subject ~iiray; at Ps xlvi 5 it is noted that the plural of 
excellence '•lohlm is occasionally accompanied by a plural verb. One 
may also parse yiigilu as the Canaanite singular form, an archaic 
usage remarked at Pss x 2, xxxii 9, butli 5 and Job xxxvii 3. 

when I stumble. The verb 'emmof is freighted with connotations; here 
it connotes stumbling into the jaws of Death. In fact, in Ps !xvi 9 
mat may well be a poetic name for the underworld: ha.fsiim napsenu 
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bal;iayylm w•lo' niitan lamm6t raglenu, "Who has kept us among the 
living and has not put our foot in the Quagmire." Cf. Ps cxxi 3. 

6. the Most High. For MT 'iiliiy, perhaps one should read 'eli, the 
divine appellative studied at Ps vii 9. It might be observed that LXX 
reads, "And I shall hymn the name of the Lord, the Most High," 
an addition which scholars describe as a reminiscence of Ps vii 18. 

is a benefactor. Or, "has dealt bountifully." Note the beneficence 
of 'ly in UT, 126:111:7-8, n'm lar~ mtr b'[l] wlsd mtr 'ly, "Sweet to 
the earth is the rain of Baal, and to the field the rain of the Most 
High ('ly)." 



PSALM 14 

(xiv 1-7) 

For the director. Of David. 

The fool says in his heart: 
"There is no God." 

They perform corrupt, abominable deeds; 
there is no one who does good. 

2 From heaven Yahweh looks down, 
upon the sons of men, 

To see if there be one who ponders, 
one who searches for God. 

3 Each one is stubborn, 
together they are depraved; 

There is no one who does good, 
no, not a single one. 

4 Don't they know, all the evildoers, 
that they who devour his people, 

Devour the grain of Yahweh 
they did not harvest. 

S See how they have formed a cabal, 
but God is in the assembly of the just. 

6 The council of the poor will humiliate it, 
for Yahweh is its refuge. 

7 0 that out of Zion would come the salvation of Israeli 
with Yahweh restoring the fortunes of his people. 

Then let Jacob rejoice and Israel be happy. 

NOTES 

xiv. Though commonly classified as a lament, this psalm has many 
points of contact with Wisdom Literature and could, with equal validity, 
be put in the category of Wisdom psalms. 

This psalm is very similar to Ps liii, though both were evidently 
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transmitted through different channels and finally incorporated into 
different books of the Psalter. There are several striking textual varia
tions in the two poems, but to emend one on the basis of the other 
would be temerarious; they may simply reflect Northern (Ps !iii) and 
Southern (Ps xiv) traditions. 

3. Each one. Cf. Gen xvi 12; Job xxiv 24; Eccles x 3; UT, 2 
Aqht:VI:38, mt kl amt, "The death of every man will I die," and 
Phoenician K.ilamuwa, 1:6, wkl sl!z yd, "And every man stretched 
forth his hand." 

is stubborn. Deriving siir, not from sur, "to turn aside," but from 
siirar, "to be stubborn, rebellious"; note the adjective sar, "stubborn, 
sullen," in I Kings xx 43, xxi 4, and Jer vi 28. 

4. his people. Apparently identical in meaning with vs. 7, 'ammo, "his 
people," 'ammi may be parsed as bearing the third-person suffix -y, 
studied in the NoTE on Ps ii 6. 

the grain of Yahweh. Well attested in Hebrew (BDB, p. 537a), 
lefzem, "grain," likewise bears this connotation in Ugaritic, though the 
glossaries of Gordon, Driver, and Aistleitner are not cognizant of 
this meaning. See Ginsberg, LKK, p. 47, on UT, 126:m:14, where 
lfzm is parallel to yn, "wine," and smn, "oil," precisely as in Ps 
civ 15. 

For the imagery, see Num xiv 9, "Have no fear then of the people 
of the land, for they are grain for us (lafzmenu)," and St. Ignatius 
of Antioch, Epistle to the Romans, 4, I, "Grain of God am I, ground 
by the teeth of wild beasts." 

the grain . . . they did not harvest. The hick of relative pronoun 
with relative clauses is rather frequent in Psalms and Job; see NoTE on 
Ps xxxv 15. For qiirii', "to collect, harvest," see S. Speir in VT 3 (1953), 
307, with references to earlier studies; Ps cxlvii 9, noten lib•hemiih 
lafzmiih libne 'oreb 'afor yiqrii'u, "Who gives to the cattle their 
grain, to the crows that which they gather," should be added to his 
examples. For the usage in Prov xxvii 16, see Zorell, ZLH, p. 734b. 

5. See how. For El Amarna 8umma, "behold!", see W. L. Moran 
in JCS 7 (1953), 78-80, and Dahood in Biblica 38 (1957), 306--9. 
New examples are in Ps lxvi 6; Judg v 11; I Sam iv 4, vii 6 (cour
tesy Raphael Serra). E. Zolli, Il Salterio (Milano, 1951), p. 24, renders 
slim by Ecco La but provides no explanatory note. 

formed a cabal. The persons described here recall those depicted 
in Ps ii 1-2. Since traditional "they feared a fear" is not feasible in 
the context (cf. Briggs, CECBP, I, p. 107), one must seek another 
root in piifz•du pafzad. Ugar. pbd, "flock"; Palmyrene pafzdii, "family, 
clan, tribe" (W. F. Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity, 2d 
ed. [Anchor Books, 1957], p. 248, n. 71), and the balance with 
dor, "assembly," are the basis for the present version. The precise 
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nuance "cabal" (which may have to be modified) is inferred from Ps 
lxiv 2, pal;zad 'oyeb, which equals sod m•re'im, "council of wicked 
men," and rig'Sat po'ale 'iiwen, "concourse of evildoers." On the basis 
of Ps xci 5 and Song of Sol iii 8, pal;zad may also be rendered 
"pack." 

assembly of the just. On Ugaritic-Hebrew dor, "family, assembly," 
see Frank J. Neuberg in INES 9 (1950), 216. Cf. Pss xlix 20, dor, 
'abotiiyw, "the assembly of his fathers," and cxii 2, dor y•sarim, "the 
assembly of the upright." Compare Ps cxi 1, sod y•safim, "the council 
of the upright," which suggests that Pss cxi and cxii come from the 
same poet (courtesy E. Vogt) . In other words, dor ~addiq is synon
ymous with Ps i 6, derek ~addiqim, an indication that both psalms 
belong to the same literary genre, namely, Wisdom Literature. 

6. The council of the poor. On 'e~iih, "council," see second NoTB 
on Ps i 1. 

will humiliate it. Namely, the cabal of unbelievers. Vocalizing tobiso 
for MT tiibisu. The pronominal suffix o of tobiSo refers back to 
pal;zad; for this unusual suffix with the imperfect, see Hos viii 3, 
yird•po; Exod xxii 29, titt•n6; and GK, § 60d. Admittedly ad hoc, 
this solution will be dispensed with when a better solution is proposed 
for this enigmatic verse. 

Yahweh is its refuge. To be compared with Ps i 6, "But Yahweh 
shall safekeep the assembly of the just." 

7. restoring the fortunes. For the various shades of meaning of 
sub s•but, see most recently Henri Cazelles, "L'expression hebraique 
sub s•but viendrait-elle de I'accadien d'Assarhaddon?" in GLECS 9 
(1961), 57-60. There is a good treatment in Zorell, ZLH, p. 826a. 



A psalm of David. 

PSALM 15 

(xv 1-5) 

Yahweh, who shall be a guest in your tent? 
Who shall dwell upon your holy mountain? 

2 He who walks with integrity and practices justice, 
and speaks the truth from his heart. 

3 He who does not trip over his tongue, 
who does no wrong to his fellowman, 
and casts no slur on his neighbor. 

4 The despicable man is rejected from his presence, 
but those who fear Yahweh he feasts. 

He swore to do no wrong and did not waver. 
s His money he does not lend at interest, 

nor accept compensation from the hungry. 
Who does these things will never stumble. 

NOTES 

xv. A liturgy specifying the moral qualities required for admission 
to the temple. It may also be classified as a Wisdom psalm. 

1. in your tent. The presence of 'ohel and yiskon in the same verse 
echoes the Canaanite balance of ahlm, "tents," with m'Sknt, "taber
nacles," in UT, 128:m: 18-19. Contrast Ps v 5, "No evil man can be 
your guest." 

2. from his heart. b in bil•babO denotes "from," as so frequently 
in Ugaritic and Hebrew. Cf. Ps Ix 8, '•whim dibber b•qodso, "God 
spoke from his sanctuary"; Ps xcix 7, b•'ammud 'anan y•dabber •azehem, 
correctly rendered by CCD, "From the pillar of cloud he spoke to 
them." Further examples are discussed by Sarna in JBL 78 (1959), 
310--16, and by Dahood in Biblica 44 (1963), 300f. As a matter of 
fact, Driver, CML, p. 59b, renders UT, 1 Aqht:34-35, tbky pgt bm 
lb tdm' bm kbd, "Pughat wept from (her) heart, she sobbed from 
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(her) liver," though he does offer the alternate possibility of "in her 
heart," etc. 

3. trip over his tongue. This problematic version of riigal 'al l•sono 
considers the following elements. There is a pronounced penchant in 
Ugaritic and Hebrew to form denominative verbs from names of parts 
of the body; in Ugaritic, at least nine examples have been recognized. 
See Dahood, Biblica 43 (1962), 364, to which tqt~n, "to crouch," from 
q% "shin," should be added; and Biblica 44 ( 1963), 204 f. See also 
W. F. Albright, "The Beth Shemesh Tablet in Alphabetic Cuneiform," 
BASOR 173 (1964), 52, where (ltq is parsed as a denominative infixed 
-t- form of (lq, "bosom." Also, the image has good parallels in Pss xxxix 
2, "I will heed my steps lest I stumble over my tongue," and lxxiii 9, 
"They set their mouth against the heavens, and their tongue struts upon 
the earth." As Johannes Hempel points out in IDB, Ill, p. 954a, some 
humorous formulations are used in the pedagogic psalms to impress the 
young man on how he might keep his way pure. 

4. is reiected. Vocalizing as perfect niphal nim'as, rather than MT 
niphal participle nim'iis. After the niphal participle nibzeh, a finite verb 
is desiderated. 

from his presence. As in vs. 2, the b of b"'enayw denotes "from." 
There are two other convincing examples of this phrase: Prov i 17, 
ki (linniim m•zoriih hiiriiSet b<'ene kol ba'al kiiniip, "For stealthily 
is the net spread out, out of the sight of every winged creature," and 
Prov xx 8, melek yoseb 'al kisse' din m•ziireh b<'eniiyw kol rii.', "A 
king seated on the throne of judgment scatters from his presence 
every evil man." Just as no evil man c~ be a guest in Yahweh's 
tent (vs. 1, Pss v 5, xxiv 3), so the hospitality of the godly man 
does not extend to the wicked. See Ps ci 7, "No man who utters 
lies shall continue in my presence." 

he feasts. For this meaning of y•kabbed, see NoTR on Ps I 23. 
He swore to do no wrong. The construction nisba' l•hii.ra' becomes 

comprehensible in light of Isa liv 9, niSba'fi me'ahor, "I swore off be
coming angry." In other terms, l expresses the idea of separation, 
"from," as so often in Ugaritic and Hebrew; UT, § 10.1. See my article, 
"Note on Psalm 15, 4 (14, 4)," CBQ 16 (1954), 302. 

5. lend at interest. The prohibition of interest looks more to charitable 
loans made to the poor (Exod xxii 25; Lev xxv 35-37) to relieve 
distress than to purely business transactions. GB and BDB are cor
rect against KB and ZLH in subsuming ndek, "interest," under niiSak, 
"to bite," since both "to bite" and "interest" are written n!k in Ugaritic; 
see Virolleaud, Palais royal d'Ugarit, II, p. 212, and Aistleitner, WuS, 
No. 1875, p. 217. 

compensation. The balance with nesek, "interest," suggests this mean-
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ing of sol;zad, a nuance found in Prov vi 35 where sol;zad is paired with 
ki5per, "gift." Consult BDB, p. 1005a, and R. B. Y. Scott's translation 
(The Anchor Bible, vol. 18), p. 62, "He will not look at any com
pensation (soflad) /, Nor be mollified though you make him many gifts 
(koper)." 

from. This meaning of 'al was discussed in NoTE on Ps iv 7. The 
psalmist is thus seen to employ three different prepositions to express 
the various nuances of "from": b in vss. 2 and 4, l in vs. 4, and 'al 
in vs. 5. 

the hungry. For this sense of niiqi, see Amos iv 6, niqyi5n sinnayim, 
traditionally rendered "cleanness of teeth" (RSV), but more cor
rectly translated "hungry mouths" by J. B. Phillips, Four Prophets: 
Amos, Hosea, First Isaiah, Micah. A Modern Translation from the 
Hebrew (London, 1963), pp. xii, 12. 

The customary understanding of this verse, "and does not take a 
bribe against the innocent" (RSV), raises the question as to why specifi
cation should be made with respect to the innocent. All bribetaking 
was illegal, and no distinction should be made between taking bribes 
from the guilty or the innocent. 

will never stumble. I.e., will never encounter misfortune; cf. Ps 
xxx 7. 



1 A miktam of David. 

Preserve me, 0 El, 

PSALM 16 

(xvi 1-11) 

for I have sought refuge in you. 
2 I said, "O Yahweh, you are my Lord, my Good, 

there is none above you." 
3 As for the holy ones who were in the land, 

and the mighty ones in whom was all my delight: 
4 May their travail-pains be multiplied, 

prolong their lust. 
I surely will not pour libations to them from my hands, 

nor will I raise their names to my lips. 
S 0 Yahweh, you have portioned out my cup of smooth wine, 

you yourself have cast my lot. 
6 The lines have fallen for me in pleasant places, 

and the Most High has traced out my property. 
7 I will praise Yahweh who counsels me, 

and whose heart instructs me 
during the watches of the night. 

8 I keep Yahweh continually before me, 
indeed, from his right hand I will never swerve. 

9 And so my heart rejoices, 
my liver leaps with joy, 
and my body dwells at ease, 

10 Since you will not put me in Sheol, 
nor allow your devoted one to see the Pit. 

11 You will make me know the path of life eternal, 
filling me with happiness before you, 
with pleasures at your right hand forever. 
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NOTES 

xvi. This profession of faith was composed by a Canaanite convert 
to Yahwism. Verse 2 contains the professio fidei, vss. 3-4 are the 
abjuration of the false Canaanite gods he once served, while vss. 5-11 
enumerate the joys and blessings which issue from this newly found 
faith in Yahweh. Verses 10-11 are a statement of the poet's belief 
in immortality, a doctrine well known among the Canaanites. His union 
with Yahweh will be eternal. 

The language and style are peculiarly Phoenician, and there are three 
instances of the characteristic Phoenician scriptio defectiva. 

I. miktam of David. Probably an inscription on a stone slab, LXX 
stelographia; so H. L. Ginsberg in Louis Ginzberg Jubilee Volume, 
English Section, (New York, 1945), pp. 169f. The eighteenth-century 
etymology of J. D. Michaelis, who connected miktiim with ketem, 
"gold," and understood the inscription as gold-lettered, remains possible. 
In a Greek inscription studied by B. Lifshitz in ZDPV 76 (1960), 160, 
the word psyche, "stela" (Heb. nepd), was painted red, while the cunei
form signs of the name of Darius I in the Behistun Inscription were 
overlaid with lead to prevent erosion and to assist legibility. Cf. Job 
xix 23 and Kurt Galling, WO 2, 1 (1954), 3-6. 

0 El. The poet uses the ancient Canaanite and patriarchal designation 
of the chief deity. 

2. I said. Consonantal 'mrt is Phoenician orthography for 'iimarfi; 
see vs. 5 mnt and vs. 6 nl.zlt. Cf. GK, § 44i, and see now Isa xlvii 10, 
'mrt, which is read fully in lQisa, 'mrty. 

0 Yahweh. The lamedh of lyhwh is vocativum, which is quite fre
quent with divine names in Ugaritic; e.g., UT, 51:v:121, sm' laliyn 
b'l, "Listen, 0 Victor Baal." Cf. Norn on Ps iii 9. There is a similar 
vocative in Ps cxl 7, 'iimarfi lyhwh 'eli 'attlih ha'azlniih yhwh qol 
tal.znuniiy, "I said, 'O Yahweh, you are my God; hear 0 Yahweh, my 
plea for mercy.'" Here lyhwh is balanced by vocative yhwh in the 
second colon. -

none above you. I.e., you are peerless. This ancient formula sounds 
like the Canaanite profession of faith found in UT, 51 :rv:43-44 
(= 'nt:v:40-41), mlkn aliy[n] b'l !Ptn win d'lnh, "Our king is Victor 
Baal, our ruler; there is none above him." 

3. the holy ones. q•doslm is the name of the Canaanite deities; e.g., 
the Yel;lawmilk Inscription from Byblos calls the gods mpl.zrt qdsm, 
"the assembly of holy ones." For Ugaritic usage see Marvin H. Pope, 
El in the Ugaritic Texts (VTS, II; Leiden, 1955), p. 13, and for North
west Semitic and biblical citations, Luke Dequeker, "Les Qedosim du 
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Ps. LXXXIX a la lumiere des croyances semitiques," in Ephemerides 
Theologicae Lovanienses 39 (1963), 469-84. 

In the land. Refers to the land of Canaan. 
the mighty ones. This is another name for Phoenician gods. For the 

Phoenician parallelism between qdsm and 'dr, as here, see T. H. Gaster 
in JQR 37 (1947-48), 292. 

in whom was all my delight. The construct 'addire depends upon 
the genitive phrase kol l;zeptjl biim; see GK, § 130d. Related, though not 
identical, is UT, 52:65, ybn aJld, "O sons whom I bore," where bn is 
construct before the finite verb. Cf. UT, § 8.16, p. 56, and W. F. Al
bright in BASOR 82 (1941), 47. 

4. their travail-pains. This curse harks back to Gen iii 16 and em
ploys essentially the same terms: harbiih 'arbeh 'i~~·bOnek w•heronek, 
"I will greatly increase your travail-pains and your lust." 

prolong their lust. Though lacking a suffix, miihiir (initial mem may 
be an enclitic to be attached to preceding word) shares that of parallel 
·~~·bOtiim. Parsing 'al;zer as piel imperative, and deriving miihiir (join
ing final waw to next word) from hrr, "to lust," parallel to l;zmd, "to 
desire," in UT, 75:1:38-39, b'l l;zmdm yl;zmdm bn dgn yhrrm, "Baal 
greatly desires them, Dagan's son lusts after them." The fact that Baal 
is the subject of yhrr points up the appositeness of the psalmist's choice 
of words to curse the gods he once worshiped. The correct derivation 
of heron in Gen iii 16 originates from Chaim Rabin, Studies in the 
Bible (Scripta Hierosolymitana, VIII), p. 391. For another possible oc
currence of hrr, in association with l;zmd, see Ps Ix.viii 17 and Dahood, 
Biblica 45 (1964), 404. 

There may be an allusion in this curse to the Astarte plaques rep
resenting a naked female goddess of fertility that are found in con
siderable numbers in Palestinian sites of the Late Bronze Age and the 
Early Iron Age. 

I surely will not pour. The waw detached from mhrw and prefixed 
to bl may serve an emphasizing function; cf. NoTE on Ps iv 7. 

libations to them. The value of the suffix of niskehem is datival; 
see NOTE on Ps xx 3. The real sense of the balancing clauses is, "I 
will neither worship nor swear by false gods"; these two ideas are 
juxtaposed in Ps xxiv 4. 

from my hands. Consonantal mdm should perhaps be pointed mid
dem, the preposition min followed by the Northern contracted dual for 
"hands," and should be compared with such Ugaritic expressions as UT, 
68:13, bd b'l km nfr, "From the hands of Baal like an eagle," or 
1008: 19-20, w bd bnh 'd 'lm, "Nor from the hands of his sons for
ever." Other examples of contracted or Northern duals appear in 
Jer vi 29; Job xvii 2, xxi 16, xxiv 10; Prov xxvi 21; see NoTE on 
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Ps xvii 4, where the same balance between "hands" and "lips" is found. 
See also Dahood, Biblica 43 ( 1962), 298. The lack of the pronominal 
suffix with middem, "my hands," may be explained either on the prin
ciple of the double-duty suffix, parallel s•patay being furnished with 
one, or by the frequently attested practice of omitting the suffix with 
names of parts of the body. For example UT, 1 Aqht:1:34-35, tbky 
pgt bm lb tdm' bm kbd, "Pughat weeps in her heart, she cries in her 
liver." Further examples have been collected by Michael C. Astour in 
RHR 164 (1963), 6, n. 4. 

raise their names. This is the metaphor of drinking a chalice. 
5. you have portioned out. Vocalizing consonantal mnt as manua, 

another instance of Phoenician scriptio defectiva, which also charac
terizes the Book of Ecclesiastes. On I Sam i 4, manot, "portions of a 
sacrifice," cf. Gaster, Thespis, 1961, p. 338. 

my cup of smooth wine. Literally "my smooth (wine) and my cup," a 
case of hendiadys. Relating f:relql to f:ralaq, to be "smooth"; cf. UT, 
1084: 1-3, yn tb •.. yn d l tb ... yn !Jlq, "sweet wine ... wine that 
is not sweet ... smooth wine." The smooth wine symbolizes a tranquil 
and happy existence as opposed to the cup of fury that Jerusalem 
received from the hand of Yahweh (Isa Ji 17) or the bowl with bitter 
dregs that the wicked must imbibe (Ps lxxv 9). In the twenty-third
twenty-fourth campaigns at Ras Shamra (1960-61) a pitcher with a 
reddish-brown painting that shows the seated god El with a goblet in his 
right hand was unearthed. There can be little doubt that the personage 
represented is El, since texts found hard by contain a description of 
El the banquet-giver. He is said to invite hi5 seventy children to eat 
and drink. Virolleaud, who does not give the original text, renders, 
"Mangez, o dieux, et buvez, buvez encore." See Virolleaud, CRAIBL, 
1962 (appeared 1963), 110 f., and for a reproduction of the painted 
pitcher, C. F. A. Schaeffer, AfO 20 (1963), 211, Fig. 30. 

you yourself have cast my lot. If the pointing tomlk is correct, the 
root is ymk, a by-form of mkk, "to sink, fall." The verb yamak would 
seem to underlie the strange form in Prov v 5, raglehii yor•dot 
mawet s•'ol ~··adeha yitmokii. "Her feet go down to Death, her steps 
sink into Sheol." yitmoku is parsed as an in.fixed -t- conjugation of ymk; 
cf. Ugaritic infixed -t- conjugation itrt from yrt. In other words 
tomlk, "you make fall," creates a fine balance to vs. 6 niip•lu. With 
the brace mkk-ymk, compare f:rmm-yf:rm. 

6. and the Most High. As in Ugaritic, the conjunction 'ap, "also," 
has lost its emphatic quality and simply denotes "and"; consult Norn 
on Ps xviii 49. Reading the divine appellative 'eli, studied in the Norn 
on Ps vii 9, for MT 'iiliiy. This reading creates an inclusio which en
closes vss. 5-6; vs. 5 begins with yhwh and vs. 6 closes with 'eli. 

has traced out. Parsing siip•riih as third-person singular masculine pret-
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erite with archaic verbal ending, as in Ps iv 7 and elsewhere. Relating the 
verb to siibar, "to measure," to AI. sahara, ''to measure," a verb which 
apparently occurs in Job xxxviii 10, wii'e"Sbor 'iiliiyw l;zuqql wii'iifim 
b•r1a1;z ud•liitiiyim, "And I traced out its limits, and set bars and two 
doors." This explanation of the Job passage, set forth by Gaster in 
Thespis, (New York, 1950, not, however, in the 1961 edition), p. 456, 
has been proffered again by A. Guillaume in Promise and Fulfilment, 
S. H. Hooke Anniversary Volume (Edinburgh, 1963), p. 123. The non
phonemic interchange of labials b and p (cf. Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 10, 
32f., 43) has recently been documented in the Ugaritic personal name 
yp'l where one would expect yb'l, UT, 2027:4, and in an unpublished 
tablet in which ypky (=ybky) is paired with ydm', "he weeps." 

For the motif of the Most High determining boundaries, see Deut 
xxxii 8, b•hanl;iel 'elyon goylm b•haprldo b•ne 'iidiim, "When the Most 
High gave the nations their patrimony, when he separated the sons of 
men. 11 

my property. On nal;ialat, see NOTE on Ps ii 8. The spelling again is 
defective, without the final -y, as in vs. 2, 'mrt. Or it may be feminine 
absolute of Phoenician form, sharing the suffix of li. 

7. whose heart. Literally "his kidneys"; the suffix of kilyotay is 
third-person masculine, as in Phoenician; cf. NoTE on Ps ii 6. Cf. Ps 
xxxiii 11, mal;zS•bOt libbO, "The thoughts of his (God's) heart." The 
similarity of the phrase yiss6runl kilyotay with UT, 127:26, ywsrnn 
ggnh, "His inward parts instruct him," has been commented upon by 
Ginsberg, LKK, p. 48. 

watches of the night. For this meaning of plural Wot, see Pss xcii 3, 
cxxxiv 1. 

8. Compare mlmlnl bal 'emmot with Pss xvii 4 and xxi 8, b•l;zesed 
'elyon bal yimmot, "From the love of the Most High he will not swerve." 
The balance of "before me" with "right hand" equivalently recurs in 
Ps xxxviii 18 and Job xviii 12, y•hi rii'eb 'ono w•'ed niikon l•~al'o, 

"Let the Hungry One be the one to meet him, with Death stationed at 
his side." 

from his right hand. The suffix of mlmlnl is third-person masculine, 
as in vs 7. 

9. my heart .•. my liver. Cf. UT, 75:1:12-13, il n:l;zq bm lb 
wygmd. bm kbd, "El laughs in his heart and chuckles in his liver." 

rejoices • • . leaps with joy. The parallelism of siimea1;z and gil is 
recorded in UT, 125:14-15, bl;zyk abn n"Smb blmtk ngln, "In your life 
eternal, our father, we rejoice, in your immortality we leap with joy." 

10. you will not put me. Deriving ta'azob from 'zb 11, Ugar. 'db, 
"to put," which occurs in parallelism with ntn, as here, in UT, 
2 Aqht:v:26-28, bd dnil ytnn qst lbrkh y'db qtt, "Into the hands 
of Daniel he puts the bow, upon his knees he places the arrows." See 
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M. Dahood, "The Root 'zb 11 in Job," in JBL 78 (1959), 303-9. The 
synonymous use of 'iizab n and niitan can be seen in Gen xxxix 4, 6; 
Neb ix 27, 28; and possibly in Ps x 14. Full treatment of vs. IO can be 
found in JBL 78 (1959), 308, n. 16. 

The psalmist firmly believes that he will be granted the same privilege 
accorded Enoch and Elijah; he is convinced that God will assume him 
to himself, without suffering the pains of death. This sentiment is also 
expressed in Pss xlix 16 and lxxiii 24. 

11. the path of life eternal. Within the context of vss. 10-11, 
!zayylm denotes "eternal life," precisely as in UT, 2 Aqht:v1:27-29, 
irs tzym watnk blmt waJlfzk aJsprk 'm b'l Jnt 'm bn ii tspr yrbm, "Ask 
for eternal life and I will give it to you, immortality and I will bestow 
it upon you. I will make you number years with Baal, with the gods 
you will number months." The balance with blmt, "immortality," clearly 
points to the denotation of tzym. Cf. Prov xii 28, b•'oratz ~·diiqiih !zayylm 
w•derek n•tlbiih 'al miiwet, "In the path of virtue is eternal life, and 
the treading of her way is immortality." Consult Dahood, Biblica 41 
(1960), 176--81, and Scott (The Anchor Bible, vol. 18), pp. 91 f. 

filling me with happiness. Vocalizing pie! infinitive absolute fabbea' 
instead of MT soba'; a verbal element is required to keep the sentence 
in motion. Cf. Norn on Ps xlix 4. It may or may not be significant that 
the dis legomenon plural s•miifzot occurs in highly Phoenicianizing con
texts; see NOTE on Ps xiv 16. Syntactically, s•miifzot is an accusative 
of material-with-which. 

before you. Compare 'et piinekii with Phoen. 't pn mlqrt, "in the pres
ence of Melqarth"; see A. Dupont-Sommer, Semitica 3 ( 1950), 44; and 
M. Lidzbarski, Kanaaniiische lnschriften (Giessen, 1907), 52.8. Cf. Ps 
ex! 14. 

with pleasures at your right hand. n•'imot, like s•miifz6t, is also an 
accusative of material-with-which, like UT, 'nt:n:40--41, {I smm tskh 
rbb nskh kbkbm, "With dew the heavens anoint her, with spray the 
stars anoint her." The same construction occurs in Ps civ 15, w•yayin 
y•famma!z l•bab '•nas, "With wine he gladdens the heart of man." 

The theme of being feted at the right hand of God has literary 
antecedents in UT, 51:v:107-10, st alp qdmh ~ra wtk pnh t'db ksu 
wyttb lymn aliyn b'l, "An ox is set before him, a fatted one directly in 
front of him. A throne is placed and he is seated to the right of Victor 
Baal." 



A prayer of David. 

PSALM 17 

(xvii 1-15) 

Hear, 0 Yahweh, my plea for vindication; 
attend to my cry, 

Give ear to my prayer. 
Destroy deceitful lips! 

2 Let my justice shine before you, 
may your eyes gaze upon my integrity. 

3 Examine my heart, probe me at night, 
test me with fire, 

You will find no idolatry in me. 
4 My mouth has not transgressed 

against the works of your hands, 
To the command from your lips have I hewed. 

5 My legs held firmly to the rugged paths, 
from your tracks my feet never swerved. 

6 I call upon you-
0 that you would answer me, 0 Ell 
Turn your ear to me, 

listen to my words. 
7 Fell those who revile you, 0 Savior, 

with your right hand muzzle your assailants! 
8 Guard me as the pupil in your eye, 

hide me in the shadow of your wings, 
9 From the fury of the wicked who would rend me, 

of my deadly foes who encircle me. 
10 They are clogged with their blubber, 

with their mouth they speak arrogance itself. 
11 My legs tottered, they surrounded me, 

they fixed their eyes 
To pitch me into the very Land of Perdition, 
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12 Like a lion that is avid for prey, 
like a young lion that lurks in ambush. 

13 Arise, 0 Yahweh, confront his fury, 
bring him low; 

Rescue my life from the wicked who wars on you. 
14 Slay them with your hand, 0 Yahweh, 

slay them from the earth, 
Make them perish from among the living! 
But as for your treasured ones-

fill their belly, 
May their children enjoy abundance, 

and leave their wealth to their offspring. 
15 At the vindication 

I will gaze upon your face; 
At the resurrection 

I will be saturated with your being. 

NOTES 

93 

xvii. Though this psalm is generally classed as an individual lament, 
a clearer understanding of the psalms of innocence, especially v, xxvi, 
and cxxxix, shows that it too belongs to this Gattung. The poet has 
been falsely accused of worshiping idols and asks for vindication. 

1. my plea for vindication. Apparently the direct object of sim'ah, 
and hence something audible, and parallel to rinnatl and t<pillatl, ~edeq 
must mean something like this, as recognized by Zorell, ZLH, p. 683b, 
for this passage and for Ps iv 2; cf. also Ps l 6 and Job xxxiii 32. 
The first-person suffix is forthcoming from those of the parallel nouns 
on the strength of the principle discussed at Ps iii 4 and which 
operates in vss. 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8 of this poem. 

Destroy deceitful lips. This phrase strikes the theme of the psalm; 
the poet has been falsely accused. Cf. Pss xii 4, Iv 10. 

Reading (for MT b<lo') balle', pie! imperative of bl', "to wear out, 
destroy," a by-form of balah, that is preserved in the Ugaritic sub
stantive nbl't, "flame," and in Jer xxxviii 12, b<lo'e hass<f:zabot, "tattered 
rags," which appears in vs. 11 as b<loye hass•f:zabot. Clearly, then, 
bl' is a by-form of blh. Cf. Job xxx 28, qoder hiilaktl b"lu' (MT 
bc/o') f:zammah, "I went about blackened, seared by the sun." 

2. shine before you. Since the verse speaks of visual activity, ye~e' 
makes better sense when taken in the Ugaritic-Arabic sense "to be 
clean, to shine." This nuance is rather frequent in Hebrew, as ad-
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mitted by a number of scholars; cf. Pss xxxvii 6, !xv 9, lxxiii 7; Isa 
xiii 10; Hos vi 3; Job xxviii 1. For bibliography, see Dahood in 
Sacra Pagina, I, p. 274, n. 3, and PNWSP, p. 52, n. 3. Especially 
relevant are Ps xxxvii 6, "And he will make your justice shine like 
the sun, and your cause like the noonday," and Isa !xii 1, "Until 
her vindication shine like the sun, and her salvation glow like a torch"; 
see Ginsberg, LKK, p. 45, and S. Esh in VT 4 (1954), 305 ff. 

before you. For this meaning of mill•paneka, see I Kings viii 54. 
The practice of heaping up prepositions is typically Phoenician; cf. 
Friedrich, PPG, § 253. Other biblical instances are in Deut iv 32; 
Isa xxxvii 26; Sirach xv 14, and, above all, in Ecclesiastes; see 
H. Cazelles in GLECS 8 (1958), 21. 

my integrity. Its balance with mispa(i, "my justice," permits 
mesarim to dispense with a formal suffix; cf. NOTE on vs. 1 and note 
the parallelism of tzas1dayw, "his devoted ones," and '•munim, "his 
faithful ones," in Ps xxxi 24. 

3. Examine my heart. Parsing bafzanta as precative perfect following 
the imperatives of vs. 1 and the jussives of vs. 2; see NOTE on Ps 
iii 8. Less probable is the assumption that bafzanta is a conditional 
verb without the morphologic indicator 'im; so RSV, "If thou triest 
my heart." See Michel, TSP, § 30.28, p. 191. 

Examine . . . test. The verbs bafzan and ~arap, likewise found in 
parallelism in Ps xxvi 2, a psalm of innocence, are sound indications 
that Ps xvii belongs to this category. Compare the equivalent series of 
verbs in Ps cxxxix 1. 

probe me at night. Its closeness to suffixed libbl permits piiqadta 
to forgo the accusative suffix. As in Ps !xv 10, paqadtii is a precative 
perfect; cf. NoTE on Ps iii 8. 

idolatry in me. With the Yrs., vocalizing zimmiifi for MT zammofi; 
for this specification of meaning see NoTE on Ps xxvi 10. The psalmist 
has been accused of worshiping idols and asks God himself to examine 
the accusation; he is convinced of his innocence and of his vindica
tion, if not in this life, in the afterlife. See NOTE on vs. 15. 

The suffix of zimmali has a local sense, much like Ps lix 4, lo' 
pis'i w•lo' fzaffii'tl yhwh, "There is no guilt nor sin in me, 0 Yahweh." 

4. My mouth has not transgressed. In contrast to the arrogance 
of his enemies described in vs. 10, the psalmist meekly accepted with
out murmur the workings of divine providence. 

against. l• has this force in Pss xii 6, 8, I.xxv 6; Exod xix 4; Hos 
v 1 (in LXX rendition); UT, 'nt:rv:48, mnm ib yp' lb'l, ''What foe has 
risen up against Baal?" and Phoenician Karatepe, m: 16, wyp'l ls'r 
zr wst sm 'ly, "And (if) he should do damage to this gate, or set 
his own name upon it." Donner and Rollig, KAI, II, p. 37, failing 
to grasp this nuance of l, propose a translation that appears unsat-
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isfactory, "Macht aber ein anderes (fremdes) Tor und setzt seinen 
Namen darauf." In other words, the phrase yp'l l becomes intelligible 
upon comparison with its Hebrew equivalent in Exod xix 4, '•ser 'iisifl 
l•mi~riiyim, "What I did against Egypt." 

the works of your hands. Identifying p"ullot 'iidem (MT 'iidiim) 
with FELIOTH IADEM in a Punic-Latin inscription from Leptis Magna 
in Tripolitania, republished in Donner and Rollig, KAI, I, p. 32, No. 
178, and studied in II, p. 165. Explaining 'iidem as the contracted 
Northern dual of 'ad, "hand," a by-form of yad; see NoTE on Ps 
xvi 4. Substantive 'ad, "hand," occurs in the Ugaritic bound form 
sb'id, "seven times," in Ar. 'idun, "time"; cf. Gen xliii 34 and Dan 
i 20, where yiidot signifies "times." Hence, the discussion of A. M. 
Honeyman in VT 11 (1961), 349, in which the author denies the 
existence of Ar. 'idun, is wide of the mark. See G. R. Driver in 
PEQ 87 (1955), 93, on Elephantine Aram. ~b'ydyn, "twice-dyed." 
Another convincing instance of this vocable materializes in Ps !xviii 
19, liiqaf:itii mattiinot b•'iidem (MT bii.'iidam), "You received gifts from 
their hands." Gaster, Thespis, 1950, p. 458, approached a correct 
solution when he wrote that "bii'iidiim is a false interpretation of 
original BDM-miyyiidiim, as in Ugaritic." Cf. Ps cv 14. 

The interchange between primae yod and primae aleph nouns and 
verbs is well documented; e.g., Ps xxi 3, '•rdet, "request," but Ps 
!xi 6, y•reset (MT y•rusfat); UT, Krt:96, yf:id, but the parallel passage 
in line 184 reads af:id. Further examples are given in W. F. Albright, 
JAOS 71 (1951), 262, n. 7, and D. W. Young, "Notes on the Root 
NTN in Biblical Hebrew," in VT 10 (1960), 457-59. 

The protestation that he never sinned in speech against the works 
of God must be interpreted in the light of such statements as Ps 
xxviii 5, "Because they do not consider the works of Yahweh (p•'ullot 
yhwh) ," and Ps lxxvii 13, "And I will meditate on all your work." 

As in Ps xvi 4 where middem balances s•piitiiy, so 'iidem, without 
suffix, balances suffixed s•piitekii, a phenomenon noted at vs. 1, while 
the balance between pi and s•patekii recalls UT, 77:45-47, bpy sprhn 
bspty mnthn, "In my mouth is their story, on my lips their tale." 

5. My legs. The parallelism with p•·amay here, with libbo in Ps 
xxxvii 31, with raglay in Pss x1 3 and lxxiii 2, with ··~iimay in Hab 
iii 16, with 'enay in Job xxxi 7, all names of parts of the body, 
indicates that '•suray refers to a part of the body. In UT, 8:7-10, 
a[r a[rm is followed by isdym, "two legs." 

held firmly. MT tiimok, an infinitive absolute, can be justified in 
light of the widespread use of the infinitive absolute to express past 
time in Ugaritic, Phoenician, and Hebrew; cf. NOTE on f:iiiroq in Ps 
xxxv 16. 

rugged paths. Literally "paths of ruggedness." LXX translated hodous 
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skleras, "rugged ways." MT pari~ may be correct though the pointing 
pere~ is also possible. 

from your tracks. In b•ma'g•/oteka, b denotes "from"; cf. NOTE 
on Ps ii 4, and compare Ps xvi 8, mimini bal 'emmof, "From bis 
right hand I will not swerve," and xxi 8, b•f:iesed 'elyon bal yimmo{, 
"From the love of the Most High be will not swerve." 

It is surprising that the massive evidence for b, "from," in Ugaritic, 
Phoenician, and Hebrew should be lost on A. van den Branden, who 
in Oriens Antiquus 3 (1964), 256, is still explaining bin such Phoenician 
expressions as bgbl sd nrnk, "provenant de la region de la plaine de 
Namaka" (the translation is bis), as a dissimilation of min. 

6. 0 that. On emphatic ki, see NOTE on Ps iii 8, and cf. Ps !xx.xvi 7. 
0 El. Cf. NoTE on Ps x 11. 
7. Fell those who revile you. Vocalizing happilah for MT hapleh 

and parsing the form as biphil energic imperative; in vs. 13 there are 
three energic imperatives. Reading f:ios•deka, from f:isd 11, "to revile, 
contemn," for MT 1;zasadeka. A good parallel is Ps Iii 3, f:iesed 'el, "the 
contempt of God." A slightly different parsing is proposed, though from 
the same root, of f:isd, in Ps Iii 3 by C. Scbedl in BZ 5 ( 1961), 259 f. 

0 Savior. See Pss vii 11, xviii 42. 
muzzle your assailants. Reading (for MT f:iosim) 1;zasam, qal imperative 

of f:iiisam, "to muzzle" (Deut xxv 4; Ezek xxxix 11), a root preserved in 
Ps xxxix 2, maf:isom, "muzzle." The theme of muzzling the foe is found in 
Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Hebrew literatures (e.g., Pss ix 21, !xviii 23; 
Job vii 12); cf. S. E. Loewenstamm in IEJ 9 (1959), 260 f.; M. Dahood 
in JBL 80 (1961), 270f. In UT, 'nt:m:37-38, istbm, "I muzzled," is 
balanced by mbst, "I smote," a brace that is not unlike the pairing of 
"fell" and "muzzle" in the present verse. 

If MT /;zOs'im is the correct reading, then it would be the only example 
of f:iiisah used absolutely. 

The suffix of f:ios•deka entitles matching mitqom•mim to a suffix on the 
principle remarked in the NOTES on vs. 1 and Ps iii 4. The first of 
the two mems in consonantal mmtqwmmym may be an enclitic to be 
attached to preceding 1;zasom (cf. NoTE on Ps xxix 6), or it may be 
dittograpbic. 

8. Guard me. Referring to the metaphor of an eagle protecting its 
young ones; cf. Deut xx.xii lOb-lla, yi~~·ren•hu k•ison 'eno k•neser 
ya'lr qinno, "He watched him like the pupil of his eye, like an eagle be 
protected (Ugar. gyr) bis nest." 

pupil in your eye. 'ison bat 'ayin (MT) is generally translated "the 
pupil, the daughter of your eye" (AT), but the phrase in Deut xxxii 10, 
7son 'en6, allows one to propose that MT bat be pointed bet, "within, 
between," found in Ezek xii 9; Job viii 17; Prov viii 2. In Lam ii 18, for 
MT bat 'enekii read bata'inekii, piel infinitive construct like Ugar. tdmm, 
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tbrrt, tidm (UT, § 8.48), and rendering the clause, "Do not desist from 
your weeping." 

shadow of your wings. The motif of the eagle with outstretched wings 
is studied at Ps xviii 11. 

9. From the fury. This sense of piinim is discussed in NOTE on Ps 
xxi 10. 

rend me. Occurring in the metaphor of wolves pursuing their victim, 
foddunl, explicitly predicated of a wolf in Jer v 6, naturally lends itself 
to this translation. 

my deadly foes. For the syntax of 'oy•bay b•nepes, see NOTE on 
Ps viii 9, and for the thought compare Ps xxxviii 20, 'oy•bay bayylm, 
"my mortal foes," with a pronominal suffix interposed between the 
regens and the genitive, analogous to the preposition, or to the enclitic 
mem, intervening between the regens and the genitive. 

who encircle me. The language of the chase is evident here; cf. Pss 
xxii 17, xl 13-14. 

10. They are clogged. Reading qal passive sugiiru (pausal) for MT 
siig"ru. The thesis of F. Bottcher, Ausfuhrliches Lehrbuch der hebriii
schen Sprache (Leipzig, 1868), II, § § 903-7, that very many MT 
puals, of which the pie! is nowhere attested, are to be pointed as qal 
passives, has been confirmed by the frequency of this form in the El 
Amarna Letters, Ugaritic (UT, § 9.31), and its sporadic appearance in 
Phoenician. For example, compare Gen vi 4, wyldw Ihm hmh with UT, 
2 Aqht:n: 14, k yld bn ly, "For a son has been born to me." It becomes 
evident that MT yii.l•du should be pointed as qal passive yu/•du and the 
clause translated, "And these were born to them." Wherever the 
consonantal text allowed it, the Masoretes pointed the passive qal as 
niphal or pual, under the influence of postbiblical Hebrew, where 
passive qal does not exist. Since the phenomenon is widely accepted, 
there is no point in multiplying examples from the Bible. In the Psalter 
clear instances are recorded in iii 7, xlix 15, lxxiii 2, cv 27, cvi 17, cix 2, 
15. A recent discussion appear5 in Dahood, PNWSP, p. 8, in connection 
with Prov ii 22b. 

with their blubber. belbamo is an accusative of material-with-which 
preceding its verb, a stylistic trait remarked at Ps v 10. 

In biblical idiom fatness sometimes connotes arrogance; cf. Deut xxxii 
15; Jer v 28, and especially Ps lxxiii 7-8. 

with their mouth. Accusative of means preceding verb, as very 
frequently in Psalms; see NOTE on Ps v 10. 

they speak arrogance itself. In the phrase dibb•ru b•ge'ut, the b• 
serves an intensifying function; cf. discussion at Ps xxix 4 and the similar 
expression in Ps lxxiii 8, widabb•ru b•ra', "And they speak malice 
itself." Other relevant texts are Ps I 19, pika sii.labtii. b•rii.'ii.h, "With your 
mouth you forge evil itself," and Jer xxix 9, kl b•seqer hem nibb67m, 
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"It's a lie that they are preaching to you in my name!" (John Bright, 
Jeremiah [The Anchor Bible, vol. 21; New York, 1965], p. 205), but in 
xiv 14, Jeqer hann•bl'lm nibb•'lm. 

The arrogance of the psalmist's accusers stands in opposition to the 
humility of the poet who in vs. 4 maintains that he never spoke 
arrogantly against the designs of providence. 

11. My legs tottered. Dividing consonants to read 'asuray nb'iitiih. 
On 'aJuray, see NOTE on vs. 5; no'atah is tentatively parsed as the 
feminine dual participle from nw', "to tremble, totter." The extensive use 
of the dual in Ugaritic, even with adjectives (UT, § 8.72), leads one to 
suppose that Hebrew employed the dual more widely than is customarily 
admitted. The plural feminine participle nfl'i5t occurs in I Sam i 13; a 
new instance of the root nw' was identified in Isa ix 18 by W. L. Moran 
in CBQ 12 (1950), 153-54. 

The description resembles Ps xxxv 15, "When I stumbled, they 
gathered with glee," where the imagery is also that of the chase. 

they surrounded me. The language of the hunt is suggested; cf. vs. 9. 
To pitch me. The accusative suffix of lln•tot must be supplied from 

s•babunl according to the practice noticed at vs. 1. For the use of 
na{iih in connection with the nether regions, cf. Job xv 29, w•lo' 
yi!{eh lii'iire~ m•noli5-m (MT minliim), "Nor his possessions reach the 
nether world" (Pope, The Anchor Bible, vol. 15). 

very Land of Perdition. This is one of the thirty-odd names for the 
underworld in the Bible. Deriving dimyi5ni5 from damiih, "to cease, 
destroy" ("Land of Cessation" is also a viable translation); the pronominal 
suffix may be explained as a mild emphatic like the article. Cf. BASOR 
163 (1961), 47, where Albright in his treatment of miitu Ja lmereJu, "the 
Land of the Asses," cites the insistence of P. Haupt on the fact, sup
ported by Ethiopic and other parallels, that the pronominal suffix gives 
the nomen regens determinate meaning, as though it had a definite article. 
Haupt would invariably quote the seventh-century B.c. Assyrian expres
sion nesu Sa ~erisu, "the desert lion." 

13. confront his fury. Cf. NOTE on vs. 9. 
bring him low. The staccato style of this verse closely resembles that 

Of VS. 3. 
who wars on you. The position of consonantal f:zrbk at the end of its 

clause, while the verb it putatively modifies stands at the beginning, 
indicates that it is not an accusative of means, as traditionally explained, 
but rather stands in apposition to the immediately preceding riiSa'. Hence 
it is vocalized as pausal participle f:zor•beka. 

The unexpected shift from the plural in vss. 9-12 to the singular 
in vs. 13 is characteristic of imprecatory speech, as noted at Ps v 10. 

14. Slay them. Vocalizing consonantal mmtm as m•mitflm, a par-
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ticiple employed as an imperative, a usage remarked in Ps ix 14. Cf. 
vs. 7, "With your right hand muzzle your assailants." 

Make them perish. Reading (for MT l:zelqiim) l:zali"qem, pie! imperative 
of l:ziilaq, "to perish, die," studied at Ps v IO and in Biblica 45 (1964), 
408. The parallelism of the roots mwt and /:liq in this verse is of a piece 
with UT, 49:1:13-15, kmt aliyn b'l kblq zbl b'l ar!f, "For Victor Baal 
has died, the Prince Lord of Earth has perished." Zolli, fl Salterio, 
p. 28, correctly saw that the verb here is related to Akk. baliiqu, "to 
perish," and accordingly rendered, "Falli perire accioche non vivano." 

from among the living. Since b•J:zayyi'm apparently balances mel:zeled, 
be must mean "from," as in vs. 5; for the pairing of min and b•, see 
N om on Ps xx 7, and for the thought, Ps xxi 11. 

your treasured ones. Vocalizing consonantal !fpynk as plural !f"pi'nekii; 
compare Ps lxxxiii 4, w•yitya'0!fu 'al !f"punekii, "And they consult to
gether against your treasured ones." Scriptio defectiva in the Vorlage 
may account for the unsuccessful efforts of MT in the present passage 
as well as in vs. 7, 1:zasi5m, and vs. 14a, m•mi'fiim. 

their wealth. To the several texts in which yeter bears this connota
tion might be added Hab ii 8, ki 'attiih 'Salli5tii gi5ylm rabbim 
yefollukii kol yeter 'ammi'm, rendered by RSV, "Because you have 
plundered many nations, all the remnant of the peoples shall plunder 
you," but which probably means, "Because you have plundered affluent 
[the meaning of rabbi'm in Ps xxxvii 16; Job xxxv 9; Eccles x 6; Isa liii 
12] nations, the peoples will strip you of all your wealth." 

15. At the vindication. In other words, at the final judgment when I 
shall be vindicated. The parallel with "at tile resurrection" proves that 
the psalmist is dealing with the final judgment, as in Ps i 5. 

Stylistically, !fedeq forms an inclusion begun in vs. 2, !fedeq. See 
Norns on Pss iv 2-4, iv 7-8, xviii 31-33. 

gaze upon your face. Implying, in the afterlife. The beatific vision, the 
face to face meeting with God, is clearly intended, as in Pss xi 7, xvi 
11, xx.i 7, xxvii 4, 13, xxxvi 10, xii 13, xiii 3, !xiii 3. 

Note the inclusion formed by 'e/:z6 zeh piinekii with vs. 2, 'enekii 
tel:z•zeniih mesiiri'm. Just as God gazed upon the rectitude of the 
psalmist in this life, so will the psalmist gaze upon the face of God 
in the future life. 

At the resurrection. This seems to be the plain sense of b•hiiqi'!f 
when one compares it with the eschatological passages Isa xxvi 19, "But 
your dead will live, their bodies will rise. Arise (hiiqi'!fu) and sing, 0 you 
who dwell in the slime!" and Dan xii 2, "And many of those who sleep 
in the land of slime will arise (yiiqi'!fu), some to everlasting life, and 
others to everlasting reproach and contempt." 

saturated with. See NOTES on Pss xxxiv 9 and xlii 3. 
your being. t•muniih describes the "form" or "figure" of God as he 

appeared to Moses. Num xii 8 states that Moses alone was permitted 
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to behold the t•muniih of Yahweh, but the psalmist is confident that he 
will receive this privilege after the final judgment. In Pss xvi 10--11, 
xlix 16, lxxiii 23-24 the psalmists express their conviction that they will 
be accorded the grace of assumption that was bestowed upon Enoch and 
Elijah. 

Just precisely what is meant by the t•muniih cannot be firmly 
established, but its parallelism with piinekii indicates that "being" is a 
warranted translation; LXX rendered it ten doksan sou, ''your glory." 

In UT, 68:17-18, one reads ltng~n pnth lydlp tmnh, "His joints 
(Heb. pinniih) do not bend, his frame does not collapse." The balance in 
our verse between piinekii and t•muniitekii makes it possible that Ugar. 
pnt is a feminine plural of pn, "face," even though the normal Ugaritic 
plural form is pnm. The presence in Phoenician of feminine pnt in 
the prepositional phrase lpnt, "before," while probably formed on the 
analogy of other prepositions in -t, shows that the possibility of identifying 
Ugar. pnm and pnt should not be ruled out. At any rate, the existence 
of tmn in Ugaritic bespeaks the antiquity of the substantive; its occur
rence in Ps xvii comports well with the archaic language throughout the 
psalm and suggests that the Israelite belief in the beatific vision was 
very ancient indeed. 



PSALM 18 

(xviii 1-51) 

For the director. Of David, the servant of Yahweh, who sang to 
Yahweh the words of this song, when Yahweh rescued him from 
the grasp of all his enemies and from the hand of Sheol. He 
said: 

2 I love you, Yahweh, my strength. 
3 Yahweh is my rock and my fortress; [ 2] * 

my deliverer is my God, 
My mountain where I take refuge; 

my shield and my horn of salvation, 
My stronghold, worthy of praise. 

4 I called Yahweh, [3] 
and was saved from my Foe. 

5 The breakers of Death encompassed me, [4] 
the torrents of Belia] overwhelmed me. 

6 The cords of Sheol surrounded me, [5] 
the traps of Death confronted me. 

7 In my anguish I called Yahweh, [6] 
and to my God I cried for help; 

My voice was heard in his palace, 
my cry reached his ears. 

8 The nether world reeled and rocked, [7] 
the foundations of the mountains shuddered; 

They reeled when his anger blazed. 
9 Smoke rose from his nostrils, [8] 

and fire from his mouth devoured; 
Coals flamed forth from him. 

10 He spread apart the heavens and came down, [9] 
a storm cloud under his feet. 

11 He mounted the Cherub and flew, [10] 
and soared on wings outstretched. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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12 Dark grew his canopy around him [11] 
with the rain cloud his pavilion. 

13 From his light clouds scudded before him, [12] 
hailstones and flashes of fire. 

14 Yahweh thundered from the heavens, [13] 
and the Most High gave forth his voice. 

15 He forged his arrows and scattered them, [14] 
he multiplied his shafts and dispersed them. 

16 The fountainheads of the sea were exposed, [ 15] 
and the world's foundations were laid bare, 

At your roar, 0 Yahweh, 
at the blast from your nostrils. 

17 He reached down from high and snatched me, [16] 
he drew me from the waters deep. 

18 He rescued me from my powerful Foe, [17] 
and from my Enemy though stronger than I. 

19 He went before me on the day of my death, [18] 
and Yahweh became my staff. 

20 He brought me out of the broad domain, [19] 
liberated me because he loved me. 

21 Yahweh rewarded me because I was just, [20] 
because my hands were innocent he repaid me. 

22 For I have kept the ways of Yahweh, [21] 
and have not been guilty, 0 my God. 

23 For all his judgments are before me, [22] 
his laws I have never put aside. 

24 I have always been candid with him, [23] 
and have taken care not to offend him. 

25 And Yahweh repaid me because I was just, [24] 
because my hands were innocent in his eyes. 

26 With the faithful you are faithful, [25] 
with the candid you are candid; 

27 With the sincere you are sincere, [26] 
but with the cunning you are crafty. 

28 Indeed you are the Strong One [27] 
who saves the poor; 

But you humble the eyes that are proud. 
29 You shine for me; [28] 

my lamp is Yahweh, 
My God illumines my darkness. 
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30 For through you I run well-sinewed, [29] 
and with my God I can scale any wall. 

31 God, his dominion is complete, [30] 
the command of Yahweh is well tested; 

The Suzerain is he to all who trust in him. 
32 For who is God beside Yahweh? [31] 

Who is the mountain but our God? 
33 The God who girded me with strength, [32] 

and the Bestower whose dominion is complete. 
34 Who made my feet like hinds, [33] 

and brought me to stand upon his heights; 
35 Who trained my hands for battle, [34] 

lowered the miraculous bow into my arms. 
36 And you gave me your shield of victory, [35] 

with your right hand you sustained me, 
And by your triumph you made me great. 

37 You have given me long-striding legs, [36] 
and my ankles did not give way. 

38 I pursued my foes and overtook them, [37] 
I turned not back till they were annihilated. 

39 I smote them so that they could not rise, [38] 
they fell at my feet. 

40 You girded me with strength for battle, [39] 
you felled my assailants beneath me. 

41 You gave me the neck of my foes, [40] 
and my enemies I exterminated. 

42 They implored, but the Savior was not there, [41] 
the Most High Yahweh, 
but he did not answer them. 

43 I pulverized them like dust in the square, [42] 
like the mud in the streets I trampled them. 

44 You delivered me from the shafts of people, [43] 
protected me from the venom of nations. 

45 An alien people must serve me, [44] 
as soon as they hear, they obey me; 

Foreigners cringe before me. 
46 Foreigners shrivel up, [45] 

and their hearts are seized with anguish. 
47 May Yahweh live! [46] 

Praised be my Mountain! 
And exalted the God of my triumph! 
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48 The God who gave me victory, 
and made nations subject to me. 

49 Who delivered me from my Foe, 
exalted me above my assailants 
rescued me from calumniators. 

50 And so shall I praise you among the nations, 
celebrate your name in song, 0 Yahweh. 

51 Who made his king famous through victories, 
showed kindness to his anointed, 
to David and his offspring forever. 

NOTES 

§ 18 

[47] 

xviii. A royal song of thanksgiving, which appears with a number of 
orthographic and grammatical variants in II Sam xx.ii. In both places it 
is attributed to David and there is no internal evidence militating against 
such an attribution. Its many archaic features will be registered in the 
following notes. 

The hymn divides into two parts. In the first, after an introductory 
stanza of praise to God (vss. 2-4), the royal poet describes his mortal 
peril ( 5-7), and then depicts, in language with many similarities to 
Canaanite mythology, God's intervention in the form of a theophany 
(8-20). He closes the first part with an acknowledgment of God's 
justice (21-31). In the second half, the psalmist praises God for having 
trained him for war, supplied him with a miraculous bow ( 3 2-3 5) , 
given him victory over his military and political enemies (36-44), and 
invested him with dominion over foreign peoples ( 44-46). The final five 
verses are a hymn of thanksgiving which recapitulates his motives for 
thanking God. 

1. from the hand of Sheol. It could hardly be considered radical to 
point MT sii'ul "Saul," as s•'ol, "Sheol," since the poet's delivery from 
Sheol forms the subject matter of vss. 4--7. In fact, rescue from the 
grasp of all his enemies and from the hand of Sheol fairly summarizes 
the contents of the entire poem. An unpublished psalm in Akkadian 
found at Ras Shamra begins with the words, "Since the day you delivered 
me from the mouth of Death." 

3. Yahweh ... my God. The readings yhwh ... 'eli are probably 
correct. II Sam xxii 3 reads '•lohe for 'el and some modem critics would 
emend it to go'afi, but the lection 'el is to be preferred since the poet 
was probably employing the technique of separating composite divine 
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titles into their components, placing one in the first colon and the other 
in the second. The ancient title yhwh 'el, which was probably the 
original, non-apocopated form of the Tetragrammaton, occurs in Pss 
x 12, xxxi 7, and xxxix 13. 

My mountain. ~url answers to Ugar. gr, "mountain," one of Baal's 
appellatives. See Albright, "Baal-Zephon," in Festschrift Alfred Bertholet, 
pp. 1-4. 

My stronghold. With misgabbi, compare the Mari personal name 
Sagbi-Addu, "my stronghold is Addu"; see George Dossin, Archives 
royales de Mari (Paris, 1952), V, 1: 12 and p. 24. 

worthy of praise. Attaching m•hullal of vs. 4 to the end of vs. 3, as 
proposed by F. M. Cross, Jr., and D. N. Freedman, JBL 72 (1953), 
15-34, especially p. 22 (see Selected Bibliography). All other instances 
of pual participle m•hulliil find it modifying God. 

4. from my Foe. Plural 'oy•bay appears to be a plurale excellentiae 
describing Death, the adversary par excellence. Death receives this label, 
again in plural form in Pss xxx 2, xii 3, but in the singular in Pss vii 6, 
xiii 3, xxxi 9, !xi 4. Analogously, in Ps ix 14, plural son•'ay, "my 
Enemy," refers to Death. In this connection, consult the remarks of 
W. F. Albright, "The Beth-Shemesh Tablet in Alphabetic Cuneiform," 
BASOR 173 (1964), 52. By the same token, one can account for the 
apparently anomalous, and hence often emended form, in Job xix 11, 
wayyal;J•benl lo k•~arayw, "And he counts me his archadversary." 

5. The breakers of Death. II Sam xxii 5 reads misb•re miiwet, 
"the breakers of Death," and this is usually adopted as the preferred 
reading. 

torrents of Belia/. For possible etymologies of b•liyya'al, see Cross and 
Freedman, in JBL 72 (1953), 22, n. 6, and D. Winton Thomas in 
Biblical and Patristic Studies in Memory of Robert Pierce Casey, eds. 
J. N. Birdsall and R. W. Thomson (Freiburg, 1963), pp. 11-19, who 
derives the name from bl', "to swallow," hence the "Swallower." This 
appears to be the preferable etymology in view of the prominence in 
Canaanite myth of the motif of the engorging capacity of the nether 
world. The theme very frequently occurs in the Bible as well. In fact, the 
wordplay in Prov xx:iii 2 is based on the two roots bl' and b'l: w•famtii 
fokkin bil'ekii (MT b•lo'ekii) 'im ba'al nepe$ 'attah, "And put a knife to 
your throat if you are a man of big appetite/throat." Contrary to the 
standard word-analysis, the substantive in consonantal bl'k is not l' but 
rather bl', a substantive denoting "throat," from the root bl' "to swallow." 
What has been overlooked is that the preposition b is sometimes omitted 
before words beginning with b, in both Ugaritic and Hebrew. There is 
also a wordplay upon bl', "throat," and nepe$ which denotes both 
"appetite" and "throat." 

7. My voice was heard. The parallelism is much better maintained if 
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for MT yisma' we read qal passive yusma' or niphal yiSSiimea'. The 
subject of the first half verse is thus qoll, "my voice," which makes an 
ideal balance to faw'iitl, "my cry." 

in his palace. Explaining the preposition of mehekiilo as min with a 
locative meaning. On Gen ii 8, miqqedem, "in the East," see Speiser, 
The Anchor Bible, vol. 1, p. 16. Other convincing examples of this 
locative usage are in II Sam v 13, xiii 34; II Chron xv 8; Prov xx 4 
(I am indebted to Raphael Serra for these texts) and Ps !xviii 27. 
hekiil refers to God's palace in heaven as in Pss xi 4, xxix 9. Though 
ultimately of Sumerian origin, hekiil, which is common in Ugaritic, was 
borrowed by the Israelites from the Canaanites; this is also true of the 
other names for habitations. See S. E. Loewenstamm in IEJ 12 (1962), 
163, and Werner Schmidt in ZAW 75 (1963), 91 f. Compare UT, 76: 
u:5, il hd bqrb hklh, "El Hadd is (not) inside his palace." 

reached his ears. Contrast Ps xxii 2, raboq-m fow'iiti, "dismissing my 
plea." On the possible conflate nature of l•piiniiyw tabo' b•'oznayw, see 
Cross and Freedman, JBL 72 ( 1953), 23. 

8. The nether world reeled. The balance with "the foundations of the 
mountains," which are set in the nether world, suggests this version of 
'ere11. Cf. Isa xiv 9, "Sheol beneath is astir to greet your coming." Other 
texts which place the foundations of the mountains in the underworld 
include Deut xxxii 22; Isa xxiv 18; Jer xxxi 37; Mic vi 2; Jon ii 7. 

Though seven decades have passed since Gunkel in his Schopfung 
und Chaos in Urzeit und Endzeit, p. 18, n. l, observed that in Exod 
xv 12; Isa xiv 12; and Eccles iii 21 'ere11 denoted "nether world," and 
though at least a dozen scholars have since corroborated Gunkel's insight 
by new examples from Akkadian, Aramaic, Ugaritic, and biblical litera
ture (not to mention Greek parallels), this philological datum seems to 
have made little impact upon translators of the Bible. Hence a listing of 
biblical passages employing this term may not be out of order: Gen ii 6; 
Exod xv 12; I Sam xxviii 11-13; Isa xxvi 19, xxix 4, xliv 23; 
Jer xv 7, xvii 13; Jon ii 7; Pss vii 6, xviii 8, xxii 30, xii 3, !iii 10, !xi 3, 
lxxi 20, xcv 4, cvi 17, cxli 7, cxliii 3, cxlvii 6, cxlviii 7; Job x 21, 
xii 8, xv 29; Prov xxv 3; Sirach Ii 9. A selected bibliography includes 
Christoph Barth, Die Errettung vom Tade (Ziirich, 1947), p. 83; Da
hood, PNWSP, p. 52, with partial bibliography. For the Ugaritic texts, 
cf. Driver, CML, p. 135; Gordon's UT Glossary inexplicably fails to list 
this meaning of ar!/. 

foundations ... shuddered. Cf. El Amarna, 147:14--15, "Who gives 
forth his voice from heaven like Haddu, and all the mountains quake 
at his voice," and UT, 51:vu:31-35 (badly damaged), "His holy 
voice shakes the earth • . . the mountains quake, aquiver are • . • 
the east and the west, the ridges of the earth rock." 
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9. from his nostrils. As frequently in Ugaritic-Phoenician-Hebrew, b 
denotes "from"; also in vss. 14 and 16. 

fire ... devoured. 'es ... to'kel equals UT, 51 :vi:24-25, tikl ist. 
10. He spread apart. For this meaning of wayyef, see Cross and 

Freedman, JBL 72 (1953), 24, n. 23. 
a storm cloud. 'ariipel now appears in an unpublished text from Ras 

Sharnra as grpl, which reveals the nature of the initial consonant. Some of 
the false etymologies may now be eliminated from the Hebrew lexicons. 

11. He mounted the Cherub. Compare Ps !xviii 5, rokeb ba'arabOt 
and Ugaritic rkb 'rpt. On riikab, "to mount," see Robert De Langhe, 
"Bible et Litterature Ugaritique," in L'Ancien Testament et l'Orient (Ori
entalia et Biblica Lovaniensia 1, 1957), pp. 65-87, especially pp. 85 f.; 
Gray, The Legacy of Canaan, p. 23, n. 8; W. L. Moran in Biblica 43 
(1962), 323 f., who takes exception to the definition of rkb proposed by 
Sigmund Mowinckel, "Drive and/or Ride in OT," in VT 12 (1962), 
278-99. Ezek xxviii 14, k•rub mim'Sa!z, "Cherub outstretched," indi
cates that the plural reading of the versions is not necessarily preferable 
to the singular. 

soared. On the rather frequent Ugaritic root d'y, "to fly, soar," see 
Dahood, Biblica 45 (1964), 401. II Sam xxii 11 incorrectly reads 
wayyerii' for wayyede'; the orthographic confusion between daleth and 
resh prompts the emendation of Ps xl 13, lir'ot to lido't. 

on wings outstretched. Reading kan•pe rewa!z (also in Ps civ 3), 
literally "the wings of broadness," for MT kan•pe ruatz, "the wings of 
the wind." The Masoretes make the same mistake in vs. 43, where they 
read 'al p•ne ruatz, which is meaningless in the context, for 'al p•ne 
rewa!z, "upon the square," which is parallel to !zu~ot, "streets." The root 
is Ar. rawi!za, "to be wide, ample," a root that is found in biblical 
rewa!z, "space, interval" (Gen xxxii 17; Esther iv 14) ; in Arabic-U garitic 
ra!zat, "palm of the hand"; and in Mishnaic-Hebrew rewa!z, "wide space." 
In Job xli 8, the Masoretes again confuse rewa!z with ruatz; see Marvin 
Pope, The Anchor Bible, vol. 15, p. 284. 

The image of God flying upon the Cherub of extended wings is 
related to the widely mistranslated and misinterpreted phrase of Ezek 
xxviii 14, k•rub mim'Sa!z hassokek, "The overshadowing Cherub of 
wings outstretched." Vulg. preserves the correct sense, Cherub extentus 
(Exod xxv 20), the version adopted by ~. Dhorme in La Bible de la 
Pleiade, II, pp. 543 f. Hence we must distinguish between ms!z, "to 
anoint," and m'S!z, "to measure, extend," Aramaic-Akkadian ma:faf;u. 
The latter root occurs in UT, 76:n:22-23, qrn dbatk b'l ym'S!z b'l 
ym'S!z hm b'p, "Your powerful wings will Baal stretch out, Baal will 
stretch them out for flight." On qrn, ''wings," see Dahood, "Ugaritic 
Lexicography," in Melanges Eugene Tisserant, I, p. 95. Among Ugaritic 
specialists, R. De Langhe, Les Textes de Ras-Shamra-Ugarit (Paris, 
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Gembloux, 1945), II, p. 217, recognized that ymJb denoted il mesurera. 
The recent discussion of Kutsch, Sa/bung als Rechtsakt, p. 8, misses the 
point of the Ugaritic strophe, and consequently is forced to describe 
Ezek xxviii 14, k•rub mimJab, as ganz unklar (p. 53, n. 205a). 

In Hab iii 3-4, Yahweh is pictured as an eagle flying from the south 
whose extended wings fill the heavens: "His majesty covered the heavens, 
and his brilliance filled the earth. His shining was like the sun, two wings 
were at his sides (qarnayim miyyiido lo)." 

The motif of the divine bird of great wing-span is richly documented 
in Canaanite and biblical literature. Thus in UT, 125:8-9, Baal is 
termed blm adr bl rbb mknpt, "glorious phoenix, phoenix wide of wings." 
Albright gives full treatment of this passage in Festschrift Alfred 
Bertha/et, pp. 2 ff. UT, 9:4, mentions a deity, b'l knp, while Exod xix 4 
reads, wii'essii' 'etkem 'al kan•pe n•siirlm, "And I bore you on the wings 
of eagles" (cf. UT, 1 Aqht:118, knp nlrm). Deut xxxii 11 compares 
God to an eagle that "spreads out its wings" (yipros k•niipayw). Related 
metaphors of God occur in Pss xvii 8, xxxvi 8, lvii 2, lxi 5, xci 4. 

Stylistically, k•rub . . . kan•pe rewab is a case of a stereotyped 
phrase being separated into its components, i.e., the original phrase was 
k•rub kan•pe rewab and is semantically identical with Ezek xxviii 14, 
k•rub mimJab, correctly rendered by Jerome, Cherub extentus. 

12. He set darkness. The verse is highly problematical; I follow the 
reading and analysis of Cross and Freedman, JBL 72 (1953), p. 25. 

13. scudded before him. The imagery is not particularly clear, but it 
may be related to that of Job xxxvii 11, 'ap biiri (MT b•rl) yatrlb 'iib 
yiipl~ 'iiniin (MT 'anan) 'oro, "His sun dispels the clouds, his light 
scatters the cloud-mass." For a full grammatical explanation of this text, 
see Dahood, Biblica 45 (1964), 412. 

14. Yahweh thundered. The verb rii'am now appears in unpublished 
Ugaritic personal names yrgm ii and yrgm b'l; UT, Glossary, No. 
1159a, p. 415. 

from the heavens. This is another instance of b, "from"; II Sam. 
xxii 14 reads, less originally, min siimayim. From this expression it may 
be argued that El Amarna 147: 13, fa iddin rigmalu ina fame kima addi, 
is preferably rendered, "Who gives his voice from the heavens like Adad." 
In Akkadian ina often denotes "from." The immediate effect of Baal's 
thunder being the quaking of the earth, the stress seems to be on the 
outward effects of the thunder from the skies. 

the Most High. Placing yhwh in the first colon and 'elyon in the 
second is another instance of the breakup of composite divine titles to 
create tighter unity in the verse. A similar literary expedient can be 
seen in UT, 2 Aqht:v:l0-11, where the compound name krr wbss is 
split in poetic parallelism: hlk klr ky'n wy'n tdrq bss, "The gait of 
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Kothar indeed he sees, and he sees the tread of Hasis." The third colon, 
barad w•gatzaze 'es seems to be dittographic of vs. 13b. 

15. He forged his arrows. Ugar. sllz, "to forge, hammer," suggests that 
in Hebrew a distinction should be set up between sllz, "to send," and sllz, 
"to forge." Cf. UT, 51 :26-27, yljq ksp ysllz brlj, "He poured silver, 
hammered out gold." Biblical instances in Pss I 19 (see NoTE), ex 2, 
ma{!eh 'uzi:.eka yiSlalz yhwh-m ljiyyon, "Yahweh of Zion has forged 
your victorious mace," and cxliv 6, s•lalz lzili!ieka ;;u•hummem, "Forge 
your arrows and disperse them." In Roman mythology, Jupiter gave 
Venus to Vulcan (Canaanite Kothar) for the service he had rendered in 
forging thunderbolts. The biblical poet ascribes to Yahweh the attributes 
of the artisan-god Kothar; see NoTE on vs. 35. Cf. Ps vii 14, "O that he 
would create the weapons of death, make his arrows into flaming 
shafts." 

Many exegetes have related the pronominal suffixes of y•pl!jem and 
y•hummem to the enemies of the psalmist, but these do not make their 
appearance till vs. 18. B. Duhm, Die Psalmen (Freiburg i. B., 1899), 
p. 54, is surely right in maintaining, in view of Ps cxliv 6, that the 
suffixes refer to the arrows and lightning. My proposed etymology of 
yislalz bears out his observation and further uncovers a progression of 
thought from the forging of arrows to the shooting of arrows. 

he multiplied his shafts. Namely, his bolts of lightning. Pointing MT 
rab as ribbii, another instance of defective spelling in this poem. The form 
is pie! from riibah, "to be or become many." Defective spelling may 
likewise account for the Masoretic misunderstanding in Deut xxxiii 7, 
yiidayw rabbe lo (MT rab lo), "Increase (pie! imperative of rbh) his 
forces for him." For the thought, cf. Judg ix 29, rabbeh !i"bii'aka, 
"Increase your host." Cf. UT, 2 Aqht:v: 12-13, hi ysrb' q!j't, which 
would signify, "Behold, he multiplies arrows," if rb', "four," is the root of 
the verb srb'; scholars differ in their interpretation. No suffix is required 
with b•riiqlm, "his shafts," by reason of its parallelism with lzi,r,rayw, 
"his arrows"; cf. NoTE on Ps iii 4. Of especial relevancy is the double
duty suffix illustrated by Ps lxxvii 19, qol ra'am•ka baggalgal he'lru 
b•raqlm tebel, "The peal of your thunder came from the vault of 
heaven, your shafts of lightning lit up the world," and the balance in 
Ps cxxxv 7 between b•rflqlm, "his shafts," and 'o,r•rotayw, "his treasuries." 

16. fountainheads of the sea. Reading 'aplqe-m yam, with enclitic mem. 
The mem was preserved, though not understood as such; hence the 
erroneous word division •apzqe mayim. II Sam xxii correctly grasped the 
sense of the phrase, but the grammatically embarrassing mem was 
edited out of the text. Another instance of enclitic mem being deleted 
from the text can be seen in Isa xxx 20 where MT reads mayim lalza!j 
but where lQisa offers my llz!j. It would appear that the correct reading 
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is mey-m la!za,r, "waters of oppression," a construct chain with an 
interposed enclitic mem. On Isa xxxvii 25, y•'ore-m ~ur, "mountain 
streams," see P. J. Calderone in Biblica 42 (1961), 428. Cf. UT, 2 Aqht: 
VI:48 = 'nt:v: 15, apq thmtm, "the fountainheads of the two deeps." 

the world's foundations. UT, 51 :1:41, msdt ar~ compares with biblical 
mos•dot tebel. 

were laid bare. I.e., the penetrating shafts of light from heaven reached 
the bottom of the ocean. Job xxxvi 30, which has been misinterpreted 
through failure to recognize the privative force of the piel conjugation, 
will be seen to express a kindred idea: hen piira.f 'iiliiyw 'oro w•forse 
hayyiim kissiih, "If Ally spreads his light, he exposes the roots of the sea." 

At your roar. The suggestion of H. G. May in JBL 74 (1955), 17, 
n. 32, that here and in Isa 1 2; Nah i 4; and Ps civ 7, g'r (g'rh) signifies 
"roar," is supported not only by Aram. g'r, "to shout, cry out," but also 
by Ugar. g'r, which denotes both "to roar" and ''to rebuke." The 
former sense occurs in UT, 56:23, k yg'r [ssw], "If the horse roars," and 
the latter in UT, 137:24, bhm yg'r b'l, "Baal rebukes them." 

17. the waters deep. I.e., the waters of the nether world; the psalmist 
has been rescued from death. See May, "Some Cosmic Connotations of 
Mayim Rabbim, 'Many Waters'," JBL 74 (1955), 9-21, especially p. 20. 

18. my powerful Foe. Namely, Mot or Death, the chief enemy of 
Baal in Canaanite mythology. In UT, 49:vi:l8, he is specifically stated to 
be strong: mt 'z, "Mot is strong." To balance plural siin•'ay, I am reading, 
with the Vrs., plural 'oy•bay, and explaining both forms as pluralia 
excellentiae; in vs. 49, the form is plural 'oy•bay. 

A more delicate problem touches on the vocalization of 'z: Is it the 
adjective 'iiz or the noun 'oz? If the correct reading is 'oy•bay 'oz, we 
have a construct chain with an interposed possessive suffix, a topic lately 
treated by Gevirtz, Patterns in the Early Poetry of Israel, p. 80. To those 
already discussed by GK (§§ 128d, 131r), Gevirtz adds a few new ex
amples. Further examples are forthcoming from the Psalter, and this is the 
principal reason for believing that 'oy•bay 'oz is the preferred reading. 
Consider Pss xxxv 16, lo'•gay (MT la'age) mii'og, "my encircling 
mockers"; xxxv 19, 'oy•bay seqer, "my deceitful foes," and son•'ay 
binnam, "my stealthy enemies"; xxxviii 20, 'oy•bay tzayyim, "my mortal 
foes"; ex 4, malki ~edeq, "his legitimate king"; and cxvi 1, qoli 
tatzanunay, "my plea for mercy." 

from my Enemy. Cf. preceding NoTE. The plural verb 'iim•~u with 
the plural of majesty is similar to the occasional use of a plural verb 
with the plural of majesty '•lohim. 

19. He went before me. Textual critics have as a rule failed to note 
that II Sam xxii 19 contains the orthographic variant yqdmny against 
Ps xviii yqdmwny. I am vocalizing piel singular y•qadd•men'i, with God 
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the subject; for the meaning "to go before," see Ps Ix.viii 26. The image 
is that of a shepherd going before his flock. 

day of my death. Implying, when I was overpowered by my Enemy 
and engulfed by deep waters. In Job xviii 12, 'i!d, parallel to ra'i!b, "the 
Hungry One," denotes "Death." 

my staff. The image of the shepherd continues with the figurative use 
of mis'an, "a shepherd's staff." See especially Ps xxiii 4. 

20. He brought me out. The construction yo~i' l• recurs in Ps Ix.vi 12, 
watto~i'i!nu liir•wayiih, "after you had brought us out of abundance." Cf. 
Ps !xviii 21, lammiiwet to~ii'ot, "the escape from death"; W. F. Albright 
in HUCA 23 ( 1950), 26 (see Selected Bibliography); Buttenwieser, 
PCTNT, p. 257. 

the broad domain. merl;Uib is a poetic name for the nether world, 
as in Ps xxxi 9 and possibly in cxviii 5; the observation is that of Evasio de 
Marcellis (unpublished). Since vs. 17 speaks of being rescued from the 
rushing waters, vs. 18 of being saved from the powerful foe, vs. 19 of the 
imminence of death, it seems very probable that the preposition of 
yo~i'i!ni lammer/:tiib denotes "from." Hence mer/:tiib must have a 
pejorative sense. 

The theme concerning the vastness of the nether world makes an early 
appearance in UT, 49:1:33-37, "And Athtar the terrible replied: 'I 
cannot rule in the heart of Zaphon.' Athtar the terrible came down from 
the throne of Baal, and became king in the vast underworld, all of it.'' 
Scholars have invariably taken bar~ ii klh to refer to the earth, but this 
interpretation overlooks the consideration that this was Baal's domain. 
Being unable to fill Baal's throne, Athtar was obviously unfit to supplant 
Baal as the ruler of the visible earth and had to be content with govern
ing the dead. The phraseology of Job xxxviii 18 points to the same motif: 
hitbOnantii 'ad ra/:tabe 'iire~ hagged 'im yiida'tii kulliih, "Have you com
prehended the vast reaches of the nether world? Speak out if you are 
familiar with all of it.'' From its enumeration among the other names for 
the lower realms in vss. 16-18, namely, yam, t"hom, miiwet and 
~almiiwet, it becomes reasonably certain that 'ere~ here signifies "nether 
world.'' Other references to the vastness of the lower regions include 
Ps xxxvi 7, t•hom rabbiih, and Ps xcv 4, me/:tq•ri! 'lire~. "the inaccessible 
parts of the nether world.'' The motif is also Mesopotamian, as in the 
phrase ina irat er~etim rapa8tim, "on the bosom of the vast nether world"; 
cf. CAD, IV (E), p. 310b. On 'ere~, "nether world," cf. Barth, Die 
Errettung vom Tode, p. 83 and passim. 

22. 0 my God. The construction riiSa'ti min being elsewhere unat
tested, one may propose attaching the mem as enclitic to riiSa'ti and 
parsing '•lohay as vocative. 

24. candid with him. The fact that II Sam xxii reads tiim'im lo where 
the psalm has tiimim 'immo suggests that 'imm0 has a local sense, 
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"toward him," a usage amply illustrated by Ugaritic, where 'm more 
often denotes "toward" than "with." Cf. UT, § 10.14. English idiom, 
however, prefers "with him." 

not to offend him. me"'woni can scarcely signify "from my iniquity," 
since throughout these verses the poet protests his innocence before God. 
The suffix of 'immo, "toward him," hints that the suffix of 'awoni is 
likewise that of the third person, as in vs. 33, a morpheme discussed in 
the NoTE on Ps ii 6. The suffix is objective, "offense against him"; cf. Ps 
xxvi 3, ba'amittekii, "in fidelity to you." 

27. you are crafty. The background to such a statement is possibly to 
be sought in the Canaanite tradition which attributed to the artisan-god 
ktr w[Jss the qualities of craft and cunning. Note that in vs. 35 
Yahweh is pictured as the artisan-God who forges the weapons of the 
psalmist. 

28. you are the Strong One. Dividing the verse into a 2+2+3 beat 
to form a couplet with vs. 29, which also scans into 2+2+3. This 
metric division isolates the adjective 'am employed as a divine epithet, 
"the Strong One." To account for the biblical data, one must assume 
the existence of a root 'mm, "to be strong, wise," cognate with 'mq, 
"to be strong, wise." The verbs piirar and piiraq, both denoting "to 
break," offer a good analogy. The following texts come into consider
ation, and though not all the examples are fully convincing, a rather 
full listing may have some heuristic value: (a) Deut xxxiii 3, where 
'ammim is often considered a substitute for an original 'elim, "gods" 
-most recently noted by I. L. Seeligmann in VT 14 (1964), 80; 
(b) Deut xxxiii 21, ~idqat yhwh 'iisiih umispiifiiyw 'am (MT 'im) yifrii'el, 
"Yahweh has executed his justice and the Strong One of Israel his 
commands"; (c) I Sam xvii 42, ki hayiih na'ar w•'admoni 'am (MT 
'im) y•peh mar'eh, "For he was youthful and ruddy, strong [and) 
of attractive appearance"; (d) Ps xlvii 2, kol ha'ammim tiq•'u kap 
hiiri'u le'lOhim b•qol rinniih, "All you strong ones clap your hands, ac
claim, you gods, with shouts of joy"; (e) Ps xlvii 10, 'am '•lohe 'abriihiim, 
"The God of Abraham is the Strong One"; (f) Ps lxii 9, bi/"~u bO 
b•kol 'et 'am, "Trust in him, at all times the Strong One"; (g) Ps lxxvii 
16, gii'altii biz•roa' 'ammeka b•ne ya'aqob w•yosep, "You redeemed 
with your powerful arm (cf. Ps lxxxix 11) the sons of Jacob and 
Joseph," a neat example of enjambment; (h) Ps lxxxix 20, siwwiti 'ezer 
(MT 'ezer) 'al gibbOr harimoti bii~ur me'iim, "I preferred a lad to a 
warrior, I exalted a youth above a strong man"-the balance with 
gibbOr marks the meaning of 'am; (i) Ps xcix 1, yhwh miilak yirg•zu 
'ammim yoseb k•rubim tiinut hii'iire~. "Yahweh has become king, Jet 
the gods tremble; he is seated upon the cherubim, let the earth quake" 
-here the emendation of 'ammim to siimayim, lately propounded by 
Lipi.iiski in Biblica 44 (1963), 437, n. 2, is no longer impressive; 
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(j) Ps xcix 2, yhwh h·~iyyon giidol hil' w"riim 'al kol ha'ammim, "Yah
weh is too great for Zion, and higher is he than all the strong ones"-as 
in Deut xxxiii 3, 'ammim is regarded as a deliberate substitution for 
'elim; (k) Ezek xxviii 3, hinneh f:iiikiim 'attiih middiini'el kol siitilm lo' 
'iim"milkii, "Look, you are wiser than Daniel and no secret is too deep 
for you"; (1) Job xii 2, 'omniim ki 'attem 'iim w•'imm•kii tiimilt l;zokmiih, 
"You no doubt are the Strong/Wise One and with you will wisdom die." 
Notice in these last two texts the association of 'am with wisdom, and 
in the Job passage the theological wordplay of 'am with the preposition 
'im, as in Pss xviii 27-28 and xlvii 10, where the pun devolves upon the 
senses "strong" and "people." Cf. also Isa ii 6 (cf. Targ.); Ezek xxxi 8 
and Job xx 11, and the wordplay in Deut xxxii 21. 

Though no undoubted examples of this root have materialized in 
Ugaritic, there are several possible occurrences-UT, 51:IV:41-42; 
1 Aqht:1:27-28, and the theophoric element in such proper names as 
'mrpi, ykn'm, yrh'm, tb'm, 'mlhu, etc. 

who saves the poor. A relative sentence without the relative pronoun, 
a poetic usage attested in Ugaritic 1 Aqht:220-21, yd mb~t a[qh]t 
gzr tmb~ alpm ih, "The hand that smote Aqhat the hero will smite 
thousands of foes," and in Phoen. ht 'h' 'l th', "The house I enter you 
shall not enter"; Donner and Rollig, KAI, II, p. 45. Biblical usage is 
more frequent than the grammars would suggest; to examples usually 
listed the following may be added from the Psalter: xxxv 15, 1 8, 
Iii 3, lxxi 18, lxxiv 18. 

eyes that are proud. Metonymy for "the proud." The proposed 
emendations of 'enayim riimot appear unnece~sary. Grammatically, we 
have a dual noun modified by a morphologically plural adjective. Hebrew 
apparently did not preserve a dual form of the adjective as Ugaritic 
did in such phrases as spthm mtqtm, "their lips are sweet," or lt 
attm adrtm, "two noble wives." 

29. Yvu shine for me. Referring to Yahweh, not the goddess sps 
who is termed nrt ilm, "the lamp of the gods," in the Ras Sharnra 
tablets, nor the Moon-god Yarib who in UT, 77:38-39 is besought: 
wyrb yark, "And may the Moon-god shine for you." Cf. Isa Ix 19-20. 
The dative suffix required with tii'lr is to be supplied from neri, "my 
lamp"; metrical considerations may have prompted the elliptical 
usage. Note the syntax and style of Ps cxxxix 12, gam l;zosek lo' 
yal;zJik mimmekii wcliiyliih kayyom yiilr kal;z"sekii kii'oriih, "Darkness 
is not too dark for you and the night shines for you like the day; as 
the darkness, so the light." Here the suffix of mimmekii functions also 
for yii'lr. 

my lamp is Yahweh. Compare II Sam xxii, ki 'attiih nerl yhwh, 
"Indeed you are my lamp, 0 Yahweh." In Canaanite mythology the 
goddess Shapsh is termed nrt ilm, "the divine lamp." 
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30. I run well-sinewed. The hapax legomenon g"dild (preferably 
pointed as passive participle giidild) looks like a reduplicated form of 
gid, "sinew, tendon," found also in UT, 2 Aqht:VI:21, adr gdm brumm, 
"Cut tendons from buffaloes." The reduplicated form hiig'ig from hiigiih 
was discussed in the NoTE on Ps v 2. Needless to say, this explanation 
nicely squares with the second colon, "I can scale any wall." 

31. his dominion is complete. Suggesting that he is therefore able 
to invest others with strength. On Ugar. drkt and its biblical correspon
dent derek, see NOTES on Pss i 1 and x 5. 

command of Yahweh. For this nuance of 'imriih, see Ps cv 19, etc., as 
well as in Phoenician Haddad of Zincirli, lines 26, 29, 32, 'l 'mrth, "ac
cording to his command." See Cooke, TNSI, pp. 162 f.; Jean and Hofti
jzer, Dictionnaire •.• , p. 18. 

The Suzerain. On miigiin (MT miigen}, cf. NoTB on Ps iii 4. The 
Suzerain was obliged to protect the vassals bound to him by treaty-oaths. 

33. who girded me. Cross and Freed.man, JBL 72 (1953), 30, n. 73, 
find the article of ham•' azzeren'i suspicious, but the abundant attestation 
of this construction in Hebrew (GK, §§ 116f., 128i) and in Phoenician 
(Cooke, TNSI, p. 22) should put the reading above suspicion. Isa 
ix 12 merits a word of comment: w•hii'iim IO' siib 'ad hammakkehil, 
"But the people did not return to him who smote them." lQisa reads 
hmkhw, with the he above the line. The scribe's reverence for the 
sacred text evidently induced him to insert the he after his classical 
Hebrew instincts had led him to omit it. 

and the Bestower. D. N. Freedman suggests reading yoten for MT 
yitten, a participle from ytn, the normal form of the verb "to give" in 
Ugaritic-Phoenician. That this by-form existed in biblical poetry may 
be inferred from the reading in II Sam xxii 41, w•'oy•bay tattiih, 
which becomes grammatically explicable if we suppose the haplography 
of a yod or simply scriptio defectiva, 'yb ytt, which vocalized will read 
'oy•bay yiitattiih. See Cross and Freedman, JBL 72 (1953), 32, n. 91. 

The participle yoten, serving as a divine epithet, is semantice.lly akin 
to miigiin (or m0gen}, "the Benefactor, a title discussed at Ps iii 4. 
This reading and analysis are confirmed by vs. 48, where the divine 
names hii'el and yoten, which in the present verse are placed in the 
pare.Ile! cola, are equivalently joined in the phrase hii'el hannoten, 
"the God who gives." 

whose dominion is complete. Identifying darki with Ugar. drkt, 
"dominion, power," studied in the NOTES on Pss i 1 and x 5, and 
parsing the suffix as third-person singular, as in Ps ii 6. There thus 
emerges an inclusion beginning in vs. 31, hii'el tiimim darko, and 
closing here with tam'im darki. That a third-person suffix is desiderated 
here is clear from II Sam xxii 33, which reads darko, another instance 
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of the modernization of the text evident in a number of verses in the 
II Samuel recension. 

34. upon his heights. The suffix of bamotay is third-person singular fol
lowing plural noun, as in Hab iii 19, 'al bam0tay yadrikeni, "Upon his 
heights he makes me tread." The correct vocalization is very likely 
biimotey. The efforts of Cross and Freedman to restore yam to both 
these passages have been rightly criticized by Moran in Biblica 43 
(1962), 327, n. I. The expression "his heights" is of a piece with 
har•re 'el, literally "the mountains of God," but really, "the towering 
mountains." 

Other instances of third-person suffix -y after plural nouns are found 
in Pss xxxii 9, xiii 5, !xviii 34, 36, lxxviii 49, cxii 6, cxivii 6, 20; Isa lix 3; 
Jer xvii 13; Job xii 2; Prov xxviii 23. Of unusual interest is Ps !xviii 
34: larokeb be'Samey s•me qedem hen yitten b•qolo qol 'oz, "For him 
who rides forth from his heavens, the heavens of old; behold he gives 
forth his voice, a voice of power." Stylistically, samey balances qolo, 
and s•me qedem pairs with qol 'oz. 

35. Who ... lowered. II Sam xxii reads nibat, the modernized form 
of nibatah. Here explaining nibatah as preserving the qatala form of an
cient Canaanite, discussed in the NoTE on Ps iv 7. The theme of lowering 
celestial weapons into the arms of terrestrial warriors finds early ex
pression in UT, 68: 11, where the artisan-god Kothar is said to bring 
down two clubs for Baal to rout Yamm: klr ynbt ~mdm, "Kothar 
lowers the two clubs." The motif reappears in Deut xxxiii 27 as 
revocalized by Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 45 f.: m•'anneh (MT m•'onah) 
'•lohe qedem umuttabet (MT mittabat) z•ro'ot 'olam, "The God of Old 
is a conqueror, and one who lowers his arms the Eternal." A pie! 
participle of the infixed -t- conjugation underlies consonantal mtbt from 
mntbt. There is a fleeting allusion to the theme in Isa xxx 30, nabat 
z•ro'o, "the lowering of his arm." Cf. also Ps xxxviii 3. 

the miraculous bow. Deriving n•busah from nb:f, "to practice divina
tion, to charm, enchant." The point of the Aqhat legend, it will be 
recalled, is that the mortal Aqhat came into possession of a miraculous 
bow designed by the artisan-god Kothar for the hunt-goddess Anath. 
For full discussion, see Gaster, Thespis, 1961, pp. 340 f. The present 
phrase, then, must be distinguished from homonymous Job xx 24, qdet 
n•busah, "a bronze bow," a phrase itself much contested. 

36. with your right hand ... by your triumph. Cf. vs. 51, "who 
made his king famous through victories." Just as Yahweh is the subject 
of titten in the first colon, so canons of Hebrew style would suggest 
that he remain subject of the verbs tis'adeni and tarbeni in the second 
half verse. This becomes possible when y•min•ka and 'anwat•ka are 
parsed as accusatives of means. An especially close parallel, using the 
verb sfl'ad, is Ps civ 15, w•lebem l•bab '•nas yis'ad, "And with bread 
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he sustains the heart of man." Note that both accusatives of means in 
Ps civ 15 precede their respective verbs, a stylistic trait of the psalmists 
remarked in the NOTE on Ps v 10. 

your triumph. The victory really belongs to Yahweh, who has clothed 
the psalmist with strength and supplied him with weapons. Apparently 
synonymous with yiS'ekii, "your victory," of the first colon, 'anwiit"kfl 
is most suitably derived from 'nw, "to conquer," a root notably clarified 
by Phoenician Karatepe 1: 18, w'n 'nk 'r~t 'z.t, "And I conquered powerful 
lands." Other biblical occurrences are in Pss Ix 7, !xx.xix 23, cxviii 21; 
Num xxiv 24; Deut xxxiii 27 (see NoTE on vs. 35 above), and Eccles 
x 19. Discussions of this root are offered by R. T. O'Callaghan in 
Orientalia 18 (1949), 186; W. L. Moran in Biblica 42 (1961), 239, 
and, for pre-Phoenician treatment, Buttenwieser, PCTNT, p. 252. 

37. long-striding legs. Literally "You made wide my steps beneath 
me." 

39. fell at my feet. Comparing UT, 1 Aqht: 115-16, tqln tbt 
p'nh, "(The eagles) fell at his feet," with yipp•/U tabat ragliiy. 

40. beneath me. Where MT has tabtiiy, II Sam xxii 40 reads tabtenl 
(to be pointed tabtiinl), a significant variant that has gone unrecorded 
in the apparatus of Kittel; the same situation obtains in vss. 37 and 48. 
In view of the two series of prepositions preserved in ancient Canaanite, 
such as Ugar. b and bn; b'd and b'dn; l and ln; 'm and 'mn, while 
Phoenician Kilarnuwa 1: 14 registers the phrase ysb tbtn, "who shall sit 
in my place," one may consider the form in II Samuel as original and 
Ps xviii tabtiiy a modernized reading. Cf. Tsevat, A Study of the Lan
guage of the Biblical Psalms, p. 109, n. 237, and F. M. Cross, Jr., 
Studies in Ancient Yahwistic Poetry (Baltimore, 1950), p. 311. The 
unique form tabtenniih in Gen ii 21 becomes morphologically explicable 
on the basis of the preposition tbtn followed by the feminine suffix 
-ah. Hence I have vocalized as tabtiiniih. For Amorite ta!Jtun, "beneath," 
see I. J. Gelb in Rendiconti Lincei 13 (1958), 164; I have discussed 
the longer form of b'd in Ps cxx.xix 11 in Biblica 44 (1963), 302 f. 

41. the neck of my foes. Literally "You have given me the foes 
as to the neck." The parallelism of 'oy•bay and m•.fon•'ay appears 
in UT, 51 :vn:35-36, ib b'l II 'Snu hd. Customarily interpreted as 
denoting the flight of enemies (so GB, p. 621a; Kraus, Psalmen, I, p. 
13 7) , these words evoke rather the image of the victor placing his foot on 
the neck of the vanquished, as represented on reliefs and described 
in literary texts. For example, Josh x 24, "And Joshua summoned all 
the men of Israel, and said to the chiefs of the men of war who had 
gone with him, 'Come near, put your feet upon the necks of these 
kings.'" Cf. Exod xxiii 27 and Isa li 23. 

I exterminated. The emphatic position of ·~mltem, Ugar. ~mt, at 
the end of the verse suggests that the mem is enclitic, serving for 
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emphasis, and that "my enemies" is the direct object of ·~mit rather 
than a casus pendens. II Sam xxii transposes the waw from me.fan•'ay 
to the verb w•a.rmltem; if this is the original reading, as seems probable, 
we have an example of the waw emphaticum which, like emphatic 
kl, often effects the postposition of the verb. See NOTE on Ps iv 5. 
Cf. UT, 68:9, t:jmt :jrtk, "You will exterminate your adversary." 

42. the Savior. Its balance with 'al yhwh marks miiSfa' as a divine 
appellative. In Ps vii 11 this appellative stands in apposition with the 
composite divine title 'al '•lohlm, "the Most High God," whereas in 
Ps xvii 7 it occurs alone. 

was not there. Just as yes means "to be [concretely] present," so 
'en, its contrary, sometimes denotes "he is not present"; cf. Pss x 4 and 
xiv 1, and the very pertinent remarks of W. F. Albright in BASOR 94 
(1944) , 31, n. 12, on U gar. it, "he is present." 

the Most High Yahweh. 'al yhwh is a composite divine title like 'al 
'•lohim in Ps vii 11. The redactor of II Sam xxii did not understand the 
meaning of 'al which he altered to the preposition 'el. On 'al, "the Most 
High," see NoTE to Ps vii 11. Also to be noted is the use of y•faww•'u 
with both halves of the verse, a practice that falls in with double-duty 
suffixes, prepositions, interrogatives, etc. 

43. in the square. Vocalizing rewab for MT ruab; consult NoTE 
on vs. 11. The emendation to r•bob, "square," is unnecessary. 

I trampled them. With II Sam xxii, reading 'adiqem for MT 'a;;qem, 
a confusion between resh and daleth remarked at vs. 11. 

44. the shafts of people. Reading (for MT ribe) rabbe, related to 
rbb, "to shoot arrows"; consult NoTE on Ps iii 7. Royal Psalm lxxxix 51 
expresses a similar sentiment, where the parallelism with ber•pu in vs. 
52, "whom your foes, 0 Lord, insulted," is illuminating: s•'eti b•l:zeqi kol 
rabbe-m (MT rabbim) 'ammlm, "(Remember) his bearing in his bosom 
all the shafts of peoples." 

After having described his deliverance from Death and from his 
military rivals, the poet relates his rescue from slanderers. 

protected me. Reading, with II Sam xxii and Targum, tism•renl for 
MT t•Simeni. Cf. Ps lxiii 11, "But the king shall rejoice in God; every
one who swears by him shall sing praises, for the mouth of liars shall 
be closed." 

from the venom. Relating ro's to the substantive denoting "venom," 
rather than to the homonym signifying "head." Prepositional l often 
denotes "from," in Hebrew and Ugaritic; UT, § 10.11. Venomous re
marks and calumnies are intended. On the use of poisonous arrows, see 
Deut xxxii 24; Job vi 4; and Ps !xiv 4, diir•ku b~t1iim diibiir miir, "They 
tipped their arrow with a poisonous substance." This metaphor occurs in 
a context describing the activity of calumniators. 

46. their hearts. Reading w•yabr•gu-m (enclitic mem) misg•rotehem, 
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and relating the substantive to Hos xiii 18, s•gor libbiim, "the enclosure 
of their heart," i.e., pericardium, and Mic vii 17, yirg"zu-m ( enclitic 
mem) misg•rotehem 'el yhwh 'c/ohenu yipbiidu w•y1r•'u mimmekkii, "May 
their hearts tremble before Yahweh our God; may they quake and be 
afraid of you." 

seized with anguish. Associating yabr•gu with Aram. barg•ta', 
"anguish." For example, Targum reads at Deut xxxii 25, bargat motel', 
"the dread of death." 

47. May Yahweh live. Adopting the explication of Heinrich Ewald, 
Ausfuhrliches Lehrbuch der hebriiischen Sprache, 6th ed. (Leipzig, 1855), 
§ 223, p. 501, who describes bay yhwh as an archaic formula of precative 
type. His analysis is supported by the ancient formula recorded in UT, 
76:11:20, bwt abt, "May you live, 0 my sister." In this salutation the 
precative perfect bwt is addressed by Baal to the goddess Anath. 

my Mountain. The association of the two roots found in ,ari and 
yarum hints that these same roots may be associated in Ps lxxv 6, 'al 
tafimu lammarom qarn•kem t•dabb•ru b~'u'r (MT b•,awwa'r) 'attiq 
(MT 'ataq), "Do not raise up your horn against the Exalted One [on 
marom, see Zorell, Psalterium ex Hebraeo Latinum, p. 185] nor speak 
against the Ancient Mountain." 

exalted the God. Parailel to the passive participle baruk, yarum is 
preferably parsed as a passive participle from the root yrm, a by-form of 
rwm. Hence yrm should be classed with {wb+y{b, kwn+ykn, qy,+yq,, 
etc.; cf. P. Boccaccio in Orientalia 32 (1963), 498. The root yrm also 
appears in Ps xxvii 6, w"'attah yiirum ro'si, "And now my head is 
raised"; Ps !xi 3, b•,ar yiirum mimmennl tanbenl, "From it (the edge of 
Sheol) lead me to the Lofty Mountain." Cf. also Isa Iii 13 and Dan xi 12. 
This same root may be present in the recently published Ugaritic personal 
names yrmb'l, "exalted by Baal" (UT, 2121:3), and yrm'l, "exalted by 
the Exalted One" (UT, 2106:4), which is the conceptual equivalent of 
II Sam xxiii 1, n•'um haggeber huqam 'al, "utterance of the man raised 
up by the Most High." The name "Jeremiah" may well derive from the 
root yrm. 

48. made nations subject. Literally "made nations bend their back 
beneath me." Cross and Freedman, JBL 72 ( 1953), 34, n. I 09, adopt the 
reading morid of the ben Chayyim edition, but the ample attestation of 
dbr, "to turn the back, render supine," especially in archaic texts, argues 
for the MT lection. See Gaster, Thespis, 1950, p. 457, whose analysis can 
be supported by the observation that the penchant to form denominative 
verbs from names of parts of the body was more pervasive than 
heretofore realized. Ugaritic offers nine examples of such verbal forma
tions, and two new ones have recently turned up in Hebrew; see 
Bib Ii ca 44 ( 1963), 204 f. 

49. my Foe ... my assailants. II Sam xxii reads w• while Ps xviii 
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has 'ap. The sense is the same, though 'ap is doubtless the original read
ing. The attenuation of the meaning of 'ap is already attested in Late 
Bronze Age as appears from UT, 124: 12, tbb alpm ap ~in, "He butchered 
oxen and sheep." Gordon's comment in UT, § 11.10 that "ap is little 
more than a conjunction joining nouns" is sustained by the present verse 
and the variant in II Sam xxii. 

my Foe. I.e., Death. The form is plurale excellentiae; cf. NOTE on vs. 
4. 

my assailants. I.e., the military opponents of the king. 
calumniators. On (uimiis, "falsehood, calumny," cf. Ps xxvii 12, 

y•peati l;iiimiis, parallel to 'ede seqer, "lying witnesses." 
It will thus be seen that vs. 49, in listing the three classes of enemies, 

summarizes the contents of the poem before proceeding to the doxology 
of the final two verses. 

51. through victories. Parsing y•su'ot as accusative of means; cf. NOTE 

on vs. 36. 



PSALM 19 

(xix 1-15) 

For the director; a psalm of David. 

2 The heavens are proclaiming the glory of God, 
and the sky manifests the work of his hands. 

3 Day unto day pours forth speech, [2]* 
and night unto night unfolds knowledge. 

4 Without speech and without words, [3] 
without their voice being heard. 

s Through all the earth their call went forth, [4] 
and their words to the edge of the world. 

6 To the sun he gave a tent; [5] 
Then like a bridegroom it goes forth from its bower, 

rejoicing like a warrior to run its course. 
7 From the edge of the heavens is its going forth, [6] 

and its return is to their edge, 
Never turning aside from its pavilion. 

8 The law of Yahweh is perfect, [7] 
refreshing my soul; 

The decree of Yahweh is stable, 
giving my mind wisdom. 

9 The precepts of Yahweh are direct, [8] 
rejoicing my heart; 

The command of Yahweh is radiant, 
enlightening my eyes. 

10 The edict of Yahweh is pure, [9] 
enduring forever. 

The judgments of Yahweh are truth, 
all of them are just. 

11 More desirable than gold, [10] 
and much fine gold. 

And sweeter than honey, 
honey from the comb. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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12 Indeed your servant is enlightened by them; [ u J 
in observing them there is great reward. 

13 \Vho can understand errors? [12] 
From my aberrations cleanse me. 

14 Above all, keep your servant from the presumptuous ones, [13] 
lest they rule over me. 

Then shall I be blameless 
and innocent of the great crime. 

15 May the words of my mouth [ 14] 
be according to your desire, 

And the thoughts of my heart 
according to your will, 

0 Yahweh, my Mountain, and my Redeemer. 

NOTES 

xix. The psalm clearly divides into two distinct but related parts. The 
first seven verses are probably an adaptation to Yahwistic purposes of an 
ancient Canaanite hymn to the sun. Verses 8-15 are a didactic poem 
describing the excellence of the Law, often in terms which properly 
describe the sun. If the use of the double-duty suffixes is a safe criterion, 
the author of both parts of the psalm was the same poet. Compare vs. 
6, 'oral:i with vs. 8, nepe'S. 

2. The heavens are proclaiming. The chiastic arrangement should be 
noted: A+B+c // c+a+A.. To reproduce the chiasmus in English 
would result in ambiguity in the second half verse. There is a similar 
chiasmus involving related categories in UT, 'nt:m:21-22: 

tant smm 'm ar:f "The meeting of the heavens with the nether world, 
thmt 'mn kbkbm of the deeps with the stars." 

3. pours forth speech. The interesting root nb'; which has been the 
object of a recent study by F. Vattioni in Annali dell'lstituto Universi
tario Orient ale di Napoli 13 ( 1963), 279-86, is now attested in the 
Ugaritic personal name nb'n, which reveals the nature of the third 
consonant. 

4. their voice. The antecedent of qoliim is "day" and "night" in vs. 
3, while the antecedent of qawwiim, "their call," in vs. 5 is "heavens" 
and "sky" in vs. 2. This analysis brings out the chiastic arrangement of 
vss. 2-5, with vss. 3 and 4 balancing vss. 2 and 5. 

5. their call. The antecedent of "their" is "heavens" and "sky" in vs. 2. 
Though Jacob Barth in his Etymologische Studien (Leipzig, 1893), pp. 
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29 ff., demonstrated this meaning of qawwam, the definition has not 
gained entry into the Hebrew lexicons published since. A review of the 
evidence is thus in order: (a) Ps xi 2, qawwoh qiwwlt"i yhwh wayyef 
'elay wayyisma' faw'aa, "I loudly called to Yahweh, and he paid heed to 
me and heard my cry"-obviously, the action expressed by qiwwltl is 
synonymous with faw'aa, "my cry," and therefore cannot be "hope" as 
in the standard versions; (b) Ps Iii 11, wa'aqawweh sim'ka ki fob neged 
1;tas1deka, "And before your devoted ones I shall proclaim how sweet is 
your name"; (c) Job xvii 13, 'im 'aqawweh s''ol betl, "When I call Sheol 
my home," which is a restatement of vs. 14, la'Sfal;tat qara'a 'abl 'attah, 
"When I address the Pit, 'You are my father'." See also Job xxxi 14, 
and NOTE on Ps xxxvii 9. 

The root should be equated with qawlih II, "to collect." The semantic 
bond between "call" and "collect" is well illustrated by qot, "voice," 
which is cognate with qlihal, "to gather," as shown by W. F. Albright in 
VTS, IV (1957), 256, and by qlirli', "to call," but which denotes "to 
gather" in the Arabic fifth form and in Ps cx!vii 9 and Prov xxvii 16; see 
Zorell, ZLH, p. 734b. 

Hence my earlier attempt in CBQ 19 (1957), 148, to equate qawwam 
with Ugar. g, "voice," and Manfred Weippert's emendation of qawwam 
to qrm in ZAW 74 (1961), 99, can now be correctly labeled exercises in 
misplaced ingenuity. 

6. To the sun he gave. The subject is God. For the construction 
slim l, "to give to," cf. I Sam viii 5-6; II Sam xxiii 5; Isa xiii 12, 15; 
and compare Aramaic Nerab n, smny sm fb, "He gave me a good 
name." 

a tent. There is an indirect reference to the habitation of the sun in 
the astrological text in UT, 1162:2--4, 'rbt sps !firh rsp, "The sun-goddess 
set, her doorkeeper being Resheph." 

Then like a bridegroom. Detaching blihem from preceding words 
and joining it to the following clause. This conclusion arises from the 
observation that la'SsemeJ slim 'ohel is metrically intended to balance vs. 
7, 'en nistlir mel;temlito, with which it forms an inclusio. For the meaning 
of blihem, "then, thereupon," see Isa xlviii 14 and Job xxii 21. Its 
components seem to be ba, "from, after," and hem, "these," hence, 
"after these, then." There is a possible occurrence in UT, 137:24, bhm 
yg'r b'l, "Then Baal shouts." 

it goes forth from its bower. Compare Judg v 31, k'~e't ha'Ssemes 
blg'buriito, "like the going forth of the sun from his (Yahweh's) 
fortress." See NoTE on Ps xx 7 for g'burah, "fortress." 

its course. No pronominal suffix needed with 'ora/:t since parallel 
l;tupplito has it: cf. NoTE on Ps iii 4. In vs. 8, suffixless nepes is paired 
with suffixed pty, in vs. 9, leb receives its suffix from 'eniiy, and in vs. 15 
rii.fon shares the suffix of piinekii. 
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7. its return is to their edge. t•qupiih is cognate with Ugar. nqpt, 
"year." 

Never turning aside. The daily course of the sun is straight and direct. 
nistiir is here analyzed as niphal participle of the infixed -t- conjugation 
of sur, "to turn aside"; see NOTE on Ps x 11, and for the thought, cf. 
Eccles i 5, "The sun rises and the sun sets, and hastens to the place where 
it rose." 

from its pavilion. Vocalizing l:iemiito for MT l:iammiito and identifying 
vocable with Arabic-Ugaritic bmt, "tent, pavilion, arbor." Stylistically, 
l:iemiito balances vs. 6a, 'ohel, "tent," and with it forms an inclusio. 
Ugar. bmt, "tent, pavilion," lends support to the proposal set forth in 
1929 by Edward Robertson ("Isaiah xxvn 2-6," ZAW 6 [1929], 200), 
who maintained that Isa xxvii 4, l:iemiih 'en li means "Shelter I have 
none," a natural complaint of a watchman of a vineyard. The basis of 
his etymology was Ar. baymatu. 

8. my mind. Forming part of the series which includes nepd, "soul," 
leb, "heart," and 'eniiy, "eyes," pty can scarcely signify "simple." A con
nection with the disputed vocable pot in Isa iii 17, parallel to qodqod, 
"head," and often equated with Akk. putu, "forehead, face," more ade
quately meets the demands of synonymous parallelism. A connection 
with Ugar. ph, "to see," is a definite possibility. One should parse the y 
of consonantal pty as the pronominal suffix which also serves for parallel 
nepd of the preceding line; cf. NOTE on Ps iii 4. 

9. rejoicing my heart. Scholars have compared El Amarna, 142:7-10, 
"When I heard the words on the tablet of the king, my lord, my heart 
rejoiced and my eyes became very radiant." The suffix of Zeb is forth
coming from parallel 'eniiy, "my eyes"; cf. NoTE on Ps iii 4. 

is radiant. One should notice that biiriih is predicated of the sun in UT, 
1005:2-4, km sps dbrt, "like the sun that is pure"; cf. Song of Sol vi 
10, biiriih kal:iammiih, "radiant as the sun." In Job xxxvii 11, biir is the 
name of the sun itself: 'ap biirl yafrial:i 'iib yiipl~ 'iiniin 'oro, "And his 
shining one dispels the mist, and his sun scatters the clouds." The balance 
with 'oro, "his sun," indicates that biirl (MT b•rl) is a substantive 
followed by third-person suffix -y; cf. NoTE on Ps ii 6. 

enlightening my eyes. The root idea of m•'!riih is often predicated of 
the sun. Reading 'eniiy and attaching final mem to next word. The suffix 
of 'eniiy also modifies balancing Zeb in the preceding line. 

10. The edict of Yahweh. Being synonymously parallel to preceding 
mb;wiih, "command," and to following mispiiflm, "judgments," yir'at 
yhwh, "the fear of Yahweh," can hardly be right. What is more, yhwh 
in the parallel phrases is a subjective genitive, whereas in the traditional 
versions it must be understood as an objective genitive, if yir'iih 
denotes "fear." Hence I have detached the mem from 'eniiyim to read 
'eniiy, "my eyes," and joined it to the following word to read mir'at yhwh. 
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In Ugaritic and Aramaic, mr' 1 signifies "to command"; see UT, No. 1543, 
p. 437; Aistleitner, WuS, No. 194, pp. 194 f. 

are truth. This literal rendition of the Hebrew is more muscular than, 
say, RSV, "The ordinances of the Lord are true." Cf. Ps xxxiii 4, "Every 
work of his is truth itself." 

12. your servant. The close rapports between Ugaritic and Hebrew, 
which some scholars fail to appreciate or tend to minimize, can be 
illustrated in Ugaritic correspondence and in the Bible by the frequent 
use of 'bd as a polite substitution for the personal pronoun when an 
inferior is writing to or addressing a suzerain or superior. Thus UT, 
95:17-18, rgm Uh l 'bdk, "Send back word to your servant," really 
means "Send back word to me." Cf. UT, § 6.15, and for a rather full 
listing of biblical occurrences, BDB, p. 714a. Examples in the Psalter 
include xix 14, xxvii 9, xxxvii 27, !xix 18, cix 28, cxliii 2. 

is enlightened. Instead of rendering it "is warned" with most moderns, 
the La Bible de la Pleiade (ed. E. Dhorme), II, p. 927, retains the root 
meaning of zhr, "eclairer," on the basis of Dan xii 3. The consideration 
that zhr may also be predicated of the sun supports the Pteiade transla
tion; to describe the Law, the psalmist, it has been noted, chose terms 
that are properly predicable of the sun. In Ugaritic d.hrt signifies 
"vision, illumination," but cf. NoTE on Ps xiii 9. 

great reward. Contrast CCD, "very diligent," a translation difficult to 
sustain in view of the didactic nature of the second part of the psalm; 
hence 'eqeb should be understood as in Prov xxii 4. 

13. From my aberrations. The niphal participle nistiirot probably 
stems from the infixed -t- conjugation of sur, "to turn aside"; see NoTE 
on vs. 7. The parallel most frequently cited in defense of the customary 
translation "hidden sins" is Ps xc 8, 'alumenu, usually translated "our 
hidden sins," but one should point out that the Targum understood 
the word as "sins of our youth," which is probably correct. 

14. Above all. The second gam (see vs. 12) aims at a climactic 
effect, since the sin to be avoided above all others is the "great sin" 
of idolatry. 

your servant. Cf. first NOTE on vs. 12. 
the presumptuous ones. In the present context, the frequent plural 

adjective zedim concretely means "idols or false gods," i.e., those who 
presume to be God. It derives from zy/wd, "to act presumptuously," 
and enjoys a fine analogue in Ps x1 5, r•hiibim, "arrogant ones, false 
gods," from rhb, "to act arrogantly." 

lest. On 'al, "lest," as in Ugaritic, see NOTE on Ps ix 20; a most 
relevant parallel is Ps cxix 122. 

they rule over me. With yimsclu bi, compare Ps cxxxix 24, ur•'eh 
'im diirak (MT derek) '6ieb bi., "And see if an idol ever held sway 
over me." 
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Then shall I be blameless. MT 'eytiim supposes the root ytm, a 
by-form of tmm; the reading may easily be defended since biliteral 
roots often appear in variant weak stems of similar meaning, such 
as twb and y[b. Cf. Norn on Ps xviii 47. T. Noeldeke, Beitriige zur 
semitischen Sprachwissenschaft (Strassburg, 1904), p. 39, correctly 
postulated the by-form ysm, "to place," to explain the verbs written 
wyysm in Gen xxiv 33, 1 26. 

the great crime. I.e., idolatry. In this context pe'Sa' riib is a synonym 
of tiafii'iih g•dolllh (Gen xx 9; Exod xxxii 21, 30, 31; II Kings xvii 21), 
"the great sin," which really means "idolatry." See NoTE on Ps xxv 11. 
Akkadian texts from Ras Shamra use the term bittu riibu, "the great 
sin," to describe "adultery"; since for the Israelites "idolatry" and 
"adultery" were collateral terms, the expression "great sin" signified 
for them "idolatry." See W. L. Moran, "The Scandal of the 'Great 
Sin' at Ugarit," JNES 18 (1959), 280-81. 

15. according to. For this usage of l•, see BDB, p. 516a; and for 
the synonymy of ze and k•, "according to," compare Ps cxix 154, 
l•'imriit•kii l;zayyen'i, "According to your promise restore me to life," 
with vs. 58, l;ionnenl k•'imriiteka, "Have pity on me according to your 
promise." 

your desire. The principle of the double-duty suffix permits suffixless 
r~on to share that of its counterpart piineka, "your will." Other in
stances of this poetic practice have been noted at vss. 6, 8, and 9, and 
in the general locus at Ps iii 4. In Ps v 13, r~on, "your favor," shares 
the suffix of vs. 12, s•mekii, "your name." 

your will. Several studies since 1940 have shown that plln'im some
times denotes "intent, purpose, will." In interpreting UT, 67:1:14-15, 
pnh s nps lbit thw, "His will is that a sheep should arouse the appetite 
of a lioness," W. F. Albright in BASOR 83 (1941), 41, n. 22, cited 
Heb. pllnlm and Akk. pllnu, "intent, purpose, will." Patton, CPBP, 
pp. 24 f., followed with observations in a similar vein, and in 1947 
A. R. Johnson published an article, "Aspects of the Use of the Term 
plln'im in the Old Testament," Festschrift Otto Eissfeldt (Halle, 1947), 
pp. 155-59, where he cited II Chron xxxii 2, .upllnllyw l•mill;iiimllh, 
"And his intention was war." Speiser, Genesis (The Anchor Bible, 
vol. 1), p. LXVIII, correctly shows that in Gen x 9, lipne yhwh denotes 
"by the will of Yahweh"; cf. also Gen xvii 18, xxvii 7, xliii 33. This may 
be the intended nuance in Phoenician YeQ.imilk, 6-7, kmlk ~dq wmlk y.fr 
lpn 'l gbl q[dsm], "For he is the legitimate and lawful king by the will 
of the holy gods of Byblos." 

In the present passage, the parallelism with r~on greatly facilitates 
the interpretation of pllneka. 



PSALM 20 

(xx 1-10) 

1 For the director; a psalm of David. 

2 May Yahweh grant you triumph 
in time of siege, 

The Name of Jacob's God 
be your bulwark. 

3 May he send you help from the sanctuary, 
from Zion sustain you. 

4 May he remember all your gifts, 
and consider your burnt offerings generous. 

S May he give you what you strive for, 
and every plan of yours accomplish. 

6 That we might exult in your victory, 
and in the Name of our God 
hold high the banners; 

May Yahweh accomplish all your petitions. 
7 Now I know 

that Yahweh has given his anointed victory, 
Has granted him triumph 

from his sacred heaven, 
And from his fortress 

has given victory with his right hand. 
8 Some through chariots, 

and others through horses, 
But we through the Name of our God are strong. 

9 They slumped and fell, 
while we stood erect and reassured. 

10 Yahweh has given the king victory, 
granted him triumph 
when we called. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 

Selah [3] 
[4] 

[5] 

[6] 

[8] 

[9] 
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NOTES 

xx. A prayer of the congregation for the king setting out for battle 
(vss. 2-6), and the answer to the prayer announced by a priest or 
prophet (7-10). 

2. grant you triumph. Relating the verb ya'an•ka to 'nw, "to conquer, 
triumph," studied in Norn on Ps xviii 36; see Norns below on vss. 7 
and 10. 

in time of siege. The prevalence of military language throughout the 
psalm indicates that generic b•yom ~ii.rah, "in time of distress," should 
be given a more specific nuance in translation. A similar situation 
obtains in Ps xxxvii 39, where, because of its collocation with mii'uzziim, 
"their fortress," b•'et ~iiriih is properly rendered "in time of siege." 
Cf. Nab i 7-8, fob yhwh l•mii'oz b•yom ~iiriih w•yodea' l:ziise bii 
(u)b•sefep 'ober, "In time of siege Yahweh is better than a fortress, 
and he cares for those who in him seek refuge from the onrushing 
flood." 

The Name of Jacob's God. Cf. especially Exod xxiii 21, "Give heed 
to him [my angel] and hearken to his voice; •.• for my Name is in 
him." The Name of Yahweh is a personification which has roots in 
Canaanite theology since, for example, Athtart is identified in UT, 
127:56, as '!trt sm b'l, "Athtart the Name of Baal." It is accordingly 
risky to use the presence of this term as a criterion for the dating of 
this psalm, as Kraus attempts to do. 

be your bulwark. The psalmist may have employed the verb 
y•foggeb•ka to elicit the thought of a miSgiib, "retreat, bulwark," thus 
continuing the metaphor of the first half verse. 

3. send you help. The text literally reads "may he send your help," 
but the pronominal suffix not infrequently has a dative meaning; see 
Joiion, GHB, § 129h. Cf. UT, 51:v:89, bsrtk yblt, "I bring you good 
tidings," literally "I bring your good tidings"; see Norns on Pss ii 8 
and xvi 4. 

from his sanctuary. Attaching the waw of wm~n to the preceding 
word to read qodso for MT qodes. That the sanctuary on Mount 
Zion was a source of power is also stated in Ps Ix.xvii 14 if we give 
to darkekii its Ugaritic sense of "power, dominion": '•lohim baqqode'S 
darkekii ml 'el giidol ke'lohim, "O God, your power is in the sanctuary; 
what god is great as God?" 

4. your gifts. The antiquity of the term minf:ziih is documented in 
U garitic, where it occurs in the masculine form mnf:z with the significa
tion "gift, tribute." Compare UT, 137:37-38, ybl argmnk kilm [ ... ] 
ybl wbn qds mnf:zyk, "He will bring you tribute [for syntax, see NOTE 
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on vs. 3] as a god, ... the sons of holiness will also bring you gifts," 
with Zeph iii 10, yobllun min/:iiitl, "They will bring me a gift." 

consider . . . generous. Vocalizing y•daJfanniih, an energic form, 
for MT y•daJscneh. The high incidence of energic forms in Ugaritic 
(UT, § 9.11) permits the Hebrew grammarian to explain as such a 
good number of apparently anomalous forms; cf. NoTE on Ps viii 2. 
On the declarative use of the pie!, "declare or consider generous," 
see GK, § 52g. 

5. what you strive for. Literally "according to your heart." 
6. hold high the banners. I.e., as a sign of victory, if the parallelism 

is not misleading. A doubtful translation of consonantal ndgl, here 
vocalized as pie! n•daggel and parsed as a denominative verb from 
degel, "banner." Cf. Ps Ix 6, niitattiih ltire'ekii nes l•hitnoses mipp•ne 
qoset, "Give a banner to those who fear you that they might rally in 
the face of the archers." A full treatment of banners and their uses in 
the Qumran texts may be found in Yigael Yadin, The Scroll of the 
War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness, trs. Batya 
and Chaim Rabin (Oxford, 1962), pp. 38-64. 

7. Now I know. A priest or prophet has received word that the 
king has scored a military triumph and announces to the congregation 
that the king's prayers and theirs have been answered. 

The yqtl verbs that follow in vss. 7-10 (except nazkir in vs. 8) 
all express past time, as normally in Ugaritic; cf. NoTE on Ps iv 4. 
The preterite verbs in vs. 9 and the balance between preterite (qtl) 
h6Si'iih and the yqtl form ya'anennu in vs. 10 thus become intelligible. 

Has granted him triumph. In the present context, where it is preceded 
and followed by verbs of victory, ya'anehu is manifestly to be derived 
from 'nw, "to conquer, triumph," discussed in the NoTES on vs. 2 and 
Ps xviii 36. For the parallelism with the root ys', cf. Pss xviii 36 and 
Ix 7, hosl'iih y 0 min°kii wa'anenu, "Give us victory with your right 
hand and grant us triumph." 

from his fortress. g•burot is a poetic name for heaven, as is clear 
from its balance with miss•me qodso. Thus the preposition b in big0bUrot, 
parallel to min, denotes "from"; other instances of like parallelism 
are found in Pss xvii 14, xxxi 21, xxxiii 19, cxlviii 1; Job v 21, 
vii 14; cf. Sarna in JBL 78 (1959), 310-16. 

The plural pointing of MT is retained on the ground that names for 
fortifications, like names for dwellings, are sometimes plural in form 
though singular in meaning. The singular form is attested in Judg v 31, 
w•'ohabiiyw kc:;e't haJseme'S big0buriito, "But those who love him 
will be like the going forth of the sun from his fortress," and Ps !xvi 7, 
mosel big•buriito 'oliim 'eyniiyw baggoyim ti.rpeniih, "He rules from 
his eternal fortress, his eyes keep watch upon the nations." 

Ps Ix.xviii 26 is instructive in that it matches the two ideas of 
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"heaven" and "fortress": yassa' qadfm baJsamayim way•naheg b"'uzzo 
temiin, "He let loose the east wind from heaven, and led forth the south 
wind from his fortress" (cf. Pss cxxxv 7, cl 1; Job xxvi 14). The word 
for "fortress" in this passage, 'oz, neatly illustrates the semantic nexus 
between "to be strong" and "fortress" that is also found in the vocable 
g•buriih, "fortress," from giibar, "to be strong." In the NOTE on Ps 
viii 3 one will find a full discussion of 'oz, "fortress." 

Finally, the suffix of qodso supplies for suffixless g•burot on the 
principle treated in the NoTE on Ps iii 4. 

has given victory. Pointing as hiphil yosza' for MT ye'Sa' and for the 
synonymy of the roots ys' and 'nw, cf. Ps Ix 7 cited above. Besides 
creating a fine balanced sentence with two three-beat cola, the proposed 
reading does away with the congested construct chain of MT, big•burot 
ye'Sa' y•mino, which has lent itself to many various translations. 

with his right hand. y•mino is an accusative of means as in Pss Ix 7, 
hosi'ah y•min•ka wa'anenu, "Give us victory with your right hand and 
grant us triumph," and cxx.xviii 7, w•tosl'enl y•min•ka, "And you will 
give me victory with your right hand." Cf. NoTE on Ps v 10 for dis
cussion of accusative of means. 

8. we ... are strong. The priest associates himself with the assembly 
of worshipers. Parsing nazklr as a denominative verb from zakiir, 
"male," just as Ps xii 5, nagbir, "we are powerful," is a denominative 
verb from geber, "man." Ugar. da-ka-rum, "man," occurs in the still 
(December 1964) unpublished quadrilingual vocabulary discovered at Ras 
Shamra in 1958. The Vulgate and Syriac understood nazkir in this 
manner. Cf. Exod xxxiv 19 and Nah ii 6, yi;}.cru (MT yizkor) 'addirayw 
yikkiis•/u bahallkotam, "His captains are strong, they hurtle in their 
march" (courtesy W. Beuken). 

Name of our God. Omitting yhwh as secondary, since it seriously 
disrupts the meter. 

10. has given . • . victory. Syntactically, hOstah is identical with 
vs. 7, h6s1a• but morphologically differs in its preservation of the archaic 
ending of the third-person singular perfect masculine, an archaism 
recorded in NOTE to Ps iv 7; I am indebted to D. N. Freedman for this 
suggestion. 

granted him triumph. Pointing ya'•nennu, instead of MT ya'•nenu; 
for this meaning of the verb, see NOTES on vss. 2 and 7. Notice the 
balance with hosl'iih, as in vs. 7, and the inclusion with vs. 2, ya'an•ka, 
"May (Yahweh) grant you triumph." 

The balance with preterite hosl'iih shows that the yqtl form expresses 
past time, as in Ugaritic; cf. NoTE on Ps iv 7. 



PSALM 21 

(xxi 1-14) 

For the director; a psalm of David. 

2 0 Yahweh, in your triumph the king rejoices, 
and in your victory how greatly he exults! 

3 His heart's desire you gave him, 
and the request of his lips did not withhold. 

4 But you set before him the blessings of prosperity, 
put upon his head a crown of gold. 

[2]* 
Selah 

[3] 

S Life eternal he asked of you, 
you gave it to him; 

Length of days, eternity, and everlasting. 
6 Great is his glory through your victory, 

splendor and majesty you set upon him. 
7 Indeed you will give him blessings forever, 

you will make him gaze with happiness upon your face. 
8 Indeed the king trusts in Yahweh, 

and from the love of the Most High will never swerve. 
9 Your left hand overtook all your foes, 

your right hand overtook those who hate you. 
10 You put them as into a blazing furnace, 

at the time of your fury, 0 Yahweh! 
In his wrath he engorged them, 

and his fire devoured them. 
11 Their race you made perish from the earth, 

and their children from the sons of men. 
12 For they plotted a revolt against you, 

devised malice, but could not succeed. 
13 But you made them all shoulder, 

with your bowstrings you aimed at their faces. 
14 Rejoice, 0 Yahweh, in your triumph, 

we shall sing and praise your vigor. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 

[4] 

[5] 

[6] 

[7] 

[BJ 

[9] 

[10] 

[11] 

[12] 

[13] 
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NOTES 

xxi. A psalm of thanksgiving for the royal victory prayed for in the 
preceding psalm. Through the vigorous intervention of Yahweh, who 
fought at the side of the king, a resounding victory was won. 

The psalm is composed of two parts. Verses 3-8 enumerate the bless
ings that Yahweh has bestowed upon the king; for these the people register 
their thanks. Verses 9-13 describe the battle that resulted in the victory 
and occasioned the composition of the present work. Verses 2 and 14 
are refrains which form an inclusio. 

Contrary to the prevailing exegesis (Gunkel, Briggs, Mowinckel, 
Kraus), the subject of vss. 9-13 is not the king but Yahweh, precisely 
as in Ps ex 5-6; see critical NOTES below. Artur Weiser, Die Psalmen 
(ATD; 5th ed., Gottingen, 1959), p. 145, has also correctly seen that 
vss. 9-13 describe a Kriegsgott, but failing to understand that the im
perfect forms in Ugaritic and in archaic Hebrew poetry are used to 
describe past narrative action, he translated the verbs of vss. 9-13 as 
future and consequently categorized these verses (erroneously, it seems) 
as V ertrauensgebet. 

2. in your triumph. These words strike the keynote of the psalm. 
The king's victory was really achieved by divine intervention and hence 
must be attributed to Yahweh. This nuance of 'oz is present in I Sam 
ii 10; Pss xxix 11, Ixviii 29, and lxxxix 18; cf. W. F. Albright in HUCA 
23 (1950), p. 31. Its parallelism with y•su'iitekii, "your victory," points 
to the same conclusion. 

rejoices • . . exults. The frequent pairing of yismab-yiigil is documented 
in UT, 125: 14-15, bbyk abn n8mb blmtk ngln, "In your life eternal, 
0 father of ours, we rejoice; in your immortality we exult." The attempt 
of Horace D. Hummel in his article, "Enclitic MEM in Early North
west Semitic, Especially Hebrew," JBL 76 (1957), 99, to find an enclitic 
mem in this verse is not particularly felicitous. 

in your victory. BDB, p. 447b, lists some fifteen· passages where this is 
the denotation of y•su'iih. 

3. request of his lips. The root of the hapax legomenon 'areset is 
frequently attested in Ugaritic, in both verbs and substantives; cf. 
C. Virolleaud in GLECS 8 (1957-60), 27, and J. Aistleitner, WuS, No. 
423, p. 37. The root is further attested in still unpublished tablets from 
Ras Shamra. There is a by-form of the root in the noun y•rusiih in Ps 
lxi 6 and possibly in Job xvii 11, m0riiJe l•biibi, "the desires of my 
heart." 

4. you set before him. Parsing t•qadd•mennu as a denominative 
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verb from qedem "front," followed by a dative suffix; cf. Maurice 
Bogaert in Biblica 45 (1964), 235, n. 5. The parallelism of t•qadd•mennu 
with tal!t recalls the collocation of these roots in UT, 'nt:rv:85, st alp 
qdmh, "Put an ox in front of him." 

5. Life eternal. Since bayylm sii'al is of a piece with UT, 2 Aqht: 
rv:27-28, irs bym watnk blmt wa'Slbk, "Ask for life eternal and I will 
give it to you, immortality and I will bestow it upon you," it follows 
with considerable probability that bayyim here, as well as in Prov xii 28, 
means "eternal life." The balance with 'orek yiimlm, 'oliim, and 'iid 
points to the same conclusion. See NOTE on Ps xxvii 13 and M. Dahood 
in Biblica 41 (1960), 176-81; PNWSP, 19f. 

you gave it to him. The king was thought to receive the gift of im
mortality on the day of his coronation. In Ugaritic poetry, King Kirta was 
also considered to be immortal, but this in virtue of his being the son of 
El and Asherah; UT, 125: 10-15. In Ps ii 7 the king is said to become 
the son of God through adoption on the day of his anointing as king. 

Length of days. The phrase 'orek yiimim occurs in UT, 1018:20, 
urk ym b'ly as well as in Phoenician Karatepe m:5. 

eternity, and everlasting. Synonyms in apposition with 'orek yiimlm 
and bayyim, rather than accusatives of time. For the association of 
the ideas of life and length of days, cf. UT, 76:11:20, bwt abt wnark, 
"May you live, 0 my sister, and prolong your days." On the reading 
nark (UT has nar-), see Andree Herdner, Corpus des tablettes en 
cuneiformes alphabetiques decouvertes a Ras Shamra-Ugarit de 1929 a 
1939 (Paris, 1963), p. 50, n. 4. 

6. splendor and majesty. These two concepts are elucidated by the 
corresponding Akkadian idea of melammu. This Akkadian term denotes 
a characteristic attribute of the gods consisting of a dazzling aureole 
or nimbus which surrounds the divinity. The king as representative 
and likeness of the gods also has such an aura, which constitutes the 
divine legitimation of his royalty. This melammu is bestowed upon him 
when he becomes king; see A. L. Oppenheim, "Akkadian pul(u)b(t)u 
and melammu," JAOS 63 (1943), 31-34. 

7. you will give him. With LXX, understanding the suffix of t•Sitehu 
as datival, as in vs~ 4; see Bogaert in Biblica 45 ( 1964), 235 f. The 
definition of Sit, "to give," which the lexicons generally recognize only 
in Gen iv 25 and here (see BDB; GB), is important for the interpreta
tion of the Ugaritic texts, where this sense seems to be rather frequent, 
though Virolleaud and others have missed this signification. Thus (a) 
UT, 2060:34-35, aLr il bqt wstn ly, "Find out what is available and 
give it to me" (see Gen iv 25 for the same construction); (b) 1171:1-4, 
spr 'psm dt st uryn lmlk ugrt, "A list of 'psm which URYN gave 
to the king of Ugarit"; (c) 2065:14-17, [11d 'my mnm irstk dbsrt 
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wank astn I iby, "Ask me, whatever your request for what is lacking, 
and I will give it to my brother." 

gaze ... upon your face. Suggesting in the afterlife; see discussion 
in the NoTEs on Pss xvi 10-11 and xvii 15. The verb t•l,iaddehu is 
a Canaanism for t•l,iazzehu. Dialectal forms in the Bible involving the 
interchange of d and z have been studied by Dahood in PNWSP, 
pp. 21, 31 f., 46. The Canaanite form l,idy for l,izy has been examined 
most recently in Biblica 45 (1964), 407 f., with bibliography. In the 
Psalter the dialectal form appears in the present passage, xxxiii 15, 
xlix 11, and cxxxix 16; on the last text, see Bonnard, Le Psautier 
selon Jeremie, p. 226. 

The sentiment expressed here closely relates to Ps xvi 11, "You will 
make me know the path of life eternal, filling me with happiness before 
you, with pleasures at your right hand forever." 

8. from the love. Ps xvi 8, mimini bal 'emmof, "From his right hand 
I will not swerve," suggests that in the clause, b•l,iesed 'elyon bal 
yimmi5f, the preposition b• denotes "from"; the same construction is 
found in Ps xvii 5. 

The love mentioned here is the covenantal love that binds the vassal 
king of Israel to Yahweh, his Suzerain. This may further be inferred 
from the mention of "trust in Yahweh"--covenant terminology-in the 
first colon. Compare the similar expression in Ps xviii 31, "The Suzerain 
is he to all who trust [l,ii5sim] in him." The present phrase uses the syn
onym bi5fea1,i. On covenantal love, consult the suggestive study by W. L. 
Moran, "The Ancient Near Eastern Background of the Love of God in 
Deuteronomy," CBQ 25 (1963), 77-87. 

9. Your left hand. I.e., the left hand of God. See NoTE. below on 
Ps xxvi 10 for this meaning of yiidekii. 

overtook. The construction tim~ii' I should be compared with UT, 
49:v:4, y~i lar~. "he reaches earth." 

your foes . . . those who hate you. Referring to the foes of God, 
who are also foes of his king. For the same parallelism, UT, 51 :vn:35-
36, ib b'l tibd y'rm :fnu hd gpt gr, "The foes of Baal seize the forests, 
those who hate Hadd the ridges of the mountain." 

10. as into a blazing furnace. Just as a fiery furnace consumes 
everything put into it, so God is pictured as a blazing furnace devour
ing his enemies. This is merely a more graphic equivalent of b•'appi5 
y•ball•'em, "In his wrath he engorged them." 

at the time of your fury. For piinim, "fury," see Pss xxxiv 17, 
p•ne yhwh b•'ose rii' l•hakrit me'ere~ zikriim, "The fury of Yahweh 
is with the evildoers, to cut off from the earth all memory of them"; 
lxxx 17; Eccles viii 1; Lam iv 16; and possibly UT, 75:1:33, wbhm 
pn b'I, "And with them was the fury of Baal." The close connection 
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with 'ap of the following colon, and the similarity with the related liter
ary genre of Ps ex 5, 'adonay 'al y•mlnekii miif:ia.r b•yom 'appo m•liiklm, 
"The Lord at your right hand will smash kings when he rages," lend con
siderable weight to this interpretation of piinlm. 

he engorged them. The sudden shift from the second to the third 
person in impassioned language is on a par with the disconcerting 
shift from the singular to the plural number commented upon in the 
NoTE on Ps v 10. The image is that of Isa xxv 8, billa' ham
miiwet liine~af:i, "He [Yahweh] engorged Mot forever," and both go 
back to older Canaanite phraseology, as may be gathered from a 
perusal of such texts as UT, 67:1:6-7, lyrt bnps bn ilm mt, "I have 
descended into the maw of divine Mot." 

his fire. Balancing 'appo with a suffix, 'es need not be furnished 
with one on the principle of the double-duty suffix. For the metaphor, 
see Ps xviii 8 f. The chiastic order of the final two cola should not 
be overlooked. 

11. Their race. Literally "their fruit." 
their children. In the Phoenician Inscription of Yel;lawm.ilk, the 

figurative sense of zera' has been noted by Cooke, TNSI, p. 25, who 
also cites the present passage. 

12. a revolt against you. Meaning against God and his king, as in 
Ps ii 2, "Why do kings of the earth take their stand, and the princes 
make common cause against Yahweh and against his anointed?" 

13. you made them all shoulder. The hapax legomenon phrase 
t•suem0 sekem, usually explained as ''you put them to flight," seems 
to indicate that God will make the enemies supine so that the king 
might put his feet upon their necks as a sign of conquest. Cf. Josh 
x 24, "Come near, put your feet upon the necks of these kings." 
This is also the sense of Ps xviii 41, "You gave me the neck of 
my foes," which does not mean that the king's enemies fled, but that 
they were brought captive before the king, who put his foot on their 
neck. See further Ps xlvii 4, "He made nations prostrate beneath 
us." When the idiom is taken to mean that God put the enemies 
of the king to flight, it becomes rather difficult to see how he could 
have aimed his bow at their faces, as stated in the ostensibly synonymous 
colon; the parallelism of vss. 9-13 being synonymous, one may infer 
that the same obtains in the present verse. 

with your bowstrings. In this sense metiir is a hapax legomenon. 
Still plausible is my proposal (Biblica 38 [1957], 65) to read in UT, 
2 Aqht:VI:22-23, mtrm (editio princeps mtb[m]) b'qbt !r, "sinews 
from the hocks of a bull." 

14. Rejoice, 0 Yahweh. Exegetically difficult rumiih is synonymous 
with vs. 2, yi.fma(I. In vs. 2 the king is said to rejoice in Yahweh's 
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victory, while here Yahweh himself is invited to celebrate his triumph. 
On rum, "to rejoice," see NoTE on Ps xiii 3 and Moran in Biblica 
42 (1961), 239 (on Ps Ixxxix 17). 

in your triumph. Cf. NOTE on vs. 2. 
your vigor. I.e., your vigorous intervention on behalf of the king. 



PSALM 22 

(xxii 1-32) 

For the director; according to "The hind of the Dawn." A psalm 
of David. 

2 My God, my God, why have you forsaken me? 
dismissing my plea, 
the roar of my words? 

3 My God, I call out by day, [2]* 
but you answer not; 

And by night-no respite for me. 
4 While you sit upon the holy throne, [3] 

the Glory of Israel. 
5 In you trusted our fathers, [4] 

they trusted and you delivered them. 
6 To you they cried and were delivered, [5] 

in you they trusted and were not disappointed. 
7 But I am a worm and not a man, [6] 

the scorn of men 
and the most despicable of the people. 

8 All who see me make sport of me, [7] 
they gape at me, 
they wag their heads. 

9 "He lived for Yahweh, [8] 
let him deliver him; 

Let him rescue him, 
if he cares for him." 

10 Yet you brought me forth from the womb, [9] 
made me tranquil on my mother's breast. 

11 Upon you was I cast from birth, [10] 
from my mother's womb you are my God. 

12 Stay not far from me, [ 11] 
for the adversaries are near, 
for there is none to help. 

"'Verse numbers in RSV. 
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13 Strong bulls surround me, [12] 
wild bulls of Bashan encircle me. 

14 They open their mouths against me, [13] 
like a ravening and raging lion. 

15 I am poured out like water, [14] 
and all my bones are racked; 

My heart has become like wax, 
dripping out of my bosom. 

16 My strength is dried up like a potsherd, [15] 
my tongue sticks to my jaws, 

And they put me upon the mud of Death. 
17 For dogs have surrounded me, [16] 

a pack of evildoers encircle me, 
Piercing my hands and my feet. 

18 I can number all my bones, [17] 
they glare, they stare at me. 

19 They divide my garments among them, [18] 
and over my robe they cast lots. 

20 But you, Yahweh, be not far away, [19] 
0, my army, hasten to my help. 

21 Rescue my neck from the sword, [20] 
my face from the blade of the ax. 

22 Save me from the lion's mouth, [21] 
over the horns of wild oxen 
make me triumph. 

23 That I might proclaim your name to my brethren, [22] 
in the midst of the congregation praise you. 

24 You who fear Yahweh, praise him; [23] 
all you race of Jacob, honor him; 

Stand in awe of him, 
all you race of Israel. 

25 For he has not despised [24] 
nor disdained the song of the affiicted; 

He did not turn his face from him, 
but when he cried, he listened to him. 

26 One hundred times will I repeat to you [25] 
my song of praise in the great congregation; 

I will fulfill my vows 
before them who fear him. 
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27 The poor will eat and be content, [26] 
those who seek Yahweh will praise him. 

May your heart live forever. 
28 All the ends of the earth [27] 

will remember and return to Yahweh; 
And all the clans of the nations 

will bow down before him. 
29 For truly is Yahweh the king [28] 

and the ruler over the nations. 
30 Indeed to him shall bow down [29] 

all those who sleep in the nether world; 
Before him shall bend the knee 

all who have gone down to the mud. 
For the Victor himself restores to life. 

31 May my progeny serve him, [30] 
tell of the Lord forever. 

32 May they begin to recount his generosity, [31] 
to a people yet to be born that he has acted. 

NOTES 

xxii. An individual lament; the poet complains of his sufferings in 
graphic terms and tries to move God to help him. Convinced of 
the forthcoming help, the psalmist makes a vow to praise God in 
the great assembly. 

1. The hind of the Dawn. See NoTB on vs. 20. 
2. dismissing. Parsing riiboq as the pie! infinitive absolute, an al

ternate form of riibeq (GK, § 520), which continues the action of 
the main verb. Appending the initial syllable of mzsu'iifi as enclitic to 
rflboq and comparing the cognate construction in UT, 126:v:20-21, my 
bilm ydy mr.y grsm zbln, "Which of the gods will cast out the sickness, 
exorcising the disease?" grim is the infinitive absolute followed by 
enclitic mem and continuing the action of the synonymous main verb 
ydy. 

my plea. Vocalizing Jaw'iifi, initial mem having been attached to 
the preceding word as enclitic. Cf. Ps cii 2, w•Jaw'iit"i 'elekii tabo', 
"And let my plea come unto you." 

roar of my words. Literally "words of my roaring." 
4. holy throne. The unusual construction qfldos yoseb becomes in

telligible in view of Ps cxiv 2, hay•tiih y•hudiih l•qodso yifra'el 
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mamJ•lotiiyw, "Judah became his holy throne, Israel his kingdom," 
and Ps xi 4, discussed above. The adjective qiidos, "holy," becomes, 
by metonymy, the name of the throne itself. The use of an adjective 
for a noun is evident in Ugar. rl;zbt, "a wide-brimmed jar," and in 
Canaanite A.kk. rab!tu, "a large drinking vessel"; see Jean Nougayrol, 
Palais royal d'Ugarit, III (Paris, 1955), p. 183. 

the Glory of Israel. t•hillot is derived, it would seem, from hll, 
"to shine," Ugar. hll. Cf. Jer xvii 14 and especially Hab iii 3, where 
t•hilliih is associated with had, "splendor," and nogah, "light": kissiih 
samayim hodo ut•hilliito miil•'iih hii'iire~, "His splendor covered the 
heavens, and his glory filled the earth." A good analogy is further 
provided by I Sam xv 29, ne~al;z yiSrii'el, "the Splendor of Israel," 
from ~al;z, "to shine." For the divine appellative kiibod, "Glorious 
One," consult the NOTE on Ps iii 4. 

7. a worm. The frequent metaphorical use of animal names in 
the Bible finds literary antecedents in the Ugaritic epics, where several 
instances have been noticed; e.g., ;,by, "gazelle," signifies a dignitary, 
just as in Isa xxiii 9. See Dahood, Biblica 40 (1959), 161 f., and Norn 
on Ps ii 5. 

most despicable of the people. The Ugaritic construction 'mq nJm, 
"the strongest/wisest of men," shows that no morphological indicator 
is needed to express the superlative. Hence one may render Isa !iii 
3, nibzeh w•l;ziidal '!Sim, "the most despicable and stupid of men," 
while difficult Ps xcix 4, w•'oz melek mispii! 'oheb, may signify "the 
strongest king, the lover of justice." On l;ziidal, "stupid," in Isa !iii 3, 
see Philip J. Calderone in CBQ 24 (1962), 416--19. 

9. He lived. Reading giil, from gyl, "to live," for MT gal; cf. NoTE 
on Ps ii 11. 

if he cares. The subject is God, as rightly understood in Matt xxvii 
43. 

10. you brought me forth. The meaning and etymology of gol;zl 
are uncertain. 

made me tranquil. Or, to preserve the participial force of mabtll;zi, 
"my pacifier." In El Amarna, 147:56, the Canaanite verb batiti 
( = batil;zt"i) is glossed by another Canaanite verb nubti, "I am at 
rest." See Dahood, PNWSP, p. 7, n. 1, and references given there. 

11. was I cast. The precise imagery intended here is not clear; the 
sense seems rather evident, namely, "I was placed in your custody." 
Cf. Ps Iv 23, haSlek 'al yhwh y•hab•ka, "Cast yourself upon Yahweh that 
he might provide for you." 

12. the adversaries are near. Since it is contrasted with concrete 
'ozer, and since the following verse concretely enumerates the foes 
of the psalmist, ~iiriih should logically be understood as an abstract 
form with a concrete meaning. The poetic practice of pairing an 
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abstract noun with one that is concrete has been examined at Ps v 8. 
Cf. Nah i 9, 16' tiiqum pa'amayim ~iiriih, "His adversaries will not 
rise up twice," balances vs. 8, 'oy•biiyw y•raddep l;zOsek, "He will 
pursue his foes into Darkness." This is the same pairing recorded in 
UT, 68:9, ht ibk tmw ht t~mt ~rtk, "Now you will smite your Foe, now 
will you destroy your Adversary." The lack of vocalization precludes 
certainty, but there is reason to believe that both these forms are 
pluralia majestatis to be translated in the singular. Cf. further Ps !iv 9, 
ki mikkol ~iiriih hiHlianl ub•'oy•bay rii'iitiih 'enl, "For from all my adver
saries he rescued me, my eye has gloated over my foes." 

13. Strong bulls. They symbolize the formidable enemies; cf. Isa 
xxxiv 7. . 

wild bulls of Bashan. Bashan was a fertile region east of the Jordan, 
famous for its cattle and sheep; see Deut xxxii 14; Amos iv 1; Mic 
vii 14. 

15. dripping out of my bosom. In the context, and fully in accord 
with biblical hyperbolic language, b•tok is preferably taken as "out of"; 
cf. Ezek xxiv 11, w•nitfCkiih b•tokiih {um'iitiih, "And her impurity shall 
flow out of her midst." 

16. my tongue sticks. With Hummel in JBL 76 (1957), 99, reading 
/•sonl-m dobeq, with enclitic mem, for MT l•sonl mudbiiq, the only 
attested instance of hophal from dbq. 

they put me. tisp•tenl is the third-person feminine collective with plural 
subject, as in Pss xvii 5, xliv 19, !xviii 3; Job xxxviii 17. See Albright 
in HUCA 23 ( 1950), p. 17. For the construction siipat l•, see Isa 
xxvi 12, yhwh tispot siilom liinu, "O Yahweh, you will put peace 
upon us" (contrast RSV, "Thou wilt ordain peace for us"), and UT, 
49:m:l5, p'nh lhdm ytpd, "He puts his feet upon the footstool." 

the mud of Death. On 'iipiir, "Kot," see Gunkel, Die Psalmen, 
p. 128, and N. H. Ridderbos, "'iipiir als Staub des Totenortes," 
Oudtestamentische Studiiin 5 ( 1948), 174-78. The phrase evokes the 
theme of Sheol as a place of mud and filth; Gaster, Thespis, 1961, 
pp. 203 f. In a number of passages miiwet denotes the place of death, 
parallel to Sheol; cf. BDB, p. 560a, who cite Isa xxviii 15, 18; Ps 
vi 6, etc. 

17. pack of evildoers. The imagery being that of the chase, '•dat, 
"council, assembly," rather takes on the nuance "pack." In Ps lxxiv 2 
'edtih signifies a "flock (of sheep)"; cf. Ps !xviii 31, 'adat 'abhlrlm, 
"the herd of bulls." Gillis Gerleman, Contributions to the Old Testament 
Terminology of the Chase (Lund, 1946), p. 10, doubts that this verse 
refers to the chase, but the early (Aquila, Theodotion, Jerome) vocaliza
tion of MT k•liiblm, "dogs," as kalliibim, "hunters," makes serious 
inroads into his position. 

Piercing my hands. Much-contested k'ry is here tentatively analyzed 
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as an infinitive absolute from kry, "to dig," with the archaic ending 
-i, as in Gen xxx 8, xlix 11; Exod xv 6. See W. L. Moran in The 
Bible and the Ancient Near East: Essays in Honor of William Foxwell 
Albright, ed. G. E. Wright (New York, 1961), p. 62; J. M. Sola-Sole, 
L'infinitif semitique (Paris, 1961), p. 185b. The aleph would be intrusive 
as, e.g., in Prov xxiv 7, r'mwt for rmwt. 

20. my army. Ginsberg, LKK, p. 37, has related the hapax legomenon 
'•yaluti to UT, Krt:88, ~buk ul mad, "Your troops are a mighty army." 
In vs. 1, LXX, Targ., and Symm. read '•ytilut, "help," for MT 'ayyelet, 
"hind," and this reading may well be the correct one. 

to my help. Or possibly, "to my war"; cf. Norn on Ps xxxv 2. 
21. my neck from the sword. On nepeJ, "neck," see NOTE on Ps 

vii 3. Especially relevant parallels are Ps cv 18 and Job vii 15, 
wattibl;zar mal;zanaq napsi mtiwet-m 'a.rmotay, "And my neck preferred 
strangulation, my bones death." On the mem enclitic following mtiwet, 
see Nahum Sama, JJS 6 (1955), 109 f. 

my face. Since "my loneliness" (CCD) yields precious little sense in 
the context, the presumed parallelism with "neck" desiderating the 
name of a part of the body, y•fzidtifi (again balancing napsi in Ps xxxv 
17) may be a dialectal form from Ugar. l:zdy, Heb. l;ziizah, "to see." The 
substantive would thus be cognate with yal;zdiiw, "his face,'' in Ps iv 9 
and Isa xl 5, as proposed in CBQ 20 (1958), 46-49. For dialectal 
l:zdy as a verbal form, see NOTE on Ps xxi 7. 

from the blade of the ax. Since mayyad keleb "from the dog's paw,'' 
forms such a curious and unexampled parallel to mel;zereb, "from the 
sword," one may be permitted to submit, with due reserve, that con
sonantal klb is a by-form of kelappot, "ax,'' which occurs in Ps lxxiv 
6. Both k•lob and kelup, "ax," are found in Late Hebrew (see G. Dal
man, Aramiiisch-Neuhebriiisches Worterbuch [Frankfurt a. M., 1897], 
pp. 187-89), while Aramaic has kulbii', "ax." Since the word for "ax" 
is an Akk. loanword, its labial was particularly subject to non-phonemic 
variation; it is well known that this class of words underwent con
siderable change in spelling and pronunciation. Recent examples from 
Ras Shamra include the loanwords brdl and prgl, "iron," and spsg and 
sbsg, "glaze." Of course, the interchange between p and b was not lim
ited to loanwords; this is particularly clear from Ugaritic, where some 
fifteen pairs of non-phonemic variants have thus far been identified; 
e.g., bky and pky; b'l and p'l; lbs and lps; nbk and npk; sbl;z and spl;z; 
tbt and !Pf; Phoenician attests nbs for common Semitic nps, and 'lb 
for 'Ip. Hebrew employs the variant roots kbs and kps; pzr and bzr; 
rub and mp; rbd and rpd. Cf. Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 32f. 

With the phrase yad k•lob (?), compare Ps !xiii 11, y•de fziireb, 
"the edges of the sword." Not only does "ax" make a fine parallel to 
"sword," but in Ezek xxvi 9, b•l;zarbOttiyw is rendered by LXX as 
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"with his axes." The use of an ax as a weapon in the Bible appears 
from Judg ix 48, where Abimelech and his men cut brushwood to bum 
the fortress of Shechem. These axes probably served the double pur
pose of tool and weapon, since it is unlikely that an extra set of axes 
was carried solely for the purpose of cutting brush. 

22. wild oxen. As in Job xxxix 9, remlm is simplified spelling for 
r•'emlm, Ugar. rumm. The term is metaphorical for puissant adver
saries; cf. NOTE on Ps ii 5. The Targum took it to refer to puissant 
kings. Cf. UT, 49:VI: 18-19, mt 'z b'l 'z yngf:in krumm, "Mot is power
ful, Baal is powerful; they gore like wild oxen." 

make me triumph. Balancing imperative hi5sl'enl at the beginning of 
the verse, 'anltanl, closing out the verse, should be parsed as prec
ative perfect from 'iiniih, "to conquer, triumph," studied in the NOTE 

on Ps xviii 36, while other cases of precative perfect have been listed 
in NoTE on Ps iii 8. Cf. especially Ps Ix 7, hoSi'iih y•m1n•ka wa'anenu, 
"With your right hand give victory and make us triumph." 

23. That I might proclaim. Parsing •asapp•riih as subjunctive; cf. NOTE 
on Ps ix 15. 

25. the song. On Ugaritic-Hebrew 'ny, "to sing an antiphonal song," 
see T. H. Gaster in JAOS 66 (1946), 56. Cf. also Ps cxxxii 1, "Re
member David, 0 Yahweh, and all his psalmody ('anuto)," and Ps 
cxlvii 7. 

did not turn his face. For the expression histir piiniiyw, with the in
fixed -t- conjugation from sur, see NOTE on Ps x 11. LXX reads 
apestrepsen, and the CCD correctly renders "nor did he tum his face 
away," though no explanatory note is appended. 

26. One hundred times. Pointing consonantal m'tk as ml'etikii, a pie! 
denominative verb from me'iih, "hundred," followed by a datival suf
fix, precisely as in Ugar. atnyk, "I shall repeat to you." Consult the 
article on non-accusative suffixes by Bogaert in Biblica 45 (1964), 220-
47, especially p. 231. 

27. your heart. The Vrs. were bothered by the suffix of l•bab•kem, 
but it evidently refers to the members of the congregation being ad
dressed by the psalmist, who recounts his deliverance from his enemies 
through divine assistance. 

28. return to Yahweh. Implying in Jerusalem. There may be an al
lusion here to the theme which made Jerusalem the navel of the earth, 
a motif discussed in connection with Ps xlviii 3. The book of A. J. Wen
sinck, The Ideas of the Western Semites regarding the Navel of Earth 
(Amsterdam, 1916), is unavailable to me. The mention of "all the ends 
of the earth" suggests that this motif may be present in Ps !ix 14, 
w•yed•'u kl '•lohlm mosel b•ya'aqob /•'apse hii'iire~. "That they might 
know that God rules from Jacob to the ends of the earth." God's 
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governance of the world radiated from Israel, the navel of the earth. 
before him. The usual emendation of second-person l•panekii to 

third-person l•panayw, following some MSS and LXX, Syr. and Juxta 
Hebraeos, is sustained by its balance with third-person Yahweh but 
invalidated by the parallelism between the second person and the third 
person in vs. 26, "One hundred times will I repeat to you . . . before 
them who fear him." This disconcerting shift of persons, which charac
terizes the prophetic style as observed by La Bible de la P!eiade, II, 
p. 800, in a note to Nah iii 9, is not unlike the unexpected change 
from the singular to the plural number remarked at Ps v 10. Cf. final 
two cola of Pss !xx.iii 28 and cii 16. 

29. truly is Yahweh. Parsing the l of lyhwh as lamedh emphaticum, 
a particle whose existence was recognized in Hebrew at the beginning 
of the century by Paul Haupt; he argued from Arabic and Akkadian 
analogues. The rich attestation of this particle in Northwest Semitic al
lows the Hebraist to move with greater assurance, since U garitic offers 
so many examples which closely parallel those that have been hereto
fore identified in the Bible. The most recent article on the subject is 
that of Jorge Mejia, "El lamed enfatico en nuevos textos del Antiguo 
Testamento," in Estudios Biblicos 22 ( 1963), 179-90, with bibliog
raphy. Cf. also Dahood, PNWSP, p. 8, n. 2, p. 72. 

Examples of emphatic lamedh in the Psalter number Pss xxv 14, lxix 
11, 23, !xx.xv 10 (Biblica 37 [1956], 338-40), lx.xxix 19 (twice), ci 5, 
cix 16, ex 3. As commentary on the present verse, the most relevant 
passage is Ps lx.xxix 19, ki lyhwh m•ganenu (MT miiginnenu) w•liqdiis 
yifra'e/ ma/kenu, "For truly Yahweh himself is our Suzerain, the Holy 
One of Israel is himself our King." Cf. Johnson, Sacral Kingship in Israel, 
p. 100, n. 31, on Ps lxxxix 19. 

the king. The pairing with concrete miisel, "ruler," suggests that 
abstract m•/ukiih traces a semantic development much like that of He
brew-Phoenician abstract mm/kt, "royalty, kingdom," which frequently 
denotes concretely, "king." On mmlkt, "king," see W. L. Moran in 
BCCT, pp. 7-20. Other texts with m•lukah, "ki_ng," include II Sam 
xii 26 (cf. vs. 30); I Kings i 46; Isa xxxiv 12; Jer x 7 (vocalizing 
m"/ukiitO.m); Ezek xvi 13. 

30. Indeed to him. With many commentators, reading 'ak Iii for MT 
'ak"lu. 

who sleep. Analyzing consonantal dSny into relative pronoun di, as 
in Ugaritic and Aramaic, and sene<y•sene, from yO.Sen, "to sleep," 
with syncope of the initial syllable of y•sene. Other instances of syncope 
are discussed in NoTE on Ps xxiii 6. 

For the thought, note Dan xii 2, y•sene 'admat 'a.par, "those who 
sleep in the land of mud," and Ps xiii 3, panne 'zsan hammawet, "Avert 
the sleep of death." 
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the nether world. The frequent pairing of 'ere:t, "nether world," and 
'iipiir, "mud," finds a counterpart in UT, 76:11:24-25, nf'n bar:t iby 
wb'pr qm abk, "We have planted my foes in the nether world, and in 
the mud those who rose up against your brother." On 'erq, "nether 
world," cf. NoTE on Ps xviii 8. 

the Victor himself. Reading (for MT lo') le', a stative participle like 
ger, or Ugar. ib, "foe," from l'y, a root frequently attested in Ugaritic 
and Phoenician. The most suggestive use is in the divine appellative 
'lyn b'l, "the Victor Baal." See my comments in Melanges Eugene 
Tisserant, I, p. 92. The following texts might be studied in the light 
of l'y, "to be strong, prevail": (a) I Sam ii 3, ki 'el de'ot yhwh w•le'on 
token 'alilot (MT w•lo' nitk•nu 'alilot), "For a God of knowledge is 
Yahweh, and the Victor is a weigher of actions"-the title le'on seems 
to coincide morphologically with the adjective found in UT, 127: 13-14, 
s'tqt dm Ian, "Sha'taqat, be victorious!" The same form apparently 
being present in Hab i 12, '•lohe qodSi le'on miiwet (MT '•lohay 
q•doSi lo' niimut), "My holy God is the Victor over Death"; (b) Ps 
lxxv 7, ki le' (MT lo') mimmii:tii' umimma'ariib w•le' mimmidbiir 
hiirim, "For he is the Victor from the East and from the West; he is 
the Victor from the desert to the mountains"; (c) Ps lxxxv 7, ha/le' 
'attiih (MT halO' 'attiih) tiiSub t•bayyenu, "You are the Victor, you will 
again revive us"; (d) Job xiii 15, hen yiqt•leni le' (MT lo') 'ayabel 'ak 
d•riikiiy 'el piiniiyw 'okiab, "If the Victor should slay me, I will yet 
hope; indeed, I will defend my conduct to his face." Cf. Pss xxvii 13, 
c 3; Mal ii 15. What should be noticed in many of these passages is 
the association of the divine title le' or le'on with questions of life and 
death. 

31. my progeny. With Vrs., pointing zar'i for MT zera'. 
forever. That unreduplicated dor can signify "eternity" follows from 

the clearer understanding of Pss xii 8, xxiv 6, 1xxi 18. 
32. May they begin. yiibO'u seems to serve an inchoative function 

like Ugaritic-Arabic 'abada, qiima, etc.; cf. UT, § 13.52. Similar syntax 
is found in Gen xxxvii 35; Pss xlii 3, cix 28; Job xxix 8, xxxvii 14; see 
Dahood in BCCT, pp. 68 f. 

generosity. For this connotation of :t•diiqiih, well attested in Qum
ranic literature, see Zorell, ZLH, p. 648a, and NoTE on Ps v 9. 

a people yet to be born. With 'am n0liid, cf. Ps cii 19, 'am nibrii', "a 
people yet to be created." 

he has acted. Cf. Ps cxviii 24, zeh hayyom 'iisiih yhwh, ''This is the 
day Yahweh acted." 



PSALM 23 

(xxiii 1-6) 

A psalm of David. 

Yahweh is my shepherd, 
I shall not lack. 

2 In green meadows he will make me lie down; 
Near tranquil waters will he guide me, 

to refresh my being. 
3 He will lead me into luxuriant pastures, 

as befits his name. 
4 Even though I should walk 

in the midst of total darkness, 
I shall fear no danger 

since you are with me. 
Your rod and your staff-

behold, they will lead me. 
S You prepare my table before me, 

in front of my adversaries. 
You generously anoint my head with oil, 

my cup overflows. 
6 Surely goodness and kindness will attend me, 

all the days of my life; 
And I shall dwell in the house of Yahweh 

for days without end. 

*Verse 3 in RSV begins with this line. 

NOTES 

xxiii. A psalm of trust or confidence; cf. NOTE on Ps xi. The psalmist 
is quietly confident that Yahweh is his shepherd, who will guide him 
through the vicissitudes of this life to the eternal bliss of Paradise. 
Verses 2-3 are a description of the Elysian Fields that closely re-
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sembles the one given in Ps xx.xvi 9-10, while vss. 4-5 describe life 
upon earth under God's watchful protection. Verse 6a summarizes vss. 
4-5 and 6b resumes the thought of vss. 2-3. Thus there is a chiastic 
arrangement of verses and thoughts. 

1. my shepherd. Compare Ps xlix 15, where Mot is portrayed as the 
shepherd of Sheol. 

I shall not lack. Implying neither in this life nor in the next. Note 
that in the description of the afterlife in Ps lxxiii 23-25 there occurs 
the question in vs. 25, ml li baisiimiiyim w<'imm•kii lo' /;ziipa.ftl bii'iire~, 

"What shall I lack in heaven, and with you I have no interest in earth." 
On mi, "what," cf. Speiser, Genesis (The Anchor Bible, vol. 1), NoTE 
on xxxiii 8; Isa Ii 12; Mic i 5; Ruth iii 16. 

The rare absolute use of l;zaser, "to lack" (Prov xiii 25; Neb ix 2), 
is now matched by Ugaritic usage in UT, 2065: 14-17, irs 'my mnm 
irStk dbsrt wank aitn l iby, "Request of me whatever may be your 
desideratum for what is lacking, and I shall give it to my brother." 

2. he will make me lie down. Contrary to the usual versions, the 
yqtl verb forms in vss. 2-3 are rendered as future rather than as 
present tense. 

Near tranquil waters. Water forms an essential element in the de
scription of the Elysian Fields; cf. NoTE on Ps xx.xvi 10. 

The precise force of 'al is notably clarified by Ugaritic practice in 
which 'l sometimes denotes "near." For example, UT, 1 Aqht: 152-53, 
ylk qr mym d'lk mW aqht gzr, "Woe to you, 0 fountain of waters, 
since near you was struck down Aqhat the hero." The occasional 
emendation of 'al to 'el becomes dispensable; consult Pio Suarez, "Prae
positio 'al=coram in Litteratura Ugaritica et Hebraica-Biblica," in 
Verbum Domini 42 (1964), 71-80. 

3. He will lead me. One may fairly describe yanl;zeni as a terminus 
technicus denoting "to lead into Paradise"; cf. NOTE on Ps v 9. 

into luxuriant pastures. Semantically, yanl;zeni b•ma'g•le ~edeq ap
pears to be synonymous with vs. 2, bln•'ot dese' yarbl~eni, and struc
turally, forms with it a chiasmus and an inclusion. Hence hapax 
legomenon ma'g•le ~edeq equals n•'ot dde', "green meadows," an 
inference borne out by comparison with Ps lxv 12-13, uma'giilekii 
yir'apu diiSen yir'apu n•'ot midbiir, "And may your pastures drip with 
fatness, may the meadows in the wilderness drip." Here ma'giillm is 
synonymous with n•'ot and is rendered by LXX ta pedfa sou, "your 
fields." The notion of "abundance" inherent in the root ~edeq has been 
examined at Ps v 9. Particularly relevant is Joel ii 23, kl niitan lakem 
'et hammoreh n~·diiqah, "Indeed he gave you the early rain in abun
dance." 

4. in the midst. LXX reads here en mesa, which is probably cor
rect. Thus ge' is related to ga'awiih, "back, midst," found in Deut 
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xxxiii 26 and Job xli 7, as proposed in Biblica 45 (1964), 398 f., and 
in Pss x 2 and xlvi 4 (see NoTE there). It is also connected with Heb. 
gew and Aram. gawwii', "midst"; hence one may raise the question 
whether Phoen. bgw, "in the midst," is really an Aramaism, as vir
tually all philologians insist, or just a word common to the various 
Northwest Semitic dialects. 

total darkness. Though often described as a rabbinic conceit, the 
vocalization of ~almiiwet may prove to be correct, with miiwet serv
ing the function of a superlative. Composite nouns in Hebrew are more 
frequent than grammars allow, especially since they are clearly at
tested in the Ras Shamra tablets; see Norns on Pss v 5 and xxxvi 5, 
and for ~almiiwet, Thomas in JSS 7 (1962), 199 f. 

behold. Identifying hemmiih with the Ugaritic interjection hm, "be
hold," examined in the Norn on Ps ix 8. Compare Ps xliii 3, "Send 
forth your light and your truth; behold, let them lead me (hemmiih 
yanbiini) ." 

they will lead me. The consonantal cluster ynbmny may well con
tain an internal "enclitic" mem which follows the root and precedes 
the pronominal suffix. Hence the verb is niibiih, "to lead," found in 
vs. 3 and in the cognate context of Ps xliii 3; see preceding paragraph. 
D. N. Freedman has called my attention to a similar occurrence of 
internal "enclitic" mem involving the same consonants (but a different 
root nwb) in Gen v 29. Cf. Phoen. lhdd b'lmy, "to Haddad his lord," 
which analyzes into b'l plus internal "enclitic" mem followed by pro
nominal suffix -y. Cf. Dahood, Gregorianum 43 (1962), 66, for other 
biblical examples. 

5. You prepare· my table. Ugar. llbn, "table," is a glaring example 
of the impact of the Ras Shamra tablets upon Hebrew phonetics 
and etymology, as well as upon biblical exegesis. Hebrew lexicons have 
been associating sulbiin with Ar. salaba, "to strip off the hide," while 
commentators (e.g., Briggs, CECBP, I, p. 202), on the basis of the 
Arabic etymology, describe :fulbiin as "a mat or piece of leather spread 
on ground." The Lexicon of Koehler and Baumgartner (1953) continued 
to list this false Arabic etymology, but in their. Supplementum ad 
Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros (Leiden, 1958), p. 190, one 
finds this correction: "Ugar. tlbn (connexum c. Arab. slb excludit) ." 
The false etymology has not, however, been completely exorcised from 
biblical commentaries. Thus one reads in Edgar Jones, Proverbs and 
Ecclesiastes (London, 1961), p. 104 (on Prov ix 2), "The word for 
TABLE refers to some material, leather or straw, spread out on the 
ground." Shades of Arabic slb! In translation, :fulbiin is entitled to a 
suffix by virtue of its balance with suffixed ro'S"i and kosl. 

in front of my adversaries. A petty ruler of the fourteenth century 
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B.c. addressed the following request to the Pharaoh: "May he give 
gifts to his servants while our enemies look on" (El Amarna, 100: 
33-35). 

my cup overflows. The presence of sulf:zan and kosl in the same 
verse recalls UT, 51:m:14-16, stt p[ ... ] btll:zny qlt bks iStynh, where 
suffixed tll:zny, "my table," is paired with ks, "my cup"; in the biblical 
verse the situation is reversed. 

6. goodness and kindness. The metaphor may be an adaptation of 
the motif of two attendants accompanying a god or a dignitary; cf. 
Pss xxv 21, xxxvii 37, xliii 3, lxxxix 15; Hab iii 5. In Canaanite 
myth, the gods are often accompanied by two messengers; cf. Ginsberg, 
"Baal's Two Messengers," BASOR 95 ( 1944), 25-30. See Geo Widen
gren, "Early Hebrew Myths and Their Interpretation," in Myth, Ritual, 
and Kingship, ed. S. H. Hooke (Oxford, 1958), pp. 149-203, especially 
p. 163; Gaster, Thespis, 1961, pp. 157 f. 

l shall dwell. Two equally probable explanations are possible for MT 
w•sabtl in light of Northwest Semitic philology. First, it may be a con
tracted form of w•yafabn, just as Ugar. wld ( waliidu) is contracted from 
wa and the infinitive absolute yaliidu, according to the analysis of Gins
berg, LKK, p. 40. See the favorable comments on Ginsberg's analysis by 
W. Baumgartner in JBL 67 (1948), 405; A. D. Singer in JPOS 21 
(1948), 104; W. F. Albright in JBL 69 (1950), 387. Other instances 
of syncopation are in Isa i 27 (again with yiiSab), xxxvii 27; Jer xii 13. 

The second possibility is that w•fabtl stems from swb, "to sit, dwell," 
a by-form of yiiSab, discussed in the NOTE on Ps vii 8. See UT, 
Glossary, No. 1177, p. 416. J. Giblet's allegation in Supplement au 
Dictionnaire de la Bible, Fascicle 38 (Paris, 1963), col. 640, that 
I defend the emendation of Isa xxx 15 subiih to 'Sebet simply does 
not accord with the facts. In CBQ 20 (1958), 41-43, I defended 
the reading subiih but derived it from ysb, "to sit," not from swb, 
"to turn back," and rendered it "sitting still." Today I would continue 
to translate it "sitting still" but would prefer a derivation from the 
by-form swb, "to sit," as morphologically more feasible. The three 
parallel substantives in Isa xxx 15 clearly show that subiih does not 
mean "conversion." 

in the house of Yahweh. Note that the Tetragrammaton occurs but 
at the beginning of the psalm and at the very end; this suggests that 
this poem, like Ps xxix, may be an adaptation of an older non-Israelite 
composition. 

Like hekiil, "palace," which in a number of passages refers to God's 
celestial habitation (cf. Norn on Ps xx.ix 10), bet here, in Pss xxvii 4, 
xx.xi 3, xxxvi 9, and Isa vi 4, signifies the heavenly dwelling of 
Yahweh. After a peaceful life under the guidance and protection of 
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Yahweh, the psalmist looks forward to eternal happiness in God's 
celestial abode. Cf. especially Ps xxvii 4. 

for days without end. Literally "for length of days." Cf. Ps xxi 5 
where 'orek yiimlm is the parallel synonym of (layylm, "life eternal," 
and UT, 1018:20-22, wurk ym b'ly lpn amn w l pn ii ~rm, "And 
length of days for my lord in the presence of Amon and in the 
presence of the gods of Egypt." The phrase 'rk ymm likewise occurs 
in Phoenician Karatepe, m:5, a further indication of how closely the 
Northwest Semitic dialects are related. 



A psalm of David. 

PSALM 24 

(xxiv 1-10) 

The earth is Yahweh's and its fullness, 
the world and those who dwell therein. 

2 For he based it upon the seas, 
established it upon the ocean currents. 

3 Who shall ascend the mountain of Yahweh? 
And who shall stand in his holy place? 

4 The clean of hands and pure of heart; 
who has not raised his mind to an idol, 
nor sworn by a fraud. 

5 He shall receive blessings from Yahweh, 
and generous treatment from his saving God. 

6 The One of Eternity seek, 
0 you who search for the Presence of Jacob. Selah 

7 Lift up your heads, 0 gates! 
And be lifted up, 0 gates of the Eternal! 

for the King of Glory is corning! 
8 Who, then, is the King of Glory? 

Yahweh strong and mighty, 
Yahweh mighty in battle. 

9 Lift up your heads, 0 gates! 
Lift them up, 0 gates of the Eternal! 

for the King of Glory is coming. 
10 Who, then, is the King of Glory? 

Yahweh of hosts, 
He is the King of Glory. Selah 
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NOTES 

xxiv. A psalm composed for the liturgy, probably used in con
nection with a procession of the ark. The dialogue structure of the 
poem suggests that it was sung by alternating choirs; cf. II Sam vi 
12ff. 

2. he based it. I.e., the pillars upon which the earth rests have 
been sunk into the subterranean ocean; cf. Job xxxviii 6; I Sam ii 8. 

the ocean currents. This meaning of n•hiirot II yammlm has been 
amply illustrated on the basis of UT, 68: 12 ff., where ym is parallel to 
nhr, by Johnson, Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel, p. 58, n. 3, and 
p. 101, and by Schmidt, Konigtum Gottes in Ugarit und Israel, p. 29. 
Other instances of this meaning occur in Pss xlvi 5, lxxxix 26; Isa 
xliv 27; Jon ii 4. 

4. pure of heart. With bar lebiib, compare UT, 1005:2-4, km sps 
d brt kmt br ~fqslm, "Like the sun that is pure, so is Sidqi-Salim 
pure." The biblical writer uses bar in a moral sense, while the Canaanite 
scribe intends it in a legal connotation. 

his mind. The standard emendation of napsl to napso becomes bootless 
once the existence of third-person suffix -y is recognized, as in Phoenician; 
cf. NOTE on Ps ii 6. The phrase "to raise one's mind," like sursum 
corda, means "to worship, adore." Cf. NOTE on Ps xvi 4. 

to an idol. The evidence that siiw', "emptiness, vanity," is also a 
term for "idol" is impressive. Thus Ps xxvi 4, m•te siiw' are "idol 
worshipers," while Ps xxxi 7, hable siiw' is correctly translated by 
Bible de Jerusalem (Paris, 1956), p. 680, "idoles vaines." Ps cxix 37, 
ha'•ber 'enay mer•'ot siiw', "Prevent my eyes from looking at an idol," 
while Jon ii 9, hable siiw' is understood by many exegetes to signify 
"vain idols." With our sentiment, cf. Jer v 7, wayyissiib•'u b•lo' '•/ohlm, 
"And they swore by no-gods." See also Isa i 13; Jer xviii 15; Ezek 
xviii 5; Job xxxi 5. 

by a fraud. Abstract mirmiih, "deceit," concret~ly refers to an idol, 
i.e., "a fraud." Cf. NoTE on Ps v 7. The same sequence of the ideas 
"to worship" and "to take an oath" is found in Ps xvi 4. 

5. generous treatment. For this sense of ~·diiqiih, see Zorell, ZLH, 
p. 684a, who writes, "From the benevolent justice of God flow generous 
gifts that are given to the just" ["ex benevola iustitia Dei fiuunt larga 
dona quae iustis dantur"]. He then cites a list of nouns with which 
~·diiqiih is found in parallelism; cf. Isa xxxiii 5, xiv 8, xlviii 18; Ps 
lxxii 3; etc. See NoTE on Ps xxiii 3. 

6. The One of Eternity. zeh dor is the equivalent of 'I d 'Im, "El, 
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the One of Eternity," found in the Sinai Inscription and studied by 
Cross, in HTR 55 (1962), 225-59, especially p. 238 f. A very in
structive parallel is Ps lxxv 10, wa'an1 'agaddel (MT 'aggld l) 'o/iim 
'azamm 6riih le'lohe ya'aqob, "But I shall extol the Eternal, I shall sing 
to the God of Jacob." As in the present verse, there is mention of the 
Eternal and of the God of Jacob. On the divine appellative 'oliim, 
see Cross and Freedman, JBL 67 (1948), 201 f.; Dahood, PNWSP, 
p. 45, n. 4, with bibliography. 

On zeh, "the one of," cf. Judg v 5, zeh sinay, "the One of Sinai," 
and Moran, "The Hebrew Language in Its Northwest Semitic Back
ground," in The Bible and the Ancient Near East, p. 61. D. N. Freed
man has called my attention to two new examples of this usage in Ps 
lxxv 8. 

That dor alone (as against dor wiidor) can signify "eternity" is the 
conclusion to which Pss xii 8, xx.ii 31 point. 

seek. Vocalizing qal imperative dir6su for MT dor•siiw. 
the Presence of Jacob. Reading (for MT piinekii ya'aqob) p•ne-ki 

ya'"qob, with ki parsed as emphatic ki set in the middle of a construct 
chain, much like enclitic mi, later merely m. This analysis accords 
with the conclusion reached in various recent studies that biblical poets 
were prone to interpose emphatic particles between the regens and 
the genitive. See NoTE on Ps xviii 18. The LXX reading supports 
this reconstruction: "who seek the face of the God of Jacob." 

"The Presence of Jacob" seems to be a divine appellative based 
on Exod xxxiii 14. On the signification of piinim, "Presence," see 
Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity, p. 298, who compares 
the late Canaanite (Carthaginian) idea that Tinnit was the "presence 
(power) of Baal." Cf. G. von Rad, Theologie des A/ten Testaments 
(Mi.inchen, 1962), I, p. 298, and see NOTES below on Pss xiii 12 and 
xliii 5. 

7. Lift up your heads. An idiom denoting "to rejoice, be of good 
hope," found in UT, 126:m: 12-16, n'Su riS tzrtm l?.r 'db dgn kly ltzm 
bdnhm kly yn btzmthm kly smn bq[bthm?], "The plowmen lift up 
their heads, upwards the planters of wheat. For spent was the grain 
from their jars, spent the wine from their bottles, spent the oil from 
their vats (?)." This is a description of the reaction of the farmers to 
the coming of the first rains after the long summer drought. Cf. Luke 
xxi 28. Also important for the exegesis of the phrase is Zech ix 9, 
gill m•'od bat #yyon •.• hinneh malkek yiibo' liik, "Rejoice greatly, 
0 daughter Zion . . . behold your king is coming to you." 

and be lifted up. Stylistically noteworthy is the fact that two different 
conjugations of niisii' are employed in the same verse. The same 
phenomenon may be noticed in Ps xxix 5, sober and y•sabber, and in 
Ps xxxviii 3, pie! nitzatu and qal wattinbat. 
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gates of the Eternal. On the divine appellative 'oliim, see NoTE on 
vs. 6. The relationship between the king of a city and its gates is 
highlighted by one of the king's titles which has come to light in UT, 
1007, where some of the titles of King Niqmepa', the son of Niqmad, 
king of Ugarit, are listed; his titles include (lines 4-8), b'l ifdq skn 
bt mlk fir [m]lk bny, "Legitimate lord, governor of the palace, king 
of the gate (metonymy for city?), builder king." The personified gates 
welcome home the conquering hero. 

8. Who, then. In the interrogative phrase ml zeh, the pronoun 
zeh is attached enclitically, almost as an adverb to impart directness 
and force; cf. BDB, p. 26la, 4. Another example occurs in Ps xxv 
12, not listed by BDB. 

strong and mighty. In the classic description of the God of Eternity 
in Isa xi 28-31, the attributes of power and strength stand forth. 
These are also the qualities that are prominent in Deut xxxiii 27, as 
translated and interpreted by Dahood, PNWSP, p. 45. 



1 Of David. 

PSALM 25 

(xxv 1-22) 

To you, 0 Yahweh, I raise my mind. 
2 My God, in you do I trust, 

let me not be humiliated; 
Let not my foes gloat over me. 

3 None who invoke you aloud will be humiliated; 
humiliated will be the faithless through idle talk. 

4 Your ways, 0 Yahweh, make me know, 
teach me your paths. 

5 Make me walk faithful to you and teach me, 
for you are the God who will save me. 

It is you I invoke all the day long. 
6 Remember, Yahweh, how ancient are 

your compassion and your kindness. 
7 The sins of my youth and my transgressions 

remember not! 
According to your own kindness remember me, 

in keeping with your goodness, Yahweh. 
8 Good and upright is Yahweh, 

and so he shows sinners his way. 
9 He guides the humble in his justice, 

and teaches the poor his way. 
10 All the paths of Yahweh are kindness and truth, 

for those who keep his covenant stipulations. 
11 For your name's sake, Yahweh, 

forgive my iniquity, 
great though it be. 

12 Who, then, is the man who fears Yahweh? 
him will he show the path he must choose. 
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13 His soul shall dwell at ease, 
and his progeny will inherit the land. 

14 The friendship of Yahweh is for those who fear him, 
and his covenant he truly reveals to them. 

15 My eyes are ever toward Yahweh, 
for he will lead my feet out of the net. 

16 Turn to me and have pity on me, 
for alone and oppressed am I. 

17 Anguish cramps my heart, 
of my distress relieve me. 

18 See my affiiction and my trouble, 
and take away all my sins. 

19 See how numerous are my foes, 
my treacherous enemies who hate me. 

20 Preserve my life and rescue me; 
let me not be humiliated since I trust in you. 

21 Let integrity and uprightness safeguard me, 
when I invoke you. 

22 Ransom Israel, 0 God, 
from all its anguish. 

NOTES 

155 

xxv. An individual lament in acrostic form, each successive verse 
beginning with another letter of the Hebrew alphabet. 

2. gloat over me. Cooke, TNSI, p. 136, has compared Punic k' ·1~· 

'lty, "For she exulted over me," with biblical ya'al•~u Ii. 
3. who invoke you aloud. After Jacob Barth's discovery of the root 

qiiwiih, "to call, invoke" (cf. Norn on Ps xix 5), it should not be 
considered bold to propose that the six instances of the qal plural 
participle qiiwlm be assigned to this root and not to qwh, "to wait 
for," whose finite form is witnessed only in the piel conjugation. This 
proposal does not slight the fact that there are several qal participles, 
such as diiber, biiruk, siifler (Prov xi 27), and siiqer (Prov xvii 4), 
whose finite forms are employed exclusively in other conjugations, but 
merely maintains that the texts in question can equally well (if not 
better) be explained from qiiwiih, "to call." To be sure, the verbal forms 
of qiiwiih uncovered by Barth (in Pss xl 2, Iii 11) are pointed piel, but 
this doubtless is the result of their being identified by the Masoretes 
with qiwwiih, "to wait for." On this hypothesis, apparently otiose gam 
is made to work; its ancient Canaanite meaning comes to the fore, as 
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in a number of other passages discussed in Biblica 45 (1964), 399. A 
similar situation obtains in Judg v 4, where the double occurrence of 
gam has yet to be accounted for: gam siimayim nii(iipu gam 'iiblm nii(•pu 
miiyim, "With a loud voice the heavens dropped, with a loud voice 
the clouds dropped water," evidently the same theme that is ex
pressed in Ps lxxxv 13, gam yhwh yitten ha((ob w•'ar!jenu titten y•buliih, 
"With a loud voice Yahweh gives his rain, and our land gives its 
produce." 

the faithless through idle talk. The psalmist is embittered over friends 
who have betrayed him through malicious gossip. Both terms
hobb6g•dlm reqiim-have covenant associations. Thus in Hos vi 7; 
Mal ii 11; Ps lxxviii 57, biigad means "to prove faithless to covenant 
stipulations," while in Ps vii 5, reqiim is used in connection with 
s•luml, "my covenant colleague." 

5. faithful to you. Literally "in fidelity to you." From vs. 7 we learn 
that in his youth the psalmist had been guilty of certain sins and trans
gressions, while in vs. 11 the poet confesses that Yahweh had par
doned his "great iniquity." From other sources (cf. NoTE on vs. 11) 
we know that the "great sin" was idolatry; hence the poet's prayer for 
grace to remain faithful to Yahweh. 

This too is the nuance borne by ba'amittekii in Pss xxvi 3 and lxxxvi 
11. This latter text is particularly illuminating since Ps lxxxvi belongs 
to the same literary genre as the present composition and employs 
ba'amittekii in the context of a profession of faith in Yahweh and a 
repudiation of the pagan deities. Verse 8 of Ps lxxxvi reads, "There 
is none like you among the gods; 0 Yahweh, there is nothing like your 
works," and vs. 10 continues, "For you are great and the one who 
works wonders, you alone are God." Verse 11 reads, horenl yahweh 
darkekii 'ahallek ba'amittekii, "Teach me, 0 Yahweh, your way, that 
I might walk faithful to you." RSV recognizes this connotation in Ps 
xxvi 3, w•hithallaktl ba'amittekii, "And I walk in faithfulness to thee," 
but overlooks this nuance in the other two texts. 

It is you. The prominent position of the nota accusativi 'ot"kii at the 
head of its clause confirms the exegesis of ba'amittekii set forth in 
preceding NOTE. It is Yahweh that the poet invokes, not some other 
god whom he invoked in his youth. 

I invoke. Pointing as qal qiiwW; see NoTE on vs. 3. Cf. Ps xxii 3, 
'eqrii' yomiim, "I call out by day." 

6. how ancient are. An example of enjambment; see NOTES on vs. 19 
and on Ps vii 3. 

7. sins of my youth. Among them idolatry, as proposed in NOTE on 
vs. 5. Note that the Targum understood Ps xc 8, •a/umenu, normally 
rendered "our secret sins," as "sins of our youth." 

remember me. According to some (e.g., Gunkel), the independent pro-
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noun 'attiih in the clause k•J:iasd•kii z•kor li 'attiih serves to emphasize 
the suffix of J:iasd•kii, while others (e.g., Briggs) find it pointing to the 
subject in z•kor. If the former analysis is accepted, we have fine syntac
tic analogues in Ugar. smk at, "your own name" (UT, § 6.14), Phoe
nician YeQ.awmilk, 12, sm 'nk yJ:iwmlk, "My own name is YeQ.awrnilk" 
(Donner and Rollig, KAI, II, p. 15), and Karatepe, 11:5, wbymty 'nk, 
"and in my own days." This usage points up the close linguistic rela
tionships between these three dialects of Northwest Semitic. 

8. he shows sinners. There is an autobiographical touch here, since 
the poet had been guilty of various sins (cf. vss. 5, 7, 11) but through 
the kindness of Yahweh had returned to his service. 

his way. The suffix of vs. 9 darki5 apparently does triple duty: for 
mispiif in vs. 9 and for derek in vs. 8. A similar usage is UT, 127:22-
24, ytb krt l'dh ytb lksi mlk lnbt lk/:tt drkt, "Kirta sits upon his seat, he 
sits upon his royal throne, upon the peaceful bench of his authority." 
The determining suffix of 'dh, "his seat," serves for the two succeeding 
cola. On double-duty suffixes, see Norn on Ps iii 4. 

9. in his justice. The lack of a suffix with mispiif, which balances 
darko, was possibly prompted by the poet's desire not to make the first 
colon longer than the second. By employing the double-duty suffix 
(really triple-duty; cf. preceding NoTE), the psalmist was able to main
tain eight syllables in each half verse. 

10. his covenant stipulations. An example of hendiadys. 
11. forgive my iniquity. Parsing w• of w•siila/:tta as waw emphaticum, 

a topic treated at Ps iv 5, where the particle precedes imperative 
dommu, rather than as a waw consecutivum with the perfect carrying 
on the jussive implicit in the previous verse (Briggs, CECBP). In view 
of the rather extensive use of the waw emphaticum, a subsumption un
der this heading seems indicated. Perfect siila/:ttii is precative, a subject 
discussed at Ps iii 8. Juxta Hebraeos rendered it correctly by imperative 
propitiare and a number of modern commentators (e.g., Baethgen, 
Gunkel) have recognized the imperative force of siilaJ:itii. 

great though it be. This phrase echoes the theme of "the great sin" 
commented upon at Ps xix 14. Since for the Israelites the "great sin" 
was idolatry, it is not far-fetched to submit that the sin alluded to by 
the psalmist in vss. 5, 7, 8, 18, was that of idolatry. See NoTE on vs. 5. 

12. Who, then. On the phrase ml zeh, see NoTE on Ps xx.iv 8. 
13. His soul shall dwell at ease. This, the KJ of napso b•tob tiilin, 

which has been variously rendered, receives confirmation from a U ga
ritic text which collocates the same ideas as those of the present verse: 
UT, 2 Aqht:n: 13-15, wtnb birty nps kyld bn ly km aby wsrs km aryy, 
"And my soul shall be at ease in my breast, for a son is born to me like 
my brethren's, a scion like my kindred's." 

will inherit the land. The central concern of the Legend of King Kirta 
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is the continuation of his dynasty; hence the term yr!., "heir," occurs a 
number of times in this text. 

14. friendship of Yahweh. Gunkel's observation (Die Psalmen, p. 108) 
that sod here bears the connotation "friendship" is supported by re
marking that it stands parallel to b•ru, "covenant." That these two 
notions were associated comes out clearly in the three occurrences of 
the expression 'dy' wfbt', "the treaty and the friendship," in the Aramaic 
treaty texts of Sefire. See W. L. Moran, "A Note on the Treaty Termi
nology of the Sefire Stelas," JNES 22 (1963), 173-76. In the Akkadian 
expression {ubtu u sulummu, "friendship and peace," the peace is that 
effected by treaty, as noted by Moran, ibid., p. 174. 

he truly reveals to them. Parsing l• of l•hodi'iim as lamedh em
phaticum, a particle discussed in the NOTE on Ps xxii 29, while hOdi'iim 
is the preterite hiphil of yd'. See NOTE on vs. 11 for the emphatic waw. 
The postposition of the verb may be due to the emphasizing nature 
of the particle, like emphatic ki, which often effects the postposition 
of the verb in Ugaritic and Hebrew, as remarked at Ps xiix 16. Other 
attestations of postposition with emphatic lamedh are found in Pss 
xxxi 3, cix 16; Isa xxxviii 20; Hab iii 6-7; on the last text see 
W. F. Albright in Studies in Old Testament Prophecy, ed. H. H. Rowley 
(see Selected Bibliography), p. 15, n. u, with bibliography. Ugaritic ex
amples number UT, 51 :v:66, sbt dqnk ltsrk, ''The grayness of your 
beard has truly instructed you," and Krt: 12, att ~dqh lypq, "His legiti
mate wife he truly found." 

16. alone and oppressed. Relating yiibid to Ugar. ybd, "a person 
without kith or kin"; see UT, Glossary, No. 1087. 

17. Anguish cramps my heart. An uncertain version. The most at
tractive solution is to parse hirbibU as hiphil privativum, like horls, "to 
dispossess," the hiphil privative of yiira8, "to possess," See G. Berg
strasser, Hebriiische Grammatik, (Leipzig, 1929), 11 Tell, § 19g. Un
explained yar:fia• in I Sam xiv 47 makes excellent sense on this hypoth
esis: "he removed evil," the idea expressed by King Azitawaddu in 
Karatepe, 1:9, wtrq 'nk hr' 's kn b'r~. "And I removed the evil that 
was in the land." 

The close relationship of U garitic to Hebrew is further evident from 
the fact that Ugaritic also employed the causative privative in UT, 
Krt:24-25, wbtmhn spb yitbd wbpbyrh yrt. "And in its entirety his 
family perished, and in its totality dispossessed." An unpublished in
cantatory tablet from Ras Shamra, reported on by C. Virolleaud in 
GLECS 10 (1964), 5-6, contains the phrase smrr nb:f 'qsr, which is 
apparently synonymous with the expression ydy bmt, "He expelled the 
poison," that occurs later in the incantation. Hence smrr must be a 
shaphel privative denoting "Remove the venom," a denominative from 
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mrr in the specific sense of "venom" that is found in Ps !xiv 4 and 
Job xx 14. 

my distress. The root of m•~uqotay appears in UT, 1012:27, w hn 
ibm s~q ly, "And look, my foes are pressing me." The psalmist's distress 
is probably caused by remorse stemming from his sin of idolatry. 

19. how numerous. Cf. NOTE on vs. 6. 
my treacherous enemies. Balancing 'oy•bay, sin'at biimiis is another 

example of an abstract noun acquiring a concrete meaning by virtue 
of its parallelism with a concrete noun. Cf. NOTE on Ps v 8 and 
compare Prov viii 13. 

21. integrity and uprightness. Personified as two messengers sent by 
God to accompany and protect the psalmist. This is also the metaphor in 
Pss xxxvii 37, xliii 3, "Send forth your light and your truth-behold, 
let them lead me," and !xi 8, besed we'•met milnil (MT man) 
yin~•ruhil, "Kindness and truth have been appointed to safeguard him." 
Cf. NoTE on Ps xxiii 6. 

This interpretation of tom wiiyoJer makes it difficult to maintain 
that "integrity and uprightness" are intrinsic virtues of the poet who 
confesses himself guilty of serious sin in vss. 4, 7, 8, 11. The Oxford 
Annotated Bible, eds. H. G. May and B. M. Metzger (Oxford, 1962), 
describes vs. 21 as a protestation of innocence, and Kraus, Psalmen, I, 
p. 209, argues from the phrase that the psalmist has been falsely accused, 
but these interpretations ill comport with the contents of the poem. 

when I invoke you. Pointing as qal rather than pie! with MT. This 
definition of qawitl is supported by the related image in Ps xliii 3, 
where the messengers are sent upon the explicit request of the suppliant. 
Hence qiiwUi more likely expresses a vocal action calling for help 
rather than silent expectation. See NOTE above on vs. 3. 

22. from all its anguish. The possibility remains that here and in 
vs. 17 ~iirot is a case of abstract for concrete noun and hence to be 
rendered "adversaries." One more properly ransoms from an adversary 
than from "anguish"; consult NoTE on Ps xxii 12. 



Of David. 

Judge me, 0 Y ahwehl 

PSALM 26 

(xx.vi 1-12) 

On my word, I have walked in my integrity, 
and in Yahweh have I trusted; 

I have not wavered! 
2 Examine me, 0 Yahweh, and try me, 

testing my heart and my mind. 
3 Indeed your love has ever been before my eyes, 

and I have walked faithful to you. 
4 I have not sat with idol-worshipers, 

nor entered the home of the benighted. 
S I have hated the company of evildoers, 

and with the wicked never sat down. 
6 I have washed my hands in innocence, 

that I might march around your altar, 0 Yahweh, 
7 Proclaiming aloud your praise, 

and rehearsing all your wonders. 
8 0 Yahweh, I love to live in your house, 

the home where your glory dwells. 
9 Snatch me not away with sinners, 

nor my life with men of idols, 
IO In whose left hand are idols, 

and whose right hand is full of bribes. 
11 But as for me, I have walked in my integrity, 

ransom me and show me your mercy. 
12 My foot has stood firm among the upright, 

in the congregations I have adored Yahweh. 
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NOTES 

xxvi. A psalm of innocence. Accused of idol-worship, the psalmist 
responds with a plea for judgment ( vss. 1-2), a protestation of in
nocence (3-7), a prayer to Yahweh (8-10), and a reaffirmation of 
his innocence ( 11-12). 

I. Judge me, 0 Yahweh. The Psalmist intrepidly asks for a clear-cut 
decision, convinced as he is of his innocence. Hence it is somewhat 
inexact to categorize vss. 1-3 as a cry for vindication (e.g., The 
Oxford Annotated Bible) since it is difficult to see in what respect 
vindication was needed. As Briggs (CECBP, I, p. 231) has noted, "The 
context shows that the Psalmist was assured of his integrity, and all 
that was needed was divine recognition and acceptance in worship." 

On my word. Parsing kl as an emphatic particle rather than an 
adverb introducing the cause. 

I have not wavered. The staccato translation attempts to reflect the 
staccato style of the original. 

2. testing ... Consonantal ~rwph may well represent the infinitive 
absolute ~ii.rop, followed by adverbial -h, (vocalized ~iiropiih) a construc
tion attested in UT, 125:29, yqrb tr:u.h, "He approaches on the run"; 
see Ginsberg, LKK, p. 40. Other possible instances in UT, 128:m:7, 
'dt ilm tl!h, "the council of the gods in its threefoldness," 'nt:n: 19, 
wl sb't tmtb~h. "But she is not sated with smiting"; contrast, however, 
J. Aistleitoer, Untersuchungen zur Grammuiik des Ugaritischen (Berlin, 
1954), p. 71. Cf. further UT, 1029:8-9, !IL alp ~pr dt abd l;irth, "Three 
oxen of !?PR that are skilled in plowing," and Krt:205-6, tnh kspm 
atn, "Twice over in silver will I give." 

my heart and my mind. Found here; in Ps vii 10; Jer xi 20, xvii 10, 
and xx 12, kilyotay w6libbi is now documented in UT, 1001 :3, klyth 
wlbh. The Canaanite documentation of the phrase is enormously sig
nificant in that it necessitates the revaluation of a method long in use 
among biblical scholars, namely, the attempt to date the Psalms on the 
basis of similar phraseology. Thus Boonard, Le Psautier selon Jeremie, 
p. 39, would find in the psalmist's use of this phrase a dependence upon 
Jeremiah, but the safest conclusion to draw is that both were heirs to an 
earlier Canaanite tradition long resident in Palestine. Similarly, in the 
work of Buttenwieser, PCTNT, the dates assigned to many of the Psalms 
are based on the similarity of language and metaphor subsisting between 
the Psalmists and Second Isaiah. The Ras Shamra finds, however, call 
into question the validity of this procedure. 

3. faithful to you. With RSV, parsing the pronominal suffix of 
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ba'amitteka as objective, not subjective; see NOTES on Pss xviii 24 and 
xxv 5, and see Ps lxxxvi 11. 

4. idol-worshipers. Literally "men of the idol." For the phrase m•te 
siiw', see discussion under Ps xxiv 4. 

home of the benighted. "Enter the home of" seems to be the apt 
equivalent of the hapax legomenon construction 'iibO' 'im. In Ugaritic 
the more frequent sense of 'm is "to, toward," with verbs of motion; 
UT, § 10.14. na'a/amlm is parsed as niphal participle of 'a/am, "to 
conceal, to be dark, ignorant"; compare Job xlii 3, ma'nm ·e~ah, "he 
who obscures counsel." 

6. I have washed my hands in innocence. In other words, I have 
kept myself free of sin, as the parallelism in Ps lxxiii 13 makes clear: "All 
in vain have I kept my heart clean and washed my hands in innocence." 
More specifically, the innocence meant here is innocence of the sin of 
idolatry, if the cognate expression of Ps xxiv 4 is exegetically relevant: 
"The clean of hands (n•qi kappayim) and the pure of heart, who has 
not raised his mind to an idol." 

Contrary to the prevailing view, 'er!z~ expresses past time. 
that I might march. Parsing 'asob•bah as subjunctive; cf. NOTES to Pss 

ix 15 and xxxix 5. 
7. your praise. Paired with suffixed nipl•'oteka, todiih shares its 

double-duty suffix; see NoTE on Ps iii 4. 
8. I love to live in your house. Reading 'iihabti-m (enclitic mem) 

'un betekii, with 'un parsed as infinitive construct, and beteka as accusa
tive object with verbs of dwelling; see GK, § 1l7bb. Or betekii may 
stand for b•beteka since with bayit the preposition b• is often elided 
in Hebrew and in Ugaritic; see UT, §§ 10.4; 11.8. 

Though the lexicons usually list only one instance of the verb 'un, 
"to live, dwell" (Isa xiii 22), K. Budde, Der Segen Moses (Tiibingen, 
1922), pp. 16-17, uncovered another instance in Deut xxxiii 28 that 
has found wide acceptance; cf. most recently Freedman in IEJ 13 
( 1963), 125-26. Its detection in Ps xci 9 may contribute to the resolu
tion of a long-standing problem: ki 'attiih yhwh mafzsl 'elyon .famtii-m 
'uneka, "For you, 0 Yahweh, are my refuge; you, Most High, have 
granted me to dwell with you." For the construction of 'unekii, cf. 
Pss v 5, y•gur"kii, and xciv 20, y•!zobr•ka. 

The Levite Psalmist reminds Yahweh how much he treasures living 
in the temple in order to receive from him a judgment of not guilty; 
lacking such an acquittal, the Psalmist runs the risk of being banned 
from the temple. 

the home. This more precise definition of miiqom, "place,'' results 
from comparison with Pss xxxvii 10, cxxxii 5; Mic i 3; Job vii 10, 
xviii 21, xx 9; and Gen xviii 33. On the last text, cf. Speiser, Genesis 
(The Anchor Bible, vol. 1), pp. 133f. 
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your glory dwells. Schmidt in ZAW 75 (1963), 91 f., and Loewen
stamm in IEJ 12 (1962), 163, have shown that miskan is a Canaanite 
loanword in the cultic language of Jerusalem. 

9. with sinners. Polytheists are meant. 
men of idols. 'anse damim is a synonym of vs. 4, m•te saw'; on 

diimim, "images, idols," from diimiih, "to be like," see NOTE on Ps 
v 7. The same phrase occurs in Ps cxxxix 19, which is also a psalm 
of innocence. 

10. In whose left hand. Analyzing consonantal ydyhm into singular 
yad followed by the archaic genitive ending -y and the determining 
pronominal suffix hem. This follows from its pairing with singular 
y•minam, "their right hand." 

Since zimmiih and so!zad are two different and distinct things, 
y•dihem and y•miniim should refer to different hands. Melamed in 
Studies in the Bible (Scripta Hierosolymitana, VIII), pp. 145 f., has 
shown that in Judg iii 21, v 26, and II Sam xx 9-10 (long noted 
by Kimchi) yad specifically denotes "left hand." He could have added 
historical perspective to his arguments by appealing to Ugaritic, where 
similar usage obtains in several passages. For example, UT, 76:11:6-7, 
qsthn abd bydh wq:(th bm ymnh, "His bow he took in his left hand 
and his arrows in his right hand." Once it is appreciated that yd 
here refers to the left hand, the dispute whether q:(t denotes "bow" 
or "arrows" is resolved in favor of the latter. Other examples of this 
conditioned meaning of yd are found in UT, Krt:66-67; 125:41.47. 
New biblical instances can be seen in Pss cxxxviii 7 and cxxxix 10. 
Melamed further proved that in Ps xci 7, ~ad, parallel to yiim'in, 
means "left side," and was able to cite the Targum, Rashi, and lbn 
Ezra in support of his view. 

are idols. Though it is usually difficult to give a precise translation 
of the fluid substantive zimmiih, the mention of "men of idols" in 
the previous verse notably relieves the uncertainty. What is more, 
the frequent use of zimmiih as a metaphor of idolatry of people 
under the figures of harlotry and adultery (Jer xiii 27; Ezek xvi 27, 
xxiii 21, etc.) points to the same definition. Its balance with concrete 
sobad, "bribes," permits abstract zimmiih, "idolatry," to assume a 
concrete signification in keeping with the practice examined in N OTB 
on Ps v 8. See Norn on Ps xvii 3, bal tim~a· zimmiifi, "You will 
find no idolatry in me." 

11. ransom me. I.e., from the hands of those accusing me of idol
worship. 

12. has stood firm. This sense of 'iimad also appears in Ps xxx 8 
and is confirmed by the observation that 'am•diih forms an inclusion 
with vs. 1, lo' 'em'ad, "I have not wavered." At no time did the 
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Psalmist deviate from the path of Yahwism to walk in the way of 
idolatry. 

among the upright. Explaining misor as an abstract noun with a 
concrete meaning because it is in tandem with concrete "congregations," 
a phenomenon studied at Ps v 8. I am indebted to D. N. Freedman 
for this explanation. 

in the congregations. Since maqh•lim is a hapax legomenon, whereas 
q•helim is twice attested, it is possible (but no more) that MT 
b•maqhelim should be divided to read b•mo (with scriptio defectiva bm) 
q•halim; thus emerges the prepositional sequence b• . . . b•mo, a 
sequence characteristic of the Keret legend. For example, UT, Krt: 
66--67, b ... bm; 101-2, l ... lm; 103-5, k ... km. 

I have adored Yahweh. This forms an inclusion with vs. 1, "In 
Yahweh have I trusted." The mention of ragli, "my foot," in the 
first colon makes it possible to explain 'abiirek as a denominative 
verb from berek, "knee"; cf. NOTE on Ps x 3. The balance between 
qtl ('am•diih) and yqtl ('abiirek) should be noted; cf. NOTE on Ps 
viii 7. 



Of David. 

PSALM 27 

(xxvii 1-14) 

Yahweh is my light and my salvation, 
whom should I fear? 

Yahweh is the stronghold of my life, 
of whom should I be afraid? 

2 When wicked men besiege me, 
to devour my flesh; 

My adversaries and my foes, 
Lo! they stumble and fall. 

3 Though an army encamp against me, 
my heart will not fear; 

Though troops should assail me, 
even then will I be confident. 

4 One thing I have asked a hundred times, 
this, 0 Yahweh, do I seek: 

To dwell in Yahweh's house 
all the days of my life, 

Gazing upon the loveliness of Yahweh, 
awaking each dawn in his temple. 

S Indeed he will treasure me in his abode, 
after the evil day; 

He will shelter me in his sheltering tent, 
will set me high upon his mountain. 

6 And now my head is raised 
above my foes on every side; 

And so I will sacrifice in his tent 
sacrifices with ovations; 

I will sing and make music to Yahweh. 
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7 Hear, 0 Yahweh, my voice; 
when I call 

Have pity on me and answer me. 
8 Come, said my heart, seek his face; 

your face, 0 Yahweh, will I seek. 
9 Turn not your face from me, 

repel not in anger your servant, 
Be my helper! 
Do not reject me nor abandon me, 

0 God who can save me. 
10 Though my father and my mother abandon me, 

yet Yahweh will receive me. 
11 Show me, 0 Yahweh, your way, 

and lead me on an even path 
because of my enemies. 

12 Do not put me into the throat of my adversaries, 
for false witnesses have testified against me, 
as well as malicious testifiers. 

13 In the Victor do I trust, 
to behold the beauty of Yahweh 
in the land of life eternal. 

14 Wait for Yahweh! 
be strong and let your heart be stout, 

And wait for Yahweh! 

NOTES 

§ 27 

xxvii. A psalm of confidence; cf. Norn on Ps xi. The psalmist is 
confident of Yahweh's protection in this life and is also convinced that 
he will gaze upon the loveliness of Yahweh in the next. 

2. to devour my flesh. Metaphorical for "to reduce one to the last 
extremity," as in Isa ix 19, xlix 26; Jer Ii 57; Zech xi 9; Eccles iv 5 and, 
equivalently, in Phoenician Kilamuwa, 6-7, km's 'kit zqn w[km]'s 'kit 
yd, "As though I were eating my beard, and as though I were eating my 
hand." Cf. CBQ 22 (1960), 404-6. 

My adversaries and my foes. Note the unusual parallelism with the two 
subjects :;liray w•'oy•bay standing in the first colon while the two 
predicates kli.f•lu w•napiilu are placed in the second. Both subjects may 
be understood to go with both verbs. Cf. NoTE on Ps xxxv 23. 

Lo! they stumble. Ambiguous hemmiih may be either the independent 
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pronoun or, more probably, the interjection occurring in Ugaritic as 
hm, examined in the NoTE on Ps ix 8. 

3. an army. Like Heb. mal:z•neh, Phoen. ml:znt denotes both "camp" 
and "army"; see Jean and Hoftijzer, Dictionnaire ... , p. 147. 

Though troops. Since Hebrew idiom nowhere else attests "war rising 
up against me," milf:iiimiih is preferably taken as referring to the partic
ipants in war. The parallelism with "army" corroborates this inference. 

even then. b•zo't is an adverbial expression related to adverbial zeh 
discussed at Ps xxiv 8. Cf. Lev xxvi 27 and Ps xii 12, b•zo't yiida'tl kl 
l:zap~tii bl, "Then shall I know that you love me." 

4. This verse is a prayer for eternal bliss with Yahweh in heaven. 
a hundred times. Reading (for MT me'et) me'iit or m•'at, as in 

Eccles viii 12, '•ser l:zote' 'oseh ra' m•'at uma'•rik lo, "Because the 
sinner commits evil a hundred times and lives a long life." The feminine 
absolute ending in -t is normal in Ugaritic-Phoenician and is not 
unknown in Hebrew; e.g., Pss lviii 5, f:i•mat, "poison," lviii 9, 'eset, 
"wife," and cxxxii 4, s•nat, "sleep." Cf. GK, § 80, and Robert Gordis in 
Biblica 41 (1960), 398. 

On prayers repeated a hundred times, see NoTE on Ps xxii 26. 
To dwell. Construct infinitive sibti stands in apposition with the ac

cusatives 'af:iat and 'otiih, while the subsequent infinitives lal:z•zot and 
l•baqqer are circumstantial; cf. NoTE on Ps viii 3 and GK, § 1140. 

Yahweh's house. The heavenly habitation of Yahweh is meant here, 
as in Ps xxiii 6, in the NoTE to which the evidence is cited. 

Gazing. lal:z•zot is a circumstantial infinitive construct modifying 
sibtl; see NOTE above on to dwell. 

The psalmist prays to receive the beatific vision in the next life. In 
Pss xi 7, xvii 15, xxi 7, and lxiii 3, f:iiiziih is the verb used to describe the 
act of beholding God face to face. See NoTE on Ps xvii 15, and NOTE 
below on vs. 13. 

the loveliness of Yahweh. In UT, Krt:145, n'm is used to express the 
loveliness of the Canaanite goddess Anath: dk n'm 'nt n'mh, "whose 
loveliness is like the loveliness of Ana th." 

Here the poet refers to the beauty of Yahweh that he is sure he will 
behold in the future life. In vs. 13 the substantive tub is used to describe 
the beauty of Yahweh, whereas here the poet employs ni5'am. 

awaking each dawn. The much-disputed baqqer can satisfactorily be 
explained as a denominative verb from boqer, "morning, dawn," just as 
sil;zar, "to seek diligently," may originally have meant "to arise at dawn." 
Ar. bakkara signifies "to arise very early in the morning." 

For the thought, compare Ps xxx 6, "For death is in his anger, life 
eternal in his favor; in the evening one falls asleep in tears, but at 
dawn there are shouts of joy." 
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in his temple. hekiilo refers to the celestial temple of Yahweh; 
consult NOTE on Ps xxix 9. 

5. he will treasure me. The mention of fitr, "mountain," in vs. 5b 
suggests that the verb yifp"neni may contain an allusion to Mount 
Zaphon (Ugar. gr fpn), the sacred mountain where the gods dwell in 
Canaanite mythology. 

in his abode. The suffix of sukkoh resembles that of Byblian Phoenician 
-h, while in Ps xviii 12 (=II Sam xxii 12) and Job xxxvi 29 sukkiih 
refers to the celestial abode of Yahweh. 

after the evil day. Understanding b• of b•yom as "from, after." 
"The evil day" (literally "the day of evil") means the day of death, as 
in Ps xlix 6. 

sheltering tent. A case of hendiadys; literally "the shelter of his tent." 
The allusion is to God's dwelling in heaven; cf. Ps lxi 5 and the reference 
to the tent of the sun in Ps xix 5. 

upon his mountain. No suffix is needed with fur since parallel 'oh 0lo 
is provided with one; see NoTE on Ps iii 4. 

6. my head is raised. Suggesting a sign of triumph. The psalmist's 
faith will overcome all the tribulations brought on by his foes. 

Explaining yiirum as passive participle from the root yrm, studied 
in the NOTE on Ps xviii 47, where the balance with passive participle 
biiruk appears decisive. 

7. my voice. Considerable discussion has centered about the stichic 
division of the verse, but meter indicates that qolI terminates the first 
three-beat colon and 'eqrii' begins the second three-beat colon. 

when I call. 'eqrii' begins a conditional sentence lacking the morpho
logical indicator 'im or ki. This analysis will explain the presence of the 
waw of apodosis in w•bonnenl that is lacking in some MSS and which 
many critics would delete. 

Have pity on me. Consult previous NoTE. 
8. Come, said my heart. Reading qal imperative lek from hiilak 

for MT i•kii; cf. Ps xlv 15, where liik should be read lek, "Come!" and 
Ps cv 11, where grammatically dissonant l•kii should be pointed as qal 
imperative plural l•ku, "Come!" 

seek his face. Reading imperative singular baqqes for MT plural 
baqq•su and attaching the final waw of consonantal bqsw to pny as waw 
emphaticum, a particle treated in the NOTE on Ps iv 5. 

piiniiy, "his face," is parsed as containing the third-person suffix -y, 
discussed in the NOTE on Ps ii 6. Particularly relevant is Job xii 2, um! 
hu' l•piinay yityQffiib, "And who then can stand before his face?" Here 
the usual emendation to [•piiniiyw can safely be discarded. 

For the thought, see Ps cv 4, baqq•su piiniiyw tiimid, "Seek his face 
always," and El Amarna, 165:5-7, "The beautiful face of the king, my 
lord, do I perpetually seek." 
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9. Turn not your face. tastlr belongs to the in.fixed -t- conjugation of 
silr, "to turn aside," as correctly rendered by LXX apostrepses and Vulg. 
avertas. Cf. the balance of silr with nii{iih in Ps cii 3, and NOTE on Ps 
x 11. 

your servant. In epistolary style, a polite substitution for "me"; cf. UT, 
§ 6.15, and Norn on Ps xix 12. 

Be my helper. The preceding and following negative jussives (im
peratives) favor the grammatical description of hiiyltii as a precative 
perfect. Association with jussives or imperatives is the clue for detecting 
a precative perfect. Cf. Ps x 14, 'attiih hiiyltii 'ozer, "You be his helper," 
and Norn on Ps iii 8. 

Abstract 'ezriitl, "my help," should be understood concretely, in keeping 
with the practice noted at Ps v 8. 

10. my father ... my mother. One encounters cognate expressions 
in a letter of King Abdibeba of Jerusalem to the pharaoh: El Amarna, 
286:9-13, "Look, it was not my father nor my mother who put me in 
this place. The mighty hand of the king has brought me into the house 
of my father." Cf. further the curious expression in Ps xxii 11. 

will receive me. A similar nuance of 'iisap appears in UT, Krt: 18-19, 
mbmst yitsp rsp, "A fifth part Resheph took to himself!" 

12. into the throat. On nepes, "throat, neck," see NOTE on Ps vii 3. 
The poet likens his false accusers to a monster that swallows its victims 
in its massive maw. The prominence in Ugaritic poetry of the theme of 
the gorge of Death, nps mt, suggests that more demythologized instances 
of this motif occur in biblical poetry than heretofore realized. Consult 
NoTEs on Pss xxxv 25 and xii 3, and Biblica 44 (1963), 104f. 

malicious testifiers. Reading plural wipef:re for MT wlpeaf:r. Ugar. 
ypf:r, "witness, testifier," shows that Heb. yiipeaf:r does not derive from 
npf:r or pwf:r; were this the case, the Ugaritic substantive would be 
written ypb, with the velar fricative, since the Ugaritic correspondents 
of Heb. npf:r and pwf:r are npb (attested) and pwb (unattested). G. S. 
Colin in GLECS 7 ( 1955), 8G, proposes Ar. pwf:r, "to divulge, proclaim," 
as a possible etymon of Heb. ypf:r. Full study of the vocable is given by 
S. E. Loewenstamm in Leshonenu 26 (1962 f.),- 205-8. The present 
phrase is the semantic equivalent of Ps xxxv 11, 'ede f:riimiis, "malicious 
witnesses." 

The significance of the divine appellative le' in this verse comes out 
clearly with the observation that Yahweh is the Victor over Death, and is 
called le'on miiwet, "The Victor over Death" in Hab i 12. For further 
associations of this appellative with questions of life and death, cf. 
NOTES on Ps vii 13-14. 

13. the Victor. Reading /ele' for unexplained MT lule'; the construction 
he'•min [•, "to believe or trust in a person," is well attested. Cf. Deut 
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ix 23 and BDB, p. 53a. The divine appellative le' has been studied in 
the NoTE on Ps vii 13. 

to behold. Referring to the afterlife; cf. NoTE on vs. 4. 
the beauty of Yahweh. tub is synonymous with vs. 4, no'am, "loveli

ness." Other instances of tub, "beauty," recur in Exod xxxiii 19 (of 
Yahweh himself); Hos x 11; and Zech ix 17. As in Ps xvii 15, where the 
falsely accused poet finds solace in the thought of eternal happiness 
in Yahweh's presence, so here the psalmist is sustained by the con
viction that his will be the beatific vision in the land of life. 

land of life eternal. Though the lexicons generally list only Dan xii 2 
as distinctly using bayylm to denote eternal life (e.g., BDB, p. 313a), the 
fact that it denotes precisely this in a text of the Late Bronze Age 
throws a different light on the problem. The text is UT, 2 Aqht:v1:27-
28, irf bym watnk blmt waJlbk, "Ask for life eternal and I will give it to 
you, immortality and I will bestow it upon you." The equivalent balance 
between bayylm and 'al-miiwet, "immortality," in Prov xii 28 has been 
discussed in Biblica 41 (1960), 176-81; see NoTE on Ps xxxvi 10. Cf. 
NoTE on Ps xxi 5. 



Of David. 

PSALM 28 

(xxviii 1-9) 

To you, 0 Yahweh, I call, 
my Rock, be not silent toward me; 

For should you heed me not, 
I would become like those who have descended the Pit. 

2 Hear my plea for mercy 
when I cry to you, 

When I lift up my hands 
toward your sacred shrine. 

3 Do not rank me with the wicked, 
nor with the evildoers; 

Who talk peace with their neighbors, 
with treachery in their heart. 

4 Repay them as their actions merit, 
as befits their treacherous deeds; 

For the work of their hands repay them, 
give them what they deserve. 

5 Because they have no regard 
for the deeds of Yahweh, 
nor for the work of his hands; 

He will tear them down, 
and never rebuild them. 

6 Praised be Yahweh! 
For he has heard my plea for mercy. 

7 Yahweh is my strong shield, 
in him my heart has trusted; 

I have been rejuvenated, 
and my heart leaps for joy, 

So with my song I shall praise him. 
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8 Yahweh is our stronghold and our refuge, 
the Savior of his anointed is he. 

9 Give your people victory, 
and bless your patrimony; 

Shepherd them and carry them forever! 

NOTES 

§ 28 

xxviii. A psalm consisting of two distinct but related parts. Verses 
1-5 give expression to a personal lament pleading for deliverance from 
imminent death, while vss. 6-9 are a hymn of thanksgiving for the 
recovery from the near-mortal illness. The well-founded assumption that 
he who prays in this psalm is the king best explains the presence of 
vss. 8-9, often described as a liturgical addition adapting an individual 
prayer to congregational use. 

1. become like those who have descended the Pit. The phrase 
nimfolti 'im yor•de bor should be compared with Ps lxxxviii 5, nebfobtl 
'im yor•de bor; Jer xvii 13, y•suray bii'iire~ yikkiitebu, "Those who 
tum from him shall be inscribed in the nether world"; and UT, 51: 
vm:8-9, tspr byrdm ar~. "Be numbered among those who have de
scended into the nether world." An unpublished Ras Shamra tablet 
relates that after a drinking bout, the god El became so ill that his 
voice was like that of those who have gone down to the realm of the 
dead; cf. Virolleaud in CRAIBL, 1962 (appeared 1963), 113. 

2. When I lift up my hands. Cf. UT, Krt:75-76, fo ydk smm, 
"Lift up your hands toward heaven." 

3. Do not rank me. Upon comparing the present phrase tims•keni 
'im with Hos vii 5, masak yiido 'et IO~·~im, "He associated with scoffers," 
as rendered by W. F. Albright (unpublished), one may favor the pro
posed version over the customary translation, "Take me not off with 
the wicked" (RSV). In other words, miifok 'im is the equivalent of 
masak 'et. Buttenwieser, PCTNT, p. 829, has arrived at a similar under
standing of the phrase, though for different but, in my opinion, erroneous 
reasons. 

with treachery in their heart. A comparable situation is recounted 
in UT, 2 Aqht:v1:41, where the goddess Anath speaks cajoling words 
to Aqhat while trying to circumvent him: [g] m t~bq 'nt wblh tqny, 
"Anath laughs aloud while in her heart she schemes." For details, see 
H. L. Ginsberg in BASOR 98 (1945), 22. 

5. no regard for the deeds of Yahweh. The moral obligation of 
revering the works of Yahweh comes out in the "negative confession" 
of Ps xvii 4, "My mouth did not sin against the works of your hands." 
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7. my strong shield. A case of hendiadys; literal reading would be 
"my strength ('uzzi) and my shield ( maginnl)." 

I have been rejuvenated. Parsing ne'•zarti as a niphal denominative 
verb from 'zr n, Ugar. gzr, "lad, warrior," a root of rather frequent 
biblical occurrence, as pointed out by H. L. Ginsberg in JBL 57 (1938), 
211, who, though sensing that the present passage contained this root, 
did not follow up his sound instinct. See NoTE on Ps xx.ii 20, and cf. 
Syr. 'allem, "to renew one's youth," a denominative from •a/Ima, "youth." 
Some of the ancient versions discerned that the theme of rejuvenation 
was being expressed by the psalmist; e.g., the Syriac reads, "My flesh 
has flowered"; see H. Schmidt, Die Psalmen (see Selected Bibliography), 
p. 51. Of course, the motif of rejuvenation is not unknown in biblical 
poetry; cf. Ps ciii 5; Isa xl 31; Job xix 26, xxxiii 25. 

So with my song. The construction umisslri resembles that in Ps 
viii 2, mippi 'ol•llm, "with the mouth of babes." 

This analysis entails a re-examination of the syntax in Ps cxxxvii 3b, 
slru liinu misSir ~iyyon, where Hummel in JBL 76 (1957), 105, would 
find an enclitic mem: slru liinu-m Sir ~iyyon, "Sing us Zion's song." 
In view of missirl 'ahodennu, one can defend the Masoretic consonantal 
division and render Ps cxxxvii 3b, "Sing for us with a song of Zion." 

8. our stronghold and our refuge. The collocation with another military 
term strongly suggests that 'oz signifies "stronghold," as proposed in 
NoTB on Ps. viii 3. A highly relevant text, since it reflects a similar 
Wortfeld, is Isa xx.vi 1, 'ir 'oz liinu (MT 'oz liinu) y•su'iih yiiSit J:iomot 
wiil:zel, "A fortress-city is ours, the walls and bulwark provide safety." 
Cf. Franz Delitzsch, Das Buch Jesaia, 4th ed. (Leipzig, 1889), p. 298. 

Besides denoting "for him" and "for them," liimo also denotes "for 
us." This is the inescapable conclusion to which the following texts (in 
most of which liimo is emended to liinu) point: Pss xliv 11, !xiv 6, 
Ixxx 7; Isa xx.vi 16, xliv 7, liii 8 ("for the crime of his people he was 
smitten by us"); Job xxii 17. By the same token, Ps lxxxi.x 18, 'uzziimo 
should not be emended to 'uzzenu with the Syriac. This is not to say, 
however, that liimo, "for us," is of the same morphological origin as 
the homograph liimo, "for him" or "for them." That is another problem, 
which need not detain us here. 

The phrase yhwh 'oz liimo umii'oz, employing enjambment, is the 
semantic equivalent of Ps xlvi 2, '•lohim liinu mahaseh wii'oz, "God is 
our shelter and stronghold." · 

the Savior. Explaining y•su'ot as an abstract plural with the concrete 
meaning "Savior," as in Pss xiii 6, 12, xliii 5. One may also define it as 
a plurale majestatis since it is predicated of God. 

his anointed. I.e., the king; hence a pre-Exilic date for the Psalm. 
9. carry them forever. The verb niisii' is predicated of divinity in UT, 

62: 14-15, tsu aliyn b'l lktp 'nt ktsth, "She (the sun-goddess) lifts up 
Victor Baal, upon the shoulders of Anath she places him." 



PSALM 29 

(xxix 1-11) 

A psalm of David. 

Give Yahweh, 0 gods, 
give Yahweh glory and praise, [2]• 

2 Give Yahweh the glory due his name! 
Bow down to Yahweh 

when the Holy One appears. 
3 The voice of Yahweh 

is upon the waters, 
The God of glory 

rolls the thunder; 
Yahweh is upon the mighty waters. 

4 The voice of Yahweh 
is strength itself, 

The voice of Yahweh 
is very splendor. 

5 The voice of Yahweh 
shivers the cedars, 

And Yahweh 
shivers the cedars of Lebanon; 

7 The voice of Yahweh 
cleaves with shafts of fire. 

6 He makes Lebanon skip like a calf, 
and Sirion like a young wild ox. 

8 The voice of Yahweh 
convulses the steppe, 

Yahweh convulses 
the steppe of Kadesh. 

9 The voice of Yahweh 
makes the hinds writhe, 

•Verse number in RSV. 
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And strips the forests bare; 
While in his temple-all of it, 

a vision of the Glorious One. 
10 Yahweh has sat enthroned 

from the flood, 
And Yahweh has sat enthroned, 

the king from eternity. 
11 Yahweh will give his people victory, 

Yahweh will bless his people with peace. 

NOTES 

175 

xxix. A hymn in which the sons of God are invited to acclaim 
the sovereignty of Yahweh, who manifests his power in a storm. The 
recognition that this psalm is a Yahwistic adaptation of an older 
Canaanite hymn to the storm-god Baal is due to H. L. Ginsberg, "A 
Phoenician Hymn in the Psalter," in Atti del XIX Congresso lnter
nazionale degli Orientalisti (Roma, 1935), pp. 472-76. Ginsberg's ob
servations of thirty years ago have been corroborated by the subsequent 
discovery of tablets at Ras Shamra and by progress in the interpreta
tion of these texts. Virtually every word in the psalm can now be 
duplicated in older Canaanite texts. 

Certain hymnodic patterns, derived from earlier uses, have survived 
in biblical literary practice. Thus we find in this psalm the repetitive 
parallelism which characterizes the U garitic epics. This form of verse 
structure (type ABC:ABD:[ABE]) occurs throughout the poem. For ex
ample, vs. 1, hiibu layhwh b•ne 'elim (ABC), hiibii layhwh kabOd wa'oz 
(ABO), hiibu lyhwh k•bOd s•m0 (ABE). This compares with UT, 49:u:28-
30, klb arb l'glh (ABC), klb tat limrh (ABD) km lb 'nt atr b'l (ABE). See 
F. M. Cross, Jr., "Notes on a Canaanite Psalm in the Old Testament," 
BASOR 117 (1950), 19-21. 

1. 0 gods. In Canaanite mythology the bn ilm, "the sons of El," 
(e.g., UT, 51:111:14) are the minor gods who form part of the pantheon 
of which El is the head. In the Old Testament the term was demytholo
gized and came to refer to the angels or spiritual beings who are 
members of Yahweh's court and do his bidding; cf. Pss lxxxix 7, 
ciii 20, cxlviii 1 ff.; I Kings xxii 19; Isa vi 2 ff.; Job i 6, ii 1. 

The phrase b•ne 'ellm recurs in Ps lxxxix 7 and in Deut xxxii 8, 
where we should read with the Vrs. l•mispar b•ne 'el(im), "According 
to the number of b•ne 'el(im)," as against MT b•ne yisra'el. There has 
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been some dispute as to what is meant here by b•ne 'e/(im), but Albright's 
contention that it simply means "stars" (From the Stone Age to Chris
tianity, p. 296) is confirmed by the parallelism of bn ii with pbr kkbm 
in UT, 76:1:3-4. Though the immediate context is completely damaged, 
one can safely infer that the balance of "the sons of El" with "the 
assembly of the stars" is the same as that in Job xxxviii 7, "When the 
morning stars sang together and the sons of God (b•ne '•/8him) shouted 
with joy." A Punic inscription discovered on July 8, 1964, at Santa 
Severa, the ancient Etruscan city of Pyrgi, contains the phrase Jnt km 
hkkbm '/, "(May) its years (be) like the stars of El." Note the article 
and the enclitic mem (discussed under vs. 6 below) in the construct 
chain, hkkbm '/. This should help solve the dispute concerning the 
syntax of Phoenician Karatepe I: 1, hbrk b'l, "the one blessed by Baal": 
the enclitic mem in Phoenician is recorded in such phrases as rb khnm 
'Im nrg/, "the chief of the priests of the god Nergal"; Donner and 
Ri:illig, KAI, II, p. 72. 

2. Bow down. Ugar. tst/.lwy, whose root is J.iwy, proves that biblical 
hiStaJ.i•wu is the hishtaphal conjugation of J.iwy and does not stem from 
.l'J.iw, as found in the lexicons antedating Koehler and Baumgartner 
(1953), who give the correct derivation on the basis of Ugaritic. 

the Holy One. Abstract qode.l' is a divine title like kabod, "glory, the 
Glorious One," treated under vs. 9. In UT, 125:10-11, King Kirta is 
described as krt bnm ii spJ.i ltpn wqds, "Kirta the son of El, the offspring 
of Lutpan and Holiness." Here "Holiness" is the title of Asherah, the 
wife of El. The form is abstract qudsu, since if it were an adjective one 
would expect feminine qdst, as in the personal name bn qdst. In UT, 
137:21, bn qds, synonymously parallel to ilm, "gods," is probably to be 
rendered "the sons of Holiness (Asherah) ." 

appears. In UT, Krt: 155, hdrt, "theophany," is synonymous with 
J.ilm, "dream, vision"; cf. Cross, BASOR 117 (1950), 19-21. 

3. voice of Yahweh. Referring to the thunder. Cf. UT, 1 Aqht:46, 
tbn qi b'/, "the rain with Baal's voice," and 51 :v:70, wtn qlh b'rpt, 
"And he gave forth his voice from the clouds." 

upon the waters. The Mediterranean is probably meant, since in its 
present form the poem describes a storm moving in from the west. 
In the original composition the phrase 'al hammiiyim may have signified 
"against the waters," a reference to Baal's use of thunder against the 
chaotic waters. 

rolls the thunder. It has been proposed that the clause 'el hakkabod 
hir7m be deleted since the poem is concerned with Yahweh's thunder 
rather than with that of El (Briggs, Gunkel), but the two unpublished 
Ugaritic personal names, cited at Ps xviii 14, yrgm b'l and yrgm ii, 
show that thunder was predicated of El as well as of Baal. The 
genuineness of the clause is further confirmed by the observation that 
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the verse employs the stylistic device known as the breakup of stereotyped 
divine names. In the present instance, the compound title yhwh 'el, 
which was the original form of the Tetragrammaton (see NoTE on 
Ps x 12), is separated into its two components, yhwh being placed in 
the first colon and 'el in the second, to form a tightly knit line. On the 
breakup of stereotyped phrases, see NOTE on Ps xi 4. 

the mighty waters. On the cosmic connotations of mayim rabbim, 
see May, "Some Cosmic Connotations of Mayim Rabbim, 'Many Wa
ters'," JBL 74 (1955), 9-21, especially p. 20. 

4. is strength itself • . . is very splendor. The b of bakkaa1;i and 
behiidiir is an emphasizing particle, a kind of exponential strengthening 
of the substantive. It can be identified in Pss xvii 10, xxxiii 4, xxxix 7, 
I 19, Ii 8, Iv 19, lxxiii 8; Isa xxvi 4; Jer xxix 9; Ezek xvi 13; 
Prov xxxi 13. Since its correct understanding bears upon the correct 
interpretation of Phoenician and Punic texts, Ps Iv 19 deserves a word 
of comment: p•deh (MT piidiih) b•salom napsl-m q•rab (MT napSi 
miqqarab) ll kl b•rabblm hiiyu 'immiidl, "Ransom me unharmed; wage 
war on my behalf for very many are against me." That b•rabbim ex
presses the superlative emerges from a comparison with Ps lvi 3, 
ki rabbim lal;iamlm n miirom, "For many are battling against me, 0 
Exalted One." Herein lies the solution to much-disputed brbm in 
Karatepe, m:9-l l, wbrbm yl[d] wbrbm y'dr wbrbm y'bd l'ztwd, "May 
they beget very many, may they be exceedingly mighty, may they 
serve Azitawaddu exceedingly well." Cf. O'Callaghan in Orientalia 18 
(1949), 179, and Levi Della Vida in Rendiconti Lincei 8 (1949), 286. It 
now becomes much easier to understand a Punic phrase which 
M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris fur semitische Epigraphik (Giessen, 1915), III, 
p. 281, found extremely baffling: kSm' ql' 'd p'mt brbm, "For he heard 
his voice very many times." Lidzbarski (p. 282) proposed either "unter 
vielen (Menschen)" or "unter den Rahs." 

For the expression yhbyh in Jewish incantations of the seventh 
century A.O., see Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity, p. 260, 
n. 84. 

5. shivers the cedars. Moshe Held, "The YQTL-QTL (QTL-YQTL) Sequence 
of Identical Verbs in Biblical Hebrew and Ugaritic," in Studies and 
Essays in Honor of Abraham A. Neuman, eds. M. Ben-Horim et al. 
(Leiden, 1962), pp. 281-90, proposes to read pie! perfect sibber for 
MT sober, as suggested by the construction found in Pss xxxviii 12, 
xciii 3, etc., as well as in Ugaritic, but one must also consider the 
stylistic device of using the same root in different conjugations in the 
same verse. Thus in Ps xxiv 7, qal imperative s•'u is balanced by niphal 
imperative hinniis•'u, while Ps xxxviii 3 collocates pie! nil;iatu and qal 
tinl;iat. The MT sequence sober-y•sabber is probably to be classed in 
the latter category. 
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the cedars of Lebanon. These trees were praised for their strength 
and durability in Canaanite poetry of the second millennium. When the 
palace of Baal was to be built, workers repaired "to Lebanon and its 
timbers, to Shirion and its choicest cedars"; UT, 51 :v1:20--21, llbnn 
w'.yh lJryn mlzmd arzh. 

1. cleaves with shafts of fire. The sense and position of vs. 1 have been 
much debated, but if one grants a measure of probability to the present 
version, its position immediately after vs. 5 seems natural. With the 
bolts of lightning that accompany the thunder Yahweh splinters the 
mighty cedars. lahabot 'es is parsed as an accusative of means; this con
struction may have been prompted by the fact that lzo.yeb ends in b. 
The usage is well attested in Ugaritic; e.g., UT, 'nt:rr:15-16, mtm 
tgrs .fbm, "With two maces she drives out the sbm," and 'nt:rv:86-87, 
wtrlz.f tl .fmm, "And she washes with the dew of heaven." 

6. Lebanon ... Sirion. For the Ugaritic parallelism of these geo
graphic terms, see second NOTE. on vs. 5. 

skip like a calf. Reading wayyarqed-mi for MT wayyarq!di!m, as first 
proposed by Ginsberg (he read -ma for -mi) in 1935 (see general 
NoTE., p. 175); this was the first of several hundred instances of enclitic 
mem found in the Bible. After twenty-four years, several articles on the 
subject, and scores of examples, La Bible de la P/eiade, II, p. 948, 
buoyantly unaware of the existence of the enclitic mem, recommends 
the deletion of the mem of yrqdm. 

Charles Clermont-Ganneau, Recueil d'Archeologie Orienta/e (Paris, 
1888), I, p. 94, proposed to find in the verb riiqad an allusion to the 
Hellenistic cult of Baal Marcod, "Baal of the Dance." In an unpublished 
tablet from Ras Shamra which lists several musical instruments familiar 
from the Bible, there is mention of mrqdm, "dancers"; see CRAIBL, 
1962 (appeared 1963), 109. The occurrence of this root in ancient 
Canaanite texts further confirms the thesis that Psalm xxix is an 
adaptation of an older composition. 

8. the steppe of Kadesh. Being mentioned in UT, 52:65, mdbr qds 
should be sought in the environs of Lebanon and Anti-Libanus, perhaps 
near Kadesh on the Orontes. It should be recalled that midbiir does not 
connote "desert" in our sense, but rather "land without permanent 
settlements." While conceding some formal parallels with Ugaritic, 
Weiser, Die Psalmen, p. 175, n. 3, voices a protest against simply 
labeling the psalm as Canaanite, since vs. 8 contains, according to 
Weiser, a reference to the Sinai tradition. But he fails to mention that 
nowhere is the wilderness of Sinai called midbar qiides, and he equally 
fails to record that mdbr qd.f is mentioned in Ugaritic. 

9. makes the hinds writhe. Though R. Lowth's (De Sacra Poesia 
Hebraeorum Praelectiones Academicae Oxonii Habitae. Cum Notis et 
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Epimetris Joa. Dav. Michaelis. Edidit Em. Frid. Car. Rosenmilller. 
[Lipsiae, 1815], p. 316) reading y•l:zolel 'elot, "makes the oaks bend," 
has found wide acceptance, MT y•l:zolel 'ayyalot too closely resembles 
Job xxxix 1, /:zolel 'ayyiiwt, "the writhing of the hinds," to be abandoned 
in favor of Lowth's reading. The pronounced Canaanite associations of 
ch. xxxix of Job suggest that we are dealing with the same phrase. To 
be sure, there is no evidence that wild or domestic animals are so 
affected by a storm that they calve prematurely, but this does not 
foreclose the possibility that the ancients may have had some such belief. 

strips the forests bare. The verb /:ziisap, "to strip," has correctly been 
identified with Phoen. J:zsp in the Ahiram Inscription, tl;ztsp tztr mspfh, 
"May the scepter of his judicial authority be stripped off"; see Harris, 
A Grammar of the Phoenician Language, p. 103, and Gevirtz in VT 11 
(1961), 147. Though this is the only instance of feminine plural y•'arot, 
the Ugaritic place name y'rt and the gentilic y'rty bespeak a double 
gender of this substantive, just as the unique occurrence of feminine 
plural 'olam6t in Ps xlviii 15 is sustained by Ugaritic plural '/mt. 

in his temple. As in Pss xi 4, xviii 7, xxvii 4; Isa vi 1; Mic i 2; Jon ii 
8; Hab ii 20, hekiil refers to the heavenly temple. On Ugar. hkl, 
"heavenly temple," in UT, 51:v:124, etc., see Norman C. Habel, Yahweh 
versus Baal: A Conflict of Religious Cultures (New York, 1964), p. 76. 

Thus the glory of Yahweh filled both the heavens and the earth; 
this, too, is the burden of Isa vi 1-4, "I saw Yahweh sitting upon a 
throne, high and uplifted, with his robes [?] filling the (heavenly) 
temple ... Holy, holy, holy, is Yahweh of Hosts; the whole earth is 
full of his glory." 

all of it. Frequently deleted as dittographic of the final two consonants 
of hekiilo, kullo should be retained as a constitutive element of a divine 
theophany in the heavenly temple, to judge from the description of the 
Inaugural Vision in Isa vi 1-6. In vs. 1 it is stated that suliiyw m•lii7m 
'et hiihekiil, "His robes [?]filled the (heavenly) temple," while vs. 3 reads 
miilo' (MT m•lo') kol hii'iire~ k•bodo, "filling all the earth with his glory." 
Cf. Exod xl 34, "And the glory of Yahweh filled the tabernacle." 

a vision. Reading 'omer for MT 'omer, and understanding 'mr in 
the Akkadian-Ugaritic sense "to see," the meaning discussed at Ps xi 
1, and in Biblica 42 (1961), 383f., and 44 (1963), 295f. Though the 
context is not decisive, a strong case can be made for defining 'omer as 
''vision" in Ps lxxvii 9, he'iipes liine~ab l:zasdo giimar 'omer l•dor wiidor, 
"Has his kindness ceased forever, has vision come to an end for 
generations and generations?" Cf. I Sam iii 1, "And the word of Yahweh 
was rare in those days; there was no frequent vision." 

of the Glorious One. On the divine appellative kiibod, see NoTE on 
Ps iii 4. 

Understood in this manner, 'omer kiibod, "a vision of the Glorious 
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One," semantically and structurally balances vs. 2, hadrat qode'S, literally 
"the appearance of the Holy One," which comes fourteen beats after 
the opening of the hymn, while 'omer kiibOd is fourteen beats removed 
from the ending of the psalm. 

10. from the flood. Grammatically, lammabbul should be compared 
with UT, 1 Aqht:176, lyrbm lint, "from months to years." Cf. Ps cvi 
7, wayyiimru 'ellm (MT 'al yam) b•yam sup, "And they rebelled against 
the Most High from the Sea of Reeds." There are numerous cases where 
I• denotes "from" in a temporal sense; see NOTE on Ps ix 8 and cf. Pss 
xiv 3, lxxviii 69, cxi 8, cxix 152, cxxx 6, cxlviii 6. The psalmist alludes 
not to the Flood in the days of Noah, but to the motif of the struggle 
between Baal, lord of the air and genius of the rain, and Yamm, master 
of sea and subterranean waters. UT, 68, explicitly treats this combat. In 
lines 9-10 Baal is informed that when he destroys his enemy, Prince Sea, 
he will receive his eternal dominion: tql;z mlk 'lmk. After having dis
comfited his rival Yamm, Baal becomes king: ym /mt b'lm ymlk (32), 
"Yamm is truly dead, Baal will reign." By his victory over the primeval 
forces of chaos, Yahweh is mythopoeically conceived as acquiring full 
dominion over earth and sea. This theme also underlies Pss xcii 9-10 
and xciii 2-3. 

has sat enthroned . . . from eternity. The Masoretic sequence 
ya'Sab . . . wayyeseb is grammatically faultless when it is seen that 
l•'o/am means "from eternity," as in Pss ix 8, xxxiii 11, xlv 3, lxxviii 69, 
etc. Cf. Kirst in FuF 32 ( 1958), 216, n. 46. Here the term "eternity" 
really means "primeval time, Urzeit," as in a number of other biblical 
passages; several scholars have lately studied this problem, most recently 
Lipinski in Biblica 44 (1963), 435 f., with bibliography. Cf. also Kraus, 
Psa/men, II, p. 649 (on Ps xciii 2). 

11. will give his people victory. Just as Yahweh achieved a signal 
triumph over the forces of chaos, so will he grant his people mastery over 
their foes. This nuance of 'oz is present in I Sam ii 10; Pss !xviii 29 
(Albright in HUCA 23 [1950], 31), lxxxix 18, ex 2, and possibly in UT, 
49:vz:l7, mt 'z b'l 'z, "Mot is victorious, Baal is victorious." 

with peace. Victory without subsequent peace cheats the hope of the 
people. 



PSALM 30 

(xxx 1-13) 

A psalm, a song for the ckdication of the temple; of David. 

2 I shall exalt you, 0 Yahweh, 
for you drew me up, 

Nor let my Foe rejoice over me. 
3 0 Yahweh my God, I cried to you, 

and you healed me. 
4 0 Yahweh, you lifted me from Sheol, 

you restored me to life 
as I was descending the Pit. 

s Sing to Yahweh, 0 his devoted ones, 
and praise his holy name. 

6 For death is in his anger, 
life eternal in his favor; 

In the evening one falls asleep crying, 
but at dawn there are shoul-s of joy. 

7 I said in my insouciance, 
"I will never stumble." 

8 0 Yahweh, by your favor you made me 
more stable than the mighty mountains; 

You turned away your face, 
I was greatly shaken. 

9 To you, 0 Yahweh, I call, 
and to my Lord I plead for mercy. 

10 What gain is there in my tears, 
in my descent to the Pit? 

Will the Slime praise you, 
or publish abroad your fidelity? 

11 Hear, 0 Yahweh, and have mercy on me, 
Yahweh, be my helper! 

*Verse numbers in RSV. 

[4] 

[5] 

[6] 

[7] 

[8] 

[9] 

[10] 
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12 Tum my weeping into dancing, 
unlace my sackcloth and gird me with happiness, 

13 So that my heart might sing to you, 
and weep no more. 

0 Yahweh, my God, forever will I thank you. 

NOTES 

§ 30 

[ 11] 

[12] 

xxx. A tightly structured psalm of thanksgiving for recovery from an 
illness that brought the psalmist to death's door. In the translation 
proposed here, the following structure emerges: vss. 2-5 are the 
thanksgiving proper; 6-8 are moralizing, warning against the sin of 
overconfidence; vss. 9-13a form the text of the lament sung by the 
psalmist when he prayed for healing. Verse 13b is a doxology, resuming 
the thought of vs. 2. 

2. drew me up. The verb primarily means to "draw up a bucket of 
water from the well," but since in vs. 4 the nether world is called bi5r, 
which properly denotes a "well, pit," dillltani is an apposite verb. 

my Foe. Parsing, 'oy•bay as plurale excellentiae referring to Death, the 
archfoe of the stricken poet; other instances of this usage are discussed 
under Ps xviii 4. 

4. you restored me to life. Reading (iiyy'itani-m (enclitic mem) yiir•di 
bOr. More difficult than kethib yor•di, yiir•di is probably original and 
dialectal; cf. the participle in Ugaritic, pronounced yiiridu. The final 
-i is paragogic, as frequently with participles; see lotion, GHB, § 93n. 

the Pit. A poetic name for the infernal regions. 
6. death is in his anger. The prevailing antithetic parallelism of this 

poem indicates that rega' must connote the opposite of (iayylm, "life 
eternal." This inference finds confirmation in Job xxvi 12, b•ko(io riiga' 
hayyiim ubuebuniito mii(ia.y riihab, "With his strength he annihilated the 
sea, and with his skill he smote Rahab." Comparison with UT, 67:1:1-2, 
ktmb.y ltn btn br(i tkly btn 'qltn, "When you smote Lotan the primordial 
serpent, made an end of the twisting serpent," shows that rg' and kly, 
both of which are synonymous with mb~. are in turn synonyms. In 
numerous passages, LXX understood rg' as "destroy"; cf. I. L. Seelig
mann in VTS, I (1953), p. 169, n. 2; G. R. Driver, VTS, ill (1955), 
p. 75. 

It is also possible that rega' here might denote "Perdition," i.e., "the 
place of Death," just as miiwet, "death," not infrequently refers to the 
realm of Death. In Ps vi 11 and Num xvi 21 rega' denotes "Perdition," 
another name for Sheol. In the context of the present psalm this would 
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make effective contrast to (layylm, "life eternal," which implies "Para
dise." Thus the anger of God results in death while his favor produces 
life. Cf. El Amama, 169:7-9, "You give me life and you give me 
death." 

life eternal. For this definition of (layylm, see NoTE on Ps xxi 5. 
in the evening. In contrast to "dawn," night is a symbol of death. 
falls asleep. Symbolic language for "to die"; cf. Pss xlix 13 and xiii 4, 

"Avert the sleep of death." 
crying. Cf. Gen xiii 38, "You would bring down my hoary head to 

Sheol in sorrow," and for the connection between tears and sleep, UT, 
Krt:31-32, bm bkyh wy.fn bdm'h nhmmt, "While he weeps he falls 
asleep, while he cries, deep slumber." 

at dawn. Dawn is a symbol of resurrection and immortality; cf. Ps 
xxvii 4, "awaking each dawn in his [heavenly] temple." D. N. Freedman 
has called my attention to the death-life, evening-morning sequence 
that is echoed in Michelangelo's sculptures for the Medici Chapel in 
Florence. This sequence is not a simple contrast between life and death 
but rather the contrast between death, which is inevitable, and eternal 
life, which will follow. The psalmist is convinced that eternal life will 
follow; this conviction finds expression in numerous texts of the Psalter. 
Consult NOTES on Pss i 3, 5, xvi 10--11, xvii 15, xxi 5, xxvii 4, xxxvi 10, 
etc. 

8. you made me more stable. The suffix for he'•madtiih is really 
supplied by the second-colon phrase hiiyrn, which contains the first person. 
On 'iimad, "to stand firm,'' see Pss xviii 34, xxvi 12. 

than the mighty mountains. Parsing l• of l•har•r1 'oz as lamedh 
comparativum. For this usage in Mic v 1, see J. M. Fitzmyer CBQ 18 
(1956), 10--13; in Song of Sol i 3, W. F. Albright in Hebrew and 
Semitic Studies Presented to Godfrey Rolles Driver, eds. D. Winton 
Thomas and W. D. McHardy (Oxford, 1963), p. 2; in Nah i 7, Dahood in 
Biblicn 45 (1964), 288. Another instance may be remarked in Ezek xvi 
13, watti#"!il um•/ukiih, "And you prospered more than royalty." 

The curious form har•rl might well be an archaic plural in the 
oblique case; this tallies with the dialectal form in vs. 4, yiir"dl. 

You turned away. The root of histartii is probably sur, "to tum aside," 
and the conjugation infixed -t-; cf. treatment in NOTE on Ps x 11. 

10. in my tears. Gunkel, Die Psalmen, p. 129, has acutely noted that 
this psalm does not deal with violence and that dmy does not refer to 
"blood" but only to "suffering." Hence it is better to vocalize as 
infinitive construct domml, to balance infinitive construct ridtl, and 
to derive domml from dmm, "to weep," well known from Akkadian 
and now attested in Northwest Semitic, as proposed at Ps iv 5. A most 
relevant parallel is Isa xxxviii 10, "I said as I wept ( b•domml), 'I have 
completed my days, I have been consigned to Sheol for the rest of my 
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years'." See Dahood in CBQ 22 (1960), 401-2; Biblica 45 (1964), 
402 f.; Georg Fohrer, Das Buch Jesaja (Zi.ircher Bibelkommentar, 1962), 
II, p. 183. 

the Slime praise you. Gunkel, Die Psalmen, p. 128, is probably correct 
in his rendition of 'apar, usually translated "dust," as Kot. This falls in 
better with Northwest Semitic motifs which describe the nether world 
as a place of mud and filth; cf. Norn on Ps xxii 16, and for the theme 
of Sheol as a place where there is no praise of Yahweh, Pss vi 6, lxxxviii 
11-12. 

12. Turn my weeping ... unlace my sackcloth. Parsing hapakta and 
pittaf:zta as precative perfects to balance the vs. 11 imperatives s•ma' 
and h•yeh; cf. Norn on Ps iii 8. LXX is at least consistent in taking all 
the verbal elements in vss. 11-12 as perfects, but a better coherence is 
obtained by understanding them all as expressing wishes; these verses 
(9-13) contain the lament which the poet sang in the hope that he 
might be healed from his sickness. On the use of the optative perfect to 
continue an imperative, cf. NoTE on Ps iii 8. 

13. So that. l•ma'an introduces a final clause; see Michel, TSP, § 26, 
1, p. 174. 

my heart. Vocalizing kabed, literally "my liver," for MT kabod. The 
same Masoretic confusion between these words is evident in Gen xlix 6 
(cf. LXX; Dahood, Biblica 36 [1955], 229) and Ps vii 6. As frequently 
in U garitic (see N om on Ps xvi 4), pronominal suffixes with names of 
parts of the body are sometimes omitted in biblical Hebrew; hence 
kabed can mean "my liver." Cf. UT, 1 Aqht:1:34-35, tbky pgt bm lb 
tdm' bm kbd, "Pughat weeps in her heart, she cries in her liver." 
Note the lack of pronominal suffix with lb and kbd. 

and weep no more. See Norn on vs. 10, and G. Schick in JBL 32 
(1913), 239. LXX reads me katanugD, "lest I be absorbed in grief." 

0 Yahweh, my God. yhwh '•lohay forms an inclusio with vs. 3, yhwh 
'•lohay. 



PSALM 31 

(xxxi 1-25) 

For the director. A psalm of David. 

2 In you, 0 Yahweh, have I trusted, 
let me not be humiliated, 0 Eternal One! 

In your fidelity rescue me! 
3 Incline your ear to me, 

speedily deliver me! 
Be mine, 0 mountain of refuge! 
0 fortified citadel, save me! 

4 For you are my crag and my fortress, 
and for the honor of your name 

You will lead me and guide me. 
5 You will free me from the net 

which they hid for me, 
For you are my refuge. 

6 Into your hand I entrust my life; 
ransom me, 0 Yahweh C'..od! 

7 Truly I hate those who keep worthless idols, 
and I put my trust in Yahweh; 

I shall rejoice and be happy because of your kindness. 
8 When you saw my affliction, 

you took care of rne against the Adversary; 
9 You did not put me into the hand of the Foe, 

nor set my feet in the broad domain. 
10 Have pity on me, 0 Yahweh, [9]* 

for distress is mine! 
My eye is wasted with sorrow, 

my throat and my belly. 
11 Indeed my life is spent with grief, [10] 

and my years in groaning. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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My strength fails through affiiction, 
my bones are wasted away, 

12 my vitals are consumed. 
I have become an object of scorn [11] 

even to my neighbors; 
a calamity and a fright to my friends; 

Those who see me in the street flee from me. 
13 I have shriveled up [12] 

like a dead man, senseless, 
become like a jar that is broken. 

14 For I hear the whispering of many, [13] 
terror all around; 

VVhen they counsel together against me, 
when they plot to take my life. 

15 But in you have I trusted, 0 Yahweh, [14] 
I said, "You are my God; 
my life-stages are in your hand." 

16 Rescue me from the hand of my foes, [15] 
and from my pursuers. 

17 Let your face shine upon your servant; [16] 
save me in your kindness. 

18 0 Yahweh, let me not be humiliated, [17] 
when I call you. 

Let the wicked be humiliated, 
hurled into Sheol! 

19 Let lying lips be muzzled, 
that speak against the Ancient Just One, [ 18] 
with presumption and scorn. 

20 How many are the good things, [19] 
that you have stored for those who fear you! 

That you have gathered for those who rely upon you, 
in the sight of the sons of men. 

21 You shield them in the shelter of your presence, [20] 
from the slanderings of men; 

You shelter them in your abode, 
from the wranglings of tongues. 

22 Praise to Yahweh, [21] 
for he has shown me wondrous kindness 
from the fortified city. 

23 Once I thought in my dismay, [22] 
"I am cut off from your sight." 
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But you heard my plea for mercy, 
when I cried out to you. 

24 Love Yahweh, all you devoted to him! 
Yahweh preserves his faithful ones, 
but abundantly requites whoever acts 

25 Be strong and let your heart be stout, 
all you who hope in Yahweh. 

NOTES 

187 

presumptuously. 
[24] 

xxxi. A personal lament. This psalm divides into three sections. Verses 
1-12 include the cries for help and the description of the illness which 
put the psalmist at death's door; vss. 12-20 describe the mental anguish 
brought on by being abandoned by his friends and slandered by his foes; 
and vss. 20-25 are a hymn of thanksgiving for rescue from both death 
and slander. 

2. 0 Eternal One. Parsing l•'oliim as vocative lamedh, discussed in 
Norn on Ps iii 9, followed by the divine name 'oliim, recorded in 
Norn on Ps xx.iv 7. Vocative l•'oliim forms a perfect counterpart to 
vocative yhwh of the first colon and recalls the stylistic equipoise of Ps 
xxxiii 1, where vocative lay•siirlm, with vocative lamedh, is the opposite 
number of ~addlqlm, without vocative particle, in the first colon. Cf. Ps 
lxxxvi 12, where vocative l•'olam of the second half verse balances 
vocative 'adoniiy '•lohay of the first colon. The same analysis is valid in 
Ps lxxi 1. 

In your fidelity. The b of b•#dqat•kii seems to be causal, as in 
Phoenician Karatepe 1: 12 f., b~dqy wbl;zkmty, "because of my justice and 
my wisdom." Since the psalmist has put his full trust in him, Yahweh is 
in fidelity obliged to rescue the psalmist. See Jean and Hoftijzer, 
Dictionnaire ... , 1-11, p. 31, line 27. For this nuance of ~·diiqiih, 

see Zorell, ZLH, p. 684a. 
3. Be mine. h•yeh u recalls Hos i 9, lo' 'ehyeh liikem, "l will not be 

yours," and Exod xx 3, "Other gods shall not be yours [lo' yihyeh l•kii]." 
0 mountain of refuge. The lamedh of l•~ur mii'oz is vocative; cf. 

following Norn. I am indebted to D. N. Freedman for this observation. 
Imperative h•yeh lI at the beginning of vs. 3 balances imperative 
l•hosl'enl at end of verse. 

0 fortified citadel. The lamedh of l•bet is again the vocative particle 
as frequently in Ugaritic and often enough in Hebrew; e.g., Pss iii 9, 
xvi 2, xxxii 5, xlii 10, cxl 7. Cf. Norn on Ps iii 9 for full listing. 
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save me. Gunkel has rightly seen that Z•hOSi'enl, parsed as preposition 
followed by hiphil infinitive construct, is a prosaic addition, but when 
analyzed as emphatic lamedh followed by an imperative, his observation 
becomes irrelevant. From this parsing emerge five successive imperatives; 
the last being climactic, it is preceded by an emphatic particle. The same 
invocation occurs in Isa xxxviii 20, yhwh l•hOSi'enl, "O Yahweh, save 
me!" as noticed by Paul Haupt in The Book of Proverbs, eds. A. Milller 
and E. Kautzsch (Leipzig, 1901), p. 52. 

4. You will lead me and guide me. The sequence tanbenl ut•nahazenl 
confirms my analysis of Ps xxili 4, tnbmny which forms an inclusion 
with vs. 2, y•naha[enl. 

6. my life. Literally "my spirit." 
ransom me. piidltiih is precative perfect; see NOTES on Pss iii 8 and iv 

2, while a discussion of precative perfects with the scriptio plena may be 
found in NOTE on Ps iv 8. 

The verb piidiih, so pregnant with theological meaning in the Old 
Testament, appears in a Ugaritic contract of emancipation studied by 
Virolleaud, Palais royal d'Ugarit, II, pp. 18 f. 

0 Yahweh God. yhwh 'el, the original, full form of Yahweh, is 
found in Pss x 12 and xviii 3, where it is separated in the parallel cola. 

7. Truly I hate. Explaining '•met as the emphatic substantive found in 
U garitic, Phoenician, and biblical Hebrew; full discussion in CBQ 22 
(1960), 406. Good examples include Isa xiii 3, xliii 9, liii 10; Ezek xviii 
9; Ps cxxxii 11. On Isa liii 10 see R. de Vaux, Les sacrifices de l'Ancien 
Testament (Paris, 1964), p. 100, n. 7. 

The verb .fiine'tl is a terminus technicus used in the formal repudiation 
of idolatry or charges of idolatry; cf. NOTE on Ps v 6. The psalmist 
takes pains to protest his innocence of the sin of worshiping or keeping 
idols in his possession. Among the Israelites this was believed to be one of 
the chief causes of sickness or other misfortunes. 

worthless idols. For discussion of the phrase hable siiw', consult 
Norn on Ps xxiv 4. 

8. When you saw. For this meaning of 'aser, see BDB, p. 82b. 
you took care of me. This nuance of yiida' has been discussed in 

Norn on Ps i 6. 
against the Adversary. Death is the adversary par excellence; hence 

the poet employs the plurale excellentiae, t1iirot, in precisely the same 
way as his Canaanite poet predecessors. When Baal girds for his mortal 
combat with Y amm, the god of ocean and nether waters, the artisan
god Kothar, who had forged two clubs for him, instructs him in the 
following terms: UT, 68: 8-9, ht ibk b'lm ht ibk tmb.f ht tt1mt t1rtk, 
"Now your Foe, 0 Baal, now your Foe will you smite, now will you 
destroy your Adversary." Specialists in Ugaritic have often taken both 
ibk and frtk as semantically plural forms, but this appears to be incor-
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rect; in text 68 Baal is locked in combat with a single foe, Yamm. Both 
vocables must accordingly be understood as singular forms, one being 
a concrete noun, the other, ~rt, probably a plural abstract, but with 
a concrete singular denotation. 

9. the Foe. Another reference to Death. He receives this epithet 
'oyeb, "Foe," in Pss vii 6, xiii 3, xviii 4, xii 3, !xi 4. The poetic balance 
between a concrete and an abstract noun has been examined on the 
NoTE to Ps v 8; the most germane parallels are Ps cxxxviii 7 and the 
Ugaritic text cited in the previous NOTE. Compare the expression yad 
s•'ol, "the hand of Sheol," in Ps xlix 16 and Job xvii 16, badde s•'ol, 
t•redanniih, "Into the hands (Ugar. bd) of Sheol will it descend." 

nor set my feet. The consideration that synonymous, not antithetic, 
parallelism characterizes this psalm requires that the force of the nega
tive lo' in the first colon be understood as carrying over into the 
second colon and negativing the verb he'•madtii. Joi.ion, GHB, § 160q, 
finds other instances of this usage in Pss ix 19, xxxv 19, xxxviii 2, 
xliv 19, lxxv 6. Similar usage obtains in Ugaritic 76:11:4-5, in b'/ 
bbht[t] ii hd bqrb hklh, "Baal is not in his house, the god Hadd is not 
inside his palace." 

the broad domain. merf:ziib is a poetic name for the nether world, 
discussed in connection with Ps xviii 20. 

10. with sorrow. Some MSS read mikka'as for b•ka'as, an indication 
that their scribes no longer were familiar with the meaning "from" for b. 
The bearing of the Ras Shamra tablets on biblical philology is most 
widely felt in the study and interpretation of prepositions. In Ps vi 8 
the same phrase does occur with min: 'asesah mikka'as 'en!. 

my throat. U gar. nps, "throat," merely confirms the long-standing 
observation that in about a dozen passages nepe'S denotes precisely this; 
e.g., Jon ii 6. Cf. Biblica 42 (1961), 384, and UT, 67:11:18-19, nps 
bit l:zmr, "My throat is wasted from fever." To delete, with Kraus and 
others, the phrase "my throat and my belly" is gratuitous. 

11. through affliction. Reading (for MT 'awonl) 'onl, a scriptio plena 
found again in Ps cvii 41. Cf. Ps lxxxviii 10, 'enl da'abah minnl 
'on!, "My eye wastes away through affliction." 

12. my vitals are consumed. Attaching m of mikkol to preceding 'ii"Sesu 
as enclitic, and vocalizing kiilu ~or8ray; this expression has been studied 
in NoTE on Ps vi 8. 

even to my neighbors. The waw preceding "to my neighbors" is 
emphatic, as in Ugaritic. See NoTE on Ps iv 5. 

a calamity. Attaching the mem of MT m•'od to the previous word 
as enclitic and vocalizing 'ed, "disaster, calamity." Hummel in JBL 76 
(1957), 99, has adopted this reading; as here, the balance between 
'ed and pal:zad in Job xxxi 23 and Prov i 26 sustains the proposal. 
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13. have shriveled up. niskabtl can scarcely derive from siikab, "to 
forget," since the psalmist was anything but forgotten by his avid enemies. 
Ugar. tkb, "to wither," parallel to rpy, "to wilt," provides the sense 
called for by the immediate context as well as by the tenor of the 
entire lament. The root can be documented in Pss cii 5, cxxxvii 5, and 
elsewhere in the Bible. See W. F. Albright in BASOR 84 (1941 ) , 15; 
Dahood in CBQ 19 (1957), 148; PNWSP, p. 12; Thomas, The Text 
of the Revised Psalter, p. 52. 

dead man, senseless. If milleb denoted "out of mind" (RSV), it 
should immediately follow niskabtl. That not being the case, it must 
be understood as modifying met; in other words, k•met milleb syntacti
cally and semantically balances klk•ti 'abed. Cf. Ps xiv 6, yipp•lu b•Ieb 
'oy•be hammelek, "Senseless will fall the foes of the king," and I Sam 
xxv 37, "And his heart died within him and he became like a stone." 

14. terror all around. Consult the interesting remarks on miigor 
missiiblb by Bright, Jeremiah (The Anchor Bible, vol. 21), pp. 132 ff. 

15. my life-stages. Literally "my times." An early reference to the 
sevenfold division of life may possibly be found in UT, 67:1:20-21, 
hm sh' ydty b~', "Behold, the seven parts (of my life) are cut off." 
So Albright in BASOR 83 ( 1941), 42. Other allusions to this theme 
may be present in Pss ciii 5, cxxxix 16; Dan iv 22; and I Chron xx.ix 30. 
The theme has been briefly examined by Dahood in Biblica 40 (1959), 
168 f. The early Christians used to distinguish the seven epochs of 
history which marked the great stages of salvation. 

17. your face shine. This is epistolary language; Virolleaud, Palais 
royal d'Ugarit, II, 15:9-10, wpn sps nr by mid, "And the face of the Sun 
[i.e., the Pharaoh] shone brightly upon me." 

your servant. A polite substitute for the personal pronoun, discussed 
in NOTE on Ps. xix 12. 

18. hurled into Sheol. The versions differ considerably in their com
prehension of consonantal ydm IS'!, but on the strength of Exod xv 16, 
yuddum (encl. mem) kii'eben, "They were hurled like a stone," (Da
hood, Biblica 43 [1962], 248 f.; supported by Neh ix 11, as noted by 
S. E. Loewenstamm; see Elenchus Bibliographicus in Biblica 43 [1962], 
170*, No. 2301), one is justified in vocalizing yuddum liS•'ol, from the 
verb niidiih, "to hurl, cast," well known from Akkadian and fully 
attested in Ugaritic. See Virolleaud in GLECS 8 (1960), 90. LXX 
katachteiesen, "they are driven down," evinces a similar understanding 
of the phrase, while Ps Iv 16 and Ezek xxxi 16 express equally unholy 
sentiments. 

19. lying lips be muzzled. As H. Lesetre in Dictionnaire de la Bible, 
ed. F. Vigouroux (Paris, 1908), IV, col. 1347, has pointed out, the Greek 
text of Sirach xx 31 (28) reads phlmos, "muzzle," where Vulg. has 
mutus, "dumb." He correctly infers that the Hebrew original must have 
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contained a substantive from the verb 'izlam, "to bind," which Jerome 
read as 'illem, "mutus," a reading that yields no sense in the context. 
It also follows that Isa lvi 10, ke/iiblm 'illemlm denotes "muzzled dogs" 
rather than "dumb dogs." Cf. also Ps xxxix 2, 10, and Isa !iii 7. 

the Ancient Just One. Vocalizing 'atllq for MT 'atiiq; cf. Dan vii 9, 
13, 22, 'attlq yomln, "the Ancient of Days," and Ps lxxv 6, lfil'r 
'attlq (MT ljawwii'r 'iitiiq), "the Ancient Mountain." Cf. the Ugaritic 
divine title ab fom, "the Father of Years," used of El, the head of 
the pantheon. 

20. the good things. The suffix of fubeka functions as the definite 
article; cf. NOTE on Ps xvii 12 and compare the opposite practice 
of using the article in the function of pronominal suffix in such passages 
as Pss xxxiii 17 and lxxxv 13. 

That you have gathered. In association with ifiipan, "to store, treasure 
up," pii'alta takes on a kindred nuance, as in Prov xi 18, xxi 6, and 
Phoenician Karatepe r:6-7, wp'l 'nk ss 'I ss, "And I gathered horse 
upon horse" (cf. Biblica 44 [ 1963 ], 70), and in the Phoenician phrase 
mp'l 'gdr, "the arsenal of Agadir," as interpreted by Torrey in JAOS 
57 (1937), 401. 

in the sight of. In other words, the blessings bestowed on his favor
ites will arouse the envy of Yahweh's enemies; cf. NoTE on Ps xxiii 5. 

21. slanderings of men. The hapax legomenon phrase rukse 'Is becomes 
explicable, it would seem, when the semantic relationship between "to 
bind, join together," which is what rakiisu (Ugar. rks) denotes in 
Akkadian, and "to spin tales" is appreciated. Cf. discussion concerning 
g•dllot, "distortions," from giidal, "to weave," in NOTE on Ps xii 4. 
On this hypothesis, Isa xi 4, rekiislm would denote "twisting, tortuous 
terrain." 

in your abode. Suffixless sukkiih shares the suffix of parallel piinekii; 
cf. NoTE on Ps iii 4. 

22. from the fortified city. As so frequently in Hebrew poetry, b de
notes "from." "The fortified city" is a poetic name for the heavenly 
abode of Yahweh. Compare Ps xviii 7, "My voice was heard in bis 
[heavenly] palace." Kraus, Psalmen, I, p. 247, can find no sense in the 
phrase b'lr miiljor. 

23. Once I thought. On this meaning of 'iimartl, see C. J. Labuschagne, 
"Some Remarks on the Translation and Meaning of 'iimartl," in New 
Light on Some Old Testament Problems (Papers read at fifth meeting 
of Die Ou Testamentiese Werkgemeenskap in Suid-Afrika held at the 
University of South Africa, Pretoria, 1962), pp. 27-33, especially p. 29. 

I am cut off. Though the closely related passage in Jon ii 5 reads 
nigraSti, and Ps lxxxviii 6 nigrazti, there is no need to alter nigraztl, 
whose root and meaning are made clear by the context and by garzen, 
"ax," from giiraz, "to cut." 
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24. his faithful ones. The pronominal suffix of '•munim is provided 
by that of 1:zasidiiyw on the principle of the double-duty suffix, while 
the concrete meaning of 'amunim emerges from its balance with con
crete l:z"sidiiyw. This poetic device is analyzed under NoTE on Ps v 8. 
Cf. NoTE on Ps xii 2. 



Of David. A maskil. 

PSALM 32 

(xxxii 1-11) 

How blest is he whose transgression is forgiven, 
whose sin has been remitted. 

2 How blest the man 
to whom Yahweh imputes no guilt, 

And in whose spirit there is no guile. 
3 But I had become like a potsherd, 

my bones had wasted away 
through my groaning all day long. 

4 For day and night, 0 Most High, 
your hand was oppressive; 

I was ravaged, 0 Shaddai, 
as by the drought of summer. 

5 My sin I made known to you, 
and did not hide my guilt from you. 

I said, "I shall confess, 0 Most High, 
my transgressions, 0 Yahweh!" 

Then you forgave my sinful guilt. 
6 And so let every devoted one pray to you. 

When an army approaches, 
or violent waters rush on, 

These will not reach him. 
7 You are my shelter, 

from the besieger protect me! 
My refuge, save me, enfold me! 

8 I will instruct you and show you 
the way you must go; 

My eye is never closed on you; 
9 Don't be like a horse, a mule-without sense. 

With muzzle and straps 
must his petulance be curbed; 

Selah 

Selah 

Selah 
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Then you can approach him. 
10 How many are the torments of the wicked! 

But who trusts in Yahweh, 
with love will he enfold him. 

11 Rejoice in Yahweh and be glad, you just, 
and shout for joy, all you upright of heart! 

NOTES 

xxxii. A psalm of thanksgiving for recovery from illness. Since disease 
was believed to be punishment for sin, healing is proof that the trans
gression is forgiven. Because of the several didactic elements, some 
would label this a Wisdom psalm. 

1. A maskil. A sense-giving harmony; it bears a double, intellectual
exegetical and artistic-musical meaning. See M. Gertner, BSOAS 25 
(1962)' 22-24. 

is forgiven. As frequently remarked, the unusual spelling n•suy (cf. 
vs. Sb) was prompted by the desire for rhyme with k•suy. 

2. the man. Brigg's observation that 'iidiim is used of an individual 
only here and in lxxxiv 6, 13 in the Psalter is illuminated by Phoenician 
practice where 'dm normally appears in this function; cf. Z. S. Harris, 
The Development of the Canaanite Dialects (New Haven, 1939), p. 52. 

3. become like a potsherd. The acknowledged similarity of vss. 3-4 
to Ps xxii 15-16 suggests the reading heJ:i•raStl for MT heJ:i•ra:ftl and 
its parsing as a denominative verb from J:iere.f, "potsherd." In other 
words, it is the semantic equivalent of xxii 16, yiibes kaJ:iere.f ko/:il, 
"My strength is dried up like a potsherd." See also Ps xxxi 13 and 
Prov xvii 22. 

had wasted away. On balu, see UT, 2064:22-23, blym alpm, "The 
oxen are worn out." 

4. 0 Most High. Vocalizing 'eli for MT 'iilay; consult NoTE on vs. 5. 
your hand was oppressive. Cf. I Sam v 11, kiib"tliih m•'od yad 

'•lohlm sam, "The hand of God was very oppressive there," and UT, 
54:11-13, w yd ilm p kmtm 'z mid, "And the hand of the gods is 
like death here, very powerful." 

I was ravaged. Parsing nehpak as the niphal participle whose subject 
is contained in the verb of vs. 3, heJ:i•ra:ftl, "I had become like a 
potsherd." This nuance of the verb hiipak, "to overturn," is present in 
Job xii 15, as noted by BDB, p. 245b. 

0 Shaddai. Pointing l•"Sadday for MT l•saddl, and analyzing the 
lamedh as the vocative particle, studied in the NOTE on Ps iii 9, and 
identifying consonantal sdy with the divine name Shaddai. The pairing 
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of the divine names 'i!li, "Most High," and "Sadday, "Shaddai," is the 
equivalent of that found in Ps xci 1, where 'elyon, "Most High," 
balances "Sadday, "Shaddai." 

5. I made known to you. LXX "I acknowledged my sin and did 
not conceal my iniquity" achieves perfect symmetry by omitting the 
dative suffix of 'odi'•kii. A symmetry that is more faithful to the 
exigencies of the Hebrew text can be gained by invoking the principle 
of the double-duty suffix (cf. Norn on Ps iii 4) and rendering 10' 
kissltl, parallel to suffixed 'odi'0 kii, as "I did not hide (my guilt) from 
you." Employing this principle, the poet was able to count seven sylla
bles in the first colon and eight in the second. 

and did not hide . . . from you. See previous Norn. 
0 Most High. The construction 'odeh 'iili! being elsewhere unexampled 

(BDB, p. 392a), consonantal 'ly is more suitably pointed as 'ell, the 
divine appellative studied in Norn on Ps vii 9. A similar situation 
obtains in Ps cxxxix 14, 'od•kii 'al kl nore'tii (MT norii'ot), "I shall 
praise you, 0 Most High [cf. NoTE on Ps vii 11], since you are so 
awesome." See NOTES on vs. 4. 

0 Yahweh. The lamedh of lyhwh is vocative, a particle treated in 
NoTE on Ps iii 9. The two cola of vs. 5b are tightly interwoven by the 
poetic device of enjambment; cf. Norns on Pss vii 3 and xi 4, and 
Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship, II, p. 265. 

my sinful guilt. '•won bartii'fi may be taken either as a case of 
hendiadys or as another instance of the double-duty suffix to be rendered, 
"my guilt, my sin." 

6. every devoted one. The psalmist includes himself in kol biisld, just 
as in Ps iv 7 the poet refers to himself as biisld and in Ps v 13 as 
:;addiq. 

an army approaches. For rlq, "army" (MT reads raq), see NoTE on 
Ps ii 1; mii:jii', "to reach, approach," was studied by Dahood in BCCT, 
p. 57. In Isa viii 7-8 the three ideas of "army," "overflowing waters," 
and "reaching" are associated. There is similar imagery in J er xlvii 2 and 
Nab i 7, ~ob yhwh l•mii'oz b•yom :;iiriih w•yode•' base bO ub05efep 'ober, 
"In time of siege Yahweh is better than a fortress, and he cares for those 
who trust in him when the flood rushes on." 

reach him. I.e., the biisld, in this instance the psalmist himself. 
7. my shelter. Numerous commentators have remarked, and BH3 

registers the proposal, that the pronominal suffixes of vs. 7 should all 
agree with vs. 6, 'eliiyw. This agreement is attained when 'eliiyw is seen 
to refer to the poet and when account is taken of the sudden shifts of 
person commented upon at Ps v 10. 

the besieger. Relating consonantal :;r to :;wr or frr, "to besiege." 
This etymology fits better in the immediate context, even though generic 
"adversary" is quite passable. 
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My refuge. Consonantal rny, pointed ronn'i, receives a satisfactory 
etymology and meaning from *rnn, "to find refuge, to rest," a root that 
needs to be postulated in Ps lxiii 8 if MT is to be retained: "O that you 
would be my help, that I might find refuge ('aranni!n) in the shadow of 
your wings." In other words, Ps lxiii 8 expresses the same sentiment as 
Ps xxxvi 8, b•~el k•napekii yefi•siiyun, "(Gods and men) find refuge in 
the shadow of your wings." In Ps lxxviii 65 the nuance of "rest" is 
more prominent: k•gibbOr mitroni!n miyyiiyin, "like a warrior resting 
after wine." Cf. further Isa xliii 14, "the Chaldaeans whose refuge 
(rinniitiim) was in ships." 

save me. The object of pallet is forthcoming from the suffix of 
iesob•benI; cf. NoTE on vs. 5. 

enfold me. t•sob•benI is a jussive continuing imperative pallet, a 
stylistic sequence examined at Ps x 15. 

8. I will instruct you. The speaker is Yahweh and the person addressed 
is the psalmist. 

the way you must go. The archaic relative pronoun zu equals 
Ugar. du. 

is never closed. Reading 'I 'ii.yiih, with 7 the negative particle that 
is found in Job xx.ii 30; Prov v 17, U garitic-Phoenician, Mishnaic
Hebrew, Ethiopic, and A.k.kadian. Cf. Goetze, "Ugaritic Negations," 
in Studia Joanni Pedersen ..• dicata, pp. 122 f. For 'ii.yiih, "to close 
the eyes," see Prov xvi 30; Isa xxix 10, xxxiii 15; both Isaian forms 
are followed by enclitic mem. See GB, p. 610a. 

9. Don't be. The speaker is still Yahweh; the person addressed, the 
poet, tihyu, which looks like a plural form, is explained as the second
person singular with the archaic ending -u, as in Ugaritic and in Ps 
x 2. According to the apparatus in BHa, two MSS do read the singular 
-apparently an attempt to modernize the text. 

a mule. Hitherto unattested in the other Semitic languages, pered 
now makes two appearances in the Ras Shamra tablets, in UT, 2044: 10 
and 2101: 12, rt l ql d ybl prd, "A garment for the courier who 
travels by mule," badly misconstrued by C. Virolleaud in GLECS 
7 (1955), 21, who took ybl prd as "qui apporte (ou 'amene, conduit')." 
Syntactically more probable is the parsing of ybl as qal passive with 
prd an accusative of means; hence literally, "who is borne by mule." 
Ugaritic-Hebrew pered further points up the strict lexical relationship 
subsisting between these two dialects. 

muzzle. The correct meaning of meteg, usually rendered "bridle," 
is preserved in Vulg. and Juxta Hebraeos, camus, "muzzle." The same 
meaning of meteg is found in Isa xxxvii 29 II II Kings xix 28, 
"Because you raged against me and your gnashing of teeth reached 
my ears, I shall put a hook in your nose, umitgI bls•piitekii." Here 
mitgl can scarcely denote "bridle," since this will not silence an an· 
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imal, nor is it placed upon the lips; it is put between the lips or 
in the mouth. The hapax legomenon MT fa'anan•kii, which is written 
in lQis• 'Snnkh with superscript aleph, derives from 'Snn, "to gnash 
the teeth," in Ugaritic. Job xvi 9 pairs the two ideas of "rage" and 
"gnashing of teeth," just as here. Once 'Snnk is correctly derived, the 
true sense of meteg follows; the "muzzle" serves to prevent a beast 
from biting or from raising his voice; see Lesetre in Dictionnaire de 
la Bible, IV, col. 1347. Cf. also Prov xxvi 3, where Vulg. renders 
meteg by camus. On resen, "muzzle, straps," see Zorell, ZLH, p. 777b. 

his petulance. The root of consonantal 'dy (pointed 'uddi) is doubt
less 'dd, Arabic-Ugaritic gadda, "to swell up, be irritated." For example, 
UT, 'nt:u:25, tgdd kbdh b!jlJ,q, "Her liver swells with laughter," while 
Arabic rv, 'agadda 'ala, "he was irritated with," brings out the other 
aspect of the verb. The parallelism in Job x 17, however, clinches 
the meaning: t•IJ,addes 'dyk negdi w•tereb ka'a8•kii 'immiidi, "You 
intensify your petulance toward me, and increase your irritation with 
me." The balance with ka'as, "irritation," reinforces the value of 'dyk. 
In the psalm, J. Cales, Le livre des Psaumes (Paris, 1936), I, p. 350, 
correctly rendered the substantive petulance. Cf. Ps ciii 5, and Sigmund 
Mowinckel, Psalmenstudien (see Selected Bibliography) I, pp. 52 f. 

Then you. As in Ugaritic-Arabic, bal sometimes has positive force 
in Hebrew; cf. NoTE on Ps x 15 and Dahood, PNWSP, p. 31. 

can approach him. Parsing q•rob as imperative, attaching kaph of 
'lyk to following rabbim, and parsing 'ly as containing third-person sin
gular suffix -y (cf. NOTE on vs. 4). The same false division of consonants 
can be seen in Isa Iii 14a, ka'afor siim•mu 'iiley ki (MT 'iileykii) 
rabblm, "As many indeed were appalled at him." Here the kl is emphatic; 
cf. R. Gordis, "The Asseverative kaph in Ugaritic and Hebrew," JAOS 
63 (1943), 176-78, for general orientation. 

10. How many. Identifying kl of ki rabblm with superlative ki in 
such expressions as Gen i 12, kl fob, "How good!," and Isa xxii 9, 
"And he saw the breaches of the City of David, kl rabbu," which 
is probably to be rendered "how they have multiplied" or "how great 
they have become," as proposed by W. F. Albright in Melanges Andre 
Robert (Paris, 1957), pp. 22-26. Albright's new and convincing parallel 
to the biblical expressions comes from the cuneiform letters from 
Ras Shamra published by J. Nougayrol which contain many typically 
Canaanite usages. This equation further points up the ill-advised sep
aration of U garitic from Hebrew and Phoenician by Moscati and 
others; cf. Moscati, An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of 
the Semitic Languages, Phonology and Morphology, pp. 9 f., and Alfred 
Haldar, "The Position of Ugaritic among the Semitic Languages," in 
BO 21 (1964), 267-77, especially p. 276. 

with love. The fondness of the psalmists for the accusative of means 
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preceding its verb (cf. NOTE on Ps v 10) favors the adoption of the 
version put forth by Baethgen, Gunkel, and others, "den umgibt er 
mit Gnade," as against CCD and RSV, "But steadfast love surrounds 
him who trusts in the Lord." 

11. you just . • . you upright of heart. These parallel vocatives bear 
on the grammatical analysis of the opening verse of the next psalm. 



PSALM 33 

(xxxiii 1-22) 

Exult, you just, in Yahweh, 
in lauding, 0 upright, the Glorious One! 

2 Praise Yahweh with the harp, 
on the ten-stringed lyre play to him. 

3 Sing to him a song that is new, 
play sweetly with sounds of gladness. 

4 For the word of Yahweh is direct, 
and every work of his is truth itself. 

5 He loves what is just and right, 
of Yahweh's kindness the earth is full. 

6 By the word of Yahweh 
were the heavens made, 

And by the breath of his mouth 
all their host. 

7 He gathers into a jar 
the waters of the sea, 

He puts the deeps into storehouses. 
8 Let all the earth fear Yahweh, 

all the world's inhabitants revere him. 
9 For he spoke and it was, 

he commanded and it stood forth. 
10 Yahweh frustrates the plan of nations, 

brings to naught the designs of peoples. 
11 But the plan of Yahweh 

has stood fixed from eternity, 
The designs of his mind 

are for generation upon generation. 
12 How blest the nation 

Yahweh its God has blest; 
The people he has chosen 

for his own patrimony. 
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13 From heaven Yahweh looks down, 
he sees all the sons of men. 

14 From the throne where he sits 
he intently gazes 

Upon all the inhabitants of the world. 
15 The Creator inspects their intention, 

the Observer all their works. 
16 No king gives himself victory 

through the size of his army, 
No warrior delivers himself 

through his massive strength. 
17 Useless for victory is his horse, 

and he cannot rescue himself 
By his military might. 

18 Mark well: The eye of Yahweh 
is on those who fear him, 
on those who rely on his kindness, 

19 To rescue them from Death, 
to preserve their lives from the Hungry One. 

20 Our soul is waiting for Yahweh, 
our warrior, our shield is he. 

21 For in him our heart rejoices, 
in his holy name we bust. 

22 May your kindness, 0 Yahweh, be upon us, 
since we have put our trust in you. 

NOTES 

xxxiii. A hymn to Yahweh, the Creator and Master of history. 

§ 33 

1. in lauding. The preposition b with nii'wiih is forthcoming from 
b-yhwh in the first · colon on the strength of the principle of the 
double-duty preposition studied below in Norn on vs. 7. 

The form nii'wiih is pie! infinitive construct (GK, §§ 52p, 45d) of 
the root n'w, a by-form of niiwiih (GB, p. 491a) which in Exod 
xv 2 is reproduced by LXX as doksdso and by Vulg. as glorificabo. 
The two other occurrences of nii'wiih in the Psalter fit this definition: 
xciii 5, l•bet•ka na'awah qode$ yhwh l•'orek yiimim, "In your house 
will be lauding by the saints for days without end, 0 Yahweh"; cxlvii 
1, kl fob zamm•riih '•lohenu kl nii'im nii'wiih t•hilW.h, "How good it 
is to hymn our God, how delightful to laud our Glorious One!" The 
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pairing with the infinitive construct z.amm•rah reveals the infinitival 
nature of nii'wah, while the balance with '•lohenil shows t•hi/liih to be 
a divine appellative sharing the double-duty suffix (see NoTE on Ps 
iii 4 ). 

O upright. The lamedh of lay•siirlm is parsed as vocative, a particle 
discussed at Ps iii 9. I am indebted to D. N. Freedman for this 
observation. Notice the two parallel vocatives !iaddlqlm and yi'Sre leb 
in the preceding verse (Ps xxxii 11). 

the Glorious One. See end of NOTE on vs. 19 below and the annota
tion to Ps x.xii 4, t•hillot yisrii'el, "the Glory of Israel." 

2. the harp. On kinnor, Ugar. knr, see NOTE on Ps xlix 5. 
3. play sweetly. he{lbil naggen may profitably be compared with 

Ezek xx.xiii 32, kaJslr (MT k•fir) 'ilgiiblm (MT •agablm) y•peh qol 
ume{lb naggen, "a skillful flutist, fine-voiced, and a maker of sweet 
music," and with UT, 'nt:1:20, ysr gzr tb ql, "The sweet-voiced lad 
sings." Cf. Biblica 44 (1963), 531 f. 

4. is truth itself. The b of be'•muniih serves an intensifying function; 
cf. NoTE on Ps x.xix 4. 

5. Yahweh's kindness. Parsing besed as an accusative of material
with-which, as in Ps xlviii 12; for the position of besed before its 
verb, see NoTE on Ps v 10. Especially relevant parallels include Ps 
xx.xii 10 and Amos vi 6. 

6. all their host. I.e., the stars. That ijiibii', "army, host," could 
also refer to the "stars" resides in the poetic tradition that the stars 
were warriors who executed the Lord's commands; cf. Judg v 20 and 
Ps ciii 20-21. 

7. into a ;ar. Vocalizing kened instead of MT kanned and identifying 
it with Ugar. knd, Akk. kandu, "jar, pitcher," which C. Bezold, 
Babylonisch-Assyrisches Glossar (Heidelberg, 1926), p. 143, tentatively 
describes as a West-Semitic loanword in Akkadian (the Ras Shamra 
tablets sustain his opinion). Cf. Aistleitner, WuS, No. 1337. As Briggs 
has pointed out, the parallelism is better served when consonantal 
knd is understood with LXX and most ancient versions as "flask." 
While these doubtless read no'd, "water-skin." Ugaritic-Akkadian prof
fer a solution requiring no consonantal alterations. 

As a corollary, the imagery is to be dissociated from Exod xv 8, 
''The streams stood up in a heap," and related to that found in 
Job xxxviii 8-10, 22, 37; Ps cxx.xv 7; Isa xiv 3; Jer x 13, which 
mention storehouses of snow, hail, and water in the heavens. The 
figure of storing water in a jar is an apt one, since ancient Palestinians 
stored their water in earthen jars. 

The lack of a preposition with kened is to be explained on the 
principle of the double-duty preposition (mentioned above in connec
tion with vs. 1), a poetic practice to be subsumed under the general 
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heading of ellipsis; cf. GK, § 119hh. Other instances are examined 
in the NoTEs on Pss xii 3, xxxviii 23, xi 5, xiii 5, 1 8, !vii 4, lxv 5, 
!xvii 5, cxxxv 6; cf. Isa xlvili 14; Jon ii 4, wattaJlikeni m•~uliih 
bi/0bab yammim, "For you cast me into the deep, into the heart of 
the seas." The standard insertion of b before m•~uliih is made unneces
sary by the recognition that one preposition can suffice for two nouns 
in tandem. An equally good example is found in Hab iii Sb. 

For Ugaritic usage, see UT, p. 97, n. 2, and on 126:m:9-10, 
n'm lfl!t b'n bm nr ksmm, "Sweet to the wheat in the furrow, to the 
emmer in the tilth," see Ginsberg, LKK, p. 47, and M. H. Pope in 
JCS 5 (1951), 126. Gordon, UT, p. 143, seems to have disregarded 
this poetic practice when rendering 125:14-15, bJ:iyk abn nJmfJ blmtk 
ngln, "We rejoice, 0 our father, in thy life; thine immortality, we are 
glad therein." It seems quite clear that the power of b in bJ:iyk extends 
to the corresponding substantive blmtk, which should accordingly be 
rendered, "In your immortality we are glad." To be sure, one may 
argue that the b of blmtk is elided, as in bt = bbt, but the translation 
would remain the same. In neither case can Gordon's version be sus
tained. 

11. from eternity. This interpretation of l•'oliim is examined in the 
NoTEs on Pss ix 8 and xxix 10. 

12. God has blest. The relative 'aser is often deleted since the op
posite number hii'iim bii/:iar does without it, but the problem might be 
resolved by the verbal pointing 'iSSer, which uncovers a theological 
wordplay on 'aJre and 'iSSer, as in Deut xxxiii 29; cf. NoTE on Ps 
xlvii 10. See further Biblica 44 (1963), 298. D. N. Freedman proposes 
(unpublished) to associate 'aser with both goy and 'iim and to make 
bii/:iar the predicate of both cola of the interlocking verse, so as to 
read, "How blest the nation whom its God Yahweh, the people 
(whom its God Yahweh) has chosen for his own patrimony." 

14. the throne where he sits. Since in Pss lxxxix 15 and xcvii 2 it 
signifies the "dais of a throne," miikon by metonymy may have come 
to mean here the throne itself. If such be the case, then m•kon 
sibt"kii (also in Sirach xxxvi 13) might be compared with UT, 'nt:vi:15, 
ksu tbth, "the throne where he sits." Cf. Exod xv 17 and Isa xviii 4. 

15. inspects their intention. Reading (for MT yaJ:iad, hitherto un
explained in this context) yeflde, the Canaanite form of yeflze studied 
at Ps xxi 7 and in Biblica 45 (1964), 407 f. This error may be ascrib
able not only to the dialectal nature of the form but also to the defec
tive spelling yfld for yfldh. The punctuators similarly confused yeJ:ide 
with yaJ:iad in Ps xlix 11, where the balancing verb is yir'eh, and in Job 
xxxiv 29, where yJ:id is found in connection with yalqif and y•surennu, 
both verbs of seeing. Consult, on the last passage, Samuel Terrien, 
Job (Neuchatel, 1963), p. 230, n. 3; the proposed analysis of the psalm 
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text has been accepted by Brekelmans, Ras Sjamra en het Oude Testa
ment, p. 8. 

The connotation "intention" found in leb recurs in Ps Iv 22, uqarab 
libbo, "But his intention was war." 

16. gives himself victory. Understanding niphal nosii' in a reflexive 
sense. 

17. his horse. The article of hassus serves as a pronominal suffix 
parallel to J:ielo. Cf. NoTE on Ps xxxi 20 and the usage in Ps lxxxv 13, 
ha{{ob, "his rain." The steed of the king is intended by hassus. 

rescue himself. Reading, with LXX, Targ. niphal yimmalef, with re
flexive force, for MT piel y•mallef. 

19. from the Hungry One. "The Hungry One" is a poetic name 
for Death. Either vocalizing rii'eb (see comment below on Job xviii 
12) or retaining MT rii'iib and explaining it as abstract "Hunger" for 
concrete "Hungry One" according to the poetic usage treated in NoTE 
on Ps v 8. 

The insatiable appetite of Death was proverbial in both U garitic 
and Hebrew literatures. Gaster, Thespis, 1961, p. 206, gathers the 
relevant texts, e.g., Isa v 14; Hab ii 5; and Prov i 12. To these may 
be added: (a) Deut xxxii 24, as interpreted in JAOS 63 (1943), 178, 
where Robert Gordis renders rii'iib as personified "Hunger"; (b) Jer 
xviii 21, ten 'et b•nehem /•ra'iib, "Give their children to the Hungry 
One"-the verse later on mentions haruge mawet, "those slain by 
Death," thus witnessing the same pairing that is found in the present 
verse; (c) perhaps the most telling new example, Job xviii 12, a 
notoriously obscure text: y•hi rii'eb 'oni5 w•'cd nakon l•~al'o, "Let the 
Hungry One face him ['i5ni5 is qal participle of 'iinah, "to meet," 
followed by accusative suffix], with Death stationed at his side" (cf. 
NoTE on Ps xxxvili 18). On 'ed, "Death," cf. Norn on Ps xviii 19. 

Notice in the present passage that the preposition min of mimmiiwet 
is balanced by b, "from," in b•ra'iib; cf. NOTE on Ps xx 7. 

20. our warrior. Cf. NOTE on Ps xxxv 2. 
21. our heart rejoices. With yismal:z libbenu, compare UT, 'nt:u:25-

26, ymlu lbh bsmbt, "Her heart is filled with joy." 
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PSALM 34 

(xxxiv 1-23) 

Of David, who feigned madness before Abimelech who com
pelled him to leave. 

I will bless Yahweh at all times, 
his praise will ever be in my mouth. 

In Yahweh my soul will glory, [2]* 
let the humble hear and rejoice. 

Glorify Yahweh with me, [3] 
let us extol his name together. 

I sought Yahweh and he answered me, [4] 
and from all my terrors he rescued me. 

They looked at him [5] 
and their faces shone; 

They will never be humiliated. 
This poor man called and Yahweh heard him, [6] 

and from all his anguish he saved him. 
The angel of Yahweh is encamped [7] 

around those who fear him, 
that he might liberate them. 

Taste and drink deeply, [8] 
for Yahweh is sweet; 

How blest the man who trusts in him! 
Oh, fear Yahweh, you his saints, [9] 

for those who fear him will lack nothing. 
The rich will grow poor and hungry, [10] 

but they who seek Yahweh will lack no blessing. 
Come, children, listen to me, [11] 

the fear of Yahweh will I teach you. 
What man is there who desires life, [12] 

longs for days to enjoy prosperity? 

• Verse numbers in RSV. 
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14 Then keep your tongue from evil, [13] 
and your lips from speaking guile. 

[14] 15 Shun evil and do good, 
seek peace and pursue it. 

16 The eyes of Yahweh are on the just, [ 15] 
and his ears are toward their cry. 

17 The fury of Yahweh is with the evildoers, [16] 
to root out their memory from the earth. 

18 When they cry, Yahweh hears them, [17] 
and from all their anguish rescues them. 

19 Close is Yahweh to the brokenhearted, [18] 
and those crushed in spirit he saves. 

20 Many are the trials of the just, [19] 
but from them all Yahweh rescues him. 

21 He watches over all his bones, [20] 
not one of them shall be broken. 

22 Evil will slay the wicked, [21] 
and those who hate the just will perish. 

23 Yahweh ransoms the life of his servants, [22] 
and they who trust in him will not perish. 

NoTFs 

xxxiv. A psalm of thanksgiving composed by an individual whose 
prayer for deliverance from tribulations was heard by Yahweh. The 
grateful poet invites the affiicted to join him in his hymn of praise. 

Being acrostic in form, the psalm offers a sequence of sentiments 
whose logical connections are not always immediately evident. The 
reader and the exegete must accordingly take into account the formal 
element and its logical consequences. 

The psalm heading alludes to an episode of David with Achish, 
the king of Gath (I Sam xxi 11-16). Instead of Achish the psalm 
heading reads Abimelech, which many commentators consider an histori
cal inaccuracy on the part of the psalmist or psalm editor, but it is 
quite possible that Abimelech was the Semitic name of the king of 
Gath. The author of Gen xxvi 1 mentions an Abimelech "king of the 
Philistines" in Gerar. 

7. Yahweh heard him. Though not furnished with an accusative 
suffix, siimea' is entitled to one by virtue of its balance with hOSi'o. 
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See NOTE below on vs. 18 and NOTES on Pss iii 4 and especially iv 4, 
where other instances of the double-duty suffix with siima' are given. 

9. Taste. Failure to grasp the nature of the metaphor has led La 
Bible de la Pleiade, II, p. 960, to render fa'amu, which really means 
"taste, savor!" by constatez, a dubious translation. The correct version 
is found in the citation in I Pet ii 3, "you have tasted." 

and drink deeply. Assigning imperative r''u, often deleted, to yr' 
n, "to be fat, sated, drink deeply," semantically cognate with riiwiih, "to 
be saturated, drink one's fill," studied by Dahood in PNWSP, p. 23, 
in connection with Prov xi 25, where yurii' (MT yore') is paired with 
t•duisiin. Texts studied there includes Ps xci 16; Isa lili 11; Job x 15, 
where in each instance the synonymous verb is siiba', "to be sated, satis
fied." 

For the exegesis of the present verse, Prov xxiii 31 is perhaps most 
suitable: 'al fire' yayin ki yit'addam, "Drink not deeply of wine when 
it is red." G. R. Driver in Biblica 32 (1951), 187, recognized that 
the verse was a warning not to drink red wine unless it had been 
cut with water, but he needlessly emended fire' to tirweh. Another 
occurrence of the root is studied at Ps 1 23. 

Yahweh is sweet. Vulg. correctly renders quoniam suavis est Dominus. 
For this nuance of fob, cf. UT, 1084:1, yn fb, "sweet wine," and 
Song of Sol i 2, ki {oblm daddekii (MT dodekii) miyyayin, "For 
your breasts are sweeter than wine." See further, Albright, "Archaic 
Survivals in the Text of Canticles," Hebrew and Semitic Studies pre
sented to Godfrey Rolles Driver, p. 2, and Aistleitner, WuS, p. 119. 

10. will lack nothing. Found but once in the Psalter, mal;zsor occurs 
in El Amarna, 287:16, and as an economic term in UT, 1137:1, mbsrn, 
with the meaning "deficit." 

11. The rich. This is how LXX, Vulg., and Syr. understood k•pirlm, 
which is capable of two explanations. Either it is the word for "young 
lions," used metaphorically (some twenty-four animal names are em
ployed metaphorically in the Bible; cf. NoTE on Ps ii 5 and Biblica 
40 [1959], 161 f.), or k•pifim is a by-form of kabbirim, "the great, 
magnates," and hence to be pointed likewise. See Ezek xxxviii 13, 
s•ba' ud•diin w•sotzare tarSis w•kol k•pirehii yo'm•rfl l•kii, "Sheba and 
Dedan and the merchants of Tarshish and all its magnates will say to 
you." The submission that k•pirehii be emended to rok•lehii, "its traders," 
is drained of all plausibility by the occurrence of the same substantive 
here. 

15. Shun evil. The phrase sur mera' is important for the correct 
interpretation of Prov xxii 3, which will now be seen to contain an 
infixed -t- form of the verb sur: 'iirum rii'iih rii'iih w•yistiir up•tiiyim 
'iib•ru w•ne'•niisu, "A shrewd man sees trouble coming and avoids it, 
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/ While simpletons keep on and pay the penalty" (Scott, The Anchor 
Bible, vol. 18) . 

17. The fury of Yahweh. For this sense of piinim and parallels, see 
Biblica· 44 (1963), 548 and Norn on Ps xxi 10; the most relevant 
parallels are Lam iv 16, p•ne yhwh lzill•qiim lo' yosip l•habbi/iim, 
"The fury of Yahweh destroyed them [identifying lzill•qam with Ugar. 
blq, "to perish, die"], he shall look upon them no more," and Ps lxxx 17, 
"At your angry rebuke they perish." 

with the evildoers. A possible counterpart to p•ne yhwh b•'ose rii' in 
UT, 75:1:33, wbhm pn b'l, "And with them was the fury of Baal." 

For the hostile sense of b, see Pss cxxiv 3, cxli 5, and Brockelmann, 
Hebriiische Syntax, § 106h. 

18. When they cry. The subject is "the just" of vs. 16; the acrostic 
arrangement of the psalm may account for the disruption of thought 
caused by vs. 17. 

Yahweh hears them. As in vs. 7, the poet employs one pronominal 
suffix with two parallel verbs. 

22. Evil will slay the wicked. Cf. Prov xxi 25, ta'awat 'ii.fel t•mitennu, 
"The indolence of the slothful will slay him." See PNWSP, p. 41. This 
further rapport with Wisdom Literature tallies with the sapiential ele
ments which scholars have identified in this psalm. 

will perish. This denotation of 'iiSam has been examined at Ps v 11. 
23. ransoms the life. The verb pdy occurs in UT, 1006:2.12, a juridical 

text which states that a certain EWRKL emancipated a family of seven 
by paying a hundred shekels of silver to the citizens of Beirut. Poetic 
metaphor depicts Yahweh paying ransom money (to Death) to assure 
his saints of life. Cf. Job v 20, b•rii'iib pad•kii mimmiiwet, "In famine he 
ransomed you from Death." 



PSALM 35 

(xxxv 1-28) 

Attack, 0 Yahweh, those who attack me, 
combat those who combat me. 

2 Grip the shield and buckler, 
and rise to my battle. 

3 Ready the spear and the javelin 
to confront my pursuers. 

Say to my soul, "I am your victory." 
4 Let those be humiliated and disgraced 

who seek my life; 
Let those be turned back in shame 

who plan my discomfiture. 
S Let them be like chaff before the wind, 

with the angel of Yahweh driving them; 
6 Let their destiny be Darkness and Destruction, 

with the angel of Yahweh pursuing them. 
7 For they secretly hid a pit for me, 

with their net 
They stealthily spied on my life. 

8 May the pit come upon him unawares, 
and the net which he hid ensnare him; 

Into the pit let him fall. 
9 But my soul shall rejoice in Yahweh, 

exult in his victory. 
10 All my bones shall say, 

"O Yahweh, who is like you, 
Who rescues the affiicted 

from one too strong for him, 
Both the afflicted and the needy 

from his despoiler." 
11 Malicious witnesses testify against me, 

they whom I know not interrogate me. 
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12 They repay me evil for good, 
ravaging my soul. 

13 But I-when they played the pipe, 
my garment was sackcloth; 

I afflicted myself through fasting, 
and my prayer rested upon my bosom; 

It was like a friend, 
like a brother to me. 

14 I went about like one grieving his mother, 
I was bent over in mourning. 

15 When I stumbled they gathered with glee, 
smiters gathered about me, 

And they whom I did not know 
tore me to pieces, 

And did not desist from slandering me. 
16 My encircling mockers gnashed their teeth at me. 
17 How long, 0 Lord, will you idly watch? 

Rescue my life from their pits, 
my face from the young lions. 

18 I will thank you in the great congregation, 
in the mighty throng will I praise you. 

19 Let not my treacherous foes rejoice over me, 
my stealthy enemies who wink their eye. 

20 For they do not speak of peace, 
but attack the oppressed in the land. 

21 They conceive treacherous plans, 
and they open wide their mouth against me 
saying, "Aha, Ahal our own eye has seen him." 

22 Look, 0 Yahweh, be not silent; 
Lord, be not far from me. 

23 Bestir yourself and awake to my defense, 
My God and my Lord, to my combat. 

24 Defend me as befits your justice, 0 Yahweh; 
my God, let them not rejoice over me. 

25 Lest they boast in their heart, 
"Aha, our throat!" 

Lest they boast, "We have engorged him." 
26 Let all be put to shame and confusion, 

who rejoice at my misfortune; 

209 
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Let them be clothed with shame and infamy, 
who calumniate me. 

27 May they shout for joy and be glad, 
who desire my vindication; 

And may they ever say, "Yahweh is great, 
who desires the well-being of his servant." 

28 Then my tongue will proclaim your justice, 
all the day long your praise. 

NOTES 

§ 35 

xxxv. An individual lament in which the psalmist prays for deliverance 
from personal enemies. 

1. Attack •.. who attack me. W. F. Albright in JPOS 14 (1934), 
118, No. 73, has compared the cognate accusative construction ribiih 
••• y•ribay with UT, 1 Aqht: 196, imb.r mb.r aby, "I will smite the 
smiter of my brother." In the psalm, the martial language is purely 
figurative; the poet's enemies are those who slander him and accuse him 
of serious crimes. The morphologically unusual substantive y•ribay, 
with preformative yodh, comports with Canaanite morphology as re
flected in the Ugaritic nouns ypl), "witness," and y.rl). "herald" (probable 
meaning). 

2. to my battle. Deriving 'ezriiti from 'zr II, Ugar. gzr, "lad, warrior," 
rather than from 'zr 1, Ugar. 'qr, "to help." The root has been widely 
recognized in Hebrew; e.g., Ginsberg in JBL 57 (1938), 210 f., who 
cited Job vi 13, ix 13; Ezek xii 14; I Chron xii 1; Driver, in CML, 
p. 142, n. 17; M. Dahood in Biblica 43 (1962), 225 f. To be added 
to the list is Judg v 23, ki 10' bii'u l•'ezrat yhwh baggibbarim, "Since 
they did not come to Yahweh's war as warriors." This is the motif 
of the holy war. Equally convincing is the usage in Nab iii 9, puf 
w•lubim hityu b•'ezriitek, "Put and the Libyans were in your army," 
which is to be interpreted in the light of Ezek xxvii 10, "Persia and Lud 
and Put were the men of war in your army ( b•l)elek) ." A comparison 
of these two statements reveals the synonymy of 'ezriitek and l)elek. 

3. Ready the spear. A spear attached to a chariot was kept in a 
sheath, so that one could correctly use the phrase "draw the spear," 
but it seems preferable to associate hiireq with riq II, "to prepare, 
mobilize," studied in the NOTE on Ps ii 1. 

and the javelin. Much-contested s•gor (probably to be vocalized seger) 
occurs in 1 Qumran Mill;iamah, 5:7, with the meaning "socket of a 
javelin." By metonymy, it denotes "pike" or "javelin" in the present text. 
See J. Carmignac in VT 5 (1955), 359; Yadin, The Scroll of the War 
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of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness, pp. 137, 281. On 
p. 137, n. 3, Yadin correctly observes that there is no longer need 
for dragging in Scythian sagaris or emending to seghodh (Akk. 8ukudu) 
to explain the etymology of seger. 

confront my pursuers. A related motif in UT, 'nt:n:3-5, klat /jrt 
bht 'nt wtqry §Imm bst gr, "Anath closed the gates of the mansion 
and encountered the warriors at the foot of the mountain." 

your victory. The military context favors this nuance of y•su'iitek 
over "your salvation" (CCD). 

4. be humiliated. Contrast Ps cxxvii 5, "He shall not be humiliated but 
shall drive back the foes from the gate," as proposed in TS 14 (1953), 
85-88. 

my discomfiture. Generic rii'iiti, "my misfortune," is specified by the 
military context. 

5. driving them. Though formally without a suffix, dol)eh acquires 
one in translation by reason of its parallelism with suffixed rod•piim 
in vs. 6 on the principle of the double-duty suffix studied at Ps iii 4. 

6. their destiny. This sense of darkiim is discussed briefly in the 
NoTE on Ps xlix 14. 

Darkness and Destruction. These are poetic names for the under
world. Thus l)o'Sek in I Sam ii 9; Ps lxxxviii 13; Job xx.ii 11, etc., denotes 
Sheol, analogous to 'apeliih, "Darkness," in Jer xx.iii 12, while bafaqlaqqot 
probably stems from l)lq, Ugar. blq, "to perish," which recurs in Ps 
lxxiii 18, 'ak babafiiqot tist•lem0 (MT tii!it ltimo), "Surely in Destruction 
will you plant them"; cf. Biblica 44 (1963), 548; 45 (1964), 408 and 
NoTE on Ps v 10. A cognate is Jer xx.iii 12, liiken yihyeh darkiim 
liihem kaba/aqlaqqot ba'apeliih yiddiil)u w•nap•lu biih, "And so their way 
shall be like Perdition to them; they shall be thrust into Darkness and 
fall into it." 

7. with their net. ristiim is an accusative of means preceding its 
verb, an element of style remarked at Ps v 10. 

They stealthily. Consonantal l)nm should perhaps be dissociated from 
binniim, ''without cause." The basis for this assertion lies chiefly in 
Prov i 17, ki bnm (MT l)inniim) m•zortih hiiraset b•'ene kol ba'al 
kiiniip, "For stealthily is the net spread out, out of sight (b•'ene equals 
me'ene) of every winged creature." In Prov i 11, bnm, in conjunction 
with ne'er•biih and ni~p•niih, evidently contains a kindred notion, such 
as "sneakily" or "stealthily." In other words, Prov i 11, ni~p•niih 
I•ntiqi bnm, "Let us stealthily hide for the innocent," is the equivalent 
of Ps xxxvii 7, bnm l)ap•ru I•napsi, "They stealthily spied on my life." 
In a very cryptic Ugaritic letter, UT, 1020:8-10, one reads, im mlkytn 
yrgm abnnn wibd, "If Milkyaton gives the word, I will ambush him (?) 
and seize him." The root, then, would be bnn, and thus to be dis
tinguished from bnn, "to be gracious." The parallelism in vs. 19 points 
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to the same meaning for bnm: 'oy•bay siiqer son•'ay bnm, "my treacher
ous foes, my stealthy enemies." 

spied on my life. For this nuance of Mpar, Deut i 22 and Josh ii 2, 
where it means "to spy out" or "reconnoiter" the land, and Job xxxix 29, 
miSSiim biipar 'okel J•meriiboq 'eniiyw yabblfu, "Thence he spies out the 
prey, I His eyes see it from afar" (Pope, The Anchor Bible, vol. 15). 
In other words, bap•ru J•napsi is synonymous with Ps iii 3, 'om•rlm 
l•napsi, "who eye my life." 

8. pit come upon him. For the sense of so'iih, fosse, piege (Fallgrube), 
see Milik, Biblica 38 (1957), 249 f. LXX reads pagis, and there is good 
reason to question the standard assumption that pagis, "trap," reflects 
Heb. subii, "pit, trap," since so'iih, "trap, pit," occurs in a Qumranic 
text. The suffix of t•bO' ehU is datival, a usage greatly clarified by 
Ugaritic-Phoenician syntax; see Bogaert, Biblica 45 (1964), 220-47. 

10. the afflicted and the needy. Though usually deleted, most recently 
by Kraus, Psalmen, I, pp. 274 f., w"'iinl is needed to form, with 
w•'ebyon, a "ballast variant" to 'iinl of the first colon. If a major 
word in the first colon is not balanced in the second, then one or 
more words in the second tend to be longer than their parallels in 
the first colon. In the present instance, the participle ma.r~ll in the first 
colon finds no counterpart in the second; this lack is compensated for 
by w"'iinl w•'ebyon, which is, of course, longer than parallel 'iinl of the 
first colon. Ugaritic poetry offers numerous examples; e.g., UT, 1 Aqht: 
42-44, sb' Int y~rk b'l tmn rkb 'rpt, "Seven years may Baal fail, eight 
the Mounter of the Clouds." For full discussion, see UT, § 13.116, 
pp. 135ff. 

11. Malicious witnesses. The specific force of Mmiis is difficult to 
establish; LXX renders it "false," while some modern versions prefer 
''unjust." 

testify against me. Being parallel to yis'iilunl, with a pronominal 
suffix, y•qumun may be assumed to have one on the principle of the 
double-duty suffix. For this meaning of qum, see Ps xxvii 12; Deut xix 
15-16. 

they ... interrogate me. In Virolleaud, Palais royal d'Ugarit, II, 
161 :5, sal is a terminus technicus for "investigation." Cf. Eissfeldt in 
JSS 5 (1960), 49. T. H. Gaster in VT 4 (1954), 73, understands 
yis'iilunl as ''to question a witness in a law court," while W. F. Albright 
in JBL 75 (1956), 257, is of the opinion that the name Sheol originally 
meant "ordeal, examination." In the Akkadian texts from Ras Shamra 
published by Nougayrol in Palais royal d'Ugarit, III, 16.157, lines 
25-28, p. 84, one reads the following curse: "And he who shall annul 
this gift, may the storm-god, the lord of Mount Casius, interrogate him 
(li-iS-al-su)"; see Gevirtz, "West-Semitic Curses and the Problem of the 
Origins of Hebrew Law," VT 11 (1961), 137-58. 
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12. ravaging my soul. Reading saklel nap'Si for MT s•kol l•nap'Si, 
a shaphel in.finite absolute from ka/iih, "to be spent, destroyed." The 
form can scarcely be dissociated from Ugar. skllt, an obscure personage 
in a class with s'tqt, "she who makes (disease) pass away." The continua
tion of a finite verb by an infinitive absolute can be seen in UT, 
126:v:10-11, my bilm ydy mr~ gr'Sm zblm, "Which of the gods can expel 
the sickness, exorcizing the disease?" 

13. played the pipe. I.e., while they celebrated, the psalmist fasted. 
Reading (for MT balOtam) ballotam, from bll, "to play the pipe," Akk. 
baliilu, "to pipe, wheeze," a root that recurs in Pss xli 4, lxxxvii 7; 
I Kings i 40; and probably in I Sam xviii 6. On the unusual infinitival 
form which seems based upon a lamedh he verb, cf. GK, § 67r, 
where such forms as Ps lxxvii 10, bannot from bnn, lxxvii 11, ba[loti 
from bll, and Ezek xxxvi 3 sammot from smm are discussed. Though 
virtually all modem versions relate consonantal blwtm to the verb "to 
be sick," LXX rendered it parenochlein, "when they molested me," 
which lends indirect support to my interpretation. 

affiicted myself. I.e., stifled the desire for revenge. 
through fasting. Or "while fasting"; cf. Ps !xix 11, wa'ebb•kah 

(MT wa'ebkeh) b~~om napsi, "And I poured out [root is nbk/npk] 
my soul while fasting." 

rested upon my bosom. In other words, my prayer was like a close 
friend. Cf. John xiii 23, ''There was at the table reclining in Jesus' bosom 
one of his disciples whom Jesus loved." 

Deriving ta'Sub from swb, a by-form of ysb, "to sit, rest," discussed 
in the NoTEs on Pss vii 8 and xxiii fl. Cf. Eccles vii 9, "For vexation 
resides (yanuab) in the bosom of fools." 

friend ... brother. Comparing k•rea' ke'ab with UT, 1019:8, laby 
lr'y, "to my brother, to my friend." 

14. grieving his mother. With LXX and Syr., vocalizing 'abel 'em 
for MT 'abel 'em. 

15. gathered with glee. Evoking imagery of wolves closing in on their 
victim. The two verbs .fam•bu w•ne'•sapu form a hendiadys. 

smiters gathered about me. Reading ne'es"pu 'alay n0kim (MT nekim), 
thus forming a three-beat colon to balance 3-beat ub•~al'i .fam•bu 
w•ne'esapu. That the qal of nky, "to smite," was also used in addition 
to the hiphil is clear from UT, 125:89, km nkyt [gr, and from South 
Arabic nky, which means "to smite, cause pain." See A. Jamme in 
Cahiers de Byrsa 8 (1958 f.), 165 f. 

they whom I did not know. lo' yiida'fi is a relative clause without the 
relative pronoun; in meaning it is the same as vs. 11, 'aJer lo' yada'tl, 
"they whom I knew not." On the omission of the relative, see C. 
Brockelmann, Grundriss (Berlin, 1913), II, pp. 552-56; for Phoenician 
example, Donner and Rollig, KAI, II, p. 45. Biblical examples include 
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Job xviii 21, xxix 12, and especially xxix 16, 'iib 'ani'Jkl la'ebyonim 
werib 16' yiida'tl 'ef:iq•rehu, "I was a father to the needy, and the cause 
of someone whom I knew not I investigated." Cf. further, GK, § 155n. 

tore me to pieces. Metaphorical for slander, as in English. Apply 
here the principle of the double-duty suffix; cf. NOTE on Ps iii 4. 

did not desist from slandering me. Dividing to read w•IO' dammu 
brf:ionpi (MT f:ianpi!); explaining f:ionpi as infinitive construct with accu
sative suffix, and with a connotation probably found in El Amarna, 288:7, 
banpa sa ibnupu, ''The slander they uttered against me." Though CAD, 
VI, p. 76b, defines banpu as ''villainy," and W. von Soden, Akkadisches 
Handworterbuch (Wiesbaden, 1965), I, p. 320a, as Gemeinheit, GB, 
p. 246a, is probably correct with verleumden. The context itself is not 
decisive. There is, however, a Ugaritic text which seems to support GB's 
definition of banpu as "slander, defamation." UT, 3 Aqht:rev(?): 17 
calls the goddess Anath bt bnp, which may fairly be translated "daugh
ter of defamation" in view of 2 Aqht:VJ:51 which states of her: tlfo 
aqht gzr, "She slandered Aqhat the hero." 

16. My encircling mockers. Reading lo'agay mii'og, literally "my 
mockers of a circle," for MT la'•ge mii'og. The pronominal suffix 
intervenes in a construct chain precisely as in vs. 19, 'oy•bay seqer, 
"my treacherous foes." See NOTE there and bibliographical reference. 
For the sense of mii'og, from 'wg, "to draw a circle," in Mishnaic
Hebrew, see Milik, Biblica 38 (1957), 254 f. 

gnashed their teeth. Kraus, Psalmen, I, p. 275, among others, proposes 
emending the infinitive absolute f:iiiroq to finite f:iii~qu, but this proposal 
betrays an unfamiliarity with the revolution that the syntax of the 
infinitive absolute has undergone as the result of Ugaritic-Phoenician 
discoveries. See John Huesman, "Finite Uses of the Infinitive Absolute," 
Biblica 37 ( 1956), 271-95; "The Infinitive Absolute and the Weak 
Waw Perfect Problem," ibid., 410--34; Sola-Sole, L'infinitif semitique, 
passim. 

17. idly watch. This nuance of tir'eh is preserved in Gen xlii l, 
wayyo'mer ya'aqob l•biiniiyw lammah titrii'u, "And Jacob said to his 
sons, 'Why do you idly watch?'." LXX has "Why do you sit still?" 

from their pits. For etymology, see NOTE on vs. 8, and for imagery, 
Job xxxiii 30, l•haJlb napso minnl siif:iat, "To turn back his soul from 
the Pit" (Pope, The Anchor Bible, vol. 15). 

my face. On y•f:iidiifi, cf. NOTE on Ps xxii 21. 
the young lions. Namely, the enemies of the psalmist. On the extensive 

metaphorical use of animal names in Ugaritic and Hebrew, cf. my ob
servations in Biblica 40 (1959), 161 f., and NoTE on Ps ii 5. 

19. my treacherous foes. 'oy•bay seqer forms a construct chain with 
the pronominal suffix interposed between the regens and rectum. Cf. 
NOTES on vs. 16 and Ps xviii 18. 
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my stealthy enemies. For the construction son•'ay !zinniim, see preced
ing NoTE; the sense of !zinniim has been examined in the NOTE on 
vs. 7. 

wink their eye. Though formally lacking a suffix, 'ayin receives one 
in translation, since Canaanite and biblical poets often omitted the 
suffix with names of parts of the body; cf. NoTE on Ps xvi 4. 

20. but attack the oppressed. From the point of view of style, con
sonantal w'l should express a verb antithetic to "speak of peace." This 
desideratum can be obtained by pointing w•'iilu, and by comparing the 
verb with Phoenician Ahiram: 2, w'l mlk bmlkm wskn bs[k]nm wt' 
m!znt 'ly gbl, "If any king whatever, or any governor whatever, or 
camp commandant should attack Byblos." To explain the syntax of 
'ly gbl, W. F. Albright in JAOS 67 (1947), 155, felt obliged to insert 
the preposition 'l, "against," after 'ly, but this now appears unnecessary. 
The verb 'ly can govern a direct object. A recently discovered Ras 
Shamra text reflects similar usage: RS 24.277, hm qrt tubd (?) hm mt 
y'l bn8, "Either the city will be seized or Death will attack man." See 
UT, Glossary, No. 773, p. 391. Cf. Gen xlix 4 and Prov xxi 22. 

the oppressed in the land. rig'e 'iire~ is a hapax legomenon. The 
root is rg', "to oppress, destroy," discussed in the NoTE on Ps xxx 6. 

21. open wide their mouth. Expressing the image of a ravenous 
monster, well illustrated by Canaanite texts; see Gaster, Thespis, 1961, 
pp. 206 f., and the NoTE on Ps xxxiii 19. 

Aha, Aha. The etymology of he'ii!z becomes apparent upon comparison 
with 'iibi, "Good grief," in Job xxxiv 36, and with Ps xlix 8, 'lib, 
"Alas!" Hence he'ii!z has been analyzed into the interjection he', "Lo, be
hold," and 'ii!z, "Brother!" Cf. English "O brother!" 

has seen him. In other words, has witnessed the committing of the 
crime of which the poet has been falsely accused. 

22. Look, 0 Yahweh. rii'itiih may be parsed as an optative perfect, 
followed by the jussive 'al te!z•res; cf. NoTE on Ps iv 2. 

23. Bestir yourself and awake. The unusual parallelism claims a word 
of comment. The two imperatives hii'iriih and hiiqfyiih are placed in the 
first colon while the two vocatives '•/Ohay and 'adanay are found in 
the second half verse. A similar arrangement was remarked at Ps xxvii 
2b. 

25. Lest they boast. On 'al, "lest," see NOTE on Ps ix 20. 
our throat. In association with pi of vs. 22 and billa'anuhu, "we have 

engorged him," of the present verse, such is the meaning of napsenu, 
as in Ugaritic-Hebrew; see Biblica 44 (1963), 105. 

We have engorged him. This is a literal translation of billa'nuhu 
which I analyze as a denominative verb from bl', "gorge, throat," that 
is probably found in Prov xxiii 2. The use of this verb evokes the 
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image of Belia!, a poetic name for Sheol discussed in the second NOTE 

on Ps xviii 5. 
26. who calumniate me. This meaning of giidal has been studied 

under Ps xii 4. The Messale quotidiano dei fedeli a cura de! P. A. 
Bugnini, 2d ed. (Roma, 1963), p. 369, renders magdUim 'iiliiy "che 
mi calunniano," which is remarkably exact. 

27. my vindication. This nuance of #dql has been noticed at Ps 
iv 2. 

who desires. The article of hebiipe~ functions as a relative pronoun; 
see GK, § 138i-k, and JoUon, GHB, § 145d--e; compare Ps xviii 33. 



PSALM 36 

(xxxvi 1-13) 

1 For the director; of the servant of Yahweh, of David. 

2 Perversity inspires the wicked man 
within his heart; 

There is no dread of God 
before his eyes. 

3 But his God will destroy him with his glance, 
having discovered his impious slander. 

4 The words of his mouth are sinful deceit, 
too crass is he to act prudently, 
to do good. 

5 He plans iniquity on his bed, 
takes his stand on the path of crime, 
evil he never shuns. 

6 From the heavens, 0 Yahweh, is your kindness, 
your fidelity is to the clouds. 

7 Your generosity is like the towering mountains, 
your providence like the vast abyss; 

You make man and beast thrive. 
8 0 Yahweh, how precious is your kindness! 

Gods and men find refuge 
in the shadow of your wings. 

9 They are sated with the fatness of your estate, 
from the stream of your delicacies 
you give them to drink. 

10 Truly with you is the fountain of life, 
in your field we shall see the light. 

11 Prolong your kindness to those who know you, 
and your generosity to the upright of heart. 

12 Let not the foot of the presumptuous overtake me, 
nor the arm of the wicked fling me down. 

*Verse numbers in RSV. 

[2]* 

[3] 

[4] 

[5] 

[6] 

[7] 

[8] 

[9] 

[10] 

[u] 
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13 See how the evildoers will falll 
hurled down, 

They will be unable to rise. 

NOTES 

§ 36 

[12] 

xxxvi. A psalm of mixed type, with Wisdom elements in vss. 2-5, 
a hymn in vss. 6-11, and the language of a lament in vss. 12-13. 
To classify it with Giorgio Castellino, Libro dei Salmi (see Selected 
Bibliography), p. 798, as a Wisdom psalm is to make the opening verses 
decisive; on the other hand, The Oxford Annotated Bible, p. 681, is of the 
opinion that "since the last section seems to determine the character of 
the whole, the psalm should probably be classified as a liturgy of lament." 
The coexistence of three literary types within a poem of thirteen verses 
points up the limitations of the form-critical approach to the Psalter. 

1. servant of Yahweh. With 'ebed yhwh, compare the Canaanite 
personal names 'bdil (UT, 80:1:3) and 'bdb'l (146:21). 

2. Perversity inspires. An adequate exegesis of the phrase n•'um 
pda' must take into account the consideration that n•'um, ''utterance, 
whisper," is elsewhere used only in connection with prophets in an 
ecstatic condition, or before divine names. Whether there is a trace of 
dualism here can hardly be determined on the basis of the present 
context. On the dualistic elements in Qumran see F. M. Cross, Jr., 
The Ancient Library of Qumran, rev. ed. (New York, 1961 ), pp. 210 f., 
for general orientation. 

The frequent alteration of n'm to n'm, lately sustained by Kraus, is 
too clever by half. 

within his heart. The suffix of libb1 is third-person singular masculine, 
as in Phoenician; consult excursus in NoTE on Ps ii 6. 

3. his God. Explaining 'elayw as plural of majesty 'elim, "God," fol
lowed by pronominal suffix; cf. NoTB on Ps vii 7. 

will destroy him. No suffix is needed with hefi•liq since the immediately 
following word is equipped with one. The verb is here derived from 
fllq, Ugar. blq, "to die, perish," studied in the NoTE on Ps v 10. In the 
present passage God causes death by his glance, whereas in Lam iv 16 it 
is the wrath of Yahweh that destroys: p•ne yhwh fiill•qam lo' yoslp 
J•habblfiim, "The fury of Yahweh destroyed them; he shall look upon 
them no more." 

with his glance. Literally "with his eyes." 
having discovered. Parsing li~o· as circumstantial infinitive construct, 

a usage discussed in the NoTES on Pss viii 3 and xxvii 4. For the thought, 
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compare Ezek xx.viii 15, 'ad ni~a· 'awlatiih bak, "Until guilt was dis
covered in you." 

his impious slander. Literally "his iniquity, his slander," a case of 
hendiadys, as in the next verse. Reading for MT lifoo' pie! infinitive 
construct laJs•no' from liSsen, "to slander," and explaining final aleph 
as variant spelling for suffix -0 or oh. The proposed reading l•sono, 
"of his tongue," is also possible, but then it becomes difficult to account 
for the Masoretic misunderstanding, whereas an examination of the 
passages where liSsen purportedly occurs reveals a Masoretic unsureness 
about it. 

Since the wicked man did not fear God, he would have few qualms 
about slandering him; note the following phrase, "The words of his 
mouth are sinful deceit." 

4. sinful deceit. Literally "iniquity and deceit," another instance of 
hendiadys. 

too crass is he. On J:idl II, "to be fat, dull," see Philip J. Calderone 
in CBQ 23 (1961), 451-60; 24 (1962), 412-19, especially p. 417, for 
discussion of Isa !iii 3, nibzeh waf:zadal 7S"im, "the most despicable and 
stupid of men." For the semantic relationship between the idea of "be 
fat" and moral obtusity, see Deut xxxii 15; Isa vi 10, and Ps cxix 70. 
Another consideration militating against the traditional rendition of f:zadal 
as "he ceased," is the observation that the Hebrew sages appear to 
divide all mankind into two great classes, the wise and the fools; they 
do not imagine a passage from one class into the other, once a man has 
definitely chosen one or the other. Our wicked man seems to be long 
established in his business of evil-doing, to judge from the preceding and 
subsequent descriptions, so there is scant likelihood of f:zadal signifying 
"to cease" in the present context. In other words, f:ziidal expresses a 
habitual condition, not a transition from the state of virtue to that of 
crime. On the division of men into two classes, see J. L. McKenzie, 
The Two-Edged Sword (Milwaukee, 1956), pp. 217f. 

5. on his bed. Bed is the place for the expression of one's inmost 
thoughts; cf. UT, Krt:25-29; Pss iv 5, cxlix 5. The most essential 
thoughts of the wicked are those of mischief. 

the path of crime. A stronger synonym of the substantive rii', lo' 
fob, literally "no-good," is preferably understood as a composite noun, 
not an adjective, like Deut xx.xii 21, lo"el, "a no-god." Hence derek 
lo' tob is a construct chain. An equally clear example of the composite 
noun lo' tob appears in Prov xx 23: to'abat yhwh 'eben wa'aben umo'zne 
mirmiih lo' fob, "Diverse weights are an abomination to Yahweh, and 
false scales are a crime." From its balance with the substantive to'ebiih, 
and from the argument that were it an adjective, lo' {ob should be dual 
or plural in form since it follows the dual noun mo'znayim, which it 
modifies, one may conclude that lo' fob is a composite substantive, 
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synonymous with ra' in Ps xxx and with to'ebiih in Prov xx 23. For 
bibliography consult NoTE on Ps v 5. 

6. From the heavens. Briggs, CECBP, I, p. 318, remarking the 
similarity with Ps lxxxv 12, "Truth shall spring out of the earth, and 
justice shall look down from heaven," would find a probable antithesis 
in the poet's mind, the kindness coming down out of heaven, faithfulness 
ascending the heights of heaven. This insight is now rendered philologically 
possible by recognizing that b often denotes "from" in Ugaritic-He
brew, and by noticing that vs. 7 likewise expresses a double movement, 
with justice said to be as high as the majestic mountains and judgments 
as profound as the extensive deep. A similar grammatical construction 
can be seen in Ps lxvili 6, "The father of orphans and the defender 
of widows is God from {bim•'on) his holy dwelling." A few MSS and 
LXX read mimm•'on, evidence that their understanding of the descrip
tion was correct. In other words, b can signify "from" even when no 
verb is expressed, a conclusion which seems to undercut the position 
of Hartman in CBQ 26 (1964), 105 f., that the idea "from" resides 
in the verb, not in the preposition. 

7. Your generosity. The contents of the hymn in vss. 6--11 suggest 
that this is the nuance borne by #dqiit•kii; see NOTE below on vs. 11, 
~idqiit"kii, with which it forms an inclusion. 

the towering mountains. In the construct chain h~re 'el, 'el func
tions as a superlative; this has been widely received. Cf. Pss l 10, lxvili 
16, 1xxx 11; El Amama, kasap iliini, "the very finest silver"; and Ugar. 
!lfzn ii, "a splendid table." The frequency of the construction in Ugaritic 
{UT, § 13.22) shows the interpretation of the biblical expression to have 
been correct and speaks volumes for the Canaanite classification of 
Ugaritic. Cf. UT, 51 :n:35-36, where hr ii is apparently parallel to 
bym ii. 

your providence. Once the true value of #dqiit"kii is brought out, 
it becomes rather evident that the idea of governance contained in 
mispiifekii more specifically refers to the foreseeing care and guardian
ship of God over his creatures. 

like the vast abyss. No conjunction k• is needed before t"hOm on 
the principle of the double-duty conjunction; in this case it is supplied 
by k•harere 'el. See NoTE on Ps xxxili 7 on the double-duty preposition, 
and compare the relevant passage in UT, 128:1:5-7, arb tz§ l'glh bn 
bPl lumthm ktnfzn udmm, "As the wild cow moans for her calf, as the 
young of the flock for their mothers, so do the Udumians groan." Note 
that no conjunction precedes arb and bn bpf; it is forthcoming from 
ktnfzn. Contrast non-elliptical 49:n:28-30, klb arb l'glh klb tat limrh 
km lb 'nt atr b'l, "Like the heart of a wild cow for her calf, like the 
heart of a ewe for her lamb, so was the heart of Ana th toward Baal." 

In the biblical expression t"hOm rabbiih, "the vast abyss," rabbiih is 
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the superlative element corresponding to 'el in har•re 'el, "the towering 
mountains." 

You make ... thrive. For this connotation of the root ys', Ar. wasi'a, 
"to be capacious," and in the fifth and eighth forms, "to be or live in 
abundance," see II Sam xxiii 5; Ps xii 6; Job v 4, 11, xxx 15; and 
J. Pedersen, Israel I-II (Copenhagen, 1926), pp. 330ff. S. Mowinckel, 
He That Cometh, tr. G. W. Anderson (Oxford, 1956), p. 47, writes 
that yefo' "means not only deliverance from earthly, cosmic and de
monic enemies, and from distress and misfortune, but good conditions, 
well-being, outward and inward prosperity, fertility in field, flock, and 
nation, quietness and order in the state, 'peace,' and the like." 

man and beast. Merismus for every living creature; see NoTE on Ps 
viii 8. 

8. 0 Yahweh. The exigencies of the 3+3 meter, which is dominant 
in this psalm, require that yhwh begin vs. 8 rather than terminate vs. 7; 
this has often been proposed. 

how precious. Common Semitic yqr refers to El in an unpublished 
Ras Shamra tablet, according to Virolleaud as cited in UT, Glossary, 
No. 1144a. 

Gods and men. The current practice has been to attach '•lOhim to 
the preceding colon as vocative (RSV, "How precious is thy steadfast 
love, 0 Godl"), but the Wortfeld of vss. 7-9 militates against a breakup 
of the phrase '•lOhim ub•ne 'iidam, "gods and men," which formally 
balances vs. 7, 'adiim ub•hemiih, "man and beast." There is extra
biblical evidence to support this reading. In UT, 51 :vn:49-52, the god 
Mot issues his claim to supreme divinity in these terms: aJ:idy dymlk 
'l ilm dymru ilm wn8m dysb' hmlt ar~, "I alone will rule over the gods, 
will fatten gods and men, sate the multitudes of the nether world." 
This theme is re-echoed in Jotham's fable in Judg ix 9, heJ:iadalti 'et 
difoi 'aser bi yikb•du (MT y•kabb•du) '•lOhim wa'anaJ1m, "Shall I 
give up my fatness through which [bi contains third-person suffix -y, as 
at Ps ii 6] gods and men grow fat?" Thus '•lOhim ub•ne 'iidiim answers 
to Ugar. ilm wnJm and to Judges '•lohim wa'anaJim; dden equals Judges 
disni, while yirw•yun is synonymous with Ugar. ymru and ysb'. Yahweh 
manifests his supreme dominion by providing (cf. above on vs. 7, 
mispiifekii) for all creatures, heavenly and terrestrial. 

shadow of your wings. The imagery has Canaanite antecedents; see 
the representation of the goddess Anath on an ivory footboard from 
Ras Shamra, published in Syria 31 (1954), Pl. vm, and the discussion 
by C. F. A. Schaeffer on pp. 54-56. The motif of the outstretched 
wings has been treated at Ps xviii 11. 

8-10. The language of these verses is of a piece with the Canaanite 
terms that describe the nature of immortality that Baal bestows upon 
certain individuals. UT, 2 Aqht:VI:30-31, kb'l kyJ:iwy y'sr J:iwy y'sr 
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wy.l'[q]ynh, "For when Baal bestows eternal life, he invites the life-given 
to a banquet; he invites him to a banquet and gives him to drink." 

In these verses of the psalm we have the background of the messianic 
banquet which figures so prominently in the Qumran literature, the 
other intertestamental literature, and, of course, in the New Testament; 
cf. NoTE on Ps I 23. 

9. They are sated. Referring to gods and men. Cf. Ugar. dymru ilm 
wnsm, "who will fatten gods and men." The use of the pagan term 
"gods" recurs in poetic metaphor in Pss xxix 1, xlvii 2, )xviii 5, xcvii 7, 
cxxxvi 2, etc. 

fatness of your estate. The arrangement of vss. 9-10, with nabal 
'adanekii. chiastically paired with m•qor bayyim, indicates that as the 
counterpart to 'ur, "field," betekii. is more properly understood as "your 
estate," a meaning touched upon in the NOTE on Ps 1 9. D. N. Freed
man has called my attention to this signification in Exod xx 16. 

stream of your delicacies. Compare the theme of the stream of eternal 
life issuing from the temple in Ezek xlvii 1 ff.; Joel iv 18; Zech xiv 8. 

The root of '0 diinekii. is witnessed in Ugar. 'dn; cf. Driver, CML, 
p. 14la. 

give them to drink. The clause w•nabal '0 dii.nekii. ta.l'qem lends itself to 
two syntactic analyses. Either natzal shares the preposition of corre
sponding midde.l'en-this comports with sii.qii.h, which often is construed 
with min--0r siiqiih here, as frequently elsewhere, governs a double 
accusative. The question cannot be decisively resolved, but I would di
rect attention to the latter construction in UT, 1 Aqht:222, t.l'qy msk 
hwt, "She proffers him the bowl to drink." On msk, "bowl," usually 
rendered "mixed drink," see Dahood, Melanges Eugene Tisserant, 
p. 95, and PNWSP, p. 49. 

10. with you. Perhaps 'imm•kii. denotes "in your estate/house," as 
in Pss xxvi 4, xxxix 13, cxx 5; Job xxix 18. Compare UT, 2 Aqht: 
vr:28-29, aJsprk 'm b'l .l'nt, "I shall make you count years with (in the 
house of) Baal." 

fountain of life. Though m•qor tzayyim occurs elsewhere (Prov x 11, 
xiii 14) with no such overtones, here tzayyim seems to allude to "eternal 
life." In UT, 2 Aqht:vr:27-28, tzym by itself denotes "eternal life": 
irs bym watnk blmt waJlbk, "Ask for life eternal and I will give it to 
you, immortality and I will bestow it upon you." See NoTE on Ps xxi 5 
and compare Ar. kawlar, the copious fountain in Paradise. 

in your field. Since the received translation, "In your light we shall 
see the light," has not yielded to satisfactory interpretation, one may be 
allowed to propose a distinction between the homographs 'wr ('or), 
"light," and 'wr ('ur), "field." The following texts enter into discussion: 
(a) Isa xxvi 19, "Your dead shall live, their bodies will rise; those who 
dwell in the dust will awake and will sing for joy: ki tal 'iuot (MT 
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'orot) falleka wa'iire~ r•pa7m tappil, For your dew is the dew of the 
fields, but the land of the Shades will be parched" (on tappil, "be 
parched," see Dahood, PNWSP, p. 24)-in this text, 'urot, which is 
contrasted with "the land of the Shades," must signify the Elysian Fields, 
especially since the context deals with resurrection and immortality. 
(b) Ps !vi 14, Z•hithallek lipne '•lOhim b•'ur (MT 'or) habayyim, "to 
walk before God in the field of life"-the sense of the verse is neatly 
illustrated by Ps cxvi 9, 'ethallek lipne yhwh b•'ar~ot habayyim, "I 
shall walk before Yahweh in the fields of life"; it is clear from these two 
texts that 'ur and '•r~ot are synonyms. (c) Ps xcvii 11, 'ur (MT 'or) 
zaru•' ~~addiq ul•yisre Leh simbah, "A sown field awaits the just, and 
happiness the upright of heart." (d) Job x.xxiii 30, which much resem
bles Ps lvi 14, reads, l•Juilib napso minni siibat /"'or b•'ur (MT 'or) 
habayyim, "To turn back his soul from the pit, that he might be re
splendent in the field of life." The occasional emendation of 'wr to 
'ere~. while showing a fine feeling for the needs of context, becomes 
unnecessary on the present hypothesis. The vocalization 'ur assumes 
that the correct tradition was preserved in the expression 'ur ka§dim, 
which occurs in Gen xi 28, 31, xv 7; and Neb ix 7. In all four instances, 
LXX translated 'ur by cht>ra, "land, region." What is more, Gen xxiv 
4, 7, puts Abraham's birthplace in Upper Mesopotamia, so storied Ur in 
Lower Mesopotamia can scarcely be intended by 'ur ka§dim. In the 
poetic passages, then, we have the motif of the Elysian Fields, the 
abode of the blessed after death. In UT, 1 Aqht:66.73, ur may well de
note "field," but the obscure context precludes certainty. 

we shall see the light. I.e., the light of your face in the beatific vision; 
see NoTE on Ps xvii 15. Contrast Ps xlix 20, "Never more shall they 
see the light." In Isa liii 11, the LXX reading has found confirmation in 
lQisa, yir'eh 'or, "He shall see the light," i.e., the suffering servant will 
be rewarded with immortality for his vicarious sufferings. There is a 
radiant description of the future life in 1QS:w:7-8, "And the reward 
of all that walk in its ways is health and abundant well-being, with 
long life and fruition of seed along with eternal blessings and everlasting 
joy in the life everlasting, and a crown of glory and a robe of honor 
wnid light perpetual ( 'wr 'wlmym)" (Gaster, The Dead Sea Scriptures 
in English Translation, p. 44). 

11. Prolong your kindness. The construction m•sok basd•kii l•yod•'eka 
bears on the disputed syntax of the kindred sentiment in Jer xxxi 3, 'al 
ken m•saktikii biised, "And so for you have I prolonged kindness." The 
suffix of m•saktikii expresses the indirect object, in this case a dativus 
commodi, while based is the direct or accusative object. See Bogaert, 
"Les suffixes verbaux non accusatifs dans le semitique nord-occidental et 
particulierement en hebreu," Bib/ica 45 (1964), 220-47, especially 
p. 238, n. 2. 
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to those who know you. 1.e, who have received your revelation; cf. 
Amos iii 2, "You only have I known of all the families of the earth." 
But yiida' expresses more than knowledge; nuances of "care for, love" 
are also present, as is clear from Pss i 7, ix 10, etc. 

your generosity. This sense of ~·diiqiih is treated in the NOTE on Ps 
xxiv 5. Cf. NOTE above on vs. 7. 

12. foot of the presumptuous. Being parallel to concrete yad r<sii'lm, 
"the arm of the wicked," regel ga'"wiih must likewise be understood 
concretely. This is the poetic device of pairing a concrete noun with an 
abstract substantive which was treated under Ps v 8. To strike a more 
perfect balance, Gunkel followed Gressmann's suggestion in emending 
concrete r•sa'im to abstract re'Sa', but Ugaritic poetic practice now shows 
Gunkel to have been ill-advised. 

overtake me. The suffix of t•bO'enI is datival, as in Ps xxxv 8. The 
imagery is that of the chase, as also in Ps xxxv 8. 

arm of the wicked. This meaning of yad has been examined by W. F. 
Albright in VTS, IV (Congres de Strasbourg, 1956; Leiden, 1957), p. 251. 
The determination of the root of the predicate and a comparison with 
Exod xv 16, "By your powerful arm they are hurled like a stone," further 
serve to bring out the force of yad in the present context. 

fling me down. The root of consonantal tndny is much contested, but 
ndy, "to cast, hurl," is a strong candidate. Akk. nadu, Ugar. ndy are 
well attested, and its presence in biblical Hebrew is gradually emerging. 
See Dahood, "Nada 'to hurl' in Ex 15, 16," in Biblica 43 (1962), 248f. 
Hence vocalizing pie!, t•naddeni. 

13. See how. Equating siim with El Amarna 'Summa, "behold." Cf. 
NOTE on Ps xiv 5. The CCD version also renders siim, "See how," 
though without the benefit of El Amarna. 

hurled down. The correct exegesis of this verse depends, it would 
seem, on the overtones carried by dal;ziih, "to hurl." Usage in several 
texts indicates thrusting, with special reference to Sheol. Thus Jer xxiii 
12, bii'"peliih yiddiil;zu w•nap•lu bah, "They will be hurled into the 
Darkness and will fall into it." Cf. also Pss v 11, xxxv 5, and Prov 
xiv 32. In Ps !vi 14 d•l;zI is a name of the nether world. 

unable to rise. Cf. Ps ex! 11, b•mah"miirot bal yiiqumu, "From the 
miry depths they shall not rise." 



I Of David. 

PSALM 37 

(xxxvii 1-40) 

Be not wrought up over evildoers, 
nor indignant with those who do wrong. 

2 For like grass they soon will wither, 
and like green herbs fade away. 

3 Trust in Yahweh and do good, 
reside in the land 

And feed on its riches. 
4 Take your delight in Yahweh, 

and he will grant your heart's request. 
S Commit to Yahweh your destiny, 

trust in him and he will act. 
6 And he will make your justice 

shine like the sun, 
And your cause like the noonday. 

7 Wait for Yahweh and hope in him. 
Be not wrought up over one 

who makes his fortune flourish, 
Who succeeds in his evil plans. 

8 Desist from anger and forsake wrath, 
be not wrought up, it only brings harm. 

9 For evildoers shall be cut down, 
while those who invoke Yahweh

Lo, they shall inherit the land. 
10 Yet a little while and the wicked man 

shall cease to be; 
If you peer into his house, 

he will not be there. 
11 But the meek shall inherit the land, 

and shall delight in abundant prosperity. 
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12 The wicked has evil designs on the just man, 
and gnashes his teeth at him. 

13 The Lord laughs at him, 
for he sees that his day is coming. 

14 The wicked draw their sword and bend their bows 
to fell the affiicted and the poor, 

To slaughter those who walk the straight path. 
15 Their sword shall enter their own heart, 

and their bows shall be shivered. 
16 Better is the poverty of the just 

than the wealth of the wicked rich. 
17 For the resources of the wicked shall be shattered, 

but Yahweh will support the just. 
18 Yahweh looks after the possessions 

of the honest, 
And their patrimony will last forever. 

19 They shall not wither up in time of drought, 
but in time of famine will have plenty. 

20 But the wicked shall shrivel, 
and Yahweh's foes be consumed 

Like the burning of the hollows. 
More quickly than smoke shall they vanish. 

21 The wicked man borrows but never repays, 
but the just man is open-hearted in giving. 

22 For those blessed by him shall inherit the land, 
but those cursed by him shall be cut down. 

23 A man's steps are made steady by Yahweh, 
who makes sure his stride. 

24 If he should charge, 
he will not be pitched headlong, 

For Yahweh holds fast his hand. 
25 I have been young and now am grown old, 

but I have never seen a just man forsaken, 
Or his children begging bread. 

26 He is always open-hearted in lending, 
and his children are destined for blessing. 

27 Turn from evil and do good, 
that you may abide forever. 

28 For Yahweh loves the just man, 
and never deserts his devoted ones. 
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Forever shall they be safeguarded, 
but the children of the wicked shall be cut down. 

29 The just man shall inherit the land 
and dwell upon it forever. 

30 The mouth of the just talks wisdom, 
and his tongue speaks what is right. 

31 The law of his God is in his heart, 
and his feet never slip. 

32 When the wicked man spies on the just, 
seeking to slay him, 

33 Yahweh will not put him into his hand, 
nor have him found guilty when he is tried. 

34 Wait for Yahweh and keep to his way, 
for he will raise you up to inherit the land; 

When the wicked are cut down you can exult. 
35 I have seen a wicked man thriving, 

and flourishing like a luxuriant native tree. 
36 But he passed away and, lo, he was no more; 

I sought him but he could not be found. 
37 Heed Sir Honest and mark Sir Upright 

for there is a future for the man of integrity. 
38 But perverse men shall wholly be destroyed, 

and the future of the wicked shall be cut off. 
39 While the safety of the just 

will be from Yahweh, 
Their stronghold in time of siege; 

40 Yahweh will save and rescue them, 
he will rescue them from the wicked; 

And he will give them safety 
because they seek refuge in him. 

NOTES 

227 

x.xxvii. An acrostic Wisdom psalm which seeks to counsel and en
courage those depressed by the apparent success of the ungodly. Ret
ribution will be meted out to them in due season. As in Ps xxxiv, the 
acrostic structure of the composition occasionally interferes with the 
logical flow of ideas. 

1. Be not wrought up. Referring to the ardor of jealousy; similar 
counsel is given in Prov xxiv 19. 
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2. will wither. The theme struck here will serve as the basis for the 
new version proffered at vs. 19. 

3. in the land. I.e., Palestine; cf. Deut xi 1-32. 
its riches. LXX reads plouto, "riches." This is semantically and gram

matically more fitting than traditional "feed in security." Hence I must 
postulate a substantive 'amon, followed by the feminine singular suffix 
-ah, "riches," related to vs. 16, haman, with the same signification. No
tice that hamon in II Kings xxv 11 appears as 'aman in the doublet of 
Jer Iii 15. For cognate phraseology, cf. Prov x 21, sipte ~addiq yir"'u 
rabblm, "The lips of the just will feed on wealth." Both hamon and 
'amon are kin to Ps ii 8, maman, "riches"; note the wordplay in Luke 
xvi 11, "So if you were not reliable ('mn) in using your ill-gotten wealth 
(mmn), who will trust ('mn) you with true riches?" 

5. your destiny. This sense of derek is touched upon in the NoTEs on 
Pss xxxv 6 and xlix 14. A cognate usage is found in vs. 7. 

he will act. Compare the absolute use of 'asah in Pss xxxix 10 and 
cxviii 24, "This is the day Yahweh acted." 

6. shine like the sun. S. Esh in VT 4 (1954), 307, has identified the 
true force of ho~i' in the present context. On this meaning, see NoTE 
on Ps xvii 2, and for a closely allied sentiment, Isa lxii 1, "until her 
justice shine [ye~e'] like the sun and her vindication burn like a torch." 

Though the standard Hebrew lexicons usually cite only Job xxxi 26 
for 'or "sun," progress in Northwest Semitic philology uncovers this 
meaning in Hab iii 4; Job xxxvii 11, 21, xli 10, and possibly in UT, 
'nt:m:3, pdry ht ar, "Pidrayu, daughter of the sun." A hitherto unknown 
goddess of Canaanite mythology is named pf:ilt bt sps, "Pl}lt, the daughter 
of the sun"; C. F. A. Schaeffer in Anna/es archiologiques de Syrie 13 
(1963), 131. 

9. who invoke Yahweh. On qawah rr, "to gather, call," see NOTE 
on Ps xix 5. To be sure, the customary version "who wait upon the 
Lord," is also defensible, but since the poet employs the construction 
qawweh 'el yhwh in vs. 34 but qowe yhwh in vs. 9, one may assume 
that he was probably using two different verbs. 

Lo, they shall inherit. On hemmah, "look, lo," cf. NoTE on Ps ix 
7-8. 

10. his house. Literally "his place," m•qomo carries this connotation 
in Ps xx.vi 8; cf. NoTE there. 

12. gnashes his teeth. In rage, because the meek prosper. 
13. his day. I.e., that of death and judgment. 
14. their sword. On the use of the double-duty suffix with f:iereb, see 

Brekelmans in Jaarbericht ... Ex Oriente Lux 11 (1963), 203. 
bend their bows. In vs. 15 singular f:iereb is paired with plural 

qa'Stotam, and some commentators have proposed reading qa'Stotam 
in the present verse. To achieve this harmony between vss. 13 and 14, 
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it suffices to retain the consonantal text but to vocalize it q•sotiim. In 
Ugaritic the plural of qaJtu, "bow," is qaJiitu (UT, § 8.12) and this 
form recurs in Ps cxli 9, where its recognition resolves the two diffi
culties besetting the verse: :fomreni mide pati yiiq•su li umiqq•sot (MT 
umoq•sot) po'a/e 'iiwen, "Protect me from the trap they laid for me, 
and from the bows of evildoers." Here, then, is another point on which 
Hebrew and Ugaritic morphology agree. 

to fell the afflicted. The balance between the verbs niipal and fiibati 
is equivalently found in UT, 124:12-13, tbb alpm ap ~in sql trm wmri 
ilm, "He slaughtered oxen and small cattle, he felled bulls and fatted 
rams." 

16. the wealth. Here, in Isa 1x 5; Ezek xxix 19, x.xx 4; and Eccles 
v 9, hiimon may have to be distinguished from hiimon, "sound, con
fusion," and identified as a dissi.milated form of miimon, studied at Ps 
ii 8. 

the wicked rich. Though usually emended to singular rab to agree 
with hiimon, which it putatively modifies, rabbim should be retained and 
parsed as an adjective modifying r"sii'lm. 

The plural reading is further sustained by 4Qp (Q pesher) Ps 37 n, 
rby[m]. In a number of passages rab carries the connotation "rich, 
wealthy"; e.g., Hab ii 8 (fully cited in the NOTE on Ps xvii 14); Prov x 
21 (quoted above in connection with vs. 3), xxviii 20, 27, n0ten lii.riiS 'en 
ma}Jsor uma'lim 'eniiyw rab m•'erot, "He who gives to the poor shall not 
lack, but he who shields his eyes will be rich in curses." 

17. the resources. Literally z•ro'ot means "arms," but here and in 
Job xxii 8, 9, the stress is on "resources." A good analogy is proffered by 
plural yiidiiyw, "hands, arms," but which in Ps lxviii 32 and Deut 
xxxiii 7 connotes "possessions, resources." 

18. possessions of the honest. Inasmuch as y•me, "days," makes a 
poor parallel to "their patrimony," and since LXX reads hodous, "ways," 
one may be permitted to depart from the current translation and pro
pose that consonantal ym contains the root ymm, "to create," discussed 
at Ps xiii 3. The semantic nexus between "create" and "possessions" 
is apparent in miqneh, "property," from qiiniih, "to create." If, on the 
other hand, there is a basis for the LXX reading, we may assume an 
original darke but in the Canaanite sense of "dominion, power," dis
cussed at Ps i 1. In Prov xxxi 3 d•riikekii specifically denotes "your 
wealth." 

19. shall not wither. Vocalizing yibiisu for MT yebosu. The confusion 
between yiibes, "to be dry," and bos, "to be ashamed," has been es
tablished by N. H. Tur-Sinai in Studies in the Bible (Scripta Hiero
solymitana, VIII), p. 157. Herein would seem to lie the solution for Jer 
xii 13, ubii:fu-m (ubosu) t•bu'otekem (MT mitt•bu'otekem) mel;aron 'ap 
yhwh, "And your crops will shrivel up because of Yahweh's blazing 
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wrath." See also Jer xvii 13; Hos xiii 15; and Joel i 11, where the roots 
~bS and bws are confused in the Masoretic tradition. 

time of drought. Just as fob, "good," concretely denotes "rain" in 
several passages (see Norn on Ps iv 7 and Biblica 45 [1964], 401) so 
in certain contexts rii.'ii.h, "evil," concretely means "drought," the evil par 
excellence in Palestine. In association with yo.bes and re'ii.bOn, "hunger," 
rii.'ii.h almost inescapably signifies "drought." The sustained agricultural 
metaphor in Jer xvii 6-18 likewise makes it highly probable that vs. 17, 
b•yom rii'ii.h, is to be translated "in time of drought." 

20. shall shrivel. Generic yo'bedil, "shall perish," more specifically 
denotes "to shrivel, sear," when predicated of the land, as in Jer ix 11, 
where 'iibad balances niiSat, "to burn," or when asserted of the harvest 
as in Joel i 11. In UT, 2031:3, 4, 5, 8, 10, sd ubdy probably refers to a 
"parched field," though another interpretation may be possible. 

Like the burning. The frequent emendation of klqar to klqod may 
prove unnecessary in view of the evidence, albeit exiguous, for a root 
yqr I qrh "to bum." Consider the following texts: Job xxx 17, layliih 
'afiimay niqqar me'iiliiy, "At night my bones are more inflamed than a 
Caldron," equals Job xxx 30, 'ori sii/;lar me'iiliiy w•'~mi Mriih minni 
/;loreb, "My skin is blacker than a caldron, and my bones bum with 
heat"; Prov xxix 8, 'anJe Iii.fan yiipl/;lil qiryiih wa/;lakamlm yiiSibu 'iip, 
"Scoffers enkindle wrath, but wise men turn away anger." Though the 
context is much too damaged to inspire confidence, UT, 'nt:pl. x:v: 14, 
I tqr mtnh may express the same idea as 75:11:39, bmtnm yslJn, "In his 
loins he is fever-racked." 

of the hollows. Disputed kiirlm finds a satisfactory etymology in 
kiiriih, "to dig, hollow out," and proves neatly analogous to Num xxxiii 
32, /;lor, "a hollow," from /;Irr, "to bore, pierce." The vocable recurs in 
Ps !xv 14, lab•su kiirlm h~fo'n wa'4 miiqlm ya'at•pu biir, "The hollows 
are clothed with green [fo'n with afformative is related to Isa xxxiv 1, 
fe'•fii', "produce," and Job xxxviii 27, mofii' de:fe', "green grass"] and 
the valleys are covered with wheat." The balance with "valleys" notably 
clarifies the meaning of kiifim. 

The figure drawn by the psalmist is that of a grass fire whose smoke 
quickly vanishes. 

More quickly than smoke. Understanding the b of be'iiSiin as beth 
comparativum, as in Pss Ii 8, 9, !xviii 35, lxxxix 3, 8, 38, xcix 2, cxix 89; 
Ezek xxvi 17; Hab iii 4; Job vii 14; Prov iv 7, xxiv 5; Eccles ii 24, 
iii 12, ix 3; I Chron v 2; cf. Biblica 44 (1963), 299 f. Especially relevant 
is Ps cii 4, ki kiilil b•'iiliin yiimiiy, "For my days pass more quickly than 
smoke." On kiilii.h, "be swift, transitory," see Job vii 6, 9. 

22. blessed by him. No need to read piel m•biiriikiiyw with LXX for 
pual m•bOriikiiyw. 

23. who makes sure. With Perles, Analekten zur Textkritik des A/ten 
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Testaments, p. 76, deriving yebpii~ from biip~ II, which in Job xi 17 
describes the action of the hippopotamus or crocodile which stiffens its 
tail like a cedar. Being paired with koniinii, "are made steady," and 
occurring in a sapiential psalm, biip~ is surely related to the root in Job 
xl 17. Hence yebpo~ is vocalized as in Job xl 17. 

24. If he should charge. If God is holding the hand of the man, it is 
difficult to see how yippol can mean "fall"; more likely it means "to fall 
on someone else, to make a charge." Cf. Job i 15, wattippol :Seba' 
wattiqiibem, correctly rendered by RSV, "And the Sabeans fell upon 
them and took them," and by Pope, "When the Sabeans attacked and 
took them" (The Anchor Bible, vol. 15). The description of the warrior 
in vs. 23 lends support to this interpretation of yippol. An instructive 
analogy is provided by kiiSal, "to stumble," but which in Nah ii 6 de
notes "to hurtle, rush headlong": yizkorii (MT yizkor) 'addiriiyw yik
kasc/u bahalikotiim y•maharu bomiitiih, "His captains are strong [cf. 
NoTE on Ps xx 8 for this meaning of ziikar], they hurtle in their march, 
they speed toward the wall." 

26. his children. Also possible is the vocalization z•ro'o, "his arm," for 
MT zar'o, in which case the translation would be "and his arm is for 
blessing." 

28. the just man. Abstract mispiif, "justice, rectitude," assumes a con
crete meaning by virtue of being matched with concrete basidiiyw, "his 
devoted ones"; cf. NoTE on Ps v 8, and note the perfect parallel in 
Prov ii 8, an instance recognized by W. van der Weiden who will publish 
an article on this subject in a near number of Verbum Domini. 

31. his feet. The balance between libbo, "his heart," and a study of 
the nouns occurring in parallelism with it, show that '0 siiriiyw more 
properly denotes "legs, feet" than "steps"; cf. NOTE on Ps xvii 5. 

never slip. He never veers from the path of truth. On feminine 
singular tim'ad with dual subject, see GK, § 145k. In Ugaritic, dual 
nouns prefer a verb with t- preformative, though the lack of vocaliza
tion makes it difficult to ascertain if the verb is singular or plural; e.g., 
UT, 1003:5-7, lsnm tlbk smm tfrp ym d,nbtm, "The two (forked) 
tongues lick the heavens, the two tails swish (?) the sea." 

33. will not put him. ya'az•bennii derives from 'iizab II, "to put," 
Ugar. 'db, discussed in connection with Ps xvi 10. Instances of this root 
in Job were examined by Dahood in JBL 78 (1959), 303-9, and in 
Bib Ii ca 43 (1962), 542. Compare Gen xxxix 6, wayya'azab kol 'aser lo 
b•yad yosep, "he also put him [Joseph] in charge of his household and 
entrusted to him all his possessions" (Speiser, The Anchor Bible, vol. I) 
with xxxix 4, kol 'aser yes lo niitan b•yiido, "Everything he had he put 
in his charge." The synonymy of 'iizab and niitan likewise appears in 
Neh ix 27-28 and in Ps xvi 10. 

35. wicked man thriving. This translation is problematical. 
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37. Sir Honest ••. Sir Upright. MT tam, usually revocalized ab
stract tom, and MT yiiSar, often repointed abstract yoser, are evidently 
appellative adjectives that refer to the two divine messengers who lead 
the way to virtue. They are either the titles of two gods or the com
pound name tam wayiiSar, like ktr wbss, "Sir Skillful and Cunning," 
which is broken up into its components for the sake of poetic paral
lelism, as in UT, 62:48-49, ktrm l;ibrk wbss d'tk, "Sir Skillful is your 
colleague, Sir Cunning is your friend." 

The motif of the two messengers has been treated in the NoTEs on 
Pss xx.iii 6 and xxv 21. In Ps xxv 21 the process of demythologizing the 
mythical messengers is complete, since there they have become abstract 
tom wayoser, "integrity and uprightness," but an earlier stage of the 
process may be seen in the present passage. 

a future. I.e., a future life, a denotation of 'al;iarit propounded by 
Dahood in PNWSP, pp. 48 f. Cf. NOTE on Ps i 3. 

38. future of the wicked. The destiny of the wicked will be Sheol, 
where the minimal existence of its denizens does not merit the term 
"future life." In this sense the future of the wicked is said to be cut off. 

39. the safety. The metaphor in vss. 39-40 dictates this interpreta
tion of generic t•su'at. 

Their stronghold. Cf. NOTE on Ps xxviii 8. 
in time of siege. This nuance of b•yom ~arah is illustrated in the 

NoTE on Ps xx 2 in the light of Nab i 7. 
40. will save and rescue them. H. L. Ginsberg in Orientalia 7 (1938), 

3, has remarked a similar parallelism between 'azar and piilat in UT, 
3 Aqht:rev:13-14, aqht ypl{k bn dnil wy'd_rk, "And (call) Aqhat and 
let him save you, Daniel's son, and let him rescue you." 

give them safety. yosi'em forms an inclusion with vs. 39, t"su'at. 



PSALM 38 

(xxxviii 1-23) 

A psalm of David. For remembrance. 

2 0 Yahweh, do not reprove me in your anger, 
nor chastise me in your wrath. 

3 For your arrows have sunk into me, [2]* 
and your arm descended upon me. 

4 There is no soundness in my flesh, [3] 
because of your indignation; 

There is no wholeness in my bones, 
because of my sin. 

5 For my crimes have lit upon my head, [4] 
like a heavy burden, they are too heavy for me. 

6 My wounds stink and fester, [5] 
because of my foolishness. 

7 I am utterly bowed down and prostrate, [6] 
all the day long I go about in gloom. 

8 For my loins are filled with inflammation, [7] 
and there is no soundness in my flesh. 

9 I am spent and utterly crushed, [8] 
I groan and moan in my heart. 

10 0 Lord, all my sighing is before you, [9] 
and my groaning never leaves your presence. 

11 My heart is fever-racked, my strength fails _me, [10] 
and the light of my eyes-

Alas, even this has left me. 
12 My friends and fellows stand far off from my plague, [11] 

and my neighbors stand far off. 
13 Those who seek my life lay snares, [ 12] 

they who desire my misfortune pursue me; 
Ruin and treachery 

they ponder all day long. 

"Verse numbers in RSV. 
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14 But I am like a deaf man, 
who does not hear; 

And like a dumb man, 
who opens not his mouth. 

15 And I have become like a man 
who does not hear, 

And from whose mouth 
no recriminations come. 

16 But for you, 0 Yahweh, do I wait, 
you will answer, My Lord, my God, 

17 When I say, "Let them not rejoice over me; 
when my foot slips, 

Let them not calumniate me." 
18 For my iniquity is stationed at my side, 

my grief is ever before me. 
19 Indeed, I hold my guilt before me, 

I am apprehensive because of my sin. 
20 My mortal foes are powerful, 

my treacherous enemies are numerous. 
21 Those who repay me evil for good, 

slander me when I seek their good. 
22 Do not forsake me, 0 Yahweh, 

my God, be not distant from me! 
23 Make haste to help me, 

0 Lord, to save me! 

NOTES 

§ 38 

[ i 3] 

[20] 

xxxvili. An individual lament; the psalmist is affiicted by a grave dis
ease. The common belief that illness was a punishment for sin was an 
unexcelled opportunity to the psalmist's enemies, ever eager to slander, 
to speculate on the nature of his guilt. 

The psalm has an alphabetic structure (twenty-two verses) without the 
alphabetic acrostic. This may have been the reason for placing this 
lament after Ps xxxvii. The twenty-two-verse structure is a literary con
vention which characterizes laments (e.g., Lamentations). A well
ordered plan can be traced in the poem. Verses 2-11 describe the ill
ness; 12-17 detail the reaction of others; 18-19 summarize vss. 2-11; 
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20-21 summarize vss. 12-17, while the final two verses form a con
clusion. 

2. nor chastise me. On double-duty negative 'al, see NOTE on Ps ix 19, 
and contrast the doublet in Ps vi 2, where 'al appears in both members 
of the verse. 

3. your arrows. The Canaanite god of pestilence is named in UT, 
1001: 3, b'l l;z;: rsp, "Resheph the archer," while a fourth-century Phoeni
cian inscription calls him simply rsp ~. "Resheph of the arrow." This 
theme has been adopted by Hebrew poets to express the belief that ill
ness comes from Yahweh. The theme recurs in Deut xxxii 23-24; Job 
vi 4, xvi 12-13. 

your arm. On yad, "arm," see NOTE on Ps xxxvi 12. Here the most 
pertinent parallels are Deut xxxiii 27, muttal;zet [!] z•ro'ot 'olam, "One 
who lowers his arms is the Eternal," and Isa xxx 30, nal;zat z"ro'o, "the 
descent of his arm." 

4. no soundness. As the substantive m•tom is morphologically unusual, 
I am reading 'en-m (enclitic mem) tom, as proposed by Hummel in JBL 
76 ( 1957), 99. The sense remains the same. Jolion, GHB § 88j, de
scribes the two 'ayin-'ayin nouns m"tom and morek as anormales, but 
J. Croatto (unpublished, I believe) would eliminate the second of these, 
the hapax legomenon morek in Lev xxvi 36, by attaching the purported 
performative mem as enclitic to the preceding verb, w•hebe'tl-m rok. 
The substantive rok is attested in Deut xxviii 56 and conforms to a 
standard morphological pattern; see Bauer and Leander, Historische 
Grammatik der hebriiischen Sprache, § 61h', p. 455. 

8. loins are filled with inflammation. Cognate expressions are found 
in Ps cvii 20; Mic vi 14; Lam iv 20; UT, 75:n:39, bmtnm ysbn, "In 
his loins he is fever-racked." Cf. PNWSP, p. 28. 

9. I groan and moan. Reading sa'agtl-m (encl. mem) nahamti (MT 
minnahamat) libb'i, to achieve a better balance with the two verbs of the 
first colon. The presumed substantive n•hamah is a dis legomenon, 
whereas verbal forms of niiham, "to groan," are attested in Ezek xxiv 24 
and Prov v 11. For the spelling nahamti, without final -y, cf. Ps xvi 2, 
'amarti for 'amartl, and GK, § 44i. 

in my heart. libbi may be parsed either as an accusative of specifica
tion or an accusative of place. 

10. my sighing. Not "my longing" (RSV); see NoTE on Ps ix 13 
for this definition of ta'awaa. 

leaves your presence. The root of nistarah is probably siir, "to tum 
aside," and the conjugation is infixed -t-. See NOTE on Ps x 11, and 
Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 45, 54. For the parallelism of the roots ngd and 
siir, cf. Ps xviii 23, ki kol mispatayw l•negdi w•l;zuqqotayw lo' 'iislr 
mennl, "For all his judgments are before me, his laws I have never put 
aside." 
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11. My heart is fever-racked. The hapax legomenon s"barbar can 
satisfactorily be explained as a de-emphaticized form of !fbr, "to burn," 
which appears in UT, 52:44-45, '!fr tbrr liSt W!fbrrt lpbmm, 'The bird 
is roasting on the fire, is being broiled upon the coals." The root !fbr/sbr 
is evidently related to Song of Sol i 6, s•barboret, "black." For other 
instances of de-emphaticized roots, see GB, p. 533a, and compare Ugar. 
ql!f, "derision," with Heb. qeles. The theme of the fever-racked heart is 
found in Pss xxxix 4, cii 4-5; Ezek xv 4. 

Alas, even this. With Patton, CPBP, p. 37, understanding hem as the 
particle of exclamation treated at Ps ix 7-8. Contrast the psalmist's 
abatement of strength and dimming of his eyes with the condition of 
Moses at his death as described in Deut xxxiv 7, "His eye was not 
dimmed nor his forces abated." 

12. stand far off. For this sense of minneged, see Ps x 5. The 
sequence of the verbs ya'amodu and 'iim•du has been examined in 
light of Ugaritic practice by Moshe Held, in Studies and Essays in 
Honor of Abraham A. Neuman, pp. 281-90. 

13. pursue me. On dibber, "to pursue," see NOTE on Ps ii 5. The 
accusative pronominal suffix must be supplied from rii'iitl. Understood 
thus, the verse scans into four cola totaling ten stresses: 3 + 3 followed 
by 2+2. 

14. who does not hear. The balance with yiptab requires that 'eJma' 
also express third-person singular. The popular pronunciation of initial 
ya as e in Amorite opens up the possibility for a similar explanation of 
the several cases that have been noted in Hebrew. For the Amorite 
phenomenon, consult W. F. Albright in BASOR 99 (1945), 12, and 
bibliography cited there, and I. Gelb, Rendiconti Lincei 13 (1958), 157; 
for biblical examples, consult GK, p. 126, n. 1, and H. L. Ginsberg 
in Mordecai M. Kaplan Jubilee Volume, English Section (New York, 
1953), p. 257, who discusses such instances as Isa x 12, xiv 30. I am 
indebted to Charles Krahmalkov for the last reference. 

15. from whose mouth. The preposition b• of b•prn denotes "from," 
as often in Ugaritic-Hebrew. Cf. UT, 1 Aqht:75, bph rgm ly!fa, "The 
word had not gone out of his mouth." 

17. when my foot slips. In other words, when I fall into misfortune, 
as in the present illness. 

calumniate me. For giidal, "to weave, calumniate," see NoTE on Ps 
xii 4 and Biblica 45 (1964), 367. Within a religious structure where 
men believed that sickness and sin are causally related, the illness of 
the psalmist would grant his enemies an excellent occasion to spin tales 
about the heinous crime he must have committed. 

18. my iniquity. Namely, the sin causing the poet's illness. Reading 
(for MT 'ani) 'iini, from 'iiwen, "trouble, iniquity," followed by pronom-
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inal suffix. The balance with mak'obi, "my grief," is perfect. Note the 
sequence A+B+c 11 A.+u+6. 

at my side. In Ugaritic, some prepositional phrases are formed of 
l followed by the name of a part of the body: Iris and lz,r, both denoting 
"above, upon." To this pattern belongs l•~ela', literally, "at my rib." 
Its parallelism with negdf, "before me," supplies the lacking pronominal 
suffix on the basis of the double-duty suffix. Cf. NoTE on Ps iii 4. Cf. Job 
xv 23, yiida' ki niikon b•yiido yom l;zosek, "He knows that stationed at 
his side is the day of darkness," and xviii 12, y•hl rii'eb '{mo w•'ed 
niikon l·~al'o, "Let the Hungry One [cf. NOTE on Ps xxxiii 19] face 
him ['ono is derived from 'iiniih, "to meet," followed by accusative 
suffix], with Death stationed at his side." 

19. I hold my guilt before me. Explaining 'aggld as a denominative 
verb from neged, "front, face." This etymon is supported by the 
general tendency of Ugaritic-Hebrew to form denominative verbs 
from nouns signifying parts of the body. See NoTE on Ps xv 3. 

I am apprehensive. The pairing with yiire', "to fear," in Isa lvii 11 and 
J er xvii 8 suggests that the burden of dii' ag is foreboding for the future, 
not grief over a past offense. 

20. My mortal foes. It is possible to either vocalize with Hummel in 
JBL 76 (1957), 99, 'oy•be l;zayyay-m (with enclitic mem), or preferably, 
retain MT and analyze the phrase as another instance (at least a dozen 
have been identified) of a pronominal suffix intervening in a construct 
chain. See NOTE on Ps xviii 18. The balance with son•'ay siiqer, "my 
treacherous enemies," proves the second alternative to be preferable. 

21. slander me. A reprise of vs. 17, 'iiliiy higdflu. LXX correctly 
translated yiS{•nunl as endieball6n me, "they slandered me." The paral
lelism in Pss lxxi 13 and cix 4, 20, further shows this to be the sense of 
siifan, and of the cognate siifam in Gen xlix 23 (cf. LXX). 

when I seek their good. Literally "for my pursuing good," whose 
ambiguity is relieved by a comparison with Ps cix 4--5, "For my love 
they slander me ... And my assailants give evil for good and hatred 
for my love." Here "my love for them" is intended by "my love." 

23. to save me. Literally "to my salvation." The preposition l• before 
y•su'iitl is forthcoming from parallel l•'ezriiti, "to help me," on the 
principle of the double-duty preposition studied in NoTE on Ps xxxiii 7. 
Contrast Ps xxxv 23, where l precedes both misp•fi and rlbi. 
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(xxxix 1-14) 

I For the director; for Jeduthun. A psalm of David. 

2 I said, "I will heed my steps, 
lest I stumble over my tongue. 

I will keep a muzzle on my mouth, 
while the wicked man is full of glee before me." 

3 I was muzzled to total silence, [ 2] * 
I refrained from speaking, 

I was deeply stirred by anguish. 
4 My heart burned within me; [3] 

when I thought about it, a fire blazed. 
5 I spoke with my tongue, [4] 

"O Yahweh, teach me my destiny, 
and my span of days, what is it? 

That I may know how transitory I am." 
6 Look, you have made my days but a few handbreadths, [5] 

and my lifetime is nothing before you; 
Alas, every man is but vapor, 

every man a false image. Selah 
7 Alas, as a mere phantom does man go about; [6] 

alas, for nought is he in turmoil. 
He heaps up but does not know 

who will gather. 
B And now, what shall I exclaim, 0 Lord? [7] 

My hope is in you! 
9 From all my transgressions deliver me; [8] 

make me not the taunt of a knave. 
10 I was muzzled, opened not my mouth, [9] 

Oh that you would act! 
11 Remove your scourge from me, [10] 

by the club in your hand am I forspent. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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12 With reproofs for his guilt you chastise a man, 
and you consume his body like a moth; 

Alas, every man is but vapor. 
13 Hear my prayer, 0 Yahweh, 

and give ear to my cry, 0 El; 
Be not deaf to my tears, 

for I am a guest in your house, 
a client like all my ancestors. 

14 Tum your gaze from me, 
that I may be glad, 

Before I depart and am no more. 

NOTES 
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[11] 

Selah 
[12] 

xxxix. A lament in which the psalmist prays for healing from a 
serious sickness. When the poet was stricken, the skeptical, who doubted 
God's concern for justice and goodness, indulged in Schadenfreude. At 
first the psalmist refrains from complaining about the apparent injustice 
of God (vss. 2-3), but when no longer able to contain himself, he 
bursts into a frank expression of his feelings and asks for deliverance 
from his affliction ( 8-9). 

2. I will heed my steps. That d•riikay, "my steps," often emended 
to d•biiriiy, "my words" (latterly by Kraus, l'salmen, I, p. 299), is the 
mot juste emerges when tzato' is seen to carry a physical rather than a 
moral connotation. 

I stumble over my tongue. I.e., utter rash statements. This problematic 
translation depends, in large measure, upon the accuracy of the inter
pretation of Ps xv 3, 16' riigal 'al J•sono, "Who does not trip over 
his tongue." The imagery, somewhat bizarre from the modem point of 
view, has mythological antecedents in UT, 1003 :5-9, ISnm tlf:ik smm 
tsrp ym d.nbtm tnn lsbm, "The two (forked) tonglies licked the heavens, 
the two tails swished (?) the sea, (but) Tannin has indeed been muzzled." 
Humorous formulations are used in pedagogic psalms; see NOTE on 
Ps xv 3 and Hempel, IDB, Ill, p. 954a. 

For f:iiifii', "to stumble," note Prov xix 2, '14 b•raglayim hOte', "He who 
makes haste stumbles"; cf. Zorell, ZLH, p. 236a. It is possibly also in 
Exod v 16, 'abiidekii mukkim w•fziitii't 'ammekii, "Your servants are 
beaten and your people stumble." 

I will keep. With the recognition that Ps cxli 3, 'Somrah, and Job vii 12, 
miSmiir, very probably signify "muzzle" (see JBL 80 [1961), 270), pro-
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posals to emend 'esm•rah to 'iiiimiih, 'iiS!tiih, or 'ett•nah appear singu
larly ill-advised. In fact, the locution 'e'Sm•rah l•pi mabsom is virtually a 
cognate accusative construction which could defensibly be rendered, "I 
muzzled a muzzle on my mouth." ma~om, "muzzle," is found in a 
fourth-century B.c. Phoenician inscription studied by Benjamin Maisler 
in OLZ 11 (1936-37), 239 f. 

is full of glee. Relating the infinitive construct 'od to gdd, "be gleeful," 
in UT, 'nt:n:25-26, t§dd kbdh b~bq ymlu lbh bsmfJt, "Her liver is 
gleeful with laughter, her heart is filled with joy." Cf. Pss cx.lvi 9, 
cx.lvii 6; Job viii 21, xxxi 29; Biblica 38 (1957), 319f.; and P. Joi.ion in 
Melanges de l'Universite de St. Joseph 6 ( 1913), 175. This version 
sharpens the contrast between the afflicted believer and the smirking 
skeptic. 

3. I was muzzled. The mention of "muzzle" in vs. 2 suggests that 
ne'•lamfi is a denominative verb from 'elem, "muzzle, bridle," discussed 
in the NoTE on Ps xxxi 19. 

total silence. The ending of dumm'iyiih, an accusative of specification, 
may be the intensifying element yiih. Other instances of this emphatic 
afformative have been examined by Morris Jastrow in ZAW 16 (1896), 
1-7; his conclusions are supported indirectly by the frequent use of 
ii in Ugaritic as a superlative element; see UT, § 13.22. 

I refrained from speaking. Deriving mit!ob from nii!ab, a by-form of 
nii!ap, "to drop, drip," figuratively, "to discourse." Compare the brace 
niiSab and niiSap, "to blow." Numerous Ugaritic-Hebrew examples of 
non-phonemic interchange between b and p have been collected in 
Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 32 f. Especially relevant to the present discussion 
is Prov xv 2, /•son bakam'im tef'ib dii'at upi k•silim yabb1a' 'iwwelet, 
"The tongue of the wise drops knowledge, but the mouth of fools 
pours out folly." In Amos vii 16; Mic ii 6, etc., the hiphil of nii!ap 
takes no object, just as the qal infinitive construct here governs no 
accusative. See BDB, p. 643a. 

The frequently proposed emendation of mi!!ob to mibbatfe', "from 
rash speech," while neatly meeting the exigencies of context, becomes 
unnecessary. 

4. My heart burned. See NoTB on Ps xxxviii 11. 
when I thought about it. Namely, my miserable condition and the 

prosperous condition of the ungodly man. 
5. teach me •.. That I may know. Many MSS and commentators 

insert a waw before 'ed•'ah, but this is not necessary as the construction 
hod'i'eni ... 'ed•'iih is identical with that of UT, 127:37-38, rd lmlk 
amlk ldrktk atbnn, "Come down from your royal seat that I may 
reign, from your throne that I may sit thereon." In Ugaritic, one would 
vocalize rid . . . amluka; the latter is the subjunctive or volitive mode, 
which suggests that 'ed•'ah is also subjunctive or volitive rather than 
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cohortative. Cf. Brockelmann, Hebriiische Syntax, § 176c; W. L. 
Moran, "Early Canaanite yaqtula," Orientalia 29 (1960), 1-19. Cf. also 
Pss xxii 23, !xi 5, 

6. every man. Reading kol for MT kol; cf. Ugar. kl, "every man," 
in UT, 2 Aqht:VI:38, mt kl amt, "The death of every man will I die." 
Cf. Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 39 f., for other biblical examples of kol, 
"every man." 

a false image. Vocalizing nii!jiib for MT ni!j!fiib. For Palmyrene ~b', 
Nabatean n!fb, Punic n!fb, "statue, image," see Jean and Hoftijzer, 
Dictionnaire . .. , p. 184. In Museon 71 (1957), 130-32, G. Ryckmans 
examines the meaning of Sabean n!fb, which he concludes signifies "stela" 
rather than "image." The semantic nexus between "image" and "sem
blance" comes out in vs. 7, !felem, "statue, empty image, semblance" 
(the definitions are those of BDB, pp. 853f.). 

7. as a mere phantom. The b• of b•!felem is the emphatic preposition 
commented upon at Ps xxix 4. 

is he in turmoil. Reading the energic form yeh•mayannii for gram
matically difficult MT yeh•mayun. The Masoretic unfamiliarity with 
this mode may easily account for the mispointing. On the frequency of 
energic forms in Ugaritic and Hebrew, see NOTE on Ps viii 2. 

who will gather. The final mem of consonantal 'spm is enclitic, or 
'spm is a defectively written plural participle, 'os•pim. 

8. what shall I exclaim. Deriving qiwwlfi from qiiwiih, "to cry," 
discussed in NOTE on Ps xix 5 and recurring in Ps xi 2. To be sure, 
"What shall I hope for?" is defensible in view of parallel tol;altl, 
"my hope," but the sustained and anguished cry of vss. 9-14 is more 
fittingly introduced by the proposed version. 

10. Oh that you would act. Since 'iisitii is used absolutely with no 
suffix in sight to warrant an appeal to the principle of the double-duty 
suffix, the traditional version, "For it is thou who hast done it" (RSV), 
is grammatically vulnerable. More suitably, ki 'attah 'aslta analyzes into 
emphatic ki, the emphatic independent pronoun 'attiih, and the precative 
perfect 'iisitii. Cf. NoTE on Ps iii 8. Other texts employing a similar 
construction include Pss iii 8, !vi 9, and !xi 6. Among the texts which 
use 'iisiih absolutely, the most relevant to our purpose are Ps xxxvii 5, 
"Trust in him and he will act" (w•hu' ya'aseh), which equivalently 
collocates the same two ideas that are found in the present verse; Ps 
cix 21, "But you, 0 Yahweh, my Lord, act on my behalf" ('aseh 
'itti); and Isa xxxviii 15, mah 'adabber w•'omar (MT w•'amar) li w•hu' 
'iisiih, "What shall I speak and say to him that he might act?" 

11. the club in your hand. To judge from the substantives which 
elsewhere balance nega', "scourge," we should expect the hapax legome
non tigriih to signify something like sebef, "club," paired with nega' 
in Ps lxxxix 33. In Jer xviii 21 (cf. Ezek xxxv 5; Ps !xiii 11) haggirem 
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'al y•de f:iiireb, the most natural version seems to be, "Smite them with 
the edge of the sword." The attempts to relate the verbal form to 
nagar, "to flow," are somewhat forced. Cf. Ps lxxvii 3, yiidi layliih 
niggcrah w•IO' tiipug, "At night his hand [third-person singular suffix -y] 
strikes me without surcease." The possible Ugaritic cognates are much too 
ambiguous, because of the lack of vocalization, to inspire confidence. 
For example, UT, Krt: 110, wgr nn 'rm, "And smite the cities," and 
125:47-48, [m]rf:ih yibd byd wtg(I) rh bm ymn, "He took his spear in 
his left hand and his club in his right hand." 

12. his guilt. 'iiwon shares the suffix of parallel f:iamudo; cf. NoTE on 
Ps iii 4. 

his body. Where MT reads tzamudo, LXX has "his life." This ap
proximates the sense desiderated by the context, while a comparison 
with Job xx 20 makes greater precision possible: lo' yiida' siilew b•bi!n6 
baf:iamado lo' y•mallef, "He knows no rest in his bosom, in his body 
he finds no relief." The balance with beten points to the meaning of 
f:iamudo, while Job xix 20 and Ps cvii 20 illustrate the meaning of 
millet, "to find relief." The semantic relationship between "desire" and 
the "seat of desire" is reasonably clear. This colon, then, resumes the 
thought of vs. 11. 

13. 0 El. Reading the divine name 'el for MT preposition 'el, and 
attaching it to the second colon. This pointing reveals both vocative 
'el in balance with vocative yahweh, "O Yahweh," and the original 
form of the Tetragrammaton, yahweh 'el, here separated into its com
ponents that are placed in parallel cola. See NoTE on Ps x 12. Another 
example of Masoretic confusion between the divine name 'el and the 
preposition 'el may be seen in Deut xxxiii 28 where Freedman, IEJ 
13 ( 1963), 125-26, has shown that the correct reading is ya'aqob 'el, 
"Jacob-El," the original, unapocopated name of Jacob. For the Masoretic 
confusion (or alteration) of 'el and 'el in Job xii 1, consult Pope, Job 
(The Anchor Bible, vol. 15), p. 282. 

deaf to my tears. For adverbial accusative with (liira8, see Job xii 4. 
in your house. This nuance of 'im appears in Pss xxxvi 10, cxx 5; 

Job xxxi 5; and Prov xxiv 21. 
14. Turn your gaze. This verse is kindred to Job vii 19, x 20 f., 

xiv 6. 



PSALM 40 

(xl 1-18) 

For the director. A psalm of David. 

2 Constantly I called Yahweh, 
and he stooped to me and heard my cry. 

3 He drew me up from the pit of Destruction, [2]* 
from the miry bog. 

He set my feet upon a rock, 
making my legs secure. 

4 And put a new song into my mouth, [3] 
a hymn of praise to our God. 

Many will see and be awed, 
and so will trust in Yahweh. 

5 Happy the man who makes Yahweh his trust, [4] 
who turns not to pagan idols, 
or to fraudulent images. 

6 Great deeds have you achieved, 0 Yahweh, [5] 
my God, you have worked wondrous miracles. 

Your thoughts are of us-you have no peer; 
Were I to declare and tell them, 

they would be too numerous to number. 
7 In sacrifice and offering you were not interested, [6] 

so you made my ear receptive; 
Burnt offering and sin offering, 

you did not request. 
8 Then I promised, "Look, I come; [7] 

in the inscribed scroll 
it is written to my debit. 

9 To perform your will, 0 my God, is my concern, [8] 
and your law that is inside my heart." 

10 I announced the glad news of your deliverance, [9] 
in the great congregation; 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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Lo, I did not restrain my lips, 
Yahweh, you yourself know. 

11 Your generosity I did not conceal [lo] 
inside my heart; 

Your fidelity and your saving action 
I announced. 

I did not hide your kindness, 
nor your fidelity from the great congregation. 

12 You, 0 Yahweh, did not withhold your love from me; [11] 
your kindness and fidelity 
have always safeguarded me. 

13 Alas, evils have encompassed me, [ 12] 
till they are without number; 

My iniquities have overtaken me, 
and I am unable to escape. 

They are more numerous than the hairs of my head, 
and my heart fails me. 

14 Run, 0 Yahweh, to rescue me, [13] 
0 Yahweh, make haste to help me. 

15 Let all be humiliated and put to confusion [ 14] 
who seek to snatch away my life; 

Let them recoil in disgrace 
who desire my ruin. 

16 Let them be appalled over their shame, [15] 
who say to me, "Aha, aha!" 

17 May they rejoice and be glad in you, [16] 
all who seek you. 

May they who love your salvation ever say, 
"Great is Yahweh." 

18 Though I am afHicted and poor, [ 17] 
the Lord will think of me; 

You are my helper and my deliverer, 
0 my God, do not tarry. 
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NOTES 

xi. A composite psalm of two distinct parts. Verses 2-11 are a hymn 
of thanksgiving for healing from a mortal illness, while vss. 12-17, 
almost identical with Ps !xx, are a lament. Originally, the component 
parts were probably independent poems. 

2. Constantly I called. The synonymity with Siiw'iffi, "my cry," in 
the second colon, shows that Jacob Barth was correct in relating qawwoh 
qiwwlfi to qiiwiih II, "to call," discussed in NOTE on Ps xix 5. Yahweh 
does not hear a "waiting" (CCD, RSV), but he does hear a cry for 
help. 

3. the pit of Destruction. This is one of the thirty-odd appellatives 
of the nether world found in biblical poetry. As in the lament Ps xxx 4, 
the psalmist was on the verge of death, but Yahweh's miraculous interven
tion restored him to life. 

miry bog. That Sheol was believed to be a place of mud and filth 
appears from several ancient sources; see NOTE on Ps xlvi 3. According 
to the testimony of Philo Byblius, some ancient writers held that Mot 
"death," signified "mud," while others maintained that it meant "filth"; 
cf. Pope, in Worterbuch der Mythologie, p. 301. 

my legs. On this sense of 'asuriiy, cf. NOTES on Pss xvii 5, x.xxvii 
31. 

4. a new song. By restoring the stricken psalmist to health, God bas 
given him a new motive and a new theme for singing. 

5. pagan idols. The usual derivation of r•hiibim from riihab, "to be 
arrogant," is supported by analogous zedim, a term for pagan deities 
in Ps xix 14 deriving from zyd, "to act stormily, arrogantly." Hence 
the mythical sea monster Rahab is "the Arrogant One." Note too that 
LXX translates r•habim by matai6tetas which elsewhere reproduces 
Hebrew words for "idols, gods." 

or to fraudulent images. The force of the preposition 'el carries over 
from the first colon to the second; see GK, § 119hb. Cf. UT, 126: 
m:9-10, n'm lfztt b'n bm nr ksmn, "It was sweet to the wheat in the 
furrow, in the tilth to the emmer"; note that the l of 11,ztt also serves 
with parallel ksmn. Cf. NoTE on Ps xxxiii 7. 

The exact sense of siife kazab is difficult to determine, but the clearer 
parallelism in Ps ci 3 may point the way out of the impasse: lo' 'iisit 
I•neged 'enay d•bar b•liyyii'al 'a.foh seflm siine't'i lo' yidbaq bi, "I have 
never set before my eyes any worthless object; the making of images / 
Have I so detested it never clung to me." With the recognition of the tech
nical usage of siine'ti, as in Pss xxvi 5 and xxxi 6-7, where this verb is 
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used in the repudiation of idols, and with the appreciation that the "base 
thing" must be an idol since it is something held up to view, a strong case 
can be made for defining safe kazab as "fraudulent images," or "fraudu
lent idols or gods." The proposal is likewise valid in Hos v 2, w•safi4 tiih 
se{lm he'miqu, ''They are in the depths of slaughtering to images." The 
phrase satzatah seflm (or possibly ;satzot ha.f.fe!lm) yields to understanding 
with the knowledge that in Ezek xvi 21, xx.iii 39, and Isa !vii 5, 
siifzat describes the slaughter to false gods. 

6. have you achieved. Transposing 'attiih and yhwh and then vocalizing 
'at•tah, from 'ot, "to work wonders," a denominative verb from 'ot, 
"sign, wonder." This pointing thus provides the verb needed for the 
second colon to balance 'iisitii in the first. The same denominative verb 
occurs in Ps xliv 3, parallel to pii'altii. 

you have no peer. Literally "none compares to you"; cf. NoTE on 
Ps xvi 2. 

7. you were not interested. This nuance of fziipe~ comes to the fore 
in Ps Ii 18, 21; I Kings xiii 23; Hos vi 6; Job xxxiii 32; I Chron xxviii 
9. 

made my ear receptive. I.e., open to divine inspiration. Reading (for 
MT kiiritii) kiiratta, from karat, "to cut, circumcise." Contrast Exod 
vi 12, 'araJ s•piitiiyim, "of uncircumcised lips," and Jer vi 10, •areliih 
'oznam, "Their ears are uncircumcised," i.e., are unattentive. 

8. the inscribed scroll. The phrase m•gillat seper is of a piece with 
UT, 138:6-7, lfzt spr, "the tablet of the letter, Brieftafel.'' 

to my debit. The economic sense of 'aliiy, well illustrated by Ras 
Shamra commercial texts (UT, § 10.14), has been studied by the writer 
in connection with Job xiii 26, tiktob 'iilay m•rorot, "You write to my 
debit acts of violence," in BCCT, pp. 59 f. Cf. II Kings xxii 13. 

10. announced the glad news. Referring to his recovery from the 
mortal illness. D. J. McCarthy in Verbum Domini 42 (1964), 26-33, 
has traced the pre-Israelite history of the root b.fr. 

11. your saving action. In the present Sitz im Leben, t•su'at•ka 
doubtless refers to the poet's delivery from death. 

nor your fidelity. The stereotyped phrase fzasd•ka wa'0 mitt"kii should 
perhaps be broken up so that the pause comes after fzasd•ka: two 
parallel cola of two beats each thus emerge. Cf. NoTE on Ps xi 4. Job 
xxxi 13 also illustrates the same poetic device: 'im 'em'as miJpa( 'abdi 
I I wa'amaa b•ribiim 'immiidl, "If I despised the claim of my stave, 
I Or my slave girt, when they complained" (Pope, The Anchor Bible, 
vol. 15). Contrast RSV, "If I have rejected the cause of my manservant 
or my maidservant, when they brought a complaint against me." In 
both texts, MT fails to recognize the breakup of a stereotyped phrase. 

from the great congregation. With verbs of refusing, withholding, etc., 
l denotes "from,'' as in Ugaritic; for other instances, see Dahood, CBQ 
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16 (1954), 302. Unfamiliarity with this image led to the imprecise 
CCD version, "in the vast assembly." If this were meant, one would 
expect b•qahiil riib. Just as God did not withhold his love from the 
psalmist (vs. 12, mimmenni), so the psalmist did not conceal God's 
kindness toward him from the vast assembly. 

12. kindness and fidelity. Personified as two attendants who protect 
the psalmist against sundry dangers-in the present context, against the 
danger of wild animals; cf. the metaphor in following verse. The theme 
of the two guides or attendants has been remarked at Ps xxiii 6, but 
the most pertinent parallel here is Ps xxv 21, since it employs the same 
verb yi.r.r•runl, "Let integrity and uprightness safeguard me." 

13. have encompassed me. Balanced by "overtaken me," 'iip•pu de
scribes the action of dogs or wolves closing in on their quarry. Com
pare a similar metaphor in Ps xxii 13-17. 

unable to escape. Reading (for MT lir'ot, "to see") lid'ot, "to fly, 
escape." The same confusion between daleth and resh has been docu
mented in II Sam xxii 11, which reads wayyerii', while the doublet in 
Ps xviii 11 correctly reads wayyede', "and he flew"; similarly in Deut 
xiv 13, incorrect hr'h is correctly read hd'h in the doublet of Lev xi 14. 
See Dahood, Biblica 45 (1964), 401. 

my heart fails me. In the metaphor of the chase in Ps xxii 15 the 
heart is said to have become like wax. 

14. Run, 0 Yahweh. Pointing ru.riih for MT r•.reh, "be pleased." 
The energic imperative rU.riih creates a perfect parallel to energic 
imperative l:zusah of the second colon. In other words, we have an 
inclusio with the verse beginning and closing with energic imperatives. 
The desire to avoid a strong anthropomorphism may readily explain 
the MT pointing. The verb rU.r is predicated of God the warrior in 
Job xvi 14. 

15. recoil in disgrace. Hendiadys; literally "Let them turn back and 
be disgraced." 

16. Aha, aha. For the etymology of the interjection he'iil:z, see Norn 
on Ps xxxv 21. 

17. Great is Yahweh. This clause is interposed between the verb 
and the subject. A translation following the Hebrew word order would 
read, "Let them always say, 'Great is Yahweh,' who love your salva
tion." 

18. my helper. Paired with concrete m•pal•(i, abstract 'ezriitl acquires 
a concrete meaning on the strength of the poetic practice clarified by 
Ugaritic usage. Consult remarks in NOTE on Ps v 8. The doublet in Ps 
Ixx 6 reads 'ezrl, "my help," often emended to 'oz•rl, "my helper." 



PSALM 41 

(xli 1-14) 

For the director. A psalm of David. 

2 How blest the man prudent in speech, 
in time of danger may Yahweh deliver him. 

3 May Yahweh protect him, [ 2] * 
give him long life, 
bless him upon the earth, 

Do not put him into the maw of his Foe! 
4 May Yahweh support him [3] 

on his bed of illness; 
Sustain his confinement, 

overthrow the sickness itself! 
s And I said, "O Yahweh have pity on me, [4] 

heal me though I have sinned against you." 
6 My foes speak maliciously against me, [5] 

"When will he die and his name perish?" 
7 If one comes to visit, [6] 

he utters lies from his heart; 
He stores up malice for himself, 

goes outside and gossips. 
8 They whisper about me together; [7] 

all my enemies, 0 Most High, 
Plot evil against me. 

9 "Pour a lethal substance into him, [8] 
that he who lies ill may rise no more." 

10 Even my colleague in whom I trusted, [9] 
he who ate my bread 

Spun slanderous tales about me. 
11 But you, 0 Yahweh, have pity on me, [10] 

and raise me up 
That I may repay them. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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12 Then shall I know that you Jove me, 
if my Foe does not triumph over me. 

13 But I in my integrity-
grasp me 

And set me before you forever! 
14 Praised be Yahweh, the God of Israel, 

from eternity and to eternity. 
Amen and Amen. 

NOTES 

249 

[ ll] 

[12] 

xli. A prayer for healing from sickness which closes (vs. 13) with a 
prayer for eternal life with Yahweh. 

In Interpretation 18 (1964), 20-38, especially p. 29, Loren Fisher 
has made the plausible suggestion that this ancient psalm may relate 
to a time when the king was ill and his enemies tried to overthrow him. 
The basis for his proposal comes from the similar situation described 
in UT, 127:43-57, which relates the attempt of Prince Ya~~ib to 
dethrone his bedridden father King Keret (or Kirta). The language of 
the lament is very archaic (probably Davidic era) and difficult, so that 
the translation of several clauses is doubtful. 

2. prudent in speech. Since the customary version of maskll diil, 
"who considers the poor," does not harmonize with the contents of 
the poem, one is permitted to submit that diil is elliptical for Ps cxli 3, 
dal s•piitliy, "the door of my lips." Cf. Prov xvi 23, Zeb bliklim yaskll 
plhu, "The mind of a wise man renders his speech prudent." 

Having been the victim of a whispering campaign and slanderous 
attacks, the psalmist is disposed to commend the man who is circumspect 
in speech. 

3. give him long life. This too may be the connotation of the 
Canaanite salutation in UT, 76:n:20, bwt abt, "May you have a long 
life, 0 my sister!" 

bless him. Reading pie! y•'alser for MT pual y•'u'Ssar and supplying 
the accusative suffix from the preceding verb on the principle of the 
double-duty suffix treated at Ps iii 4. The three verbs of the blessing 
in vs. 3a semantically coincide with the three verbs that comprise the 
Canaanite blessing often found at the beginning of Ugaritic letters. 
For example, UT, 1019:2-4, ilm tgrk tslmk t'zzk, "May the gods 
protect you, keep you hale, strengthen you." 

into the maw. On nepes, "throat," see NoTE on Ps xxvii 12. Since 
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biblical poetry teems with mythical imagery, the present task of scholars 
is to recover these mythological allusions. The prominence in Canaanite 
poetry of the theme, "the maw of Mot," is the basis for assuming that 
the motif was not unknown to biblical bards. 

The prayer, "Do not put him into the maw of his Foe," is synonymous 
with Ps xvi 10, "Since you will not put me in Sheol, nor allow your 
devoted one to see the Pit," and is a request for the same gift that 
was accorded Enoch and Elijah, namely, the privilege of being assumed 
by God (see NoTE on Ps xlix 16) directly without experiencing 
death. The sentiment is taken up again in vs. 13, "Grasp me and set me 
before you forever!" 

of his Foe. I.e., Death. Plural 'oy•biiyw is here taken as the plural 
of excellence, since the psalmist's chief foe was Death. The same 
usage is found in Pss xviii 4 and xiii 10. 

4. his bed of illness. As Ginsberg, LK.K, p. 49, has remarked, 
'ere§ d•way equals UT, 127:35, 'rs mdw. 

Sustain his confinement. In other words, make his sickness bearable. 
Reading (for MT kol) kul from the root kwl, "to sustain, support," 
which, while usually employed in the pilpel conjugation, does appear as 
qal in Isa xi 12. Imperative kul is thus in balance with jussive yis'iidennu, 
"may he support him." 

overthrow. Parsing hiipaktii as precative perfect, in balance with 
the preceding jussive and imperative, a topic treated at Ps iii 8. Cf. 
UT, 127:v:20-21, [my] bilm ydy mr~ grsm zbln, "Which of the gods 
will cast out the sickness, exorcising the disease?" 

the sickness itself. Explaining the b• of b•fliili as the emphasizing 
particle investigated at Ps xxix 4. Cf. Isa i Sb, where lafl0 li, ''very 
sickness," preceded by the emphatic lamedh, parallels dawwiiy. The 
final waw of consonantal filyw in the present passage is transferred to 
the following word as the conjunction. 

5. And I said. The conjunction waw has been detached from the 
preceding word and joined to •ani. The poet begins both his prayer 
for healing and his prayer for eternal life in vs. 13 with the same 
formula, wa'ani. 

6. against me. Commentators have experienced difficulty in account
ing for Ii where 'iiliiy would have been expected. The same problem 
recurs in vs. 8, ya!iS"bU rii'iih Ii, "They plot evil against me." The 
hostile force of l• is mentioned in NoTE on Ps xvii 4. 

his name perish. In other words, when will his family vanish from 
the earth? In fact, sem, "name," does denote "offspring" in a number 
of texts; see O'Callaghan, VT 4 (1954), 164f. Cf. Job iv 20, mibb•li-m 
sem (MT mibb•li mesim) liine~ah yo'bedu, "They perish forever name
less" (Pope, The Anchor Bible, vol. 15). 
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7. he utters lies from his heart. Literally "His heart utters lies." Cf. 
Ps xix 15, hegyon libb"i, "the utterance of my heart." 

goes outside and gossips. Having left the patient, he goes to spread 
the slander abroad. Since the psalmist was sick, his supposed friends 
concluded that he must have committed some heinous crime and now 
begin to speculate on it. For dibber, "to gossip," see Pss Ivi 6, 11, !ix 13. 

8. They whisper. The root of yitlatzasu is attested in Ugaritic-Phoeni
cian ll;st, "whisper, incantation," and in an unpublished incantation text 
from Ras Sharnra in mll;S, "enchanter." See C. Virolleaud in GLECS 
10 (1964), 5-6. 

0 Most High. Vocalizing MT 'alay as 'eli, the divine appellative 
studied at Ps vii 9. It may here be noted that in his lament, King 
Hezekiah invokes the Exalted One (marom): Isa xxxviii 14, dallu 'enay 
lemarom (MT lammiirom), "My eyes have grown weak, 0 Exalted 
One." Cf. also Ps lvi 3. I am indebted to D. N. Freedman for the 
reading 'ell. 

against me. See NOTE on vs. 6. 
9. Pour. Reading either imperative y•:;oq or infinitive absolute ya:;oq 

serving the function of an imperative for MT yii:juq. Compare imperative 
y•:;oq, preserving the initial consonant, in Ezek xxiv 3, s•pot hassir 
sepot wegam y•:;oq bo miiyim, "Set the pot, set it on, and also pour water 
into it." Cf. UT, 55:9, dk a!zdh wy:;q baph, "Grind them together and 
pour them into his nostrils." 

a lethal substance. Literally "a substance of destruction." A synonym 
of d•bar be[iyya'al can be seen in Ps lxiv 4, dar•ku b4:;am dabiir mar, 
"They tipped their arrows with a poisonous substance." 

that he who. Parsing 'aser as a compound relative. The unique 
occurrence of Ugar. atr finds it in the role of a compound relative; 
UT, 2060:34-35, atr il bqt w stn ly, "Find out what is available and 
write to me." 

may rise no more. I.e., from his sickbed; see NoTE below on vs. 11. 
10. Even my colleague. In other words, even he who was in compact 

with me. For expression 'il s•lom"i, see NOTE on Ps vii 5 and W. F. 
Albright, BASOR 163 (1961), 52, n. 75. 

who ate my bread. Referring to part of the covenant rite. Cf. Gen 
xxvi 30, xxxi 54; Num xviii 17-19; and especially Ps lxix 23, "May 
their table before them be a trap and even their colleagues a snare" 
(Exod xxiv 12). 

Spun slanderous tales. Literally "spun slander." On gadal, "to weave, 
spin," cf. NOTE on Ps xii 4 and Biblica 45 (1964), 397. Compare the 
cognate imagery in Ps 1 19, ul•son•ka ta:;mid mirmah, "And with your 
tongue you weave deceit." 

That the stem 'qb denotes "to malign, traduce, slander" ensues from 
these texts: Jer ix 3, ki kol 'atz 'iiqob ya'qob w•kol rea' riik"il yahaJOk, 
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"For every brother constantly maligns, and every fellow man is a 
traducer" (the balance with riikll leaves little doubt as to the force of 
'iiqab )-what should be borne in mind is the consideration that Jer ix 
1-4 is a catalogue of the sins of speech; and Ps lxxxix 52, 'a:fer fler•pu 
'aqiibOt (MT 'iqq•bOt) m•sifleka, "Who insultingly malign your anointed 
one"-the phrase fler•pu 'aqiibOt, literally "they insult by slanderous re
marks,"-is an example of hendiadys. 

In a highly ironic passage in UT, 3 Aqht:rev: 19, the god El assures 
the goddess Anath that dt ydt m'qbk, "He who maligns you will surely 
be crushed underfoot." The irony of El's words becomes apparent in 
light of UT, 2 Aqht:VI:51, where Anath is said to have slandered Aqhat 
the hero, t/Sn aqht gzr. The pun in the words dt ydt m'qbk has been 
brought out by Gaster, Thespis, 1950, p. 452. One may proceed further 
and propose that the root of 'iiqab, "to malign," is 'iiqeb, "heel," just 
as riigal and riggel, "to slander," stem from regel, "foot." Such an 
etymology agrees with the distinct tendency of Ugaritic and Hebrew 
to coin denominative verbs from names of parts of the body; cf. 
NoTE on Ps xv 3. Here then is a further criterion for assessing the 
linguistic position of Ugaritic. 

For a similar semantic relationship between "heel" and "slander," cf. 
Ar. 'aqqaba, "to criticize sharply, tear to pieces," from 'aqib, "heel," 
and consult A. Guillaume, JSS 9 (1964), 285. 

11. raise me up. Indicating from my sickbed (cf. NoTE on vs. 9) as 
well as from the brink of Sheol (cf. NOTE on Ps xxx 2). 

That I may repay them. For subjunctive 'afoll•miih, cf. NoTE on 
Ps xxxix 5. 

12. Then. This sense of b•zo't, a dis legomenon, was noticed at 
Ps x.xvii 3, where the usual version "by this" does not fit. 

my Foe. On singular 'oy•bl as a name for personified Death, cf. 
NoTE on Ps xxxi 9. 

13. in my integrity. Or, "because of my integrity." Compare Karatepe, 
1: 12-13, b~dqy wbflkmty, "because of my justice and because of my 
wisdom." 

grasp me. Parsing tiimaktii as precative perfect in balance with vs. 11 
imperative flonnenl; cf. NoTE on Ps iii 8. By the use of the precative 
perfect the poet seems to hark back to the precative perfect hiipaktii 
in vs. 4. 

The psalmist not only prays for recuperation from illness but boldly 
requests the privilege of being assumed by God and placed in his 
presence for eternity. Thus tiimak is a synonym of liiqal;i, the technical 
term for "assume" discussed in the second NoTE on Ps xlix 16. 

set me before you. Implying so that I might enjoy the beatific vision; 
consult NOTES on Pss xvi 11, xvii 15, x.xi 5, 7, xxvii 4, xxxvi 10, 
xlix 16. This petition resumes the thought of vs. 3, "Do not put him into 
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the throat of his Foe": instead of putting me into Sheol after death, 
directly take me to yourself that I might encounter you face to face 
for all eternity. 

14. Praised be Yahweh. A doxology closing the first of the five books 
into which the Psalter was divided (see Introduction, The Structure 
of the Psalter). Cf. Pss Ixxii 18-19, lxxxix 53, cvi 48. It did not form 
part of the original poem. 



PSALM 42 

(xlii 1-12) 

For the director. A maskil of the sons of Korah. 

2 As a hind cries aloud for running streams, 
so my soul cries aloud for you, 0 God. 

3 My soul thirsts for God, [2] * 
for the living God. 

When shall I begin 
to drink in deeply the presence of God? 

4 My tears have been my food [3] 
day and night, 

When it was being said to me 
all day long, 

"Where is your God?" 
S These things I shall remember, [4] 

and shall pour out my soul before him 
When I cross the barrier, 

and prostrate myself near the temple of God, 
Amid loud shouts of thanksgiving, 

amid a festal throng. 
6 Why are you so sad, 0 my soul? [5] 

And why do you sigh before me? 
Wait for God, for I shall still praise him, 

my Savior, my Presence, and my God. 
7 My soul before me is very sad [6] 

because I remember you, 
From the land of descent and of nets, 

from the mountains at the rim; 
8 Where deep calls to deep, [ 7] 

at the peal of your thunderbolts; 
And all your breakers and your billows 

pass over me. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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9 By day Yahweh had sent his grace [8] 
and his vision to me at night. 

10 My prayer to my living God: [9] 
I shall say: "O El, my Rock, 

why have you forgotten me? 
why must I go in gloom 
because of harassment by the Foe, 
because of the Assassin within my bones?'' 

11 My adversaries taunt me [10] 
saying to me all day long, 

"Where is your God?" 
12 Why are you so sad, 0 my soul? [ 11] 

And why do you sigh before me? 
Wait for God, for I shall still praise him, 

my Savior, my Presence, and my God. 

NOTES 

xiii. Psalms xlii-xliii form a single lyric consisting of three stanzas, 
each of which is followed by a refrain (xiii 5, 11, xliii 5). Ps xiii may 
fairly be described as the biblical version of ''lbe Dark Night of the 
Soul." The psalmist, who had enjoyed God'!! consoling grace, finds him
self in a state of extreme desolation because God has withdrawn his 
spiritual favors. He compares his wretchedness to the cheerless existence 
of Sheol. 

2. As a hind. Reading (for MT k•'ayyal ta'arog, which is gram
matically discordant) k•'ayyelet 'iirog, and with Huesman in Biblica 31 
(1956), 290, parsing 'iirog as infinitive absolute functioning as a finite 
verb, as in Pss xvii 5, xxxv 16, xlix 4. This analysis is preferable to the 
supposition that a t was lost through haplography, as proposed by H. L. 
Ginsberg in BA 8 (1945), 56. Consult further Sola-Sole, L'infinitif 
semitique, § 5Sbis, pp. 95 f. 

For the sequence k ... kn, cf. UT, 49:n:28-30, klb arb l'glh klb 
tat limrh km lb 'nt atr b'l, "Like the heart of a wild cow for her calf, 
like the heart of ewe for her lamb, so was the heart of Anath toward 
Baal." 

Biblical 'ayyelet, "hind," appears as Ugar. aylt. 
cries aloud. A. B. Ehrlich, Die Psalmen (Berlin, 1905), p. 95, has 

shown, in view of Joel i 20, that 'iirag is related to Ar. 'ajja, "to cry 
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aloud." This proposal was adopted by J. A. Bewer, in A Critical and 
Exegetical Commentary on Obadiah (ICC; Edinburgh, 1912), p. 92, and 
The Prophets in the King James Version with Introduction and Critical 
Notes (New York, 1949), p. 603, who corroborated the proposal by 
remarking the synonymy of Joel i 20, ta'•rog 'e/ekii, and i 19, 'elekii 
yhwh 'eqrii'. 

The motif of an animal crying appears in a fragment mentioned by 
Virolleaud in GLECS 8 (1960), 90: arl; td rgm b{:r, "The wild cow 
throws her voice from the mountain." Numerous scholars have noted 
the similarity of the biblical simile with UT, 67:1:16--17, hm brky tkSd 
rumm 'n kd.d aylt, "Lo, the wild oxen make for the pools, the hinds 
make for the spring." 

for you, 0 God. In Pss xlii-lxxxiii, the divine name '•Whim occurs 
some 210 times, yhwh only 45 times. In the rest of the Psalter, however, 
the Tetragrammaton appears some 584 times, '•lohim but 94 times. The 
striking contrast between the frequencies of yhwh and '•Whim in Pss 
xlii-lxxxiii in comparison with the rest of the Psalter has been con
sidered the result of a "late" revision of the text. For instance, CCD, 
III, p. 155, states, "In the Second Book of the Psalms the proper name 
of God, Yahweh, 'The Lord', was changed in almost all places by 
some early scribe to read Elohim, 'God'." Why some early scribe 
undertook to do this has never been satisfactorily explained. R. Boling, 
'"Synonymous' Parallelism in the Psalms," JSS 5 (1960), 221-55, es
pecially pp. 253-55, has challenged the prevailing opinion by arguing 
that the frequencies of yahweh and '•lohlm in the Yahwistic and the 
Elohistic psalms represent opposing stylistic preferences. 

3. the living God. Some would read 'el bayyay, on the strength of 
vs. 9, 'el bayyay, but this emendation overlooks the allusive power of 
bay which, associated with ~iim•'iih, "thirsts," is doubtless meant to evoke 
the image of mayim bayylm, "living waters," predicated of God in Jer 
ii 13 and elsewhere. 

When shall I begin. In the phrase 'iibO' w•'erii'iih, 'iibo' serves as an 
inchoative verb, a topic briefly treated in first NoTE on Ps xxii 32. 

to drink in deeply. In a context that describes the thirst of a hind 
for running waters, and the thirst of a soul for living waters, the verb 
'erii'iih (MT 'erii'eh) is more meaningfully derived from yiirii' or yiire', 
"to be fat, to drink deeply," examined in connection with Ps xxxiv 9, 
"Taste and drink deeply, for Yahweh is sweet," than from rii'iih, "to 
see." 

4. tears have been my food. Cf. Ps lxxx 6; Lam iii 15; and particu
larly Jer viii 14c, "For Yahweh our God has made us weep and has 
given us tears to drink, because we have sinned against Yahweh." For 
details of this version, cf. Dahood in Biblica 45 (1964), 402, and for 
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Canaanite analogy, UT, 62: 10, tst kyn udm't, "She drinks tears like 
wine." 

day and night. The unit-phrase yomiim wiiliiyliih recurs in vs. 9 where, 
however, it is broken up and the components placed in the parallel cola. 

5. shall pour out my soul before him. Explaining the suffix of 
'e'Sp"kiih 'iilay as third-person masculine singular as in Phoen. 'ly, "upon 
it"; cf. NOTE on Ps ii 6. For the thought, cf. Ps !xii 9, sip•ku l•piiniiyw 
l•bab•kem, "Pour out your heart before him"; Job x 1, 'e'ezrbah 
'iilay fi/:il, "I shall set my complaint before him" (cf. LXX); and Ps cii 1. 
For 'al, "before, in presence of," see Suarez in Verbum Domini 42 

(1964), 71-80. 
the barrier. Perhaps the barrier separating the temple enclosure from 

the court of the Gentiles. Deriving siik from siikak, "to screen, cover"; 
it is related to suk, "to hedge, fence in," and to Lam ii 6, sukko, 
probably denoting "fence." See Tsevat, A Study of the Language of 
the Biblical Psalms, p. 83. 

prostrate myself. The root underlying difficult 'eddaddem is taken to 
be ndd, "to bow down," followed by enclitic mem. The root probably 
occurs in UT, 76:u:17-18, lpnnh ydd wyqm lp'nh ykr' wyql; the ap
parent parallelism with ykr', "he bows down," points to the meaning of 
ydd. In UT, 51:111:11-12, ydd seems to balance yqdd, "he prostrates 
himself." Other biblical instances of ndd may be present in Ps !xviii 13; 
Isa xxxviii 15. Cf. Ps cxxxviii 2, "I prostrate myself near your holy 
temple." 

near the temple. For this sense of 'ad, consult H. L. Ginsberg, 
BASOR 124 (1951), 29f., and S. Speir, BASOR 126 (1952), 27, who 
pointed out that in the last century S. D. Luzzatto recognized this 
value of 'ad in Gen xiii 12b, xxxviii lb, and Judg iv llb. 

loud shouts of thanksgiving. Literally "loud shouts and thanksgiving," 
a cast: of hendiadys. 

amid a festal throng. The principle of the double-duty preposition, 
considered at Ps xxxiii 7, permits hiim6n J:iogeg to share the preposition 
of b•qol rinnah w•todah. 

6. before me. For 'al, "before," see first NOTE above on vs. 5. From 
this translation the literary genus known as "the dialogue of a man 
with his soul" more clearly comes to light. See Pss lxii 2, ciii 1, cxvi 7, 
cxlii 4, cxliii 4. 

my Savior. A plurale majestatis, y•su'ot is most simply understood as 
a divine name, as in Ps xxviii 8. There may be an analogy in Prov ix 10, 
t•J:iillat J:iokmiih yir'at yhwh w•da'at q•dosim binah, "The beginning of 
wisdom is to hold the Lord in awe, / And knowledge of the Holy One 
is understanding." A number of modem versions, following LXX hagion, 
take q•doslm as a plural of majesty with a singular meaning. The most 
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recent discussion may be found in A. Barucq, Le Livre des Proverbes 
(Paris, 1964), p. 98. 

The suffixes of the ensuing divine appellatives supply that of y•su'ot, 
"my Savior," according to the practice cited in NoTE on Ps iii 4. Cf. 
also Ps xli 3, where the first two verbs have suffixes whereas the third 
of the series is without one. 

my Presence. Reading po.nay for MT piiniiyw and attaching the final 
waw to next word as the conjunction; this reading is imposed by vs. 12 
and Ps xliii 5, y•su'ot piinay wi!'lohay. This looks like proof positive 
that some biblical texts were written without word dividers and that 
word division posed a not insignificant problem. For pO.nlm, "Presence," 
see NOTE on Ps xxiv 6. 

7. before me. See NOTES on vss. 5 and 6 on 'O.lay, "before me." 
because I remember. 'al ken, "because," as in Ps xlv 3, introduces 

the reason for the poet's despondency. 
the land of descent. A poetic name for the nether world. In his 

desolate state, the psalmist imagines himself in the depths of Sheol at 
the farthest possible remove from God. Similar imagery is found in 
Ps !xi 3. Compare the phrase 'ere:f yardi!n with UT, 51:vm:8-9, tspr 
byrdm ar:j, "Be numbered among those who go down into the nether 
world." The mention of t•hom, "deep, abyss," in the next verse con
firms the substantial correctness of this interpretation, namely, that the 
poet pictures himself in Sheol. A similar motif occurs in Jon ii 3, 
mibbe{en s•'ol siwwa'ti, "From the bosom of Sheol I cried out." Cf. 
further Pss xviii 5-7, !xix 2-3, lxxxviii 5-7. 

D. N. Freedman finds a connection between the geographical name 
Jordan and the noun here postulated as the name of the nether world. 
After all, the Jordan makes a precipitous descent to the lowest point in 
the world, a region that must have provided some of the imagery as
sociated with the nether regions. 

and of nets. Explaining fzermonlm as a by-form of fzi!rem, "net." The 
morphological relationship between firm and fzrmn is that which sub
sists between, say, Heb. mfzsr, "lack," and Ugar. mbsrn; Heb. b:jqln 
(II Kings iv 42), and Ugar. b:jql; Ugar. drb, "goad," and Heb. drbn 
(Eccles xii 11). 

The motif of Sheol as a place of snares and nets appears in Ps 
xviii 6 and Job v 5. 

mountains at the rim. Reading plural (or dual) hari!-m :j'r for MT har 
mi:j'ar, and explaining fr as metathetic for ':fr, which occurs in UT, 
51:VIII:4-8, 'm t/m g:jr ar:j Sa gr '[ ydm bib l?,r rfltm Wrd btbpt[ ar:j, 
"Toward the two mounds at the edge of the nether world. Lift the 
mountain upon your hands, the wooded hill upon your palms and go 
down to the infirmary of the nether world." Cf. Jon ii 7, l•qi:jbi! ho.rim 
yo.radii hii'are~, "At the edges of the mountains I descended into the 
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nether world." It should be remarked, however, that not all Ugaritic 
specialists agree in their definition of gljr; some relate it to Ar. ga(l.ira, 
"thriving" (Ginsberg, Gordon), while others connect it with Ar. ga(l.ura, 
Heb. 'ii.far, "to retain, enclose" (Albright, Aistleitner, Gaster, Driver). 

8. deep calls to deep. In other words, even the subterranean waters 
reverberate to the lightning bolts of Yahweh. Cf. Ps lxxvii 19. Patton, 
CPBP, p. 46, has remarked that the phrase rchOm 'el tchom recalls 
the duality expressed by the Ugaritic form thmtm, "the two deeps." 

your thunderbolts. This sense of ljinnor has been clarified by E. L. 
Sukenik in JPOS 8 (1928), 126. It is the trident with which God strikes 
the sea and creates its breakers. Ugar. ljnr evidently denotes "pipe, 
shaft." Verses 7b, Sa, and Sb form a strophe in 3+2 meter. 

9. By day ... at night. The pairing of adverbial yomiim with the 
prepositional phrase ballayliih is analogous to the Ugaritic practice of 
balancing a preposition in one parallel member by -m in the other: 
Krt: 159-61, lqJ:i imr db/:i bydh Ila klatnm, "He took a lamb of sacrifice 
in his left hand, a kid in both hands"; cf. l?,r 11 tkmm (Krt: 166-67), 
krpnm II bks (51:m:43-44), UT, § 11.6. Cf. also Ps cxxi 6. 

The breakup of the stereotyped phrase yomiim wiiliiyliih (vs. 4) does 
not mean that the psalmist enjoyed God's grace only by day and his 
visions only at night; it is merely the poetic way of saying that he 
constantly received the gracious visitations of Yahweh. Now that these 
visitations have ceased, the psalmist is extremely desolate and compares 
his spiritual depression to that experienced by the denizens of Sheol. 

had sent. In several texts !fiwwiih, "to command," denolt:s "to send," 
just as SiilaJ:i, "to send," frequently denotes "to command, commission"; 
cf. Bogaert, Biblica 45 ( 1964), 227, concerning Phoen. slJ:i, "to com
mission," and Zorell, ZLH, pp. 847 f., for biblical examples. There is a 
good instance in Ps xci 11 of ljiwwiih, "to send." La Bible de la Pleiade, 

II, p. 985, accurately renders the present passage, "lahve mandait sa 
grace durant le jour." 

his vision. T. H. Gaster in JBL 73 (1954), 237f., has correctly 
identified consonantal syrh with Ugar. d.rt, "vision," parallel to J:ilm, 
"dream." Hence the collocation of "vision" and "night" in the biblical 
passage tallies with the Ugaritic balance of "vision" and "dream," which 
presumably took place at night. 

The suffix of J:ia.sdo serves to limit consonantal fyrh, "his vision," 
precisely as in Ps lxxvii 9, he'iipes liine!fal:i J:ia.sdo giimar 'omer l•dor 
wiidor, "Has his grace ceased for eternity, his vision [cf. NoTE on Ps 
xxix 9] come to an end for all generations?" 

to me. In Ugaritic the more common meaning of 'm is "to, toward"; 
see UT, § 10.14, and Aistleitner, WuS, No. 2041, p. 233. Cf. UT, 138:8, 
spr d likt 'm lryl, "The letter that you sent to JRYL." 
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10. 0 El. Parsing l•'el as lamedh vocativum (cf. NoTE on Ps iii 9) 
and the personal name of the divinity rather than generic "God." 

my Rock. There is added relevance in this epithet in that Sheol was 
considered a vast quagmire with no firm footing (Ps lxix 3). Similar 
imagery is used in Ps lxi 3, "From the edge of the nether world I 
called to you when my courage failed. Onto a lofty rock you led me 
from it." 

forgotten me. As appears from Pss vi 6, lxxxviii 6, one of the most 
poignant sorrows of consignment to Sheol was to be forgotten by 
God. Though the psalmist is not physically in Sheol, his desolation is 
no less acute. 

the Foe. Death is signified; cf. Norn on Ps xxxi 9 for 'oyeb, an 
epithet of Death. 

the Assassin within my bones. b•re~al) b•'~m6tay is puzzling, but 
when the Foe is identified, it becomes likely that re~al), "murder," may 
be another designation of the archenemy of the psalmist. That Death 
was thought to reside in the body of a sick person may be gathered 
from UT, 127: 13-14, mt dm bt s'tqt dm Ian, "Death on the one hand 
is shattered, Shataqat Diterally "she who makes depart"] on the other is 
victorious." 

12. my Savior. Cf. Norn on vs. 6. 



PSALM 43 

(xliii 1-5) 

Defend me, 0 God, and plead my easel 
From an ungodly nation, 

from deceitful and impious men deliver mel 
2 For you are my Fortress-God, 

why have you rejected me? 
Why must I go in gloom 

because of harassment by the Foe? 
3 Send forth your light and your truth; 

behold, let them lead me; 
Let them bring me to your holy mountain 

and to your dwelling. 
4 I would come to the altar of God, 

to El, the joy of my life; 
And I would praise you with the lyre, 

0 God, my God! 
5 Why are you so sad, 0 my soul? 

And why do you sigh before me? 
Wait for God, for I shall still praise him, 

my Savior, my Presence, and my God. 

NOTES 

xliii. This untitled psalm is the continuation of Ps xiii. It closes with 
the refrain that appears in xiii 6 and 12. 

1. deliver me. Imperatives fop{eni and ribah followed by jussive 
t•pall•teni are a type of sequence well documented in Ugaritic poetry, 
as noted at Ps x 15. Friedrich, PPG, § 42*, p. 162, commenting upon 
Yaudian (a Phoenician dialect) plf, "to rescue, deliver," observes that 
the verb in Hebrew is limited to poetry and further queries whether the 
usage is not to be termed an Aramaismus. The negative reply was 
given three decades ago with the publication of UT, 3 Aqht:rev: 13, 
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wyplfk bn[dnil]. Since the Aqhat Legend dates to the early second 
millennium in its composition, one would hardly be disposed to speak 
of pit as an Aramaism. The root also occurs in the U garitic personal 
name yplfn of the fourteenth century B.c. 

2. my Fortress-God. Literally "the God of my fortress." 
the Foe. Cf. NoTE on Ps xiii 10. 
3. Send forth your light. Indicating what is so desperately needed in 

the poet's spiritual darkness. 
your light and your truth. An adaptation of the ancient Near Eastern 

belief that the gods were accompanied by two attendant deities; see 
NOTE on Ps xxiii 6. Of especial relevance for the present passage is 
UT, 51:rv:16-17, qds yubd sb'r amrr kkbkb lpnm, "Qudshu begins to 
shine, Amrur is like a star in front." To be sure, qdS wamrr refers to 
a single deity (see Ginsberg, BASOR 95 [1944], 25), but his double
barreled name would readily lend itself for adaptation into 'or, "light," 
and '•met, "truth." The essential point of the comparison I wish to make 
here, however, is that qds wamrr guides the goddess Asherah to the 
abode of El where the two deeps erupt, while divine light and truth are 
sought to lead the psalmist to the holy mountain where God resides. 

behold. See Note on Ps xxiii 4 for discussion of hemmah, "behold." 
let them lead me. The verb yanflunl from niifliih shows that Ps 

xxiii 4, ynbmny, likewise predicated of two guides, is to be analyzed into 
the verb niifliih, followed by an "internal" enclitic mem and then by the 
pronominal suffix. 

bring me. The kethib of the Oriental Mss. reads qal y•bo'unl where 
MT has hiphil y•bl'enl. The qal form, here being more difficult, may 
be correct since this form of bw' does mean "to bring" in Pss lxv 3, 
cxxxii 7, cxlili 2; Deut xxxii 17; Isa xxxv 4, Ix 5; Amos v 10; Prov 
xviii 6. 

your dwelling. Though plural in form, misk•n0tekii is singular in 
meaning, like Ugar. m"Sknt; see UT,§ 13.17. Cf. Pss lxxxiv 2, cxxxii 5, 7; 
Job xviii 21, xxxix 6. This similarity of usage might be considered when 
the question of the linguistic classification of U garitic is explored 
further. 

4. I would come. Explaining 'iibO'iih as subjunctive; cf. NoTE on 
Ps xxxix 5. 

El, the joy of my life. Deriving gll, "life," from gll, "to live," studied 
at Ps ii 11. LXX reads "the joy of my youth," which is equally possible 
since gil, used in Dan i 10 in a context dealing with young men, more 
specifically refers to a period of life. 

The phrase 'el simflat compares with UT, 49:m:14, Jmb lfpn il dpid, 
"The benign and kindly El rejoiced." 

5. before me. Consult NOTE on Ps xiii 6. 
my Savior. See annotation to Ps xiii 6. 



PSALM 44 

(xliv 1-27) 

For the director. A maskil of the sons of Korah. 

2 0 God, with our own ears we have heard, 
our fathers have told us; 

The deeds you performed in their days, 
in days of old your hand worked wonders. 

3 Nations you dispossessed, [2]* 
but you planted them; 

Peoples you dispersed, 
but you made them send forth shoots. 

4 For not by their sword did they seize the land, [3] 
nor did their arm bring them victory. 

But it was your right hand and your arm, 
and the light of your face, 
since you loved them. 

5 You are my King, my God, [4] 
my Commander, the Savior of Jacob. 

6 Through you we butted our adversaries, [5] 
through your name we trampled our assailants. 

7 For not in my bow did I trust, [6] 
nor did my sword bring me victory. 

8 But you gave us victory over our adversaries, [7] 
and put to shame our enemies. 

9 In God we have continually boasted, [8] 
and your name we will praise forever. Selah 

10 But you rejected and humiliated us, [9] 
and no longer went forth with our armies. 

11 You made us retreat before our adversary, [10] 
and our enemies pillaged us. 

12 You made us a flock to be devoured, [11] 
and scattered us among the nations. 

*Verse numbers in RSV. 
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13 You sold your people for a trifle, [12] 
and did not consider them of much value. 

14 You made us the taunt of our neighbors, [13] 
the derision and scorn of those about us. 

15 You made us a byword among the nations, [ 14] 
a laughingstock among the peoples. 

16 My disgrace is continually in front of me, [15] 
and my shamefacedness is exposed before me, 

17 Because of the voice of the taunter and the reviler, [16] 
because of the foe and the avenger. 

18 Every indignity has come upon us, [17] 
but we have not forgotten you, 
or been disloyal to your covenant. 

19 Our heart has not turned back, [18] 
nor our feet strayed from your path. 

20 Though you crushed us with festering of the loins, [ 19] 
and covered us with total darkness. 

21 If we had forgotten the name of our God, [20] 
or stretched out our palms to an alien god; 

22 Would not God discover this, [21] 
since he knows the dark comers of the heart? 

23 No, because of you we are slain [22] 
the whole day long, 
accounted as sheep for the slaughter. 

24 Arise! Why do you sleep, 0 Lord? [23] 
Awake! Be not angry forever! 

25 Why did you tum away your face, [24] 
and forget our affliction and oppression? 

26 For our neck is bowed down to the dust, [25] 
our belly cleaves to the ground. 

27 Rise up, help us! [26] 
Ransom us as befits your kindness. 
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NOTES 

xliv. A national lament. The community prays for deliverance from 
her enemies who have inflicted a shattering defeat upon her. The lack of 
clear historical allusions precludes an approximate dating of the composi
tion. 

2. The deeds you performed. Paul Humbert in ZAW 65 (1953), 
35--44, has shown that the verb pii'al (here po'al pii'altii)-the normal 
verb "to do, make" in Phoenician and Ugaritic, which, however, uses 
the dialectal form b'l though a recently published personal name yp'l 
conforms to the Phoenician pattern-is essentially a poetic verb in He
brew. The heaviest concentration of derivatives from this root is in 
Psalms, followed by the Wisdom Literature. As Tsevat, A Study of the 
Language of the Biblical Psalms, p. 144, n. 456, has remarked, the 
verb pii'al and its substantives have probably been assimilated by the 
Hebrew language from Canaanite dialects. 

your hand worked wonders. Reading 'iitiih yiidekii for MT 'attiih 
yad•kii; for the verb 'iitiih, see NoTE on Ps xl 6. 

3. Nations you dispossessed. hOraJtii is an example of hiphil priva
tive; see Bergstrasser, Hebriiische Grammatik, II Teil, Verbum, § 19g, 
p. 104, and NOTE on Ps xxv 17. Cf. UT, Krt:24-25, wbtmhn sp/.z 
yitbd wbpbyrh yrt, "And in its entirety a posterity perished, and in its 
totality dispossessed." 

you planted them. Cf. Ps lxxx 9-12; Jer i IO, xlv 4. The antecedent 
of "them" is vs. 2, '«botenu, "our fathers." 

Peoples you dispersed. Vocalizing tiiro«' for MT tiira', and deriving 
the verb from r", "to smash." The semantic kinship between "smash" 
and "scatter" comes out in niip~. "to shatter, disperse." Zorell, ZLH, 
p. 525a, appears to be correct in assuming but one root, as against 
BDB, pp. 658 f., who distinguish between niip~. "to shatter," and nap~. 
"to disperse." There may have been, however, some interchange between 
the roots r" and r'w/y, both denoting "to scatter," if one may judge 
from Isa xxiv 19 and Eccles i 14, r"ut ru«l.z, "dissipation of the spirit." 

made them send forth shoots. The consistency of the metaphor is 
maintained when t•'SaJlel.zem is parsed as a piel denominative verb from 
selal.z, "sprout, shoot," as in Ps lxxx 12; Jer xvii 8; and Ezek xvii 6c. 
A fine analogy is proffered by siital, "to transplant," from siitil, "trans
planted shoot, slip." 

5. my God, my Commander. Reading '•lohay m•.rawweh for MT 
'•/ohim ~awweh, and invoking the principle of the double-duty suffix 
treated in NoTE on Ps iii 4; there is a good parallel in Ps xiii 6. 
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the Savior of Jacob. The divine name y•su'ot is studied in NoTE 
on Ps xlii 6. 

6. we butted our adversaries. Cf. UT, 49:VI:17-18, mt 'z b'l 'z 
yngf:zn krumm, "Mot now prevails, now Baal prevails; they butt like 
wild buffaloes." Many modem versions unnecessarily obscure the under
lying metaphor by rendering n•naggeaf:z ''we push down" (RSV) or some
thing similar. 

10. But you re;ected. Like the conjunction pa to which it is related, 
'ap has here adversative force. R. Yaron in VT 13 (1963), 237-39, 
would equate ziinaf:ztii here and in several other texts with Akk. zenu, 
"to be angry." Thanks to the parallelism, Ps lxxiv 1 is a convincing 
example of the Akkadian sense, but the present usage is less clear. 

11. before our adversary. The suffix of parallel m•fan•' enu serves 
also for ~ar on the principle of the double-duty suffix; cf. NoTE on 
Ps iii 4. LXX reads "our adversaries," but this does not mean that a 
suffix stood in the original. On this point see G. R. Driver in JRAS, 
1948, 165, who points out ''That the ancient Vrss. of the O.T. do not 
recognize this rule but provide both of two such parallel nouns with 
the pronominal suffix is no proof that the suffixes may have stood in 
the original text; for the idiom of the languages in which they are 
written will not have tolerated what is to Western eyes so intolerable 
an ellipse." It is clear from Jerome's Juxta Hebraeos, vertisti terga 
nostra hosti et qui oderant nos diripuerunt nos that the original Hebrew 
text put no suffix after ~ar. 

pillaged us. No need to emend liimi5 to liinu, given that liimo does 
express the first plural relationship in at least six texts that are listed 
in NoTE on Ps xxviii 8. 

12. flock to be devoured. Cf. UT, 51:vrn:17-18, al y'dbkm kimr 
bph, "Lest he put you like a lamb into his mouth." 

13. consider them of much value. Contrast the sentiments in Ps 
xx 4, 'oliitekii y•dassanniih, "May he consider your burnt offering gen
erous," and Ps lxxi 21, tereb gediiliifi (MT g•dulliiti), "Consider precious 
my large head of cattle." 

14. and scorn. qeles is probably a dissimilated form of Ugar. q4, 
"scorn." Compare Ps xxxviii 11, sf:zrf:zr with Ugar. ~f:z"· 

15. a laughingstock. Literally "a shaking of the head." 
16. is exposed before me. Consonantal kstny is elusive, but the par

allelism and syntax are well served by the pual pointing kuss8tanl. The 
pual of kiisiih, "to cover," bears a privative sense in Ps cxliii 9; Hos 
ii 11 (courtesy Maurice Bogaert); Job xxxvi 30; Prov x 18, xxvi 26. 
The pronominal suffix would be dativus incommodi; in vs. 18 a dative 
suffix occurs in bii' atnu. 

18. Every indignity. This definition of zo't is examined at Ps vii 4. 
has come upon us. The suffix of bii'atnu is datival, as in Ps cix 17, 
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t•bO' ehu; cf. Bogaert in Biblica 45 (1964), 239. Under vs. 16 above, 
another instance of datival suffix was noted. 

disloyal to your covenant. D. Winton Thomas in JSS 5 (1960), 283, 
has compared siqqarnu bib•ruekii with Aramaic Sefire Stela I, B, line 
38, sqrt b'dy', "You will have been disloyal to (this) treaty." 

19. Our heart has not turned back. I.e., our intention has never 
wavered. 

our feet strayed. For •asar, "foot," cf. NOTE on Ps xvii 5, and for 
the syntax of wattef, Ps xxxvii 31. There is a literary parallel in UT, 
'nt:m:30, bh p'nm tft, "Her feet stagger," and related sentiment in Ps 
xvii 5, "From your tracks my feet never swerved." 

20. you crushed us. That dikkltiinu, sometimes emended, is the mot 
juste, may be gathered from the frequent occurrence of the motif of 
crushing the legs to express extreme anguish; Ginsberg, LKK, p. 46. 
What is more, the association of the ideas of "crushing" and "inflamma
tion of the loins" recurs in Ps xxxviii 8-9. 

festering of the loins. With no consonantal changes, reading b•moq 
motnayim for MT bim•qom tannim, and parsing moq as infinitive con
struct of miiqaq, "to decay, fester," predicated of flesh in Zech xiv 12, 
and of wounds in Ps xxxvili 6, also a lament. Texts mentioning fever 
and infiammation of the thighs have been collected by me in PNWSP, 
p. 28, n. 2. These include Ps cvii 20; Mic vi 14; Lam iv 20; UT, 
75 :n:39, bmtnm ysbn, "In the loins he is fever-ridden." The collocation 
of the two ideas of festering and darkness suggests that the poet is allud
ing to the curses described in Deut xxviii 27-29, "Yahweh will smite you 
with the boils of Egypt, and with the ulcers . . . and you shall grope 
at noonday as the blind grope in darkness." On the other hand, these 
expressions may be standard components of the language of laments, 
with no historical allusions intended; e.g., Job xvi 16, "My face is flushed 
with weeping, upon my pupils there is total darkness" (falmiiwet, as in 
the psalm). 

22. dark corners of the heart. The precise value of ta'a/amot has 
not been determined, though a derivation from 'iilam, "to be dark," is 
generally agreed upon. The above version has been suggested by a 
comparison with Job xxviii 11, mabb•ki n•hiiroi fzibbes w•ta'aJamiih 
yofi' 'or, "He explores the sources of the rivers, and makes dark places 
shine with light." This sense of yofi' has been studied at Ps xvii 2. 

23. because of you. Compare 'ii/ekii with UT, 49:v:12-13, 'lk pht 
dry bfzrb, "Because of you I have seen hacking by the sword." 

sheep for the slaughter. fo'n {ibfziih compares with UT, 124:12, 
tbb a/pm ap :yin, "Large cattle and small cattle were slaughtered." 

24. Why do you sleep. Cf. Elijah's taunt addressed to the prophets 
of Baal in I Kings xviii 27, 'u/ay yiisen ha' w•yiqii:y, "Perhaps he is 
asleep and needs to be awakened." Widengren in Myth, Ritual, and 
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Kingship, p. 191, argues from this formula of Ps xliv to a dying and 
rising Yahweh, but a merely formal parallel does not permit one to infer 
a parallel meaning; cf. W. L. Moran in Biblica 40 (1959), 1027. Mythical 
formulas must be interpreted in light of the dominating Hebrew concept 
of history, and vivid poetic images can scarcely be made the basis for 
serious theological discussion. The sleep of God, who really does not 
and cannot sleep (Ps cxxi 4), simply means that by remaining inat
tentive to the prayers of his people he gives the impression of being 
asleep. 

Be not angry. On this meaning of tiznab, see NoTE on vs. 10. 
25. turn away your face. Deriving tasfir from sur, as proposed in 

the NOTE on Ps x 11. 
26. our neck. For nepe'S, "neck, throat," see Koehler and Baum

gartner, Lexicon, p. 626b, and NoTE on Ps vii 3. 
cleaves to the ground. Referring to a posture of supplication. A relief 

from the Egyptian tomb of Horemhab (fourteenth century B.C.) shows 
Canaanite, Libyan, and Ethiopian slaves with their necks and chins 
touching the ground. For the representation, see Avi-Yonah and Krael
ing, Our Living Bible, p. 172. 

27. help us. Altering MT pointing 'ezriitiih to 'iizartii, a precative 
perfect balancing the two imperatives qumiih and p•denu; cf. NoTEs 
on Pss iii 8 and iv 2. The full writing of the final syllable -iih agrees 
with the nine other examples of precative perfects, listed in NoTE on 
Ps iv 8, which employ the full spelling. The construction 'iizar l is well 
attested: II Sam viii 5; Isa 1 7, 9 (with Yahweh as subject, as here). 
Cf. BDB, p. 740a-b. This analysis finds confirmation in Jerome's Juxta 
Hebraeos, surge auxiliare nobis. 
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PSALM 45 

(xlv 1-18) 

For the director. According to "Lilies"; a maskil of the sons of 
Korah. A love song. 

My heart has composed a sweet melody; 
I shall recite my work, 0 king! 
my tongue the pen of a skillful scribe. 

You are the fairest of the children of men; [2]* 
charm flows from your lips, 
because God has blessed you from eternity. 

Gird your sword upon your thigh, [3] 
prevail by your splendor 
and conquer completely by your majesty. 

Ride triumphantly in the cause of truth, [4] 
and defend the poor. 

And let your right hand's awesome wonders, 
your sharpened arrows, 
point you out. 

The peoples shall fall at your feet, [5] 
senseless the foes of the king. 

The eternal and everlasting God has enthroned you! [6] 
The scepter of your kingdom 

must be a scepter of equity. 
You must love justice and hate iniquity,· [7] 

because God, your God, has anointed you. 
Your garments are the oil of rejoicing, [8] 

all your robes are myrrh, aloes, and cassia. 
How many are the ivory palaces! 
How many shall rejoice you! 
Daughters of kings shall be stationed in your mansions, [9] 

the queen at your right hand in gold of Ophir. 

"'Verse numbers in RSV. 
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11 Listen, 0 daughter, and see, and turn your ear: 
"Forget your people and your father's house; 

12 For the king desires your beauty; 
indeed, he is your lord, pay homage to him. 

13 A Tyrian robe is among your gifts, 
the guests seek your favor." 

14 All her robes are royal garb, 
inside brocaded with gold; 

Her wardrobe comes from the women 
who weave threads of gold. 

15 Let the maiden be led to the king, 
let her companions be brought after her. 

16 Come, let her be led with joy and gladness, 
let her be brought into the palace of the king. 

17 In place of your fathers shall be your sons, 
you shall make them princes over all the earth. 

18 I shall sing your name through all generations, 
and peoples will praise you from age to age. 

NOTES 

§ 45 

[10] 

[11] 

xiv. This psalm is an epithalamion, a wedding song, which extols a 
king and his bride on the occasion of their marriage. Being addressed 
to the king (vs. 2, "O king"), the poem may be classed as a royal 
psalm. It readily divides into two parts. Verses 3-10 praise the virtues 
of the king, while vss. 11-16 exhort the queen to heed her husband 
and describe her wardrobe and the procession of the queen and her 
attendants to the king's palace. The final two verses are a blessing upon 
the king and form an inclusion with vss. 2-3. 

2. My heart has composed. Explaining the hapax legomenon ra(wJ 
as a metathetic form of biiral n, "to engrave, work metal," but here 
denoting "to compose, improvise." This latter sense of biJr<if can be 
seen in Zeph iii 17b; Job xi 3. The conceptual relationship between 
''work metal" and "compose songs" is reflected in Hebrew-Syriac qln, 
"to lament, sing," and Ar. qayn, "smith." See H. L. Ginsberg in BASOR 
72 (1938), 13; Gaster, Thespis, 1961, p. 339; Zorell, ZLH, p. 722a. 

a sweet melody. For this nuance of fob, see NOTE on Ps xxxiii 3. 
"Melody" should be understood as ·a "poem suitable for singing." 
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0 king. Parsing l of l•melek as vocativum (cf. Norn on Ps iii 9), 
since vs. 3 begins with the direct address, "You are the fairest." 

a skillful scribe. With soper miihlr, compare the Punic personal name 
bn mhrb'l spr, "the son of Mahirbaal, the scribe." 

3. You are the fairest. The curious form yopyiipltii, often emendated, 
may be a genuine dialectal fonn. A recent addition to Northwest Semitic 
morphology is Ugar. d' d', "know well," from yd'; GLECS 8 (1957-
1960), 65. Cf. also UT, 51:rv:15, ysmsmt, "beauty." 

from your lips. Another instance of b, "from"; cf. NOTE on Ps ii 4, 
and NOTE below on vs. 6. 

because God has blessed you. The king is handsome because God has 
favored him. Similar signs were present in Saul and pointed to the fact 
that he was to be the king of Israel; cf. I Sam ix 2, x 23 f., and 
Gaster, Thespis, 1961, p. 218. Hence 'al ken expresses the cause of 
the things that have been previously stated, as in Ps xlii 7; Gen xviii 5; 
on this point, see Philip J. King, A Study of Psalm 45 (44) (Rome, 
1959)' p. 68. 

from eternity. In l•'oliim, l has the Ugaritic sense "from," like b in 
"from your lips." Cf. NOTES on Pss ix 8 and xxix 10 for listing of texts 
where l•'oliim denotes "from eternity." 

Other texts setting forth the belief in predestination of certain in
dividuals include Ps cxxxix 16; Isa xlix 1, 5; Jer i 5; Gal i 15. 

4. upon your thigh. No suffix is needed after yiirek--either on the 
principle of the double-duty suffix (see NoTE on Ps iii 4), or because 
it is the name of a part of the body-where it is often omitted, both in 
Ugaritic and in Hebrew, a fact which further points up the close rap
ports between these Canaanite dialects. Other instances of lack of 
suffix with names of parts of the body are discussed in NOTES on Pss 
xvi 4 and xvii 4. 

prevail by your splendor. Reading imperative g•bar for MT gibbOr 
to balance imperative /:l"gor. The splendor of a king was often sufficient 
to strike terror into his enemies. Compare Akk. pulbu melammu sar
rutiya is{Jup, ''The terrifying glory of my kingship threw down (my 
enemies)." See Oppenheim in JAOS 63 (1943), .31-34. 

hod•kii is explained as an accusative of means. 
conquer completely by your majesty. Reading w•hadrek h•diirekii for 

MT wah•darekii wah•diir•kii. On hadrek see Judg xx 43 and Albright, 
JBL 63 ( 1944), 219, n. 82. The hiphil form hadrek could support the 
version "make your majesty conquer," but the parallelism suggests that 
hadrek be rendered as proposed and parsed as a hiphil elative; on the 
elative function of hiphil, see Speiser, Genesis (The Anchor Bible, vol. 1), 
p. 273. 

5. Ride triumphantly. Literally "succeed, ride," an example of hen
diadys. Speiser, Genesis, p. 145 and passim, comments on the extensive 
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use of hendiadys in biblical Hebrew. Canaanite antecedents for the 
practice can be seen in UT, 'nt:IV:47, lnbt lkfzt drkth, ''upon the peaceful 
bench of his authority"; cf. Albright, JAOS 67 (1947), 156, n. 26. 

defend the poor. Reading, with no consonantal changes, w•'anaw 
hardeq for MT we<anwah tfedeq; compare Ps lxxxii 3, 'ani wariiS 
h{J.fdiqu, "Defend the afll.icted and the poor." The Old Testament king 
was supposed to be solicitous for the poor; Pss xxii 27, 1xxii 4; Prov 
xxix 14, etc. In Canaanite literature Prince Yal!~ib is said to have taxed 
his father with failure to defend the rights of the poor and the widows 
and should accordingly abdicate his throne. The text is UT, 127 :45-50, 
"You judge not the cause of the widow, nor adjudicate the case of 
the wretched. You do not drive out those that prey on the poor (di), 
nor feed the fatherless in front of you. the widow behind your back." 
Consult F. Charles Fensham., "Widow, Orphan, and the Poor in Ancient 
Near Eastern Legal and Wisdom Literature," INES 21 (1962), 129-39. 
For the terms 'ani, and 'anaw, see Kraus, Psalmen, I, pp. 82 f.; P. Van 
den Berghe, "'ANI et 'ANAW dans les Psawnes," in Le Psautier, ed. R. De 
Langhe (Orientalia et Biblica Lovaniensia, IV; Louvain, 1962), pp. 
273-95. For a different approach to this phrase, see C. Schedl, "Neue 
Vorschlage zu Text und Deutung des Psalmes XLv," VT 14 (1964), 
310-18, especially p. 312. 

your sharpened arrows. Stands in apposition with ''your right hand's 
awesome wonders." The king's arrows were so terrifying because they 
possessed preternatural powers; this reflects the theme of divinely made 
weapons treated in Norn on Ps xviii 35. 

point you out. The construction of the third-person feminine singular 
tor"ka with plural subject should be compared with Job xii 7, S-'al na' 
b•hef7Wt w•torekka, "Now ask the beasts, they will teach you" (Pope, 
The Anchor Bible, vol. 15). Other examples are presented in GK, § 
145k; C. H. Gordon in JBL 70 (1951), 160. 

Heroic achievements will signalize the king. 
6. at your feet. This version of tal;zteka seems preferable to ''under 

you"; cf. Exod xxiv 4, tabat hiihiir, "at the foot of the mountain," and 
UT, Aqht: 115-16, tqln tbt p'nh, "They fell at his feet." Consult NOTE 
on Ps viii 7. 

senseless. The prepositional phrase b•Jeb equals Ps xxxi 13, milleb, 
inasmuch as both b and min denote "from"; see Norn above on vs. 3 
and Sarna, JBL 78 (1959), 310-15. D. N. Freedman calls attention to 
I Sam xxv 37, "His heart died within him and he become a stone." 

the foes of the king. In CRAIBL, 1962 (appeared 1963), 94, n. 1, 
Virolleaud reports that an unpublished tablet from Ras Shamra men
tions ib mlk, "the foe(s) of the king," which equals 'oy•be hammelek 
in the present verse. 

7. The eternal and everlasting God. Reading '•Iohe-m (with enclitic 
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mem as in '•whe-m ~·bii'ot) 'oliim wii'ed, a construct chain in which the 
genitive is the composite noun 'oliim wii'ed examined in NoTE on Ps 
x 16, for MT '•lohim 'oliim wii'ed. Cf. Isa x1 28, '•Iohe 'oliim yhwh, 
"Yahweh is the Eternal God." That 'oliim wii'ed is a genitive and not 
an accusative of time ensues from comparison with vs. 18, l"oliim 
wii'ed; in fact, some MSS do insert the preposition in our verse. 

The topic of composite nouns has been treated in NOTES on Pss 
x 16 and xxxvi 5. 

has enthroned you. Vocalizing kisse'akii, a denominative pie! from 
kisse', "throne." The only evidence for this proposal is its manifest 
good sense, its concordance with the Ugaritic-Hebrew proclivity for 
coining such verbs (Biblica 44 [1963), 204 f.) and, negatively, the un
satisfactory nature of the numberless solutions which have been proffered 
on behalf of this crux interpretum. 

In other words, kisse'akii '•lohim is stylistically parallel to vs. 3, 
beriik•kii '•Iohim, "God has blessed you," and stylistically and semanti
cally parallel to vs. 8, m•satiakii '•lohim, "God has anointed you." 
Some commentators (as early as 1790) have felt that a verb is needed 
here and have accordingly supplied hekin or something similar; cf. 
King, A Study of Psalm 45 ( 44), p. 79. 

8. You must love justice. Or simply, "love justice," with 'iihabtii 
parsed as precative perfect (see NoTE on Ps iii 8), followed by jussive 
tiSnii'; an equivalent verbal sequence is commented upon at Ps x 15. 

and hate iniquity. In the Phoenician Inscription of Karatepe 1:9, 
King Azitawaddu assures us that he fulfilled this obligation of a king: 
wtrq 'nk kl hr' 's kn b'r~. "And I cleared out all the evil that was in 
the land." 

because. See NOTE above on vs. 3. 
God, your God. Contrary to the prevailing view, there is no need to 

assume dittography here; the meter requires the repetition. Verses 7-9 
are comprised of four cola of four (2+2) beats each. 

9. oil of rejoicing. Referring to the oil used on festive occasions. Cf. 
Eccles ix 8, "At all times let your clothing be white, and the oil on 
your head not be lacking" (Scott, The Anchor Bible, vol. 18). 

The identification of the garments with the oil with which they are 
scented is hyperbolic language which characterizes much of Canaanite 
and biblical poetry. Freedman in IEJ 13 (1963 ), 125 f., correctly analyzed 
and interpreted Deut xxxiii 28, but left something to be desired in his 
translation of the clause 'ere~ diigiin w•t1ros, "His land is (one of) grain 
and must," or "Whose is a land of grain and must." These versions 
partially obscure the lush quality of Canaanite poetry. The text literally 
reads, "His land is grain and must," and since this does not offend 
English idiom, it should be retained. 

your robes. The ostensible balance with bigdotekii, "your garments," 
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suggests that consonantal ml;ibryk contains a cognate vocable. An ety
mological basis is provided by l;iiibar, ''to join, unite," /;IOberet, "drapery," 
in Exod xxvi 4, 10, and mal;iberet, "place of joining" (of curtains, parts 
of dress), in Exod xxviii 27. 

10. How many. Reading man for MT min and equating it with Ugar. 
mn, "who, how many?" Cf. Aistleitner. WuS, No. 1593, p. 188, and 
UT, 125:81, mn yrb kmr~. "How many months has he been sick?" Cf. 
Deut xxxiii 11, man, "Which, how many?" 

ivory palaces. A.mos iii 15 speaks of "houses of ivory," and remains 
of a palace with ivory inlay have been discovered at Samaria. For the 
list of Samaria ivories, see C. Decamps de Mertzenfeld, lnventaire 
commenM des ivoires pheniciens et apparentes, decouverts dans le Proche 
Orient, Texte (Paris, 1954), pp. 62-75. 

How many shall rejoice you. Reading man y•.famm•l;iukii, the piel 
causative, for MT minni simm•l;iukii. 

Daughters of kings. Cf. Phoen. mlkyt, ''royal women"; see Donner 
and Rollig, KAI, II, pp. 15 f. 

stationed in your mansions. ni~~·biih is possibly niphal, third-person 
feminine plural ending in -iih; for Hebrew examples, see GK, § 145k, n. 
2, and for Ugaritic possibilities, UT, p. 70, n. 3. That nfy~•biih is the 
predicate of preceding b•n0t m•lakim, and not of following segel, may 
be inferred from metrical considerations; the proposed analysis and word 
division result in two parallel cola of four beats each. The vocable 
yiqq•rat, doubtless related to qir, ''wall of a house," may be found in the 
Palmyrene phrase yqr bt 'Im' (Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum II, 
4192), studied at length by P. Joilon, "Glanes Palmyr6niennes,'' Syria 
19 (1938), 99-102. It is perhaps also found in Ps x1ix 13 and Isa 
xxviii 16, pinnaJ yiqrat, ''the cornerstone of the mansion." 

gold of Ophir. I.e., the finest gold. The location of Ophir is still a 
matter of dispute, with the southwest coast of Arabia or the Somali 
coast the most likely identifications. A Hebrew ostracon from Tell 
Qasile, just north of Tel Aviv, dating from the eighth century B.C., men
tions zhb 'pr, "gold of Ophir." See Benjamin Maisler, "Two Hebrew 
Ostraca from Tell Qasile," JNES 10 (1951), 266. 

13. A Tyrian robe~ Identifying bot, MT bat, with the vocable in 
II Kings xxiii 7, 'a:fer hannii.Sim 'or"got siim bottim la'a:feriih. There is 
wide agreement that bottlm means "robes" or something kindred. Zorell, 
ZLH, p. 135a, defines it as textura quaedam vestis vel velum pro aJeris, 
while W. F. Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (Johns 
Hopkins Press, 1942), p. 165, writes: "Most intriguing is the reference 
in II Kings 23 :7 to the destruction of the house (?) of the qedeshim in 
which women wove robes (?) for Asherah." The Lucianic recension of 
LXX translated stollis, "garments." The much-contested phrase in Isa iii 
20, botte hannepd, may well signify ''perfumed robes." Tyrian robes 
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had already acquired international fame in Homeric times. An economic 
text from Ras Shamra lists a ktn d ~r pl;m bh, "a Tyrian tunic inlaid with 
rubies"; Virolleaud, Palais royal d'Ugarit, II, 110:4, p. 144. 

the guests. Inasmuch as traditional "wealthiest of the people" is not 
particularly meaningful in the context, and since the poem was com
posed for a wedding feast, one is permitted to propose, with due 
reservation, that 'aszre 'iim derives from ':Sr 11, a rather frequent root 
in Ugaritic denoting "to invite to a banquet," identical with Ethiopic 
'a:fsara. Cf. Ginsberg, LKK, p. 45; Albright in BASOR 94 (1944), 33, 
n. 10; and T. H. Gaster in JNES 7 (1948), 191. 

seek your favor. Referring to the presentation of the Tyrian robe. 
14. are royal garb. See NOTE above for the phrase bot melek. 
inside brocaded. The adverb p•nimiih, "inside," compares with Ugar. 

pnm according to Aistleitner, WuS, No. 2230, p. 257; UT, Glossary, 
No. 2065. 

from the women who weave. Vocalizing l•roqiimot (cf. Ps lxviii 7, 
kosiirot) for MT lirqiimot, and interpreting the preposition as "from." 
The roqiim0t would be professional brocaders, like the professional 
weavers mentioned in II Kings xx.iii 7. There may be a reference 
to the art of brocading cloth in Virolleaud, Palais royal d'Ugarit, II, 
109:6, p. 143, lps d sgr bh, "a garment with gold in it." The meaning 
of sgr is not beyond doubt, though an identification with Job xxviii 15, 
s•gor, "gold," parallel to kesep, appears very probable. 

15. the maiden. That b•tu/Ot is singular is evident from the suffixes 
of 'al;arehii and re'otehii, which suppose an antecedent in the singular. 
Hence the morphology of btlwt is Phoenician, like that of Prov ix 1, 
etc., l;okmot, "Wisdom," which has been rightly explained by W. F. 
Albright in VTS, III (1955), p. 8, where he compares l;okm0t with 
Phoen. milkot (for * milkiit), "Queen" (name of a deity) . Further dis
cussion is found in Friedrich, PPG, § 288, and F. L. Moriarty, Gregori
anum 46 (1965), 86 (on Ezek xxvii 3). See NoTE below on Ps xlix 12. 

after her. Or, "with her," since 'a1;tare can also denote "with," es
pecially with verbs of coming; cf. Biblica 44 ( 1963), 292 f., with bib
liography, and UT, Glossary, No. 158, p. 356. 

16. Come, let her be led. Reading imperative singular lek (cf. NOTE 
on Ps xxvii 8) for MT liik and modus energicus third-person feminine 
singular tubiilanniih for tubalniih. Discussion of the energic mood in He
brew appears at Ps viii 2. 

joy. Plural s•mal;ot is a dis legomenon, the other occurrence being 
in the very Phoenicianizing Ps xvi 11. 

let her be brought. Reading hophal third-person feminine energic 
tubii' anniih instead of the grammatically inexplicable t•bO'niih; see first 
NOTE on this verse, above. 

17. your fathers . . . your sons. The suffixes in Hebrew being mascu-
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line, the poet refers to the fathers and sons of the king. Mentioning 
both ancestors and descendants, the poet intends to stress the continuity 
of the line. With this blessing contrast the Phoenician curse in Eshmun
azar, 8-9, 'I ykn Im bn wzr' tfltnm, "May they have no son nor seed 
in their stead." 



PSALM 46 

(xlvi 1-12) 

1 For the director; of the sons of Korah, according to "Maidens," 
a song. 

2 God is our shelter and stronghold, 
found from of old to be help in trouble. 

3 Therefore we will not fear the jaws of the nether world, [2]* 
nor the toppling of the mountains 
into the heart of the sea, 

4 Though its waters rage and foam, [3] 
the mountains heave in its midst, 
the river and its channels stand in a heap. 

5 God brings happiness to his city, [4] 
the Most High sanctifies his habitation. 

6 With God in her midst, [5] 
she shall not be toppled; 

He will help her 
at break of dawn. 

7 Nations tremble, kingdoms totter; [6] 
he gives forth his voice, 
the earth melts away. 

8 Yahweh of hosts is with us, [7] 
our stronghold is the God of Jacob. Selah 

9 Come, observe the works of Yahweh, [8] 
who has put fertility in the earth; 

10 He makes wars to cease, [9] 
to the edge of the earth. 

The bow he breaks, and snaps the spear, 
the shields he burns with fire. 

11 Be still and know that I am God: [10] 
exalted above the nations, 
exalted above the earth. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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12 Yahweh of hosts is with us, 
our stronghold is the God of Jacob. 

NOTES 

§ 46 

[11] 
Selah 

xlvi. A song of Zion whose refrain of reassurance, "Yahweh of hosts 
is with us," could also justify its classification as a psalm of confidence. 

2. our shelter and stronghold. See Norn on Ps xx.viii 8. 
found from of old. Reading me'iid, the Canaanite form of me'iiz, 

for MT m•'od. Ugar. id, "time, then," equals Ar. 'id. and Heb. 'iiz, 
while Ugar. idk answers to Ar. 'idiik, "then"; cf. Driver, CML, p. 135a. 
Other dialectal words involving the interchange of d and z have been 
noted at Ps xxi 7 and in PNWSP, p. 32. Another dialectal form can 
be seen in vs. 9, where consonantal smwt equals Ugar. smt, "oil, 
fatness," and where classical Hebrew has 8emen and s•meniih (Gen 
xlix 20). 

This assumption brings within reach a solution of the long-standing 
crux in Ps ex.xx.ix 14, w•napsl yiida'tii (MT yoda'at) me'iid (MT m•'od) 
"And my soul you knew from of old." The standard emendation me'iiz 
becomes unnecessary. Very frequent in Isaiah, the adverb me'iiz is 
found in Pss lxxvi 8 and xciii 2, niikiin kis'akii me'iiz, "Your throne 
has been established from of old." Ps xciii 5, m'd is Canaanite for xciii 
2, me'iiz, "from of old." 

3. we will not fear. Notice the rare construction nlra' b•, found 
elsewhere only in Jer Ii 46 and possibly in Ps xlix 6. Were Ugaritic to 
employ yr' with a preposition, it would be with b (or, less likely, with 
l), since min is extremely rare in that dialect. The motif of the fear 
of death is mentioned in UT, 67:n:6-7, yraun aliyn b'l tt'nn rkb 'rpt, 
"Victor Baal feared him (i.e., Mot), filled with dread of him was the 
Mounter of the Clouds." 

jaws of the nether world. Explaining hamzr (pointing uncertain) 
'iire~ through UT, 67:1:6--8, lyrt bnps bn ilm mt bmhmrt ydd il gzr, 
"Indeed you must descend into the throat of divine Mot, into the jaws 
of El's beloved, Ghazir," and UT, 51 :vm:8-12, tspr byrdm ar~ idk 
al ttn pnm tk qrth hmry, "Be numbered among those who descend into 
the nether world, be now on your way toward his city Hmry." Both 
mhmrt and hmry can derive from hmr, which in Arabic denotes "to 
pour down." Scholars (e.g., Cassuto in IEJ 12 [1962], 81) have correctly 
identified mhmrt with Ps cxl 11, mahamiirot, usually rendered "miry 
depths," and it is here proposed that hamzr be associated with the name 
of Mot's city hmry. Fuller discussion may be found in Biblica 40 (1959), 
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167f., and, more recently, in M. H. Pope, JBL 83 (1964), 277, who 
arrives at the same conclusion as Cassuto regarding the meaning and 
etymology of Ugar. mhmrt, biblical mhmrwt. This root has recently 
been recognized by Nicholas Tromp (unpublished) in a "Northern" dual 
form in Job xvii 2, 'im lo' hattillem (MT h"'tulim) 'immiidi ub•hamlr6tem 
(MT ub•hamm•rotiim) tiilin (MT tiilan) 'enl, "Indeed the two mounds 
are before me, and in the twin miry deeps my eye will sleep." For 
the vocalization tillem, see UT, 51 :vm :4, 'm tlm g~r ar~. "toward the 
two mounds at the edge of the nether world." That this is the general 
sense of the verse in Job is tolerably clear from the preceding verse, 
"My spirit is broken, my days are snuffed out, the grave is mine." 

toppling of the mountains. Referring to the cosmic upheaval of the 
latter days. The imagery would readily spring to mind along the 
Phoenician littoral where the Lebanon Mountains in many places begin 
their rise at the edge of the Mediterranean waters. Briggs, CECBP, 
I, p. 394, suggests that the poet may have seen portions of Mount 
Carmel falling into the Mediterranean Sea. An originally geographical 
description had become a part of mythological language so that any 
poet could have used it. The images of the "jaws of the nether world" 
and the "toppling of the mountains" belong to the picture of the great 
final catastrophe. 

heart of the sea. Hebrew lexicons point out that b•leb is seldom used 
of things. Its use with yam may reflect a mythopoeic origin; in Canaanite 
mythology, personified Yamm or Sea was one of Baal's chief rivals. 
Consonantal ymym may be parsed as either a plural of majesty or as 
singular yam followed by enclitic mem. The suffixes in vs. 4 point back 
to a singular antecedent, as the customary version, "sea," recognizes. 

4. in its midst. Namely, of the sea. Identifying ga'"'wiito with ga'awah, 
"back," in Ps lxxxix 10; Deut x.xxiii 26 (according to my analysis in 
Biblica 45 [1964], 399); Job xii 7; and Prov xiv 3 (LXX, some 
commentators). The double meaning is also found in gew, "back, 
midst." On ge', "midst," see NOTE on Ps xxiii 4. Ps lxxxix 10 claims a 
word of comment: 'attiih mosel b•gri"'wat (MT ge'ut) hayyiim b•so' 
galliiyw 'attiih t•sabb•fiem, "You rule upon the back of the sea; when 
he lifts up his waves, you check them." The verb siibafl is closely related 
to U garitic-Hebrew sbm, "to muzzle" (Ps !xviii 23), and actually occurs 
in parallelism with it in UT, 'nt:m:37, liStbm tnn isbflnh, "Indeed, I 
muzzled Tannin, I checked him." That isbflnh is to be read for editio 
princeps isbm[n]h follows from the operation of the Barth-Ginsberg 
law: when the vowel of the first syllable in the qal conjugation of the 
verb is i, the thematic vowel must be a. In the present instance a 
laryngal must be read for Virolleaud's m; since the text is badly damaged 
and since the signs for m and fl are very similar in the Ugaritic script, 
one must opt for fl. Moreover it seems very unlikely that the infix.ed 
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-t- conjugation of sbm would be followed by a qal form. With the 
proposed rendition of Ps lxxxix 10 cf. Job ix 8, "Alone he stretched 
out the heavens, I Trod on the back of the Sea" (Pope, The Anchor 
Bible, vol. 15) . 

the river and its channels. Attaching vs. 5, ni'lhiir p•lagayw to vs. 4. 
One would expect the copula w•, but ellipsis characterizes the style of 
this hymn, e.g., vss. 4a, 7, 8, 9. Here nahar signifies the ocean current, 
as in Ugaritic; cf. NoTE on Ps xxiv 4. Notice the rhyme of memayw 
and p•lagayw, which suggests that consonantal g'wtw might more cor
rectly be vocalized as plural ga'awataw; the meaning would remain the 
same. 

stand in a heap. As the result of an earthquake. For MT selah, reading 
the verb salah, "to heap up." Similar imagery is found in Exod xv 8, 
"The waters piled up, the rivers stood in a heap." 

5. brings happiness. The plural vocalization y•.fomm•~u may be re
tained, since the plural of majesty '•lohlm can govern a plural predicate, 
as in Gen xx 13 or Exod xxii 8. Cf. GK, § 145h; Brockelmann, 
Hebriiische Syntax, § 50; Speiser, Genesis, p. 150. 

his city. Being parallel to misk•nl, "his habitation," 'Ir needs no 
suffix by right of the double-duty suffix; cf. NOTE on Ps iii 4. 

sanctifies his habitation. That is, by his presence. With LXX, Vulg., 
vocalizing qiddes to balance y•.fomme•~; and for doubtful misk•ne, 
which is a masculine plural construct not used elsewhere (Baethgen, 
Psalmen, p. 135), reading misk•ni with third-person singular suffix -y. 
This version is supported by LXX hegiase to skenoma autou ho hypsistos, 
"The Most High has sanctified his dwelling." A perfect parallelism of 
the two cola emerges: A+B+c 11 A.+1!+6, with 3+3 meter, with 
seven syllables in the first half verse and seven in the second. This 
verse also illustrates the breakup of the divine composite title '•lOhlm 
'elyon (Ps !vii 3) into its components, '•lOhlm being placed at the 
end of the first colon and 'elyon at the end of the second, with the 
result that the two cola are ever more tightly interlocked. On third-person 
suffix -y, see NoTE on Ps ii 6. 

Contrast this treatment with that of H. Junker in Biblica 43 ( 1962), 
197-201, who on p. 199 proposes, "Ein Strom, <lessen Arme die 
Stadt Gottes erfreuen, ist das heiligste im Gezelt des Allerhochsten" 
["The holy of holies in the tent of the Most High is a river whose 
streams gladden the city of God"]. 

Note the sequence yqtl (y•famm•~u) and qtl (qiddes); cf. Ps viii 7. 
6. shall not be toppled. I.e., unlike the mountains in vs. 3. 
at break of dawn. I.e., the time when attacks were made. Cf. UT, Krt: 

118-21, "And Joi with the sun (Spsm) on the seventh day King Pabil 
will not sleep for the rumble of the roaring of his buffaloes." This was 
the result of the approach of King Kirta's troops who moved to attack 
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the city, since in lines 133 ff. we are informed that Kirta was requested, 
"Do not attack Great Udm, etc." The assault had been planned for 
dawn, and this may be relevant for the exegesis of our phrase, especially 
since military metaphors appear in vss. 2, 11, and 12. Consult J. Ziegler, 
"Die Hilfe Gottes am Morgen," in Alttestamentliche Studien F. Notscher 
gewidmet (Bonn, 1950), pp. 281-88. 

7. Nations tremble, kingdoms totter. Nations and kingdoms are 
personified in order to develop the motif of a person going to pieces 
upon sensing that bad news is in the offing. The classic Canaanite 
description is UT, 'nt:rn:29-32, bh p'nm t!! b'dn ksl t[br 'In pnh td' 
tglj pnt kslh anl dt irh, "Her feet totter; behind, her loins do break; 
above, her face does sweat. The joints of her loins shake, weakened 
are those of her back." Cf. Ginsberg, LKK, p. 46; Dahood, PNWSP, 
pp. 29 f. Other biblical texts with this theme include Pss Ix 10, xcvii 4-5; 
Exod xv 15; Isa xv 4; Ezek xxi 11; Mic iv 9; Prov xiii 20. 

he gives forth his voice. Namely, as thunder. Cf. UT, 51 :v:70, wtn 
qlh b'rpt, "And he gave forth his voice from the clouds." Other texts 
where qol equals "thunder" are Ps xviii 14; Exod xix 16; Isa xxx 30, 
etc.; see Moshe Held in Studies and Essays in Honor of Abraham A. 
Neuman, p. 287, n. 4. 

the earth melts. Within the context of "the shattering of the loins" 
motif, tiimug connotes "to melt with sweat," the counterpart of td' in 
the abovtxited Ugaritic text. 

9. the works of Yahweh. Hummel in JBL 76 (1957), 103, may be 
correct in moving back the purported preformative mem to the previous 
word as enclitic mem; ditto in Ps lxvi 5. 

who has put fertility. The context hints that consonantal smwt is 
the antonym of milfziimot, "wars"; Budde long ago proposed the emenda
tion siilOm. This inference evokes the theme of UT, 'nt:m:ll-15, qryy 
bar!f mltimt st b'pr[ ] ddym sk slm lkbd ar:t arb dd lkbd sdm, "Banish 
war from the earth, put love in the land; pour peace into the bowels 
of the earth, rain down love into the bowels of the fields." Consonantal 
smwt is identified with Ugar. smt, "oil, fat," from *smnt; cf. Heb. 
s•meniih, "fatness" (Gen xlix 20); UT, § 8.3. 

10. to the edge of the earth. With q•!jeh hii'iire!f, compare UT, 126: 
m:3, sb lq!fm ar!f, "Pour to the edges of the earth," a reading com
municated to me by W. F. Albright in a letter of 1953. Gordon's 
UT reads sblt '!jm ar!j, which is meaningless, but Herdner, Corpus des 
tablettes en cuniiformes alphabetiques decouvertes a Ras Shamra-Ugarit 
de 1929 a 1939, p. 74, correctly reads sb lq!fm ar!f. The phrase q!fm 
ar!f illustrates the enclitic mem interposed in a construct chain. 

the shields. lQM, VI: 15, states that the horsemen were armed with 
mgny 'glh, "round shields"; cf. Yadin, The Scroll of the War of the 
Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness, p. 121. 
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he burns with fire. Shields were often made of leather stretched 
over a wooden frame (like the Roman scutum), or of wickerwork. The 
leather surface had to be regularly oiled to guard against cracking 
(II Sam i 21; Isa xxi 5) . Ezek xxxix 9 also mentions the burning of 
shields. The verb srp occurs several times in Ugaritic. 

The chiasmus of qe:fet y•fobber w•qif~e~ J:ianu should be noted, as 
well as the sequence of yqtl-qtl, commented upon at vs. 5. Hence the 
proposed emendation of w•qif~e~ to y•qa1ffe~ is drained of whatever 
plausibility it may have possessed. 

11. Be still. Namely, do nothing; do not enter into military alliances 
with other nations, since Yahweh controls history. This is the military 
policy advocated by Isa xxx 15, "By sitting still and keeping quiet 
will you be saved." On this passage, see Dahood in CBQ 20 (1958), 
41-43, and G. von Rad, Der heilige Krieg im a/ten Israel, 2d ed., 
(Gottingen, 1952), pp. 57 f. This exegesis, if sound, might bear on the 
dating of the psalm. 

exalted above the nations. From the stylistic point of view, 'arum 
is preferably parsed as a passive participle from 'rm, a by-form of yrm 
and rwm discussed at Ps xviii 47. 



PSALM 47 

(xlvii 1-10) 

For the director; of the sons of Korah, a psalm. 

2 All you strong ones, clap your hands, 
acclaim, you gods, with shouts of joy. 

3 For Yahweh Most High is awesome, 
the Great King over all the earth. 

4 He made nations prostrate beneath us, 
and peoples under our feet. 

5 He chose for himself our kingdom, 
the pride of Jacob whom he loves. 

6 God has gone up amid shouts of joy, 
Yahweh to the sound of a trumpet. 

7 Sing praises, you gods, sing praises, 
sing praises to our king, sing praises. 

8 For he is king of all the earth, 
0 gods, sing a skillful song. 

9 For God is king over the nations, 
has taken his seat upon his holy throne; 

0 nobles of the peoples, gather round! 
10 1l1e God of Abraham is the Strong One; 

truly God is Suzerain of the earth, 
greatly to be extolled. 

*Verse numbers in RSV. 

NOTES 

[3] 

[4] 
Selah 

[5] 

[6] 

[7] 

[8] 

xlvii. A hymn celebrating God's enthronement as king of all the 
gods and of all nations. 

2. All you strong ones. Namely, heathen gods. The term 'ammim 
has been examined at Ps xviii 28. The 'amm'im of the pagans are 
contrasted with vs. 10, 'am '•lohe 'abriihiim, "The God of Abraham 
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is the Strong One"; note the singular 'am against plural 'ammlm and the 
inclusio which comes to light with this analysis. The invitation to the 
pagan deities should be compared with Ps xxix l, habu l•yahweh b•ne 
'etim habu l•yahweh kabOd wa'oz, "Give Yahweh, 0 gods, give Yahweh 
glory and praise," and with Ps Ix.viii 33, cited in NoTE below on next 
colon. 

clap your hands. kap, without suffix, may be considered a good example 
of mention of parts of the body without a suffix, a practice remarked 
in NoTE on Ps xvi 4. 

acclaim, you gods. Despite the recurrence of the formula harl'u 
le'lohlm in Pss !xvi 1 and lxxxi 2, and hurl'u I•yahweh in xcviii 4 and 
c 1, several considerations favor the analysis of 1 in le'lOhlm as lamedh 
vocativum. First, the parallelism with vocative ha'ammlm, ''you strong 
ones"; the gods addressed are those worshiped by the gentile nations. 
The occurrence of vocative lamedh in only the second of two parallel 
cola accords with the usage in Ps xxxiii 1 where vocative ~addiqlm with
out the morphologic indicator is balanced by lay•sarlm, "O upright." 
Similarly in Ps Ix.viii 33, maml•kot ha'iire~ slru le'lohlm zamm•ru 'adonay, 
"O kings of the earth, sing! 0 gods, sing praises to the Lord!" This gram
matical analysis (i.e., of Ps !xviii 3) results in 3+3 meter, with eight 
syllables in the first colon and nine in the second, instead of the 
purported 4+2 meter. 

Second, in a solemn address of this kind, strict parallelism seems to 
be favored; e.g., Deut xxxii 1 (cf. Isa i 2), "Give ear, 0 heavens, and 
I shall speak; and hear, 0 earth, the words of my mouth." Third, this 
interpretation places in vs. 3 the entry of Israel's God with the solemn 
title Yahweh Elyon; mention of him in vs. 2 would seem unduly 
anticipatory. Finally, this appeal to the gods to acknowledge the suprem
acy of Yahweh is repeated in vss. 7a and Sb. 

3. the Great King. melek giidol is another term for "suzerain" or 
"overlord." In fact, one encounters in Ugaritic correspondence the 
formula, sps mlk rb, "the suzerain, the great king"; e.g., UT, 118 :25-26; 
108: 1-2. The A.kkadian equivalent is sarru rabu. Cf. Hos v 13 and 
x 6, I•malkl rub (MT melek yiireb), "to its (Assyria's) great king." On 
the third-person singular suffix -y see NoTE on Ps ii 6. 

all the earth. With melek gudol 'al kol ha'aref, compare UT, 49:1: 
37, wymlk barf ii klh, "And he reigns in the vast (nether) earth, all of 
it." 

4. made nations prostrate. See NOTE on Ps xviii 48. 
under our feet. Longer tabat raglenu, with five syllables, is the ballast 

variant of shorter tabtenu, with three syllables, in the first colon. This 
difference compensates for the lack of a verb in the second colon. 
The ample documentation of this stylistic device in Ugaritic poetry 
sheds welcome light on the history of Israelite usage. See UT, § 13.116, 
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especially 2 Aqht:1:26-27, where bqrb is the ballast variant of b: 
wykn bnh bbt sri bqrb hklh, "And may his son be in his house, his 
root in the midst of his palace." 

5. He chose for himself. The unique phrase yibl;zar lanu runs counter 
to the standard Hebrew idiom of using biil;zar, "to choose," with a 
reflexive pronoun; in the Hebrew mode of speech, one chooses for 
himself, not for others. Hence lannu from lanhu should be read for 
MT liinu and In equated with Ugaritic ln, the longer form of l. In North
west Semitic (Ugaritic-Hebrew-Phoenician), two sets of prepositions 
were in use: b+bn; b'd+b'dn; l+ln; 'l+'ln; 'm+'mn; tl;zt+tl;ztn. The 
double series of prepositions with and without -m is analogous; e.g., l 
and lm; b and bm, and conjunctions such as k and km. See UT § 6.8; 
Albright in BASOR 150 (1958), 38, for Ugaritic usage; for Phoenician 
practice, Cross and Freedman in JNES 10 (1951), 229, and Donner 
and Rollig, KAI, II, pp. 18 f. In other words, yibl;zar lannu is the 
syntactic equivalent of Ps cxxxv 4, ki ya'aqob biil;zar lO yiih, "For 
Yahweh chose Jacob for himself." Cf. also Ps xxxiii 12. 

our kingdom. In a hymn celebrating the kingship of Yahweh, this 
seems to be the nuance borne by nal;zaliih. But cf. NoTE on Ps ii 8. 
In UT, 51:vm:12-14, ksu tbth, "the throne on which he sits," is paired 
with ar~ nl;zlth, "the land which he rules." This connotation points up 
the gratuitousness of emendating tinl;zal in Ps 1xxxii 8 to tim:fol: qumiih 
'•lOhim sopfiih hii'iire~ ki 'attiih tinl;zal b•kol haggoyim, "Arise, 0 God, 
govern the earth, for you are the ruler over all the nations." 

pride of Jacob. A poetic name for the kingdom of Israel. 
6. has gone up. I.e., has ascended his throne on Mount Zion. See 

Lipinski, "Yahweh miilak," Biblica 44 (1963), 405-60, especially p. 443. 
The word order is identical with that of vs. 4: A+B+c 11 :B+c. 
Johnson, Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel, p. 66, n. 2, has noticed 
that 'iiliih is a theological wordplay on the divine appellative 'elyon 
of vs. 3. A similar wordplay involving this root recurs in Ps xcvii 9. 
Though the play on many of Marduk's fifty names has long been 
appreciated (e.g., E. A. Speiser in Ancient Near Eastern Texts ... , 
p. 62, nn. 34 ff.; p. 93, n. 190; p. 94, n. 202; Tsevat, A Study of the 
Language of the Biblical Psalms, p. ~1), the extent of this practice in 
biblical literature remains to be determined. Here we may direct attention 
to Gen xiv 20 and xv 1, where miggen, "to hand over, bestow," and 
miigiin (MT miigen), "Benefactor, Suzerain," are the elements of the 
wordplay, and Ps lxxv 6, 'al tiirfmu lammiirom qarn•kem, "Raise not 
your horn against the Exalted One." 

7. Sing praises, you gods. These are the deities mentioned in vs. 2, 
who also figure in other enthronement psalms, such as xcvi 6, norii' 
hu' 'al kol '•lohim, "He is more awesome than all the gods." The fact 
that no preposition precedes '•ZOhim in the first colon, as it does in 
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the second, suggests in itself that '•lohim serves a different function. 
Some scribes have attempted to set the text to rights by inserting the 
preposition, but such a reading, being facilior, is obviously secondary. 
Furthermore, the chiastic arrangement of vss. 7-8 reveals that '•lohim 
in vs. 7a is the opposite number of vocative '•lohim in vs. Sb. 

After completing the first draft, I came across Gaster's version of 
Ps xlvii 7 in Thespis, 1950, p. 421, "Make music ye gods, make music," 
a welcome confumation of my independent conclusion. 

8. is king of all the earth. Referring to Yahweh, not Baal or other 
Canaanite gods. The polemical tone can be sensed upon comparison 
with such Canaanite professions of faith as UT, 51:IV:43-44 = 'nt: 
v:40-41, mlkn aliyn b'l fpfn in d'lnh, "Our king is Victor Baal, our 
ruler who is without peer." 

0 gods. Contrary to the usual practice, attaching '•Lohim to the 
second colon and parsing it as vocative. This division produces 3 + 3 
meter, the prevailing beat of the hymn, with seven syllables in the first 
half verse and eight in the second. 

sing a skillful song. This is the only example of maikil within the 
context of a psalm (as opposed to its appearance in psalm titles). That 
gods are invited to sing a maSkil may have some significance for the 
meaning and history of this much-canvassed term, whose precise sense 
has not been agreed upon; see Gertner, in BSOAS 25 (1962), 23, who 
renders "sing instructively." 

9. God is king. Though yhwh miilak in Pss xciii 1, xcvii 1 probably 
denotes "Yahweh has become king," it is much less clear that malak 
'•whim is to be interpreted inchoatively. The phrase seems to be a 
repetition in verbal form of the sentiment expressed in a nominal 
sentence in vs. 8, ki melek kol hii'iiref. What the phrase probably 
means is that Yahweh has proved himself to be a king by his victories 
over his rivals; hence he is king now. 

his holy throne. kisse' qodso is a hapax legomenon, though its com
ponents do occur separately in the parallel members of Ps xi 4a. 

0 nobles of the peoples. The position of n•dibe 'amm'im at the head 
of the sentence suggests that it is a vocative. There may be a word
play on 'amm'im, "strong ones (gods)," in vs. 2, and 'ammim, the 
pagan nations who worship many 'ammim as against the "Strong 
One of Abraham" (singular 'am). 

gather round. I.e., in order to worship the true 'am, "the Strong 
One." Parsing ne'•siipu as precative perfect, discussed in NOTES on 
Pss iii 8 and iv 8. 

10. the Strong One. The divine epithet 'am is fully treated in NoTE 
on Ps xviii 28. 

truly God is Suzerain. The proclamation ki le'lahim magne (MT 
maginne) 'eref is very similar to Ps xxii 29, ki lyhwh hamm•lukiih, 
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"For truly is Yahweh the king," and lxxxix 19, kl lyhwh m•giinenu 
(MT maginnenu), "For truly is Yahweh our Suzerain." 

Suzerain of the earth. Vocalizing magne (MT maginne) 'ere~. and 
explaining the plural form as plurale ma;estatis. This sense of miigiin 
was studied at Ps iii 4. 

greatly to be extolled. Compare m•'od na'•liih with UT, 128:111:13, 
mid rm [krt], "Be greatly exalted, 0 K.irta!" The root of na'•lah 
is that of vs. 3, 'elyon, and is meant to form an inclusio as well as a 
theological wordplay, a topic discussed above at vs. 3. 



PSALM 48 

(xlviii 1-15) 

A song. A psalm of the sons of Korah. 

2 Great is Yahweh, 
and much to be praised. 

In the city of our God 
is his holy mountain; 

3 The most beautiful peak, [ 2]"' 
the joy of all the earth. 

Mount Zion is the heart of Zaphon, 
the city of the Great King. 

4 God is her citadel, [3] 
has shown himself her bulwark. 

5 For, behold, the kings assembled, [4] 
together they stormed; 

6 Lo! they looked, were sore astounded, [5] 
terror-struck they were ready to flee. 

7 Panic seized them, [6] 
alas, anguish like a woman in labor. 

8 As when by the east wind [7] 
the ships of Tarshish are shattered. 

9 As we have heard, so have we seen [8] 
in the city of Yahweh of Hosts, 
in the city of our God. 

God will make her secure forever. Selah 
10 We have reflected on your kindness, 0 Yahweh, [9] 

in the midst of your temple. 
11 As your heavens, 0 God, [10] 

so your praise reaches the ends of the earth. 
12 Your right hand is fuII of generosity, [ n] 

let Mount Zion rejoice; 
let the daughters of Judah be glad 

Because of your acts of providence. 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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13 Encircle Zion and walk around her, 
count her towers; 

14 Consider her wall, 
and examine her citadels, 

That you may tell the generation to come: 
"This is God's." 

15 Our eternal and everlasting God
be will guide us eternally. 

NOTES 

289 

[12] 

xlviii. A hymn celebrating the beauty and impregnability of Zion, 
as well as the kingship of God who resides on Zion. 

2. much to be praised. See Norn on Ps xlvii 10. 
In the city of our God. My stichometric division diverges sharply 

from the standard versions by considering the opening four words of 
vs. 2 as an invocation conceptually distinct from the description that 
follows. 

his holy mountain. The phrase, recurring in royal Ps ii 6, har qods!, 
"his holy mountain," with third-person suffix -y, shows that the present 
poem contains elements of the royal psalms. Again, there is a mixing of 
types; cf. introductory NoTE on Ps xxxvi. 

3. The most beautiful peak. y•peh nop is much-contested, but some 
light, however dim, is cast by UT, 'nt:v1:7-9, ['b]r gbl 'br q'l 'br iht np 
:fmm, "Cross over the mountain, cross over the ridge, cross over the 
iht of the peak touching the heavens." F. L!!lkkegaard in Studia Orien
talia loanni Pedersen ... dicata, p. 230, n. 15, understands np smm 
as "zenith." Gunkel, Die Psalmen, p. 207, is probably correct in seeing 
in y•peh nop a superlative expression though his emendation to plural 
niipot seems uncalled for; nop may be parsed either as an accusative 
of specification or understood as collective. A similar construction seems 
to underlie Ps xcix 4, 'oz melek mispiif 'iiheb 'attiih konantii mesiirlm, 
"The strongest king, the lover of justice, you established equity." Cf. 
also Ps xxii 7, b•zuy 'iim, "the most despicable of the people," and 
Isa !iii 3, nibzeh wa(ladal 'IS"im, "the most despicable and stupid of 
men"; Prov xv 20, uk•sll 'iidiim bOzeh 'immi5, "But he who despises his 
mother is the most brutish of men." 

heart of Zaphon. Mount Zion is to Yahwism what Mount Zaphon 
(present day Mount Casius) is to Canaanite religion; namely, the dwelling 
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of God and the most hallowed spot of the land. Scholars generally agree 
that yark•te 11apon is the semantic equivalent of Ugar. 11rrt !jpn, but 
differ in their etymological derivations of the vocables. A common 
element comes to the fore if we accept Driver's equation (CML, p. 150, 
n. 18) of U gar. :frrt with Akk. :fUrru, "insides (of the human body), 
heart, center (of an object)." Since Heb. yarek denotes "loins, insides" 
(Gen xlvi 26), it may be maintained that yark•te :fGpon is a paraphrase 
of :frrt :fpn. The substantive 11rrt, "insides," is found in Hebrew, as 
maintained in NOTE on Ps vi 8. 

The present passage should be compared with UT, 'nt:m:26-28, 
btk gry ii :fpn bqdl bgr nblty bn'm bgb' tliyt, "In the midst of my mighty 
mountain, Zaphon; on the holy mountain of my governance, on the 
beautiful hill of my dominion." Though 11iipi5n came to mean "North" 
in Hebrew, there are three other poetic passages where the ancient 
Canaanite sense as the name of a specific mountain is still preserved: 
Ps lxxxix 13; Isa xiv 13, where yark•te !jiipon stands in apposition to 
har mo'ed, "the mountain of assembly"; and Job xxvi 7. See Otto 
Eissfeldt, Baal Zaphon, Zeus Kasios und der Durchzug der Israeliten 
durchs Meer (Halle, 1932), pp. 13 ff.; Oswald Mowan, "Quattuor Montes 
Sacri in Ps. 89:13," in Verbum Domini 41 (1963), 11-20. 

In terming Zion the "heart of Zaphon," the poet may be alluding 
to the theme of the navel of the earth, a motif commented upon in 
connection with Ps xxii 28. A full bibliography is available in Gaster, 
Thespis, 1961, p. 183. In the Jewish Diaspora, in stages marked by 
LXX, Aristeas, the Sibylline WTitings, and Philo, there was a tendency to 
place Jerusalem on the highest mountain in the world, in its center 
or navel. Cf. J. A. Seeligmann, "Jerusalem in Jewish-Hellenistic Thought," 
in Judah and Jerusalem (The Twelfth Archaeological Convention, Israel 
Exploration Society; Jerusalem, 1957), especially pp. vi and 202. For 
Jewish ideas about the cosmic north, see Julian Morgenstern, "Psalm 
48," HUCA 16 (1941), 47-87. 

the Great King. I.e., the Suzerain; cf. NOTE on Ps xlvii 3. Verses 2-3 
form a strophe, beginning with gadol yhwh and closing with melek riib, 
a neat example of inclusio. 

4. God is her citadel. Understanding b of b•'arm•natehii either as 
beth essentiae or as beth emphaticum, a particle examined in Non!. on 
Ps xxix 4. The credit for this parsing is due to D. N. Freedman. The 
plural form, here rendered singular (also in vs. 14), coincides with 
the Canaanite poetic practice of using plural forms of the names of 
habitations and fortifications; see NoTE on Ps xliii 3. 

her bulwark. Though formally without a suffix, misgiib is entitled to 
one by reason of its balance with suffixed 'arm•notehii. Cf. NOTE on Ps 
iii 4 and the recent article by Brekelmans, in Jaarbericht ••• fa: Oriente 
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Lux 17 (1963, appeared, however, in January 1965), 202-6, especially 
p. 204. 

5. the kings assembled. A similar description is found in royal Ps 
ii 2. Attempts to identify these kings historically appear to be misplaced. 
For example, Leo Krinetzki, "Zur Poetik und Exegese von Ps. 48," 
in BZ 4 ( 1960), 70--97, especially p. 82, proposes that these verses 
refer to Sennacherib's invasion of 701 B.c. More probably, the kings 
are mere literary foils in hymns celebrating the power of the Yahwistic 
king or the invulnerability of the sacred city whose citadel is Yahweh 
himself. Consult W. F. Albright in JBL 64 (1945), 285 f. 

they stormed. Deriving 'izb•ru from 'hr 11, "to rage, infuriate one
self," appearing in the noun 'ebrah, "rage, arrogance." 

6. Lo! they looked. Identifying hemmilh with Ugar. hm, "lo, behold!" 
Serving no evident useful purpose as an independent pronoun, hemmilh 
does make a fine parallel to vs. 5, hinneh, just as UT, 52:42-43, whm 
a{tm t~l;in, "Lo, the two wives shout," is a variation on line 46, whn 
attm t~l;in, "And lo, the two wives shout." Cf. NoTE on Ps ix 7-8 for 
other examples of this interjection, and Dahood, "The Language 
and Date of Psalm 48," CBQ 16 (1954), 15-19, especially p. 16. 
Equate hemmilh ril'u with II Kings xiii 21, hinneh ril'u, and Isa xxxv 2, 
hemmilh y"ir<'u k•bOd yhwh, "Behold, they shall see the glory of Yah
weh." 

7. alas. If slim is an adverb, it has no correlative to which it responds. 
It is lacking in Syriac and Symmachus; hence :Sam has been distinguished 
from the adverb "there" and identified with El Amarna summa, "be
hold!" noted at Ps xiv 5. 

anguish ... labor. Compare /;ill kayyoledilh with UT, 75:1:25, bl ld, 
and Phoenician Arslan Tash, 22, /;ii wld. It is difficult to understand 
why UT, Glossary, No. 955, omits to cite the Phoenician parallel. 

8. As when by the east wind. Preceded by kayyoledah and followed 
by ka'•8er, b•ru•l;i need not be furnished with k• to express a simile; 
the principle of the double-duty conjunction remarked at Ps xxxvi 7 
operates here. A very instructive analogue is present in UT, 128:1:5-7, 
ar!J tzg l'glh bn bPI lumthm ktnl;in udmm. In prose one would expect 
a k before arb and before bn. The presence of merely one element 
of the simile ktnl;in, "so do they moan," sufficed to show that the other 
elements were to be supplied by the listener or reader. 

ships of Tarshish. Probably large refinery ships that plied the metal 
trade between the western Mediterranean and Phoenicia. Tarshish, fa
mous for its mines and refineries, has Jong been identified with Tartessos 
in southern Spain, but in recent decades a strong case for situating it in 
Sardinia has been presented by Albright in Archaeology and the Religion 
of Israel, pp. 133 f. He further suggests that tarJ"is may originally have 
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been a common noun signifying "metal refinery." The poet himself 
seems to have placed it in the west, since he collocates it with ruaf:i 
qudlm, "the east wind," just as the collocation in vs. 3 of !flyyon and 
!fi'lpon is intended to evoke the southern and northern points of the 
compass; see the note by M. Palmer in Biblica 46 (1965), 357-58. 

The term "ships of Tarshish" apparently belongs to the same category 
as "Byblos-ships," frequently mentioned in Egyptian literature. The name 
may simply imply use for travel to Byblos, or may also refer to the 
fact that the ship was built in Byblos; consult R. Giveon, "A Ramesside 
'Semitic' Letter," in Rivista degli Studi Orientali 37 (1963), 167-73, 
especially p. 1 72. 

are shattered. Reading niphal tissaber with collective plural '0niyyot, 
the subject, for MT piel t"sabber. For this syntax, see NoTE on Ps xliv 
19 and Ps !xviii 3, tinnudep (MT tindop), "May they be put to flight," 
as read by Albright in HUCA 23 (1950), 17. 

To judge from a recently published Ugaritic letter, the destruction 
of ships through sudden storms may have occurred frequently. The text 
is UT, 2059:10-15, any kn likt rrz.rrm hndt b!fr mtt by gsm adr nJkf:i, 
"The sturdy ship you sent to Egypt foundered near Tyre, having been 
caught in a violent downpour." 

9. secure forever. Stylistically, 'ad 'oliim closes the first stanza and 
corresponds to vs. 15, 'oliimot, "forever." These separated elements are 
found joined in UT, 1008:14-15, 'd 'Im sf:ir 'lmt, "forever, an eternal 
dawn." 

10. midst of your temple. Compare b•qereb hekiilekii with UT, 76: 
n:5, hd bqrb hklh, "Hadd is in the midst of his palace." As noticed at 
Ps xxvi 8, Hebrew cultic terms for sacred dwellings were borrowed 
from the Canaanites. 

11. your heavens. The long-standing proposal to read samekii (in 
scriptio defectiva, smk) for MT sim•ka (in scriptio defectiva, smk) finds 
some confirmation in the motif expressed in UT, 'nt:m:21-22, tant 
smm 'm ar!f thmt 'mn kkbm, "The meeting (Ar. 'anii, Heb. 'iiniih, 'to 
meet') of heaven with the nether world, of the deeps with the stars." 
Heaven meets earth at the horizon where the stars sink daily into the 
subterranean ocean. Cf. Albright in BASOR 150 (1958), 38, n. 13, for 
a brief study of the Anath text. 

Cf. Amos ix 6, ''The one who builds his chambers in the heavens, 
and establishes his vault upon the earth." The rim of this vault was 
thought to rest upon the edges of the earth. As the heavens extend 
over the whole earth, from one end to the other, so does your praise, 
a sentiment akin to the refrain, "the earth is full of your glory." 

12. full of generosity. Gunkel, Die Psalmen, p. 208, argued well 
that generic !fedeq did not mean "justice"; he proposed Gnade, Treue. 
A clearer understanding of such passages as Pss xxiii 3, xxiv 5, xxxvi 
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7, 11, lxxxv 15 and Joel ii 23 indicates that "generosity" may be the 
nuance the poet meant to bring out. 

rejoice . . . be glad. The parallelism of the verbs siimeal,z and gll 
in both Ugaritic and Hebrew was noted at Ps xvi 9. 

the daughters of Judah. Hebraic for the villages of Judah. 
acts of providence. Singular mispii!, "providence," has been discussed 

at Ps xxxvi 7; the plural form mispafekii may refer to many acts of 
providence just as plural 1,zasadim, "deeds of kindness," refers to the 
historic displays of kindness shown Israel by Yahweh. In the present 
context, the acts of providence are the deliverances from Israel's mili
tary foes. 

Note the chiastic arrangement of vs. 12 as well as the inclusio started 
by ~edeq and ending in mispii{ekii. 

13. Encircle Zion. I.e., form a procession around Zion after worship 
in the temple. 

14. her wall. On the lack of mappiq in l,zeliih, see GK, § 91e. The 
substantive l,zl in UT, 113:40 and 2027:rev:ll probably means "wall." 

and examine. The MT hapax legomenon pass•gu, which has received 
no viable explanation, is probably to be divided to read pa, "and," and 
imperative sigil, a by-form of sig, "to examine, meditate"; cf. Calderone 
in CBQ 23 (1961), 456--58, for full discussion of s"ig and slg. Though 
well known from Arabic, the existence of pa, "and," in the Canaanite 
dialects was not firmly established until the Ras Shamra discoveries. Its 
presence in Hebrew is now widely received. Further discussion may be 
found in Dahood, in Biblica 3 8 ( 19 57) , 310-12, and PNWSP, p. 53; 
Jirku in FuF 32 (1958), 212; Garbini, ll Semitico di Nord-Ovest, 
p. 167, n. 3. Other instances appear in Ps 1 10-11; Hos iv 2, vii 1; Amos 
i 11 (courtesy W. L. Moran); Job ix 12, 20, xvi 14. 

This is God's. Literally "the one of God," referring to vs. 3, har 
~lyyon, which belongs to God. It is comparable to zeh slnay, zeh dor, 
etc., treated in NOTE on Ps xxiv 6, only in this instance it does not 
refer to God as the One, but rather to something that belongs to him. 

15. Our eternal and everlasting God. Analyzing '•lohenil 'oliim wii'ed 
as a construct chain with interposing pronominal suffix, a construction 
examined in NoTEs on Pss xviii 18 and xxxv 19. Cf. NoTE on Ps x 16 
regarding the composite noun 'oliim wii'ed. 

eternally. With Lxxo1., reading 'oliimot for MT 'al milt, as proposed 
by Krinetzki in BZ 4 (1960), 73, on the basis of Ugar. '!mt. Good 
analogies to the double plurals 'oliimlm and 'oliimot are offered by Heb. 
siinim and siiniit, dorlm and dorot. There should now be less hesitation 
(manifested by some, including myself) in translating the Ugaritic divine 
title ab fom as "Father of Years," though all the other instances of 
plural "years" in Ugaritic are feminine plural fot. 
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Just as the first stanza ended with 'ad 'oltim (vs. 9), so the poet closes 
the second stanza and the poem with the synonym 'oltimiit. This stylistic 
observation makes serious inroads into my earlier proposal, "He will 
lead us from death" (CBQ 16 [1954], 18), and into that of Johnson, "He 
is our leader against Death" (Sacral Kingship in Ancient Israel, p. 81). 



PSALM 49 

(xlix 1-21) 

For the director; of the sons of Korah, a psalm. 

2 Hear this, all your peoples, 
give ear, all your dwellers in the world, 

3 Of lowly birth or high degree, [2]* 
rich and poor alike. 

4 My mouth shall speak wisdom, [3] 
and my heart shall proclaim insight. 

5 I will incline my ear to a proverb, [4] 
will breathe out my riddle on the lyre. 

6 Why should I fear the evil days, [5] 
or the malice of the slanderers who surround me, 

7 Who trust in their wealth, [6] 
and of their ample riches boast? 

8 Alas, a man can in no wise redeem himself, [7] 
or pay to God his ransom price. 

9 But the Mansion shall be the redemption of his soul, [8] 
and he shall cease forever, 

IO When he could have lived jubilant forever, [9] 
and never have seen the Pit. 

11 If he looks at the wise, they die; [10] 
if he gazes upon fools, 

They straightway perish, 
and leave to others their wealth. 

12 Inside their eternal home, [ 11] 
their dwelling place for all generations, 

While upon the earth 
they invoke their names. 

13 For man in the Mansion will sleep indeed, [12] 
become like beasts that cease to be. 

*Verse numbers in RSV. 
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14 This is the destiny of those who had wealth, 
and the final end 

Of those who indulged their taste. 
15 Like sheep they wiII be put into Sheol, 

Death will be their shepherd; 
When they descend into his gullet like a calf, 

their limbs wiII be devoured by Sheol, 
consumed by the Devourer. 

16 But God will ransom me, 
from the hand of Sheol 

Will he surely snatch me. 
17 Be not envious when a man grows rich, 

when the wealth of his house increases; 
18 For when he dies, nothing will he take, 

his wealth will not descend with him, 
19 Though he worshiped his appetite while he lived. 
20 And though they praise you when you prosper, 

you will enter the circle of your fathers, 
Who will never more see the light. 

21 Man in the Mansion will nothing sense, 
become like beasts that cease to be. 

NOTES 

Selah 
[16] 

xlix. A Wisdom psalm reflecting on the transitory nature of wealth and 
pleasure. One should not envy the rich, for the grave awaits them, 
where their lot will be that of the beasts who perish. Paradise with 
Yahweh, however, awaits the just man who places his confidence in 
him rather than in earthly riches and pleasure. The poem is marked 
by a subtle irony throughout, while the language is probably the most 
dialectal in the Psalter. 

3. rich and poor. The Targum identified these with the ''unjust" and 
the "just," respectively, an interpretation warranted by several biblical 
passages. Thus Isa !iii 9 makes riiSii', "the wicked man," synonymously 
parallel to 'ii:fir, "the rich man," while Job xxiv 6 (like Isa lili 9, often 
the victim of the emendators) kerem riiSii', "the vineyard of the wicked 
man," really means the rich man's vineyard. Cf. further Prov xi 7, 
where riiSii' balances 'onim, "riches." 

4. speak wisdom. Ugaritic-Phoenician l;zkmt. MT l;iokmi'Jt, like 'adamot 
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in vs. 12, is the Phoenician form of classical Heb. bokmah, as analyzed 
by Ginsberg and accepted by Albright in VTS, III ( 1955), p. 8, and by 
Barucq, Le iivre des Proverbes, p. 96, as a possibility. Barucq prefers 
to explain bokmot as a plurale majestatis, but then it should be pointed 
b"kumot. 

my heart shall proclaim. Reading infinitive absolute w•hugOt for MT 
w•hagut; a verbal form is needed to keep the sentence moving. To be 
sure, the normal infinitive absolute is hugo (Isa !ix 13), but the poet 
may have chosen this unusual form to create a rhyming sequence with 
bokmot and t•bunot. Rhyme, wordplay, assonance, alliteration figure 
prominently in this riddle. In Ps xc 15 (and Deut xx.xii 7), the poet, for 
the sake of rhyme with s•not, "years," employs the rare plural y•mot 
(two occurrences; Phoen. ymt). Other infinitives absolute like hiigot in
clude Isa xxii 12, satot, Isa xiii 20, ra'yot, and Hab iii 13, 'aryot; see 
Sola-Sole, L'infinitif semitique, p. 78, and Huesman in Biblica 37 ( 1956), 
290. 

5. incline my ear. In other words, to catch the inspiration, he will in 
turn murmur to the accompaniment of the lyre. Cf. Job iv 12, "Now 
a word came to me quietly, I Just a whisper caught my ear" (Pope, The 
Anchor Bible, vol. 15). 

breathe out my riddle. Parsing 'eptab as infixed -t- conjugation from 
pub, "to blow, breathe," occurring again in this conjugation in Jer i 14, 
miHiipon tiptiib (MT tippiitab) harii'iih, "Evil will blow down from the 
north." Particularly corroborative is Ps cxix 130, petab d•biirekii yii'lr 
mebln p•tiiyim, ''The mere uttering of your words gives light, giving 
intelligence to the uninstructed." Other cases of infixed -t- forms have 
been examined by Dahood, in ZAW 74 (1962), 207 f., Orientalia 32 
(1963), 498f., and PNWSP, pp. 45f. Cf. further Prov viii 6, miptab 
s''piitay, "the utterance from my lips," and xvii 19, magbzah pitbo, "he 
who speaks proudly" (courtesy J. Swetnam). 

on the lyre. kinnor appears in a recently discovered Ugaritic text 
which also lists tp, "tambourine, drum," and m.rltm, "cymbals"; C. Virol
leaud in CRAIBL, 1962 (appeared 1963), 94. ffence it is amusing to 
read in IDB, III, p. 474b, that biblical kinnor perhaps derives from 
Persian-Arabic kunniir, "lute," or from the root meaning "lotus plant." 
Cf. now UT, Glossary, No. 1274. 

6. the evil days. I.e., when death approaches. The construction yiire' 
b• instead of yiire' min was commented upon at Ps xlvi 3. 

the slanderers. To judge from the present context and from Ps xli 
5-9, a man's maligners were wont to gather round when he lay on his 
deathbed. 

For MT '•qebay, possibly read 'oq•bay; for the meaning, cf. dis
cussion at Ps xii 10. The pronominal suffix has the force of the article 
or demonstrative; cf. NOTE on Ps xvii 15. 
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who surround me. With Origen, vocalizing plural y•subbunl instead 
of MT y•subbenl. For the picture of slanderers surrounding their vic
tim, see Pss iii 7, xxxi 14, xxxv 16, xli 5-9. 

7. trust ••• boast. Note the superb example of chiasm: A+B // 

:B+A.. 
8. Alas, a man. The modern penchant for forming interjections from 

words expressing blood relationship (e.g., Italian mamma mia, literally 
"My mother!", an exclamation of wonder or of fear) enjoys biblical 
analogues in 'ii.l:i, "alas," recurring in Ezek vi 11, xxi 20, and in 'ii.bi in 
Job xxxiv 36, 'ii.bl yibbal:ien 'iyyob 'ad ne.ral:i, "Good grief, must Job be 
tested perpetually?" Proposals to delete 'ii.bi (e.g., BH3) should quietly be 
consigned to the museum of text-critical aberrations. 

9. But . .. soul. With Hummel in JBL 76 (1957), 102, reading (for 
MT napsam) napso-m with enclitic mem, a formation that recurs in 
Ps cix 13, s•mo-m, "his name," and vs. 15, zikro-m, "his memory." 

the Mansion. A poetic name of Sheol; see NOTE below on vs. 13. 
the redemption. I.e., the minimal existence of Sheol will be the only 

redemption the rich man can hope for. 
10. jubilant forever. Relating 'od to Ugar. gdd, "to expand, rejoice," 

in UT, 'nt:n:25-26; cf. NoTE on Ps xxxii 9 and Ps xxxix 2, b•'od rasii.' 
l•negd'i, "while the wicked man is full of glee before me." In the present 
passage, parse 'od as stative participle of 'dd. 

and never have seen the Pit. Cf. Ps xvi 10, "Since you will not put 
me in Sheol, nor allow your devoted one to see the Pit." Immortality 
is offered to all men who are willing to put their confidence in Yahweh 
and not in riches. 

the Pit. One of the five poetic names for Sheol in this psalm. 
11. If he looks. God is the subject. 
if he gazes. The force of conditional kl in the first colon extends to 

the parallel member; cf. NOTE on Ps iii 2. Reading (for MT yal:iad) 
yal:iad, an apocopated form of yal:iadeh, as in Job xxxiv 29, 'al goy 
w•'al 'ii.dam yiil:iad, "Upon nation and men he gazes." The root is Ugar. 
l:idy discussed at Ps xxi 7. Terrien, Job, p. 230, n. 3, correctly grasped 
the sense of Job xxxiv 29, but needlessly emended yiibad to yiibaz. 

They straightway perish. Reading (for MT ba'ar) bii'lr, an adverb 
discovered by W. F. Albright (private communication) in Ps lxxiii 20; 
Hos xi 9; Eccles viii 10. For the thought, note Ps xxxvi 3, "But his 
God will destroy him with his glance." 

12. Inside their eternal home. Compare qirbiim battemo with UT, 1 
Aqht:74, bm qrbm asm, "in the midst of the granary," and 51 :v:76, 
bqrb hklk, "inside your palace." Akk. qirbum may suggest another point
ing of qirbiim. 

eternal home. A poetic name for Sheol. This phrase is the semantic 
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equivalent of Eccles xii 5, bet 'Oliimo, "his eternal home"; Phoen. ht 
'lm; Palmyrene ht 'lm'. 

Plural battem0 with singular meaning follows the principle mentioned 
at Ps xlili 3. 

eternal .•. for all generations. The synonymous parallelism 'olam I I 
dor wiidor equals Ugar. 'lm 11 dr dr. 

their dwelling place. For the plural form, cf. previous NoTE. The 
association of miskiin with the nether world can be seen in Isa xx.ii 16, 
miskiin, "tomb," and in Qumran Copper Scroll, VI:ll; cf. J. T. Mi~ in 
M. Baillet, J. T. Milik and R. de Vaux, Discoveries in the Judaean 
Desert, III (Oxford, 1962), p. 249. 

the earth. The hapax legomenon '0 diim0t is doubtless the Phoen. femi
nine singular ending in -Ot; cf. vs. 4, l;zokm0t, and Norn on Ps xiv 15. 

they invoke. Namely, the heirs who inherited their wealth. Subtle 
irony pervades this psalm. 

13. the Mansion. Another of the thirty-odd names of the nether world 
heretofore recognized in biblical poetry. In Palmyrene funerary inscrip
tions one encounters the phrase yqr' ht 'lm', which is surely related to 
y•qar in the present verse, especially since vs. 12 speaks of battemo 
l•'oliim. For full study of yqr, see Syria 19 (1938), 99-102, where 
Joiion defines Palmyrene yqr' as "monument d'honneur"; cf. NOTE on 
Ps xlv 10. 

will sleep. The verb yiilin connotes "to sleep the sleep of death" in 
Ps xxx 6 and Job xvii 2. 

indeed. Understanding bal in the affirmative sense as in Arabic-Uga
ritic and occasionally in the Bible; cf. UT, § § 9.18; 11.10; and Pss x 15, 
xxxii 9; Prov xiv 7. 

that cease to be. This phrase harks back to vs. 9, "and he shall cease 
forever." Deriving nid•mu from diimiih n, "to cease, cause to cease"; 
see BDB, p. 198b. The subject of nid•mu is plural b•hemiit; on Ugar. 
bhmt, see Norn on Ps viii 8. 

14. the destiny. The parallelism here and the context of Ps xxxv 6 
serve to pinpoint the value of darkiim. There is an instructive analogy 
in UT, 2 Aqht:iv:35-36, mt ubryt my yql;z mh yql;z mt atryt, "What 
will man receive as his final end, what will man receive as his destiny?" 
The balance between ubryt and atryt is semantically the same as that 
between darkiim and 'al;z0rehem, since both atr and drk signify "to 
tread, walk." 

who had wealth. The paronomasia involves kesel, ''wealth," and vs. 
11, k•sll, "fools." The semantic range of the root ksl partially coincides 
with that of kbd. From the latter derive vocables signifying "liver," 
"dull," and "wealth," while derivatives of ksl include words for "loins," 
"stupid," and, presumably, "wealth." The clinching argument is supplied 
by Prov xix 1, fob riiS hOlek b•tummo me'iqqes s•piitiiyw w•hu' k•sll, 
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"Better a poor man who lives virtuously I Than a dissembler who is 
rich" (Scott, The Anchor Bible, vol. 18) The antithesis to riiS leaves little 
doubt as to the connotation of k•sll. Of course, there are numerous 
critics who will emendate k•sll to 'iiJir on the strength of the doublet 
in Prov xxviii 6, which reads 'asir, "rich man." But lectio difficilior 
potior. 

the final end. 'abarehem equals Ugar. ubryt with the same meaning; 
cf. Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 48 f. 

who indulged their taste. Literally ''who found pleasure in their 
mouth." Of course, the sin of gluttony is meant. 

15. Like sheep they will be put. Reading situ, qal passive of lit, as 
in Ps iii 7, for MT :fatru. The syntax of liS•' ol Situ recalls that of Ps 
xvi 10, lo' ta'azob naps! liS•'ol, "You will not place me in Sheol," while 
the imagery is much elucidated by UT, 51:vrn:15-18, al tqrb lbn ilm 
mt al y'dbkm kimr bph, "Do not approach divine Mot lest he put you 
like a lamb into his mouth." 

Death will be their shepherd. The psalmist waxes ironic. See previous 
NoTE and compare the euphemism in UT, 67:vr:6, ln'my ar~ dbr, "to 
the pleasant places of the land of grazing." This phrase is a euphemistic 
description of the nether regions, as rightly noticed by Aistleitner, WuS, 
No. 1806, p. 208. In the Egyptian Magical Papyrus Harris, the chthonic 
deity Horon is called the "valiant shepherd"; see Albright, Archaeology 
and the Religion of Israel, p. 80. 

When they descend. Pointing w•yar•du, from yrd, instead of MT 
wayyirdu. This root is very frequent in contexts concerned with the 
underworld; e.g., Ps lxxxviii 5, yor•de bor, and UT, 51 :vm:8-9, yrdm 
ar~. 

into his gullet. A doubtful translation. Reading b•mesilrlm for MT 
ham y•siirlm. This sense of mesiirim is inferred from the context and 
from the examination of two other passages: Prov xxiii 31-32, 
yithallek b•mesiifim, "It (the wine) flows down the throat"; and Song 
of Sol vii 10, w•?zikkeka k•yen hat{ob holek l•dodi l•mesarlm, "And 
your palate is like sweet wine flowing down the throat of my beloved." 
Cf. Song of Sol i 4. The root ysr, "to be straight," provides a passable 
etymology, while the imagery relates to UT, 67:1:6-7, lyrt bnps bn 
ilm mt, "Indeed I shall go down into the throat of divine Mot." 

like a calf. Reading l•biiqiir for MT labboqer, a prepositional phrase 
occurring in plural form in Ps ci 8, lib•qarim (MT labb•qarim) 'Q.fmit 
kol ris'e 'are~, "Like cattle I will destroy all the wicked in the land." 
Cf. UT, Krt:93, wlrbt, "and by the ten thousands," for a similar preposi
tional formation. Stylistically, /•baqar balances k•~o'n at the beginning of 
the sentence; the balance between biiqiir and ~o·n is very frequent. 

their limbs. Relating ~iriim to the verb y(4ar, "to form, fashion," used 
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in connection with the formation of the human body in Isa xliv 2, 
xlix 5, etc., and underlying Job xvii 7, y 6.ruray, "my limbs." 

will be devoured. Literally "are for devouring." Deriving ballot from 
biilah, "to wear out, consume," attested in UT, 67:1:18, nps bit, "my 
life is wasted away," and 2064:22-23, blym a/pm, "The oxen are worn 
out" (i.e., are unfit for plowing). It should not be overlooked that the 
biblical text uses ballot in connection with :fo'n and biiqar. 

by Sheol. Sheol is like the shepherds of Ezek xxxiv 3 who, instead 
of feeding the flock, feed on it. 

consumed by the Devourer. An uncertain version. Reading (for MT 
mizz"bul IO), with no consonantal changes, m 6ze bale lo, literally "con
sumed by the one who devours for himself," with lo understood as 
dativus commodi. Cf. Deut xxxii 24, m 6ze rii'ab, "consumed by the 
Hungry One" (cf. Norn on Ps xxxiii 19). 

16. the hand of Sheol. Since Death was personified, it is more correct 
to understand yad literally than to obscure the image by rendering it 
"power" (CCD). Cf. Hos xiii 14 and Job xvii 16, "Into the hands of 
Sheol will it (my hope) descend, when together we go down upon the 
slime." 

Will he surely snatch me. The correct stichometric division is owed 
to the Ugaritic specialists, who identified in ki yiqqal:zenl the emphasiz
ing particle kl which often causes the postposition of the verb. Thus in 
his Ugaritic Grammar (Rome, 1940), p. 54, C. H. Gordon listed the 
present passage among those exhibiting the syntactic phenomenon placed 
in such clear light by, e.g., UT, 62:1:14-15, lktp 'nt ktsth, "Upon the 
shoulders of Anath she surely puts him." This usage is attested five 
times in the Bible and not once was it correctly understood by any of 
the ancient versions. Though widely accepted today for the present pas
sage (see Muilenburg, HUCA 32 [1961], 135-60, especially p. 143; 
Brekelmans, Ras Sjamra en het Oude Testament, p. 10), this analysis 
seems to have escaped J. van der Ploeg in his long study, "Notes sur le 
Psaume xux," in Studies on Psalms (Oudtestamentische Studien, XIII; 
Leiden, 1963), pp. 137-72, especially p. 158. Among recent com
mentators, Kraus, Psalmen, I, pp. 362 f., gives the correct explanation, 
but recent translations have not been alive to this syntactic refinement. 

What the psalmist is professing is his firm conviction that God will 
take him to himself, just as he took Enoch and Elijah; in other words, 
he is stating his belief in "assumption." Most commentators find this 
meaning in the psalmist's words; for a full listing, see Van der Ploeg, 
Studies on Psalms, p. 163. The verb lql:z is precisely that used in Gen 
v 24; II Kings ii 3, 5, 9; Sirach xiii 15, xlviii 9; as well as in Ps lxxiii 24. 
Consult Robert Martin-Achard, De la mort a la resurrection (Neuchatel, 
1956), pp. 56ff. 

A recently published Ugaritic letter sheds some light on the history 
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of lq(l in the context of death. The text is UT, 2059:21-22, wklhm bd 
rb tmtt lq(lt, "And I snatched all of them from the hand(s) of the 
Master of Death (=Mot)." 

17. Be not envious. Vocalizing tere' for MT tlrii', from rii' iih, "to 
see." The shade of meaning "to envy," which translators normally fail 
to detect here, can be established from the following texts: (a) Ps lxxiii 3, 
ki qinne'ti bahol•lim s•lom r•sii'im 'er'eh, "For I was jealous of the 
arrogant, the prosperity of the wicked I envied"; (b) Deut xxxiii 21, 
wayyar' re'slt lo ki yissom (lelqat m•(loqeq, "And he covets the best 
for himself, indeed he pants after a commander's share"--cf. Cross and 
Freedman in JBL 67 (1948), 195; (c) Isa !iii 2, lo' to'ar 10 w•lo' hiidiir 
w•nir'ehu w•lo' mar'eh w•ne(lm•dehu, "He had no form nor charm 
that we should envy him, no beauty that we should desire him"; (d) 
Deut xxxii 19, wayyar' yhwh wayyin'ii.f mikka'as biiniiyw ub•natiiyw, 
"And Yahweh grew envious and spumed them, because he was vexed 
with his sons and daughters"-the sense of the verse becomes clear 
when compared with vs. 21, "They provoked me to jealousy with a 
no-god, they vexed me with their idols"; (e) Song of Sol i 6, 'al tir•'uni 
se'ani s•(lar(loret, "Do not envy me in that I am black." Analogous is 
'yn, "to see," but in I Sam xviii 9, "to envy"; see Zorell, ZLH, p. 590b. 

wealth of his house. kiibod denotes "wealth" in Gen xxxi 1; Isa x 3, 
xxii 24, I.xvi 11, 12; Nah ii 10, while the qal of kiibed signifies "to be 
rich" in Gen xiii 2. On the last text, see Gevirtz in VT 11 (1961), 141, 
n. 5. Song of Sol viii 7, hon beto, "the substance of his house," is 
synonymous with the present phrase. 

18. nothing will he take. A similar sentiment in Eccles v 14, "Nothing 
whatever he shall take of his gains, that he could take with him." 

descend with him. So LXX; for 'a(lare, "with," see R. B. Y. Scott 
in JTS 50 (1949), 178 f.; Dahood in Biblica 44 (1963), 293. Scott's ob
servation is borne out by UT, 77:32-33, 'mn nkl btny abr nkl yrb 
ytrf;, "With Nikkal will be my marriage; with Nikkal will Yarib enter 
into wedlock." The parallelism with 'mn appears decisive for the mean
ing of abr. For the thought of the verse, note Job xv 29, 10' yif!eh 
lii'iiref m•nolo-m (MT minliim), "He will not be rich, nor his wealth 
endure I Nor his possessions reach the nether world" (Pope, The Anchor 
Bible, vol. 15), as I proposed in BCCT, pp. 60 f. 

19. he worshiped his appetite. The phrase napso ••• y•biirek recurs 
in Ps x 3, napso ubofea' berek, "The despoiler worships his appetite." 
The root is denominative from berek, "knee," as in Ps xcv 6; see 
A. Jirku, FuF 32 (1958), 212. The thought is also Pauline: Philip 
iii 19, "whose god is their belly." 

20. they praise you. The subject of yodukii is indefinite plural, while 
the suffix indicates that the psalmist shifts from the third person (the 
wealthy man in vss. 17-18) to a direct address of the rich man himself. 
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the circle. This meaning of dor is noted at Ps xiv 5. Here, however, 
the realm of the dead is meant. 

your fathers. Reading (for MT 'abOtiiyw), with no change of con
sonants, 'abQa, the oblique plural as in Ugaritic, and attaching the final 
waw to the next word. The suffix is forthcoming from yodukii on the 
principle noted at Ps iii 4. 

Who will. Explaining the waw of w"'ad as explicative; cf. GK, 
§ 154N(b) and Albright in BASOR 164 (1961), 36, in his comments 
on ktr wbss, which he understands as "Kothar who is Uasis." 

never more see the light. I.e., enjoy immortality, an idiom notably 
clarified by a new appreciation of Ps xxxvi 10. The light of God's face 
in the fields of life will be denied those who put their trust in riches 
and boast of financial success. Their lot will be the direct opposite of 
the prospects set forth in vs. 10. 

21. the Mansion. See NOTE on vs. 13. 
will nothing sense. Parsing waw of w•lo' as emphaticum, considered 

in Norn on Ps iv 5. 
like beasts that cease to be. See vs. 13 and NOTE. 



A psalm of Asaph. 

PSALM 50 

(1 1-23) 

The God of gods is Yahweh, 
he spoke and summoned the earth, 

From the rising of the sun to its setting. 
2 Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, 

God shone forth. 
3 Our God is coming and will not be silent. 

Before him a devouring fire, 
around him a raging tempest. 

4 He summoned the heaven above, 
and the earth, to the trial of his people. Selah 

5 "Gather before him his devoted ones, 
who made a covenant with him 
in the presence of a sacrifice. 

6 Let the heavens announce his just claim, 
for he is the God of justice." 

7 "Listen, my people, and I will speak, 
Israel, and I will testify against you, 

Yahweh, your God, am I. 
8 Not for your sacrifices do I reprove you, 

nor for your burnt offerings 
that are ever before me. 

9 I ask no bullocks from your estate, 
nor goats from your folds; 

10 Since mine are all the animals of the forest, 
the beasts in the towering mountains; 

11 For I know all the mountain birds, 
and what moves in the field 
is present before me. · 
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12 Were I hungry, I would not tell you, 
mine being the world and all it holds. 

13 Do I eat the flesh of bulls, 
or drink the blood of goats? 

14 Offer to God praise as your sacrifice, 
and fulfill your vows to the Most High. 

15 Then call me in time of distress; 
I will rescue you and you will be feasted by me." 

16 But to the wicked man God says: 
"But how can you recite my commandments, 

and raise my covenant upon your lips? 
17 For you hate my instruction, 

and cast my words behind your back. 
18 When you see a thief, you vie with him, 

and with adulterers you make common cause. 
19 With your mouth you forge evil itself, 

and with your tongue you weave deceit. 
20 You sit speaking against your brother, 

against your own mother's son you spread gossip. 
21 These things have you done: 

Am I to remain silent? 
You harbor evil desires: 

Am I like you? 
I will accuse you and draw up a case 

before your eyes. 
22 Consider this well, you who forget God, 

lest I snatch and there be none to rescue. 
23 He who offers the sacrifice of praise 

will be feasted by me; 
The one who is set in my way 

will I make drink deeply 
of the salvation of God." 

NOTES 

305 

l. A prophetic liturgy of divine judgment. In the tradition of the 
prophets, the psalmist stresses the futility of sacrifice divorced from 
true morality. 

1. The God of gods. The grammatical relationship between the words 
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'el '•lohim yhwh is uncertain, and its interpretation is tied up with that 
given to this cluster in Josh xxii 22. 

Several possibilities present themselves, but the most attractive is to 
understand '•lohim as numerical plural, as in Ugaritic (UT, p. 357, 
ilhm) and in Hebrew (Zorell, ZLH, pp. 53 f.) and to construe the phrase 
as superlative in meaning: "the God of gods," like "the king of kings." 
I am indebted to D. N. Freedman for this observation. In the use of 
the term 'el there may be a reference to Canaanite 'el, who was the 
chief deity and head of the Canaanite pantheon. In the Psalter, the 
phrase 'el '•lohim, "the God of gods," recurs in lxii 2 and lxxvii 2 (bis). 

to its setting. 'ad m•bO'o equals Phoenician Karatepe 1:5, 'd mb'y, 
"to its setting." 

2. God shone forth. Relating the root of hopla' to Ugar. yp', "to 
rise up," as proposed by F. L. Moriarty in CBQ 14 (1952), 62; cf. UT, 
Glossary, No. 1133, p. 413. 

3. Before him . . • around him. This imagery is important for the 
correct understanding of Ps xcvii 3, 'es l•paniiy telek ut"liihef siiblb 
.yiiriiyw, "A fire goes before him and flashes round his back." Usually 
taken as "adversaries," plural .yiiriiyw, balancing plural piiniiyw, is identi
cal with Ugar. ?,r, "back." A cognate description is found in Hab iii 5, 
l•piiniiyw yelek diiber w•ye.ye' re1ep l•ragliiyw, "Before him went pesti
lence, and fire shone at his back." On y.y', "to shine," see Dahood, 
PNWSP, p. 52, and NoTE on Ps xvii 2. 

4. the heaven . • . the earth. Heaven and earth are summoned by 
God to function as witnesses (Gunkel would make them judges) in 
his controversy with Israel. G. Ernest Wright, The Old Testament 
against Its Environment (London, 1950), p. 36, has suggested that 
heaven and earth, invoked in the literary genus known as the "lawsuit," 
can best be interpreted in light of the divine assembly, the members of 
which constitute the host of heaven and earth. H. Huffman in JBL 78 
(1959), 291, takes exception to this interpretation since, in his opinion, 
there is no direct evidence that heaven and earth were members of 
the divine assembly. Though there is still no direct evidence, a recently 
discovered Ugaritic tablet does counter Huffman's position. A list of 
offerings to different gods includes the phrase arf wsmm 1, "Earth and 
Heaven, one sheep" (cited from UT, Glossary, No. 959, p. 401). If 
one compares the offering list published as UT, 1 :6-7, which, among 
the gods listed, specifically mentions dr ii wpbr b'l, "the family of El 
and the assembly of Baal," as recipients of a large head of cattle, one 
is on safe ground when inferring that for the Canaanites Earth and 
Heaven were deities who formed part of the divine assembly. 

5. Gather before him. These are not the words of Yahweh, but rather 
of the speaker for the plaintiff, Yahweh. The speech of Yahweh begins 
in vs. 7 with the solemn formula, "Listen, my people, and I will speak." 
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Both LXX and Syriac assume third-person suffixes; with the knowledge 
that Hebrew possessed a third-person suffix -y, we can retain MT li, 
"before him." 

his devoted ones. I.e., those bound by covenant obligations. This suf
fix of J:isdy is third-person singular following a plural noun; cf. Ps ii 6. 

a covenant with him. Literally "his covenant," but the genitive suffix 
often expresses a datival relationship; see NOTE on Ps ii 8. 

in the presence of. This frequent Ugaritic-Hebrew sense of 'a/e may 
be intended here; see NoTE on Ps xxiii 2. The oath made in the 
presence of the slaughtered animal was the formality which made the 
covenant valid. The Alala.kh tablets relate that in the treaty made be
tween Abban and Yaram Lim, Abban slaughtered a sheep to make a 
covenant with Yaram Lim and accompanied this act by placing himself 
under oath. The oath to the gods was taken almost simultaneously with 
the act of slaughtering. See D. J. Wiseman in JCS 12 (1958), 126, 129. 
This translation of 'a/e brings out an unnoticed affinity of the present 
verse with the description of the covenant made with Abraham in the 
presence of the sacrificed animals (Gen xv 17-18). 

6. his just claim. Within the literary framework of a lawsuit, this 
seems to be the connotation borne by ~idqo; see Job xxxiii 32. 

the God of justice. With Ehrlich, Gunkel, and others, reading '•/Ohe 
mispiif for MT '•lohlm sopef. God being just, his claim must be legiti
mate. 

7. Yahweh. Substituting yahweh for '•lohlm in the Elohistic Psalter; 
cf. Exod xx 2; Deut v 6. 

8. Nor for your burnt offerings. The second colon of vs. 8 may be 
cited as an instructive example of the extent to which ellipsis could be 
carried in biblical poetry. Ginsberg, LKK, p. 44, cites Ps cxiv as a 
beautiful illustration of ellipsis, but the present brief colon, being ellipti
cal in three respects, is no less instructive. It lacks the negative /O', 
which must be supplied from the first half verse, as well as the preposi
tion 'al, which must likewise be understood as carrying over from the 
first colon. The lack of a relative pronoun is treated in following NoTE, 
while other examples of double-duty negatives in the Psalter have been 
cited at Ps ix 19 and those of double-duty prepositions at Ps xxxiii 7. 

that are ever before me. An elliptical relative clause, a rather fre
quent phenomenon in the Psalter; cf. Norn on Ps xviii 28. 

9. from your estate. Closely cognate senses of bayit occur in Jewish 
Aramaic (Jean and Hoftijzer, Dictionnaire ... , p. 36, line 14), while 
in biblical place names it often signifies "village"; cf. Milik, in Dis
coveries in the Judaean Desert, III, p. 248, and NOTE on Ps xxxvi 9. 

10. the towering mountains. Reading har"re 'el (Ps xxxvi 7) for MT 
har•re 'iilep, and attaching final pe to the following verb as the con
junction pa discussed in second NOTE on Ps xlviii 14. This analysis, 
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proposed in Biblica 38 (1957), 312, has been adopted by Jirku in FuF 
32 (1958), 212, and Brekelmans, Ras Sjamra en het Oude Testament, 
p. 12. A new instance of pa has turned up in Job xvi 14, yipr•:/eni pere:/ 
'al piiniiy pii-ro:/ (MT 'al p'ne pere:/) yiiru:/ 'iilay k•gibbOr, "He rends me 
rift on rift, / Rushes at me like a warrior" (Pope, The Anchor Bible, vol. 
15). The cognate accusative of the first colon, yipr•~enI pere:f, is balanced 
by a similar, though not identical, construction in the second colon, ro~ 
yaru:f. 

11. mountain birds. Though 'op hiirim does not ring fully authentic, 
the objection of Gunkel, Die Psalmen, p. 220, that hiirirn alongside of 
har"re is impossible, founders on such texts as UT, 2001:rev:5, where 
kbkbm is followed in line 6 by feminine plural kbkbt, or Prov xxxi 3-4, 
where plural m•liikim follows on the heels of m•liikin, or Prov xvi 16, 
which employs two different infinitives construct, q•no and q•nat. 

present before me. The association of vs. 10 II with vs. 11 'immiidI 
resembles that found in Job xvii 1-2, q•biirlm II 'im lo' hattillem 
(MT h•tu/Im) 'immiidI, "The grave is mine, indeed, the twin mounds 
are before me" (courtesy Nicholas Tromp). 

13. eat the flesh ... drink the blood. According to one opm1on, 
there is an allusion here to the primitive belief that regarded sacrifice 
as satisfying the god's hunger but, more immediately, there seems to 
be an allusion to the carnivorous goddess Anath. In a fragmentary text 
recently published by C. Virolleaud in CRAIBL, 1960 (appeared 1961), 
180-86, and studied by Astour in RHR 164 (1963), 1-15, Anath is 
described as devouring the flesh of her brother Baal and drinking his 
blood: tspi sirh /bl f:irb tst drnh /bl ks, "She devours his flesh without 
a knife, she drinks his blood without a cup." The similarity with the 
present verse becomes even more striking with the observation that Baal 
is sometimes (e.g., UT, 76) said to assume the form of a bull, ibr, 
which is Heb. 'abbir, one of the words found in the present verse. One 
may note in passing that the palatal sibilant in sir rules out the possibility 
of understanding tar in UT, Krt: 15, as "flesh," a translation adopted by 
a number of scholars (Driver, Virolleaud, Ginsberg), but at the same 
time shows that sirh in UT, 49:m:35, is to be rendered "his flesh." 

15. you will be feasted by me. Pointing as pual t•kubb•denl instead 
of MT pie!. The suffix is datival and expresses agency. The resemblance 
of the present verse with Ps xci 15 favors this vocalization, as proposed 
by Bogaert in Biblica 45 (1964), 241. With passive verbs, the pronominal 
suffixes express agency in Pss lxiii 11, lxxxi 8; Isa xliv 21; Job xxxi 18. 
For kbd, "to feast," see NOTE below on vs. 23. 

16. recite ... lips. The association of spr and py is found in UT, 
77 :45-46, bpy sprhn, "In my mouth is their story." 

17. you hate my instruction. musiir, "my instruction," receives its 
suffix from d•biiriiy, "my words"; cf. NOTE on Ps v 4. Other examples 
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of ellipsis in this psalm are remarked in vss. 8 and 23. Failure to 
detect the operation of the double-duty suffix has resulted in the 
frequent emendation of Prov viii 10, qebu musiirl we'al kesep w0da'at 
mebii.ru!f nibbii.r; the apparatus of BH3 advises us to read musar with 
LXX, Syr., Targ., and one MS on the strength of its balance with 
suffixless da'at. The opposite procedure is to be followed: extend the 
suffix of MT musii.rl to da'at and render, "Accept my instruction instead 
of silver, and knowledge of me in preference to choicest gold." In 
Zeph iii 7, musii.r, "my instruction," receives its suffix from 'otl, "me." 

18. you vie with him. With LX:X, Syr., and Targ., vocalizing wattii.ro!f 
for MT wattiref; compare UT, 49:1:22-24, [yr?, 'm b'l ly'db mrb 'm 
bn dgn, "He cannot vie with Baal, he cannot hold a javelin with Dagan's 
son." 

19. With your mouth. Explaining plkii. as an accusative of means; 
note that the accusative of means precedes its verb, a stylistic trait of 
the psalmists commented upon at Ps v 10. 

you forge. Deriving stilabtii. from slb II, a root discussed in light of 
Ugar. slb, "to forge, hammer," in the first NOTE on Ps xviii 15. This 
etymology accords with the metaphor in tQ!fmld, which also expresses 
the activity of an artisan, according to a widely held etymology; cf. 
I Sam xxiii 9, mabarls rii.'ii.h, "fabricating mischief," and Prov iii 29, 
vi 14. 

evil itself. The b of b•rii.'ii.h can suitably be accounted for as emphatic, 
as proposed at Ps xxix 4. Two parallels are especially apposite: Jer xxix 9, 
kl b•seqer hem nibb•'im lii.kem bzs•ml, "For falsehood itself are they 
prophesying to you in my name"-a few MSS and many commentators, 
following the ancient versions, simply drop the b, but in the light of 
the well-attested usage of the emphatic b, such a procedure becomes 
indefensible; and Prov xxxi 13, dii.r"sii.h !femer upi'Sfim watta'as brbepq 
kappehii., "She selects wool and flax, and her hands create beauty itself"
syntactically, watta'as b•/:iepe!f is identical with sii.labtti b•ra'ii.h. 

with your tongue. Parallel to plkti, /•son•ka is likewise an accusative 
of means preceding its verb. Cf. Ps v 10, l•sonii.m yabafiqu, "With 
their tongue they bring death." This analysis keeps "you" the subject of 
vss. 16-21, which is rhetorically effective in a Gerichtsrede or "lawsuit." 
For a similar stylistic sequence, cf. NOTE on Ps xviii 36. Note the 
sequence A+B+c I I P.+ii+c, a pattern recurring in Pss vi 8, xlvi 5, 
cxli 3, etc. 

20. You sit speaking. Hendiadys. Perhaps there is a reference to those 
described in Ps !xix 13, "They who sit at the gate gossip about me." 

brother . .. mother's son. Cf. UT, 49:v1: 10-11, abym ytn b'/ /puy bnm 
umy klyy. Some (e.g., Briggs) would see in the parallelism a distinction 
between a "full brother" and a "uterine brother," but whether the 
psalmist had this distinction in mind is difficult to determine, since 
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the Ugaritic parallelism suggests that we might be here dealing with a 
poetic cliche. 

21. You harbor. Th.is sense of dimmitii can be found in II Sam xxi 5; 
Num xxxiii 56; cf. BDB, p. 19Ba. 

evil desires. Instead of MT h6yot, which many commentators admit 
is syntactically impossible, reading hayyot, the plural of hayyiih, "de
sire," in Job vi 2, a by-form of hawwiih, "desire" (in pejorative sense; 
Ps Iii 9; Mic vii 3; Prov x 3, xi 6). The most relevant text is Ps Iii 9, 
hawwot tal/sob, "You think evil thoughts." 

I will accuse you. This nuance of 'okiab is most clearly present 
in Job xI 2, where the ancient versions understand it in this manner; see 
Zorell, ZLH, p. 310b. 

draw up a case. The absolute use of 'iirak recurs in Ps v 4, "I will 
draw up my case before you," and in Job xxxiii 5, xxxvii 19. 

22. lest I snatch. I.e., take away your life. 
23. will be feasted by me. For pointing and parsing of verb, see 

NOTE on vs. 15. Exegetically, "to honor" here denotes "to honor with a 
banquet." This interpretation stems from the association of kbd with 
slbm and ssqy in UT, 2 Aqht:v:19-20, slbm ssqy ilm sad kbd hmt, 
"Give food, give drink to the god; serve, feast him." This definition of 
kbd comports well with the parallel verb in the present verse, "will I 
make drink deeply," examined below. The same nuance of kbd has been 
remarked at Ps xv 4. The subtle irony in Prov xii 9 can fully be 
appreciated only with the knowledge that kbd bears this connotation: 
fob niqleh w•'ebed lo mimmitkabbed wabasar liibem, "Better a man of 
no rank who has a helping of food than he who gives himself airs, yet 
has nothing to eat." The wordplay present in mitkabbed emerges in the 
light of the definition of kbd in the above texts; cf. Dahood, PNWSP, 
p. 26. 

who is set in my way. I.e., in the way of God's commandments. MT 
siim derek is difficult, but a modicum of sense can be extracted by 
vocalizing consonantal sm as the qal passive participle, a form attested 
in Num xxiv 21 and Obad iv; see Zorell, ZLH, p. 795b. Other qal 
passive (though not participles) attestations of this verb are found in 
Ezek iv 2; Mic iv 14; Job xx 4; II Sam xiv 7 (Joiion, GHB, § 5Bc), 
and Phoenician Eshmunazar, line 5, k 'y sm bn mnm, "For nothing 
whatsoever has been placed in it." 

The value of the suffix of y•kubb•dan•ni (MT y•kabb•dan•ni), a 
pual energic form (cf. Norns on vs. 15 and Ps viii 2), carries over into 
the second colon so that derek can signify "my way." The ellipsis 
involving lack of explicit suffixes and prepositions in vss. B and 17 has 
been commented upon above. 

will I make drink deeply. Alter the pointing of MT 'ar'ennu to 
'or'ennu, the hiphil of yr' 11, "to be fat, drink deeply," a root discussed 
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at Ps xxxiv 9. This exegesis is further sustained by the similarity of 
the present passage with Ps xci 16, 'orek yiimim 'a£bi'ehu w•'or'ehu 
(MT 'ar'ehu) bisu'iitl, "With length of days will I satisfy him, and I will 
make him drink deeply of my salvation." Gunkel's emendation of con
sonantal 'r'h to 'arwehu in Ps xci 16, "I will make him drink his fill," 
while evincing a fine feeling for the needs of context, is no longer needed. 
Note that the construction yr' b, "to drink deeply from," falls in with 
the syntax of sty b, "to drink from," in UT, 52:6, and in Gen xliv 5; 
Amos vi 6; Prov ix 5. 

It thus develops that the balance between y•kubb•dan•nr and 'or'ennu 
is semantically equivalent to that between ssqy, "give to drink," and 
kbd, "fete," in UT, 2 Aqht:v: 19-20. 

The biblical metaphor is of a piece with such phrases as Ps cxvi 13, 
"I will take the cup of salvation," and Isa xii 3. Here then we propose 
to find the theme of the messianic banquet, as presented in Pss xvi 11, 
xxiii 5-6; Isa xxv 8; and taken up again in Luke xiv 16-24. CT. 
Martin-Achard, De la mort a la resurrection, pp. 103 f. 
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'iibad, to shrivel, 230 
'ad, hand, 95 
'iid='iiz, then, 278 
'adamot, earth, 299 
'iif:z, alas, 298 
'af:zare, with, 302 
'ayil, ram, lieutenant, 9, 10 
'al, lest, 59, 215 
'iilam, to muzzle, 190 f. 
'iimar, to see, 16, 24, 69 
'iimon, wealth, 12, 228 
'iiniih, to meet, 237 
'ap, and, 89 
'iiram, to be high, 282 
'•re"Set, request, 131 
'iiSam, to perish, 35 f., 207 
'aser, he who, 251 
'iiSer, happy, 63 
'iit, to work wonders, 246, 265 
'ed, death, 111 
'•yalut, army, 141 
'el, El, 46, 64, 242, 305 f. 
'el, as superlative, 220 
'elem, muzzle, 240 
'elim, God, XXIII, 43, 218 
'•IOhim ~addiq, God, the Just One, 

XXXVII 

'•met, truly, 188 
'•munlm, faithful men, 73 
'ere$, clay, 74 f. 
'ere~. nether world, 43, 106, 144 
'et, weapon, 73 f. 
'I, not, 196 
'Is diimlm, man of idols, 31 f. 
7slm, men, 13 

7son, sleep, 78 
'ltiimiir, lthamar, 16 
'omer, vision, 179 
'or, sun, 228 
'ur, field, 222 f. 
b, from, xxv1, 3, 9, 16, 58, 61, 65, 

69, 84, 96, 99, 107 f., 122, 128, 
133, 168, 189, 203, 207, 220, 
230, 236, 272, 278 

biihem, then, 122 
bal, surely, 197, 299 
biifaf:z, to be tranquil, 139 
bayit, heavenly house, 168 
biiliih, to wear out, 93, 301 
bii'lr, straightway, 298 
biifor, to announce, 246 
b•zo't, then, 252 
b•leb, senseless, 272 
b•/lyya'al, Belia), 105 
bet, within, 96 
b•tok, out of, 140 
b•tulot, maiden, 275 
billa', to engorge, 215 f. 
bO', to bring, 262 
bat, robe, 274 
ga'awah, back, 279 
giibar, to be strong, 73 
giibo•h, Lofty One, 62 
giidal, to weave, calumniate, 73, 

216, 237, 251 
giimar, to avenge, 45 
ga'ariih, roar, 110 
ge', midst, 146 f. 
g•burot, fortress, 128 
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g"dud, well-sinewed, 114 
gll, to live, 13, 139, 262 
dii'iih, to fly, 107, 247 
diil, door, 249 
diimam, to weep, 24, 57, 183 
diimim, images, idols, 163 
derek, assembly, 2, 14 
derek, destiny, 211, 228, 299 
derek, power, dominion, 63, 70, 

114, 229 
dibber, to pursue, drive away, 9, 

236 
diggel, to raise a banner, 128 
dor, assembly, 82 
dor, eternity, 144, 151 f. 
hiigiih, to recite, number, 3, 7 
ha.gig, utterance, 29 
hagot, infinitive absolute, 297 
hayyiih, desire, 310 
h'•mir, jaw, 278 f. 
hamon, wealth, 228 f. 
hiipak, to ravage, 194 
hii.rar, to lust, 88 
he'iil;i, Ahal, 215, 247 
hekiil, heavenly temple, 106, 148 f., 

179 
hemmiih, behold!, 56, 166 f., 228, 

236, 262, 291 
ziihar, to enlighten, 124 
ziikar, to be strong, 129 
ziinal;i, to be angry, 266 
zedim, presumptuous ones, 124 
zeh, the one of, 152 
zeh, then, 153 
z6ro'ot, resources, 229 
zimmiih, idol, 94, 163 
zo't, indignity, 42, 266 
l;iiidiih, to gaze, 27, 133, 202, 298 
l;Uidal n, to be fat, dull, 219 
IJiiwiih, to bow down, 176 
IJiifii', to stumble, 239 
IJayyim, life eternal, 34, 91, 132, 

170, 183, 222 
l;iiilal, to play the pipe, 213 

l;iiilaq, to perish, 35, 73, 99, 207 
1;ia/aqlaqqot, Destruction, 211 
l;iiimud, body, 242 
l;iiinap, to slander, 214 
l;iiisad n, to revile, 96 
l;iiisam, to muzzle, 96 
IJiipa.y rr, to stiffen, 231 
l;iiipe~, to be interested, 246 
l;iiirai, become like a potsherd, 194 
l;ieleq, smoothness, 89 
l;iemiih, pavilion, 123 
l;iermon, net, 258 
l;inm, stealthily, 211 f. 
l;iokmot, wisdom, 296 f. 
l;iosek, Darkness, 211 
fob, rain, xxxii, 25 
fob, sweet, 206, 270 
yiibes, to dry up, 229 f. 
yiid, arm, 224, 235 
yiid, left hand, 133, 163 
yiida', to cherish, 57 
yiih, intensifier, 240 
yahweh 'el, xxxvu, 64, 104 f., 188 
yiil;iid, alone, 158 
yiimak, to sink, 89 
*yiimam, to create, 77, 229 
yiipeal;i, witness, 169 
*yiiqar, to bum, 230 
y~ii', to shine, 93 f., 228, 306 
yiiram, to be high, 118, 168 
yarden, land of descent, 258 
yii'Sa', to thrive, 221 
yii'fiir, the Upright One, 71 
yiitam, to be blameless, 125 
y•l;iidiih, face, 141, 214 
y•su'ot, Savior, 173, 257 f., 266 
yeter, wealth, 99 
yir'iih, he who fears, 32 
yoJeb, king, 8 f., 57 
yoten, the Bestower, 114 
yqr, mansion, 274, 299 
yr' n, to be seated, to drink deeply, 

206, 310f. 
kiibed, liver, 184 
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kiibod, Glorious One, 18, 23, 179 f. 
kiibOd, wealth, 302 
kiiziib, idol, 23 f. 
kiiliih, to be at an end, 62 f. 
kiirat, to cut, 246 
kiirlm, hollows, 230 
k•lob, ax, 141 
kened, jar, xxm, 201 
kesel, wealth, 299 f. 
k•pfr, young lion, 206 
ki, indeed, 65, 241, 301 
kibbed, to feast, 84, 308 ff. 
kinnor, lyre, 297 
kissiih, to uncover, 266 
kisse', to enthrone, 273 
kol, each one, 81, 241 
kul, to sustain, 250 
l, from, XXVI, 16, 56, 74, 94, 111, 

117, 183, 202, 246f., 250, 275 
liimo, for us, 173, 266 
*lannu, for himself, 285 
liiqal;z, to assume, 33 
liiqal;z, as terminus technicus, 301 
le', the Victor, xxv, XXVI, 46, 144, 

169 f. 
leb, intention, 203 
/e biiqiir, like a calf, 300 
lel;zem, grain, 81 
lelot, watches of night, 90 
l•!iela', at my side, 237 
lo'-fob, crime, 219 f. 
l:fnm, double tongue, xxvm 
miigiin, Suzerain, XXXVII, 17, 45, 

114 
miizal, to fall, 7 5 
mal;zaneh, army, 167 
miimon, wealth, xxu, 12 
man, how many, 274 
ma'agal, pasture, 146 
mii'on, habitation, 50 
miiqom, home, 162, 228 
miirom, Exalted One, xxxvu, 44 f., 

63, 177 
maikll, skillful song, 286 

miisal;z, to stretch out, 107 
me'iit, a hundred times, 167 
melek giidol, suzerain, 284, 290 
m•lukiih, king, 143 
merl;ziib, name of Sheol, XLI, 111, 

189 
mesiirlm, gullet, 300 
metiir, bowstring, 134 
meteg, muzzle, 196 f. 
m•tom, soundness, 235 
mtiih, repeat one hundred times, 

142 
mill;ziimiih, troops, 167 
min, in, 106 
mir'iih, edict, 123 f. 
mirmiih, deceit, 151 
miskiin, tomb, 299 
mispiif, just man, 231 
mispii{, place of judgment, 2 
miSpii{, providence, 293 
mo{, poetic name for underworld, 

78f. 
moser, band, 59 
moq, festering, 267 
nii'iih, to laud, 200 
niiba', to pour forth, 121 
*niidad, to prostrate, 257 
niidiih, to hurl, 190, 224 
niiham, to groan, 235 
niiwiih, to laud, 200 f. 
niil;ziih, to lead into Paradise, 33, 

147 
nal;za/ah, kingdom, 285 
nii{ab, to drop, 240 
niipal, to ·charge, 229 
~ab, false image, 241 
niiql, hungry, 85 
niffim, men, 13 
n•hiirot, ocean currents, 151 
nepes, neck, 41 f., 141, 169, 189, 

215, 249 f., 268 
nepes, appetite, 302 
siik, barrier, 257 
siirar, to be stubborn, 81 
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seger, javelin, 210 f. 
s•J:iarf:iar, to be fever-racked, 236 
sig, to examine, 293 
sod, friendship, 158 
suk, to anoint, 10 
sur, to tum aside, 64, 123, 142, 

235, 268 
'iibar II, to storm, 291 
'iibOt, yoke, 8 
'ad, near, 257 
*'iidad, to be gleeful, 240 
*'iidad, to be petulant, 197 
'iizab II, to put, 65, 90 f., 231 
'iizar II, to be youthful, 173, 210 
'al, from, XVII, 26, 85 
'al, before, 257, 307 
'al, near, 146 
'iiliih, to attack, 215 
'ii/am, to conceal, 162 
'iile, to the debit of, 246 
'I yhwh, Most High Yahweh, 117 
'al ken, because, 258, 273 
'om, strong, 112, 283 f. 
'omad, to participate as a member, 

2 
'iiniih, to triumph, 116, 128, 129 
'ap'appayim, pupils, eyes, 70 
'iipiir, mud, 43, 140, 184 
*'(4am, to dig, 63 f. 
'iiqab, to slander, 252 
'orag, to cry aloud, 255 f. 
'iiriipel, storm cloud, 107 
'iirim, gods, protectors, 55 f. 
* iisar II, to invite, 27 5 
'at='attiih, now, 27 
'ediih, pack, 140 
'ezrah, helper, 247 
'</!, caldron, 74 
'eli, Most High, XXIII, xxv, XXXVI, 

45, 79, 89, 194, 251 
'e~ii.h, council, 1 f., 82 
·e~ot, doubts, 76 f. 
'eqeb, reward, 124 
'et, life-stage, 190 

'im, toward, 111 f. 
'ir, to protect, 56 
'oz, fortress, xxv, 50, 173 
'oz, triumph, 131, 180 
'oliim, Eternal One, xxm, xxv, 

XXXVII, 18, 75, 153, 187 
'olii.m, primeval time, 56, 180 
'olii.m wii'ed, composite noun, 293 
'oliimot, forever, 293 
'ug, to draw a circle, 214 
'un, to dwell, 162 
pa, and, 293, 307 f. 
paf:iad, flock, cabal, 81 f. 
piilaf, to rescue, 261 f. 
piinim, fury, 55, 97, 133 f., 207 
pi'lnim, intent, will, 125 
pii'al, to gather, 191 
p•nimiih, inside, 275 
pered, mule, 196 
pefa', Perversity, 218 
pu•J:i, to breathe, 297 
faddiq, the Just One, XXXVII, 69 
~addiq 'attiq, Ancient Just One, 

XXXVII, 191 
~almiiwet, utter darkness, 30 
fiiriih, siege, 127 
f•diiqiih, meadow, 33 f. 
~·diiqiih, generosity, 151, 220, 224 
fedeq, generosity, 146, 292 f. 
fedeq, legitimate, 25 
fedeq, vindication, 23, 93, 99, 216 
fiwwiih, to send, 259 
finnor, thunderbolt, 259 
*fir, limb, 300 f. 
frry, heart, innards, 38, 63, 189 
filr, divine appellative, 118 
qiidos, holy throne, 69 f., 138 f. 
qiiwiih, to call, 122, 156, 228, 241, 

245 
qiirii', to collect, harvest, 81 
*qiiriih, to burn, 230 
qiiJot, bows, 73, 228 f. 
q•doSim, Canaanite deities, 87 f. 
qeren, wing, 107 f. 
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qodes, the Holy One, 176 
qol, thunder, 281 
rii' iih, to be envious, 302 
rii'iih, to watch idly, 214 
riib, arrow, shaft, 19, 117 
rab, rich, 99, 229 
riibab, to shoot arrows, 19 
riigal, to trip, 84 
riiga'S, to forgather, 7 
riily.a'S, to compose, 270 
rii', treachery, 43 
rii'iih, drought, 230 
rii'am, to thunder, 108 
rii'eb, Hungry One (=Death), 203 
riiqad, to skip, 178 
riiSa', rich man, 296 
rega', Perdition, 182 
r•hiibim, idols, 245 f. 
rewaly., square, 117 
rewaly., broadness, 107 
rig'e 'iire~, the oppressed in the 

land, 215 
riq, troops, 7 f., 195, 210 
*rnn, to find refuge, 196 
ro's, venom, 117 
roqiimot, women who weave, 275 
rukse 'is, slanderings of men, 191 
rum, to rejoice, 77, 134f. 
r~iih, run!, xx:m, 247 
siine', to hate, as terminus techni

cus, 31, 188, 245 f. 
siipot, lips, 73 
s•miily.Ot, joy, 275 

son•'ay, my Enemy (=Death), 57 
sii'al, to interrogate, 212 
siibaly., to silence, 279 f. 
saw', idol, 151, 188 
siikaly., to shrivel, 190 
sii/a/y. II, to forge, 3 09 
siilaly., to forge, fire, 109 
siilam, to make a covenant, 42 
siim, behold!, 81, 291 
siipa(, to exercise authority, 13 
siipar, to trace out, 89 f. 
siital, to transplant, 3 
s•' ol, Sheol, 104 
sillealy., send forth shoots, 265 
sinnen, to gnash the teeth, 196 f. 
siroh, his vision, 259 
smwt, fertility, 281 
so'ah, pit, 212 
sod, sob, 74 
soly.ad, compensation, 84 f. 
soly.ad, bribe, 163 
fomriih, muzzle, 239 f. 
sub, to sit, 44, 148, 213 
sully.iin, table, 147 
taly.at, at, 116, 272 
taly.tiini, beneath me, 116 
ta'a/umot, dark corners, 267 
t•hilliih, Glorious One, 201 
t•hillot, Glory, 139 
t•hom, deep, flood, xxvn 
tigriih, club, 241 f. 
tillem, two mounds, 279 
tok, absolute form, xxxvm 
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INDEX OF SUBJECTS 

Abstract noun balanced by con
crete noun, XXXI f., 32 f., 38, 73, 
139 f., 159, 164, 173, 224, 247 

Accusative of material, 91 
Accusative of means, 119, 129, 178, 

271 
Accusative of means preceding the 

verb, 35f., 97, 115f., 211, 309 
Acrostic, 54, 155, 205, 227, 234 
Adverbial he, 161 
Afterlife: see also Immortality, Res

urrection, 71, 99 f., 146, 149, 
170, 232 

Akkadian loanwords, XXVII f. 
Amorite, 236 
Animal names, metaphorical use 

of, 9 f., 139, 142, 206, 213 
Anthropomorphism, xxm, 247 
Aphaeresis, 73 
Appellatives, divine, xxrn, 18, 69 ff., 

75, 104 f., 108 ff., 112, 114, 
117f., 139, 144, 153, 169f., 176, 
191, 201, 258, 260, 265 

Appetite of Death, 203 
Arrogance, 97 
Arrows, 235 
Article as relative pronoun, 216 
Article in function of suffix, 203 
Assonance, 45 
Assumption, 100, 301 

Ballast variant, 212, 284 f. 
Beatific vision, 71, 99 f., 133, 167 
beth emphaticum, 74, 97, 177, 201 
Beauty of Yahweh, 167, 170 

Boundaries, determination of, 90 
Breakup of stereotyped phrases, 

XXXIVf., 69, 71, 104f., 108, 
176 f., 232, 242, 246, 259, 280 

Canaanite hymn, 175 
Canaanites, 106 
Case endings, 51, 303 
CCD, XXVI 

Celestial weapons, 115 
Chase, language of, 97 f., 140, 213, 

247 
Chiasmus, 42, 44, 55, 121, 134, 

222, 282, 286, 293, 298 
Circumstantial infinitive, 167, 218 f. 
Cognate accusative, 240, 308 
Composite divine titles, 104 f. 
Composite nouns, XLI, 30, 66, 

219 f., 272 f. 
Concrete noun balanced by ab

stract noun, see also Abstract 
noun . . . , XXXIII f. 

Conditional sentence without in-
dicator, 19, 168 

Confidence, psalms of, 145, 166 
Consonantal text, xx ff. 
Construct chain, 52 
Contracted dual, 70, 88, 95, 279 
Council of the gods, 5 
Covenant, 133, 156 f., 251, 307 
Crushing of legs, motif of, 267, 

281 

Dative, expressed by genitive suf
fix, 12, 88, 156, 307 
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Dative suffix, 31, 113, 132, 162, 
223 f., 266 

Death, XXXVI, 34, 110 
Death the Shepherd, 300 
Death the Swallower, 105 
Defective orthography: see scrip-

tio defectiva, xxxvm 
Denominative verbs, 73, 129, 131 f., 

173, 237, 240 
Denominative verbs from names 

of parts of body, 84, 118, 164 
Denominative verbs from numer

als, XLI 

Detractors as archers, 19 
Dialects, Canaanite, XVI, XVIn, 

XLI f., 11, 194, 278, 296 f, 
Double-duty conjunctions, 18, 220, 

291 
Double-duty interrogatives, XXXIV, 

8, 18 
Double-duty negatives, 18, 58, 189, 

235, 307 
Double-duty prepositions, 18, 73, 

200 f., 205, 237, 246, 257 
Double-duty suffixes, XXII, XXXIV, 

17, 36, 46, 69, 77, 94, 98, 109, 
113, 125, 129, 134, 157, 168, 
191f., 195 f., 211 ff., 215, 218, 
228, 237, 242, 249, 266, 271, 
280, 303, 307 f., 310 

Double-duty vocatives, 18 
Drought, caused by sin, 24 
Dual forms, contracted: see also 

Contracted dual, xxxvrn 
Dualism, 218 
Dual of adjective, 113 
Dual participle, 98 

Eagle, metaphor of, 97, 108 
Egyptian literature, XXVI f. 
El Amaxna Letters, XXXII, 8 
Ellipsis, 8, 16, 18, 220, 280, 307 
Elysian Fields, xxxvr, 3, 33 f., 146, 

222f. 

Emendation, xxr f., 52 
Energic mode, xxxvrn, 12, 99, 128, 

241, 275 
Enjambment, XXI, xxxv, 41, 43, 

156, 173 
Envelope figure: see inclusio 
Epistolary language, 190 
Euphemism, 300 

Fatness, connotes arrogance, 97 
Feminine absolute in -t, 62, 167 
Feminine singular verb with plural 

subject, 292 
Foe (=Death), XXXVI, 105, 119, 

182, 188, 250, 252, 260 

God the Shepherd, 111 
God the Warrior, 131 
Great sin, the, 157 

Heaven and Earth, divinities, 30 
Heavenly court, 51 
Hebrew grammar, XXXVII ff. 
Hendiadys, 27, 50, 89, 157, 173, 

195, 219, 247, 309 
he-temporale, 64 f. 
Hiphil privative, 158, 265 
Holy wax, 210 
Horon, 300 
Hymnodic patterns, 175 

Idolatry, 31, 163, 188 
Immortality: see also Afterlife, Res

urrection, xxxvr, 4, 78, 91, 183, 
221 ff., 303 

Imperative, energic, 96 
Imperative, expressed by imper

fect, 29 f., 31 
Imperative, followed by jussive, 

261 
Imperfect balanced by perfect: see 

also Perfect balanced by im
perfect, 39, 51, 56 

Imperfect yaqtulu, 61 f., 78 
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Inchoative verb, 144, 256 
inclusio, 5, 14, 27, 29, 41, 43 f., 

59, 99, 164, 184, 188, 232, 287 
Independent pronoun, 156 f. 
Infinitive absolute, xxm f., 91, 95, 

138, 213 f., 251, 255, 297 
Infinitive, circumstantial, 50 
Infixed -t- conjugation, xxxvm, 61, 

64, 76, 89, 123 f., 142, 169, 
206, 235, 297 

Innocence, psalms of, 29, 31, 93, 
161 

Interchange of b and p, 90, 141, 
206 

Interchange of primae yod and 
primae aleph, 95 

Interchange of t and d, 69 
Internal mem encliticum, 147 
Interposition in construct chain, 

XXXIX f., 110 
Ivory palace, 274 

Jussive, continuing imperative, 45, 
66, 196 

ki, emphatic, xxv, 19, 55, 96, 161, 
197 

kl, interposed in construct chain, 
152 

kl, superlative, 197 
Kingship, divine, 12, 14 
Kothar, 109 

lamedh comparativum, 183 
/amedh emphaticum, 143, 158, 188 
lamedh vocativum, XXI, xxxv, XL, 

21, 87, 187, 194 f., 201, 260 
Lawsuit, 306, 309 
Lexicography, XLI ff. 
Literary dependence, XXIX f., 161 
Literary genus, xxx11 f. 
Literary types, 218 

Masoretes, xx ff., 49 
mem encliticum, 19, 27, 108 f., 

111, 116 ff., 123 f., 138, 140, 
147, 162, 176, 178, 182, 189f., 
235, 237, 281 

mem encliticum, balancing a suf-
fix, 34, 66 f., 75 

merismus, 51, 221 
Mesopotamian literature, XXVI ff. 
Messengers, motif of two, 148, 

159, 232, 247, 262 
Messianic banquet, 222, 337 
Metaphors, xxv f., 34, 96 f., 127, 

206, 222, 265 
Metonymy, 139, 202, 210 
Metrical pattern, 221, 237, 280, 

309 
min balanced by b, 128, 203 
Mixing of literary types, 218, 289 
Modernization of text, 114 ff., 196 
Morphology, 210, 275 
Motifs, mythological, xxv ff. 
Mud in the nether world, 34, 43, 

140, 184 
Mythology, xxv, 34, 50, 113, 175, 

228, 279 

Name of God, 127, 129 
Names of habitations, xx:m, 106 
Navel of the earth, 142 f., 290 
Northwest Semitic philology, xxm, 

xxrv, 20, 43, 149, 228 

Ophir, 274 
Optative perfect: see Precative 

perfect, 215 

Paragogic -I, 182 
Parallelism, xxxm, 175 f., 256 
Participle used as imperative, 98 f. 
Perfect balanced by imperfect, 24, 

46, 129, 177 f., 236, 280 ff. 
Personification, 281, 301 
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Phoenician, 20, 43, 51, 87, 94, 
97, 176, 191, 273, 306, 310 

Phoenician feminine singular end
ing -ot, 275, 299 

Pleiade, Bible de la, IX 

pluraie majestatis, xxrv, 43 f., 57, 
78, 10~ 110, 119, 182, 250, 
257' 280, 296 f. 

Plural forms of names for dwell
ings, 128, 290 

Plural subject with singular verb, 
272 

Poetic sequence, 38, 237, 309 
Poisoned arrows, 117, 251 
Polite substitute for personal pro

noun, 124, 190 
Polytheists, 163 
Postposition with emphatic parti

cles, 24 f. 
Prayer for rain, 23, 27 
Precative perfect, xxrv, xxxrx, 19 f., 

23, 26 f., 44, 54 f., 58, 65 f., 94, 
118, 157, 169, 184, 188, 215, 
241, 250, 252, 268, 273, 286 

Predestination, 271 
Preposition balanced by mem, 

259 
Prepositional phrases, 237 
Prepositions, xxvr 
Prepositions with afformative -n, 

285 
Presence of Jacob, 152 
Profession of faith, 87 
Pronominal suffix in construct 

chain, 25, 214 f., 237 
Psalm, Canaanite, 175 
Psalms, royal, 7 ff., 13 
Psalms, dating of, IX f. 
Psalter, structure of, xxx f. 
Psalter, theology of, xxxv ff. 
Psalterium Novum, 55 
Punic, 17, 176, 241 
Pyrgi, 176 

Qal passive, 19, 97, 105 f., 196, 
300, 310 

qatala, third person masculine singu
lar, XVII, xxxvm, 26, 61 

Qumran Hodayot, xxx 
Qumran Scrolls, xv, XL.II, 11, 87, 

222 

Ras Shamra, xv, XVII, XVIII ff., XLll 

Ravenous monster, 215 
Rejuvenation, 173 
Relative clause without relative 

pronoun, 113, 213 f., 307 
Resheph, 235 
Resurrection, see also Afterlife, 

Immortality, xxxvr, 4, 99 f., 183, 
222f. 

Return to Sheol, 39, 58 
Rhyme, 45, 297 
Royal psalms, 7 ff., 13 
RSV, xxv, 8 

Samaria Ostraca, 45 
scriptio defectiva, 18, 27, 31, 58, 

87, 89, 99, 109, 114, 164, 292 
scriptio plena, 65, 189, 268 
Shaphel, 213 
Sheol, snares in, 258 
Shift of person, 134 
Shift from singular to plural, 34 f. 
Sitz im Leben, XLlll 

Slander, 34, 41, 117, 119, 210, 
219, 237, 249, 251, 297 

Stars, 17 5 f. 
Stichometry, 289, 301 
Storehouses of rain, snow, etc., 

201 
Style, 115, 166, 169, 190, 197, 

215, 282 
Subjunctive, 57, 142, 162, 240 f. 
Suffix balanced by energic ending, 

77 
Suffix functioning as article, 98, 

191, 298 
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Suffix interposed in construct 
chain, 110, 293 

Suffix omitted with name of part 
of body, 88f., 95, 184, 271, 
284 

Superlative, 139 
Superscriptions: see also Titles of 

Psalms, 15 f. 
Suzerainty treaty, 17 
Syllable-counting, 13 
Syncope: see also Aphaeresis, 143, 

148 

Tarshish, 291 f. 
Textual criticism, xxn 
Third-person feminine plural verb 

in -ah, 274 
Third-person masculine singular 

qatala, 26, 115 
Third-person singular suffix -i/y, 

XX!, 10f., 81, 112, 114f., 140, 
168, 197, 218, 257 

Titles of Psalms: see also Super
scriptions, xvn 

Tyrian robe, 274 f. , 

Ugaritic, classification of, 30, 66, 
124, 158, 197, 211, 223, 229, 
252, 262 

Vastness of nether world, 111 
Versions, xx1v ff., 301 
Victory over flood, 180 
Vocative lamedh: see also lamedh 

vocativum, XXXI 

Vulcan, 109 

waw adversativum, 10 
waw emphaticum, xxv, 24, 30, 88, 

116f., 157, 189 
waw explicativum, 18, 303 
Weapons, divinely made, 115 f., 

272 
Wings, imagery of, 107, 221 
Wisdom psalms, 80, 227, 296 
Wolves, metaphor of, 97 
Word division, xxn, 258 
Wordplay, 32, 47, 56, 105, 228, 

252, 286, 297' 310 
Wordplay, theological, xx1x, 17, 

113, 285 
Wortfeld, 221 
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